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WHY AMPEREX
WATER AND AIR COOLED
TRANSMITTING AND RECTIFYING TUBES

Another new AMPEREX
power tube for induction and
dielectric heating equipment

The new Amperex 233 is designed for use as a Class C
oscillator or amplifier for generating radio frequency power
at frequencies up to 30 megacycles. Two grid arms make neu-

tralization more convenient in the amplifier connection, and
also permit cooler operation of the grid when the tube is employed at higher frequencies either in a self-excited oscillator or
power amplifier. As do all tubes designed and developed in our
laboratory, the 233 incorporates well-known "Amperextras" which
make for longer operating efficiency and lower operating costs. Write

for engineering data.

AMPEREX
(le 4e9k Avtjerm«awce tele

AMPEREX ELECTRONII CORPORATION
79 WASHINGTON STREET

BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

Export Division: 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y., Cables: -Arlab"
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AUDION
One of the first triodes, used in c -w receiver developed by Dr. Lee deForest in Palo Alto labs of Federal Tel & Radio Cover
Corp.
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ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT

"ft 0

CD -604, CD -605 TRANSFORMER -CORD SETS
UTC production facilities for these Signal Corps headset adopters permit acceptance of

additional quantity orders by quick delivery. Also available in hermetic construction.

liNg. ALL PLANTS
May we cooperate with you on design savings for your applications...war or postwar?

ISO VARICK STREET

AV

NEW YORK 13. N. Y.

EXPORT DiVISIOlk 13 UST 406 STRUT, MTV YORK EL. M. T..

OMER "MAW
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KBE
SLIDE RULES
Think of K & E. What product comes first to your
mind? Slide Rules, probably. Or think of Slide Rules.

What name do you associate with them? K & E of
course.

The reason is simple. For years a K & E Slide Rule

has been an integral part of every engineer's equipment, from his student days, right on.
The war brought an avalanche of orders for K & E
Slide Rules. We have done our utmost to keep pace
with it and are rather proud of the job. But we are

still prouder of the quality that makes the K & E
Slide Rule reputation what it is.

You will find Don Herold's booklet, "How To

4

Choose A Slide Rule" helpful and amusing. Write to
Keuffel & Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST. 1867

NEW YORK HOBOKEN, N. J.
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
MONTREAL

Drafting,Drafting, Reproduction, Surveying

Equipment and Materials.
Slide Rules. Measuring Tapes.
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How many spots in communications
equipment can you find for this newest
MICARTA product?

. premolded and cured sheets are heated
uniformly on both sides by infrared lamps for specified

JUST HEAT .

Here's a new boost, and a challenge, to communications and electronic designers . . . coil forms from
Micarta "444", the latest Westinghouse development
in industrial plastics.

time.

These strong, lightweight forms provide greater

freedom in production due to the insulating characteristics and resistance to heat, cold, humidity and chemi-

cals-characteristics found in all Micarta plastics.
Both small and medium size forms can be economically made from Micarta "444" for small -run
production jobs.
Micarta "444"-a phenolic resin with a fabric base
- -is easily formed on inexpensive and quickly -constructed plastic or wooden dies. A simple arbor press
with only 100 pounds per square inch pressure can do
the job handily. Micarta "444" can be formed or bent
into a variety of shapes from flat, cured sheets with
perfect uniformity (see examples above).
Micarta "444" has already found many uses in
radio and communications equipment. How many can
you find in your own product designs? Your nearest
Westinghouse office will be glad to explore its possibilities with you. Or write Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., PI 0. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 7-94667
4

TRANSFER... heated sheet is then quickly placed
in inexpensive wood mold in arbor press or where
pressure can be applied to mold.

AND FORM ... pressure of about 100 psi is
applied and shape cooled briefly in mold.

Westinghouse
PLANTS

IN 25 CITIES

.

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

April 1,45 - ELECTRONICS

Micarta "444" is one of many Westinghouse
products developed especially to meet engineers'
demands for their new designs.

Here is a quick check list of some important
Westinghouse developments . . . what they are,
where to use them, what they will do. Like
Micarta, each possesses characteristics giving
designers greater freedom and flexibility.

...one of many Westinghouse
contributions to progress in
electronic and communications
equipment design

Your nearest Westinghouse office can give you
complete data on any of these exceptional communications products. Ask for the book number
shown in parentheses on each item.

A QUICK CHECK LIST Of SOME WESTINGHOUSE COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS
PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES

MATERIALS

Hipersil Cores

.

.

Inerteen Capacitors

.

Light weight, small volume and high
reliability are features of Inerteen

Ready - to assemble Hipersil cores
have 1/ greater flux -carrying capacity
and eliminate time -wasting stacking of

Capacitors for d -c service at 400 to
250,000 volts. Inerteen-the liquid di-

tissue -thin laminations by hand.

electric is noninflammable
explosive. (B-3300)

(B -3223-A)

Electronic Tubes

Tuff ernell Insulating Materials

.

.

non-

.

Uniform, trouble -free, long -life service is built into every electronic tube in
Pliotrons.
the Westinghouse line .
Kenotrons, Phototubes, Thyratrons and
Ignitrons. (SP -204)

.

Developed during 50 years of field
experience, Westinghouse "Tuffernell"

.

insulating materials supply the right

.

grade needed for numberless communications jobs. (B -3322-A)

Instruments

.

Westinghouse instruments range from

miniature panel size to 4 -foot boiler
room indicators for all types of mountings. (8-3283)

Solder -Seal Prestite
New high -strength Zircon Prestite
offers remarkable versatility for communications products . . it has low
.

loss, high resistance to thermal and
mechanical shock and can be supplied
with standard Solder -Seal for true

hermetic joining to metals. (B-3244)

I
EQUIPMENT FOR THE
COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

.

..

Heaters

If it takes electric heat, Westinghouse
can help solve the control problem with
a well -stocked line of thermostats that

will handle any job up to 650' F. The
tiny thermostat illustrated is for final
temperature control in a crystal oven.
(B-3344)

Dynamotors, Motors and Blowers
Smooth, functional design gives these
rotating components high flexibility
for radio equipment. Light weight and

compactness are the keynotes in the
these long-lived devices.
Available for a wide range of frcquencit.s and voltages. (B-3242)
design of
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AWAY AHEAD!

Tobe Leads the Noise Elimination Field

F'

problems are as vexing as the elimination
of unwanted radio interference set up by the
operation of nearby electric motors. And few
sources of engineering advice on this subject are
a.s* experienced as the Tobe Engineering Staff.
Tobe is the acknowledged leader in this field;
our organization has devoted 17 years to the
intricate problems of noise elimination.
The large #1182 Navy -Type Filter illustrated
above is an example of our specialization. Examine the curve and container dimensions. This
is only one of a large number of filters designed
to meet special needs. Send for complete details.
Let us help you solve any problem connected
with blotting out unwanted "man-made" radio
static. Your inquiries are welcome.

.

....-

. ..

FREQUENCY N MEGACYCLES

.

-- -

GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL BUILDING
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

330 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE
CHICAGO I. ILL.
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ELECTRICAL DATA

eo

FM ERETTE 1180
440 AC DC VOLTS AMPERES -100

MAN-MADE

,,

ATTENUATION WAS ITETOND

RANGE Of AVAILASLI NSTRUMENTS

TYPE 118 2 -ATTENUATION RANGE

150 KC to 150 MC
Sj.

CONTAINER DIMENSIONS
221/8 "

Length .
Width

TORE DEUTSCHMANN CORP., CANTON, MASS.

.

!,

.

.

Height

.

.

4 1/8 "

11 7/8 "

aim

Fillerettes,
This unit contains three
each bearing Navy -Type No. CTD 53177.

7-119GENERAL MOTORS BLDG.
DETROIT 2, MICK.
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rottrwraNA;Dffers
Answer Military Needs for Advanced Electronic Insulation... and Afford New and Wide
Horizons for Post-war Product Improvement
A general purpose insulation, espe-

MYCALEX

400

cially fitted for high frequency appli-

cations; combines low loss factor

with machinability to close tolerances, impermeability to water and oil; not subject to distortion below 700' F. Free of carbonization.
Approved by Army and Navy as Grade L-4
insulation. Fabricated to your specifications.

A series of improved capacitor di-

electrics, with dielectric constant

selectable from 8 to 15. Available in
the form of large sheets (14"x18"), or long rods
IA" to 1" in diameter. Low, power factor and
high dielectric strength. Ideal for use in equip-

ment with variable capacity. MYCALEX K.10 approved by Army and Navy as Grade
HIC5H4 Class H material ( JAN 1-12). Fab-.,
ricated to your specifications.

MOLDED

MYCALEX

A low -loss, high temperature injection molded insulation which can be

formed into intricate or irregular
shapes, with or without metal electrodes or
metal inserts molded in. Adaptable to high
production rates and can be sold at moderate
prices.

THE INSULATOR

We have plant facilities to fabricate MYCALEX parts
to your order. Send for detailed characteristics and
specifications of any or all three grades of MYCALEX.

TRADE MARK REG U S PAT

MYCALEX CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA
"OWNERS OF 'MYCALEX'
Plant and General
Offices

Clifton, N. J.

Executive Offices

30 Rockefeller Plaza

PATENTS"

New York 20, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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at every one of our irvasion points
you' I find Super -Pro receivers
on

ur hour duty with the ARCS
under almost impossible

opmsting conditions.

."CALak

ECTIVITY

ESTABLISHED 1910

HE HAMMARLIINO- MFG . CO INC 460 W.34"

MAPIL FACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
April 194'5 - ELECTRONICS
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SU PAII

It contains complete information on recent C. T. C.

radio and electronic components designed to
speed production and improve the performance
of precision equipment.
You'll discover how the new line of C. T. C. Terminal Lugs and Swaging Tools saves time and
money through faster, cleaner assembly. It contains specifications for C.T.C. Crystals and facts
about a thumb -size I -F Ultra -High Frequency
Transformer.
You need this book for your files. Write for your copy today.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
439 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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New Designs Simplify
Mass Production!
HIGH FREQUENCY COILS,
TRANSFORMERS AND SWITCHES
FOR ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS

Originality of

ed with precision workmanship

sets apart the SE units shown here. They are,

however, but a small sampling of the extensive
range of SE -engineered vital parts we are producing
to our customers' own specifications. Our complete facilities,

uding laboratory, design, development and manufacturing,
are available to interested makers of electronic equipment.

INQUIRIES ARE INVITED

SUPER ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORP.
Jersey City, N. J.

1057 Summit Avenue
Also

Makers

of Transformers for:

Power

Audio Frequency

Luminous Tube
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

VACUUM CAPACITOR

AIR CAPACITOR

20 KV
r.4

I6-KV TYPES

4

a

o 10 KV
a

The 16,000-v Type GL -1L22 illustrated above -4 11 '16" long, 2" diameterhas only 10 per cent of the volume of an air capacitor with similar rating ... At
the right are two curves showing the breakdown voltages of vacuum capacitors
and air capacitors at successive altitudes. Note that air capacitors show a
steady drop. However, the figures for G -E vacuum capacitors, sealed against
atmospheric change., remain constant at all times.

7 5-KV TYPES

f:73

0

I

2

3

4

5

0

6

ALTITUDE MILES

I

2

3

4

5

6

ALTITUDE MILES

G -E VACUUM CAPACITORS
-are T3 the size of air capacitors
-are unaffected by external conditions
G -E vacuum capacitors are designed
for service where voltage peaks run
up to 16,000 v, a range that is common in military, aviation, and other
radio equipment, and in special applications such as diathermy. They are

small in size and compactly built.
This fact underscores their usefulness in high -frequency circuit design,
where space -saving is important because of short lead -lengths.

Since vacuum capacitors are completely sealed in, variations in air density due to changing altitudes or
other causes have no effect on voltage

breakdown, which remains constant

at all times. Likewise, temperature or

humidity changes do not influence
performance, nor can dust, insects, or
foreign particles in the air affect these
capacitors in any way.
Consult the table at the right to select

Peak

Type

the right capacitors for your own

GL -1132

write direct to Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

01-11.38

use. For full details telephone your
nearest G -E office or distributor, or
Hear Cho

G -E radio programs: "The World
Today" news, Monday through Friday, 6:45
p. m., EWT, CBS. "The G -E All -Girl Orchestra," Sunday 10 p. m., EWT, NBC "The G -E
House Party," Monday through Friday, 4 p.
EWT, CBS.

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

G -E VACUUM CAPACITORS

01-1121

01-1136
GL -1133
01-11.31
GL -1L25
GL -1122

GL -1L23

01-1124

voltage,

Capaci-

volts
(a -c, d -c,

tonce,
micromicro-

or r -f)

farads

7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000

6

12

25

50
100
6
12

25
50
100

Price

$8.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
10.00
9.25
9.25
9.25
9.25
11.00

ELECTRIC
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NOW...the General Electric
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Television by wire for
business, education

and industry
DEPARTMENT STORE

The G -E Intra-Tel system can make a store
the show place of a community. With it, it will
be possible to televise and transmit living pic-

tures throughout the store and in display

windows. It is a new sales power that will increase customer traffic on every floor and in
every department.

From the television laboratories of
General Electric has come a powerful

strations, lectures, and motion pictures

and sound are fed by cable to any

to every classroom. In industry the

new selling aid for business, a dynamic
medium for education, an effective tool

Intra-Tel system can provide the
means for coordinating activities

for industry. It is G -E Intra-Tel-a

throughout a plant, observe production

television -by -wire system that can

progress, to peer into inaccessible places

number of home -type or display receivers. If desired, a motion picture
projector and film pickup camera can
easily be added to the system. Provision can also be made to link the sys-

or to observe extremely hazardous

tem to any outside local television

operations. The Intra-Tel system uses
no transmitter and its installation thus
requires neither FCC license nor government approval.

broadcast station by means of coaxial
line or by radio relay.
For details on G -E Intra-Tel systems
and television broadcast systems, see
your G -E broadcast equipment representative, or write for the booklet
"Television Broadcasting Post -War,"

carry high -quality pictures and sound

and reproduce them anywhere within
the range of the system.
Intra-Tel has great potentialities. In

merchandising it can increase store
traffic. With an Intra-Tel system dy-

O A G -E Intra-Tel system includes one

namic demonstrations can be displayed

or more portable pickup cameras, one

simultaneously on every floor and in

or more sound microphones, and a control and monitoring console. The entire
system is designed so that both picture

show windows. In education, the Intra-

Tel system can bring special demon -

GENERAL

Electronics Department, General
Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

ELECTRIC

/ /*

Relay Transmitter

(Optional)
Control Room Equip
ment

Picture and Sound
Pickup Equipment
Camera

and

Micro

phone Outlets
Display Receiver

Outlets
VIOPO OUTPUT TO COAXIAL LINE OR, 5-T TRANSMITTeA

A typical G -E Intro -Tel system.

With the

Infra -Tel system, portable television cameras and sound microphones can be operated
from any place in store or plant. Pictures

and sound picked up by cameras (1) and

Plan to visit General Electric's great television proving ground -WRGB at Schenectady.

Every Wednesday and Friday are "open

house" days. Write for the folder, "How to
get to Schenectady," or see your local G -E
broadcast equipment representative.

ANTENNAS

microphone with microphone amplifier (2)

and (3) are fed by cable to the control
and monitoring console (4). Outlets at the

console make it possible to feed picture

and sound signals by cable to any number of

Establish a delivery priority now on
your
future television equipment. General Electric

offers you the "G-8 Television EquipmentReservation Plan." Write for your copy. It
explains how you can assure yourself early
delivery of your television equipment.

ELECTRONIC TUBES

FM TELEVISION

display receivers (5). Amplifiers and pulse
generator (6) maintain signal levels and
synchronize scanning, respectively. Film
projector (7) is used for motion pictures.

Hear the C -E radio programa t "The World

Today" news, Monday through Friday,
6:45 p. m., EWT,ICBS. "The G -E AllGirl Orchestra," Sunday 10 p.m., EWT,
NBC. "The G-EHouse Party," Monday
through Friday, 4 p.m., EWT, CBS.

HOME RECEIVERS

AM

at.bils ate oka

NO. 3 IN A SERIES EXPLAINING HOW ELECTRONIC TUBES CAN BE USED TO

IMPROVE EQUIPMENT DESIGN

The famed bazooka is one of today's
light, strong products welded with
current controlled by G -E IGNITRONS

TYPE GL -415

For resistance welding, G -E ignitron tubes are fast,

Frecise, quiet, and need minimum maintenance

PRICE $30.

cost and superior

A steel -jacketed 3 -electrode
ignitron tube with mercury -

WHEN you are designing welding

equipment, consider strongly
tke merits of G -E ignitron tubes for

dependability.

carrent-control purposes. These

investigate the application of G -E
ignitrons to welding apparatus now
being designed or being considered
for installation in your plant.

powerful, steel - jacketed electronic
tubes perform a dual function. They
open and close the welding machine

primary circuit with split-second
precision; they also control current flow as required by the job on hand.

Their operation is instantaneous,

noiseless, and involves no rotatirg or moving parts of any kind.
Maintenance therefore is at the mini-

pool cathode, for welder control service. Cathode has
special splash -ring baffle.
Rugged, compact - only
51/4" long, 23/4" diameterand easily installed. Water-

By all means

General Electric will be glad to cooperate with you in this study. Also,
a copy of the illustrated, informative

book on "How Electronic Tubes
Work" is yours for the asking. Telephone your nearest G -E office or dis-

cooled by a clamp for that purpose, which
also locates and mounts the tube. Ratings are

maximum kva demand 300, with corre-

sponding average anode current 12.1 ampmaximum average anode current 22.4 amp,
with corresponding kva demand 100. (These
ratings for voltages of 600 rms and below.)

Ignitor requirements 200 v and 30 amp.
Type GL -415 also operates for certain
types of welder -control service with forced -

air cooling. Special ratings on request.

Hoar rho G -E radio programs: "The World
Today" news, Monday through Friday, 6:45

mum-no lubrication and no wear

tributor, or write today for details.

that requires adjustment-facts which
reflect themselves in lower upkeep

Electronics Department, General

p. m., EWT, CBS. "The G -E All -Girl Orchestra," Sunday .to p. m., EWT, NBC "The G -E
House Party," Monday through Friday, 4 p. m.,

Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

EWT, CBS.

G.

ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER
E. HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC -TUBE DEVELOPMENTS THAN

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
April

14
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FM carrier
induction

Adapting the principles of radio to train communication
is a simple matter - up to a point. Standard space radio
equipment will do in a pinch. But railroads necessarily
demand more than adaptations. A coordinated system, for
one thing; reliability of performance for another, and the
privacy of wire lines.
of Aireon engineers tackled the
problem and came up with an FM carrier -current system that
makes use of the wayside wires. Communication with trains

Air
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Formerly AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES CORPORATION

Rodio and Electronics

Engineered Power Controls

NEW YORK CHICAGO
ELECTRONICS - April 1145

is established by inductive means. Performance is of telephonic quality. Equipment and operating costs are self
liquidating. if The first Almon FM carrier induction
system was installed on the Kansas City Southern Railway,
where it is in daily operation. Similar installations have
been made on other railroads. All have proved their dependability.
if Creative engineering of this nature has
contributed to the steady growth of Aireon in the electronics
field. Behind it is a type of thinking that gets things done.
We'll show you what we mean any time you say.

KANSAS CITY

BURBANK
Is

FORMED FROM A FLAT SHEET

IN LESS THAN 2 MINUTES

/V

.\\\ \\\.\\N

.\\
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//V\
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TAY OR

PH N LAS IC FIBRE

ETHOD by which ordin y sheets f fully -cured Phen 1 Fibre ar re -heated and
fo ed into various shapes is new develo ment to which users f Laminate Plastics are
t ing with ever-increasin: interest. No , Taylor engineers, wo king in the n w Taylor
esearch Laboratory, hav developed a s ecial fibre which forms etter and eas r than
standard grades of Ph- of Fibre. This ew development is calle. Taylor Pheno stic
Fibre-a Phenol Fibr ith special, elasti qualities. This new produc as many advanta: s.
Unlike metal, Phen astic Fibre is not r uced in section at the max um point of draw.
Shapes involving ompound curves an comparatively deep draws a e easily made with
no sacrifice in t e strength of the mate al. Send us the facts about yo product and our
engineers will ladly tell you whether i can be made easier or better or ore economically
with Taylo henolastic Fibre.
THE

91r21.1r1601% FIBRE CODE isA.AT,E"
LAMINATED PLASTICS: PHENOL FIBRE VULCANIZED FIBRE

Sheets, Rods, Tubes, and Fabricated Parts

PEDRO ST.. LOS ANGELES
NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS: 544 S. SAN
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DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT WORK AS WELL

IN FLIGHT AS IT DID IN THE LABORATORY?
Modern electronic equipment is carefully and skillfully built to assist our

airmen in locating and neutralizing

enemy installations, and to guide
them safely back to their home bases.
Laboratory tests are made to assure

high efficiency and uniformity in
these devices.

However, it has been demonstrated

that vibration and shock as experienced in high powered military aircraft can reduce the efficiency of radio

equipment as much as 50%, even
though total failure may not always
occur.

Electronic equipment may even

pass laboratory vibration tests only to

fail under the continuous beating of
long flight missions. Moreover, corn -

bat damage to aircraft may induce
vibration conditions undreamed of by
the radio engineer.
The one type of vibration and shock
mounting which will cushion and protect airborne equipment under all conditions has proven to be the Robinson
Vibrashocle. It has the reserve capacity to meet emergency conditions, and
staying power to outlast the airplane
itself.

Newly designed units should be
protected by Robinson mounts and
their use as replacement mountings
on current equipment may almost
entirely eliminate servicing problems.
The Robinson Organization is ready

to assist and advise on vibration
mounting problems.

Trade Mark

ROBINSON
AVIATION, INC.

730 Fifth Avenue, New York, 19, N. Y.
First National Building, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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SANTAY )IASTIIEAD

FLYINGIF

The coveted Army -Navy Production Award was presented to the Santay Corpor.
ation on March 24, 1945! It represents official recognition for the fine record estab-

lished by Santay in producing; war equipment. The entire Santay organization is
justifiably proud of this award . our country's expression of approval for a job well
done. All of our facilities have been working 24 hours a day for many months, for
VICTORY! Santay's war. production has concentrated upon our regular type of
products .. injection molding, metal stamping and electro-mechanical assemblies.
The skill and precision craftsmanship for which Santay workers are widely known
are indicated in this award. These same fine qualities can be depended upon in post
war production in equal or sur?assing measure to that employed in our production
before and during the war.
INJECTION MOLDING

,

,-

METAl. STAMPING

ELECTROMECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES

F

SAM- CORPORATION 353 NORTH CRAWFORD AVE., CHICAGO 24, 11,11\01S

)
)

FORMERLY S NKO TOOL S MANUFACTURING CO.

)
)

PAUL SEILER, 7779
REPRESENTATIVES: POTTER 8 DUGAN, INC., 29 WILBESON STREET, BUFFALO 2. NEW YORK
2, INDIANA
E.
NINTH
STREET,
INDIANAPOLIS
OUEISiER
BROS.,
108
CORTLAND AVENUE, DETROIT 4, MICHIGAN

)

F

)

It
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Protection starts here

by controlling

vibration
0

YOU remember the old story about the lost nail-and the shoe, the
horse, the rider, the general, the battle, and the war that went haywire in
consequence. The story doesn't begin soon enough - the nail was lost

*0

SHEAR TYPE

66#teled Reeede,t

MOUNTINGS

because of vibration.
a bolt instead of a
In your plant or your product, it may be a screw .
nail; a motor instead of a horse; but it's still vibration that starts the trouble.
And you can sink two -foot bolts into the concrete base, but still you haven't
kept the motor from shaking itself to pieces, or diminished the nerve wracking
noise that's keeping morale and production down.
For more than twenty years Lord's business has been the isolation and
control of vibration. Lord has lifted the methods of attack on the destructive
.

.

forces of vibration to a highly developed science. When Lord engineers
make a study of your plant or your product, there's no guesswork about
their recommendations.
Lord Shear Type Mountings and other Bonded Rubber Products embody
many exclusive techniques and patented features which cannot be copied.

Every genuine Lord Product has the name "LORD" molded into the
rubber section, as a means of ready identification, and as a guarantee to the
user that he is receiving Lord quality.
If you have a vibration problem, or a mechanical design problem involving the use of functional rubber, it may best be solved by means of rubber bonded -to -metal. Call in a Lord Vibration Engineer, or write for literature on
the subject. There is no obligation.

IT TAKES

BONDED RUBBER Ta Sit*? TO

ABSORB VIBRATION.

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
280 MADISON AVE
NEW YORK
520 N. MICHIGAN AVE
CHICAGO
7310 WOODWARD AVE
DETROIT

BURBANK. CAL

245 E. OLIVE AVE

BUY MORE
MAR BONDS

1111.W114'11131NO ENCIPILLIUGTONaro
TORONTO.

Ch11),

Originators of Shear Type Bonded Rubber Mountings
22
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types of tubes have been introduced by Western
Electric and Bell Telephone Laboratories for war
services. These new tubes - and the techniques
used in developing and manufacturing them

will find many important uses in communications at the war's end.
In all forms of electrical communications, count

on Western Electric for continuing leadership.

ELECTRONICS - April 1115

ct
Buy all the War Bonds you can
. . . and keep all you buy!
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Wily Western
q
euipment
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t
leads the way
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i WesternBell Telephone Laboratories
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and develop-world's
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ment in
munication.
Electric has
Western of communi1869,
maker
2. Since
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equipment.
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Electric land, at sea, in No other com
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of climate.
much equipment
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different
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Awastinfa

From tiny tubes to eight foot water coded giants

-from vest pocket aids for the hard of knring
to super -powered radio transmitters-Western
Electric has led the way in electrical corr munications egu_Toment for many years.

Western Electric vacuum tubes for over 30
years have been noted for their uniformity aril
long life. Scores of new and radically differerA
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A few of the not e than 3000 specialists who
design and produce high quality radio com-

People who make Collins Radio

munication equipment in th Collins plant.

Collins workers have a pernal iirerest in radio. Many
of the men have long beer. radio amateurs and a large

number of the women are mothers, wives m sweethearts
of Collins men now in the Service. This pat of the plant
is devoted to the assembly of large ground station transmitters.

The technicians who wire the critical r.f.
circuits in the exciter unit understand why
each wire must be located and terminated
with great care, exactly as engineered.

These men know what it means to the Collins is a radio man's radio organization. Men
field service man to have cables neatly of high technical integrity have come here from
positioned so that component terminals all parts of the country because Collins standards
areaccessibleanditemmuribersinfull view.

are their own ideals of excellence.

Collins final -test men check every trans-

mitter function critica!!y, f ow the
operator s point of view.
Skilled mechanics assemble and synchronize the

heavy duty Autotunes used on the output network of the 3000 watt Collins 231D ground
station transmitter.

First line craftsmen assemble the
Collins pi output network, which

matches into a wide variety of
single wire and vertical antennas.

IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, IT'S

...

Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; 11 W. 42nd SL, Now York 18, N.Y.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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trwsy,AND crwsB
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

ELIMINATE EXPOSED

SECONDARY LEADS!

Simplify your rectifier circuit by installing AmerTran "WS" or
"WSB" filament transformers. These ingenious two -in -one units
incorporate the tube socket in the transformer body and in the
"WSB", the center tap is brought out through the ceramic base.
Thus, they eliminate filament wiring and save copper, promote
safety, reduce maintenance and cut costs.

Because of their inherent ruggedness, these transformers are
being used in ratings formerly restricted to oil -immersed apparatus.

Both AmerTran "WS" and "WSB" transformers are

moisture -proofed and insulated well above the average. Their
test voltage is two and a half times their rated d.c. operating
voltage.
Primary taps are arranged to permit close control of secondary
voltage. Other features include completely enclosed windings,
compound filled and full electrostatic shields. Send for Bulletin
No. 14.5.
AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY, 178 Emmet St., Newark 5, N. J.

AMERTRAN PRODUCTS
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

HERMETICALLY SEALED TRANSFORMERS

TRANSTAT A.C. VOLTAGE REGULATORS
HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS

WAVE FILTERS

OTHER ELECTRONIC AND INDUSTRIAL TRANSFORMERS

Pioneer Manufacturers of Transformers, Reactors anc

Rectifiers for Electronics and Power Transmission
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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had d, -i.Lned a complete line of equipment for I'll

-tations. A C011,111(.1 a hie numl.,T of RCA -built; FM broadcast transmitters

I road.

and are on the air today. In the important (because it is chiefly used
in New York, Chicago and other metropolitan centers) 10KW category, for instance,
five RCA 10KW, FM transmitters have been installed. More than of any other make.
were

An additional quantity of these transmitters was built but was diverted for war
purposes.

1.

HIGH FIDELITY MICROPHONES

44-BX Microphone is
-The 1 :(
the standard of the industry.

2. STUDIO CONSOLETTES - The
RCA 76-B2 Consolette is well -

suited for small and medium-sized

FM stations and the individual
studio booths of larger stations.

After the war, RCA will have even
better microphones, insuring maximum FM response characteristics.

7. HIGH -QUALITY AMPLIFIERS-The

several types of standard, RCA
studio amplifiers are well -suited
for FM use. All amplifiers have a
flat frequency response, which

may be compensated, when desired, for particular installations.

13. FM FIELD -INTENSITY METER-The

RCA 301-B Field Intensity Meter,
which has a frequency range of 20

to 125 megacycles-and a built-in
discriminator circuit-is the only
commercially produced unit suitable for FM use,
24

3.

console of FM Station WBRL,
Baton Rouge, La.

Complete facilities for two studios,
booth announcements, turntables,
remotes, etc.

8.

I KW FM TRANSMITTER-This is

STUDIO CONSOLES - RCA, custom-built studio consoles are ideal
for the high -quality requirements
of FM. Shown here is the control

9.

3 KW FM TRANSMITTER

Phis 1

the RCA FM -1-B Transmitter,

the RCA FM -3-B Transmitter,

which were installed and are in

same exciter is used in all RCA FM
Transmitters from 1 KW to 50 KW.

built and sold before the war. The

built before the war, a number of
operation. After the war, RCA will

offer a complete new line of FM
transmitters of all powers.

14. FM MONITORS - RCA 1 M :!., volley monitors and FM modula-

tion monitors are the finest built
for this specific purpose-are fully
approved by the FCC for FM Sta."
tion use.

15.

MEAS',R:NG ECW,i'AlENT
makiti "proof -01- portormance"

measurements of AM noise level, Ok
FM noise level, frequency response
and distortion, the RCA 68-B Oscillator and 69-C Distortion Meter
are recommended.

April 1945 -
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fillradiazatatkils
IIC_k FM transmitters were designed and built along the lines of the exceedingly
successful RCA AM transmitters. They are built that way because it is felt that station
engineers want in their FM transmitters the same qualities of convenience, reliability
and appearance that they have come to expect in AM equipment.
After the war, RCA will offer a complete new FM line which will incorporate the
much superior, RCA -developed locked -in oscillator circuit and other improved features which have become available through RCA's advanced war work.

4. STUDIO EQUIPMENT RACKS
-RCA studio assemblies for use
with or without custom-built con-

5. RELAY TRANSMITTER-RCA has

built many types of relay transmitters, including the television
transmitter shown here. After the
war, RCA will have a new, simplified relay transmitter especially
designed for FM stations.

soles are also well -adapted for FM

-can be built to incorporate any
facilities desired. These are the

studio equipment racks at WBRL.

10.

10 KW FM TRANSMITTER-This

RCA FM -10-A Transmitter at
NBC, New York is one of five in

this power size which were in-

stalled before the war.

11.

6. RELAY ANTENNAS - The direc-

tional or beam antenna, such as
that shown here, is largely based
on RCA research. After the war,
RCA will offer a special type for
FM relay service.

50 KW FM TRANSMITTER-This
is the RCA FM -50-A Transmitter
which was under construction

12. FM ANTENNAS-The turnstile
antenna - symbol of FM broadcasting - was developed by Dr.

war, RCA will have a new 50 KW
design incorporating many unique
features.

sign - much easier to install and

when the war began. After the

G. H. Brown of the RCA Laboratories. After the war, RCA will sell
directly a new and improved de-

requiring no tuning in the field.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

16. MONITORING ASSEMBLIES

- Transmitter audio equipment
and monitoring equipment can be
mounted in standard RCA racks
to match other RCA units. Racks

shown here are those at WBRL,
Baton Rouge.
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The Coupon belo

will bring you out
complete informatik

Our crystal blanks are cut to specifications
from selected Brazilian quartz and guaran-

are guaranteed within your specifications.
Supplied in either "rough -sawed", "semi-

teed free from all impurities, mechanical
and electrical imperfections. Dimensions,
temperature coefficients and frequencies

finished" or "electrically -finished" blanks as
desired. Remember Crystal Products when
you need crystals.

CRYSTAL PRODUCTS CO.,

MAIL THIS COUPON!

Dept. 0, 1519 McGee, Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen: I am interested in
NAME

PR DUCTS COMPANY
1519 McGEE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY
26

STATE_

Producers of Approved
Precision Crystals for Radio Frequency Control
April 945 - ELECTRONICS

Photoswitch Elec-

tronic Controls at

work for a large

yeast manufacturer.

410Cwe Zaipeyea - put

electronics to work

As did the yeast manufacturer whose installation is pictured here. Before Photoswitch went on the job, a full-

time operator was needed to guard this tank against
excessive foaming. Now it's done automatically - with
a standard Photoswitch Electronic Level Control.
As the photograph illustrates, a probe or electronic

"finger" extends into the tank. When rising foam

reaches this finger, a signal is relayed to the level control which opens a solenoid valve permitting an anti -

foaming agent to flow into the tank. A Photoswitch

Electronic Timer used in addition controls the interval
during which the valve is held open and regulates the
amount of anti -foaming agent added. Operation is precise - no chemicals are wasted - and a cleaner
product results.
*

*

*

If there's a spot in your plant where automatic control
can replace much -deeded manpower, why not investi-

gate Photoswitch electronic methods? With Photo switch at work, there's no problem of labor turnover
or absenteeism. Nor is there even the question of upkeep common to other automatic control systems.
Electronic controls contain no moving parts to wear
or fail in operation - give dependable day -in day -out
service, with negligible maintenance, over an unusually long life.

Signal from electronic "finger" at tank actuates Photoswitch
Level Control (left) and Timer (right) mounted on control panel.

Photoswitch Electronic Controls are at work today
throughout industry controlling levels automatically,
timing, counting, inspecting, safeguarding - performing hundreds of specialized operations. Whatever your control problem, let us have the details, and
we may have the answer - pre-engineered and packaged, ready for quick and easy installation.
L.4

t'er"IT101110SWITCH

INCORPORATED

CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS District Offices in All Principal Cities
ElreCTRONICS -
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The automatic stacking n2cl ines show 1 have enabled
play an irrpo:tent tart in meeting the heavy

Sangamo

CD

and exacting requirements Dj vartime America. Well -trained
operators, .adequate facilsties, czyd competent superuision have

contributed in same meesure in helping tee United States
to become the trarld's leader ins Electronic cievelopments.

THESE OPERATORS who assemble Sangamo mica capacitors are fully aware of the dependability required
in their performance. They know hat fA quality must
be

built into these wits to meet the high standard set

at Sangamo. Skilled operators, utilizing the most modern mechanical equipment, contribute to the excellence
of the finished product, be it the smallest or the largest
capacitor.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC
L'
28

ESTA

L I S-41, E CI

1898

MICA.CAPACITORS.
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EXCELLENCE IS BUILT INTO....

.

ftp. Nova... .....
#....

'

MICA
CAPACITORS

'''*

eodeet..4.66,
A MICA CAPACITOR consists of a number of
alternate layers of mica film and a conducting
metal plate. As the capacity of the unit varies

directly with the area of the active surface of
the plate and inversely with the thickness of
the dielectric, these factors must be accurately
controlled in order to produce a satisfactory
capacitor.

The assembling or stacking of these units
may be done by hand with the use of mechanical stacking fixtures, or automatically,
by utilizing special assembly machines. Since
1929, automatic machines, designed and developed by Sangamo, have been used for stacking many types of Sangamo capacitors. This
method of stacking has insured accurate positioning of the foil, which is essential for long
life and trouble -free operation of any capacitor
unit. The automatic assembly machines are designed so that the length of each foil is very
accurately controlled; as the mica previously

has been gauged to within very close limits
and inspected for all defects or flaws, a uniform

capacitor reats. Since many of the large
capacitors consist of series sections and comprise in all many hundreds, and in some cases
thousands, of pieces of mica, automatic stacking insures consistent quality and facilitates
increased production. A large battery of these
assembling machines enables Sangamo to produce many thousands of capacitors of all values
each day and each is built with that precision
and care required to insure dependable operation in all types of electronic equipment.

COMPANY rarred
WATT HOUR
-

1949

M ETER

TIME SWITCHES

`
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"Nothing ever put so much

NEW LIFE in this shop

. .

2,4
*VW

... as these Quirk and Easy -Driving AMERICAN PHILLIPS SCREWS"
Yes, it always boosts the morale of workers when they're freed from the slow, exhausting, dangerous work of hand -driving
slotted screws . . . and switched onto the

can Phillips Screws. The recessed head
stays straight on the 4 -winged driver 'till
the screw is turned up tight and flush.
And this surety of operation means fairer
return on fixed overhead ... an advantage

driving American Phillips Screws.

no shop, large or small, can afford to miss.

Output jumps to new highs. Accidents

To these advantages are added other exclusive American advantages . the capacity of one of the largest U. S. screw
plants ... 3 -point inspection that checks
every screw -head, thread, and point . . .

fast, effortless, safe method of power -

and rejects hit bottom. Total time -savings

For American
Phillips Screws banish the fear of mistakes, instil new self-confidence, build
pride in good work. In fact, good work is

climb as high as

50( "c.

the only kind that can be done, with Ameri-

.

and the ready advice, on any fastening job,
of American's veteran corps of engineers.

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY, PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND
CHICAGO 111 589 E. Illinois Street

DETROIT 2i 502 Stephenson Building

Take a Recess from Slotted -Screw Costs and Troubles

...

Put thn Ss:: -.`.13 on
the .1(7,35

.

BUY

0 I:

.

.

f

the Tapered, Engineered Recess of

litik RICAN
5
ILLIPS
PATENTS MAKE JOBS

3:
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Whelp solve your problems

with electronics
TDA7 many things are being done better... faster and
rricrs ecDnomically through the application of electronics.
More ar.d more, this amazing new science is performing
mitacles of increased efficiency in the fields of Commun.cations, Medical Science and throughout all Industry.

In these ever broadening fields, Tempo engineers are
contribLting heavily in the application of electronics to
the manifold demands of war. Restrictio as do not permit
us to describe these achievements now but we can speak
about the engineers who made them possible.

Underlying these accomplisHments are the versatility
and the vision of a closely knit organization of pioneering
minds -rich in ideas :nature in judgement. Keeping
pace with progress in radio research, they are constantly

meeting the challenge of many new and diversified
assignments.

However complex or different your problem nay be,
bring it to Temco with the assurance that the concerted
effort of specialists will yield results to E Ltisfy your most
exactina standards and requirements. Let us sincw you
.:.what we. have accomitlifished for others.

RA ;0 COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO, INC.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Are Send -Receive Relays in the
Signal Corps' Famous SCR -299 Mobile Transmitter

CLARE

TYPE "C" RELAY

In the forefro lt of land operations in every war theatre has been
the Signal Cc rps' famous SCR -299 mobile intercommunication
unit, whose mar smitter is built by The Hallicrafters Company of
Chicago, Illinois.
Clare Type "C" d.c. Relay is used as a part of the speech amplifier of the SCR -299. Its function is that of the control relay for

_ 63a_z_r
RES;STAMA

CP CI-A.7AS

FORM 5

t

MS.

rri

t

.ORM C

the circuit wEidi changes over the equipment from "send" to
"receive" or from "receive" to "send." Under certain conditions
FORM

Contact springs employing any
of these basic forms cam be furnished.
FORM E

the relay is controlled by an impulse sent over as much as a mile
of telephone wire from a remote observation or command post.
This Clare Relay has stood up remarkably well in the field and
has contributed greatly to the outstanding performance of the SCR 299. In choosing a Clare "Custom -Built" Relay for this important
function, The Halicrafters Company left nothing to chance. Clare

performance was well known. Clare's ability to "custom -build"
just the relay so serve as these important nerve centers simplified
design and assured the quick, positive action, the rugged dependability, the resistance to vibration that a mobile radio transmitter

Couble arm armature assembly of stainless steel shaft,

operating in a marine brass
yoke. Heelpiece, tore and
armature assembly are of
magnetic metal.

Spring burning insulatorr ore

mode of Eokelite rod ruder
patented process. Reel v
bration and withstand heavy
duty service

high voltage spring pileup
of special heat.
heated Bakelite. Has n
iesulators

cold flow properties, low
absorption content
moism ture
and permits punching without
nu

crocks or checks.

Contacts are welded to nickel
silver springs by special process.
May be of pncious

must have.
Illustrated here are a few of the Clare "custom -building" features
that have revolu-ionized designing and made it possible for Clare
Relays to reduce overall relay cost, simplify installation and assure

more dependablz performance in hundreds of applications, such
as sequence ccntrol of machine tools, radio, radar or other electronic controls, electric eye controls, counting equipment and
alarm systems.
Clare engineers are ready at all times to "custom -build" a relay
so your exact requirements. Send for the Clare catalog and data
book. Address: C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 West Sunnyside Avenue,
Chicago 30, Illinois. Sales engineers in all principal cities. Cable
address: CLARELAY.

metals or alloys in 12 dfferent standard or special %To.
on* Si.,

77

"C91n1toln»L-llale Mo.flipla Contact Rerays for
32

tekol,

rook aad Industrial
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COURTESY CAA
PRIVATE OWNER
TYPE AIRCRAFT
LARGER
AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT
AND FEEDER

CLASS -2
11.1

OF AIRPORTS

CLASSIFICATION
AERONAUTICS
CIVIL

AIRPORTS

ADMINISTRATION

SERVICE

NOW IN USE
AIRCRAFT
FOR
LARGEST
PLANNED
AND THOSE
FUTURE
THE IMMEDIATE

Class 1 or Class 5
Whether it's a Class 1 Airport for the private owner, or Class 4
or 5 for the largest aircraft, RADIO RECEPTOR has the required
experience in designing and installing essential radio equipment.
RADIO RECEPTOR has, for many years, been serving airports and

airways - in peace, throughout the nation - in war, throughout
the world. Consistently, our equipment has performed faithfully
and well.

See RADIO RECEPTOR first on contemplated airport projects.
Regardless of size, the services of RR engineers are freely available for consultation purposes.
Send NOW' for your copy of our booklet, "Highways of

the Air"- published for those interested in airports. It
will be sent without charge or obligation. Dept. Na. 4.

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, lbw.
NEW YORK 11. N.Y.

251 WEST 19th STREET

Engineers and Manufacturers of Airway one; Airport Radio Equipment

SINCE
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TYPE

P5N

TYPE

P4N

FEATURES

1. Bakelite Resinoid Ends. Lead wire cannot
pull out, even under hot conditions.
2. Non -Inductive.

3. Excellent Temperature Coefficient.

4. Very high leakage Resistance.
5. Fine Power -Factor.

6. Range from 20 MMFD to .25 MFD.
From 150 volts to 600 volts.

7. Types P4N, P5N for 100% humidity operation.

8. Types P4, P5 for 95% humidity operation.

Samples and price list on Request

U0NT
MFR S OF

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIkEMENT

34 HUBERT STREET NEW YORK, N.
34

Y.
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Model 5-36.

halliErafters
equipment covers
the spectrum

Hallicrafters equipment covers the radio spectrum.
From low to ultra high frequencies there is a Hallicrafters receiver ready to meet your special requirements. Although certain equipment operating in the
ultra high frequencies cannot be described at present
for security reasons, the characteristics of Hallicrafters
standard line of receivers may be disclosed. This line
includes:

Model SX-28A.

Model S-37. FM -AM receiver for very high frequency work. Operates from 130 to 210 Mc. Highest
frequency range of any general coverage commercial type receiver.

Model 5-36. FM-AM-CW receiver. Operates from
27.8 to 143 Mc. Covers old and proposed new FM
bands. Only commercially built receiver covering this
range.

Model SX-28A. Operates from 550 kc to 42 Mc
continuous in six bands. Combines superb broadcast
reception with the highest performance as a versatile
communications receiver.

Model S -22R. Completes Hallicrafters coverage in
the lower end of the spectrum. Operates from 110 kc
to 18 Mc in four bands. A.c./d.c. operation.

\WM.
BUY A WAR

Model 5-22R.

BOND TODAY!

Whin -afters
THE HALLICRAFTERS COMPANY MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO

AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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5NAPATION
... in a new,
simplified design
The new, simplified construction of the Struthers -

Dunn Type 79XAX Sensitive Snap -Action Relay
makes it particularly suitable for a wide range of
applications because of its ease of adjustment. Snap action contacts eliminate the erratic, undependable

action normally encountered in ordinary sensitive
relays when a slowly varying coil current tends to
balance the armature tension spring, and to hold
closed the normally closed contacts.

The armature of the 79XAX almost completes its

travel in either direction before the contacts snap

into the new position. This feature permits an
unusually broad range of use from vacuum tube circuits, to overcurrent protection, pulsing circuits, and

A TYPICAL CLOSE
DIFFERENTIAL APPLICATION
In using the Struthers -Dunn 79XAX
Relay, extremely close differential be-

tween pick-up and drop -out may be
obtained for potential operation as
shown above. The resistor is chosen so
that, whet-, the armature closes, the coil

current is automatically reduced +o a
value just sufficient to hold it closed.
Any further decrease in voltage will
cause the relay to
return to its normal
de -energized position
as shown.

jobs where extremely close differential or extreme
sensitivity of operation is required.
The standard adjustment using 60 ampere turns in
the coil at approximately .02 watts results in contact
pressures of 5 grams with contacts rated 5 amperes,
115 volts a -c; or 0.5 amperes, 115 volts d -c, non -

inductive. Contact ratings up to 10 amperes, 115
volts a -c may be obtained with 100 or more ampere
turns and a corresponding increase in power. A sen-

sitivity of 0.005 watts, with 30 ampere turns, is
obtainable with reduced contact pressures and ratings, and at an increase in price of the unit.

STRUTHERS - DUNN INCORPORATED
1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

STRUTHERS-DM
5,312 RELAY TYPES

DISTRICT ENGINEERING OFFICES: ATLANTA BALTIMORE BOSTON BUFFALO CHICAGO CINCINNATI CLEVELAND

DALLAS DENVER . DETROIT . HARTFOKD

INDIANAPOLIS . LOS ANGELES . MINNEAPOLIS . MONTREAL
NEW YORK . PITTSBURGH . ST. LOUIS . SAN FRANCISCO . SEATTLE
SYRACUSE . TORONTO . WASHINGTON
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How can I convert
What type of micro
phone is best suited

the level of a micro
phone rated on the

plication?

per bar to a !evil of

for a parti.-ular ap

What new types of

basis of milliwatt,,

purpix.e mi
crophones have been

volts per bar?

developed for voice
and ;ound tram:mission?

These and many other answers may be found in the

NEW and COMPLETE

giCe'reili,C. CATALOG

More than an exposition of microphone types, the ri(.;.v ElectroVoice Catalog provides a source of valuable information which

should be at the fingertips of every sound man. It .contains a
simplified Reference Level Conversion Chart which marks the
first attempt in the history of the industry to standardize microphone ratings. Several pages are devoted to showing basic
operating principles of microphones ... offering a guide to the
proper selection of types for specific applications. And, of
course, every microphone in the Electro-Voice line is completely described, from applications to specifications.

Reserve -your copy of the new
Electra- Voice Catalog. Write today.

BUY AND
HOLD

Meer

MORE

WAR
BONDS

I fit
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MICROPHONES

ELECTRO-VOICE CORPORATION 1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE SOUTH BEND 24,INDIANA
&ape6.y.,.Dov,, 15 fei 40.111... N...
N. 5. U. S A
Coble. Attah
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MYCALEX
THE shape of equipment to shapes and sizes through keeping
come may still be on the draw-

ing board but the shapes of G -E

waste to a minimum.

Where tough jobs and trying

mycalex which enter into the problems dictate an insulation of
assembly can be plotted right now.
Plates, disks, octagonal rods, strips

and semiround rods in a wide

ations. G -E mycalex also possesses

an extra quality-mechanical
strength which permits its use as a
supporting member in an assem-

outstanding merit, you can depend bly. For complete information
on G -E mycalex. It does not warp, write: General Electric Company,
shrink or -carbonize and is practi- .1 Plastics Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.
the G -E Radio Programs: "The World
cally impervious to water, gas and Hear
Today" news, Monday through Friday 6:45

variety of sizes simplify design
problems and assure top quality oil. It can be milled, machined,
performance. Economy, too, is drilled, tapped and punched for
served by this generous range of applications requiring these oper-

GENERAL
38

insulation

p. m., EWT, CBS. "The G -E All -Girl Orchestra," Sunday 10 p. m., EWT, NBC.
"The G -E House Party," Monday through
Friday, 4 p. m., EWT, CBS.

ELECTRIC
lea -D2
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IS YOUR HAT IN
THE TELEVIS ION RING?
Television promises unprecedented profit and

prestige to men of vision and energy. Television will be tomorrow's highroad to local and

national leadership.

If you plan to toss your hat in the Television
ring, arrange now to assure both early postwar
delivery of your telecasting equipment and the
proper training of your Television station's
operating personnel. Both equipment and staff
training are provided for in DuMont's Equip-

rugged dependability and practical flexibility;
will be designed for economical operation and

is realistically priced. These facts have been
spectacularly demonstrated by more than 4
years' continuous operation in 3 of the nation's
9 Television stations.

Furthermore, a pattern for profitable station
design, management and programming has been

set at DuMont's pioneer station, WA B D New
York . .. a pattern and backlog of Television

ment Reservation Plan.

"know-how" which is available to prospective

DuMont-engineered telecasting equipment has

station owners. Call, write or telegraph today.
Copyright 1945, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES, 2 MAIN AVE., PASSAIC, N. J.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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SENSITIVITY
CONTACT
PRESSURE

DEPENDABILITY

DURABILITY

COMPACTNESS

VERSATILITY

ut fratat allainatierAC
THE NEW AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CLASS "B" RELAY
When you need a relay that's sensitive enough to
operate on minute current, yet has the high contact
pressure needed for perfect closure, you'll find the Auto-

matic Electric Class "B" Relay worth investigating.
If you need a relay that will switch many circuits, yet

CHECK THESE FEATURES

of the New Class "B" Relay
Independent Twin Contacts-for dependable
contact closure.

Efficient Magnetic Circuit-for sensitivity

is compact enough for multiple mounting in small

and high contact pressure.

space, you'll find Class "B" the perfect solution.

Unique Armature Bearing-for long wear

Or perhaps you are interested in extra durability,
for long service under tough conditions. Then you'll
need the in-built quality for which Class "B" has

under severe service conditions.

become famous.

300 volts d -c and 230 volts a -c, and with

No other relay-even in the Automatic Electric linecan give you a greater combination of all these essential

qualities. Get the full story on Class "B"-one of the
forty basic types described in the Automatic Electric

Compact Design-for important savings in
space and weight.

Versatility-Available for coil voltages to

capacities up to 28 springs; also with
magnetic shielding cover, when specified.

No other relay can give you

a greater combination of
all these essential qualities.

catalog. Ask for your copy of Catalog 4071.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 West Van Buren Street

Chisago 7, Illinois
in Canada: Automatic Electric
(Canada) Limited, Toronto

PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL CONTROL NEED
40
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The end hells illustrated above
were manufactured by the Sampsel

the inserts are molded -in making
for. ease of assembly and fabrica-

Time Control Company. Used as
casings for covering the end con-

tion.

nections of high speed electric machines, these small but vital items
are no simple job ti6 produce. The
machine tolerances are quite close
and the parts must have a high degree of stability. In fact the boring

ica's custom molders have made during

of a seat for a ball bearing is held

to .0003" tolerance while one
shoulder diameter is turned to
.0008" tolerance.

As a result of an ingenious mold
design, these end bells are molded
in a single operation. Notice how

The tremendous progress which Amer-

the past three years in developing nem
molding methods and processes is ex-

emplified by the efficient production of
just such items as these end bells.

The material selected for these end
bells was a general-purpose Durez

phenolic molding compound. Besides possessing excellent mold ability, this Durez compound possesses such versatile properties as
oil and grease resistance, dielectric
strength, self -insulation, excellent

wearability and heat resistance.

The unusual versatility of Durez
phenolics has made their usage
practically universal throughout
industry. Add to this the quarter
century's experience which Durez
technicians have acquired through
active participation in the successful development of many plastic
products and you can readily ap-

preciate the benefits of working
with our organization. The services of the Durez staff are available at all times to you and your
custom molder. Durez Plastics &
Chemicals, Inc., 324 Walck Road,
North Tonawanda, N. Y.

PHENOLIC

V

RESINS

N

MOLDING COMPOUNDS

INDUSTRIAL RESINS
OIL SOLUBLE RESINS

PLASTICS THAT FIT THE JOB
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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1ST

1ST

after "fr buy oath

with direct radio-

radiotelegraph
direct from the

telephone from the

battlefields in

Nor ma ndy beoehead

France

for the press

PRESS WIRELESS

FIRSTS

with direct radiotelephone for the

networks from

1S T
into Paris for radiotelegraph and radioteleph IMP

GAL

to

1944
1ST

1ST

with direct radiotelegraph for the
press from Leyte.
Philippine Islands

into Belgium with
radiotelegraph and
phone

Before 1915 was two day s old, Press Wireless came through with anojher

brilliant first,-direct radio -telegraph service for the newspapers from
Holland.

On February 25th Press Wireless reopened its Nlanila circuit, which was
discontinued December 31st, 1941 when the Japs invaded the Philippines.
The transmitters and other units used on these Press NN ireless "war -front
circuits" were designed, built, installed, and are being operated by Press
wireless personnel. The Company's outstanding success for
over fifteen years in the field of press communications has
PRESS

been due in no small measure to its own engineering and
manufacturing divisions. Now devoted entirely to the war

ON

WIRELESS,

IS DEVELOPING INc

HIGH

effort, these departments will be in the public service as s
as peace permits.

POWER
TRANSMITTERS
DIVERSITY
R
-AIRCRAITECEIVERS
RADIO

AND AIRFIELD
EQUIPMENT

RADIO

PRINTER
SYST
MODUPLEX
EMS
CHANNELING UNITS

Awarded to our
Hicksville, Long Is
land Plant for out.
standing achieve-

*RADIO

duction

AFACSIMILE MACHINES

"TRADEMARK'

ment in mar pro-

DEVICES
PHOTO

TERMINALS

ND OTHER

TYPES

PRESS WIRELESS

INC.
.

Executive and Sales Office
1475 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18

OF R4010

4140
TOVIPMERT

PARIS RIO DE JANIERO MONTEVIDEO BERNE SANTIAGO DE CHILE NEW YORK CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES LONDON HAVANA
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RAYTHEON CKS'IOAX .

.

.

A DUAL SPACE

CHARGE TETRODE AUDIO AMPLIFIER TUBE
Raytheon engineers recently developed a tube radically different in
design and performance - yet so small that many users were amazed
by its capabilities. It is the CK510AX, which is essentially a very low drain filament type dual tetrode intended for cascade operation as
a high -gain audio -amplifier.
A unique feature is a space charge grid around the filament-which

produces two virtual cathodes, one for each section. Thus from a
single filament two individual tetrodes are obtained, between which
there is a minimum of interaction.
This tiny tube occupies only one -fifth the physical volume of a
standard miniature type, yet voltage gains of approximately 250 may
be obtained in the simple circuit illustrated here. The CK510AX is
further proof of Raytheon's ability to develop new and better tubes
. . . tubes that will be in ever-increasing demand in the new era of
electronics to come.
PLEASE DIRECT INQUIRIES TO OUR COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, NEWTON, MASS.

Specifications of CK510AX
Physical:
Bulb

Maximum Length . .
Maximum Width
.
Maximum Thickness .
Minimum Lead Length

T2X3FlotGloss

1.25 inches
.385 inches
.285 inches
1.25 inches

.

Electrical:
Filament Voltage
Filament Current

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0.625 volts
50

ma

Maximum Plate Voltage . 45
volts
Control Grid Voltage
.
0
Space Charge Grid Current 75 to 150 ma
Approximate Voltage Gain 250

Grids Returned to Negative Filament
through 5 megohms.

Listen to
"MEET YOUR NAVY"
Every Saturday Night
ENTIRE BLUE NETWORK

Coast -to -Coast
181 Stations

RAYTHEON
RADIO RECEIVING TUBE DIVISION
Newton, Mass. Los Angeles New 'York

Chicago Atlanta

All Four Divisions Have Been Awarded

the Army -Navy "E" with Slurs

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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Versatile DOPLEX tapes
CLEVELAND PLANT

DOPLEX ROPE PAPER
TYPE PJT

DOPLEX ACETATE

High - quality thin rope
paper laminated on one

This 4 -ply tape, only
.004" thick, provides

side with minimum

side with a special flame

amount of cotton cloth to

resistant

.007" of varnished cambric at normal tempera-

provide extra mechanical strength and abrasion resistance. These

For use as a separator or

properties are further im-

breaking. Noncorrosive;
alkali and acid resistant.
Meets Class B insulation
requirements at lower
cost. For use where high-

vents sulphur in rubber

proved by a flame -in-

compounds from attack-

er temperatures are en-

less

countered.

Insulation.

DOPLEX ASBESTOS

DOPLEX ASBESTOS

TYPE AB

TYPE CL

nonferrous

High - grade nonferrous

asbestos paper, .007"

asbestos paper, .007"
thick, laminated on one

High - grade

thick, laminated on one

side with .0016" cellulose acetate butyrate film.
Film provides mechanical
strength needed to apply

tape without tearing or

hibiting coating on cloth
side. Noncorrosive and
nonferrous; minimum organic content.

cellulose film.

barrier in cables. Pre-

ing and penetrating untinned copper conductors.

Another

expensive Class B

Con

.0035" thick

pace, only

TYPE AA

equivalent

dielectric to

ture and humidity, with
even more marked improvement after 7 days
in humid atmosphere at
250° F. Retains dielec-

tric and physical properties after dipping and
baking in varnish. Recommended for all uses
requiring thin, high dielectric insulation.

Made by the makers of "LEXEL" tape and "DOBAR" laminated paper insulation

44
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atA m tr.,/Ws
Each of these DOPLEX tapes has its own
properties and characteristics. The descriptions

will help you determine which one best meets
your specific requirements. In most instances,
DOPLEX tapes cut costs or improve the product .

. .

proved in actual installations by lead-

ing manufacturers.

They are made in widths from one -eighth
inch up, with a wide range of put -ups on uni-

versal cops or pads, for machine or manual

application. Available quickly for priority
products.
FOR PEACETIME PRODUCTS

Deliveries for nonpriority products depend
upon military demands. However, samples of

sufficient size are available for examination
DOPLEX CAMBRIC-TYPE AB

and testing. Check .DOPLEX tapes now for

Combination of purified cotton cloth saturated with aceto-butyrate resins and lami-

future use. Use the coupon for convenience.

nated on one or both sides with acetobutyrate film. Exceptionally high dielectric

breakdown for Class A insulation under
high temperature and humidity. Available in straight or bias cut tapes and in
pads for use on automatic coil winding
machines.

SEND FOR
DETAILED DATA
AND

TEST SAMPLES

Please check samples desired
and sign as indicated. Attach
coupon to your letterhead and
mail to The Dobeckmun Company, 3301 Monroe Avenue,
Cleveland 13, Ohio.

Doplex asbestos: Type AB
Doplex asbestos: Type CL
Doplex rope paper: Type PJT
Doplex acetate: Type AA
Doplex cambric: Type AB

COMPANY

Name

Title
Company

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
WESTERN SALES HI ADOuAIITERS " SAN FRANCISCO 4, CAW.
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FASCINATING, NEW BOOK FOR AMATEUR RADIO OPERATORS!

`From One Ham to Another"
Packed full of brand new information on

amateur radio operation! Shows how
you can solve many of your problems!
Completely explains, in your own language, the PANORAMIC Technique, and

what it will mean to you when you get
back to your rig!

"From One Ham to Another" tells you how
to get the most out of your rig. It shows you
how you can have even more satisfactory
QSO's with your friends all over the world. In
detail it describes the problems that confront
amateur radio operators ... and proposes
solutions. For example, after you have

read "From One Ham to Another,"
you will know how to reduce the number
of missed signals, how to determine quickly

which frequencies are free, how to step up
your efficiency.

Simple and pleasant to read, "From One
Ham to Another" is written for the ham in
terms you use. And you will be amused by the

To obtain your free copy of "FROM
ONE HAM TO ANOTHER," just send us

a card with your name, address, and

call letters if you have them. If you
are now connected with radio in
some way, we should like to know

the name of the organization
with which you are affiliated,
and the type of work you
do. EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT
A HAM, YOU ARE WELCOME
TO THIS PANORAMIC BOOK.

clever cartoons that illustrate it throughout.
You will want to file and keep "From One
Ham to Another" for the new ideas it provides. You will learn about the role that the
PANADAPTOR will play in future ham operations. You'll be thrilled by the stories of wartime applications of this technique. Send for
your free copy today!
"From One Ham to Another" discusses such subjects as:

Watching for CQ's
Answers fo CQ's
Operation of nets
Choosing a spot in the band for your xmtr
Helping your brother ham
Reading signal strength
Logging the frequencies of your friends
And many other topics of great Interest

F1010 CORPORATION
242-250 WEST 55'" ST

46
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To meet the need for a light -weight, high -capacity, high -voltage tank
condenser for transmitter applications, Johnson engineers developed a new type
of condenser. The unit illustrated has a capacity of 1200 mmf. at a peak voltage

of 40,000 volts at 2 megacycles. Nearly any combination of capacity and

Other JOHNSON Products

voltage ratings may be had. The capacity may be varied in the field by removing
plates or altering spacing.

for High Power

The plates are made of fabricated sheet steel, heavily copper plated and
enamelled. Rounded edges increase the breakdown voltages. Vertical tie rods
of copper tubing furnish good conductivity between plates. Plates are secured
to the upright supports with aluminum castings.

fixed. TRANSMISSION LINE

A protective gap is incorporated in the condenser to protect the plates
from damage in case of excessive voltages or surges. The mounting base is

CHOKES ANTENNA

welded channel iron, which forms a strong support. A very convenient mounting for
the tank inductance is formed by the two cross beams at the top of the condenser.
This condenser will find wide application in high power equipment because

FILLED CONDENSERS

INDUCTORS, variable &
EQUIPMENT SOCKETS.
SWITCHES . COUPLINGS

PHASING UNITS GAS CONTACTORS INSULATORS

of its compact and efficient construction.
Ask for Catalog No. 968D

E.

F. JOHNSON COMPANY

ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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Here's How to CANCEL -OUT RESISTANCE
CHANGES DUE TO TEMPERATURE

WITH K
urely Electrical Meth°

fficient-less

NOW . . . EFFICIENT, SIMPLE COMPENSATION
FOR WIDE VARIETY OF ELECTRICAL DEVICES

res

or AC or DC

ightweight, compact- lose compensation over range

as wide as -55°C to +150°

-

SOLUTION
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The inherent positive temperature coefficient of copper (and
many other pure metals) results in large variations in current
flow and voltage drop in windings and conductors when the
temperature range is great. If uncompensated, wide -tolerance
performance is probable. If the percentage resistance change
is minimized by adding large amounts of low -coefficient resistance, low efficiency and drastic limitation of available
power are inevitable.
Because they have a large negative temperature coefficient,
there need be only a moderate increase in circuit resistance
when Keystone "NTC" units are used. The remarkable effectiveness and simplicity of this method are evident from the
typical problem and its solution illustrated at the left.
worthy indicating and recording devices, meters, relays, control systems and many other electrical devices and components
. economically. Why not let us tell you more about them --

- MMMMM

0 IMMO

MODERN war has demonstrated that the extremes of world
climate are only hours away . . . has clearly indicated the
expanded temperature range over which many precision electrical devices must operate if they are to meet the demands of
the future.

The experience of our customers indicates that Keystone "NTC"
compensation can help make better -performing, more -sales -
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Keystone "NTC" units are thermal resistors of special composition ,not
carbon), developed and manufactured by Keystone, and extensively
used for temperature compensation, temperature measurement and
control, time delay and other applications.

coefficients,

ance values, :sizes shapes and andi:

KEYSTONE CARBON COMPANY, INC.
.ST. MARYS
42
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TUBING

OF DESTINY
We at Precision take justifiable pride in the privilege of contributing
in a small way toward our Country's Destiny . . our Freedom
.

.

.

.

and the Freedom of all men fighting for Liberty and Democracy.
Tubing, as used in Instruments, Aircraft and Electronics, is shaping
that Destiny, that Victory which comes to all free men.

Accurately drawn small Tubing and Metal Shielded Wire are our
Specialties. Your inquiry concerning your requirements is invited.

Rate ief climb. Air $pisoci.simillar Air.

Precise Instruments, vital toi all oatinual::
cations, must depend upon accurately:nude.
positively balanced Pointer l'xib*q.,,Teetary
Precision Tube Company suppliii*li high
grade Aluminum Alloy Pointer Ii4bing to
over 80% of the Instrument. McRafacbaers. -7
in this free Land, There must bets
be

mitt /Otto:nitrite clepend for their accurate
meekturentems upon the amount of air
pneeing through a predetermined length of
formed tubing. Precision Tube- Company's
new 'method of manufacture steps up

-

Metal ;Shielded Wire - insulated !Ores '4
shielded with Seamless Alumni**
Tubing-offers the only positive,- prof
against Moisture, Electrical Interior On*

T, production 1100%.

Mechanical damage. It is a MUSTler
pendable Electronic Equipment wite.re,
ure cannot be tolerated.- Made in
variety of sizes and combinations.

-

SPECIALISTS IN ACCURATELY DRAWN TUBING AND METAL SHIELDED WIRE

Factory: 3824-26-28 TERRACE STREET
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SALES DEPT. 215-05 27TH AVE. BAYSIDE L. I. N. Y

L

High Insulation Resistance

makes ERIE CEIMIS9eNS Excellent Coupling Condensers
ALTHOUGH Erie Ceramicons were originally designed
and developed almost a decade ago primarily to pro-

vide engineers with a simple and effective method of
compensating for frequency drift in other components.

They are now being used in wide and varied types of applications with complete success.
For instance, Erie Ceramicons
JAN -C-20
CAPACITY RANGE
give excellent results when used
STYLE
IN MMF
as coupling condensers, particu-

pose use, temperature coefficient characteristics "SL"
should be given. If Erie designations are used, specify
"any temperature coefficient between P100 and N750."
The temperature coefficient of these Ceramicons will be
between +150 and -876 parts/million/°C.
In many cases, particularly in

ERIE

MAXIMUM OVERALL

the low capacity ranges, these
temperature coefficient limits
will permit us to ship from stock,

STYLE

DIMENSIONS

CC2O
CC21

A

since the Ceramicons may be
selected from any one of ten

B

111 to 360

CC25
CC26
CC35
CC36

M

.200 x .400
.250 x .562
.200 x .656
.250 x .812
.265 x 1.125
.340 x 1.328

361 to 510

CC40

D

.375 x 1.110

ble general purpose capacitors.

511 to 820

CC45

E

.375 x 1.560

When specifying Ceramicons
under JAN -C-20 for general pur-

821 to 1100

CC45

F

.375 x 2.00

table at the left.
We will gladly send you samples of Erie Ceramicons for your
general purpose applications.

larly in plate to grid circuits,

where high insulation resistance
is of paramount importance.
The tremendous wartime de-

mand for condensers has pro-

vided ample opportunity to prove
the reliability and adaptability of
Erie Ceramicons as extremely sta-

1 to 51

52 to 110

K
L

C

standard temperature coefficients

between P120 and N750. The
capacity range for equivalent

physical size is given in the

&ea/UW(44 Vieli4i0It
* Ceram icon is the registered

trade name of silvered ceramic condensers made by
Erie Resistor Corporation.

***
SO

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND

TORONTO, CANADA

Do More Than Before-Buy EXTRA War Bonds

***
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In their design considerations leading Tube Manufacturers are
now specifying MYKROY because it provides the ideal combination
of essential insulation characteristics .. . low -loss - dimensional

stability - high strength and heat resistance.
Through advanced engineering ideas utilizing improved materials and better techniques, modern radio tubes achieve a high
degree of efficiency. Complete vacuums within the tubes provide
the perfect low -loss inter -electrode insulation; externally, however,
insulation of lower dielectric properties is often used, considerably
reducing tube efficiency.

The external leaks that occur at plate, grid, filament, tube base
and socket terminals due to poor insulation, seriously reduce power
output.

To reduce these external power losses

to a negligible minimum, you can now obtain
tube accessories and parts made of MYKROY
... the perfected mica ceramic insulation.
Write for full information today. Ask for your copy of
the MYKROY Bulletin 4.7 104 - containing the scientific
facts about this vastly improved Radio Tube Insulator.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES*
18000-21000psi

MODULUS OF RUPTURE
HARDNESS

Mohs Scale 3-4 BHN. BHN 500 K9 Load. 63-74

ASTM Chorpy .34-A1 ft. lbs.
IMPACT STRENGTH
42000 psi
COMPRESSION STRENGTH
2.75-3.8
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
000006 per Degree Fahr.
THERMAL EXPANSION
Brownish Grey to light Tan
APPEARANCE
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES*

6.5-7
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
630 Volts per Mil
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH I Ye"I
001-.002 !Meets AWS L-41
POWER FACTOR
*THESE VALUES COVER THE VARIOUS
GRADES OF MYKROY

Roy
rflfCTRONIR,
RADIO and RADAR

GRADE

8.

Best for low loss requirements.

Best for low loss combined with high mechanical strength.
Best, for molding applications.
Special formulas compounded for pecial requirements.
GRADE 38.
GRADE 51.

suntirontrs non.wrissisn

0241111111111111=111111111111011111111

02011111111111.1111111111111111111

014.1L1111..111111111111111111

010.1111111110:::=111111111

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

,tcfRoNic

006 .11111111.1111111111111111111

HAINICS

40"

70 CLIFTON BLVD., CLIFTON, N. J.
CHICAGO 47; 1917 N. Springfield Ave., Tel. Albany 4310
EXPORT OFFICE: 89 Broad Street, New York 4, New York

.002

0

100

MEGACYCLES AT 70' F

Based on Power Factor Meastvements mode
Boonton Ratfro Corp. on stastclard MYItnty

41111111.111W'':

MYKROY IS SUPPLIED IN SHEETS AND RODS - MACHINED OR MOLDED TO SPECIFICATIONS
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iN ILLUSTRATION, note regularity of pattern. This is

due to uniform shape, density, size, and purity of
each particle.

These factors account for high "Q" value-the combination of maximum magnetic permeability and minimum power loss. This is why carbonyl iron powders are
better.
The following text gives a brief, complete outline of
G.A.F. Carbonyl Iron Powders for those desiring more
information.
G.A.F. Carbonyl Iron Powders are obtained by thermal decomposition of iron penta-carbonyl. There are

five different grades in production, which are designated
as "L," "C," "E," "TH," and "SF" Powder. Each of these
five types of iron powder is obtained by special process
methods and has its special field of application.
The particles making up the powders "E," "TH," and
"SF" are spherical with a characteristic structure of increasingly larger shells. The particles of "L" and "C" are
made up of homogenous spheres and agglomerates.

The chemical analysis, the weight -average particle

size, the "tap density" and the apparent density are
given in the following table for the five different grades:

TABLE 1
Carbonyl
Iron Grade

0.005-0.03
C

TN
SP

Wt. Am
diameter

Tap
Density

Apparent

.% Nitrogen

microns

g/cm3

g/cm3

0.1 -0.2
0.1 -0.3

0.005-0.05
0.01 -0.1

20

0.45-0.6

0.6

0.5 -0.7
0.7 -0.5

0.5
0.5

3.5-4.0
4.4-4.7
4.4-4.7
4.4-4.7
4.7-4.8

Chemical Analysis
% Carbon
% Oxygen

0.03 -0.12
0.65 -0.50
0.5 -0.6
0.5 -0.6

With reference to the chemical analysis shown above
it should be noted that spectroscopic analysis shows the
rest to be iron with other elements present in traces only.
52

-0.7
-0.6
-0.6

10
$

3

Density

1.8-3.0
2.5-3.0
2.5-3.5
2.5-3.5
2.5-3.5

Carbonyl Iron Powders are primarily useful as electromagnetic material over the entire communication
frequency spectrum.
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Schematic cross section of powdered iron
core made with carbonyl iron powder.

Table 2 below gives relative Q values (quality factors) and effective permeabilities for the different grades
of carbonyl iron powder. The values given in the table
are derived from measurements on straight cylindrical

data were not obtained at optimum conditions, the Q
values as expressed in percentage of the best core give
an indication of the useful frequency ranges for the different powder grades.

cores placed in simple solenoidal coils. Although the
TABLE 2
Effective

Carbonyl
Iron Grade

Relative Quality Pecter

Permeability at
1 kc

101te

1501re

200 kc

1 Mc

100 Me

4.16

100
96
90
43
1
3.65
94
100
9$
72
3
1
3.09
94
100
97
30
TN
2.97
$1
93
98
100
54
SF
2.17
62
71
70
$4
100
(NNE Tito whisk etteaserod 0 valves sea b. obtaieed by ampleiplyks0 lb. rims respedively with: 0.70, 1.09. 115.24% sad 132.)
L

C

1

"L" and "C" powders are also used as powder metallurgical material because of their low sintering temperatures, high tensile strengths and other very desirable
qualities. (Sintering begins below 500° C and tensile

strengths reach 150,000 psi.)
Further information can be obtained from the Special Products Sales Dept., General Aniline 86 Film Corporation, 437 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

()CARBONYL MON POWDERS
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lation that safeguards
equipment operation-

TURBO
* FLEXIBI

*

SATbR

VARNISHED TUBING
SLEEVING

* VARNIS ED GLA
* EXTRUDEROuRIN

* WIRE

iDEPiTIFI

ON

Continuous, dependable functioning of
electrical products and equipment is im-

TURBO can meet these requirements.

perative in every category-industrial,

volves high, low or fluctuating temperature, acids, alkalis, corrosive fumes or
vapor, there is a TURBO insulation to
meet your exacting specifications. All

communications appliances, and accessories.

Equally important

is

mainte-

nance-repairs when required, must be
permanent, fast and economical. In both,

severe operating hazards and general
deterioration must be surmounted by
planned design and proper choice of
insulation materials.
y

Whether

your product -functioning

in-

are available in a wide range of vivid
colors for rapid identification. A free
Specimen Board with samples and sizes

of each will be sent on request on
company letter head.

WILLIAM BRAND & CO

e -k-

276 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

325 W. HURON STREET, CHICAG0,11.1..

4**
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"The following is electrically transcribed..':
SuperSuds, SuperSuds,

lots more suds.*)

on PRESTO discs!
To any modern youngster or her Mommy, the Super

Most important transcriptions are. For recording

Suds jingle is as familiar as the works of Mother Goose.

engineers know that PRESTO discs give finer results

In two years, this merry snatch of song has proved
itself a commercial with "super-do"-lilting its way

with less margin for error-actually perform better
than most of the recording equipment on which
they are used. That's why you'll find, in most large

into the musical memory of America, and, incidentally,
selling a whacking big heap of suds.

broadcasting stations, recording studios and research

Super Suds "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs.
laboratories, the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.
WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise

No Distortion

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

RESTO

RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

AND DISCS
ELECTRONICS -

Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
7945

SS

KARP, AMERICA'S FOREMOST SHEET METAL SPECIALIST, IS GEARED TO PRODUCE

Broadcasting
Station Control Desk

TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS SIMPLE OR COMPLEX UNITS OF ANY SIZE, IN ANY

Left: Steel
Facilities for
Liberty Ship
Cornmunications
Equipment
(without
instruments)

Relay or
Transmitter
Rack
Cabinet
(front view)

Relay and
Switch Gear Rack

Relay or Transmitter

Rack Cabinet
(rear view)

QUANTITY, MORE EFFICIENTLY, MORE REASONABLY, AND ON SCHEDULE.

Chassis for
Link Trainer

Aluminum
Radio
Shield

Aluminum
Radio
Chassis

124 30th STREET BROOKLYN 32, N. Y.
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Telephone

To assist the equipment designer Federal offers comprehensive data on high frequency cables.
This technical information sheet provides the design -

engineer with pertinent electrical and physical

ductor and dual coaxial, air_ spaced, low capacitance

lines, and antenna lead-in wire ... there's a right
type for your job, backed by the built-in superiority
that's a tradition with Federal.

characteristics...including impedance, capacitance,

Special developments in flexible low -loss cables

attenuation, diameter, materials, and weight

by Federal have resulted in superior cables for
all types of transmission. For a better job, see

... for

Federal's wide variety of high -frequency

cables.

Federal first.

Single and double braid, armored. dual eon-

Write for your cable information -heet today

tederal Telepholle gad Radio Corporafix
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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meet gruelling Eimac life -tests
Eimac 1500 -T's, key FM tubes, undergo a variety of gruelling tests deliberately designed to wear

them out. In these tubes, Callite tungsten rod and Callite thoriated tungsten wire specified for
uniform high quality and stamina, meet Eimac's high standards of performance.
Callite's careful processing of tube components, such as thoriated wire, is based on years of tungsten

research. This special knowledge results in products equal to the most exacting requirements of
leading tube manufacturers.
Let us work with your engineers and designers to explore the possibilities of Callite precision engineered components in your electronic products. It will be worth while to take advantage now
of our specialized experience. Callite Tungsten Corporation, 544 Thirty-ninth Street, Union City,
New Jersey. Branch Offices: Chicago and Cleveland.
1=112snia
C ALL ITI
TUNGSTIN

Hard glass leads, welds, :untie,:
and molybdenum wire, rod and

sheet, formed parts and other

components for electron tubes and
incandescent lamps.

FOR 25 YEARS PIONEERS IN TUNGSTEN METALLURGY
58
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Aecitia/ne6
VARIABLE RESISTORS
Space Requirements

for 252 Series and
GC -252 Series

11/, times
actual size

d

.260t 01

252 SERIES

GC -252 SERIES

Good engineering reduces the element of chance to an absolute minimum.

At CTS, every rule of good engineering

no matter how slight its application,

is

Such engineering craftsmanship has
made CTS variable resistors known all

over the world for dependability.

strictly adhered to.
Typical of this are the contacts in all CTS

When your production plans call for new

variable resistors. Every contact has mul-

developments in variable resistors, con-

tiple-and independent-wiping surfaces

sult these leading specialists - the CTS

whose precision workmanship practically

engineers.

,/tiamtfreffeiet4

PLUGS AND JACKS
SWITCHES, RINGERS
TELEPHONE GENERATORS

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

ELKHART * INDIANA

milo,ien /4 fierce

.-'.&eft/i/:y (Wer6o-,./flecherieleeti
VARIABLE RESISTORS
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eliminates the chance of faulty contact.

1896'

REPRESENTATIVES

R. W. Farris Co.
406 West Thirty-fourth Street
Kansas City 2, Missouri
Phone: Logan 7495

Frank A. Emmet Co.
2837 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles 6, California

BRANCH OFFICES

IN SOUTH AMERICA
Jose Luis Pontet

Phone: Rochester 9111

S. J. Hutchinson, Jr.
401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia 8, Pennsylvania
Phone: Walnut 5369

Cordoba 1472
Buenos Aires, Argentina
South America

IN CANADA
C. C. Meredith & Co.
Streetsville, Ontario

Masculine 2624
Montevideo, Uruguay
South America

IN ENGLAND
Chicago Telephone Supply Co
St. John's Woods
103 Grove End Gardens

London, N. W 8, England

Avda. Conselheiro Rodrigues
Alves 1067

Villa Mariana

Sao Paulo, Brazil
South America
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No one told him to go fly a kite
Ben Franklin's famous experiment with a kite and a
key started great electrical developments. Later came
she science of electronics which is now helping so sub-

optical problems we are solving for the Army and Navy
have a direct application to postwar production in television and other electronic fields.

stantially in this war.
In electronic optics we have been busy "flying our own
kites." Many experiments and much development work
in this field have placed our compact group of precision

lens techniciansin a position to be most helpful to
manufacturers who are planning to make electronic

You will find us interested and ready to cooperate on
postwar product planning. We have always worked for
other manufacturers and make only optical components.

products after the war.

Our plant is equipped with the most modern machinery. We are geared to give you production with precision, quality with economy and original ideas based

Our entire production is for war now. But many of the

on sound scientific principles.

for precision

OPTICS

come to

AMERICAN LENS COMPANY, INC.
45 Lispenard Street, New York 13, N. Y.

LENSES

PRISMS

FLATS

REFLECTORS
April 1941 - ELECTRONICS
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LAPP -DESIGNED, LAPP -BUILT

TO DO A SPECIFIC JOB

This is an antenna base insulator for use on a communications center transmitter. It is one of several Lapp designs for transmitter and receiver mast bases for military

the requirements are and how you think it might be made;

vehicular radio-on jeeps, halftracks, tanks and other

and over in military electronic production; it's going to
be a competitive advantage to smart post-war electronic
producers. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

rolling equipment.
Whether or not this special-purpose gadget has application to anything you build or propose to build, there's

Lapp will tell you how it can best be made-and will
make it." Our right to that claim has been proved over

a moral in it for you. In this case, as in hundreds of
others, an original and impractical design was modified
by Lapp engineers-to provide a part that meets all electrical and mechanical requirements, and that Lapp can
build economically and efficiently.
Lapp engineering talent and Lapp production methods
are such that we can say, "If it's an assembly that can be
made of porcelain or steatite and metal parts, tell us what
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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ACCURACY IN RUGGED MOVING IRON
VANE AND DYNAMOMETER INSTRUMENTS

601%0

FREQUENCY

.

A.FIRES '.(

WESTON
FREQUENCY COMPENSATED
INSTRUMENTS
This is another WESTON contribution born of war's needs, wherein the growing
use of equipment operating in the higher

power frequency range necessitated instruments of broad flexibility plus the rugged
dependability which moving iron vane and
dynamometer instruments provide.
And throughout industry today, the growing use of power frequencies above 60 cycles,

with the smaller transformers, higher speed
motors, simpler rectifier filter systems, makes

the use of these instruments essential for their
dependable indications and for their economy
as well.
Weston is furnishing these instruments as
ammeters, voltmeters, and wattmeters, in both
portable and switchboard types; flat compen3000 cycles for
sated up to 1000 . . 2000 .
general laboratory use, as well as for specific
application to electronic and power apparatus.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation.
618 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, N. L.
.

Westo

.

.

7/41S/~0

MERIDAN
ALBANY ATLANTA BOSTON BUFFALO CHICAGO CINCINNATI CLEVELAND DALLAS DENVER DETROIT JACKSONVILLE KNOXVILLE LOS ANGELES SYRACUSE
PHOENIX PITTSBURGH ROCHESTER SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE ST. LOUIS
MINNEAPOUS NEWARK NEW ORLEANS NEW YOU PHILADELPHIA

In Cenoda, Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Powerlite Devices, Ltd.
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Driver -Harris for contributions to the war effort

in the highly specialized

of alloys, began

as far back as 1918.
This equivalent of the Army -Navy "E" was

awarded to our craftsmen 27 years ago
in

recognition far their "loyalty, energy and

effic Pricy."

Virst exclusive manufacturer of

electrical and heat -resistant alloys
to receive the Army -Navy "E" Award for
the.

4th time. These is no greater reward

for the steadfast devotion of Driver -Harris
employees

to their

country

n

Cn

of war.

Drivey'-liarris

*Nichrome

made

OMPANY
HARRISON, N. J.
Briar ches: Chicago . Detroit
Los Angeles
f.on Francisco

Cleveland
Seattle

'Trade Murk P -.y. U. 5. Pct. Off.

Electronic bombardment

of high voltage cable oil
urcl.:2r vacuum at to,000

0 IL ii

IE

tests
Research
cable
Here, wire and
the severest
beyond
even] component
-in -the -field.
of
service
demands

Looking far beyond today's needs, General Cable
Research is prepared for the days when there will be
commercial application of voltages beyond those of
yesterday and today. Research endeavor is exploring
in many directions, examining many products, evaluating the stability of many materials under the severest conceivable conditions. When the demand can be
met, General Cable high voltage wires and cables will
be available.

GENERAL CABLE
CORPORATION
Manufacturers of Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables
for Every Electrical Purpose

CO -11111111. connEcTons TO "an" SPECIFICATIOOS

Performance -proved in specialized high -frequency applica-

tions - where only the finest is acceptable - DICO coaxial connectors are now available for additional service
to the electronic industry. A catalog

will be furnished at your request;

please give type designations -of
the connectors you require.

ENGINEERING

CASTING

DESIGNING

WELDING

MACHINING SILVER SOLDERING

NORTH AVENUE
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WAKEFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

PLATING

ASSEMBLING
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PROOF BY TRIAL . . . that's
our motto. Before you inve:t in
electronic heating equipment you
should he shown how any process
requiring heat can he done bctter,
faster and more economically for
you with a Scientif.c Electric unit.
Our engineers will gladly-without obligationmake a study of the heating process under considera-

tion. They will then make recommendations sup-

ported by practical demonstrations on the S.E.
heater best suited for the job.
This procedure will enable you to figure accurately the economies that will result; also permit you

to estimate the time required to pay for the equipoment out of resultant savings.

You can submit your heating problems to us with
the assurance that absolute secrecy will be observed,
if so desired. Investigate the advantages of applying
electronic heating in your manufacturing operations
NOW. Consult with us at your earliest opportunity.
Write for free copy of
The ABC of Electronic Heating

3 KW DIELECTRIC HEATER
Dielectric Heating
Units priced from

i1500.

Manufacturers of
Vacuum Tube and Spark Gap Converters Since 1921

(3 KW complete)

5 KW INDUCTION HEATER
I,duction Heating
Units priced from '

tilog

(for 5 KW complete
with
work coil)
1

Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters

are made in the following range of power;

3-5-71/2-8-10-121/2-15-18-25DIVISION OF "S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP COMPANY

11! MONROE ST.

GARFIELD, N. J.

40-60-80-100-250 KW.- and range
of frequency up to 300 Megacycles depending on power required.

`
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oiCrge resistors. Small resistors.

rugged resistors serve in all types of

Stock units. Made-to-order units. You
get the exact size and type you need at
Ohmite, to solve your particular problem. More than 60 different core sizes
. . . as large as 2%" diameter by 20"
long . . . as small as 5/16" diameter by
1" long. Where required, special sizes

critical equipment for war, industry, research and communications. They give
trouble -free resistance control under extremes of temperature, humidity, shock,
vibration, altitude. Experienced Ohmite
engineers are at your service always.

can be produced. Terminals, mountings,
enclosures are available for all types of
applications.
Ohmite quality is time -proved. These

EC Rs

Write on company letterhead
for Induti 74411 Catalog and Engineering, 1fullual No. 40.
OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4816 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, U.S.A.

eadONMEITE

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP SWITCHES
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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THE Koh-i-nor is one of the world's most magnificent
diamonds. Weighing 106-1/16 carats, it is famous For its
brilliance and luster. Of course, a diamond is considered
supreme as a jewel because it is the hardest, most imperishable and most brilliant of all gems. The Koh-i-nor's reputation places it in a separate class apart from other diamonds
due to its flawless quality -a true example of the fact that,
with any product, Quality Counts.

this fact,
has long been the leader in the manufacture of one-piece
and sectional antennas for automobile and home radios.
WARD products are quality products, the workmanship of
craftsmen using modern equipment under ideal conditions.
Many important design changes pioneered by WARD, have
become accepted standards in the industry . . . For quality
antennas for all applications, look to WARD.
THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION, tLalizing

BUY WAR BONDS

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
EAST 45th STREET, CLEVELAND 3. OHIO
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ha bend -ability and high arc
resistance, suggested the use of
National Vulcanized Fibre in the

manufacture of this arc baffle
used in an electriccircuit breaker.

Tough Production Problems Made Easy by this
Remarkable Property of
Just as the amazing bending properties
of National Vulcanized Fibre suggested

its use and simplified the production
of this arc baffle-so will its combination of outstanding characteristics
make it readily adaptable for the manu-

facture of countless other industrial
prod acts.

Its superior machinability and form-

ing qualities, its toughness and high

dielectric strength, its resistance to

wear and abrasion, its lightness of
weight and its long-lasting durability

used for vital war purposes. But our
technical engineers will be glad to

all combine to make this material

work with you and show you how this
versatile material will help you over-

highly versatile and suitable for an
almost endless number of industrial

come tough production problems in

.

.

.

uses. If desired, these same properties
may he modified to meet requirements
of your specific applications.
Right now our entire output is being

peacetime . . . how it may open up entirely new fields for profitable products

for you. Write us note. Let a trained
technical man show you how National
Vulcanized Fibre will help you later on.

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
Wilmington, Delaware
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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,
Low -loss glazed ceramic case
for long creepage path between

and heat -treated for maximum

terminals.

VMechanical design permits

Corona losses eliminated on

units to be stacked and thereby
connected in series, parallel and

inside and outside alike.
VCast-aluminum terminal ends

capacitance -temperature stability.

tween stacked units.

series -parallel. Dummy units we
available to support and insulate
active units.

VClose-tolerance mica units

VUnits may be bolted together

equalize loading of series -connected sections
VMica sections rigidly clamped
la low -loss wn magnetic clamps

VStandard listings: normally

for low contact resistance be-

Aerovox popularized this type. Originally a special
item made only to order and at custom-built prices, it
was Aerovox that selected and standardized the sizes,
voltages and capacitances so inat standard Aerovox
stack -mounting units could be regularly produced,
listed and properly priced. The rest is history.
Especially intended for various transmitting and electronic applications, these heavy-duty micas have found
wide usage in military and peaceful applications alike.
Such units are especially popular in heavy-duty transmitting applications such as grid, plate blocking, cou-

through holes in aluminum caps.

available without delay; at Ike

pling, tank and by-pass functions. Also in carrier -

current applications.
Special yesterday, standard today, Aerovox stack mounting mica capacitors have contributed greatly to
available quality equipment and outstanding performance.

Literature on request ...

right prices.

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
AEROVOX aaPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S A.
ARLAB'
Cable
NEW r2RK 16, N. Y.
Exp,r*.
40 S'
72

SALES OFFICES
In

Car3di

AEROVOX

IN

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

CANADA LTD., HAMILTON

0hr
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Wherever American planes
go, Amphenol products go

Some types are available

with them-even into the

quarters, others where explosion-proo fing is vital.

upper stratosphere where
severest conditions are ex-

for work in pressurized
There are some that are

perienced. They may be

used because they can

A -N or British connectors,

stand contact with oil, or
acid or water. Regardless
of where you find them,
Amphenol products have

perhaps cable assemblies,
perhaps synthetic conduit,

or the aristocrat of electrical wiring-RG Cable
and U.H.F. connectors. In
many planes you will find
them all.

earned the right to be there
by passing every required
test and by performance on
many a firing line.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
Chicago 50, Illinois

In Canada-Amphenol, Limited-Toronto

Connectors (A -N, British, U.H.F.) Cable Assemblies Cont.

duit, U.H.F. Cable Radio Parts Plastics for Industry
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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WILCO facilities
Expanded to Meet

Wartime Needs!
But Postwar Industry will be
the ultimate gainer from the
many new WILCO products
and developments
As the Hourglass indicates . . . at the
coming of peace, the skill and experience
gained in the development and application
of new WILCO products and techniques
will mean much to automotive, electrical
appliance and many other types of menu-

facturing customers.
Though now chiefly applied to the war
effort, these new WILCO developments are
destined to play as vital a role in the postwar industrial "comeback" as they are now
playing in scores of wartime applications.
Thermostatic Bimetals, Electrical Contacts, and Precious Metal Bimetallic Products are such important factors in the precision performance of ships, planes, tanks,
guns, and various instruments of the Army
and Navy that the H. A. Wilson Company
has found it necessary to enlarge its facilities and develop these important new products and techniques.

In the postwar period no company will
be better equipped to meet individual requirements for Thermostatic Bimetals and
Electrical Contacts on any desired scale
than the H. A. Wilson Company, pioneers
in this field.

WILCO PRODUCTS ARE: ContactsSilver, Platinum, Tungsten, Alloys, Sin-

tered Powder Metal. Thermostatic Bimetal

-High and Low Temperature with new
high temperature deflection rates. Precious
Metal Collector Rings for rotating controls.
Silver Clad Steel-for bearings, shims, re-

flectors, Jacketed Wire-Silver on Steel,
Copper, Inver, or other combinations requested. Silver Clad Steel. Rolled Gold
Plate.

Special Materials.

T II E H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut Street. Newark 5. New Jersey

Thermometals-Electrical Contacts
Precious Metal Bimetallic Products
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*Every Utah
vibrator makes
and breaks more
than a billion contacts

PERFORMANCE- THE PROOF OF

during its lifetime.

UTAH QUALITY
You take for granted the plating process in

the manufacture of Utah's radio parts and
electronic devices. Just as you would take
for granted the Utah loud speakers in man-

up under every condition known to man.
Utalins* begin with nothing but raw materials. As each step follows in the process
of manufacture . . . tool making, welding,

plating is one of the more

punch press, electroplating, and all the
other steps . . . it's checked, re -checked,
tested, supervised. Finally the finished
products, shipped from Utah's self-contained factory, prove the

important steps in the

Utah method correct. For

production of these prod-

they speak by performance.

ucts of precise manufac-

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
820 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
Utah Electronics (Canada) Ltd., 300

ufacturers' sets.
But Utalins* don't. They work on this
phase of production as carefully as if they

were plating with gold. They know that

ture ... of proven perform-

ance. Products that stand

RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
CHICAGO, 10.11401S

Chambly Rd., Longueuil, Montreal

(23) P.Q. Ucoa Radio, S. A., Misiones
48, Buenos Aires
Utah's helpers.

THEIR SMALL
MOTORS

ARE TOPS!

THEY'RE RIGHT SMART
ABOUT MOLDED
PLASTICS, TOO!
-

I

IT IS EASY to see that
both these gentlemen are

satisfied customers of

General Industries. One
acclaims our "know-how"

in molded plastic parts
- the other our velvety
Smooth Power motors. Yes,

we do both jobs under one
roof and one management.

GENTLEMEN,

YOC/RE BOTH RIGHT:

The plastic parts buyer has profited from the
ingenious skill of our mold makers, who enable us to
turn out tricky jobs economically and on time. Quite
likely he has seen our up-to-date equipment for compression, transfer and injection molding of large or
small parts in any quantities. Our engineers have made
sensible and workable suggestions, by reading between
his blueprint lines. He is typical of leading manufacturers in many fields who rely upon General Industries
plastics division.
_

11-

The speaker on Smooth Power motors might be

a radio -phonograph builder who uses our turntables,
THE

record changers and recorders. Or he might be a designer
who depends upon these fine low -torque drives to power

ENERAL

electric, electronic or mechanical devices. In any case,
he's well acquainted with the facilities of our Smooth
Power motor division.

NDUSTRIES
COMPANY

We want to emphasize the point that

we're a thoroughly able producer of both

these products. If your plans call for
either or both, we'd like to work with
you. In your request for details, please
address the respective division .
motors or plastics.

76
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ELYRIA,

OHIO
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SOME OF YOUR PROBLEMS
Dag dispersions of colloidal graphite
crown with success many a search for solutions
to difficult lubrication problems like these:
Minimizing Diamond -Die Wear and Wire Breakage.

Providing Lubrication and Conductivity
Simultaneously.

Producing a Non -Reflective Ray -Focusing Anode.

Obtaining a Shielding Material Which Can Be Applied
Like Paint to Any Surface, Whether Rigid or Flexible.

Don't think of dag colloidal graphite as a single product.
Actually it is many products in one, each with its own specific
advantages and applications.
Oi!dog*, Aquadag, Glydag, and some of the other familiar

Acheson products are only a few dispersions in a long,
versatile list.
Many dag suspensions, hitherto not available, have been
developed during the war, thus greatly broadening the usefulness
of colloidal graphite. You may save yourself considerable production and maintenance grief by thoroughly investigating the
family of dag dispersions.
A complete product list and general booklet are available
on request without obligation.

dag

colloidal graphite
ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION, Port Huron, Michigan
* Oildag, Aquadag and Glydag are registered trade marks of Athemn Colloids Corporation.

MOM

TO GET THESE
These new bulletins on specific applications for
dag colloidal graphite are yours for the asking
dag colloidal graphite for ASSEMBLING

421

AND RUNNING -IN ENGINES AND MACHINERY

colloidal graphite as a
4221 dag
PARTING COMPOUND

1

4231

dag colloidal graphite as a

431

dag colloidal graphite for
1

HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANT

IMPREGNATION AND SURFACE COATINGS

colloidal graphite in the
4321 dag
FIELD OF ELECTRONICS

-just fill in and clip

the convenient coupon opposite

ELECTRONICS-April 1945

ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION

PORT HURON. MICHIGAN
DEPT. 5-D
Please send me, without obligation, your general booklet
on dag colloidal graphite, and also free copies of the specific bulletins checked below:

No. 421

NAME

No. 422

POSITION

No. 423 FIRM
No. 431 Li ADDRESS

No. 432 r--] CITY

0

ZONE No

STATE

OUR PRESENT OIL SUPPLIER IS

(Lubricants containing dag colloidal graphite are available from
major oil companies.,
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It must be made of

WHETHER in the field of communication (high and ultra -high frequen-

cy) or in the various industrial elec-

tronic fields, there is no substitute
for Centralab Steatite.
There are no other materials that can

be made in as many varied forms
and shapes as Steatite. Our engineer-

ing and laboratory facilities are at
your disposal.

Producers of VARIABLE RESISTORS
-SELECTOR SWITCHES-CERAMIC

CAPACITORS, FIXED AND VARIABLE - STEATITE INSULATORS AND BUTTON -TYPE SILVER MICA
CAPACITORS.

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee
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hammering
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ture windings
typical
it's
practice, but
ccur
it, but may
mend
that
abuse
appreciab\e
without FORMEX
to
oge

FORMEX.* helps keep down rejects-lowers

by lower costs of manufacturing the completed coil or
installed winding. In addition, the choice of Formex

Few operations put magnet wire to a tougher test than

for new designs permits more compact windings, which,
in turn, save space, copper, and frame materials.

cost of completed windings.

bench assembly of armatures and stators. And rough treatment
is intensified by today's push for high
production despite
high labor turnover.

Because of its exceptionally tough and flexible insulating
film, FORMEX magnet wire can take a lot more such abuse
than conventional enameled wire. When coils are being
wound, bonded, baked, formed, or handled, this extra toughness (and extra resistance to heat -shock and solvents) helps
to reduce rejects without requiring "babying" techniques.
As the world's largest user of magnet wire, General Electric
makes the same sort of comparisons of installed costs as you
might

make.

These

comparisons

show

that,

even

in

few cases where the cost of Formex may be
slightly higher than the cost of conventional magnet wire
which it replaced, the higher first cost is definitely offset

Why not, right now, ask your G -E representative
for complete information and samples of Formex wire.
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, O. Y.
.4.,,
Rectangular

No. 8 Awg to 001 in.
Full range of

sizes

Huy all the
BONDS you

can-and

those

*Trade -mark

Re;.

S. Pat. Off.
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Out of the War Came
BETTER Insulation!
STRIKING progress in many lines during the all out war

effort will have great value in the future and will
pay back a part of the terrible cost of war.
Formica FT and MF grades developed during this time
have introduced glass base laminated sheets to electrical
high
have provided
quality in the laminated form.
Some of these grades are excellent high frequency in-

sulators-comparable with ceramics-yet they maintain
the easy machinability and workability of laminated
parts. They can be punched, drilled, milled. Some of
them have exceptional heat resistance for use in motor
slot wedges and similar applications.
They will produce better electrical devices at lower
costs in the years to come, and contribute in a small way
to making a better world.
Engineering data on request.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4661 Spring Grove Avenue
Cincinnati 32, Ohio
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EQUIP MENt
ACIURERS
MASLIF

HEINTZ and KAUFMAN

takes the lead in solving
a problem which has plagued
the equipment designer
Heintz and Kaufman is establishing a standardization policy which will be heartily wel-

lead to end the problem you have always faced

comed by all who design and service electronic
equipment.
From now on, whenever you engineer your

cause of variations in type characteristics, and

of redesigning equipment in production be-

to prevent the premature obsolescence of
equipment from the same cause.
Here are the 22 types of Gammatrons which
we pledge will be available during the years
ahead, always conforming to the same high
specifications:

equipment around Gammatron tubes you can
be sure that identical replacement tubes will
be readily available throughout the life of that
equipment !

11K-24, 24G, 54, 254, 354C and

Thus while Heintz and Kaufman will continue to develop new and improved Gamma Irons, these advancements will never embar-

E, 454L and H, 654, 854L and H, 1054L,

rass the equipment manufacturer since they
will not result in the discontinuance of any

1 PENTODE: 11K -257B.
4 HIGH VACUUM RECTIFIERS: HK -253, 95314

14 TRIODES:

1554, 3054.

Gammatron type.
We are starting this program off by standardizing the specifications for 22 Gammatron
types, the outstanding products of our 17 years
of tube research and development.
The electrical and physical uniformity and
quality of these 22 types NOB be maintained
at the level of Joint Army and Navy specifications. We feel that these specifications are sufficiently high to serve as a sound basis for our
standardization policy.
With the establishment of this progressive
policy, Heintz and Kaufman Ltd. is taking the

D, and E.
3 IONIZATION GAUGES: VG -2, VG -24G,
VG -54.

Our advertisement next month will contain
additional data on the above types, and will
also include a list of Gammatrons available
primarily for replacement use.
Have you written for
the specification sheet on the
HK -1054 Gam matron?

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN LTD.
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
BUY WAR
BONDS
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

CALIFORNIA

maotoft7ceeck
Export Agents: M. Simons & Son Co., Inc.

25 Warren Street, New York City, N.Y., U. S. A.
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SOUND AMPLIFIER

770-zys 40'
07'Q'40faRR°0'
will be developed more efficiently

COMMUNICATIONS

because of Thordarson Transformers
being designed TODAY!
Our 50 years of general experience, plus the many
new results of war -time research are a guarantee that

Thordarson will have the right transformer for every

need, when civilian orders may again be accepted.
EXPERIMENTAL

TRANSFORMER DIVISION

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
550 WEST HURON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

siue4;r4.4.kes- gsleze/g95

INDUSTRIAL

ORIGINATORS OF TRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
82
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THYRATRON WL-678

Grid Controlled Mercury Vapor Rectifier
General Characteristics
Filament \ oltage
Filament Current
Filament Heating Time (Minimum)
Typical Control Bias at Rated Voltage...

55 C Max. Thg 50 C Max. Thg
5.0 Volts
7.5 Amperes

5.0 Volts
7.5 Amperes

1 Minute

1 Minute

-50 Volts

-75 Volts

I0000
10000

15000
15000

1.6 Amperes
6 Amperes
25 to 55° C

1.6 Amperes
6 Amperes
25 to 50° C

Maximum Ratings
Anode Voltage, Peak Forward
Anode Voltage, Peak Inver v
Anode Current, Average
Anode Current, Peak
Temperature Range, Condensed Mercury

THIS HEW

THYRATRON
provides split -cycle control of high power

for R. F. heating units, and radio transmitters
The WL-678 combines the high voltage characteristics of a Kenotron, the efficiency of a
Phanotron, and the controlability of a Thyratron. This latest feat of Westinghouse engineering offers the electronic equipment designer the following outstanding advantages:
Smooth and instantaneous power control from 0% to 100% load . .
Simplified automatic load control ...
High speed automatic overload protection ...
Low space and weight requirements
Low control power requirements ...
For more detailed information-write to your nearest Westinghouse (Act or to Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Lamp
Division, Bloomfield, N. J.
Westinghouse Electronic

Tube distributors are lo cated in principal cities.

estin hou e
PLANTS IN 2 S CITIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

..2aallagaril7a41
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ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES. INC
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ehtwer:of 67e4r-:wive

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY CABLE ADDRESS: WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK
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HOW MANY PAGES DID THIS
WORM EAT... AND WHY?
Ten books are arranged in
orderly fashion on a shelf.
Each book has 100 pages,
making 1,000 pages in all.
A worm starting on the first
page of the first book eats
through the last page of the
last book. How many pages

w,How
you it Kr"
is ariE*

aftib

1

isi 001TI
r rirel

has he eaten?

d,

=MOW

The onswer to this one will be given in
vo

Vhl

a

2

next month's advertisement or in reply to
your written query. But dor't give up, it's
simple to solve as is our ability to solve
your design, fabricating, p-oduction and

VOL

3

4

assembly problems.

FRANKLIN KNOW-HOW and WHAT -WITH CAN SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEM of design, fabrication, production and assembly of small

metal and laminated parts.
At Franklin you will find engineers with the
Know -How of design and the What -With in

equipment and facilities for coordinated
efficient production ... tool and die makers
who click the first time ....facilities for compression molding of bakelite parts ... equip-

ment for making plastic parts including
machinery for fabricating
laminations
small metal parts ... hot tinning ... plating
.

. .

parkerizing ... vacuum impregnating ...
tropicalization ... all the facilities to do a

job from the raw material to the finished
part and complete assembly.
1
ELECTRONIC

Y

I

COMPONENTS

.
SOCKETS

TERMINAL STRIPS PLUGS SWITCHES
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T

Franklin coordinated engineering, design, fabrication
and production assures eco-

nomical use of materials,
low competitive costs and

quick certain deliveries .
let Franklin solve your pro.

.

duction problems.

LAST MONTH'S PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION
Problem - D is a missionary interviewing 3

natives of a country where everyone has either
block or white feet. The white footed ones con
tell only the truth and the block footed natives
con tell only lies. All three natives ore wearing
boots; Who is the Liar?

D to A - "What is the color of your feet"?
A

D to B
B

C

Solution

Mumbles incoherently.

"What did A say"?
toys he hos white feet".
B lies, A says he has black feet'.

"A" con only answer that he has

white feet for if he has block feet he must lie
and say white and if he hos white feet he must
tell the truth and say white, Therefore B told
the truth and C is the liar-simple isn't it.

I
MANUFACTURING CORP.
175 VARICK ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

PLASTIC FABRICATION METAL STAMPINGS ASSEMBLIES
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Again it's HYTRON -Easy on the Battery!

HY1269

HY31Z

HY69

HY65

HY1Z31Z

in mobile operation, the battery is the

motorcycle police radio has proved this.

kingpin. Two-way police radio takes it out

Including 12 -volt filament tubes for marine
applications, Hytron's instant -heating line
is versatile. Concentration is on the R. F.
beam tetrode - work horse of transmitting

of the battery twenty-four hours a day.
Conservation of battery power during
stand-by periods is mandatory.
Instant -heating Hytron tubes with thoriated tungsten filaments came to the rescue

of police radio. Only when on duty, does
police radio equipment draw power when
Hytron tubes are used. Filament and plate
power go on together.
And that's not all. The Hytron HY31Z,
HY65, HY69, HY1231Z, and HY1269 are
rugged. HY65 performance in two-way

OF

OLDEST

EXCLUSIVE

tubes -- but also included is the HY31Z
twin triode for Class B. One type can power

a whole transmitter - R. F. and A. F. -thus simplifying the spares problem (e.g.,
Kaar Engineering transmitters built around
the HY69).
Wartime uses are bringing additions to
the Hytron instant -heating line. Watch
for future announcements.

RADIO

RECEIVING

TUBES

MANUFACTURER

cow?,
111.11.E.CtRONWS HUSETYmma---asso
ASSAC
SALEM, M BEVERLY & LAW R ENCE
OFFICE:
SURYPORT,
MAIN
SALEM, NEW
1-0KnitEkLY HYTRON CORPORATION

1,06 C

Ado

.

.---'1111111.1111.1"'"6-

06
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RST THIS -1

-*IIENOMIRMINVIONCISIMP=1411S

21 ounces

NOW -in 1945
4.64 ounces

tipensen
FirrEriv

YEFIIIS

AGO, when JENSEN introduced the first Permanent Mcgnet Loud SF ectker in

the United sates, the magnet itself we gt.ed 98 ounces (E.1 pounds) --a bul,cy, costly structure ... but,
still an outstaniing!irsi by JENSEN. IT By 1940, through advanced design criC thout decreasing tile magnetic
strendh, JENSEN had reduced :Le .weight of the magnet for an equivalent speaker to 21 oumces!
Now, with 41/01C0 5 the most powerful magnet maser a_ ever develo-De: JENSEN is

able to cbtain -hs same magnetic strengta as in the Drig:nal 1930 design
with a magnet weighing only 4.64 ounces, giving compac:ness
and light weight wkii :lighest efficiency.

emen
SPEAKERS WITH

edam -lance ability

JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS,
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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20+20
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51 B50-2
51 B50.3
4
51B50

10.10
150.35° 2'
4s0.45.25

Prominent engineers consistently show

5113S° -S

their preference for Solar Capacitors. Solar
pledges continued production of superior
quality capacitors to merit that preference.

Solar Manufacturing Corporation,
285 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. V.
028,775

CAPACITORS &

.A TOTAL OF

BAYONNE
PLANT

$8

EIGHT
ARMY -NAVY
EXCELLENCE
AWARDS!

ELIM-0-STATS
WEST N. Y.
PLANT
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AMERICA WANTS PROSPERITY
ABOOK to be published early in April by the
McGraw-Hill Book Company carries the provocative title "Prosperity: We Can Have It If
We Want It." Its authors, Messrs. Shields and Woodward, state in vigorously challenging terms their conviction that the United States will emerge from war
with human, material and technological resources ade-

quate to provide a nation-wide standard of living
unprecedented in world history. They present, too,
their formulation of the several policies and procedures
which must be followed by government, business, and

labor if we are to realize our potential for a high and
sustained prosperity unmarred by prolonged periods
of severe unemployment and business stagnation such
as have haunted our economic past.
The specific proposals set forth will elicit both enthusiastic acclaim and acrid dissent, for the book deals
in far from gentle fashion with many of the currently
fashionable panaceas for assuring prosperity by magic
formula. It examines, and discards as effective guaran-

tors of prosperity, whatever their individual merits
upon other grounds, programs for public works, slum
clearance, subsidizing of small business, foreign loans,
social insurance, deficit government spending, redistribution of income, the numerous formulae for monetary

management, repeal of the anti-trust laws, or any of
the loosely -phrased admonitions

that government

should do nothing and allow everything to take its
course untrammeled by controls of any kind.
On the positive side, the book urges clear recogni-

tion of the fact that prosperity, under a system of
business enterprise, depends primarily upon the existence of competitive incentives that spur capital investment to provide better tools and equipment, that
improve organization and technology to insure continuously increasing productivity per man-hour of work,

and that enlarge markets by producing what the

consumer Wants at lower prices to the end that real
incomes may be increased.

In short, prosperity depends upon profitable and
expanding business and employment opportunity, so
it becomes the part of enlightened government, business, agriculture and labor policy to promote those
measures which will forward rather than retard the
major aim of expanding production.
However great the room for dissent upon the adequacy, or the phrasing, of the specific recommendations

it makes, the approach of this book has one virtue of
solid merit. It attacks positively the problem of what
steps should be taken to achieve and hold prosperity
rather than merely devising a poultice to be applied
when and if we run into a decline.
Virtually all responsible spokesmen for government,
and for business, labor, and agricultural groups, are

agreed upon the goal of prosperity. Moreover, they
agree that, insofar as possible, it should be achieved
through the effort of private enterprise, with government intervention utilized only as a last resort. But
despite this unanimity, almost all public discussion of
the problem has concentrated upon the nature, the
extent, and the timing of such government expenditures as may be found necessary to combat deflation.
Since upon this question there is far from general
agreement, our procedure has created an exaggerated

sense of divergence in a field in which, so far as
fundamentals go, we all are in accord to quite an
unusual degree.
* * *
No confusion should be caused by the fact that the
generally current phrase for prosperity is "full employment." The latter phrase merely states the goal
in terms of human values, which are good terms in

which to state any goal. What matters is that we
generally are agreed as to what we mean when we say
that we want prosperity or full employment. Not only

do we know what we mean, but within very rough
limits we can give dimension to our concepts. There
are a few whose appraisals are somewhat lower, but
most competent estimators set the goals for about
1950 at an average annual employment in civilian jobs

of between 55 and 57 million persons, with a gross
national product of between $185 and $200 billion
measured at 1943 price levels. This contrasts with the
1944 level of non-military employed of 511/2 million,
and a gross output for the end of 1944 of over $200
billion. It assumes a reduction of the average workweek to 40 hours.

It will take some such levels as these to provide
employment for those who seek work, with only
sufficient "frictional" unemployment (those temporarily

listed as unemployed because of the normal turnover
between jobs) to afford reasonable labor -market flexibility to both workers and employers. The non-military employment figures are generally consistent with
the officially stated postwar goal of jobs for 60 million
workers, since the latter figure is generally understood

to be an estimate of the labor force, which includes
members of the armed services and an allowance for
frictional unemployment.

There are a number of reasons why the estimates
cannot be figured more closely, and why no one can be
very confident even of the validity of the stated limits.
The chief points of doubt in the employment estimates
relate to how many withdrawals there are likely to be

on the part of women, oldsters, and youngsters, who

now are in the labor force to a number more than

6 millions beyond normal expectancy; how many men
will be retained in the armed forces; and whether the

calculated
postwar frictional unemployment should
as approximating the current 1 million or the 3 million
so -listed in the prosperous year of 1929. Additional

uncertainties cloud the estimates of gross national
product. Notable among them is the fact that no one

By no stretch of the imagination can The Full Employment Bill, in its present form, be regarded as acceptable to business. Yet it may well present a test of
whether or not American business can deal with prob-

lems in this area in a statesmanlike fashion. Such

is sure of the war's effect upon man-hour productivity

statesmanship will consist in demonstrating first, that
the Bill is not acceptable because of deficiencies which

output has consisted of products that had no substantial
counterpart in our peacetime price or production series.

preclude the possibility of its accomplishing the avowed
purposes; and second, that business is able and anxious

trends, in view of the fact that half of our current
*

*

*

Nevertheless, despite such qualifications, it is fair

to say that we do have a general conception of the
magnitude of our postwar goals. Although they are
well within our production potentials as demonstrated
in this war, they are formidably beyond any previous
record of peacetime achievement. Only the most sanguine optimism could lead one to expect that they will
be achieved without concerted will, planning, and cooperative effort. Only blind recklessness could engender
confidence that once attained they will automatically

be held, let alone expanded in normally healthful
growth.

If we were to follow past patterns, our war -built
boom would, after a period of uncertain length, collapse
into disastrous depression. The very magnitude of our
recent growth would contribute to the depth and dura-

tion of the subsequent trough. Yet a fall even to the
level of our previous peacetime -peak -year 1939, has

been estimated by The Federal Reserve Board to
imply unemployment for between 15 and 20 million
persons. If human values have importance, that is

something that must not be allowed to occur. If busi-

ness values have importance, we must not tolerate
again such losses as occurred from 1930 to 1933, when
sales over the four year period were $128 billion less

than would have been provided if the 1929 level had
held, and corporate profits declined from more than
$7 billions in 1929 to an average annual loss of $1
billion over the next four years. A repetition of these
things cannot be tolerated-if foresight and cooperative
effort can prevent them.
*
*
In January of this year Senator Murray introduced
in the Senate a bill entitled "The Full Employment
Act of 1945." It instructs the President to submit to
Congress plans for eliminating both unemployment
and inflation, including recommendations for correcting structural defects in the economic system. It provides for a Joint Congressional Committee to consider
the proposals of the President, to take testimony from
experts and the general public on these proposals or
any others it may wish to consider, and after weighing
all the facts to submit its findings to Congress. It provides for an advance budgeting of the constituent parts
of a full -employment economy, and commits the Federal Government to provide, in advance, for sufficient
expenditures (through private contractor channels) to
make up for the gap between estimated private expenditures and the amount necessary to assure full em-

to offer constructive suggestions for remedying these
deficiencies.

It is easy to point to weaknesses in the Bill. To mention only a few of major importance: The proposal to
make advance Federal expenditures to compensate for
estimated deficiencies in prospective private expenditures is completely impracticable. No one in the country can predict future trends with sufficient accuracy
for this purpose; no one can tell what the constituent
parts of a really high, stable peacetime budget should
be, for in our boom -or -bust economy we have no stable

pattern to project; no one can tell, within reasonable
limits, how much the government should spend in advance to assure full employment. The Bill pronounces
labor's right to work without defining commensurate
responsibilities which it should exercise. It does not
define the areas of proposed government expenditure in

such a way as to allay business fears of government
competition or the general public suspicion of leaf
raking. Above all, the Murray Bill is defective in that,
despite a somewhat vague pronouncement in favor of
forwarding private business activity, it recommends a
single specific designed to supplement such activity
rather than stimulate it.
The very definition of certain of these faults suggests
their remedies. But the positive task of stating how the

Bill should be amended in order that it may have
effective usefulness is far from simple. Yet it is enormously to the advantage of American business to under-

take it. Fortunately, there is a representative group
sponsored by industry, The Committee for Economic
Development, which has for some time been working
intensively upon the problem, and which is excellently
equipped to offer sound and progressive advice. It
should be used for this purpose.
American business cannot afford to take a negative
attitude toward legislation in this field. Some legislation undoubtedly will pass, for the problem is one in
which there is a grave government responsibility. But
equally there is a comparably important responsibility
upon all citizen groups. None of them has more to gain
or lose from the rise or fall of prosperity than American
business.

President, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
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although

fuse to be converted,
their objections are usually on specious and not

sue. In April 1930, when

the first issue was published,

and

there are a few who re-

fifteenth anniversary is-

is

this country

technical grounds. The
only question is whether

along with all others was

in the midst of a great

f -m is to stay where it

economic depression. Engineers' brains, how-

go upstairs into the 80-

is

ever, were not sterile ;

100

in the spectrum or
megacycle

region

where the air may-or
may not - be cleaner.

and some of the devices

which are so useful to-

Five years ago there was

day came from

seeds

planted

early

talk of the greatly ex-

ago,

panded communication
services that would come

in

the

1930's.

Fifteen

years

with the microwaves-

electronics was very

but even the best

simple, technically. Pent-

ode tubes were creating
quite a stir, the diehards of the industry
stating that triodes were

ok with them and why
clutter up the business

with more complex
structures. Radio set

On the masthead of the first issue of ELECTRONICS, April
1930, appeared the name of the pioneer. Dr. Lee deForest.
This photo of one of his early audions (used in color on the
cover) commemorates not only our birthday but the whole

art that has come from his early invention

manufacturing companies were advertising

the "perfect" tone quality of their products; tube
manufacturers were using electronic heating but no
one else gave it much of a thought.
Ten years ago the FCC was about to reallocate the
broadcast spectrum and, as always, was under terrific
pressure to add a thousand or two stations to those
already spraying the ether with palaver. WBEN in
Buffalo celebrated the first anniversary of its seven meter broadcasting station W8XH. Engineers were

dreamer could not have
imagined all the microwave applications that
have come from the accelerated research due
to war.
Just five years ago, en-

gineers were still hunting for jobs. In spite of

all manner of shots in

the arm, the country was still sick economically. Europe and Asia were at war; but Americans had not yet
felt the cold breath of strife. Today, jobs are hunting
for engineers. The whole world is at war; money is

cheap-but to get a cigarette you've got to stand in
line or monkey with the black market.
Fifteen years ago, ELECTRONICS pioneered a new and

strange word. For a number of years the circulation

remained at about 6000; then our subscribers in-

aware of the advantages of the high frequency carrier,

creased in number and have continued to do so ever

but, as usual, station managers felt that something

since. Today the circulation is about 24,000. Within

new like short-wave operation was a complicating idea
and might upset the standard -band setup.
In April, just five years ago, engineers were debat-

do.

ing heatedly whether f -m had any advantages over
a -m. Today the technical advantages are well recogELECTRONICS - April 945

a short two or three years, additional hundreds of
thousands of men have learned what electronics can
It must be the sincere hope of all of us that most
of these hardened and experienced electronic technicians will find their place in the post-war sun.
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THE RADAR
The basic relationship which governs the design of a radar system is an equation winch
relates the radiated power and receiver sensitivity to the distance and size of the detected
object. This equation is here derived from fundamental considerations

CONSIDERATIONS OF SECURITY at

present forbid disclosure of
the performance of particular radar equipment. No such prohibition applies to the fundamental
principles which govern radar op-

stantly increasing radius as in
Fig. 1(a). The density of the
power, at a distance r meters, would

be equal to the power radiated divided by the area 41:r' of the sphere.

In practice, the radiator is

rectional, a fact which increases the

The basic factors concerned are
the formation and propagation of
radio beams, and the reflection of

power density in particular directions at the expense of the power
density in the other directions as

known. They are, in fact, among

in Fig. 1 (b). The maximum power

gain of the radiator is denoted by
The power density S, radiated
in the direction of the maximum
gain is, then

the earliest fundamentals estab-

lished in the radio art, enunciated
by Hertz in 1887.

It is the purpose of this paper
to examine the factors which govern the perception of reflected radio waves.
Power Considerations

The equation which links these
factors may be termed appropriately the radar equation, since its
formulation is applicable to the

radar system. The simplest and
most fundamental form is the free -

space radar equation, which gov-

erns the radar signal when it

is

propagated between a radar and a
reflecting object or target in otherwise empty space. The free -space
radar equation relates the power
radiated from the radar (transmit-

ter output and antenna gain) to
the power delivered to the terminals of the receiver, taking account
of the attenuation in space and the
reflecting properties of the target.
It is derived as follows:
Consider a transmitter which
delivers a peak power of P, watt&
to the radiator. If the radiator were
an

isotropic source, this power

would be radiated equally in all directions, filling a sphere of con92

St =

Go Pt

4irr'

watts per sq meter

(1)

When the wave encounters the

target, at range r, the target absorbs and reradiates an amount of
equal to the impinging
power density S, times the scatterpower

ing cross-section or echo area of
the target, a square meters. We may
assume that the echo area has been
determined empirically. The target
is, then, a source of radio waves, of

power QS, watts. It is evident that
the power re -radiated is not uniform in all directions, but the value

a is taken as that effective in the
direction toward the radar.
The wave, in traveling the distance r back to the radar, spreads
through a sphere of radius r, as in
Fig. 1(c). Hence it displays, at the
radar, a power density of
Sr

-

a St2

47rr

watts per sq meter

(2)

Substituting Eq. (1), this is
S, -

G.P,o

watts per sq meter

Pr = .AST watts

(3)

This power density is gathered
by the effective absorption crosssection of the receiving antenna,
A. sq meters, and generates a power

(4)

Substituting Eq. (3), this

be -

comes

di-

eration.

radio waves when they encounter a
sudden change in the electrical
properties of the transmission medium. These fundamentals are well

at the receiver input of

Pr

=

AoGo

watts

(47)'-'r4

5)

Equation (5) is most informa-

tive if it is recast to express the

range of the target in terms of the
other quantities,
r=

4113 AoGoo-

Pr(47r), meters

(6)

This is the general form of the
free -space radar equation.
The form of the equation of most
practical interest is that expressing

the maximum range at which detection of a given target is possible. For a given transmitter power
P,, antenna system A,G0, and target
echo area a, the range is limited by

the minimum received power P,,
which will generate a barely discernible response in the radar indicator. The maximum range is
then given by
=

/Pt AoGoa

meters

(71

A surprisingly large amount of
information is given by this equation. It states that the maximum

range of a radar depends on the
fourth root of: (1) the transmitter
power,

(2)

the

antenna

gain

and absorption area G.A., (3) the
target echo area a, and (4) the inverse 1/P.1n of the minimum discernible received power.
Equation (7) also reveals that
equal effects on the maximum range
may be achieved by increasing the
transmitter power 131, or the power

sensitivity 1/P,,,, of the receiver.
It indicates the apparent facts that
the range is greater when the an April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

EQUATION
tenna gain is high and when the

plicit in the quantities A., G. and

a.

The radiator gain G. and absorptarget has a large effective area.
The fourth -root modifies these tion across section A. are readily
relationships in a very important computed, to a fair approximation,
way. It indicates that a given in- from the operating wavelength and
crease in maximum range is ob- the area of the reflector surface.
tained only at great expense in additional transmitter power and

Influence of Operating Wavelength

ative to an isotropic radiator, is
SrA

G-

(9)

3X2

The radiator proper is customarily a dipole mounted at right angles to the direction of maximum

gain. The dipole has an inherent

antenna gain and that the range
The gain is defined as the ratio
possible when viewing large tar- of the solid angle subtended by a
gets is only slightly greater than point -source radiator to the solid
that possible with small targets. angle subtended by the beam. The

power gain, in that direction, of 3/2

angle subtended by the beam de-

(10)
x 8 1rA = 4 7rA
The absorption cross section A.

Doubling the value of transmitted
power, for example, increases the

pends evidently on the form of the

maximum range, by '\/2 = 1.19 radiator. One of the commonest

over an isotropic radiator. Hence
the total maximum gain G. of the
radiator is
=

3

times.

Doubling the value of A.,
G. or a (or halving the value of

forms is the circular reflector,

is related to the maximum receiver

to double the maximum range.
The radar equation expressed in
Eq. (7) gives no clue as to the dependence of radar performance on

of

poles) for transmitting and receiv-

whose diameter is D meters and antenna gain G, by the following:
P,,,,) has the same small effect, i.e., whose area across the face is A =
Gr
A. = -4r sq meters
a 19 -percent increase in maximum irD2/4 sq meters. The beam prorange. In engineering terms, a duced is of circular cross-section
When the radar uses a single re12-db increase in transmitted power and occupies a minimum angular
or receiver sensitivity is required width, between half -power points, flecting system and dipole (or di-

the operating wavelength or frequency. This information is im-

b-

where

D
),

- 2N,A/7 radians

(8)

is the operating wave

length in meters. The maximum
gain of such a beam radiator, rel-

ing, G, = G, and
A.

= -GoA2
sq meters
47r

(12)

Substituting Eq. (10) for G.

Target
Power. St cr

Radar - Point -source

radiator, Pt watts

Radar

(a)

(C)

Power density

Power density
sr -

st- It- watts per sq.meter
4 Tr rz

Sta

G0Ptd

471r4 (4702 r4

(b)
Radar- Beam source
Go Pt watts

Target
Power density St =

GoPt

47r rz

FIG. 1-Geometric relations underlying the radar equation
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A. = A sq meters

(13)

which is simply the area of the reflector.

The dependence of the echo area
cr on the operating wavelength can-

not be generally stated except for
targets of simple shape. Accord-

ingly the quantity a

is retained

without further analysis, with the
understanding that its contribution
to the radar equation does in fact
vary with the operating frequency,

but in a manner which is so dependent upon the particular target
and its aspect that no general conclusions can be drawn.
Returning now to the radar equa-

tion for maximum range, Eq. (7),
and substituting Eq. (10) and (13)
for G. and A., we obtain
ram: -

.;/ Pg A2 g

4r meters

pmin

(14)

This equation indicates that the
maximum

range

increases

in-

versely as the square root of the
wavelength,

or directly as the

square root of the frequency, provided that we can choose the area
A of the reflector without regard
to frequency. Thus if we can select
a convenient value of A and let it
remain fixed, the maximum range
will increase slowly, all other factors remaining unchanged, as the
frequency is increased.

One important aspect of radar
design is the beam width, X/D. As
the wave length is decreased (frequency increased) with a given
area of reflector, the beam becomes
narrower. A practical limit is

reached, with a fixed value of A,
when the beam becomes so narrow
that it is impractical to scan a large

region of space in a reasonable
time. Hence it is of interest to con-

sider the effect of frequency on
maximum radar range, when the
beam width is fixed. To show this,

Eq. (14) is re -written, substituting Eq. (8), as
4/Pgr q ).2

y

641,4 meters

(15)

Thus, when the beam width is

done, the range achieved is greater
than in comparable high -frequency
radars of the same beam width.
Influence of Receiver Characteristics

The quantity P.., which represents the power sensitivity of the
receiver, must be examined in detail to relate the maximum radar
range to receiver characteristics.
Pmln is the minimum reflected signal power to which the receiver will
give a discernible response against
noise. The quantity depends, there-

fore, on: (1) the amount of noise
present, and (2) the amount of signal necessary to give an indication
just distinguishable against the
noise.

The first factor, the noise present, arises from many sources, the
most important of which is circuit
(thermal) noise generated in the
receiver. The second factor, the
minimum signal required to produce a response against the noise, is
fundamentally a psychological quantity, since the act of discerning the
signal involves the eye and mind of

the observer. Before the least discernible signal can be specified in a

particular instance, it is necessary
to know the type of indicator employed, and similar factors involved

in transferring the signal voltage
into an indication.

The fact that the thermal noise
power present in radio reception
increases in direct proportion to
the effective bandwidth has impor-

tant consequences. To show this,

we substitute nkThf for P.,. in
Eq. (14),

4

rmu =

PgA2o
47)1/42 meters

(17)

This equation states that the
maximum range decreases as the
bandwidth is increased. The bandwidth required varies inversely as
the pulse width. In particular, for
optimum peak signal-to-noise ratio,

the bandwidth should be approximately 1/d Mc where d is the pulse
length in microseconds.' Substituting Af = 1/d in Eq. (17) we obtain
=

4 Pg d A2cr

nk T 4,01/42 meters

(18)

Hence the fourth root of the energy

of the pulse P,d (the peak power
times the pulse length) determines
the range of the system, rather than
the peak power alone.
The above analysis is made plaus-

ible by the following reasoning:
The range of a radar may be increased by increasing the peak
power of the pulse, provided the

(16)

where n is the receiver noise figure,

rived from the increase in peak

= nk TM watts

k is Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 x
10' watts per degree per cycle, T
is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin (degrees centigrade
plus 273 deg), and At is the effec-

tive bandwidth of the receiving
system in cps.

The quantity krAf is the available external noise power,' that is,
one -quarter of the noise power
(4kThf) generated by the random
motion of charges in space and developed in the radiation resistance
of the antenna. The equivalent

temperature of space is not definitely known, so the limit of rewith the square root of the operat- ceiver sensitivity is not, as yet, a
ing wavelength. It is necessary, of definitely known quantity. For purcourse, to use large reflectors to poses of standardization T may be

94

width.

pulse length is not proportionately
decreased in the process. If the
pulse length is decreased in proportion, the necessary bandwidth and
the thermal noise power increase,
in proportion, so no benefit is de-

The minimum discernible received power P., is taken as equal
to the thermal noise generated in
the receiver output, thus

fixed, the maximum range increases

produce a suitably narrow beam at
low frequencies, but when this is

watts per cycle of effective band-

taken as 290 deg K (room temper-

ature) and kThf equals 4 x 10'

power. In other words, high peak
power is not used for its own sake.

It is used, rather, to obtain sufficient average power for a given
maximum range, when the pulse
specifications have been

set by

other considerations.
The application of the radar
equation depends on specific numerical values of the constants. Un-

fortunately none of the pertinent
factors, such as operating frequencies, pulse lengths and peak power,
antenna dimensions, receiver noise
figures, or target echo areas, may
be disclosed for the present.-D.G.F.
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HUMAN

Centrifuge
Intensity and duration of
gravity increase at the termi-

nation of a dive are simulated in the aero-medical

laboratory at Wright Field.
Effects on pilot are studied
by numerous means involving electronics

EATED in an aircraft pilot's
lOposition, a volunteer, above,
is whirled in a human centrifuge
at speeds calculated to reproduce
the effect of pulling out of a dive
at various values of g.
The seat is trunnion -mounted

at the end of a revolving arm and
assumes

a

horizontal

position

sideways under the influence of
centrifugal force. Thus the pilot's
physical attitude with respect to
his motion becomes analogous to
the actual pullout. The equipment

is

located in the

aero-medical

laboratory of the AAF materiel
command, Wright Field, Dayton, 0.

Attached to the subject's ear is
photoelectric plethysmograph
which monitors the fullness of his
blood vessels The twisted pair
coming over his shoulder leads to
the light source in front while the
a

heavier cord is the shielded line
from the phototube. The cap is
plastic and bears electrodes for
brain -wave pickup.

Actual measurements are per-

formed in an adjoining room over
lines which extend from the pilot
position by way of the axis of the
centrifuge and can be seen leading
up the central column in the lower
illustration. The observation desk
is at the axis and revolves with the
subject. Telephone communication is maintained with him from
this point and motion pictures are
taken by the motor -driven camera

at the left. Floodlights for this
purpose are in the foreground.
Control of the program of rotation of the centrifuge is photoelec-

tric and determined by a curve
drawn on a paper strip. Scanning

of the strip establishes the time

taken for the unit to get up to

speed, the number of g exerted,
and the duration of the test. It is
thus possible to repeat exactly the
same set of conditions.
Some of the findings from these

tests show that a tense pilot, or
one who yells during the pullout,

blacks out less easily than a relaxed pilot. Subjects who have
had repeated rides in the centrifuge black out at a lower g rating
than novices because the excitement in prospect raises blood pressure. As the ride becomes famil-

iar, the effect disappears. Taping
of the body and prone or crouching

positions also make it possible to
undergo faster pullouts.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
Men who manage plants considering the inclusion of tubes in post-war products will be
interested in this text telling what tubes can and can not do. Producers of packaged controls will also find it informative and some suggestions should prove helpful to engineers
previously concerned with communications equipment design

.HE QUESTION, "Shall we go in
for electronic control?" cur-

rently concerns many manufacturers in many fields. This article is
dedicated to those men in management who have to decide. It also
may serve as a reminder, to engi-

neers who have devoted their efforts mostly to radio, of the vast
difference between communications
devices and those adapted to industrial control work.
It is obviously advisable for

manufacturers contemplating new
products to consider the application

of electronic controls to their particular line. The incorporation of
such controls into any piece of
equipment may have important economic consequences for the maker.

It may improve performance and
create a new demand for an existing product. On the other hand, it
may cause serious losses if it is
not acceptable to the user.
The Place of Electronics

links

which

be avoided.

To make this abundantly clear,
let us consider a web printing machine. Web printing machines are
designed to print and cut labels in
large quantities for toothpaste and
similar mass -production packages.

Phototube devices are often employed to make sure the machine
cuts the labels at the proper place.
The phototube has immensely increased the accuracy of such machines but would have been of little value had not machines been re-

designed to print and cut labels
faster and faster. In this case the
usefulness of the phototube was
contingent upon the ability of engineers to make the mechanical
parts of the machine operate successfully at higher and higher
The case is typical. It is not
enough to design a properly functioning electronic link for a product. It is also necessary to improve

put terminals in another form. The
electronic device itself can amplify, rectify, switch, time and perform other such functions but it almost invariably remains just a part
of some non -electronic processing
equipment. The input may be the
power line or it may be a weak signal from a sensing element such as
a thermocouple, pressure gage, or
what have you. At the output end
there is in almost all cases either a
relay or a motor which actually performs the desired work. This fact

the overall performance of the device in order to achieve maximum
utilization of the capabilities of
the electronic link. Unless this
overall improvement is possible,
electronics is probably out of place.
Some of the Pitfalls

Pitfalls await the novice electronic control designer. In fact, he
is liable to make his first mistake
right in the choice of the function
of the electronic link.

There are other pitfalls in the
design details. To turn out an elec-

tronic controller or an electronic
instrument is an engineering job
of the first order. It takes time and
money and sometimes the patience
of Job, and when it is all done field

tests must be undertaken. These
tests may show that devices which
perform in a perfectly satisfactory

manner during the most grueling
laboratory tests will still fail in
some respects in the field. They
must often be radically changed before they can be put on the market

with full confidence and with the
assurance that the advantages they
give a device over competitive prod-

ucts are not more than offset by

take

power at their input terminals in
one form and deliver it to the out-
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dreams of new electronic marvels.
If those responsible for final decisions on new products will keep it
in mind, many disappointments will

speeds.

Let us put this newest of arts in
the proper perspective with reference to other, older means of getting things done.
Industrial electronic devices are
intermediate

precludes many of the ambitious

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

faults and operational difficulties.
No doubt the employment of an
electronic link adds to the sales appeal of a product. This is due to the

DR. WEILLER a widely -known consultant specializing in electronic

blaze of publicity which electronics

equipment design, has had many

great assistance it has been to the

years of experience both in the
laboratory and in the field

THAT a man whose commercial
destiny is so inextricably bound up
with the future of electronics should
be at once optimistic about the use
of tubes in industry and perturbed
about possible misapplications will
be understandable to many rtgders.
as it is to the Editors

has received and because of the
war effort.

Unfortunately electronics has been over -publicized.
Any appreciable number of elec-

tronic fakes, involuntary or deliberate, would discredit industrial
electronics for a long time. To market an electronic device which ig no

better and does no more than its
mechanical or electrical competitor
of olden days would also result in
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS
By PAUL G. WEILLER
fork.

F.

discredit to industry even if the
use of vacuum tubes in the device
gives it enhanced sales appeal.
Therefore, before releasing a new
device embodying electronic control, be doubly sure that it has some
new features which competitive devices do not have. Be sure that it is
better than your previous number.

At best the device will do things
that have never been done before;

at the very least, the advantage
will be in greater convenience of
operation, installation or maintenance.

If you are hesitant in the final
evaluation of results, call in a competent outsider for an opinion.
Then compare your opinion and his
and you will learn a great deal. One

is, as a rule, a poor judge of any
product one has lived with a long
time.
Technical Advantages

r irratinqhmise)

So much for sales appeal, positive

and negative. Are there any great
technical advantages in the use of
electronics? Decidedly, yes.

Among the advantages of electronic control the almost infinite
speed of response is probably the
most important one. The response
of the vacuum tube is instantaneous for all practical purposes.
Electronic circuits, however, do

have time constants though the
time delay is generally negligible.

Welding timers constituted the
first large-scale and exceedingly

successful industrial application of
electronic circuits. The task of the
welding timer consists of delivering to the welder primary powers
running into hundreds of kilowatts
but only for a short time. Welding
is commonly done at one cycle, that

is, one -sixtieth of a second, and
sometimes with a time period as
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

short as a quarter -cycle. The electric energy must be perfectly synchronized so that the start is made
at the beginning of some half -cycle,

or at least at a definite electrical
angle with respect to it. Electronic

timing is indicated because it

is

extremely difficult to devise meor
electro-mechanical
chanical

timers to handle the large current
with sufficient accuracy and without rapid deterioration of the contacting device.
Applications requiring the high
speed of electronic devices are legion. In military photography from
planes, for instance, it is impera-

tive to open the camera shutter a
few microseconds after a .dropped
flash -bomb explodes. This can be
most successfully accomplished by
an electronic device. Devices for
measuring the speed of projectiles

were made before the advent of
the electron tube but the new electronic devices are so vastly superior
that they displace the old types.
The second important advantage
of electronic control is its sensitiv-

ity. A multitube amplifier is not
necessarily more sensitive than a
fine mirror galvanometer but a galvanometer can move a pointer or a
light -band up the scale and nothing
more. If the power for a furnace is
to be started or stopped, as directed

by the galvanometer deflection, a
coupling unit must be added which
translates the position of the galvanometer pointer into a function
of some current -making and breaking device.

The modern link between a galvanometer pointer and a contactor
on the wall or an electric motor is
an electronic device. Where the
97

sensitive galvanometer pointer in
itself can accomplish no work, a
motor or relay can be operated by
the output of an electronic circuit
which is controlled by the galvanometer and yet adds no load to the
galvanometer.
The third advantage of elec-

most any characteristics. It can be
fast, or time delays may be readily
incorporated. It can be rugged and
sensitive at the same time. It can
be comparatively inexpensive or a
luxury device selling for thousands
of dollars.
Typical Industrial Applications

will probably do the job better than
anything else. An electronic device

may, for instance, be designed to
follow up the movement of an instrument pointer. The motorized
follow-up equipment may perform
almost any control function, near
the instrument or miles away from

tronic control is its suitability for
remote control. There are, for ex-

Though the number of packaged

it. Though the pressure of the
pointer on the follow-up mechanism

ample, serious obstacles in the way
of using conventional thermometers

industrial items containing electronic controls is not yet large,

can not be more than a fraction of
a milligram, reliable operation can

many successful special applications have been made. Some of the
more important uses are worth spe-

be had by electronic methods. There

and pyrometers with their sensing
and indicating elements separated
by great distances. The usual bulb
thermometer is connected to the indicator and controller by a capillary of minute diameter. If the in-

dicator is 200 feet from the bulb
the capillary is cumbersome and
not too reliable. Electronic links
can be operated over almost any desired distance with conventional
wiring.
There is at least one other major

point of superiority. This is the
flexibility of control design. The
variety of tubes and other circuit
elements

available is almost as

great as the number of combinations in a chess game. Therefore the

electronic control can be given al-

cific mention.

Electronic control of d -c motors
was a major industrial application
of electronics. In response to electronic, electrical, or mechanical
monitoring devices, tubes here reg-

ulate or change the speed of the
motor in the required manner.

are cases where no contact whatever between pointer and follow-up

fingers is allowable. There the capacitance relay or inductive relay
fills the bill.
In many devices the follow-up or
control system must be actuated by

the light -beam of a mirror galvanometer, by a drawn line or by
the transparent or opaque portions

Electronic links have been ex-

of a template. Here a phototube

tremely useful in stopping or starting some or all operations on highspeed machines where mechanical
methods become awkward or impossible. If, for example, you wish
to use some very delicate sensing
device to start, stop or control
heavy equipment, an electronic link

relay does the job. One interesting
application is the automatic cutting

torch, which reproduces the pattern of a template.
When the number of instruments

on an aircraft used in test flights
became so large that visual observation was a nightmare,
recording methods were devised.
The oldest consisted of photograph-

ing the instruments with one or
more motion picture cameras. All
instruments had to be located within the proper range of the camera
and the record was available only
some time after the plane had

landed. Now each instrument is
connected with a transducer which
modulates the frequency of an f -m

radio transmitter. The signals are
received on the ground, demodulated and recorded on a paper strip
or sound film. Results are available
while the plane is in flight. The
pilot can be warned by radio in case

of approaching failures. If the
plane crashes, the record remains
intact and may give reliable information on the events preceding
the crash.
Electronic devices for the inspection of metals for uniformity,

soundness and size are in use in
many places. Devices of this type
may discover cracks, slag inclusions, voids, changes in chemical
TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL TUBES-They are generally used in combination

composition, faulty heat treatment,
under or over size. The devices are
nondestructive and very fast. Old

with smaller varieties such as those employed in radio receivers

style tests sometimes destroy or

General Electric Co.
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mar the test pieces and are much
slower.

Several of the newest automatic
pilots for airplanes are now electronic devices, operated through
follow-up systems by one vertical
and one horizontal gyro. Automatic
landing

systems

land

a

plane

smoothly in the densest of fogs
without any assistance by the pilot.
Only electronic control devices can
accomplish this task.

There are a large number of

electronic timing devices. Some of
them deliver power impulses of accurately timed duration, while
others serve to measure time intervals. The various stroboscopes and
also the newest of flash devices for
photographic use may also be
classified as electronic timers.
Short -duration timing lends itself
admirable to electronic methods.

For long intervals other types of
timers are often more suitable.
The rectifiers furnishing the current for the electrolytic cells of our
new aluminum and magnesium

TYPICAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM
I: A detecting or measuring device or sensing element converts
physical changes into electrical impulses
PHYSICAL CHANGES

DETECTING OR MEASURING

Speed, rate of flow, thickness, tem-

Phototubes, thermocouples, capacitance electrodes, conductivity electrodes, thermometers, thermostatic

perature, pressure,

position, color,
opacity, reflectivity, tension, slack,
strain, voltage, current, resistance,
etc.

DEVICES

strips or bellows, strain gages, microphones, vibration pickups, resistance
elements, etc.

II: A vacuum -tube amplifier builds up the strength of the initial

impulses and sometimes also selects the correct impulses

needed for achieving the desired control
III: An actuating device, responding to the amplified electrical
impulses either directly or through relays or contactors, performs the action required to regulate or control the industrial
machine in the desired manner.
EXAMPLES OF ACTUATING DEVICES

Electromagnets or solenoids that open or close valves, kick objects off conveyor belts, shift gates in chutes, cut off the flow of materials, etc.
Electric motors that open doors, move elevators, conveyors or cars, operate

machinery, change settings of heavy valves or control handles, regulate
dampers, etc.

electronic train controls, electronic

reliable for industrial use.
A 10 -percent variation in the
output of a radio receiver over a

tronic devices require more time,
ingenuity and meticulous care for
the final tests before releasing a

level indicators and controls and

period of time will be barely notice-

product for use.

numberless other devices, all in successful practical use.
In addition, there are many electronic instruments devoted entirely

able. Infrequent clicks will be as-

When all faults inherent in the

cribed to static. But we can permit
neither static nor 10 -percent variations in industrial devices. Such
misoperation might cause spoiled
products or even loss of life.

circuit are eliminated we still have

plants and for some railroads are
electronic devices. There are also

to laboratory or diagnostic work.
Industrial electronics has indeed
come of age technically and eco-

The second factor is the mar-

Even before the war
sales of industrial electronic de-

ginal erraticism of many sensitive
electronic circuits, caused by a variety of characteristics of circuits
vices ran into the millions.
and tubes which are not too well
Reliability is Essential
understood. For example, vacuum
We may seem to fall into the tubes in industrial circuits are often
same old error of overboasting used on portions of their characterelectronics. In order to correct any istic curves which are not published
such impression, let it be said that because they are of no importance
many electronic devices sold to in- in communications, for which the
nomically.

dustry have ended in the factory
morgue or curio cabinet after a
six -week trial. Reason : the devices
were difficult to use, or required too
much supervision and maintenance.

The unreliability inherent even
in some frequently -advocated designs is generally due to two fac-

tubes were

originally

designed.

These details may vary from tube
to tube and cause difficulties. As an
additional example, industrial con-

trol circuits more often than not
operate on transients and transients have not been as thoroughly

investigated as the usual steadytors. The first is the availability state oscillatory phenomena by the

of a large number of possible circuits, many of which have not been
thoroughly tried. There is a powerful incentive for the designer to be
over -ingenious.

Very few really

complicated circuits are sufficiently
ELECTRONICS -April 1945

average engineer.

All this emphatically does not
lead to the conclusion that electronic devices are less reliable than
their mechanical and electrical
brethren. It means only that elec-

to investigate the effects of stray
magnetic and electrostatic fields,
surges on power lines, radio -frequency impulses derived from arcs

and sparks, and the effects of dirt
and humidity. All or any of these
are commonly present in industrial
plants.

Electronic industrial devices are
often competing with mechanical
controls consisting of a considerable number of punchings or screw -

machine parts. Even after final
machining most of these parts cost
only a few cents. Electronic components are much more expensive.
Therefore, there are severe limits
to the number of parts which can

be used if the price is to be kept
reasonable.

Industrial electronics is as replete with opportunities as it is beset with traps for the unwary. We
know that the harder the road, the
greater the prize at its end ; but let
me say to manufacturers and communication engineers : Industrial
electronic devices are not radio

transmitters or receivers. There
is a vast difference.
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OUTPUT POWER AT CARRIER
FREQUENCY. 15 watts to a
balanced coaxial line.
AUDIO FREQUENCY INPUT.
Zero level, 500 ohms at 6 mw.

CARRIER FREQUENCY STABILITY. Average of 300 cycles.
The output frequency of the mod-

ulator is dependent upon a single
temperature - controlled

oscillator.

Frequency stability is not difficult
to maintain over long periods, as is
shown in Fig. 1. This graph repre-

sents two month's operation and
was arrived at by taking the maximum deviation for each day's op-

eration from the log sheets and
plotting against time. The average value of deviation is much less
than the maximum values shown.
The maximum deviation permitted
The 51.1cw Dual amplifier at WMFM, using a pair of WL-899A tubes.
Filament circuits are at the tcp, grid circuits at the bottom. Neutraliz-

ing capacitors are built around the tubes. The tuning capacitor and

part of the tank circuit can be seen

pRESENT INDICATIONS are that
many of the f -m stations

planned

for

post-war

operation

will be of the high -power type required tc serve large areas. A detailed description of 50 -kw WMFM

FREQUENCY. 50 to 1.3.000 cycles
within 1 db plus or minus, including 100 microsecond pre -emphasis.
DISTORTION, measured at 100 percent modulation on a GR-732A

distortion and noDe meter:

will therefore be of interest, since
this station employs one of the few
high -power transmitters on the air
at the present time.

50 cycles
100
400
1,000
5,000
7,500

Of particular interest to many
broadcast station engineers will be
the phase -shift modulator incorporating circuits develoi .(.(1 by Ma-

jor Edwin H. Armstrnnc lo correct
deficiencies in earlier t ypes.
Phase -Shift Modulator

1.5'1
1.0
1.11

1..7

1.0

NOISE LEVEL, below 100 percent
modulation. Averagt, weekly measne
around 70 db, depending
11

f tubes.

by present standards is plus or
minus 2,000 cps from center freq u ency.

The modulator, shown in block
diagram form in Fig. 2, and schematically in Fig. 3, is composed of
five major units. The first unit is
the audio section. This consists of
three 6C5's, used as a resistance coupled amplifier and a phase inverter, the output of which feeds a
pair of 6P5GT's in push pull. In-

serted in the grid circuit of the

first 6C5 is a resistance -capacitance
pre -emphasis network whose time
constant corresponds to 100 micro-

seconds as prescribed by present
engineering standards. The pushpull stage is coupled to the screen

+500 -[--

Tin, 11.1-1:se-shift modulator utilizes li i 01 -gain
,es introduced
t

just prior to the outbreak of the
war. The majority are still in use
after more than 15,000 hours of
service, corresponding to a daily

0

-500

October 1944

November 1944

.

13 -hour schedule of operation.

Following are some of the improved modulator's characteristics:
100

FIG. 1-Graph showing maximum frequency deviations
of the modulator unit over a period of two month3
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F -M TRANSMITTER
The phase -shift modulator, designed to insure center carrier -frequency stability and to
avoid other deficiencies of earlier types, is described in detail. Construction of the 250 watt and 3 -kw amplifiers and the high -power final stage is covered

ABOVE-The modulator unit swings open on
hinges, facilitating maintenance
RIGHT -The unit at the right in this photo is the
250 -watt driver and the phase -shift modulator,
built by Radio Engineering Laboratories and seen
from the back. Rectifiers are in the bottom of
the cabinet. At the left is the 3 -kw r -f amplifier

grids of the balanced modulator,
in the second unit. In the grid circuit of the modulator is another
network, sometimes called the corrector, which produces the inverse
audio -frequency effect necessary
with a phase modulation system.
Section two includes oscillator,
buffer and phase -shift modulator.

part bypassing the modulator com-

The output of the modulator is such that the unmodulated
carrier is suppressed and the side
pletely.

band modulation is shifted in phase
90 degrees.

method of modulation and a very
large frequency mu:tiplication is
necessary to produce a final deviation of 75 kc on each side of the
center -carrier frequency.

The third and fourth sections

Inserted in the plate circuit of

consist of two cascade frequency -

the modulator is a phase -splitting
network which divides the side
bands into two branches equal in
amplitude but 180 degrees displaced

multiplier chains identical up to
their converters but opposite in
phase. It is here that one of the
main criticisms of the first Arm-

6SJ7's. A crystal -controlled oscillator supplies the primary source of
frequency and its output is fed into
a buffer amplifier. The output of

with respect to each other. The unmodulated carrier, bypassed around
the balanced modulator, effects a
junction at the output of these two

strong modulator was corrected.
The former depended on two crystal -controlled oscillators for carrier -frequency stability. The newer

this buffer divides itself into two
parts, one supplying excitation to
the control grids of the balanced

branches. thereby combining the
carrier and sidebands. A comparatively small frequency excursion

type minimizes drift by a very in-

amplitude modulator and the other

from 190 kc

realized by this

plier chains and their converters is

These circuits all operate on 190
kilocycles and the tubes used are

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

is

genious method to be described.

The function of the two multi101

two -fold; one automatically cancels
out any frequency drift in the

It can thus be seen that the output frequency of the modulator
190-kc crystal and the other repre- unit is independent of the 190-kc
sents a multiplication of the pri- crystal. To demonstrate this action
mary frequency and its modulated it is only necessary to replace the
frequency -shift. Each chain is crystal with a signal generator and
made up of five tubes and each of manually vary the frequency.
the multiplier stages acts as a trip- Whether the crystal frequency
ler. Thus each chain supplies a 15,- drifts higher or lower is unimpor390-kc signal to its converter. This tant, provided it does not drift berepresents a multiplication of 81 yond the pass -band of the multi-

tripler, the output of the latter being approximately 15 watts on the

plier chain. This possibility is elim-

plication constant. Therefore, it is

times.

By introducing into one converter a current from a crystal oscillator operating on, say, 1000 kc,
is obtained.

This corresponds to the difference
between 15,390 and 1000 kc. The
heterodyne beat of 14,390 kc is injected into the converter of the second multiplier chain, whose input
is 15,390 kc and identical to that of
the other chain.
Combining 14,390 kc and 15,390
kc produces a difference beat of 1000

kilocycles again, but with all the
frequency modulation components
on it,

crystal. Therefore, only the change
that occurs in the second crystal's
frequency results in a change of the
center carrier frequency. Deviation
of this frequency is minimized by
using a low -drift crystal and a temperature -controlled oven.
The modulator has an extremely
low residual hiss and hum level at

its output. Noise generated in the
early stages tends to balance out in
the mixing process, much the same

as 190-kc oscillator drift cancels
out.

The fifth and last section of the
modulator consists of a chain of ad-

and cancels out any drift ditional multipliers. Since the fre-

in the 190-kc crystal. As an example of this, suppose the 190-kc crystal drifted up in frequency enough
to operate its output chain on 15,-

400 kc instead of 15,390 kc, then the

1000-kc crystal would produce a
beat of 14,400 kc. Since both multiplier channels would be 15,400 kc,

the injection of the frequency of
14,400 kc would still give a frequency difference of 1000 kilocycles.

quency shift is insufficient at 15,390 kc (less than 2000 cycles) the
heterodyne or beat -back to 1000
kc serves the additional function of
allowing the shift to be multiplied
another 48 times. The difference
frequency of 1000 kc is fed to the
final chain of multipliers and is always the carrier frequency divided
by 48.

Multiplication is accom-

plished by four doublers and one

Frequency Triplers
5130

kc

kc

kc

f

Con-

15.390

kc

-1

Lverter

-F-i
03C

Bo!. mod,

osc. buf
190 kc

......

1710

kc

.-....

---f-

and antenna

48 Mc

5130

kc

lb Mc

.,'

t

it is only necessary to change the
frequency of the second oscillator
from 947.91 kc to 972.91 kc and to
re -align the second multiplier channel.

The power supplies for the entire

modulator unit are located below
the modulator compartment. There
are four in all, the 550 -volt supply

for the power doubler and tripler
stages, the 250 -volt regulated plate
supply for the remainder of the circuits, a d -c filament supply using a
dry -disk rectifier stack, and a bias
supply.

The primary source of

power is 220 volts single-phase and
the power consumption is approximately 400 watts. The power controls of the modulator are interconnected with the circuits of the succeeding stage.
250 -Watt and 3000 -Watt Amplifiers

The 250 -watt r -f amplifier of the
WMFM transmitter consists of two
HK -257 pentode tubes in a pushpull circuit. This amplifier and its

1.11

8 Mc

Im111

4Mc

cabinet as the modulator described
and occupy the major portion of the
space. An excess of grid excitation
coaxial line. The 1750 -volt rectifier
is located directly below the amplifier and supplies the necessary plate
power.

Amp
1000
kc

we--

FIG. 2-Block diagram of the phase -shift modulator
system. A complete schematic is shown in FIG. 3
102

the 190-kc oscillator frequency and
its multiplier chain to accomplish a
change of carrier frequency. As an
example, to change 45.5 to 46.7 Mc,

power tripler through a balanced

verfer

kc

'"...1

Frequencypoublers

s-

would not change the overall multi-

for this stage is taken from the

Con-

15,390

t Triplers
Frequency

Tripler
To power

kc would bring the carrier somewhat lower in the f -m band, but

kc

input

---

Shifting the second crystal frequency to a value lower than 1000

1000

Audio
kc

capable of a frequency swing of 75
kc plus or minus.

rectifier are located in the same

570 H 1710

570

the carrier to 48 megacycles, and

inated by the use of a low -drift not necessary to make a change in

Modulator Details

a beat of 14,390 kc

carrier frequency. This would bring

2 Mc

In conjunction with the two HK 257 tubes an overload relay is used
which trips out on excess current.
After several seconds a time -delay
relay automatically closes, re -apply-

ing the plate voltage to the tubes.
This automatic motor -driven recycling relay can be adjusted for
any time delay desired up to thirty
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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1947.9 kc
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+250
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FIG. 3-Schematic of the WMFM phase -shift modulator shown in block -diagram form In Fig. 2
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interfere with visibility of the meters. A double door is used for access and is double -interlocked with

the transmitter for personnel protection. A motor -operated ventilator was installed in the ceiling,
controlled by a thermostat to main-

tain a constant room temperature
during operating hours. Two intake louvers are located near the
floor on the outside wall and are
controlled manually.
The amplifier consists of two
Westinghouse 899A tubes in a pushpull neutralized class -C circuit. At
the ultrahigh frequencies it is difficult to bring directly to ground po-

FIG. 4-The addition of hall -wavelength lines in the WL-899A filament circuits
overcame difficulties caused by reactance in these circuits of the 50 -kw t -m
station final r -f amplifier

tentftl the filaments of high -power
water-cooled tubes because of their
physical size, thereby preventing

Meier

neutralization. In order to overcome the reactance of the filament

leads a long line is used in series
.vith each tube filament and tuned
until the line is effectively one-half
wavelength. This can be seen by

referring to Fig. 4. These lines are
about 11 feet long at 45 megacycles
and are separated by several inches.

In practice, they are run overhead
to the filament cabinet and tuned
by means of a sliding capacitor

Trans Imes to
tU.-nSlrr' ant.

:until the filaments are substantially

piales of

at ground potential. The correct

WL-899A's

setting of the eaparitor is determined as a part of the neutralizing
procedure.

FIG. 5 -This vacuum -tube voltmeter is used in place of thermo-ammeters
the input to the transmission lines feeding the antenna system

A pair of Scott -connected transformers are located in the final am-

plifier cabinet as an alternate to
A centrally located air
blower, mounted on four Lord rubseconds.

ber shocks, expels dead air through
spun -glass filters at the top of the
cabinet.
The output of the 250 -watt stage
is transferred by a balanced ',;-inch

It is worthy of note that the output
of either the 250 -watt or the three -

filament

kw unit can be arranged to drive

is directed at each vital point to

any succeeding stage or be coupled

carry away heat which might cause
breakdown or failure of dielectric.

to a single or balanced transmission line feeding an antenna. This
makes possible easy cutback

of

coaxial line to the grid circuit of

power to the antenna in case of

the three -kw amplifier located in a

tubes are connected as a class -C

emergency. The two lines carrying
the power to the final amplifier
grids are each approximately 30
feet long. They were carefully adjusted to minimize standing waves
and this work results in unusually
low required driving iwv.-r a!:1
long tube life.

neutralized amplifier and the output

50 -kw Amplifier

cabinet adjacent to the combined
modulator amplifier. This unit is
self-contained, including a threephase half -wave plate rectifier
(872's) and the full -wave grid -bias

rectifier (866'sl. Two Eimae 1500T

of this stage is adjustable from 1
to 3 kw by means of a step -type
regulator which controls the plate
voltage.

A plate input of three -kw d -c
power will deliver sufficient grid
drive to the final power amplifier.
104
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The final r -f amplifier is located
a separate room, completely

shielded including the floor and
door. Copper -wire screen is used

over the only window and a mesh
size was chosen which would not

power generators. Air
from a compressor in a room below

About thirty points are protected
by air from :1 -inch jets and include
filament seals, grid capacitors. grid

seals, grid tank -coil and antenna
coupling capacitors. The remainder
of the air jets are directed over the

glass envelopes of the tubes. The
plate tank coil is a part of the water
eooling system. More than ample
room is allowed around the entire
linit for servicing.

The output of the amplifier
oupled

to

two

3* -inch

is

coaxial

transmission lines and at the input
of these lines is a remote -reading
vacuum -tube voltmeter.

This re-

mote -reading meter was installed
in place of two thermo-ammeters.
An extension line from each diode
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

was run to the control desk, where
the remote meter its placed for easy
observation. The meter is arranged

for convenient switching to each
diode and log notations are regularly made. A schematic diagram
of the meter is shown in Fig. 5.

Other equipment associated directly with the 50 -kw amplifier includes the high -voltage rectifier
unit, the control desk, cooling apparatus, and power -supply machines.
The high -voltage rectifier unit consists of six Westinghouse 869B

tubes connected as a three-phase
full -wave rectifier delivering 15,000 d -c volts at 7.5 amperes to the
power amplifier tubes. The power
transformer, filter choke, and a motor -operated regulator are mounted
just outside the building in a vault.
The regulator is in the primary circuit of the high -voltage transformer and its control circuits ter-

good grounding between units is
necessary compared to standard
broadcast -band practice. Because
of the inductance of ordinary wires
at the f -m frequencies it is best to
install five to six-inch copper straps.
Several recent installations have

been made with the units mounted
on copper sheet (five to six -thousandths inch stock) fastened to the
floor with a mastic and covered with
linoleum, rubber or asphalt -tile.

crophones may find it necessary to
place them in a separately shielded
room or at least some distance from
the power stages. Receivers and
test equipment also can be included
in this setup. Care should be taken
in the installation of low-level audio
lines to see that they are sufficiently
far away from low -frequency power

lines to eliminate the possibility of
ground currents within the shielding. Since the service an f -m trans-

Surprisingly, little trouble is expe-

mitter renders is high quality in

rienced if the proper precautions
are taken and, particularly, if the

nature, it is well to have the speech -

power amplifier is well shielded.

minimize extraneous noises, thereby

Installations planned to include
low-level audio amplifiers and mi-

tions.

input room situated and treated to
allowing better monitoring condi-

minate at the control desk. In the
event of a power failure or an outage, the regulator automatically re-

turns to a minimum voltage posi-

tion for circuit and tube protec-

tion. This function is included in
re -cycling
mechanism
another

which, in effect, removes the plate
voltage. The circuit is locked out
after six automatic three -second recycling operations have taken place.

After the difficulty has been rectified the locked -out mechanism can

be released by operating a pushbutton at the desk.
Single

pushbutton

automatic

starting for the entire transmitter
can be obtained at the power conIndependent control can also
be had with each unit properly interlocked for mutual protection of
sole.

equipment

and personnel.

The WMFM control room. Units, from left to right, include the 250 -watt r -f
amplifier and modulator, the 3 -kw amplifier, the 15,000 -volt, 7.5 -ampere rectifier
and the low -voltage control equipment. The master -control console is in the

fireground

Two

tower -monitoring lights were built

into the desk for the two -flasher
beacons.

Another feature of the

desk is a Teletalk unit which proves
indispensable for communicating
with the tower top, tuning house or
basement workshop.
Cooling. Shielding and Grounding

Directly below the power -amplifier room is the cooling room. Located here is the evaporative cooler,
motor -generator set, water pumps,
the air compressor, etc. Adjacent
to the cooling room is a tube storage space, where the larger spare
tubes are racked for easy access.
A quite different conception of
ELECTRONICS - April
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The f -m station's workshop, showing some of the test equipment used for
maintenance
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Electronic
By G. V. ELTGROTH
Bendtx Radio birixion

Basilica Aviation Corp.
Baltimore, M4.

ing as the engine is operated at
high speeds, and requires compensation which is introduced into the
automatic speed -advance part of
the mechanical structure of the distributor.
The magnitude of the influence
exerted by such mistiming is best
judged with relation to the proportional deviation from the most favorable spark advance -speed charExperimental electronic ignition system which has operated for
5500 miles in a 1941 Buick. The circuit is an outgrowth of
work described in the text. The tube is a type 80 and the 42-cp
8-v lamp Is used as a coil ballast -resistor. Spark plugs are
14 -mm Lodge RC5/2 aircraft type

KID the many improvements and
innovations with which the

automotive industry normally lays
siege to the public fancy each year,
one factor has steadfastly retained
its original form through more

than two decades. This element,

damped oscillations shown in Fig.
2.
The first oscillation usually
reaches an amplitude of 200-350

the spark ignition system, is associated with by far the largest portion
of internal combustion engines produced in this country.
The Conventional Circuit

lation is normally in the region of
2000 cps.

-the ignition coil-having its primary winding connected across the

storage battery of the main electrical system in series with a cam -

actuated breaker whose contacts
are shunted by a capacitor (having
a value of 0.2-0.4 ti.f) to prevent
arcing. The breaker cam, located in
the distributor, is driven by the
engine at one-half the crank -shaft
speed and with an angular position

causing the breaker arm to

be

actuated whenever a spark is required.
Immediately upon opening of the

breaker points, the flow of current
through this portion of the circuit
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relation between engine speed and
the number of degrees of spark ad-

vance required to develop maximum brake torque (curve A). In
addition to this ideal curve, Fig. 3
also shows the performance actuis interrupted and transferred to ally obtained in a representative
the breaker capacitor, whose poten- production engine (curve B).
tial executes the familiar series of
Lack of agreement between these

volts and a corresponding voltage is
developed across the primary of the
ignition coil. As the primary inductance is generally 5 to 10 milli henrys, the frequency of this oscil-

Briefly, as shown in Fig. 1, the
traditional arrangement includes a
transformer of the open -core type

acteristic. Figure 3 illustrates the

The secondary winding, having

about 60 times as many turns as
the primary, is wound about the
primary and develops a voltage of

two curves appreciably exceeds any

lag introduced by the delay in attaining peak firing voltage, thereby

demonstrating that this factor has
only negligible influence on engine
performance. The displacement lag
between the ideal and actual spark
advance curve is deliberately introduced to prevent detonation.
Shortcomings

There are three further

diffi-

culties peculiar to the system of
Fig. 1 which have elicited several

10 to 15 kv, which is then dis-

solutions. First, there is extreme

tributed to the plug to be fired by a

sensitivity in the secondary circuit
to loading such as may be produced
by dirt on the exterior of the spark
plug insulator, combustion deposits
on the interior end of the insulator,
or pure volume leakage through the
insulator due to the loss in insulating properties accompanying high
operating temperatures.
How serious this problem is can
readily be understood from the fact

rotating contact in the distributor
head.
As seen in Fig. 2, the peak voltage

available for firing the plug is not
developed at the instant the breaker
contacts open, but cycle later. At
an engine speed of 3000 rpm, corresponding to a road speed of 60 mph,
this lag amounts to 2.25 crankshaft

degrees. Because the time lag between opening of the interrupted
contacts and the peak voltage remains constant, this results in an
effective retarding of the spark tim-

that with a 15,000-v peak secondary
voltage, a 10-megohm load may
absorb nearly all the energy stored

in the magnetic field of the coil at
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Ignition Systems
Application of the electron art to automotive and aircraft ignition systems promises solutions to the problems of cross -firing, maintaining spark intensity at high speeds, and reducing sensitivity to secondary loading from deposits on the spark plugs
the moment of interruption as
shown in the shaded first cycle of
oscillation of 'Fig. 2.
Total power taken from the coil
during the build-up of the voltage

a common conduit. Since these are
very high -impedance circuits, the
coupling between adjacent cables

rent through the coil tends to decrease, which permits the ballast
resistor to cool and decrease its

often develops enough voltage to
fire the plug in a cylinder which is

pulse to its peak value is proportional to the square of the shaded
area in Fig. 2 and is conveniently

at a part of the work cycle where it
must not be fired. This is prevented

resistance by an amount very
nearly compensating for the shorter
build-up period. The converse occurs at low speeds and prevents the

in systems where the lines to the

break current from exceeding the

plugs are kept at low impedance.

safe limit of 3 amperes.
To minimize the effects of sec-

expressed by

= (1/R)

f

dt,

to

where to is the moment of break and

ti is the time at which the peak excursion occurs.
Systems insensitive to secondary

loading have been developed in
which the peak voltage comes at the
moment of contact actuation. Here
to equals ti, the value of the definite

integral becomes zero, and circuit
losses are without influence on the
peak voltage available. In the conventional engine, only the first volt-

age peak need be considered because if the gap is not fired at this
time, it never will be. If level of
first voltage peak is kept up, the
fact that succeeding waves may die
away more rapidly is unimportant.

A further difficulty of the conventional ignition system lies in

Lastly, there is the problem of
maintaining spark intensity at high
interruption speeds. The peak volt-

ondary loading, the standard circuit has been further modified to

age obtainable is proportional to

the arrangement of Fig. 5, in which
the breaker circuit includes the bal-

the break current, and this decreases as the interrupter speed
increases since less and less time is

allowed for the current in the primary to build up. This, together
with the necessity of holding the
low -speed break current to 2 or 3
amperes to obtain reasonably good
interrupter contact -point life, is a
definite limitation on the highspeed performance of engines.
Functional Modifications

A constant break current is secured simply in the arrangement of
Fig. 4, in which the standard igni-

tion circuit is modified by the in-

the possibility of cross -firing. All

sertion of a hydrogen -filled ballast

the cables to the spark plugs .are
bunched together and led through

in the primary excitation line.' At
high speeds of interruption, cur -

last resistor, a charging reactor L,
and the battery.' At break, the voltage across capacitor C begins to
rise, but no current flows through
the primary of the sparking transformer until the breakdown voltage
of the gas -filled two -electrode tube
V is exceeded, after which capaci-

tor C discharges through the primary to produce a pulse with an
extremely steep wave front in the
secondary.

Because of the short time of rise
of the pulse, its peak value is practically independent of the loading

on the secondary circuit and this
circuit will perform satisfactorily
with a shunting resistance as low
as 100,000 ohms connected to the

--).°

A

32
24
16

8

4001,000 2,000 3,000

4,000

Engine Speed in Rpm

FIG. 1-Time-honored automotive ignition
system involves this simple circuit which
is particularly susceptible to faulty operation caused by loading of the secondary
through deposits of dirt or carbon
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FIG. 2-Highly-damped sinusoid like this
arises across breaker points of conventional system when they open. The first
peak is in the neighborhood of 300 v and
the frequency around 2000 cps

3-Engine-speed versus spark -advance curves show (A) the maximum brake
FIG.

torque theoretically available and (B) the
actual performance attained by a typical
production engine
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Ballast
Resistor

Interrupter

Sparking
transformer

Distributor

0.2-0.4pf

Spark

plugs

FIG. 4-Addition of a ballast resistor in the primary excitation
line gives a constant break -current which permits better highspeed operation

secondary, whereas the ordinary
ignition system will have ceased to
operate with a megohm resistor in
this position.

Figure 6 illustrates still another
ignition system' relatively insensitive to secondary loading, and includes a charging inductor L connected to the battery in series with

a first interrupter 1 When 11 opens, voltage builds up across C% and
charges C, through the hot -cathode

gas -filled tube V. Now, when the
spark is desired, interrupter 12
closes and develops the requisite
voltage in

the secondary of the

sparking transformer.
Interrupter 1, may be actuated at

any time previous to the time the
spark is required, and only I, need
be critically timed. Although C,
may be charged to several hundred
volts when the contacts in 12 close,
these contacts nevertheless have a

FIG. 5-Further addition of a charging inductor and gasfilled discharge tube in primary circuit gives freedom from
effects of secondary loading

voltage is developed in the secondary which is applied to the igniting

band around the tube V causing
this tube to fire and charge the
capacitor

C,

to line

potential

through the primary of the sparking transformer.
Since C, is now charged, it is
ready at once for the next operation, which is initiated when the
interrupter I discharges C, through
the transformer T thus firing the
tube V, whose igniting band is connected to the secondary of T,. This

discharges C., and prepares it for
the succeeding operation of V,.
Cross -Firing

None of the foregoing arrangements have attempted to overcome
the problem of cross -firing which,
it will be remembered, was due to
the high impedance of the circuits
being run in the common conduit.
The arrangement of Fig. 8 over-

niting means is located in the path
of the incoming fuel, -*the turbulent
flow currents in the cylinder above
the rapidly moving piston may

sweep the flame front away from
the incoming fuel and cause incomplete or irregular combustion. The

tube is connected with the transformer T, in a Hartley oscillator
circuit working at 25 to 50 kc and
delivering power into a low -impedance secondary with one end
grounded and the other connected
to the rotating arm of a distributor
assembly. As the arm passes over
the conducting segments set in the
insulating housing of the distribu-

tor head one after another of the
spark plug step -transformers is connected to the low -impedance output
from the oscillator.

Only one of these transformers
T, is shown in Fig. 8, the others being similarly connected. One transformer is associated with each plug
and is located immediately adjacent

long life, as the current is zero
when they close, and has fallen comes this', and is peculiarly suited
again to zero by the time the con- as well to meeting the ignition to the plug, so that distribution

tacts are opened.

problems presented in the fuel injection engine where a continuous

High -Voltage Sources

The circuits thus far described
all operate directly from the 6 -volt

battery in the main electrical system of the vehicle. When freed
from this limitation, reliability of
performance may be truly remarkable under all conditions for long
periods of time.
Figure 7 illustrates a circuit
capable of delivering a succession

of powerful sparks at almost any
rate desired.' A 300 -volt source
feeds the reservoir capacitor

C,

through the limiting resistor, and
a pair of igniting transformers T,
and T2 are arranged in conjunc-

tion with C, and the interrupter
/ so that C, is alternately charged
through T, and discharged through
T3.
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As C, charges through T a

discharge is preferable over a
momentary igniting spark.
The spark -fired fuel injection engine is not to be confused with the
spontaneously firing Diesel- engine.

takes place at a low -impedance
level, and the high -impedance por-

tion of the sparking circuit is free
of -cross coupling to other spark
plugs, thus eliminating the possibility of cross -firing.

The step-up transformer at the

In the former, compression pressures approximating those in the

spark plug is of either the air -core
or iron -core type and designed to

conventional vaporized fuel engine

be self -resonant at the operating
frequency. The smallest size for
this assembly is secured when an

are retained and the gas temperature at the end of the compression
stroke is not sufficiently elevated
by the adiabatic compression to ig-

nite the incoming liquid charge,
thus requiring the use of auxiliary
ignition.

In the latter, the more

familiar Diesel, the gas temperature at the end of the compression

stroke has attained such a value
that the incoming charge is ignited
thereby without auxiliary means.
Unless a continuously active ig-

iron core is used.
This ignition circuit differs from

those previously described in the
fact that it does not supply an impulse, but a continuous discharge
during the entire time the distributor wiper arm is in engagement
with the stationary contact. As
earlier remarked, this is of particular advantage in fuel injection engines, though in certain designs of
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

engines introducing a gaseous fuel
mixture into the combustion chamber it may also be used to advantage.
High -Altitude Problems

The weaknesses of distribution
at the high -voltage level, while apparent in automotive vehicles, become especially serious in the design and operation of aircraft at at-

titudes of 30,000 feet and higher.

At such heights, pressure of the
atmosphere has dropped from its
sea level value of 76 cm Hg to 23
cm Hg and the insulating capacity
of the atmosphere is correspondingly reduced from the sea -level
value for the disruptive gradient -

gas tubes V1 and V, are connected
in series with the lines across capacitors C1 and C, an the various contacts of the cam -operated distributor to the primaries of the sparking
transformers T1, etc, one of which
is associated with each plug.

voltage developed across it until
current has flown for an appreciable time, and firing of the associated tube is delayed by this effect
for a purpose later to be evident.
With the interrupter cam in the
position shown, the anode of V, is
connected to the primary of Tir thus
connecting capacitor C, across the

Gas tubes V1 and V, are of the
type requiring a positive grid potential to establish conduction and

primary of T1 in series with the

having an inductor L1 connected between anode and grid, and a second

discharge tube. No appreciable current flows at the instant of contact
closure, since the tube V,, not being

inductor L, shunted by a capacitor

grid and

cathode. Since capacitor C, is an

ionized, is as yet an open circuit.
The current through L1 begins

integrating device, there can be no

slowly to build up, charging the ca -

connected between

C,

31 kv per cm.
Conservative design, under these
circumstances, requires that the
conductive properties of air be

borne uppermost in mind, with
lesser reliance on it as an insulating
medium. One answer has been the
introduction of pressurized harnesses within which the conductors
of the high-tension distribution
system are located, thereby retaining sea -level operating conditions.
It is very difficult to insure a completely leak -free harness under the

FIG. 6-Insensitivity to secondary loading
and long contact life are features of this
circuit involving a second interrupter. Critical timing is only required for the second
breaker

extreme temperature cycling and
vibration conditions encountered in

the vicinity of the aircraft engine,
and in a later modification, use has
been made of the presence of the
supercharger which reproduces sea-

level operating conditions for the
engine itself to extend this benefit
to the ignition system.
Now, clearly, the inclusion of additional apparatus for a pressurized
harness adds materially to the
weight of the complete engine. It

may well be that an arrangement
performing the distribution operation at low -voltage level, with re-

7-Availability of a high -voltage
source makes possible the application of
a circuit which provides powerful sparks
FIG.

at a rate of speed higher than can be
attained in a make -and -break arrangement

duction of the harness weight, may
offer a net advantage even though
it requires some auxiliary apparatus.

Interrupter

and distributor

-c,

A system devised in 1938 with
this in mind is shown in Fig. 9 and
employs an auxiliary converter unit
to raise the supply potential from
the system voltage of 24 v to 300 v,

which is then fed across the two
series -connected capacitors C1 and

C, whose center tap is grounded'.
Capacitor Co is merely a reservoir
to eliminate surges from the output
windings of the converter. The two
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

FIG. 8-Triode in circuit as shown attacks
problem of cross -firing between high -impedance spark -plug leads. This circuit is
particularly useful in fuel -infection -type
engines using a continuous discharge

Co

ti

\WV\

jtLe'41-1
--400-0

L
7b

M -G or

2Z

C3

ter,

primaries

8
000 II

dynamotor

FIG. 9-Aircraft ignition systems encounter problem of high -altitude loss In
insulating properties of the atmosphere. This circuit gets away from arc -over,
leakage, and cross -firing by using special spark plugs and two gas -filled
triodes
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pacitor C,, which after a time
reaches the firing potential of tube

V,, establishing the arc and permitting the passage of the main
discharge current.
The purpose of this delay is to
prevent passage of the heavy main
discharge before the contacts have
become firmly engaged. During this
period, capacitor CB is discharged
and CB becomes charged, both currents adding to increase the energy

in the spark produced at the plug
P1. The circuit is thereby cocked

for the next cycle of operation.
This is initiated when, upon the
continuing rotation of the cam, the
primary of Ta is connected to the
cathode of V V, having been previously disconnected from the circuit.
Once again, after a slow build-up

of the current through the delay
inductance, the discharge tube is
fired and a spark is produced in
the plug connected to the excited
transformer T2, this time by the
combined discharge current of C,

Shown in vertical section in Fig.

10, the transforter comprises an
800 -turn secondary wound directly
on a laminated or pressed iron core,

surge during the period of initial
engagement, while the natural decay of the oscillations reduces the
current to zero before the contacts
break.
As distribution takes place at 300
volts, there is also no difficulty with

arc -over at high altitudes, leakage
on the distribution lines, or cross firing. When, for starting purposes, more energy is needed in the
spark, this is secured by closing the
switch S, to effectively parallel
It should
CB and C', and C,, and

c,

with the 25 -turn primary wound
over the secondary. One end of the
secondary is connected to the core,

which is conductive and fitted to
engage the projecting end of the
center electrode. The other end of
the secondary, together with one
end of the primary winding, is con-

nected to the shield slipped over
and secured to the shell.
Power is fed to the primary from

the incoming line through a contact at the top of the molded transformer assembly, the lead terminal

being maintained in engagement
with this contact through the ac Lead.

term.

Retaining
spring
Shield
sheath

Cor*
Pri.

g(<"

coil

FIG. 11-Breakdown of gas -filled tube in
this arrangement generates a high -voltage
pulse in the secondary

counter the arrangement of Fig.
11, operating directly from the 6 volt storage battery, and having a
tapped charging coil connected to
the battery in series with the stand-

ard breaker or interrupter'.
When the breaker is opened, a
damped sinusoid appears across

nected across the primary of the
sparking transformer in series with
the anode -cathode path of the gas filled hot -cathode discharge tube V.

'1'

\fine

Capacitor C, is connected across

Molded
matrix

only a portion of the charging coil,
and the control grid of the tube is

connected to the opposite end of

-Pri

Core -

Charging

the charging coil, charging C,, con-

/eac/

and charging current of C2.

Life of the contact points in this
apparatus is practically unlimited,
since there is no current flow except during the period of solid engagement, the blocking action of
the control tubes preventing a

Sparking

V transformer

the coil so that as the anode is

driven positive, the control grid is

- Shield

driven negative.

By using a discharge tube requiring positive grid voltages for
firing when the anode voltage is

---She//

Center
electrode

below 100 volts, and negative grid
voltage for firing when the anode

voltage is greater than this, it is
FIG. 10-All high -frequency currents in the

spark -produced transient are confined to
the spark plug itself in this design which
serves with the circuit shown in Fig. 9

tion of the retaining spring. This
keeps the whole interior assembly
pressed tightly against the center

be emphasized that this will not electrode.
With this form of assembly, all
change the sparking voltage availthe
high -frequency currents in the
able, but only the energy in the

possible to proportion the turns so

that the tube characteristic and
the voltage characteristic of the
charging coil intersect at any
chosen point, say 200 anode volts.

There is then no current flow in
the sparking transformer until
this voltage is reached, whereupon
the tube V breaks down to generate
a high -voltage pulse in the second-

ary of the sparking transformer

spark -produced transient are conAn ingenious assembly em- fined to the plug itself, the remainbodying both spark plug and trans- ing interference reflected into the
former has been worked out for use line from the distributor being
in conjunction with the system of much lower in value and located in

which is then impressed on the selected plug by the distributor.
Another circuit with which some
work was done in 1939 is that

Fig. 9 and is illustrated in detail a circuit where filtering
in Fig. 10. The threaded shell of tively simple.

is rela-

the plug is fitted with an insulated
central electrode projecting into
the interior of a molded assembly
in which the step-up transformer

High -Ten-

Turning now to high-tension distribution systems incorporating

operates in conjunction with a rectifier to charge a reservoir capacitor C through a limiting resistor.°

is embedded.

multiple -electrode tubes,

spark.
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Multi -Electrode -Tubes

and

sion Systems

we

en -

shown in Fig. 12, wherein an interrupter I, connected to a charging transformer and the battery,

Again the reservoir capacitor is
connected to the primary of the
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Charging transformer

resistor

-,' el

00

-MAAMW-Limiting

C2 connects through the primary
Sparking
transformer

O ic;

Rectifier

Spark

I

Mercury -electrode
vibrator interrupter

1phig

rl

C>

of the ignition coil to the interconnected cathode and anode of a
pair of 631-P1 tubes connected in
series across the supply line. Interrupters /, and 12, actuated by the
cam in the distributor housing, successively place a positive bias on

one of the grids in the two gas
FIG. 12-High-speed acceleration is improved by this circuit which combines
power -supply interrupter with timed breaker and gas -filled triode

sparking transformer by the anode -

cathode path of a gas discharge
tube V whose grid is, in this case,
normally connected to ground and
the negative terminal of the battery
through the resistor R,.
A second interrupter 12 is connected between the positive terminal

-4

of the battery and the control grid,
and upon closure, causes the tube V
to fire and generate a spark in the
plug connected to the secondary
circuit. This circuit operates with
very little breaker -point current
and is relatively immune to trouble
from poor insulation in the secondary circuit. Though the development used a mercury -electrode in-

terrupter for I a synchronous vibrator supply has been used with
the circuit rearranged to permit operation of the gas -discharge -tube

filament at chassis potential, and
at high speeds the system has developed sparking potentials in excess of those provided by the best
coils at the more favorable low
speeds. The most noticeable per-

formance improvement was a gain
in acceleration possible with engine
speeds over 3250 rpm (65 mph) and
this was retained despite wide vari-

ations from the recommended values for the plug -gap spacing.
The circuits of Fig. 13 and 14 are
designed to overcome restrictions
on design freedom imposed by the
hot -cathode type of discharge tube,
both employing the 631-P1 for control purposes. The 631-P1 is a cold cathode gas -filled discharge device
having two control elements interposed between the anode and
cathode.

Its particular adaptability for
this type of work is due to the extremely high peak currents which

it is able to pass and to its availability for instant operation result-

ing from lack of heater requirements. The tube itself is most familiar in connection with strobo-

off the discharge of capacitor C2
through the primary, to which

there is added the charge current
of capacitor C, being readied for
action on the next cycle. Upon the
continuing rotation of the breaker
cam, the contacts at I2 are opened
and those of h close, firing Vi and
restoring the impulse capacitors to

their original state ready to continue the operation.

scopic apparatus where it has found

Figure 14 is a similar ignition

wide application as a highly satisfactory light source.

system designed for operation with
two ignition coils working through
two distributor heads". The two
631-P1 tubes are symmetrically connected in the two supply lines leading to either end of the series -connected ignition -coil primaries. The

Figure 13 shows a system designed for an engine having a single ignition coil and a single distributor.' A 300 -volt source is connected across the reservoir capacitor Co and bridged by the series connected capacitors C, and C2.
The junction point of the two impulse -generating capacitors C, and

FIG. 13-Cold-cathode tubes serve this system in conjunction
with a single ignition coil and one distributor. A high -voltage
source is required
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tubes, causing a primary discharge
through T first in one direction and
then the other.
The 1-meg resistor across C, insures that C2 will be charged to the
full line potential when the apparatus is turned on after a period of
inactivity, in which case the operation is as follows: as the cam rotates clockwise, contacts I, first separate, after which contacts 12 close,
placing a positive bias on the control element of V2. This triggers

center tap from the two primaries
goes to the tap between the two capacitors C, and C2. As interrupter
/1 closes, the positive potential on

FIG. 14-This circuit uses cold -cathode tubes with two coils
and two distributors. Ability of these tubes to carry high surge
currents makes them ideal for this service

FIG. 17-Detail of the piezoelectric housing from f1g. 16. Crystal pressure arises
from deflection of base electrode

FIG. 15-Ignition can be directly related
to the pressure -time curve by a system
utilizing a crystal as shown

FIG. 16-Diagram of hydraulic actuator
system shows how rotary valve admits

the control element fires V con-

device.

Connected to the proper
portion of the fluid feed system,
this piezoelectric actuator gener-

All the systems described embody
some means to work the space dis-

ates a positive voltage which, when
it reaches the proper value, permits

electronic device at a voltage in excess of 100 volts, and most use gas

necting ignition coil Ti across C. to

discharge and charge C.. On the
next cycle of operation V. similarly

fires, discharging C. and recharging Ci. The 631-P1 is especially

pulsations from pressure chamber

firing of the tube and passage of
suited for this type of service as the spark across the terminals of
contrasted with the hot -cathode
types because of its very great
surge -current -carrying capacity.

whichever spark plug is connected

through the distributor to the ignition -coil secondary at the mo-

Unless surge currents of 2 to 5 ment.
The general scheme of the hyamperes can be reliably supplied,
actuator system is pordraulic
neither these nor any of the previous circuits will deliver satisfac- trayed in Fig. 16, showing a prestory performance. The high cath- sure reservoir connected through
required in the hot - a rotary valve to the hydraulically
cathode type of discharge tube to driven piezoelectric actuator. The
secure these peak anode currents, rotary valve is synchronized with
together with the heating time re- the engine crankshaft in the same
quired, have up to now limited the manner as the camshaft, and each
developMent in this direction.
Unconventional Timers

With tubes controlling the discharge circuit, it is no longer necessary to use relatively massive

breaker points for controlling the
moment of spark initiation. In the
case of fuel -injection engines in
particular, benefits can be' derived
by controlling the timing to coincide with a certain portion of the
charge pressure -time curve. Figure 15 illustrates a system utilizing
pressure fluctuations to trigger off
the spark in the combustion chamber". The 0.5 µI capacitor is

time the valve port sweeps into reg-

trol -grid of tube V so that no discharge can take place, and is connected to this grid in series with a
pressure - responsive
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piezoelectric

discharge tubes to decrease the
power lost within the tube. That
an increase in voltage level is an
indispensible expedient. is evident
upon a moment's reflection, for no
conventional gas discharge devices

have pick-up potentials as low as
6 volts, which is even lower than
the arc -voltage required after establishment of the discharge.
Costwise, an electronic ignition
system is still at a disadvantage,
for it requires a step-up device and
some synchronized contacting de-

vice in addition to the tube and
auxiliary

components,

and

the

ister with the line connections, a make -and -break system does not
pressure pulse is applied to the have to reckon with the cost of
piezoelectric element. Figure 17 these latter elements. In the airillustrates the internal details of craft field, with problems peculiar
the quartz pulse -generator used in
this arrangement. As the pressure
wave drives the base electrode in
the direction of the top electrode,
pressure on the quartz plate rises,
developing the trigger voltage.
These developments, which illustrate the type of work done to improve ignition systems through the
use of electronic devices and techniques in the past decade, make it

clearly evident that although sucharged from a 250 -volt source perior performance over the presthrough a limiting resistor, and ently incorporated ignition systems
connected in series with the pri- can be demonstrated, the designer
mary of the ignition coil via the in this field is limited by the fundaanode -cathode path of a gas -dis- mental fact that the primary power
charge tube.
Battery B normally biases the con-

charge portion of the associated

sources available to him are in the
relatively low -voltage range of 6 to
24 v, a range with which the experi-

enced electronics designer associates heater operation, not anode excitation.

to itself, and the trend toward
higher primary a -c or d -c power supply voltages, the supply -voltage
limitation is steadily becoming less
effective. When sufficiently super-

ior performance can be demonstrated with not more than a moderate increase in price, a growth of
interest is to be anticipated.
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TEST SET

for Quartz Crystals
Details and development steps in the creation of a master "go-no-go" gage which determines. against applicable specifications, the electrical suitability of a wide variety of quartz
crystal types
pRIOR TO World War II, the
quartz crystal industry of this
country consisted of perhaps four
or five major manufacturers and
two dozen or so smaller producers.
The advent of Lend -Lease and the

subsequent entry of our country
into the war immediately created
a terrific demand for radio and elec-

tronic equipment and components
of all kinds.
Crystals quickly became one of
the most critical items. The wartime program called for many thousands per month as a starter,
-whereas a pre-war order for 500 or
1,000 crystals was a large one, indeed. Consequently, it was neces-

By W. E. McNATT
Engineer in Charge
Crystal Procurement Engineering Div.
Galvin .11;g. Corp.
Cl,irago,

nical

knowledge

and

methods,

trained personnel, materials, space,
and equipment. Test sets for crystal manufacture were generally unknown and the practice of using the
actual radio equipment as a produc-

tion standard was followed for a
time. Use of the radio itself, however, was awkward and generally

armed forces were crying for every
available means of communications.
As a final discouragement, military
security definitely restricted display of new equipment.
Accordingly, crystal test sets
were soon developed which repre-

sented fairly well the actual requirements of the radio sets, and
were simple to operate. These test
sets, however, had little advantage
over the actual equipment except
of releasing
for

unsatisfactory from a technical

equipment urgently needed for military use.

standpoint. At the same time, the

Maintenance of the crystal test

sary that existing crystal manufacturers reorganize their plants
and processes to a mass -production

basis. Among the many developments which have materially contributed to mass crystal production

is the crystal test set.
Such a test set was not in general

use by the industry prior to, and
for some time after the outbreak of
war. Rather, it was customary

practice for the radio equipment
manufacturer to supply to the crys-

tal manufacturer a representative
item of the equipment in which the
crystal was to be used. The equipment thus supplied to him became
the crystal manufacturer's produc-

tion standard, to which he established a working relationship on his
production test oscillators.
Early Test Sets

Pre-war problems in crystal
manufacture were multiplied to the
extreme when military orders were
placed. Everything necessary for

Front and rear views of quartz crystal test set show simplicity of design.
All control,
available on the panel which also carries the correlation data
chart for establishing the tests for various crystal units

crystal production was scarce: tech ELECTRONICS-April 1945
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sets was a problem. As with the

after a working model of the radio

actual radio equipment when used

set has been dvigned and built.

crystal production, the useful
production life of the test set was
in

The frequency tolerance depends

short. Tubes aged or burnt out,

upon a number of factors: transmitting frequency, receiver bandwidth response, and others. The

and batteries lost their voltages.
Consequently, the

Galvin crystal

engineering group began thinking

of an ideal crystal test set. This
unit would be stable, thus requiring

a minimum of calibration maintenance. It would be so designed that
the requirements for many types
of crystals, not just one, could be
accurately and quickly established
on it, and duplicated at any time.
A table of adjustments would be
provided to facilitate the setting up
at' ally established correlation. The
set would be entirely a -c operated.
Relation of Test Set to Equipment
The Candamental roquirernew

set with relation to
the ,- ,.ipment i!: which the crystal
is t. ae used
of course, quite
of

i

simple : the test set shall cause the

crystal to operate just as it does
in the radio equipment. To obtain
this performance, the test oscillator

must be so designed that its input
characteristics are the same as presented to the crystal by the crystal
oscillator in the radio equipment.
Thus, frequency and activity (r -f
voltage) requirements for the crystal are duplicated to a high degree
of accuracy by the test set.
The maximum frequency tolerance and minimum activity require-

ments of the crystal are generally
determined by the radio engineer

minimum activity value is that below which the crystal will not produce :ettis factory operation of the
equipment. all other variables being
at their minimum values. In some
equipment, the crystal has been required to produce proper set operation even when other components
are somewhat below their minimum
values.

To the activity value which is es-

tablished as a minimum, a safety
factor is usually added. The activity value itself is usually expressed
or evaluated in terms of one of the
rectified grid current of
he oscillator tube, d -c bias voltage

produced on the grid of the fellowing tube, r -f signal voltage at
the grid of either the oscillator or
following tube, r -f voltage at the
grid of a mixer tube, d -c bias voltage on modulator or a -f output
tubes, etc. The minimum requirements are given to the crystal en-

gineer so that he can proceed to
establish an accurate crystal test
set against average radio equipment.
The crystal test set is usually cor-

related to an average radio in the
following manner: with the test set
input adjusted to duplicate that of
the equipment, frequency measure-

ments are made on a number of
crystals over the operating range
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FIG. 1-Circuit diagram of Model CES-1 standard crystal test
set. Note reduced heater voltage to Insure long tube life
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termine the average test -set grid
meter reading which corresponds to
the minimum crystal activity in the
radio equipment.

Thus correlated, the test set and
associated radio equipment then

become standards and, as such, are

reserved from further use until
such time as it may be desired to
confirm primary correlation. Other
test sets are calibrated against the
one established as primary stand-

ard. Of the secondary standards,
one is reserved from use-aga ins
which the working standards mi..,
checked from time to time. The
cr.% '-tar manufacturer receives other
calibrated reference -standard test

sets which have been established

against one of the working secondary standards.
Design of the New Test Set

Inasmuch as each crystal oscillator is different in each of a number of types of Signal Corps equipment manufactured by Galvin, a
like number of early primary standard test sets was established, duplicated

and

maintained.

Conse-

quently, when the concept of an
ideal crystal test set arose, the
variety of oscillator characteristics
to be encompassed was indeed impressive. As examples of variables
encountered: only one of all radio
sets involved used crystal oscillators each presenting the same

shunt capacitance to the crystal.
Several different types of tubes
were used. Circuit variety was extensive, as were plate, grid, screen

/3
H

as a check that a given crystal, operating in the test set, does reproduce very accurately its frequency
when operating in the radio equipment. A number of crystals having
activity values above, below and at
the minimum are then used to de-

and cathode -bias voltages and component values.
Obviously, the new test set must
he confined to only those variables
absolutely necessary to its function
as a multi-crvstal correlation stand-

ard. Therefore, grid and plate capacitors must be variable, and of
sufficient capacitance range to meet
minimum and maximum values

found in actual equipment. Likewise, the grid -bias resistor must
he variable so that the rectified grid
current could be regulated to a desired meter value. It might be de April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

sirable to incorporate variable d -c
plate -voltage control, but this fea-

ture would be omitted from preliminary plans.

The oscillator circuit would be

teristics. This situation was rem-

edied by aging of the regulator
tubes in a special rack. Unstable
units were discarded and the acceptable ones were placed into serv-

the Pierce type, since nearly all the
radio equipment concerned used one

ice in the test sets. This program
was applied to all CES-1 test sets,

or another variation of the basic
Pierce circuit. The entire test set

as well as to considerable engineer-

would be a -c operated, with d -c
voltage regulation. The oscillator
tube would be operated far below
its nominal d -c plate and screen

used the VR-90 voltage regulator.
After extensive tests, the resistors which had given trouble were
replaced in all test sets by a semi precision type.

voltages ; likewise, the heater would
be operated at sub -normal voltage.

Because of these reductions in operating points, tube aging and
burn -out would he minimized.

ing laboratory equipment which

The stability of both the voltage regulator and the resistors involved
in the meter -reference circuit was

important to the extreme since a

Preliminary sketches of the circuit ( see Fig. 1) and physical layout of the new test set were made.
Then a model was built and given
preliminary tests whose results
well justified completion of the de-

of the findings were issued. Folthis, the Laboratories.
through the cooperation of Lt. Col.
lowing

W. F. Atwell and Maj. E. F. Mitchell, sent two of their engineers
to Galvin to confirm the prime correlations which had previously been
established. Full approval and acceptance of the CES-1 Crystal Test

Set as a standard by the Signal
Corps was announced soon afterwards.
Performance of Sets

of CES-1 test sets had been in service for a few weeks, it became evi-

dent that the activity -correlation
stability of some units was not as

consistent as that of others.

A

thorough investigation of several
of the unstable units disclosed two
sources of trouble: erratic grid bias and meter -reference resistors
and unstable VR-90-30 voltage -reg-

ulator tubes.
Although the VR-90 tubes, as
well as the entire test set, had been
aged 60 to 100 hours prior to being
placed into service, it was found
that many of the tubes did not hold
their specified regulating characELECTRONICS-April

1945

has not yet occurred, however..

Setting up a calibrated CES-1
test set for a given correlation is a
simple matter. The necessary data
are included in the chart mounted

on the front panel on the instrument. The procedure consists of
setting up two dial values and one
meter -reference value for each correlation. This operation requires

less than one minute.

cryslo/ in

ity of standardizing crystal test

I

test set -

sets further, it is contemplated
that artificial minimum -activity

4

,

1Y-

crystals may he available at some
time in the future. Such units will
be made to a desired characteristic
which will correspond to an actual

L iSpeoffied
I
"--G-2°.1 ,-.1 rhmirnam
rahre in radio
4.1;
l' Lowest -1-H utsi HequOTem`i,
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value

for
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operation
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I

minimum -activity crystal in the

i

1

Oscillator D -C Grid Volts

Typical activity correlation curve relates
CES-1 test set indication to average radio
equipment requirement. These curves are

the means by which determinations

of

specification values are made for crystals

given resistor value was to be set
up at any time to an accuracy of
5 microamperes, in terms of direct current on the activity meter.
Circuit variations ordinarily considered as very small therefore became quite important. A switching
circuit was added to .the test Set so

After the first production group

course, if and when a component
failure should occur, the test set is
to be returned for complete servicing and re -standardization. This

In order to advance the simplic-

'

I

!

Mina wc-fivii:y vePue of

t....

A short time later, tentative approval and an engineering report

crystal engineering division at Galvin, the prime contractor. Of

Future Developments

velopment.

After construction, performance
tests, and correlation, three Model
CES-1 Standard Crystal Test Sets
were shipped to the Long Branch
Signal Laboratories for their tests.

ards at 2 -month intervals by the

that the operation of the VR-90
tube can be checked at any time
against a B+ reference value, established and recorded on the correlation chart when the tube is put
into service. The meter -reference
value, established by a variable resistor in the oscillator grid circuit
and the constant B voltage, simultaneously establishes the proper

activity correlation for the particular crystal involved.

After these improvements were
made, the stability of the test set
had improved so that nearly a year
ago, crystal suppliers were changed

over to a schedule calling for rou-

tine checking of their test stand-

radio equipment concerned. With
such artificial crystals, the crystal
manufacturer or the Signal Corps
inspector may. at any time, standardize his crystal test set without
returning it to his prime contractor, or to the Signal Corps, whichever action applies. This particular development by the Signal Corps
Laboratories has not yet been completed, although one form of it is in
practical use.

While the crystal test -set problem seems well in hand, there remains much to be done. For one
thing it is expected that some
day the crystal engineer and the
radio engineer will work hand in

hand on the design of any new
equipment in which crystals are to
be used. Difficult crystal manufacturing problems might be avoided
if this sort of cooperation were to
be practiced. More efficient crystal
circuits generally are possible when

the specialized knowledge of the
crystal engineer is used. The crystal specialist, on the other hand,
has the obligation of hastening the
day when the performance to be expected of a crystal will be defined,

in practice, as a function of the
crystal itself, rather than in such
arbitrary terms as those discussed
in this article.
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DIELECTRIC
By FRANK C. ALEXANDER, JR.
Fellowship Assistant*
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research
Pittsburgh, Pa.

This photograph shows the dials of the
meter capacitors, terminals for connection to the test cell, and the 6E5 which
serves as oscillator and resonance

it can be detected in liquids such as
benzene, and powders such as flour
and tobacco, by dielectric measurement. Commercial moisture meters

indicator

based on measurement of k have

I

N the past thirty years dielectric
measurements have become im-

portant in the study of molecular
structure' ' and in laboratory procedure.' Most apparatus used to
make these measurements has been
designed for high precision, and is
costly and complicated.

The purpose of this paper is to
discuss dielectric -constant measure-

ments, and to describe a simple instrument which is accurate to one
percent and suitable for many laboratory and industrial measurements.

been made.° Molecular dipole -moment measurements depending on k
measurements will be discussed
later.
Methods of Measuring k

Any method used for measuring
capacitance can be applied to meas-

uring k. It is only necessary to
make the measuring cell a capacitor
of such form that the space between
the plates can be filled with the substance to be measured. The ratio of
the capacitance when filled, to that
when empty, is k.
In most k measurements the sub-

stitution method is used. The test
The Dielectric Constant

The dielectric constant k is gen-

erally defined' as the ratio of the
permittivity of the substance being
investigated to that of empty space
(k = cl co) k, however, is more

cell, of capacitance CT, is placed in

parallel with a calibrated variable
Table I. Dielectric Constants
Substance

tween the capacitance of a capacitor
immersed in a dielectric and its ca-

Benzene
2.3
Glass
5.0-10 . 0
Quartz
4.5 Diamond 16.5
Castor oil
4.7 Acetone
21.3
Mica
5.7-6.5 Water
81.0

pacitance in empty space. In fact,
most methods for measuring k depend on this latter concept. The
dielectric constant of dry air

capacitor of capacitance CM, in a cir-

(1.00059 at 0°C) is generally taken
as unity since most measurements
of k are not made to better than 0.1

constant C.. The capacitance of the
test cell, when filled with a liquid of

percent.

Dielectric constants measured at

low frequencies cover the range
from 1 to nearly 100. This is a remarkably wide range compared to a
related property, the optical refrac-

tive index, which only covers the
range 1.000 for vacuum to 2.950 for
chrome-spinel. Dielectric constants
of some common materials are

shown in Table I.
Since water has such a high dielectric constant, a small amount of
*Elgin National Watch Co.
Industrial Fellowship
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(2)

where Cm. is the capacitance of the

brated -capacitor capacitance when
the test cell is filled with a substance
of dielectric constant k,.
It is difficult to ascertain the true
value to use for C, since the medium

only partially fills the space sur-

rounding the test cell electrodes,

and also because there are stray capacitances in the circuit connecting
CT and CM. Consequently, Eq. (2) is
seldom used, and a calibration
against a standard liquid of di-

electric constant k, is made, with
provision to always fill the cell the
same way for each determination.
By this method it is possible to elim-

inate CT from the calculations as
follows:
kiC

Cul = CT + CMG = CO
CM! = CT + CMG =Co

(1)
(3)

Rearranging, and dividing,

Substance

k

Cm0

Cr

calibrated capacitor when the test
cell is empty, and Cm, is the cali-

k2CT

:

often thought of as the ratio be-

k, = 1 +Cm.

(k, - 1)CT
(k2 - 1)Cr

Cmo - CMI

Ciro -

(4)

Eliminating C..,
kl

= 1 + (k2 - 1) ACM,

ACm2

(5)

where OCM, and OCM2 are the changes

in the calibrated capacitor from the
condition that the test cell was

cuit arranged to indicate balance
to the condition that it is
when the sum of Cr and C. is a empty
either full of the unknown dielec-

dielectric constant k is kiCT. At
balance
kICT

C mj =

CMO = Co

(1)

Table II. Dielectric Constants and
Temperature Coefficients of
Standard Liquids
Substance
Benzene
m-Xylene

Ethyl ether
Aniline
Acetone

k at 20°C Bk/6t per °C

2.283±0.002 -0.0019
2.374 ±0.002 -0.0019

4.335 ± 0.005 -0.019
7.21 ±0.05 -0.025
21.3 ±0.1
-0.096

o-Nitrotoluene 27.4
Nitrobenzene 35.7

±0.1
±0.3

-0.15
-0.18

tric material or the standard dielectric material respectively.
Table II shows a list of standard

liquids appearing in The International Critical Tables'
For measurements at audio frequencies, capacitance bridges are
customarily used to measure CM. At

radio frequencies up to 100 megacycles the heterodyne beat method
shown in Fig. 1 is used. The latter

is capable of great precision, and
most research workers in dielectric

constants have made use of it for
the past twenty years.8."
Another principle applied to
measuring k at radio frequencies is
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

CONSTANT Meter
Simple method for measuring dielectric constant by utilizing the plate current characteristic of a crystal oscillator as it is tuned through its oscillating range. The meter ran be
made automatic for industrial applications or it can be used to measure capacitance
the resonance method, which makes
use of a constant -frequency reference oscillator loosely coupled to a

tuned circuit. The tuned circuit
contains an inductor, a standard capacitor, and the measuring cell, plus
a means of determining resonance
such as a thermogalvanometer or a
vacuum -tube voltmeter as illus-

trated in Fig. 2. This is just another method of ascertaining when
Cr plus C, equals Co.
Another resonance method used
in the frequency ranges above 100
megacycles is to vary the oscillator's

frequency and observe maximum

decreasing values of capacitance;
curve B with increasing values. It
will be noted that the circuit stops
oscillating with a larger value of
capacitance than the starting value.
This electrical -backlash represents
a constant increment of capacitance

for a particular oscillator, and is
useful in checking the linearity of
the measuring capacitors. In the region x -y the curve is steepest. This
critical portion of the curve is used

to locate the balance for each capacitance determination.
K -Meter Construction

increased proportionally to maintain balance.

It is interesting to note that not
only is the direct plate current indicated by the 6E5, but also the amplitude of the radio -frequency oscillations. This dual indication makes

the critical point easy to read.
The oscillator unit is assembled
with the precautions taken with a
frequency meter. All r -f wiring is
rigid and well spaced. The parts are
tied or clamped in place to prevent

changes in stray capacitance. The
unit is built on the panel, making
removal from the cabinet easy.
X -cut and AT -cut crystals have
been tried. The X -cut crystal has a

oscillator reaction from a cavity
resonator immersed in the dielec-

Upon conception of the idea to
use the 6E5 as both oscillator and

protric." The dielectric
portional to the square of the resonating frequency. The dielectric
constants of most substances show
anomalous behavior in the hundred -

indicator, there were some misgiv- better snap -in than the AT -cut type.
ings as to the tube's ability to han- A ten centigrade -degree change in
dle both jobs well. The first model temperature causes a 0.03 percent
built on a breadboard worked re- change in frequency for an X -cut
markably well, however, and the crystal at seven megacycles. Since
6E5 proved to be an excellent crys- the precision of the dials and meastal oscillator for the purpose. The uring capacitors is about 0.5 percurves shown in Fig. 3 were taken cent, this drift of the X -cut is allowable, and desirable because of
on the circuit now in use.

megacycle region; this is because
the relaxation time of molecules is
on the order of 10' second, and with

an excitation frequency of 10' cps
they are not able to follow the rapid
changes in the applied electric field.
The K -Meter

The k -meter developed in this lab-

oratory is simple and inexpensive.

Only one tube, an electronic ray
tube of the magic -eye type, is used.
The costs of parts, including power
supply, is about twenty-five dollars.
The critical capacitance effect
utilized in this k -meter is the wellknown snapping -in of a crystal os-

The circuit of the k -meter is
shown in Fig. 4. The total change

the better indicator action which
it gives.

in capacitance of the measuring ca-

The frequency used is not criti-

pacitor C, is about 7µµf for 180 deg rotation. It is linear between

cal. Up to about ten megacycles the

15 and 90 on the dial, which is graduated into 100 divisions in 180 deg.

dielectric constants of most materials are the same as those meas-

C, is a capacitor to bring the total

ured by direct -current methods.
Seven -megacycle crystals were used

circuit capacitance into the oscillat-

because they were available, and

ing range. The dials of these capacitors read increasing numbers

because operation at

with decreasing capacitance; thus,

small measuring cells.

when C, increases, the C, dial

is

their frequency gave good accuracy using

If the instrument is warmed up

cillator as the tuning capacitor is
changed from too high a value toward the range in which the crystal
oscillates. This effect was first used
by Henriquez of Holland in connection with dielectric -constant measurements."

Figure 3 shows a graph of the
plate current of a triode crystal oscillator plotted against tuning capacitance. Curve A is obtained with
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

FIG. 1-Block diagram of the heterodyne method of measuring dielectrics

FIG. 2 --Resonance method for dielectric

constant measurements
I17

for half -an -hour it will have done
ninety percent of its drifting. After
two hours warm-up, the circuit can
run for days with a zero drift less
than that which can be read on the
dial of Cm.
Automatic Operation

physical chemist since much chem-

istry depends on the properties of
liquids and solutions.
Most cells described in the literature are of glass coated with metal
walls. Several cells of excellent de-

sign are described in the literature.'° " Glass cells are adapted to
precision measurements, but are

one percent error without the pin
to 0.3 percent error with the
pin. This increase in accuracy is
valuable when making molecular
measurements

dipole -moment

or

tests for impurities.
Using two milliliters of sample in
the cell brings the liquid level

No voltage regulation is necessary. Line voltages of 100 to 135 difficult to make since not only is a
volts gave no shift in the zero set- good glassblower required, but also
ting of Cm. When the line voltage one able to do a careful job of sil-

above the recessed shoulder so that
volumetric errors cannot cause
large errors in k. A plus or minus

was reduced to 75 volts the pattern
on the 6E5 was too dim to be clearly
seen and the zero of Cm shifted 0.5
dial division, corresponding to a 0.2
percent error in the dielectric constant of benzene.
The instrument has been made to
operate automatically by connecting

vering or platinizing the electrodes.
A simple demountable cell that is

sample causes a -±0.7 percent error
in k for 2< k < 3. Using this cell, one

easily cleaned is shown in Fig. 5.

dial division of C, corresponds to

This cell uses semi -micro quantities

.1k = .010

of sample; only two milliliters of
sample are required to fill it. It is
stainless steel and can be turned

measuring capacitor used, actual

a spdt relay in the plate circuit of
the 6E5. The relay operates a reversible four -rpm motor connected

to the vernier drive of the dial on
C. The motor decreases Cm until
balance is reached, at which point
the relay operates, whereupon the
motor reverses until the relay again
operates. In this manner the
k -meter can be made to record continuous changes in dielectric con-

on a lathe in several hours. A punch

mark is made on one side of the
outer steel test-tube electrode so
that the center part can always be
plugged in with the same orientation. A sapphire centering pin set
in the bottom of the central electrode increases the overall reproducibility of measurements from

stant due to temperature varia-

tube rather than to be self-contained was described by Hazen." A
dip -cell

has been used with the

k -meter. It was made of flat nickel

plates. A cell made of concentric
cylinders is preferable, however, to
one of flat plates, because the parallel -plate capacitor suffers from
larger edge effects. For solids in
powder form such as flour and cut

In the chemical laboratory k
measurements are useful in the

Whether the substance to be
measured is a gas, liquid or solid,
it must be made the dielectric of a

identification

of compounds,

the

control of distillations and reactions, the determination of purity,

capacitor. Dielectric -constant meas-

Cells for liquids are of
greatest interest to the practical

dielectric -constant values can only
be relied on to plus or minus one in
the third significant figure.
A similar cell made to fit in a test

Chemical Applications

The Test Cell

k -meter.

.003. Due to the type of

tobacco, special cells must be devised for the particular problem'.

tions. A suitable recording system
can be attached to the motor shaft.

urements on gases are performed
with elaborate equipment' and are
outside the capabilities of this

five percent error in measuring a

FIG. 3-Plate current of a crystal oscillator changes as the tuning capacitor
is tuned through resonance. Data for
this curve was taken from an oscillator
using the triode section of a 6E5 tube.
and an X -cut 7 -Mc crystal

and the measurement of molecular
dipole moments.

Isomers of organic liquids can
often be identified by their dielec-

tric constants. If it is known that
only two isomers exist in a sample.

the concentrations of each can be
determined if their k's are known.
For example, ortho-xylene has a k

at twenty degrees centigrade of
and meta-xylene under the
same conditions has a k of 2.37.

2.58

Using the test cell described above
there is a twenty dial -division in-

FIG. 4 -This type of dielectric -constant meter uses few parts. The 6E5 tube
serves both as oscillator and balance indicator. The power supply can have
no direct -current path to ground
1

I8

crement on Cu from ortho- to metaxylene, making it possible to measure 2.5 percent ortho- in metaxylene by reading Cu to one-half a
dial division.
Dielectric constant measurements
have been used to follow the course
of distillation in a three -component
system. The variation of k is shown
in Fig. 6. Such distillations may be
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

wires of varying diameters as capacitors. A one -cm length of spaghetti -type insulation slipped over
a three -cm length of number eighteen bus wire gave a 0.8 dial -division
change in C,,. These demonstrations

using the k -meter would be valuable in a course in electrical measurements, and are made more simply than with a precision capacitance bridge.
Temperature and Pressure
Measurements

FIG. 5-The liquid or powder whose

The k -meter has been used to fol-

dielectric constant is to be measured is
made the dielectric of this concentric
capacitor used as the test cell

low automatically the temperature
indications of a standard mercury in -glass thermometer. A wire was
wrapped around the bulb to make

automatically controlled by having

capacitive contact with the mercury,
and a piece of metal foil was wrap-

distillation receivers cut in at a
fixed value of k.
Two samples of wheat flour of
known moisture content were obtained. One -gram samples were
weighed to an accuracy of 0.1 per-

ped around the stem. The k -meter
with motor drive was connected to
these electrodes. With the particular thermometer used, a one -centigrade degree temperature change

gave a two -dial -division change on
cent, and k measurements made. -Cm.
By sealing a lead into the merSample A contained 9.3 percent
cury
bulb
and using a thinner glass
moisture by weight; sample B,
wall
this
could
be magnified.
12.9 percent. Sample B had a diThe meter has also been used to
electric constant 0.67 greater than follow minute variations in level of

sample A, a difference of almost 70
dial divisions for a moisture differ-

ence of 3.6 percent. However, for
reproducible results a special cell is
needed.'
Capacitance Measurements

Many small capacitance effects
can be detected and measured by
the it -meter. Some of these are academic and primarily used for dem-

onstration purposes, while others
have more useful applications.

The radius in centimeters of an
isolated metal sphere is equal to
0.900 times its capacitance in micro-

microfarads. A sphere can be isolated for purposes of demonstration
by supporting it 10 or 20 cm above
the instrument on a stiff wire. The

wire connects the sphere to the

high side of the capacitance measur-

ing terminals. This principle has
been used both to measure the di-

a mercury -in -glass manometer. One

electrode was inserted in the mercury; the other was a tight -fitting
metal cylinder mounted at the
meniscus. With standard eight -mm
glass tubing of one -mm wall thickness Cu gave 96 divisions per centimeter of mercury pressure change.
This corresponds to 0.5 cm of mercury motion inside the sleeve electrode. The sensitivity of these mercury -in -glass devices used with the

ments of capacitance.
A very convincing demonstration
of the capacitance effects of insulation and wire diameters can be made
by using equal lengths of insulated
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

Few schools include experiments
on dielectric constants in their unphysical - chemistry
dergraduate
curricula. This is due in part to the
lack of a simple instrument of student -grade. The Ic-meter described
herein is sensitive enough to measure the dipole moment of substances
such as nitrobenzene whose dipole
moment is of the order of 10-" esu,
and would prove valuable in teaching.
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0/electric Constant
Volume ct

Measurements

The dipole moment of a sub-

C

lo

C

stance is a measure of its molecular
symmetry, or lack of it.' It represents the part of a dielectric's polar-

ization due to orientation in the
electric field, and is large for un-

7E.

symmetrical molecules such as niment measurements have been valuable in determining the actual
structure of molecules.
Molecular dipole -moment is generally measured by correlating dielectric constants, densities, and

by using spheres as small incre-

Hence the k -meter is directly applicable to molecular dipole -moment
measurements.

Molecular Dipole -Moment

trobenzene.

earity of the measuring capacitors

measurement of the dipole moment,
but k -measurements form the basis
of most of the research in this field.

dielectric constant of glass.

nearest

and to check the lin-

as benzene. More exotic methods,
such as Estermann's molecular -ray
method'', have been applied to the

k -meter is partly due to the high

ameter of 2.0 -cm spheres to the
0.02 cm

stance in a non -polar substance such

Molecular dipole -mo-

refractive indices for a series of
dilute solutions of the dipole sub-

50

0

(00

Percent of Distillate

FIG. 6-One industrial application of
the dielectric -constant meter is to determine the condition of the charge in a
still pot. This curve is for the separation of acetone,

toluol, and benzene
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Automatic Liquid
IT ISAXIOMATIC that before a vari-

able in an industrial process can
be controlled automatically, the
change in the variable must first be

measured. The measuring instruments used for this purpGse are
generally either direct indicating
or null balance types, and incorporate the usual pointer and calibrated

scale for indicating the measured
quantity. The measurement must
then be converted to a control ac-

In an industrial electronic liquid level control system.
capacitance changes produced in an immersion or manometric capacitor cause the plate current of an oscillator to change and operate a relay . A pyrometric control

system utilizing inductance changes produced by a
meter flag moving between split coils is also described
By THEODORE A. COHEN
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tion, by adding a contact system to
the pointer or by other means. An
all -electronic system has obvious

advantages over such electromechanical arrangements, but a brief
analysis of contact -making systems

will be helpful in evaluating pos-

Coaxial
transmission
line

sible industrial applications for the
all -electronic measuring and control

system to be described in detail in
this article.

Indicating

Types of Contact Systems

/amp,

Direct electrical contacting control systems as applied to sensitive
measuring apparatus have until recently taken two differing general
design forms. One method involves

Oscillator-jr`5

relay

incorporation of a motor -driven mechanical detent mechanism in which
the position of the indicating

pointer is sensed by a mechanical
clamping system, which in turn determines the closed or open conditions of the control contacts. Such

A -C

line

'On -off

systems introduce a delay in the

switch

measuring response (since the
measuring element is clamped during the sensing interval) and

Interface
level -sensing
capacitor

usually require the use of a more
rugged measuring system to withstand the action of the mechanical
clamping mechanism.
A second method, illustrated in

Fig. 1, makes use of an electrical
contact mounted on the moving ele-

ment (pointer, armature, etc.) of
the measuring system. This con-

Typical industrial application of oscillator relay system. as installed in a

fuel tank to sense the interface level between water at the bottom of the
tank and gasoline above the water, and photographic illustration showing
component parts of this installation. The oscillator relay here controls a
pump that removes the water from the bottom of the tank when it rises
above a predetermined level

tact engages a mating contact whose

position can be preset to a desired
position on the scale of the instru-

ment. These contacts in turn are
used to close a circuit to a pilot
relay which controls the final depa
El*

120

11,1i

t

I 'h

the National

,21,,

19 11,

sired corrective function in the

design as well as function. The

contrd system.

first introduces undesirable delays
in the system and requires an enhanced ruggedness in the design of
he measuring apparatus. The second method sometimes involves in-

Drawbacks of Mechanical Systems

Both the mechanical and electrical contact making methods entail
drawbacks from the standpoint of

strument redesign sine- carrying
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Level Controls
tric field intensity and K is the dielectric constant (approximately 1

for air). If the contact areas are
assumed equal and close together.
the surface density of charge u is
the same on both surfaces and, by
Coulomb's theorem, the intensity
between the surfaces at all points is
4 1: cr/K dynes.

Immersion capacitor designed for use with oscillator relay to sense liquid levels
in a high-pressure system. Note the heavy construction and the film -destroying
corrugations on the protecting tube

of a contact upon the measuring ele-

,

ment usually introduces disturbances to the torque -weight ratio of

the instrument. The small forces
available in sensitive measuring
instruments introduce problems of
contact failure due to film formation or contact adherence, and errors in measurement due to electrostatic fields present in the neigh-

borhood of the contact surfaces.
These measuring errors can be an-

alyzed further with reference to
Fig. 1.

A source of electrical energy in
series with a pilot relay and the contact system supplies energy for the
relay when an upscale motion of the

pointer closes the contact system.
By means of its contacts, the relay
in turn controls auxiliary apparatus
in the control circuit. Two major
force disturbances are present in
the mechanism, as follows:

(1) The source creates an electrostatic field, and introduces an

attractive force between the two
separated contact faces when in
close proximity. Such force creates
a false displacement of the indicating pointer and, therefore, causes a
measurement error.

(2) With the contact faces in
partial contact but separated by
some types of surface films, a large

attractive force may be present
which acts to delay parting of the
contacts as the energy in the measuring system falls, again introducing a measurement error.
Although the above -mentioned
forces introduce opposite effects

upon the instrument, a resultant
force invariably exists to cause
measuring error. The extent of
these forces may be seen from the
following: Let the contact faces

represent the boundary conductors
of an electrical capacitance having
an air dielectric. The energy stored
per cubic centimeter of dielectric
is KF-787c ergs where F is the elec-

Now let the surfaces be parted
by a small distance, o y, and let P
represent the force of attraction,
in dynes, between the surfaces.
Neglecting the fringe effects, the
work done in separating the contacts by this distance is Pay ergs.
If the area of the contact surfaces
be represented by A sq cm, the increase in energy stored due to the
increase in dielectric volume will

correspond to the work done, or
A ayKP/87s ergs, from which P =
AKFa/87: dynes. Since F = V I'd,
the force of attraction in dynes may
be written in terms of V and d as
P = AKTP/87:d2 dynes. If D is the
pivot -to -contact distance

on

the

pointer, the disturbing torque T
is then equal to PD.
Since the potential V may be several volts the forces acting upon the
measuring pointer of a sensitive in-

strument due to the fields created
may become a considerable fraction of the useful measuring torque

of the instrument. The usual design torque values in dynes per
cm per degree rotation for representative moving -coil instruments
with jewel pivots and spiral springs
range from 0.09 to 0.3, and the disturbing force can be a considerable
fraction of this total available
force.

A similar analysis may be made
of the second disturbing effect. In

this case, it will be noted that the
dielectric medium is a film of thick-

ness d = a y. Depending upon atmosphere, contact materials can
form upon their faces a semi -conducting film of high dielectric constant, having a possible thickness
of the order of a fraction of a mil-

limeter. Inasmuch as the forces
FIG. 1-Basic arrangement of a mov-

FIG. 2-Tuned grid, tuned plate oscil-

ing -coil contacting instrument, wherein

lator circuit used in all types of oscillator relay systems

the meter pointer carries a contact
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

present are also a function of the
dielectric constant of the film, such

forces may reach figures many
121

times in excess of those obtained
for the dielectric constants of true
insulators. In order to reduce the
effect of these forces, many designers have attempted expedients
such as reducing the areas of the
contacts, reducing the potential V

the application of such apparatus.
The advent of the electronic oscillator mechanism as a relay device has made possible a new approach to such design problems,
and made practical an instrument

(and therefore requiring an increase in sensitivity of pilot relays), and changing the relative

advantages over the earlier con-

areas of the contact faces with respect to each other or the relative
shapes of the contacts. However,
these expedients do not eliminate
the force disturbances, but only reduce their effect with a resultant
required compromise between allowable disturbance error and desired sensitivity.
These problems in the design of
sensitive contact -making instru-

ments have resulted in compromises which usually have limited

relay which has demonstrated many
tact -making devices.

The basic circuit of the oscillator type relay, functioning at a
frequency

of

approximately

15

megacycles, is given in Fig. 2. It
is a tuned plate, tuned grid circuit,

halted entirely, with the consequent
disappearance of grid bias and rise
in plate current. By properly choosing circuit components, applied
it is possible to produce large
changes in plate current with small
departures from resonance.
Since either the grid or the plate

tank may be deresonated or re resonated by a change of inductance or capacitance in the proper
direction, a variety of control

methods by change of either inductance or capacitance is avail-

able, with consequent control of
plate current. By introducing an

10'15

V.±0_
2

r

t
2

24r'd

F
S

175]

-frequency. can
-specific res,ohms peraicm
permeability

(10 for aluminum)
I,H,ondt flag dimensions,cm

FIG. 4-Two views of the control mass

and coils used in the oscillator relay
system, with basic equations for inductance and r -f resistance of the moving
flag attached to the meter pointer
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flags (0.002 x 0.375 x 0.750 inch),
their weights have little disturbing
effect upon the torque -weight ratios

ner that the metal flag may pass

voltages and tube characteristics,

+

cause of the small sizes of such

tions are produced through the interelectrode grid -plate capacitance
of the tube when the plate and grid
tanks' are both resonant at approximately the same frequency. Under
these conditions, the steady plate
current is at some low value based
upon the strength of oscillations,
and the negative value of bias ap-

ate a relay

Flag r -f res ..ReRa-c
A 2TrFlutH

rigidly attached to the
pointer of the instrument. Be-

of sensitive measuring equipment.

oscillator operation sufficiently to actu-

LF

inum,

due to Kuhn -Huth, in which parallel
resonant circuits L. C, and L. C2 are
placed respectively in the plate and
grid circuits. Sustained oscilla-

tions is considerably decreased or

.41TA[0.148. )109,

has been described by Lorentz.
The control mass in most indus

metal foil flag, usually of alum-

If one of the resonant circuits is

Flag Ind

the inductances are resonated by
their distributed capacitance, as

the form of a light non-ferrous
Description of Oscillator Relay

detuned, the strength of oscilla-

into or out of a pair of coils affects

split inductances L. and Lb. Capacitor C, has been eliminated since

trial forms of the apparatus takes

plied to the grid due to the presence
of the grid leak and capacitor.

FIG. 3-Oscillator relay circuit in which
movement of a non-ferrous metal flag

The modification involves replacing the grid coil of Fig. 2 with the

electromagnetic contact -making re-

lay into the plate circuit, the plate
current change may be made to perform a useful function.
Application of Oscillator Relay

The circuit of Fig. 3 permits the
inductance L, to be rapidly altered
by the motion of a metallic control

mass attached to the pointer of a
sensitive measuring

instrument.

The inductances L. and L. are
positioned at either side of the axis
of motion of the flag in such a manbetween these inductances without
touching them. The introduction
of the metal flag between these inductances reduces their inductance
and increases their effective resis
tance. _
The Control Inductance

in plate
current A/,, with small changes in
pointer position, A././,6,8y, it is desirable that the inductaoce change
with flag motion be as large as possible. One method of attaining such

a condition is to concentrate the
inductance in as small a geometrical volufne as possible, consistent
with the design of an effective inductance and allowable space considerations. A good form for such
inductances is the plane spiral,

sometimes termed a pancake coil.
Effect of Flag on Inductance

A rapid decrease in the total in-

ductance and an increase in the
effective resistances of the inductances will occur when the metal
flag passes between the two coils.
The reduction of the effective inductance and increase of resistance
depend upon the frequency and the
electrical constants of the flag material. The decrease in inductance
is due to the fact that the introduction of a non-ferrous metal body
into the alternating field of the inductance causes an induced alter-

nating current flow within the
metal body. These currents set
up a field opposing the inductor
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

field which exerts a force tending
to move the material in the magnetic field. Such a force is proportional in magnitude and direction to

the product of the corresponding
instantaneous values of current and

The force for any period is

flux.

FIG. 5-Oscillator relay circuit arranged for operation from a power transformer energized by the a -c power line and having three separate secondary
windings providing a -c voltages E,. E2. and E.,

field, with a consequent change in
effective coil inductance and a resultant decrease in inductance.
If L. and L6 are control induc-

tances, the total inductance L, =
La +L, ± 2 M, where M = mutual
inductance. Consider the flag as a
short-circuited single -turn secondary of a transformer operating at a
frequency of 15 megacycles. If I

is the current in the coils at a frequency (,)/27c, and the induced emf

in the flag is ET = coMol, the induced flag current is I, = EF/ZF =
(u211,,I/Z, Since IF lags EF by the
phase angle 9, the reactive compon-

ent of flag current I, is I, sin 9
and is 180° behind I. The voltage
induced in the coils due to I, sin 0
is Eiv" = (0)M0) I sin 0 = 0.)L, (co
Mo/ Z,I )2, and the total reactive
voltage in the coils is [(,)L, - 03L,
(6)M0/1Z,1)2]/.

The

inductance

change with flag entry is AL, =
-Lp(wM0/1Z,1)2, with LF being as
defined 'in Fig. 4.

The energy involved in the circulation of the induced eddy currents must be drawn from the inductor field and, therefore, an apparent increase in the effective re-

oscillator in the direction required
for obtaining large changes in the

plate current, because the induc-

in the field.
However, in actuality even a flat
metal sheet has some inducta-nce,
and the induced current would

Possible Disturbing Forces

therefore lag behind the induced
voltage. The current phase, there-

The flow of high -frequency alter-

nating current through inductances
L and L, gives rise to both an electromagnetic and electrostatic field
in their vicinity. Since both these
fields are a function of the current
and potential in these inductances
it is conceivable that some disturbing forces might be present to

act upon the control flag and the
instrument pointer to which it is
attached. The introduction of a
conductive non-ferrous metal flag
into the magnetic field of the total
inductance L, involves a repulsion
phenomena due to eddy current induction in the metal flag, while induced electrostatic charges on the

high -frequency resistance of the
coils.

Both the decrease in inductance
and increase in effective resistance
introduce control effects upon the
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

summation of instantaneous forces
during a half period would reveal
a larger average force than the instantaneous force summation, hav-

ing a finite negative value in the
alternate period. The result is

a

small repulsive component between
the two fields.

Thus, if the flag is threaded by
flux M/0 sin cot due to current 10 sin

0.)t in the coils, the induced emf in
the flag is EF = .1/(,)/o sin (cot 0.020

1

0.016
1-

are exceedingly minute and such
disturbing effects are negligible.

presence.

resents ARL, the increase in the

hind the magnetic phase, and a

flag due to the electrostatic field

The active component of I, is in
phase with EF, and so I, cos 0 =
(cos 0) (0)1110)I and EL(A) = IRF
(coMWIZ Fir. Since EL(A) lags I by
180°, it can be considered resistive
voltage drop and I (0)/1/0/1Z,r rep-

fore, would be more than 90 deg be-

may introduce some attractive
force. However, the energy levels

may be, it may be of some interest

The voltage induced in the coils by I, cos 0 is IF

disc would have no tendency to move

tance change de -resonates the system and the increase in resistance
reduces resonant energy.

sistance of the inductor is obtained.
The induced current IF lags EF by
the angle 0, and tan 0 = (ULF/RT.
(0)M0) 11?,/1Z,12.

equal to the average of the instantaneous forces during the period.
If the disc has no self-inductance,
the current would be in quadrature
with the inducing flux and the average forces during alternate quarter periods would be equal but in
opposite directions; thus the average force during the whole period
would be zero and, therefore, the

A

However, minute as these forces

d

to mention the reason for their

I

CI008

Electromagnetic Repulsion

//

0.012

Effect

If a non-ferrous metal ring or
disc is present in an alternating
magnetic field and is in such posi-

tion with respect to the field that
the lines of force pass through the
disc, an alternating potential will
be set up in the disc which is 90
degrees in phase displacement from
the magnetic flux. This potential in

turn causes a current flow in the
material which sets up a reactive

/

n.
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Flag Travel in Pick-up System

FIG. 6-Effect of flag travel, flag shape

and use of regeneration on plate current of an oscillator relay system
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electrostatic field, the introduction
of a metal flag into the field of the
inductors may cause the formation
of induced electrostatic charges on
the flag surfaces. Such charges, if
different in sign from charges present upon the plane faces of the inductances, may introduce slight at-

Line supply,,
Control

Electronic

coi/s`,

oscillator

relay

Relay

tractive forces. By insuring that
the metal flag surface is at the same

potential level as the inductance
surface by an appropriate leakage

--- Scale

Fiag---

resistor network and proper
grounding, the slight effect of such
induced electrostatic charges is

Set /eve/

eliminated.
Force measurements on delicately
balanced instruments, involving

both the repulsion forces present

indicating
pointer

due to the high -frequency electromagnetic fields and the slight forces
due to electrostatic charges, have

Furnace.

been measured in a number of
cases. The results obtained indicate that such apparatus may be
used in conjunction with measur-

Thermocouple

ing equipment whose torques are in

the order of 0.03 dyne per cm per
degree without introducing detrimental disturbing forces.

Heater elements -----Power supply

Industrial Version of Circuit

FIG. 7-Schematic diagram showing arrangement of basic elements of an
system. with connections to a pyromatic control system
shown as a typical application

oscillator relay

7c/2). Now E, lags Ic, by 90 deg and,

pulsive impulse once for each cycle.

if flag inductance L, is neglected,
the flag current /, and flag emf E,
will be in phase, and /, ccMcch sin
(wt - 7c/2). The force between the
two currents will then be proportional to the product /./F. Therefore, the force cc /1//(0/02 sin cot sin
(cot - 7c/2). It will be seen that the
mean of quantity sin 0.4 (sin (of r/2) is zero where harmonic components differ in phase by 90 deg.
Therefore, if L, = 0 the mean force
= 0. However, L,, although small,
can never reach zero, and I, lags

Because the energy present in
the inductance is minute, the repulsive forces are negligible. The
disturbing force possibly
remaining acts perpendicular to the
plane of the flag and is hence ineffectual.
Because it is not possible to have
the existence of an electro-magnetic
small

For industrial use the oscillator
relay circuit has been rearranged
as shown in Fig. 5, for operation
directly from an a -c power line.
The split inductance L -L, and the

plate tank circuit L2 -C2 are the
same as in Fig. 3, but energy for
the plate circuit of the oscillator is
now supplied by a secondary wind-

ing of a transformer serving as
source E,.

When the oscillator has been
resonated, oscillation will occur due

field without the presence of an to the coupling inherent in the in -

M,

behind lo by more than 90 deg. Under these conditions, force cc/Ifcc/J

(K 3)

sin at sin (cot - 7c/2 - 0) and cc
[Mcdos sins at cos (w/2
rwl.°2

2

0)) -

sin 2 at sin (7r/2 + 0)]

The mean value of the last term is
zero, while the mean value of the
first term = Mc7/, cos (7c/2 -I- 0).
Since the computed value of cos
0) is negative when 0 is
(7r/2
small, the force upon flag is repul-

sive, the flag experiencing a re124

7

T

Cross- section

Liquid is
dielectric

Liquid is
electrolyte

FIG. 8-Method of utilizing a manometric capacitor for level -sensing purposes
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rent differential, and properly positioning such a relay characteris-

TABLE I. DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF MATERIALS

MATERIAL

DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT

MATERIAL

2.68
2.72
9.90

GLAS3,FLINT

MARBLE,CARRARA_
MICA
PARAFFIN
PORCELAIN,HARD
QUARTZ

8.3
5.66

2.10
_____

SHELLAC
SUL PHUR,AFAORPHOUS

5.73
4.69
3.10
3.98

change the contact condition. In

K

K
ASPHALT
EBONITE

tic on curve A, such as at dl, an extremely small flag motion will

DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT

AIR

ACETIC ACID
ALCOHOL AMYL

ALCOHOL ETHYL CARBON BISULPHIDE_
GLYCERINE
CASTOR OIL
OLIVE OIL
PHENOL
WATER

fact, oscillator relay mechanisms of

this type are possible in which

1.000590
9.7

changes of flag position of the order of 0.0001 inch cause a change

17.4

44.3
2.628
56.2
4.67

in plate current from cut-off to
maximum.

3.11

Relay Operation

9.68

The relay characteristic (operat-

81.07

ing

differential)

is

customarily

chosen to permit operation to take

place at approximately the midpoint of the plate current character -electrode capacitance between

grid circuit is taken through bias

grid and plate during every positive
swing of the a -c supply of the plate
circuit. Capacitor C. bypasses r -f
energy around load and source E,.
The steady plate current condition

resistor R, from a tap on the relay.

due to the grid bias produced by
grid resistor Ri flows through oscillator plate coupling resistor R.
Since the steady plate current component in the oscillator plate circuit

can never reach zero, no matter
what the intensity of oscillation, a
compensating bias is supplied at E.

such regeneration is to cause large

teristic. This insures long-term
functioning despite changes in tube
life. Ageing of the tube and reduction in emission lowers the maxi-

changes in bias on the oscillator

mum plate current and causes a

plate current changes
through the relay, and since the di-

small upward creepage of minimum

The effect of the introduction of
due

to

rection of bias change is that re-

quired to augment the trend of
plate current change,
small changes in flag position initiate large changes in plate current.
The effect of flag travel on plate
amplifier

current is shown in Fig. 6 for a
to offset the normal drop across rectangular -shaped flag used with
load resistor R due to oscillator regenerative bias (curve A) and
minimum plate current at reso- with fixed bias (curve D) obtained
by connecting the bias resistor to
nance.
The effective bias attained on the
grid of the amplifier stage is, there-

fore, the algebraic sum of E. and
ER. During the time that the plate
potentials are in the positive portions of the applied a -c cycle, the
effective bias on the grid of the
amplifier section is approximately
zero, with a consequent high aver-

age plate current in the second
stage. This plate current main-

the cathode. Within limits, the contour of these curves may be modi-

plate current. Furthermore, choosing midpoint operation permits relay operation on a relatively linear

portion of the plate current characteristic. This type of operation
is of greater significance where the
oscillator mechanism is to be used
for a positioning function.
The change in plate current may

be positive or negative with flag
motion, depending upon the positioning of plate tank capacitor C. in
Fig. 5. By resonating the oscillator
with the flag all the way out of the

fied by properly shaping the flag
areas and by changing the geometry of the control inductances L.

coils, a high plate current is ob-

By making use of a steep characteristic such as curve A, with a relay having a small operating cur-

drops.

tained in the amplifier plate circuit.

Upon entry of flag into the coils,
and L,,; curves B and C are ex- the oscillator is de -resonated and
plate current through the relay
amples.
In some cases, a reversal of this
operation is desirable. This may be

tains the relay in a preset contact
position. Capacitor C. across the
relay furnishes energy to the relay
during the negative portion of the
a -c cycle, and thus prevents chatter.

From the standpoint of design
the introduction of
the direct -coupled amplifier stage
simplicity,

results in greatly increased oversensitivity with the obvious
advantage of attaining reasonably
all

large plate current levels for the
operation of a high -wattage relay
mechanism. For convenience, a
dual triode is used for the oscillator
and amplifier.

Installation where tank
walls affect immersion capacitor

Effect of tank
walls is negligible

Film -destroying
corrugation on glass tube

FIG. 9-Use of immersion capacitor for level -sensing applications

The bias return for the oscillator
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obtained by adjusting capacitor C2
so the oscillator is de -resonated and
plate current in the amplifier stage
is positioned on the lower edge of

ranging from automatic control
1:-:--_.: operation

Thus, in the former case relay
current falls with flag motion into

the coils, while in the latter case
relay current rises with flag motion
into the coils.

..."-:

?position
operation

".-(off - on)

(off- on)

25

the resonance curve skirt (proper
side) with the flag removed from
coils /,- Lb. Upon flag entry into
the coils, the oscillator is resonated
by the inductance change and plate
current through the relay rises.

_c-.-

,--.-2position

20

-

If,

15

------

I

Upper contact
3position operation

'
'-'Relay
differential

-t

_________
10

2position operation
I} Lower contact
Iii 3 posino' n opera/ion
I,

--

Materials Level Sensing

III

4.1.i;

5

0

L---A-11J-Lewl
III
I

1

I

Change in Capacitance
Decrease
Increase

Foil -Safe and Stability Features

The former method is the one

FIG. 10-Typical tuning curve for oscillator relay

commonly preferred where the ap-

paratus is supplied for automatic
control function, since a failure of
line supply leaves the contact system of the relay in open condition
and thus leaves the controlled apparatus in de -energized condition.
The stability of circuits of this type
is unusually good since they are to
a great extent self -damping from
the standpoint of spurious oscillations, and are also to a certain extent self -compensating
age changes.

As an example, consider an increase in line voltage to the transformer supplying the voltages E1,
and E3. Normally, one would ex-

pect the increase in line voltage to

increase the plate currents in the
tube plate circuits. However, an
increase in plate current in the first

stage increases the negative bias
of the amplifier stage, with a resultant counteracting effect upon
the tendency to an increase in plate

current in the second stage. The
self -compensation in these circuits

is usually in the order of 10 percent in plate current change for the

pyrometers to galvanometer torque
amplifiers, there is another major
class of applications. In this class,
the mechanism senses a condition
change in a process directly, rather
than through the intermediary
means of a measuring instrument.
An example of such is its use as a
materials level sensing mechanism.

In many industries the sensing
of materials level in storage tanks
is an important problem. These
tanks may be a portion of a reserve
storage system such as is common

in petroleum fields, or may be a
portion of a complete processing
plant in which the levels vary con-

coils are mounted on a lever which
may be manually set to any desired
scale position. A level -indicating

pointer shows the coil position at
which contacting is to occur. A
pointer stop mounted on the setting
lever prevents the pointer from
moving too far beyond the setting

level, as this would allow the flag
to pass completely through the field

of the control coils and destroy
normal functions of the control
mechanism. Flexible leads bring
energy to the control coils from the
oscillator system.
The apparatus of Fig. 7 is shown
adapted to a pyrometric control
system in which the electrical
measuring instrument is a milli -

voltmeter energized from a thermocouple heated in the furnace.
The heater elements of the furnace

are energized through the relay

stantly as the product is added or
subtracted from the process. The
types of materials encountered in
modern industry range from hydrous and anhydrous mixtures and
compounds

to highly corrosive
fluids such as acids and alkalis.

The most frequent and simplest
mechanism met with in these problems is a float which is introduced
into the storage container, and
whose position is a function of the
materials level. Since the float position must in turn be translated to a
useful result exterior to the storage
container, a translating mechanism is included which in some cases
takes the form of a mechanical
transmitter (shaft and stuffing box,
or diaphragm seal) or a pneumatic

or hydraulic transmission system
(flapper valve or pilot relay).
These intermediary mechanisms

contacts.
Although one of the major indus-

in turn control the position of a re-

trial uses of the oscillator relay

cating or recording mechanism, as

mechanism just described is as an
instrument relay in applications

motely situated valve or an indi-

dictated by the problem requirement.

usual line voltage extremes met
with in practice. With some sacrifice in sensitivity, the compensation effect may be improved to approximately 6 percent. Where extremely good regulation is required
(in the order of 2 percent), a sim-

ple regulating system may be added

to the circuit.
Industrial Version

A partly exploded view of an industrial oscillator relay instrument
is shown in Fig. 7. The pointer carries the control flag, and the control
126

FIG. II-Oscillator relay circuit adapted for liquid -level sensing operation
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Unfortunately, the wide range of
materials conditions to which these
float -type devices are applied, complicated with such factors as chemical attack, mechanical erosion and
friction, high temperature and high
pressure conditions, have made

these mechanisms prone to a variety of service failures, unless
they are constructed with such care

and attention to detail in view of
the conditions to which they are ex-

posed, as to make their cost and
upkeep disproportionately high.
Materials usually stored in a
liquid or solid state may have electrical conducting, semi -conducting
or electrical insulating properties.

That is, they may be termed electrolytes, dielectrics, or partials.

These matefials, therefore, may be
used to vary the capacitance of an
electrical capacitor by allowing

them to become a portion of the
capacitor structure.

The

level -sensing

forms. One form consists of a pair
of partial cylindrical metal segments
clamped
geometrically
around the circumference of a
manometer column of glass or plas-

tic tubing, where liquid level

The second form consists of a
capacitor element within a nonmetallic protecting tube, mechanically designed for immersion in
storage containers under high pressure and/or temperature.
The manometric capacitor, various forms of which are illustrated
in Fig. 8, functions under two conditions: (1) The medium in the
manometer is a dielectric; (2) The
medium is an electrolyte.

If the liquid is a dielectric, the
empty capacitance in esu is
[2r1 - (r,

dielectric capacitor having two
parallel metal plates is directly pro-

portional to the dielectric constant.
Thus, Co = AK/47cD esu, where K
is the dielectric constant (approx.

1 for air), A is the area of a plate
in sq cm and D is the distance between inner surfaces in cm. (1 esu
= 1.11

If we replace the air dielectric

4r [2 (ri+ r1/6) - (r

K1

the area of the sensing plate.
When immersion capacitors are
used with electrolytes, recession of
liquid sometimes leaves a conducting film on the surface of the pro-

tecting tube. Such a film can disturb the capacitance measurement.

By corrugating the outer surface
of this tube as shown at the right
in Fig. 9, such films are broken

Capacitance -Measuring

Relay

The oscillator relay mechanism

ideally suited for sensing the

manometer surface)
K1 = dielectric sonstant:of M1 (medi-

is

air)
K2 = dielectric constant of M2 (liquid
medium)
K3 = dielectric constant of Ms (about
6 for glass)
r = inner radius of manometer
column, cm
rl = outer radius of manometer
column, cm

sensing capacitors in a liquid or

um in empty column, usually

change in capacitance of the level -

becomes C,.

If the liquid is an electrolyte

is a good conductor (electrolyte) no

will be the same as above, while
with the column filled the capaci-

charge could be present in the capacitor. However, we may insulate

tance in esu will be C, = WLK2147c

the plates with a dielectric film,

[2(r, - r)]. Upon recession, many
electrolytes with high surface ten-

whereupon if fringe effects are

sion may leave a conducting film on

neglected the capacitance in esu is
given by C, = AK,/47c (D,

the interior surface of the column

and this may disturb the capacitance measurement. The use of a

films (values for some common liquids are given in Table I), and D1 =
D, = thickness of films in cm (uniform).
If the new electrolyte medium is
allowed to rise between the capaci-

nonionic agent on the interior sur-

tor plates to some distance L, the
capacitance increase becomes ap-

edge fringing field effect, the ca-

face of the column prevents wetting
and film formation.

In aU the above cases we may
consider the capacitance to vary
between Co and CI, and neglecting
pacitance variation between the
limits Co and C, will be a function

height of the medium between the

of L the height of the liquid be-

plates.

tween the plates.
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of L the height of the liquid in

j

(conductor) the empty capacitance

of the

The Immersion Capacitor

In both immersion units, the capacitance change again takes place
between the limits Co and C,, while
the capacitance is again a function

where L = length of plates, cm
W = width of plates, cm (2rR1/3 at

table where the new medium is a
true dielectric. If the new material

a measure

electrolyte.

Fr + rr/61
L

With the column filled (plates
topped), K, increases to K, and Co

proximately

media may be either dielectric or

function of the height of liquid in
the area of the sensing plate.

rio-/6)]2

by a new dielectric medium having
a higher value of K, the capacitance
will be increased. Obviously, such
a capacitance method is only accep-

where K, = dielectric constant of

tioning are again two -fold; i.e., the

as the liquid recedes. The
change in capacitance is still a

ror/6)2
rr/6)Ka

In the level -sensing capacitors

of Fig. 9, the conditions of func-

up

Co =
3 (r,

The capacitance of a simple air

is

taken by manometric means.

wit (

Capacitance Considerations

capacitors

usually take either of two design

Fig. 12-Industrial manometric capacitor clamped on manometer tube (upper
lei t)

and junction box for connecting

flexible to semi -flexible coaxial trans-

mission line

materials level control system. The
oscillator relay may be either de resonated or reresonated by the
change in capacitance produced by
a change in level. The overall sensitivity to capacitance change is the
ratio of the plate current change to
the capacitance change.
In Fig. 10 is illustrated a typical
tuning curve of an oscillator relay,
in which .1C represents the critical
capacitance change of a level-sens127

ing capacitor with media of low dielectric constant. By proper design
of the sensing capacitors, the ratio
A/p/AC may be made a constant for
liquids of widely varying dielectric

capacitor serve as the grid resonating capacitance, as shown in Fig.
11.

tling applications, compound relays
having diverse operating levels can

and conductive properties.

Circuit operation is the same
as before, except that the capacitance change AC resonates or deresonates the oscillator.

their operating levels on the resonance curve, as shown in Fig. 10.

Con-

versely, AC/ALi becomes a constant

for media of widely varying properties.
Liquid Interface Sensing

interesting application of
capacitive level -sensing systems is
An

In many applications of the apparatus it is undesirable to mount
the oscillator relay mechanism in
close proximity to the liquid level
sensing device, and it becomes
necessary to provide some conven-

ient means whereby the energy
the sensing of the position of the from the oscillator may be led to
interface boundary between two the sensing capacitor system withliquid media of differing density out excessive loss. The use of a
and differing dielectric and con- coaxial transmission line is ideally
ductive properties. There are four suited for the purpose, inasmuch
conditions of interest to be consid- as it presents fixed conditions of
ered :

f Denser liquid (bottom) is an electrolyte
1 Lighter liquid (top) is a dielectric
Denser liquid (bottom) is a dielectric
Lighter liquid (top) is an electrolyte
.t' Denser liquid (bottom) is a high- K dielectric
Lighter liquid (top) is a low- K dielectric

{Denser liquid (bottom) is a low- K dielectric
Lighter liquid (top) is a high- K dielectric

Typical of such problems is sensing the interface between gasoline

and water in underground reservoirs or the interface position between an oil and an alcohol. The
level -sensing capacitor is ideally

suited to such problems since the
movement of the interface over the

sensing area of the capacitor can
represent an appreciable change of
capacitance. In practice, a differ-

ance as small as 1.15 in the values
of K for the two liquids can cause
a usable change AC in capacitance
for a change of 0.010 inch in interface level with an appropriately designed sensing unit.

When one of the liquids is an

linear capacitance, inductance and
impedance while providing satisfactory mechanical strength. A
metal -clad transmission line constructed of heavy tubing, with low loss, high -strength bead insulation
and fairly large gauge internal conductors, has been very satisfactory.

The oscillator relay circuit is
adapted for level -sensing applications by making the level -sensing
128

opera-

be used by properly positioning

Industrial Version

In Fig. 12 is shown one form of
industrial manometric capacitor
clamped around a manometer leg.

The sensing plates 'are within a
sealed housing, and are insulated
from the effects of moisture and
dirt on the outer surface of the
manometer. The transmission line
is partly flexible to allow a reason-

able range of clampieg position.
The junction box allows changeover

from flexible to semi -rigid transmission line going to the remotely
located oscillator relay.
Oscillator relay mechanisms are
readily applied to more complex

systems and to a wide variety of
level -sensing applications. Such os-

Remote Control Operation

In these liquid level sensing devices the level -sensing capacitor

assembly includes a terminating
inductance L1 and coupling capaci-

cillator devices are the heart of a
host of apparatus designs such as
position - translating
proportional devices, telemeters,
torque amplifiers, and many others.

tance C1 placed at one end of the
transmission line, while the other
end of the transmission connects
to the oscillator apparatus. Trans-

(1) Esnault-Pelterie. On the Coefficient of
Self Inductance, Comptes Rendus, Tome 205.

mission lines up to 200 feet in
length are entirely feasible and

(2) Levy. S.. Electro Magnetic Shielding
Effect of an Infinite Plane Conducting Sheet
Between Coaxial Coils, Proc. I. R. E., 24.

such lengths pretty well fulfill all
usual industrial requirements.
Because of the very low radio -

frequency energies present in a
level -sensing capacitor serving as
a portion of the grid resonant sec-

tion of the oscillator, fracture of
the protecting tube does not expose

electrolyte, much greater depend- inflammable or explosive vapors to
able sensitivities may be attained. possibilities of ignition by sparkThe proper portion of the tuning ing.
curve must be chosen, for an electrolyte at the top will give a negaAccuracy is High
tive change in capacitance with interface rise in an immersion caThe narrow field of influence of
pacitor, while an electrolyte at the these sensing devices make possible
bottom gives a positive change in sharply defined sensing levels. Howcapacitance with interface rise.
ever, there are some cases where
large changes in line supply cause
Oscillator Circuit for Liquid -Level
Operation

Where multi -contacting

tion is required, as in some throt-

small shifts in the sensing level due
to small changes in relay operating
level. Voltage -regulating systems,
previously mentioned,
such effects.

minimize
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Receiver With 2 Mc IT
Complete circuit of five -tube receiver for high -quality local reception. Use of high i-f
local oscillavalue ON es coverage of 100 to 1750 kc in a single range by tuning only the
lator. Applications in f-rn and communication receivers are also covered
that over a range considerably less
1

1

than two -to -one (2100 to 3500 kc
for a receiving range of fifteen -to -

17,.--cei.ed fremlorc y band

S -F LircLat

First

5C13 --,15C0 .1.

detector

Audio
ampldier

400 kr 1-F
ompldier

_/

one.
Laudspeaker -

easily eliminated by the low-pass
filter between the antenna and first
detector. No variable tuning control is required for the low-pass

1'

LI

NOTE: For c1 ity,
frequency r (Yves
are given in 'round

Local`
tuner, 400,1,900 kr

Gorged

filter.

,11.11,thers.

cnntrois

Signals which cause image

responses in this receiver lie in the
range of 4100 to 5500 kc, and are

As might be expected, the receiver of Fig. 2 has some limitations. Since all signals in its tuning range appear on the control

FIG. I-Block diagram of conventional broadcast receiver, which requires ganged
controls for tuning the r -f input circuit and the local oscillator

grid of the first detector tube, spur-

ious responses result from beats
between, and harmonics of, strong
signals. This means that weak signals cannot always be received in

By HARVEY KEES
1-

I.

relit", Nr., fir, 14

Lrr.

rlr1,, 14111411"g

the presence of strong signalsEARLY DESIGNERS of superhetero-

nals in the range of 1300 to 2700 kc.

dyne receivers used comparatively low -frequency i-f amplifiers,

cuit ahead of the first detector is

apparently to obtain satisfactory
gain and selectivity. However, new
design techniques and modern tubes
make it possible to obtain satisfactory gain and selectivity even
where relatively high intermediate frequencies are used, and

thereby take advantage of other
useful features.

The main purpose of the t -r -f cirthe elimination of such images.

which amounts to saying that the
maximum length of receiving antenna that may be used is limited
by that value which will cause the
strongest signal in the tuning range

of the set to overload the first de-

Use of High I -F Value

A block diagram of a simple five -

tube broadcast and longwave receiver using a high -frequency i-f
amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. The
use of the 2000-kc i-f amplifier

tector.
Circuit of Experimental Receiver

A simple five -tube receiver of the

type outlined in Fig. 2 was conmakes it necessary to tune only the structed and tested. A block dialocal oscillator in this receiver, and gram of this working version is

A Conventional Receiver

In Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a
superheterodyne broadcast band receiver of the simplest conventional
design. The salient features of this

Received frequency band
100 -1,500 kc

set are '1 the 400-kc i-f amplifier,
21 the necessity of tuning the r -f

Lori -pass filter

First

2.000-kc 1-F

Audio

circuit between the antenna and
first detector over a three -to -one

passe, 0-1.500 kc

detector

amplifier

amplifier

500 to 15(10 kc) frequency range
and ganging the tuning control for
this circuit with that for the oscillator which covers a greater than
two -to -one (900 to 1900 kc) range,
and (3) the relatively poor suppres-

sion of image responses from sigELECTRON CS - April 1945

.-/

Loudspeaker

-N.
s Single tuned circuit
Local .pscillator
tunes 2,100-3,500 kc

Jori

For c-larrtv.
liequemev ranges
are giver: in rnueva
riionhov 5

FIG. 2 Block diagram showing essential features of a broadcast and long wave receiver having a 2 -megacycle i-f amplifier
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shown in Fig. 3, and the schematic

diagram appears in Fig. 4. This
receiver was designed primarily to
give high-fidelity reception of local
broadcast stations in the metropolitan area of Boston, Massachusetts,

and has a number of interesting
features.
A type 6SA7 tube is used as first

detector and local oscillator. The
6SA7 was chosen after experimen
tal trials of a number of converter
tubes and found to be the best for
this type of set, as far as ability to
handle a wide range of signal
strengths without spurious re-

sponses is concerned. A three -section low-pass filter is used between
the antenna and 6SA7 control grid,

giving an image rejection of well
over 30 db.
The i-f amplifier has a center frequency of 2000 kc and is down 3 (lb

at about 10 kc off resonance. This
bandwidth is about the minimum

AUDIO -FREQUENCY RESPONSE

25 to 20,000

Down 6 db at 15 kc off resonance
Down 20 db at 20 kc off resonance
Down 40 db at 40 kc off resonance

transformer used. With a reasonably good loudspeaker and baffle,
this power is more than adequate
for the average -size living room and

will easily handle the limited vol-

ume range transmitted by most

when this receiver is used.

Flat within 3 db from 100 to 1,600 kc,
and down over 30 db above 1975 kc.

Performance of Test Receiver

The low -frequency end of the re-

MAXIMUM RECEIVABLE MODU-

ceiver tuning range was set at 100
kc because going this low involved
no design complications. However,
when the tuning range is extended
appreciably below this value trouble is encountered as a result of the
local oscillator being on a frequency near that of the i-f amplifier. The wide single -band tuning

LATION PERCENTAGE

(Without excessive distortion).
Over 85 percent at all modulation frequencies between 25 and 10,000
cycles.

AVC ACTION
R -F input
AVC bias Audio output
volts

volts
1 0.5

2.0
1.0

volts

1.00
0.85
0.55
0.30
0.28

8.5
5.5
3.5
2.4

0.005

range of 100 to 1750 kc involves no

great tuning problems, even without a vernier dial.
The usefulness of the recei% or is

response of the audio system is fiat
within 3 db from 25 to 20,000 cycles.

Another interesting feature of
the receiver is the balance between
avc action and audio gain. The gain

of the audio system is so low that
the power output capabilities of
the 6V6 stage cannot be exceeded.

limited by the strongest signal in
the received band. That is. 'here
appears to be a critical maximum
amount of signal voltage that may
he applied to the control grid of the
6SA7 first detector, and when this
value is exceeded a heterodyning

squeal appears in the background
on all signals. This squeal disappears completely when the input
signal is reduced below the

AVG Action

R- F

1, ,,Ad

V,II .,

j Received band
110

weak point of the audio system is
the output transformer, which must
tionless low -frequency response. An
output of over 3.5 watts is available
at 1000 cycles, but this drops to one
watt at 50 cycles with the particular

quality to local studio broadcasts

(Characteristics of low-pass filter)

0.01

be rather large for good, distor-

nized as being inferior in tonal

IMAGE REJECTION

0.1

system by a factor of three. The

cycles.

SELECTIVITY

6SG7 pentode. The i-f transformers
are modified standard 1500-kc iron core units, the coil inductances being reduced and mutual coupling increased.
A type 6SN7 double -triode tube

means of obtaining a diode and triode with separate cathode connections in one envelope.
The audio system uses the 6SN7
triode section to drive the 6V6 final
amplifier stage. The cathode of the
6SN7 is grounded through the secondary winding of the output transformer, providing enough inverse
feedback to reduce the gain of the

was designed, that of a high -quality local receiver. In fact, the receiver is almost too good as far as
tone is concerned; network and recorded programs are easily recog-

Audio System Only: Flat within 3 db,

fier stage is used, employing a

plate and grid tied together to act
as a diode. The 6SN7 affords a

serving the purpose for which it

cycles.

ity reception. Only one i-f ampli-

audio amplifier; one section has its

system distorts.
Listening tests at a location in a
residential section of Boston indicate that the set is fully capable of

Overall: Flat within 3 db, 25 to 7,500

necessary for reasonably high-fidel-

serves as diode detector and first

That is, the r -f stages of the receiver overload before the audio

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE OF
RECEIVER USING 2 -Mc I -F
AMPLIFIER

6SA7
-Dr

Low-pass filter

First det

passes 0-1350 kc

and
local osc

Single tuned
1%,

circuit

2,000-kc

I -F
transformer

A- F output

Volt,:

Vol+,

7'. 0

10.5

t0

85

055

0,01

5.5
3.5

0.005

2..5

0.55
0.30
0 28

i.,

1,750 kc

AVC bias

!

itical

2,000-kc
1-F
tronsfor me

Loudspeaker

OSC. SW* circuit
tunes 2,100,750 kc

FIG. 3-Block diagram of the test receiver for which constructional details
are given

in

this article. Use of a 2000-kc i-f value permits high -quality local
reception with only five tubes

broadcast stations. The frequency
130
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FIG. 4-Schematic circuit diagram of test receiver using 2000-kc
intermediate frequency amplifier, with values of all component parts

value. Thus, the range of signal
strengths that may be received is

nals in the broadcast band is not
generally possible (due to the 10-kc
spacing between adjacent channels)
it does not appear desirable to provide for such reception in this particular receiver.

somewhat limited, and the length of

antenna that may be used with the
set is not sufficient to permit recep-

tion of weak, distant signals in a
location where there are strong local signals. It was definitely determined experimentally that increasing the i-f gain of the set after the
first detector or increasing the gain

Other Applications of

A high -frequency i-f amplifier is
almost an essential requirement in
an f -m receiver, and it is a simple
matter to convert a dual -bandwidth

of the audio system would make
possible reception of a wider range
of signal strengths. However, since
high-fidelity reception of weak sig-

A -M antenna
100-15,000 kr

L

L
F
1

Bandsr. read

Low -pars (017:1
100-1500d !rt.

tur, 205 Mc

-.I U00

A -M

F -u

1------ Secorki

idetector I

Litriver

;

1

tipni

A -M aeiettorn

A -M

o F -M

Limiter

F -M9

Discr iminc.tor
(F -M detector )

F rst local oscillator
Two ranges: 0-3.5 Mc for A -M
5000 Mc for F -N1

amplifier

(
Loudspeaker

5 --Block diagram of proposed combination a -m' f -m communication
receiver employing a 20 -Mc i-f value. Both local oscillators are tuned, but
FIG.

the second is used only for bandspread purposes
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1

It) kr wide'

000 kr :

F amplfiie17,nA-M

( 000-kc bundwiii`c)

sir gle timed circuit
R,Main tuning dial

Band-oass filter
40-50 Mc

'Jana 1.F

,

4: for o111-kr Cord,

funma

-M antenna

i 40-50 Mc

f -m receiver, such as the Hallicrafters S-27, to a dual-purpose re -

local oi

7,1,1

1-17gh-Value

I -F Amplifiers

ceiver which covers the t-rn
and a band extending from allont
100 kc to the i-f amplifier fre,i,1

1,, \-

(5 Mc with the S-27).
Where a higher intermediate frequency, such as 20 Mc, is used 'the
possibilities become quite interesting.

It is not difficult to build a

stable 20 -Mc i-f amplifier having a
bandwidth well under 100 kc. If
a second converter is used, as
shown in Fig. 5, almost any desired
selectivity is available, along with
a novel bandspread feature.
The receiver of Fig. 5 covers
100-15,000 kc in one range. A band-,pread dial, tuning the second local
0,qIIIator 100-kc above and below
its center frequency, provides an
accurately calibrated bandspread

action over exactly 200 kc at any
point in the 100-15,000 kc range of

the receiver. For f -m reception a
limiter stage and discriminator are
substituted for the second converter and narrow i-f circuits, the
low-pass filter ahead of the first
detector is replaced by a band-pass

filter covering the f -m band, and
oscillator tank circuit is
switched to operate over a suitable
range. The essential features of
this receiver have already been
tried experimentally breadboard
fashion.

the
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Geiger Counter Spectrometer
for Industrial Research
New instrument measures x-ray intensities and diffraction angles of powdered chemical

and metallurgical samples directly and speedily, by using a Geiger counter tube to
actuate a scale -of -64 flip-flop circuit that feeds an impulse register

and that it is limited by a series of
pinhole apertures. A small portion
of the chemical compound to be examined is ground to a fine powder

and mounted at point C. Let the
dotted line indicate the orientation
of a particular set of crystal planes

in a single powder particle, the
planes being normal to the plane of
the figure. If the spacing of this

set of planes is d, the x-ray beam
is reflected only when
n X = 2d sin 0

(1)

X-ray tube used in the Geiger -counter focusing spectrometer (housing has been removed)

X-RAY DIFFRACTION has many

Research Laboratory, where it has

applications in the chemical
and metallurgical industries, but
its techniques have been confined
until recently to the laboratory and
to highly trained personnel. Conventional procedure entails photographic exposure, processing, and
density comparisons of the finished
film strips.
The Geiger counter spectrometer
described below measures x-ray intensities and diffraction angles directly, without intermediate photographic steps. It is simple enough
for unskilled operators performing
routine industrial processes, yet
also meets the precise requirements
of laboratory research. The instru-

been in regular use for the past

ment was developed at the Naval
Depart Int, ur.
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permis,ion of the Navy

two years.
X -Ray Powder Diffraction

X-rays for diffraction analysis
are generated by electronic bombardment of a suitable target, generally molybdenum, copper, cobalt,
iron, or chromium. The x-ray spec-

FIG. 1-X -ray spectrum of molybdenum
bombarded with 35 -kilovolt electrons.
showing characteristic lines

trum of molybdenum' bombarded
by 35 -kilovolt electrons is shown in
Fig. 1; characteristic x-ray lines

are superposed on the background
of "white" radiation. To simplify
the interpretation of x-ray powder
patterns the target radiation is partially monochromatized through the
use of filters which strongly absorb
the TO radiation and pass the Ka.

In Fig. 2(a), assume the beam
is monochromatic of wavelength A,

FIG. 2-Basic arrangement for analysis by
powder diffraction (a), use of cylindrical
film to intercept a cone of diffracted radiation (b), and example of pattern obtained
on film (c)
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By H. FRIEDMAN
Nacal Riscarch Laboratory*
Washington, D. C.

Here n is the order of diffraction,
and B is the glancing angle.

The myriad of small crystal
fragments that make up the powder
specimen are oriented in all directions. The particle whose orientation is represented in Fig. 2 (a) is
only one of a large number of particles aligned to reflect at the angle
0

from the same set

of lattice

planes. These sets of planes, however, make all possible angles with

the plane of the figure. The rays
diffracted from the entire specimen are therefore the generators
of a cone of semi -apex angle 20
about the primary beam as an axis,

as indicated in Fig. 2(b).2
Corresponding to each set of interplanar spacings (the so-called d
values) there is a diffracted cone
of different Bragg angle 0. If a
photographic film is mounted perpendicular to the incident beam direction, as shown in Fig. 2 03), the
diffraction cones from the various
d spacings intercept the film in concentric circles. The more common
arrangement for photographic reg-

Focusing spectrometer engineered by North American Philips Co. The counting meter scale at the lower left indicates radiation intensities directly as the
Geiger tube is rotated from one end to the other of the graduated quadrant
that shows diffraction angles. The x-ray tube is in the dumbbell -shaped housing

at the rear

istration is to surround a rod shaped powder sample with a cylindrical film strip. The intersections

of diffracted beams with the film
are then curved traces which ap-

proach circular arcs at zero and
180 degrees, and straight lines in
the 90 -degree direction, as in Fig.
2(c). The obvious method of identi-

fying compounds is to place the
pattern of an unknown side by
side with standard patterns so that
the zero positions match. If the
unknown shows a set of lines coincident with the lines of a standard

and in roughly the same intensity

relationship, the unknown must
contain the standard material.
One of the earliest Geiger coun-

ter spectrometers simply used a
counter to scan the arc normally
covered by film in a > Iiii(lrical
power camera.' The counter was
mounted on an arm pivoted at the
specimen axis.

This method of

scanning, however, is poor in comparison with focusing arrangements.
Focusing Powder Spectrometers

The focusing powder spectrometer engineered by North American Philips Company is capable of
precision angular measurements
and resolution beyond that attainable by means of photographic

cameras. In addition, the instru-

ment may be adapted to measurement of pinhole transmission patterns, fiber orientation, and low scattering. The essential
features are a zero to ninety -degree
scale, with a dial micrometer to indicate hundredths of a degree, and
a specimen holder geared to rotate
angle

FIG. 3-Bragg ionization spectrometer for single crystal analysis (a), focusing
crystal arrangement of Bragg spectrometer (b), and focusing spectrometer
arrangement for powder diffraction (c)
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Ilk

at half the speed of the Geiger

counter scanning arm. The angular positioning mechanism is free
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of backlash; this permits resetting
angles directly to 0.01 degree.
The x-ray tube of the focusing
powder spectrometer is mounted

Si and C are fixed in practice and

S, moves with the spectrometer
arm. As the Bragg angle increases,

the curvature of the hypothetical
focusing circle increases. To preserve the focusing condition exactly at all angles would require

horizontally inside its protective
housing. A cone of x-rays from the

focal spot converges on the first of

that the specimen curvature be ad-

a pair of slits, directly in front of
the exit aperture in the housing.

FIG. 4 --Fundamental circuit of Geiger

This slit acts as the source of a

counter

diverging pencil of radiation. The
second slit controls the degree of di-

vergence and thereby the area of
specimen irradiated. Rays reflected

are bilateral and

Hi

/

Pioleav

from the specimen are brought to
a focus on a receiving slit before
the window of the Geiger counter.
The three slits mentioned thus far

i

,..-

,c.

calibrated in

V

thousandths of an inch. A fixed
slit of wide dimensions is included
ahead of the counter slit to reduce

1.000

FIG. 5 --Geiger counter plateau curves
100

date

80

tion spectrometer', shown in Fig.
3(a), was designed for use with a

ono
-

single crystal.

C

S on the spectrometer circle, a different wavelength is received.

While this arrangement yields a
true focusing, it contributes no increase in intensity to the reflected
radiation.
The use of powder samples with

the focusing crystal spectrometer
was described by W. H. Bragg in
19215. If the specimen face conforms to the arc of a circle which
passes through the slits S, and S as
in Fig. 3(c), then all rays from S,
to the specimen to S2 make equal
Bragg angles. The specimen can be
prepared by spreading a mixture of

ture onto a glass slide. Other methods involve packing the powder into

a shallow form. with the aid of a
spatula, or sprinkling the powder
into a form faced with a thin flat
film that is highly transparent to
Geiger Counters for X -Rays

Relatively few laboratories have
published powder diffraction data
obtained with the Bragg type ionization chamber spectrometer. The
reason lies in the difficulty associ-

.-..,
1

.E

1

60
2-

tem of slits, and after reflection
was measured by the scanning

equal distances from the rotation
axis C to the entrant slit S, and to
the receiving slit S, of the ionization chamber, a focusing action
was derived. At each position of

Most specimens can be prepared
by mixing the powdered material
with collodion or other binder and
spreading a thin layer of the mix-

x-rays.

ti.

The incident xradiation was collimated by a sys-

as in Fig. 3(b). By maintaining

t ion angles.

90

velopment of x-ray diffraction techniques. The original Bragg ioniza-

ionization chamber. A subsequent
development employed a divergent
beam and provided for rocking the
crystal about the spectrometer axis,

ciently to avoid introducing excessive errors in the measured diffrac-

I

back to the early days of the de-
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1,200

Voltage in Volts

the amount of stray radiation entering the counter. The source slit
and the receiving slit are each
spaced ten centimeters from the
spectrometer axis.
Focusing spectrometers

1,100

justed to match the circle at each
setting of S2. A working compromise is arrived at by using a plane
specimen and limiting the divergence of the primary beam suffi-

Io

!

r 76

_

ated with ionization chamber measurements of the very weak currents
involved. Brentano and his coworkers" have investigated focusing spectrometer arrangements using film in preference to an ionization chamber, but these methods re-
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film be exposed step by step in or-

der to register all of the powder
pattern in focus.

FIG. 6-Absorption of x-radiation by argon

and by krypton at various wavelengths
and pressures, for a path length of ten

Metal
cap-,

soo

Bross-.,_

, so/der

EOO±5 tungsten

centimeters

-Gloss

the sample powder and a suitable
binder on a strip of paper bent to
the proper curvature.

Arrange-

ments of this type are called "focusing" although no true focusing
action takes place. The large gain
in intensity is due directly to the
increased amount of specimen irradiated by the divergent beam.
The focusing circle of Fig. 3(c)
is only hypothetical and applies to
one particular Bragg angle. Points

Type
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FIG. 7-Three types

of

Geiger counter

tubes suitable for detecting soft x-rays
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radiation triggers a momentary diswith the present instrument are charge and develops a voltage pulse
due to the efficiency of the Geiger at capacitor C. Following the discounter technique employed. The charge, the counter recovers quickly
counter tube is prepared with close to its original condition and is
to 100 -percent efficiency for the ready to detect the next ionization.
The characteristic curve of a
characteristic x-ray wavelength
used in the powder crystal analysis; Geiger counter, in Fig. 5, indicates
in other words, one count is pro- the number of discharges or counts
duced for almost every x-ray quan- per second as a function of applied
tum entering the tube. This is to voltage. Up to a minimum voltage,
be compared with values of four to the threshold, no counts are de-

The excellent results obtainable

fifteen counts per hundred quanta

tected. Above this threshold, the

Furthermore,
in photographic measurement, the
number of quanta required to pro-

over a range of a hundred or more
volts. This region is called the

attributed to the x-ray counters counting rate increases only slightly
previously used:.

plateau. The upper limit to the

ode wall, with negligible gaseous
absorption.

These tubes yielded

quantum counting efficiencies of
the order of four to fifteen percent,

with the higher values obtained
through use of a cathode surface
whose critical absorption limit fell
at slightly longer wavelength than
the radiation being measured.
The counter tube employed in the
present spectrometer is designed
for almost complete absorption of
the x-ray beam in the gaseous volume. This is accomplished by fill-

ing the counter tube with a high

pressure of a gas whose absorption
coefficient is

large for the x-ray

is

plateau is set by the inception of

wavelength employed.

roughly 10' to 10', for minimum detectable blackening; a Geiger

self -sustained discharges. The various curves of Fig. 5 correspond to
different intensities of radiation.

tion absorbed by argon and by

Counter Tubes

pressures close to atmospheric, ab-

A counter tube detects x-rays by
virtue of the charged secondaries
released within its active volume,
and x-rays of the wavelengths employed in diffraction work are ab-

sorbs more than 85 percent of the

duce a diffraction line on film

counter measurement of the same
x-ray energy would have an accuracy of better than one -tenth of a
percent. Comparisons with secondary electron multiplier tubes based
on the work of Eisenstein and Gingrich indicate a factor of 25 to 50 in

favor of the Geiger counter described below.
The high sensitivity

of

the

Geiger counter lies in its ability to
detect individual quanta of radiation. The formation of a single ion

pair anywhere within the active
volume of a counter tube releases
a flow of current large enough to
operate a relay directly.
In its simplest form a Geiger
counter consists of a coaxial wire
and cylinder arrangement as shown
in Fig. 4. The electrodes are
usually enclosed in a glass envelope

containing a suitable gas mixture
at a small fraction of atmospheric
pressure. The passage of ionizing

sorbed almost entirely by photoelec-

tric effect. When the counter is
triggered by photoelectrons released from the cathode wall its efficiency cannot be very high, since
only a relatively small fraction of
these electrons escape from the wall
into the accelerating field of the
tube. On the other hand, if photo-

electric absorption of the x-rays
takes place in the gaseous contents

of the tube, every x-ray quantum
produces a count.
In most published

FIG. 8-Pulse producer and pulse averaging circuit of counting rate meter used in Geiger counter focusing spectrometer
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work

on

Geiger counters for x-ray diffraction the tubes were designed to receive the x-ray beam on the cath-

The percentage of the x-radia-

krypton in a ten -centimeter counter

tube is shown in Fig. 6. Argon, at
Ka radiations of Cu, Co, Fe, and Cr.

Krypton strongly absorbs the K,
rays of :Mo.

The counter tubes are designed

to permit passage of the x-rays
through a gas path ten centimeters
in length without striking the electrodes. Three tube constructions
are sketched in Fig. 7. In type 1,
the x-raye, are admitted through a
beryllium window scaled off to one
side of the tube axis. The anode
is a fine tungsten wire mounted
under spring tension and insulated
by glass sleeves at the ends. Type 2
comprises a brass cylinder and stiff

tungsten rod anode enclosed in a
Pyrex glass envelope. A bubble

window, 20 microns thick, readily
transmits the x-rays.'' Type 3 differs from type 2 in that the fragile

FIG. 9-Basic scale -of -two trigger circuit and rectifier output
stage employed in the scale -of -64 counting arrangement
135

bubble window is replaced by a
thicker Lindemann glass window,

put of the preamplifier. A third

since the tubes are directly coupled

they remain in this configuration.

and the cathode cylinder of chrome -

stage of amplification and differentiation suffices to equalize all pulses

iron is sealed directly to soft glass

at counting rates up to 3000 per

ends.

second. These uniform pulses are
applied to the grid of the averag-

The addition of a small amount
of organic vapor, such as ethyl alcohol, to the rare gas filling, makes
these tubes self quenching. The discharges are extinguished internally
by a space charge mechanism and
a large external series resistance is
not essential to the counting action.
Using a value of 2 megohms for R
in Fig. 4, maximum counting rates
of the order of 5000 per second are
obtainable with conventional detecting circuits.
Circuits

Two types of intensity measure-

ment are employed-a counting rate meter for rapid scanning, and
a scale -of -64 vacuum -tube counting

ing stage.
The resistance -capacitance aver-

aging tank is placed in the anode
circuit of a pentode. In this arrangement, the amplitude of each
pulse delivered to the capacitor is
independent of the voltage across
it. The parallel resistor draws leak-

age current in proportion to the
capacitor voltage; a microammeter
in series with the resistor serves to

measure the current. A choice of
capacitors permits adjusting the
charging time or speed of response
of the indicator. Circuit constants
and supply voltages are selected to
yield approximately one microampere per pulse per second.

circuit with timed counting inter-

Flip -Flop Counting Action

vals of 15, 30 or 60 seconds.

The counting rate meter, composed of a uniform pulse producer

and a pulse averaging circuit, is
shown in Fig. 8. The averaging is
accomplished in a resistance -capac-

itance tank provided with a selection of capacitors to make up time
constants of 5, 10 and 20 seconds.
Uniform pulses are derived from a
succession of pulse shaping, amplifying, and limiting stages. The

Geiger counter anode is coupled
through a small capacitor to a two -

stage preamplifier mounted in the
same housing as the counter tube.
The pulses developed on the counter
wire appear as negative pulses,
sharpened and amplified, in the out -

The basic unit of the scale -of -64
counting circuit is shown in Fig. 9.
It consists of two tubes, A and B,
in a triode flip-flop circuit coupled
to a rectifier stage. The flip-flop
unit is essentially a resistance coupled two -stage amplifier with regenerative feed -back. It can he

shown readily that this combination has only two states of stable
equilibrium. If the circuit is not in
one of its equilibrium states any
very small disturbance is amplified
regeneratively so that one tube

draws more plate current and the
other is driven towards cut-off.
When one tube reaches cut-off, the
amplification process ceases

and

The reverse action can be initiated,
however, by applying a sufficiently
large signal to the grids. The action
then proceeds in the same manner,

as the other tube is driven to cutoff. The two states of equilibrium
are (1) tube A conducting, B nonconducting and (2) A non -conducting, B conducting.
When input pulses are fed to the
grids of tubes A and B, the flip-flop

action described above causes the
plate potentials to rise and fall on
successive pulses. To obtain a division of the input pulses by two,
one plate is coupled to a stage capable of responding to only one polarity of pulse. The complete scaling circuit therefore consists of a
succession of flip-flop units separ-

ated by rectifiers, in the form of
triode amplifiers, biased to cut-off.
Each flip-flop stage can respond to
pulses of either polarity, but each
rectifier passes only positive pulses,
which appear as negative pulses in
its output.
The output pulses from the preamplifier are sufficiently strong and

sharpened to activate the scaling
circuit. The output of any section
of the scaling circuit may be cou-

pled to the grid of a thyratron
which operates an impulse register.
Scale ratios of 2, 4, 8. 16. 32 and 64
are selected in this way.

The timer circuit operates a relay which shunts the pulse output
of the first scale stage to ground
between timing intervals.
Counting Losses

The Geiger counters and counting systems described above do not
continue to record accurately as the

speed of arrival of successive impulses increases beyond certain limits. The response of the Geiger
counter is limited by a dead time

related to the deionization time; the
maximum output of the Geiger
counter pulse amplifier system is of
the order of 5000 per sec. The scal0

0.1

02

03 04

0.5

0.6

07

Slif Height in Mn,

FIG. 10-Curves showing counting losses
as a function of the scaling ratio

11-Calibration curve of complete
counting system for focusing spectrometer

FIG.

ing circuit is considerably faster,
with a resolving power of 100,000
pulses per second. The impulse

counter is by far the slowest ele-

ment in the counting system; it
cannot record two counts when the

pulses are separated by less than
about 0.01 second.
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FIG. 12-Microphotometer trace of photographic pattern obtained with conventional powder diffraction camera, for copper
oxide pigment. Smaller peaks are difficult to distinguish

,

48

52

FIG. 13-Plot of focusing spectrometer data for the sample of
Fig. 12, showing clearer delineation of peaks. Sample contains
both cuprous and cupric oxide and some free copper

By making the scaling ratio sufficiently large it is possible to eliminate the counting circuit corn-

ring to Fig. 12 and 13. A copper

minutes, with an accuracy of

oxide pigment, containing both cup-

one percent.

rous and cupric oxides and some

pletely

as a source of counting

free copper, was the powder speci-

losses. The limitations then reside
entirely in the Geiger counter and
its amplifier system. The dependence of output counting rate on the
scale ratio is illustrated in Fig. 10.

men. The Geiger counter pattern
shows superior sensitivity, greater

With boiler scale, it is a means
of identifying many silicate and
phosphate scales and aids in determining the nature of chemical

The distribution in time of the
x-ray quanta arriving at the Geiger
counter is random, or in other

words, the time of arrival of any
quantum is not influenced by the ar-

rival of any preceding quantum.
The probability of arrival of two
successive quanta separated by a
small interval is proportional to the

length of that interval but even at
low counting rates some quanta follow each other too closely to be re-

solved. To determine the curve of
counting rate versus incident x-ray
intensity, the intensity may be
varied in a known manner and the

corresponding counting rates observed. The spectrometer is equipped with a calibrated wedge type
slit. height control on the Geiger
counter entrance slit. With the
spectrometer arm set at zero de-

grees, the intensity entering the
counter is proportional to this slit
height. A typical calibration curve
is shown in Fig. 11.
Performance

The performance of the Geiger
counter x-ray powder spectrometer
may be compared with photographic
powder camera technique by refer ELECTRONICS - Apil 1945

resolution and a much lower background level at the smaller Bragg
angles, yet only one -tenth the time
of the photographic exposure was
required to obtain the spectrometer
data. Equivalent resolution could
be achieved photographically with
finer beam collimation, but only at

the expense of increasing the exposure by another factor of five to
ten. The spectrometer measurements consumed little more time
than is usually spent in setting up
for the photographic exposure and
iri processing the film.
In most chemical identifications
by the powder pattern method, only

the positions and relative intensities of the strongest lines need be
determined. This information is
obtainable by rapid scanning, with
rate meter observation. For quantitative analyses, the line positions
are generally known, and counts
are needed at only a few points to
get the peak, background, and half maximum intensities.
Applications

Paint pigments are quickly analyzed for relative amounts of different crystal forms. An analysis
of titanium dioxide white pigment
for rutile and anatase modifications
can be completed in less than ten

reactions between scale products.

In studies of engine wear and
lubrication it identifies deposits on
filters, valves, bearings, etc.
For ceramics and refractories, it

rapidly checks uniformity of raw
material supplies and fixed products.

In powder metallurgy, it indi-

cates the degree of alloying of
metal powder mixtures at different
sintering temperatures.
It gives a measure of phase constitution of alloys, as for example,
relative amounts of martensite and
retained austenite in heat -treated
steels. The chemical composition
of the alpha phase of brass can be
one percent from
determined to
a simple measurement of diffraction angle.
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Gaseous Rectifier Circuits
A two-part paper presenting voltage and current wave forms of commonly used rectifier
circuits, with pertinent equations, in convenient form for reference. Part I, herewith,
covers 20 single-phase circuits. Part II will cover 22 bi-phase arrangements
control
electronic
equipments which require a conItrollable
power source greater than

By P. T. CHIN

Current Wave Forms in Controlled

Industrial Control Engineering Division

Rectifier Circuits," by P. T. Chin
and E. E. Moyer, A.I.E.E. Trans.,

a few watts and smaller than a few
kilowatts capacity are usually incorporated with a controlled recti-

a few types of load circuits only.

T NDUSTRIAL

fier arranged for single-phase or
bi-phase connections. Little infor-

mation can be found on the behavior of these rectifier circuits.
The present standard textbooks on
rectifiers are more or less centered
on the polyphase uncontrolled rectifiers operated under the so-called
normal mode of operation. Al-

General Electric Co.
Schenectady, N. Y.

The diagrams in Part I were prepared with a view to covering most
of the commonly used single-phase
rectifier circuits, while those in

Part II do the same for bi-phase
rectifier circuits. In each diagram,
the voltage and the current wave
forms at different parts of a recti-

fier circuit are sketched and the
analytical solution of the instan-

though a considerable number of taneous, average, and rms currents
papers in technical periodicals have is listed whenever the analytical
covered single-phase and bi-phase solution is not too complicated.
rectifier circuits, most of them deal
with uncontrolled rectifiers. Furthermore, the treatment in most of

these papers is limited to one or

Construction of voltage and current wave forms is presented in an
AIEE paper entitled "A Graphical

Analysis of the Voltage and the
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i
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square current
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DESIGN of L -C
By ROBERT W. WOODS
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Phase -Shift Networks
Graphs facilitate design of filter -type phase -shift networks used in circuits handling large

Required voltage and current ratings for components are determined analytically. Technique is applied to phase -lead filters using finite -Q coils

power.

factor F which is the absolute value

2)a' - by' = (1 + b2)/2 where the

of the ratio given in Eq. (1).
b
+
F= ea

parameters a' and y' are coordinates

an

of the centers of circles obtained
from Eq. (4).

hounds a forbidden zone of opera-

ein

-4[(2a - 1) +

+ [b(a -1) - 2c1(3)

The quantities 9 and F are thus
functions of three independent variables a, b, and c, and can be plotted
in three-dimensional space as contour surfaces. If we confine our attention to planes parallel to the a -c
plane in this a -b -c space, the inter-

sections of both the 9 and F contour surfaces with these constant -b
planes give a family

of circles

which is very easy to plot. Further-

more, it can be shown that the F
circles form an orthogonal family
with the 6 circles. Rearranging
Eq. (2) gives Eq. (4) from which
circles for a discrete set of values
of 0 can be plotted in each con-

By analytic geometry it is shown

that these two straight lines are
mutually perpendicular at the point
(a, c) -

La

tau
-r
2("2- b tao 0)j -1- Le -1- 2(2- b tart O)I -

b tan B]2+ [c+

r vo + tang 0) (1 + b2)12
L
2 (2 - b tan 0)

(4)

rearranging Eq. (3)
gives Eq. (5) for the F circles.
Similarly,

[a

4

Such planes are given for values of
b equal 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0.
On these same constant -b planes
other useful lines can be drawn by
taking various ratios of a, b and c.

Thus a/c = Q = L/r is the equation of a family of straight lines

4+b
b2 (F2 - I

bi

b4b2+ 1
Lle [4 + b2 (F2 - 1)/F9

5)

Equations (4) and (5) are each

in the form (a - a)'-1- (c - y)' =
1', the equation of a circle with

center (a, -f) and radius r. The lo-

cus of the centers (a, y) of the F
circles is a straight line in each b
plane whose equation is Int
(b2 +
2)7 = 0 where CC and y are obtained

from Eq. (5).
The locus of the centers of the 9
circles is also a straight line (b'
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This boundary is given by
- 1)2 + c2 = (1/n)2. One such

tion.

forbidden zone boundary for u
has been plotted on the .b planes.

3

Illustrative Design

As an example of the application

of this analysis, suppose that we
wish to shift the phase of the filament voltage of a 250T11 tube by
120 degrees. The value of the elements in the phase shifter will be
more reasonable if the shifting is

i

Cr

C,

through the origin.
it,r,

Design Safety Factor

By applying a -c theory to the net-

work, safety factors are calculated

and given by the following relations.
- j[b (a' +

+ c (b2 + 1)1

et,,

[(2a - 1) + bc]2 + ib (a - 1) - 2c12

eto

[a (2a - 1) + c (b 2c)]
- j[ab (a - 1) + c (bc - 1)]
= [(2a - 1) + bc]2+ [b (a - 1) -2c12

(a)

2C

----I

2C

-

[(a-1) (2a -1-b2)+ 2r (b + c)1
eel

2 + b2
i-- b' (F2 - 1)/F2 Jz

[c +

equation for a circle which

-b

(2 (b2 + 4) 2 (b2 + 4))
These geometrical relations are
the property that makes it easy to
plot the contour circles of 0 and F
on the various constant -b planes.

stant -b plane.

r

b2+2

Rearrangument of Eq. (9) gigs

(6)

r
2C

i°

2C

(7)

IL = cuCe.. X
2)+ at)? +[(2a - 1)- bc+ b2(a - 1)12
(b2
[(2a - 1) +
+ [b (a - 1) - 2c12

FIG. 1-Either an unbalanced (a) or a
balanced (b) high-pass filter can be used
to introduce a leading phase shift

(8)

These safety factors should allow for extreme conditions as well
as for normal operating conditions.

It turns out that greatest voltage
strain appears across C, if the load
comes open, or analytically if b becomes infinite. Under this condition Eq. (6) simplifies to
I

= n = 1/11(a - I

-

9

FIG. 2-Application of phase shifting

to

filament supply
145

accomplished in the primary circuit

of the filament transformer as
lustrated in Fig. 2.

To determine the value of F to

il1.0

As a starting point in the design,
the coils available for the phase
shifter were considered. One had
the parameters L = 0.173 h; r = 17
'377 X 0.173 17 =

using the values of a and c ob-

0.83
0.5

ohms at 60 cps, hence
Q

be used, we can interpolate by plot! ing Fat a, r)
0.7225, 0.1875)
13-1010.so too

ZOO

F 10 O. 50 0.82

120-

os wiz 1.0
'NI

With the filament transformer to
be used -a 12 -volt secondary -67.5
volts at 1.1 amp was required
across the primary to supply the 7.5
volts for the filament, and therefore

1.0

I.5

b

In

FIG. 3 -Graphical interpolation is used to
determine the attenuation factor F from the

The required value of e. is 67.5
volts, therefore e,,, = es/F = 107
volts. Also C = h/wR = 0.6778/377
61.36
29.35 , 10 ' farads. The

67.5/1.1
61.36 ohms, whence
r/R - 17/61.36 0.277 = r

safety factors are also evaluated

.11

wL/R = a/b = 1.065

or a = 1.065b

(12)

Only two of the three expressions

in Eq. (10), (11) and (12) are independent, the third being derivable from the other two. Consequently we now have three independent conditions to harmonize,
namely o = 1200; Q = 3.84: and

Choice of Components

value of b obtained from the charts

the apparent load would be R =
or c = 0.277b

tained graphically --and the values
of b for which the charts are plotted. This interpolation is carried
out graphically in Fig. 3. For the
previously determined value of b
we find that F
0.63.

FIG. 4 Low-pass filter is used to intro,
duce a phase lag

0.1875. From these values and Eq.

(11) and (12) we find that
0.6778.

for use in specifying the components, and are given in Table I.
The maximum voltage required
id the capacitors will be 2.98 x 107
2
452 volts. The current -handling ability of the coil must be 1.755
amp, and its power dissipation must
he 1,'r
52.2 watts.

The unit was built from these

An alternative algebraic method
for solving for the correct value of

specifications and is serving its

will

b is to substitute the values tan 9
= tan 120'
- 1.7321, a = 1.065h.

that the load contain no reactive

where b = 0.5 and b = 1.0, we find

(2) and solve
the resulting quadratic equation

either = 1.065 b or c = 0.277b.
We are to find the value of b that

provide the solution of our
problem. Referring to the planes

that the 9 = 120 degrees circle
b = 0.5
a = 0.713

r = 0.185

b=1 0

a = 0.732
c = 0.190

(13.

Applying the condition that b =
a/1.065 to these points, we derive
the following values corresponding
to the values of a in Eq. (13).
a = 0.713
b =',0.669

a = 0.732
b = 0.687

Neither of these values agrees
with the value of b for the plane
from which it was derived. However, we note that b = 0.669 is approximately as much greater relatively than b = 0.5, as b = 0.687 is
less than b = 1.0. Since the 120 -degree circles are intersections of a
continuous surface with successive
b planes, the 120 -degree circle in
the proper b plane would intersect
the Q = 3.84 line somewhere between these two points. This prin-

ciple of continuity indicates that
the proper b plane lies between
0.669 and 0.687. In fact, to a first
approximation, interpolation as indicated above places it approximately

midway

values, giving a
'46

for b. One of the two answers is
negative and manifestly spurious,

crosses the Q = 8.84 line at

between these
0.7225 and c

but the other is b
0.6801, from
which we obtain a
I.065b -0.7245, and r

0.2776

0.1883.

The graphically determined values agree within 0.5 percent with

purpose very well. The assumption
component was not rigorously true;
the internal impedance of the generator was not completely negligible, but the phase shift which was

obtained was near enough to the
required value to accomplish the
purpose for which the shifter was
designed.
Extension to Phase -Lag Circuit

the algebraically determined values.

This algebraic method is probably
as easy to perform as the graphical
one. Both are presented, however,
because of the vivid way in which
the graphical method shows the in-

A very similar treatment is posfor the phase -lag circuit
shown in Fig. 4. In this case
sible

,un B = (1(2 - a) + e (b

terrelations of the various quantities.

c'

(a - 1) (h+ 2e)

-

b

Ala -1 )(b

201

le (2-a)

As before, we assign parametric
If

1)

61.36

0.175

1.138

2 98

1.270

1.010

0

2.005

1.755

3.15

values of 0 and F in these equations, but the resulting curves in
the constant b planes are not circles and therefore are difficult to
However, once constructed,
their application is the same as for
plot.

Table I --Evaluation of safety factors for

use in determining the voltage rating of
the capacitors and current and power
ratings of inductor used in the phase
shifter of Fig. 2

the phase -lead circuit. Likewise the
algebraic method of solution described in discussing the phase -lead

circuit is equally applicable to the
phase -lag circuit. The equation in
b resulting from the substitutions
is linear and correspondingly easier
to solve in the latter case.
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

IN SERVICE IS A CINCH

MORE OFTEN THAN NOT. THE TERMINAL STRIP

THREE-QUARTERS

ACTUAL SIZE

No. 7105

IT'S "KNOW HOW"
From the early pioneering days of rapid develop-

ufacture of molded terminal strips. The illustration

ment Cinch has led the field in laminated terminal

is one of a series of molded terminal strips so de-

strips, both in quantity and variety, so it was natural

signed as to provide a variety of lengths, mount-

that for specialized electronic equipmentwe should

ing centers and combinations of lugs. Development

agauro lend our flexibility and experience in the man -

Engineers-we suggest you write for actual samples.

OOAON

CINCH Fasteners * Miniature Sockets

Filler Necks * Octal Sockets * Lugs
Termiicl Strips * Metal Stampings
ELECTRON CS - April 1945

23352 WUesFt IVCanT BuRreInT StreeCt,RChRicPano R12,rTIIIIinois
Subsid

ry of

TED-CARR

ENER

, Mass.
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HYPERBOLIC CHART
Conversion of hyperbolic tangent and cotangent of complex propagation constant
y = a + is to rectangular coordinates simplifies transmission -line impedance calculations
.
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Chart for obtaining transmission -line impedance R -FIX
from hyperbolic function of propagation constant

IN DEALING with transminsionline problems, both commitnications and power engineers have

mainder is .positive and less than

By PERRY N. WARE
Simplew Wire and Cable Company
Cambridge, Mass.

which relate the short-circuit and
open -circuit impedance to the characteristi0- impedance and propaga-

tion fmiction in the familiar expressions

Z,0 =
tanh y L
Zo. = Z. coth y L
Since yL is a complex quantity,
calculation of its hyperbolic functions involves considerable time
and effort. The accompanying chart

affords a simple means of evaluating the tanh and coth of y = a +
is.
The group of circles marked in
degrees represents the imaginary
part, 53, while the other group cor148

Determine the value of b from

Table I.

occasion to use hyperbolic functions. The most commonly encountered are the tangent and cotangent,

180 degrees.

responds to the real part, a. In order to use the chart, the following
procedure should be followed:
Add or subtract multiples of 180

degrees to the imaginary part, p,
of the complex angle until the re -

Determine the rectangular coordinates at the point of intersection of the proper b circle with the
a circle corresponding to a. For the
rectangular coordinates so deter-

mined, R is always positive; the
sign of X is determined from the
last column of Table I.
The following examples illustrate

Value
of b in

Value

of Sin
degrees

Function degrees

Sign

of X

0 to 90

tanh
coth

90 - S

-

90 to 180

tanh

180 - S
S - 90

-+

coth

the use of the chart and Table I.
In each example a = 0.13 and b =
86 degrees.
z,./zo = tanh (0.13 + j266°)
= tanh (0.13 + j86°) = 6.0 + j3.2
Z,WZo = tanh (0.13 + j274°)

= tanh (0.13 + j94°) = 6.0 - j3.2
zoolzo = coth (0.13 +084°)

= coth (0.13 + j4°) = 6.0 - j3.2

Table 1-Relation of sign of X and value
of b to magnitude of 13

ELECTRONICS REFERENCE SHEET

Z°°/Z = coth (0.13 + j356°)
= coth (0.13 +076°) = 6.0 + j3.2

MALLORY
Heavy -Duty

CONTACTS
Carry 3,000 Amperes
at 15,000 Volts

The socket is also made of copper, with an insert of
Elkonite at the contact point. In the actual installation,
the socket is cut into several segments, each mounted
on a spring.

Mallory engineering "know-how" for solving contact

problems covers the range from these large circuit
of Mallory Contacts are giving depend-

able performance and long life in oil and air circuit
THOUSANDS
breakers for heavy power applications. The heavy-duty
contacts illustrated are required to interrupt and carry
3,000 amperes at 15.000 volts, in a giant oil circuit
breaker. To meet these requirements calls for contacts
that are plenty rugged!
A "plug -and -socket" type of contact assembly is used. To

carry the heavy current, contact surfaces of Elkonite*
3V/3, -a Mallory refractory metal composition, have been
specified on the recommendation of experienced Mallory

contact engineers. The plug is made of copper with a
complete cover of Elkonite on the contacting surface.

breaker applications to the most minute silver or tungsten contacts for small relays, electronic and automotive controls.

Consult Mallory while your electronic or electrical prod-

uct designs are being blueprinted. It pays to come to
Mallory-Contact Headquarters-for experienced engineering help, the widest selection of contact and contact
backing materials, and the most complete manufacturing
facilities in the industry.

Write today for your copy of the Mallory contact catalog. The New Mallory Contact Data Book will be sent
gratis to engineers when requested on company letterhead. Available to students, libraries and schools at
$2.50 per copy, postage paid.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF ELKONITE 3W3
13.6
Density: gm.-cc
.49
lbs.-cu.in
30-35
Conductivity, % I A C 9
85-92
Hardness, Rockwell B
80,000
Tensile Strength, psi
130,000
Cross Breaking Strength, psi
Other grades of Elkonite are available with properties adapted
to practically all heavy-duty contact applications.
*Reg. U.S. rut. Off. for electric contacting elements.

P.R. MALLORY 8.

MALLORY
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS AND CONTACT ASSEMBLIES
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Built -In Electronic Control on Milling Machine
Unusual Methods of Applying Electronic Heat
Wave -Form Demonstrator for Controlled Rectifier Circuits
Mercury Vapor Detector for Plants
Dielectric Heating in Woodworking Industry
Production Testing of Swivel Joints

Unusual Methods of Applying Electronic Heat

150

By E. D. THiLsON
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Chicago

176
180

184

SOME TIME AGO it was announced to

industrial customers of Commonwealth Edison Company that induc-

Built-in Electronic Control on Milling Machine
BY COMBINING THE BEST features of

electronic and hydraulic control,
Sundstrand Machine Tool Company

has designed and built a special
machine for milling the circular,
partial and dome fins on a forged
aluminum airplane cylinder head.
The one machine handles in two
operations the milling of the same
number of fins which formerly required four machines and four separate operations.
Actually, the milling of the cir-

each successive fin. However, the
automatic electronic feed control
keeps the fragile cutter loaded to
full capacity. If the cut becomes

light, the rate of feed increases,
and if the cut becomes heavy, the
rate of feed decreases. The rate of
feed varies automatically within a
range of 6 in. to 60 in. per minute,
with the actual

rate depending

upon the depth of cut and horsep)wer consumed.
The machine has a complete auto -

tion and dielectric heating units
had been obtained through the cour-

tesy of equipment manufacturers
running heat trials. Plant
managers were invited to bring in
any product within reason for test.
The result was surprising. Hog
for

medicine, armatures, chicken feath-

ers, popcorn, golf clubs, peanuts,
and surgical sutures are only seven
examples from a list of over 200
heterogeneous processed or semi processed materials that were
brought in for electronic heating
tests. Some of the methods that
were developed for applying electronic heat to various articles in
production are described in the following case histories.
Figure 1(a) shows how an irregularly shaped metal strap was
heated locally at points where it

was later to be folded into a final
assembly.

The

temperatuKe

re-

quired was 700 deg. F. The job
was accurately done in 16 seconds.

The next illustration, Fig. 1(b).
shows a powdered metal ring in
which diamond particles are em-

A combination of electronic and hydraulic controls on this one Sundstrand cylinder head fin miller permits cutting the same number of fins as formerly required four
machines. During the milling operation, the work is totally enclosed as shown in
the insert

cular and partial fins is done in one
operation. The milling of the dome
fins requires a change in the cams,
the cutter and the work -holding fixture.
The path followed by the cutter

very irregular and constantly
changes in shape and depth for
is

150

matic cycle after loading and an
operator could run more than one
machine if desired. There is no
waste motion or cutting of air under the irregular cutting since adjustments are positive and the cutter can be set to rapid approach to
within

in. of each fin.

bedded. The problem was to sinter
the metal to form a grinding
wheel. The required temperature,
1400 deg F, was attained in 10 seconds. Unfortunately, the customer
involved in this experiment did not
have the proper mold material for
so high a temperature and it disintegrated. However, he was satisfied
that the application is a sound one,
and is now making up molds from
albarene.

Collapsible metal tubes such as
shown in Fig. 1(c) are filled with
tooth paste, ointment, etc., and are
then sealed by folding and crimping at the bottom. A certain percentage of these folds later open up

and the ointment comes out the
wrong end. This was stopped by
coating the inner metal surface
with a plastic bonding film, folding,

and heating to 250 deg F by a
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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single -turn coil and loose coupling.

is used for gas mantles, high -tem-

a heavy sheet -metal cylinder en-

laboratory was called upon to fuse
this oxide at 5,000 deg F. Several
methods were tried and one, illustrated in Fig. 1(d), was finally developed which appears thoroughly
practical. This involves the use of
a special coil of six turns, 3 inches

pattern is used instead of wood.

The time required was only one perature tubes, beakers, etc. The
second.

Output

The production for that particular customer was 17,000 tubes per
day. No doubt the job can be done
faster, but the unfolded portion of

closing a sand mold. A polystyrene
The styrene is melted out by induc-

tion heating applied to the metal
cylinder and steel is injected into
the cavity by centrifugal force.
Accurate castings requiring no
subsequent machining

are

pro-

duced in very high carbon steels,
stainless steel, or almost any metal
To be folded here

Andre/

A

---11141tbk, o)

desired. A slow rate of heat is required at the start to prevent ex-

Inside of tube coated with plastic-,,,

,4,* silver

punchiny
r- Collapsible meta/ tube

'4,

Crimping;:
Inductor coil used--'

6 thickness

(c)

(a)
rPowdered metal ring

Pure carbon crucible,

Thorium oxide
5,000*F fusing

temp.;

cessive moisture and alcohol in the
sand mix from exploding the mold.

On these particular samples, the
ideal seemed to be four one -minute
cycles separated by one -minute intervals. The method formerly used

required from 11 to 1 hours to
melt out the styrene. Considerable
experiment has been done on sand
cores and sprue plugs. Both opera-

tions appear quite feasible and
desirable.
Impregnation

A
(d)

'LZI

Thorium oxide insulation

Fig. 1-Shape of coil used to heat two spots on a metal strap for later bending.
(a) Powdered metal and embedded diamond chips for a grinding wheel are shown
at (b). At (c) is a collapsible metal tube ready for sealing by induction heating.
An arrangement for fusing thorium oxide in a carbon crucible is shown at (d)

the tube, made of very thin lead, is
hard to handle.
Some attempts have been made

to heat the crimping dies by gas
heat or other means, but there is a

tendency for the lead to stick to

the heated die so that the fold

opens up as the dies are retracted.
With induction heat, no physical
contact is needed and this is
avoided.

Collapsible tubes are painted and

printed by the "roll-on" process.

For drying the paint, the tubes
were placed on a series of steel
rods. The tubes are open at the

in inside diameter, embedded in a

six-inch hard glass container together with a carbon crucible two
inches in diameter and three inches

high containing the oxide to be
fused.

The space between the outside of

native process, required 20 Minutes for the base coat and 20 minutes for the overprint.
Thorium oxide is a chemically
pure precipitate, white in color. It
152

Paystyren

path,.

(a)
Support 6,22

the crucible and the walls of the
outer container are also filled with
thorium oxide packed around the
coils as a heat insulator. Its insulating value when used in this manner is very high. A 2 -ounce load of
thorium within the crucible is
fused in 14 minutes. The only
known alternative is electric arc

bottom and the paint on the out- fusing of very small quantities,
side -of the tube is dried by heat which is a relatively tedious and
dissipated from the steel rod on uncertain method and is also bethe inside. Using electronic, heat- -itlieved to be Wasteful of thorium.
ing, the drying time -is two minutes
with the rod heated- :to.400 -deg F.
Convection oven heating -the alter-

In drying a small armature, preheating with induction heating was
done before dipping it into insulating varnish. Afterwards it was
baked by induction heating at 240

fr,

Centrifugal Casting

Illustrated'irf Fig. 2(a) is a mold
for centrifugal casting. of steel

Fig. 2-A mold for centrifugal casting

of steel parts is shown at (a) and a
method of heat -treating and quenching
magnets at (b)

deg F. A six -turn coil was used.
One minute was required for preheat, and for baking, two minutes
with power on, which brought the
piece to curing temperature after

parts. Many plant engineers are
acquainted with ordinary centrifugal casting, but this operation which baking occurred from rehas some new features. It employs sidual heat. This is in contrast
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

The Ls -hot sed Westinghouse

Power Cer ter -a 300 kva

three-phace ASL 2400-120/
208 dry-eype transformer.

Compact and light in weight, this
Westinghouse Power Center Unit
means new speed and efficiency in
power installation. This easily -handled "package power" can be located
at the actual load center to simplify
wiring problems and effect savings of
up to 75% in secondary cable requirements.
Lindsay Structure, modern method
of light metal construction, contributes to the unusual lightness and com-

pactness of the power center unit.
Utilizing the principle of uniform
tensioning to provide a unique high
strength -weight ratio, Ls makes addi-

tional supports unnecessary even in
housings for heavy machinery. And

Ls units leave the equipment they

Lindsay Structure Houses Westinghouse Power Center Unit
This sturdy, attractive, pre -formed structure available in steel or non-magnetic aluminum
house readily accessible with the removal of the nearest panel.
Parts for Lindsay Structure, availa-

ble in steel or non-magnetic aluminum, are pre -formed to your individual requirements. A new war service
also makes it possible to furnish com-

pletely or partially assembled unitsready for the installation of your machinery or equipment-anywhere in
the United States.
Check the possibilities of Lindsay
Structure as a cabinet or housing for
your product. Write to Lindsay and
Lindsay, 222-D W. Adams St., Chicago
6, III.; or 60 E. 42nd St., New York 17,
N.Y.; or to Lindsay Structure (Canada)
Ltd., Dominion Square Building, Montreal.
An unusually safe ype of installation,
the Westinghouse Power Center Unit
requires no rout --yet safe -guards
nearby workers ut der uny tralsformer load condition.

Easy to assemble

CTURE
U. S. Patents 2)17629, 2263510, 2263511
U.S. and Pc reign Patents and Patents Pending
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In every case, heating before

impregnation increases the depth of

penetration and heating after impregnation prevents case -harden-

ing, brought about by premature
surface hardening. A great many
of these jobs can best be done by
high -frequency heating.

The magnets in Fig. 2 (b) required heating to 1700 deg F and
oil quenching. This was accomplished in 134 seconds, as contrasted

with 16 minutes in a convection

others have been successfully cured
without distortion. The tempera-

ture depends upon the resin used.
It may be anywhere from 150 to
350 deg F. Aluminum oxide is frequently employed as the abrasive.
This wheel was heated dielectrically in ten minutes. The alternative method requires 36 hours.
Casting Teeth

A mold for casting teeth is shown

in Fig. 3(a). Instead of sand, we

oven.

a bond was needed between the
steel head, weighing between 81

of one foot per second. The customer now uses a lead bath 30 feet
long and 100 tons of lead. Induc-

tion heat for this purpose entails
an electrical demand of approxi-

111111111111M
Fig. 3-A resilient

mold for

manu-

facturing false teeth is shown at (a).
A conveyor -belt operation for sterilizing ampoules is illustrated at (b).

have here a vinyl chloride plastic,
a soft sticky yellowish mass. The
problem is to heat the plastic to a
flowing temperature (not over 290
deg F) so it can be poured around
the teeth without bubbles or overheating. This " was successfully
done in three minutes. The alterna-

Dielectric Heating

tive method required 30 minutes
and, furthermore, certain portions

All sizes and types of abrasive
wheels have been submitted for

are nearly always overheated.
The virtue of the plastic is that

cure or polymerization of the bind-

the teeth can be withdrawn in

ing resin. On one particular type,

spite of the "non -draw" shape of

some difficulty was experienced due

the tooth and in a single flask mold

to swelling, but otherwise an ac-

without parting lines. The plastic
is merely forced back by the pattern as it is withdrawn, and it
closes in again after the pattern is
free from the mold.

transite plates and a perforated
transite ring was used for the periphery, the moisture would escape
without causing swelling. Appar-

ently the pressure is not great. In
fact, it is possible to keep the grinding face accurate merely by wrap-

ping a few turns of mucilage tape
around the wheel before treating.
There has been no opportunity to

retest this particular wheel, but
154

will have to be cured in -non-metallic

.

mately 80 kilowatts for a daily production of 264,000 feet of strap.

ceptable curing job was done. It is
believed that if the wheel were retained between two perforated

in two minutes at 200 deg F. Incidentally, all these curing jobs that
have been carried out with steel or
aluminum alloy molds in the past

Drying Ampoules

in the head had been previously

used and the strap blued at the rate

does not cause the neoprene to stick
to it. The sample was polymerized

used.

and 10 ounces, and the steel shaft
of the golf club. The tapered hole

on packing cases must be blued,
both the flat and edge surfaces.
The temperature required is 650
deg F. A flat coil of 18 turns was

plate facing must be used which

molds if dielectric heating is to be

In the manufacture of golf clubs,

coated with polyvinyl acetate. The
head was heated to 350 .deg in one
second and a very severe torsional
test was applied. This method is
now in regular use. The bond has
been pronounced unbreakable, and
there is no discoloration of the
chrome plating.
Steel banding strap such as used

ers at once with dielectric heating,
the temperature was raised to 500
deg F in one minute.
A non-skid neoprene shoe sole
must be polymerized under a press
of 100 pounds per square inch. A

Brake lining material was required to be preheated before insertion in a hydraulic press. The
lining consists of asbestos fiber,
phenolic resin, filler and brass filings. Because of the filings there
were breakdowns of single and
double thicknesses of the material.
This was ovexcome as more layers
were added. By treating four lay-

Ampoules are filled with sulfa

drugs, penicillin, etc., and shipped
to the Army and Navy. After sterilization, the moisture must be removed. In the dielectric -heating
process worked out for this operation, the ampoules are mounted on
hollow needles through which distilled water and air are successively
sprayed. All of this occurs on a
conveyor belt as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The last operation is the drying by
high frequency while the ampoules

are still supported on the needles.
The speed of production is about
60 per minute and it could evidently
be accomplished by a machine hav-

ing six kilowatts of input.
One trouble surgeons have had

with sheep's gut is that after the
wound is sewed up the gut absorbs

moisture and stretches. A roll of
1,000 feet of gut was submitted to
the laboratory to be heated by
high frequency. It is known that a

temperature of 300 deg F casehardens the gut, making it relatively impervious to moisture and
with better slipping qualities.
Ovens used for the process require
an eight -hour bake. The job was

done by high frequency in six
minutes.

Wave -Form Demonstrator
for Controlled Rectifier
Circuits
By P. T. CHIN AND E. E. MOYER
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

equipment is

more and more frequently using
controlled rectifiers of the gaseous discharge type. The one-way valve
action of the rectifying element

produces nonsinusoidal and often
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

A

pepen able,

Controllable

Source

of

Pow
D. C.

er

Labora
An ideal source of constant voltage for use with pulse generators,
amplifiers, measurement equipment, constant frequency oscillators

and other equipment requiring regulated D. C. voltage in the
200 to 300 volt range. That is the HARVEY Regulated Power
Supply 106 PA.
a

This precision instrument operates from 115 volts A. C. and has
D. C. voltage output variable from between 200 to 300 volts that

is regulated to within one percent.

Output remains constant even

95 and 130 volts.
The HARVEY 106 PA is a model of efficiency and convenience.
It has separate fuses on each transformer primary as well as the
D. C. output circuit; pilot lights on each switch; and a D. C. voltmeter for measuring output voltage.
For complete information on this efficient, dependable instrument, ask us to send you the HARVEY 106 PA bulletin.
though line voltage varies between

HARVEY
OF CAMBRIDGE

1.111PROWIN

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
439 CONCORD AVENUE
ELECTRONICS

April 1945

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
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VOLTAGE

t3

discontinuous wave forms in the

CURRENT

rectifier circuits. The formation of
these wave forms is not too evident
to those who are familiar only with
circuits under ordinary sinusoidal
driving forces.
The equipment described can be
used, with the assistance of one or
more cathode-ray oscilloscopes, to
demonstrate:

114

GENERAL 6 ELECTRIC

1. Methods of grid control of

ti
ON

CONSTANT

OF

VAIMOLE

thyratrons:
(a) D -C bias only
(b) A -C bias of fixed amplitude
and variable phase angle
(c) A -C bias of fixed amplitude

kg) s2
as

ANODE VOLTAGE

''Z..OL

and fixed phase angle plus
d -c bias of variable magnitude

THININTIONON

`Zoo7

ic

kil!#154
...

1

2. The behavior of single-phase
(one phanotron or one thyratron)
and bi-phase (two phanotrons, one

wN,wrna I

CLAM

'.."..... 0 AWill C'4=.

TUBEE

a

Pi

phanotron and one thyratron, or

75

two thyratrons) half -wave rectifier
circuits supplying a load consisting

32

C,

of R, L, C, counter electromotive
force, or any combination of these,
and showing:

"

(a) The
11

voltage

wave

form

across the load
(b) The voltage wave form
across the tube
(c) The wave forms of tube current and load current
( d) The inverter action of a controlled rectifier supplying
an inductive load

C2

Kiy

Front panel of wave -form demonstrator, developed for use as a teaching aid in
industrial electronics classes

3. Using high -vacuum diodes in Rectifier Circuit

Power Supply
115v, 60cps

D -C Supply

15crkli146

Tube 3
6X5GT

2

1

Tube 2
GL -502

Tube
6X5GT

1,-1--

1=i MI=

QS_Q Qs

=I MI

QAQ60v

fb 163v
rrni.,611
rrn
I 4o1.3v 16.3v.
0.6

0.6

115v

1.2

amp amp amp

-I V8°1 -r,

115v

11.9111.0,

0 6TO

115 115v

150 ma

170va

40 va

\ibriac

rt9ro

R,

61_
115-"il5v
150 ma

g 2° h

4"a

4(4)301
7a

21

____
,50031,10w

1w

20h
70ma

11

400sz.

se

7=.22

---- 70pf,350v

2,000 n6Yrneg
lOw
2w
35

27

2

ittnable

37

? 20h

116pf

:40951

7071
28

3455

1,50052,10w

T365°°v T45°v

14

38

115v

115v

Constant
410
0--4142

32

31

10.rs

con'
115v

44

17

115-115v,

150 ma--

40

11.1f

MA

10.000a.

----. _Phase -shifting
500v 20

net work

23 24

25 26

Circuit of wave -form demonstrator for controlled rectifier circuits. All terminals numbered from 1 through 38 go to jacks on the front

panel, for use with patch cords in setting up various circuit combinations for connecting these terminals to the two meters
156
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AVOID UNNECESSARY ASSEMBLY

DELAYS BY PLANNING
YOUR FASTENINGS NOW

"Cold -forging"- proof

30

... more each month

3 Standard Fastenings
for Production Efficiency
Phillips Recessed Head

1 Screws-The modern, ef-

fective, time -saving fastening
device proven in tens of thousands of assemblylines. Other

standard head styles are also
available.

-Tapping Machine
Screws - Eliminate sep2arateSelf
tapping operations for

fastenings to castings, heavy
gauge sheet metal, and plastics. Also available with
Phillips Recessed Head.

7

Washer -Screw Assemblies-When use of lock

washers is indicated, the time-

saving of pre -assemblies is
obvious. Also available in
standard slotted head styles.

Forethought, when your product is still in the design
stage, can mean timely delivery of fastenings for that

"long planned" fast assembly job. Your early and
precise choice of fastenings-standard or specialmay be vital to the fast and exacting assembly job
required for an advantageous start on postwar production.
That's where Scovill comes in . .. our broad experience in fastenings and ingenuity in special design
qualify us as specialists in the fastenings field. Let us
help you determine the best modern fastenings to use
-a featured standard fastening or a part especially
designed to suit your needs.
The part shown above is one of Scovill's many special purpose cold -forged items. Our special processing
of this part meant substantial savings in money-ma-

terials-motions. Call our Fastenings Expert for assistance so that you likewise may profit. Call him now.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WATERVILLE PRODUCTS DIVISION
WATERVILLE 48, CONN.

;46;1i

TEL. WATERBURY 3-3151

NEW YORK. Chrysler Building . DETROIT, 714 Fisher Building CHICAGO, 1229 W. Washington Boulevard . PHILADELPHIA, 18 W. Chelten Avenue Building
PITTSBURGH, 2882 W. Liberty Ave. SYRACUSE, Syracuse - Kemper Insurance Bldg. LOS ANGELES, 2627 S. Soto St. SAN FRANCISCO, 434 Brannan St.
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stead of phanotrons or thyratrons,
the behavior of single-phase (one
rectifying element) and bi-phase
(two rectifying elements) half wave rectifier circuits supplying a
load consisting of R, L, C, counter
electromotive foree, or any combination of these, and showing:

(a) The

voltage wave form
across the load
(b) The voltage wave form
across the tube
(c) The wave forms of tube cur-

rent and load current
'Description of Equipment

As the circuit shows, the entire
equipment is supplied from a 115 volt, 60 -cycle, single-phase line. It
draws about 100-va maximum load.
When switch S, is closed to CONSTANT, the anode voltage is 115
volts

on

each

anode -to -neutral

phase. When S, is closed to VARIABLE, the anode voltage can be
varied from 0 to 115 volts by means

of the variable autotransformer.
The capacity of this anode transformer is approximately 100 milliamperes d -c output from the biphase half -wave rectifier circuit.
Phase-shif ting Network

A midtapped transformer winding, a capacitor, and a variable resistor are arranged in a phase -splitting bridge circuit. The output
voltage of the bridge (between mid-

point of the transformer winding
and the junction of the R and C
bridge arms) can be varied in its
phase relation to the supply voltage (anode voltage of the thyratrona) by varying the resistance
arm of the bridge. This output
voltage supplies the primary wind-

We Jo have a little time-now

and then only-to discuss
transformer applications with our fellow "victory
manufacturers" who are seeking to improve their
war -time units and-also those whose plans include

design for the future ... Possibly time may be
found for you. We'll do our best with your inquiry.
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
1500 NORTH HALSTED STREET, CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS

ing of a grid transformer whose
two secondaries supply the grid cir-

cuits of the thyratrons.
This d -c source is derived from
two bi-phase rectifiers connected
together so that their output voltages oppose each other. The pri-

mary windings of the two anode
transformers are connected to the
slider of the variable autotransformer in such a manner that as
the slider is rotated the voltage of
one transformer is reduced while
that of the other is increased; thus
the d -c output from the two rectifiers is caused to be variable from
+100 volts to -100 volts (approximately). The capacity of this d -c

158
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How TO SHORTEN MOWING CYCLES
AND INCREASE YOUR

OUTPUT 50%

Two years' experience shows quicker press closing, shorter

curing, fewer rejects when electronic preheating is used.
ELECTRONIC preheating can often make important savings in
time in all three steps of the molding cycle- press closing, curing, and removing the finished piece. On the average, the overall
increase in press output is about 50''0.
One user of RCA electronic heating equipment reHere's Pro

ported that a single RCA 2000 -watt generator doubled the output of
two presses and of the thirty men engaged in that particular molding
to 10'.;,!
Job. And rejects were cut from
A second application by this same molder reduced the operational
time of each press by 50' ; and the decrease in rejects produced an
overall gain in output of 400`,1i
Tests conducted by a manufacturer of molding materials' to de-

termine the advantage of electronic preheating in molding thick
sections showed a reduction of necessary curing time in the mold
from 21,, hours (old molding method) to 5 minutes (electronic preheating). Test blocks were 2,", inches thick; quality of results was
in most respects better with electronic preheating.
Because it brings preforms
.
j
to uniform temperature, and hence uniform plasticity-ideal plasticity-in only a few seconds. Not only does the molding material

electronic generator especially designed
The RCA 2
for the Plastics Industry. (Send coupon for bulletin.)

-

soften completely-with no hard centers-but it softens so quickly
that premature setting cannot take place.

C.
With electronic preheating, there's no delay in
press closing --no need to Walt for the material to soften due to mold
heat. Flow begins at once. Molding pressures are often reduced by

as much as 40'1, to 50';,. And that may mean a better product in
cases where high pressures formerly displaced inserts, or damaged
intricate molds.
Because the molding material is at uniformly high
Quick t
temperature when molding begins, only a short time is needed for
mold heat to produce an excellent cure. Acetone extractive tests in
one case showed that a 1!, -minute cure after electronic preheating
was more effective than a 7 VI -minute cure with ordinary preheating.
To find out, at no cost
,
'.
k

I

i

to you, write today for RCA engineering advice. Include details of
Material; preform size, shape, filler; present molding method: press
cycle time: and a statement of your molding problem in which you
think this method might help. Or the coupon will bring you further
information, if you wish. Address: Radio Corporation of America,
Electronic Apparatus Section, Box 70-191H, Camden, N. J.
*Name on request.

RCA 15 -kw electronic generator for larger Jobs. Will
heat 71,i; pounds to 275°F, in one minute.

RCA ELECTRONIC HEAT

SEND THIS FOR MORE DATA
RCA, Electronic Apparatus Section, Box 70-191H,Camden, N. L

Gentlemen I want to know more about how electronic
BUY MORE

heating can improve my molding. Please send me the
bulletins checked

E Electronic Heat Spuds Plastic Molding
rl RCA 2 -kw electronic generator

WAR BONDS

rj RCA 15-1:w electronic generator
Name

Company
Address
City
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70_6236.191
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source is approximately 75 ma.
This d -c source is intended to be

TUBE
VACUUM
NEW
METER.
FREQUENCY

used as the d -c bias for grid control or as a counter electromotive
force in a load circuit.
SwitchillgArritsigcsoco

The different types of rectifier
circuits can be set up conveniently
and quickly from a minimum num-

INDICATES

ber of circuit parts. The function
of each switch is explained in the

800 CYCLES
,2 CYCLES!

following:

S, --The opening of this switch removes power from all devices
except the tube filaments,
which can be de -energized only

by disconnecting the a -c supply lead. The pilot light is ON
when S, is closed; S, should be
opened when circuit connections are being made.
S-As explained already.
-When this switch is opened, the
grid transformer, T, is de -ener-

gized. This is necessary when

Model 33. VT? can be mounted in
several'. ways -rack and panel in-

d -c bias only is used to grid

stallation shown is typical. Only
the meter appears in
tronic uhit may be
on same panel or

control the thyratrons.

S 5-Opening these two switches

remote

segregates the anode, the cath-

location.

ode, and the grid circuits of
the two thyratrons. This is

MODEL 33-VTF, now released for commercial

use, makes available the ruggedness and exceptional accuracy of the vibrating reed frequency meter. It measures specific bands
such as 760-840 cps or 1140-1260 cps.
Again. J -B -T engineers have extended the
useful range of the vibrating reed frequency

meter-through use of a simple, p:actical
electronic circuit. A vacuum tube muliivibra-

necessary for the inverse parallel, the voltage -doubler,

ehech -Atria creatutei:
EXTREME ACCURACY. .within
0.25% of frequency measured.
PERMANENT ACCURACY

and the zero -anode circuits.
S..,

closed, the bias on the grids of

cali-

brated at factory no st.bsequent
calibration or standardization required at any time.

the thyratrons is made zero
because the grids are con-

nected to the respective cathodes. The thyratrons thus lose

STABILITY ... no temperature drift

after initial 30 second warm-up
period. Accuracy is independent

tor divides the incoming frequency by the
proper integer, and shows the result on the
widely used standard 400 cycle meter.
Harmonics of accidental frequencies or unusual wave form do not affect the response
where the speed of the inverter or other frequency source is in the approximate range

of line voltage variation. No voltage

being measured.

vibrator.6V6 amplifier, 6X5 rectifier.

Model 39-VTF, Laboratory Type, not shown,
has an input impedance of 500,000 ohms, and

unit 51'2" x 6^ x 4i3": meter meets
1AN-1-6 mounting dimensions for

their grid control characteristics and act as phanotrons.
When S. and S1 are opened,

regulator, external or internal, is
required.

grid control is possible.
S --These switches are connected in the anode circuits of
thyratrons. Therefore if one
tube is required, the switch in
the anode circuit of the unused

BURN -OUT PROOF...no protection

needed against accidental Ire.

quencies above the range being

S.,

measured.
SIMPLE - LIGHTWEIGHT - COM-

PACT ... only 3 tubes -6N7 multi.

Weighs only 6 lbs.... electronic

uses regular line current for power supply.

31, '2" instruments.

This model, through use of a multiplier switch,

20 WATT POWER CONSUMPTION

measures frequencies 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9
times the basic range of 380-420 cycles.

quency source being

S, --When these switches are

tube can be opened to isolate
that tube. This switch also provides an opening in the anode
circuit so that the d -c milliam-

... derived from fre-

meter can be inserted in the
circuit to read average values
of tube current.

measured.

(Manufactured under T-iplett Patents and/or Patents Pending)

Circu it Detail:,

Two instruments are provided on

4141-T INSTRUMENTS, INC

One is

a

150 -0 -150 -

volt. zero center, permanent magtype (d'Arsonvall d -c voltmeter I 800 ohms/volt). This volt net

431 CHAPEL STREET NEW HAVEN 8. CONNECTICUT
443T.4
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Within Reach
Electronic planning is frequently confronted by seemingly
insurmountable obstacles in the form of new tube types, special
electronic controls or other devices yet undeveloped. RAULAND
engineers have an unusually good record in solving these "tough"
problems. For RAULAND is an organization of top-flight electronic
specialists.., men of long experience, noted for many achievements. Post-war
cooperation of this trained staff may bring your objectives within easy reach.

?ADIO RADAR SOUND

COMMUNICATIONS TELEVISION
I

Electroneering is our business
THE RAULAND CORPORATION

CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

Buy War Bonds and Stamps! Rauland employees are still investing 10;;', of their salaries in War Bonds
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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Planned convenience speeds production
on

these

efficient assembly benches.

COLLABORATION:
N -Y -T service to the electroric trocnufacturer

begins at the design stage. The experience
of sl-Y-T design engineers extends into every
NH in which transformers cre t.sed. These
men are at your service.

ENGINEERING:
N -Y -T engineers will meet ycur requirements
at minimum unit cost. They a sc know how

to design transformer comp)nent! so as to
simplify your production assembly and reduce dimensional requirements.

MANUFACTURING:
Highest quality is paramourr. Not only electrical characteristics but all materials used in
assembly are held to the most exacting requirements. Rigid inspection is imposed at
every stage of production.

162

THE NAME FOR PRECISION
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...ready to meet present and post-war
transformer requirements!
'9
Orel

e most
6'0 h t

Od.

skilled.

Complete in every phase of transformer
manufacture, the Alpha Division of N -Y -T embraces one of the most modern equipped plants

Sub -asst n sly +No k is %clamed bf
ornp e old wAll 191ted worki.g ar.tos.

in the East, including complete laboratories,
engineering and manufacturing facilities.
This new plant is now at peak production
and is rapidly assuming the roll of 'transformer

department' to many of the leading manufacturers of electronic equipment.

NEW YORK

TRANSFORMER

COMPANY

et
Units is ote

.0M14.

Prey

26 WAVERLY PLACE, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Ample inventories systernotitolly stocked prevent production delays-assure prompt delivery.

TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES AND
--vastoliativr,
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at
VALUES
SOUND
RADIO

TERMINAL
ip

4IS

fit

1

meter is a 0-200 ma, permanent
magnet type (d'Arsonval movement) d -c milliammeter. (This is
a 10 -ma movement.) This instru-

II?
.pasenomm

meter is intended for indication of
the average voltage across the load
or a circuit component. The zero center feature is useful when demonstrating the transition from rectification to inversion to show that
the output voltage of the thyratron
circuit reverses although the current through the tubes continues in
the same direction. The other

1.1114

wag maftwarem aw MON

e BEM.

ment is intended for indication of

the average current through the
Deluxe 30 -watt power amplifier

load, through a tube, or through a

Six input channels -4 microphone; 2 phonograph
Controls -4 microphone gain; 1 dual phono gain;
1 master gain; 1 treble cut & boost; 1 bass cut & boost
Double tone control for finest equalization
Wide range, hum and distortion free response

circuit component.
Safety Resistors'

Resistors R. and R, are connected

4 - 8 ohm speaker sockets with switch to select speakers and
proper impedances simultaneously
500 ohm terminal strip for multiple speaker systems
Gray wrinkle steel case with handles and hinged top
Size 20 x ION x 10

for 105-125V 60 cycles AC

Tubes - 6-6SQ7; 1-6SJ7; 2-6L6G; 1-5Z3
MODEL 6729 - PRICE $57.15 NET WITH TUBES. F.O.B. N. Y.

in series with the anodes of tubes
to limit the surge current incident
to short-circuits, arc -back, or capacitor -input filters. At the same
time these resistors provide sufficient IR drop so that the anode current wave can be viewed on a
c -r oscilloscope.

To study high -vacuum tube recUTAH PUBLIC ADDRESS SPEAKERS
Voice Coil

Model
8P
10P

E12P
G12P

Size
8"
10"

Impedance

12'

6-8
6-8
6-8

13

12"

8

17

Terminal Has Microphones in Stock!

Shure 55C Unidyne - Acclaimed as the
best.

Price, $29.10 - F.O.B. New York

Shure 717B Crystal Economy Hand
Microphone

Price, $5.85 - F.O.B. New York
Turner B X Crystal Economy Microphone

Fits all stands
Price, $5.85 - F.O.B. New York
Electro-Voice V-1
Microphone

Normal
Power

Velocity

Ribbon

Finest of its type.
Price, $16.17 - F.O.B. New York
LARGE SELECTION OF OTHER TYPES

BY ALL MANUFACTURERS IN STOCK!

Peak
Power

7

11
14

9

20
26

Magnet
Price
Weight F.O.B.N.Y.
5 oz.
$ 3.38
12 oz.
$ 5.44
12 oz.
$ 9.41
46 oz.

tifiers, the two thyratrons can be
replaced by two 6X5GT double
diodes, which have the same socket
connections for heater, anode, and

$14.26

Terminal #MS1 Floor Stand
11 lb. 12" diameter base.
Chrome pipe section, Positive locking
clutch.

FACSIMILE ON MOVING
TRAIN

Price, $6.81 - F.O.B. New York
#MS2 Adjustable Table Stand
All chrome - weighted base.
Price, $3.72 - F.O.B. New York
#MS3 Table Stand

Same as MS2, but not adjustable
Price, $2.95 - F.O.B. New York
Terminal Utility Wall Baffles
Heavy plywood construction.

Tan imitation leatherette finish.

For 8 -inch speaker - price, $2.00 F.O.B., N.Y.
For 10 -inch speaker - price, $2.80 F.O.B., N.Y.
For 12 -inch speaker - price, $3.20 F.O.B., N.Y.

PRIORITY REQUIREMENTS CHANGE DAILY

WRITE FOR CATALOG ON TERMINAL SOUND SPECIALS
WRITE US FOR UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION 01 THE ITEMS YOU NEED

conductor of a Rock Island freight
train removes a facsimile message sent
The

85 CORTLANOT STREET, NEW YORK 1, N. 4. cs Telephone WOrth 2-4415
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to him by radio from a wayside station. A complete 'message form is
turned out buthree minutes
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Can You Give Us a Tougher
UPSET Job Than This?

Terminal Stud for Signal Bond
bld forged (l I)set) by National.
Hammer Man Driving Bond in Rail
for Lifetime Service.

74:
Here's a piece of metal that really takes a beating. It's the
terminal stud for Ohio llrass Company's Hammerhead Signal
Bond. It must withstand first a severe assembly- operation in the

plant, then a lusty blow on the head when it's driven into the
rail, and linall% , the constant vibration throughout the lifetime

of the rail as the trains thunder over it.
When production needs for this stud could not be met by
hot forging, Ohio Brass put it up to National Screw. It was a
very difficult part to upset, particularly with the necessity of
procuring perfect grain flow and tempering to prevent difficulties in final assembly and reforming. We worked out a
method of upsetting front round wire, solving the problem of
securing volume while at the same time reducing the cost.
Few upsetting jobs are as tough as this one, but we cite it to
show you what unusual things can be done where unusual
experience, ingenuity and facilities are at your service...
Hare You seen our "Savings" booklet? If not, please write for a copy.

.'Send for a copy of the

"Sayings" booklet --

brief diagrammatic
stories of time and

money saved by
"National" methods.

ANO

rsitrA

NIACIP X1117-0

THE NATIONAL SCREW & MFG. CO., CLEVELAND 4, 0.
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Push -Button De Luxe
This Ucinite push-button switch is used in planes for turret control. It fires
machine guns, and operates gun cameras and intercommunication microphones. On
the Republic 'Thunderbolt" it is used to squirt water into the carburetor for emergency spurts of speed.
An exclusive Ucinite design, this push-button switch represents a departure in
switch operation. Its wide acceptance is due to its special usefulness in close quarters
and its ability to operate under extreme variations of air pressure and temperature.
Here is one war -developed gadget with a real postwar future.

The 1-41INITE 410.
.NTewtottrille 60, .1Iass.
ti\ isiun rii
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t

Lt,,tener

Specialists in RADIO & ELECTRONICS
LAMINATED BAKELITE ASSEMBLIES
CERAMIC SOCKETS BANANA PINS &

JACKS PLUGS CONNECTORS ETC.
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

1

That good name and important
position you enjoy in the radio industry took long years
to build. Your postwar reputation can hinge on the performance

of the record changer you select for your radio phonograph
combinations of tomorrow.

This is elementary, of course. But it has particular bearing
on our postwar concentration on volume production
of automatic record Changers.

These changers will be Custombilt. The engineering "savvy" that

helped us lick the toughest problems the armed forces could dream
up is proving itself right now in the record changers we have designed.
We would welcome your inquiry and design problems. For we are going

all the way in this matter of automatic changers. Set manufacturers
who knew our prewar changer-who have looked to us for nearly
a quarter century for their condensers and other radio components will understand what this means.

NSTRUMENT CORPORATION
829 NEWARK AVENUE
ELECTRONICS - April 7945

ELIZABETH 3, N. J.
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cathode and the same heater rating
as the type GL -502 tubes or their
equivalent type 2050/2051.
Other Equipment Required

The only other piece of equipment required in connection with
this rectifier panel is a cathode-ray
oscilloscope.

This
oscilloscope
should be equipped for viewing d -c
potentials, either direct to plates of
the tube through a suitable voltage
divider (variable, and of five megohms or more resistance) ur
through a d -c amplifier, neither of

which requirements are met in the
more readily available instruments.
Three such oscilloscopes give a
much more complete picture of the
over-all circuit behaviour, since the
wave forms of the load voltage, the
tube voltage, and the tube current
can be observed simultaneously.
What the Eqnipmeut new,,ustruteg
1. Methods of grid control of thyratrons
A. D -C bias only. Open S, con 21 to 1 and connect 22 to 7.

DEPENDED UPON

CANNON PLUGS

incorporated into the first television hook-ups. Says Harry R.
Lubcke, Director of Television for
the Don Lee Broadcasting System : All the circuits of a modern television
camera pass through this single master
"We find Cannon Connectors indis- Cannon Connector mounted on the side of
the instrument. Equipment for the control
of focusing, power and intensity of image
is connected to power sources and to pick-

We called on Cannon in 1937 and up and broadcasting equipment through

what was probably the first

Cannon Plugs.

all -television connector

equipment of this kind, write
for Cannon Condensed Cata-

If you are interested in

/

log. Address Dept. A-120,
Cannon Electric Development

Company, 3209 Humboldt
Street, Los Angeles 31, Calif.

CANNON
ELECTRIC

CANNON ELECTRIC
Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
Canadian Factory and Engineering Office: Cannon Electric Company, Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES-CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE BOOK
166

rough

and

(2.) A phase control range
of only 90 degrees can

use in critical circuits, they were

was fabricated."

(1) That the grid control
action is
critical

Because Cannon Plugs and Receptacles were designed especially for

pensable in our television operations.

The d -c bias can be varied
by turning the slider on the
variable autotransformer.
The equipment demonstrates:

he obtained
B. A -C bias of fixed amplitude
and variable phase angle.
Disconnect 21 from I and 22
from 7, close S connect
1

to 7. Phase shift can be
tained by varying R.

I

--

The equipment demonstrates:
(1) Phase shift of one voltage (grid) relative to
another anode voltage
(2) Much smoother and
more uniform control
(3) That a full range of ISO
degrees cannot be realized

C. A -C bias of fixed amplitude

and fixed phase angle plus
d -c bias of variable magnitude. Disconnect I from 7.
connect 21 to 1 and 22 to 7,
close S.
The equipment demonstrates:
(1) That approximately 180
degrees of phase control
is possible

(2) The effect of different
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

SERVE ON OUR NAVY'S
NEWEST AND FINEST
BATTLESHIPS

01784,41 U. S. Navy Piwtograph

As the new giants of the U. S. Navy leave the ways for
their history making battle missions, among their most
essential equipment are electronic devices. Mec-Rad's
entire productive capacity is now devoted to the manu-

facture of vital mechanical and electro-mechanical
components for these electronic units.

Bolo -on vice' of the U. S. S. IOWA, grebe-

'

Our work includes "fancy brass plumbing" of all types

type of the Navy's ntwcst class of batticshtps.

involving soft and hard soldering, close tolerances,
precision machining, careful assembly and finishes
ranging from lacquer to silver and rhodium plating.
After the war our specialized facilities will be available to the electronic industry for peacetime needs.
You can use our engineering "know-how" based on
years of experience in this field, for planning your
post-war products today.

g

F.
ro"

46

A

DIVISION -BLACK INDUSTRIES

1400 EAST 222ND STREET
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CLEVELAND 17, OHIO
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CERAMIC DIELECTRIC TUBES
for
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING
CAPACITORS

4.6

Stupakoff ceramic dielectric tubes have high dielectric
strength, good power factor (less than 0.06%) and uniform electrical characteristics. They are available in all
temperature coefficients from +120 to -750 parts per
million per degree Centigrade. These tubes are em-

15,

0

i
.;.

ployed in temperature compensating capacitors for

eliminating frequency drift in RF circuits-also for bypass, lead -through and blocking capacitors.
Stupakoff manufactures a wide variety of ceramic
dielectric materials. Inquiries are invited for Stupakoff
ceramic dielectric tubes of the 3850 series used to pro-

cc

100

0

- .30

-80

-150

-220

duce capacitors in accordance with J. A. N. specification
C-20, and also for those having special electrical characteristics. Stupakoff is prepared to give prompt delivery

in large quantities, of ceramic dielectric tubing in

.330

-470

a

-4

complete range of sizes and coefficients. Your inquiries
-whether for specialized or standard ceramic dielectric

-750

tubes-will receive prompt attention.

-6

-40

-20

0
+20
+40
TEMPERATURE
C.

4-60

480

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION OBTAINED WITH
VARIOUS TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
OF CAPACITY

40

7.46.11..17.1. COG,. ICa INT OF CAPACITY Pd1113 0E4 4414.101V Pew C.

CHARACTERISTICS OF STANDARD
3850 SERIES" BODIES

-E011 GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT'.

170

50

60

TEMPERATURE 4C.

TYPICAL TEST CURVE OF A CONDENSER

MADE FROM "3850 SERIES" MATERIAL

BUY MORE WAR BONDS
A

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
eeltafftee4
VOW Oi Steer/UW:4d

te
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WAN1STA KNOW
WHY THEY CALL THIS

THA' PACIFIC
THEAYTER"

Fine instruments produced in volume with quality first . . . . to last.

Tri lett
STANDARDS AlqSET

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
BLUFF -ON, OHIO
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hi

fixed

*hate

the

phase -angles of
component of

a -c

grid voltage on the control characteristic
(3) That this method of
control is apt to be crit-

rait Nan g

near the almost phased full -off position
The behavior of single-phase
and bi-phase half -wave rectifier circuits with different types
of load
The equipment demonstrates:
(a) The voltage across the load
(b) The voltage across the tube
ical

2.

(c) The current through the

CONTROL

----

CRYSTAL

SPECIFICATIONS

frequency
Frequer,cy
Effective

tube
Tolerance

remperoture

Act Pity. Requrrement
Electrode

load

(d) The current through the
Under conditions of :
(a) Different phase control angles (if the tube is a thyratron)
(b) Different values of circuit

er Temperature
P

Rove

T/pe Crystal
Plated
HOLDER TYPE

Type Crystal

(e.g.,

different

ratios of L/R in an inductive circuit, or different ratios of counter electromotive force to anode voltage)
Of particular interest is the sudden change in the grid control
characteristic at the point of transition from continuous to dkcont ir.:-

Owen coo,rolle,/
or
P1

constants

Type

D,ornetpr

olis load current when th, Lad k

SURRENDER AMPLIFIER

d
PAN-ELectronic LABoratories, Inc.
500 SPRING STREET, N.W. ATLANTA, GEORGIA
40""tk

QUANTITY PRODUCERS OE STANDARD AND SPECIAL

to)

Cornered Japs in Burma are invited to
give up by members of Psychological
Warfare Division of SEAC using this
electronic megaphone. U first call is
ignored, Japs get shelled. Then music
is played and followed by second call.
If this is not effective, all-out shelling is

172
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Highly significant among countless new materials developed for war requirements is Styraloy-trade name
for a remarkable group of plastics belonging in a category between rubber -like materials and rigid thermoplastics.

"Working it out together" with the Armed Forces, Dow developed the first of this impressive new lineStyraloy 22-to provide a one-piece cable sheathing with a low power loss at high frequencies and possessing
great durability and flexibility. These unique qualities-combined with others presented below in capsule form
-point to its use in a broad range of products. As a result, unlike many war -born materials, Styraloy anticipates
a peacetime career of great importance.
Now that Styraloy is available for commercial purposes, molders and manufacturers or designers will find
Dow equally willing to cooperate with them in developing to the fullest extent the numerous applications
'indicated by the impressive list of Styraloy's properties. "Let's work it out together.::
e at -Dow know from experience that success in plastics
is not a one-man nor even a one -industry job. It calls for
the combined skill and cooperation of manufacturer or
designer plus fabricator plus raw materials producer.
Working together, this team saves time an-i money
and puts plastics to work successfully.
Call us-N%I'lldo our part.

One-piece cable sheathing; handles for
tools, household appliances, etc.; gaskets; bushings; coil forms; floor
mats; scuff plates; many applications still to be ascertained. '
PROPERTIES AND ADVANTAGES: High dielectric strength, low power loss
over all frequencies. Power factor only .005 at 100-300 megacycles.
Flexible and shock resistant from -90° F. to 212° F. Specific gravity
less than 1 (floats in water). Water absorption only .2 to .5%. Resists
heat, ozone, and most chemicals. Highly resistant to abrasion. Resists
permanent indentation. Ideally suited to extrusion of complex cross
sections and readily fabricated by other molding techniques. Easily
?NESBIT AND POTENTIAL USES:

machined.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
Now York
Chicago

Seam

St. Wahl
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MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

Washington
Millaaelphia
San Francisco
Houston

Clovoland

los Angeles

Detroit
Socatle

PLASTICS
STYRON
SARAN

FTHOCEL

SARAN FILM

ETHOCEL SHEETING
STRIPCOAT

STYRALOY
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Miniat IT Pentode
Designed for Use
In UHF Circuits
Tube Type 6AK5, a new addition to Sylvania Electric's line, is a miniature sharp

cut-off pentode in the short hulk and is
especially suitable for use in ultra high

I 945

Oscillographic
te Traces
Tube Performance in New Regions
Method Devised by Sylvania Electric
Thnvzos Nezv Light on Characteristics

frequency equipment. Small -tie and high
in portable
equipment.
Full technical information may he obtained from Sylvania Electric.

efficiency make it useful

SYLVESTER SURVEY

The measurement of tube characteristics
in regions where previous test methods
were inapplicable I
been made possible

through the development, by Sylvania
Electric. of a new procedure, based on
photographing an oscillographic trace.
EARLIER METHODS
Formerly. tube cha rarterist ic, were taken
by a I
t
point method. This was ex-

trenolv -low. and had the still greater
disad.antage that it could be used only
"If ould you soy roux postwar radio
choice would h, the large console type

or the small, r, table -top model?"

in those- parts of the characteristics where

the W.,. would not be damaged by continuou- ,ipe rat ion. In many recent appli-

cations. characteristics must be known in

regions where a plate or grid would
vaporize if left on for even a second.
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING

The new technique permits taking of
characteristics in these region,. Die oscil-

lographic trace of the characteristics is
shown on a special Sylvania 7 -inch cathode

ray tube. and may be photographed.
lnlpros
tubes and circuits are expected tee re-idt from the use of the new
method, equipment for which was built
its Sylvania Electric's Commercial Engineering Laboratory.

SYLVANIA,VELECTRIC
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium. Pa.
MAKERS OF RADIO CUBES; CATHODE RAY FUSES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES: INCANDESCENT lAMPS
174
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OW,

simple a thmetic

orreilG

.-

-

Do ALL
GAGE
IES

BLOCKS,

AGES
GO -NOT GO

LOCATING GAGE

SCRIBER

Write for new

Where DeAll Gages Are Made

SNAP GAGE

QUALITY CONTROL BOOK

ALL

CONTINENTAL MACHINES, INC.
1366 5. Washington Ave.

Minneapolis 4, Minn.

Ulan kSter 1;0 Offine,v; Eaitimore Rirmiiigharn, Boston Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Detroit, El Paso. Crie Gran

Paples. Hartford

Houston, tothattapolls, Kansas City, kda Regales, Itilwauket klinneapolis, Nevi York. Ortando. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Providence Paean. Rochsater. Rockford.
1-40i$, San treneosto Seattle, Statesville Syracuse, Toledo. liese
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highly inductive, and the partial
remedy for this condition when the
inductance is shunted by a resistance.

LOWER COSTS

with
QUALITY
IMPROVED MINIATURE BALL
WHEN MACHINED
RINGS WERE
RETAINER
BEARING
WITH

Also of interest is the effect of a
counter electromotive force un the
grid control charaCteristic, particularly

in the case of the inverse -

parallel circuit when the hold -off
period of the incoming thyratron
widens from the usual 180 degrees
and approaches 360 degrees.

REPLACED

Rectifier Dato Sheets

GOAT

The current and voltage wave
forms at different parts of the cir-

cuit are tabulated for the more

Precise -formed

common single-phase and bi-phase
half -wave rectifier circuit combina-

ME 'IA STAMPINGS

tions in a two-part presentation,

"Gaseous Rectifier Circuits" starting in the April, 1945 is.
of
ELECTRONICS. These examples will

serve as a pattern for the instructor who wishes to complete all of
the circuit combinations. It is interesting and instructive to predict
these various wave forms, then

ports,
of machined
are
the
cost
STAMPINGS
for 1 /3
-FORMED
Produced
PRECISE
coin
M quality.
required to
these GOAT
phosphor
working
definitely
the cold
bring the moterially
This
for example, calculated to
the
hardness.
because
not
be
the raceway
bearings
to
of the
could
bronze
stock.
rings
the fife
of
the
increased bronze retainer
initial
tool marks"
mochined beyond the
less
"free from
Nord
introduced
immirror-like
oath
raceway
thereby
The smooth
machined,
of the coined
it was
surface
of the bearings. of the
than when
friction
dimensions
uniperformance
the
were
proving
all the principal
In conStampings
Furthermore, -FORMED of -__ti .0005".
on screw
PRECISE
produce
GOAT held to o tolerance
toleronce.
difficult to with this
formly
ery.
.028"
it was
os thin as
trast,
o port
and
design
machines
of
in the
tolerances
to close
&ow wo01110,
ecinroaw.r.:;.43fort,

ENGINEERS

fobricatioo.
intrteco,ntz,

quoli.
Goo', is particularly
the difficult
parts.
fobricate and alloys,
lied to metals n rnolyb01
working 'Tantalum,
simwomll

such asnickel

stain

tungsten, copdenufn,
loys, monel, beryllium,
less, 'steel,

per, etc

Sales, General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.

Mercury Vapor
Detector for Plants
DESIGNED PARTICULARLY for use in

industries such as chemical, smelting, metal -mining, and electrical
apparatus, a new electronic detector instantaneously detects the
presence of mercury-vapor concentrations in the atmosphere. In
these fields, mercury-vapor concen-

trations must be kept below the
limit

(1.2 parts

toxic

SEND

vapor in 100,000 parts of air by

US

PROBLEMS!

METAL STAMPINGS, INC.
EST. 1893

314 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN 17, N. Y.
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obtained by writing to Mr. A. C.
Stevens in charge of Educational

DESIGNERS

YOUR

AFFIUATE OF THE FRED GOAT CO., INC.

verify them on the equipment.
Copies of the photographic diagrain ( using industrial rather than
electronic symbols) and a drilling
templet of this instrument with
more detailed information concerning the construction, etc., may be

mercury

volume, for continual breathing) to
safeguard the health of employees.
Announced by the Special Products Division of G -E, the detector
measures directly concentrations
as high as one part in three million

parts of air by volume and as low
as one part in two hundred million
parts, with an accuracy of approxiApril 1945 - ELECTRONICS

SPEED NUTS OVER TOKYO

Boeing uses thousands of SPEED NUTS

on every B-29 Superfortress to make
them lighter, faster and deadlier.
Photos courtesy of Boeing Aircraft Company

SPEED NUTS HELP THESE BOEING WORKERS BOOST B-29 PRODUCTION
TINNERIVIAN PRODUCTS, INC.
2106 Fulion Road, Cluveland 13, Ohio
it Cor,Pda: WuFlat

0.10710

Cu ,

frn'a,th Sirnmond% A,roc -ssori,-.. Ltd.. London

400.41

*----*-

Ario.nooles0400

FASTEST THING IN FASTENINGS
PATENTED

ECTRONICS - ApM 194$

* Trade Mork Reg. U. S. Pal. ON.
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MICRO SWITCH Provides

Automatic,
Precise
Operation
FOR THIS SIMPT EX BORING MACHINE

Here is How it Works

Ruggedness and dependability of the sensitive
"Micro Switch" snap -action switches is amply
illustrated by their use in the automatic control
of the Simplex Precision Boring and Facing Machine made by the Stoker Unit Corporation of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Every step in the operation of this precision
machine, designed for boring and facing shells,
is controlled by the use of nine switches so located as to regulate the sequence of operations
of the automatic cycle.
This machine consists of a fixture and spindle
head. The fixture rotates about a horizontal axis
and is hydraulically indexed to four different
positions in each complete cycle. The "Micro
Switch" snap -action switches automatically control the feeding cycle on the table which carries

the three -spindle boring head. Four of these
switches are visible in this illustration.
t

1

Industrial (

feed travel.

Five other switches, not visible, control operations of
the spindle motor and the coolant pump and regulate
the speed of operation.

Do You Need a Switch To

control temperatures,
help to package products, bottle fluids, record airplane flights,
make change, dispense drinks, heat water, control electronic
tubes, or steer ships? "Micro Switch" snap -action switches successfully control many such operations ... and thousands more.
"Micro Switch" engineers, experienced in the application of
millions of these precise, snap -action switches to products for
both war and peace, will be glad to show you how they can add
long life and reliability to your product at lower cost. Write for
the "Micro Switch" Handbook -Catalog today.
LET'S ALL BACK THE ATTACK

BUY EXTRA WAR BONDS

'`"'

MICROWA' ITCH
A DIVISION OF FIRST INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

Freeport, Illinois, U.S. A., Sales Offices in Principal Cities

178

. . . Loading and unloading
of the machine is controlled by. Type LK limit switch
"A". This switch, when actuated by the movement of
the dog, energizes two timers, which provide a "dwell"
and also a time cycle on a solenoid which furnishes a
return to the table.
Steel clad switch "B" controls the limit of the return
table travel after the boring cycle is completed.
As the head travels up to the work, the dog trips steel
clad switch "C" which opens to de -energize a solenoid
allowing a coarse feed travel. At the completion of the
coarse feed travel, a dog contacts steel clad switch "D"
which closes to energize another solenoid giving a fine

The basic switch is a thumbsize

featherlight, plastic enclosed,
precision snap -action switch.
Underwriters' listed and rated
at 1200 V. A., at 125 to 460
volts a -c. Capacity on d -c depends on load characteristics.

Accurate reproducibility of performance is maintained over
millions of operations. Basic switches of different characteristics are combined with various actuators and metal housings to meet a wide range of requirements.
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HOW TO

atslo.sodagea'

ON YOUR BLANKING DIES
You can save steel and time in the
making of dies for blanking, trimming, beading, or any application

electrically welded by a special
process to non-hardenable mild

thirty-five standard sections. Spe-

steel bases. Thus, screw and dowel

involving the cutting of sheet metals

holes may be easily drilled after

factured to customers' specifications in five to ten days.

to regular or irregular shapes, by
assembling them from FCC Com-

heat treating, and there are numer-

Prompt delivery under CMP.

posite Steel Die Sections.
These prefabricated die parts

immediately obvious to the die

consist of fine tool steel cutting
edges, in a selection of grades,

cially shaped sections are manu-

ous other advantages that will be
maker.

Thousands of die shapes may be

made up from combinations of

WRITE FOR ENGINEERING DATA
It contains a print showing the various standard shapes
available for quick shipment, and explains how to order
special shapes, including rib -reinforced extra high sections.
It also contains prices. Get your copy-write for it today.
ADDRESS DEPT. E-32

4//efhenje Lifilkot
STEEL, CORPORATION
Forging and Casting Division
DETROIT 20, MICHIGAN

W & D 9477
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mately 5 percent. When set at its
highest point of sensitivity, it is
also capable of measuring with reasonable accuracy concentrations as
low as one part in a billion. It will

WITH THE LIVERMONT

.

IT WON'T OVERTIGHTEN
Simple adjustment from 1" lb.
to 25" lbs. Either socket head
wrench or self-contained crank

also detect mercury if it is carried
by a gaseous medium whose spectral absorption band does not overlie the 2537 Angstrom wavelength.
The detector draws air from the
atmosphere at the rate of one quarter to one-half a cubic foot per
minute through a cylindrical absorption chamber which contains
an ultraviolet lamp and a photo -

adjustment.

asily read ...
Indication of toraue setting

New Positive Spring

Principle Not Con-

trolled by Friction

Slips here when proper torque
load is reached ... can't over tighten .. won't break or strip

screws, nuts or bolts .. prevents damaging materials.

ROTO-TORQ assures uniform

predetermined tension on
screws, nuts and bolts, thus
standardizes assembly. It is a
feather -weight tool, but can
take a beating. The comfortable handle provides either a
firm grip or finger tip action;
and the tool is balanced for
continuous use with minimum
fatigue.

Instantaneous

detection

of

mercury

vapor in the air of industrial plants
is made with this G -E instrument. It
measures concentrations as small as
one part in 200,000,000

tube. Normally, the lighted ultra-

violet lamp permits normal current
to flow through the phototube, but
the presence of mercury-vapor in

the air drawn into the absorption
chamber intercepts and scatters the
ultraviolet light, thus reducing the
phototube current. This unbalances
a bridge circuit so that the drop in
phototube current is electronically
translated into an upscale reading
on the indicating microammeter of
the detector.

Dielectric Heating in Woodworking Industry
To RAISE THE TEMPERATURE at the
Either square drive or Stanley
tip holder as desired.

Write for Catalog

11

alchinottt Om.

center of a six-inch block of wood
to 280 degrees F takes nine hours
when conventional heating methods

are used. The same result can be
achieved in four minutes by the
application of electronic dielectric
heating.

An increase in the production
rate of glued wood aircraft spars
180
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POWER TUBE ANODES
Standard or Special Types
Stackpole Power Tube Anodes are
"tailor-made" for the specific tube
I
type involved. Whether your need is for a
standard type or something new for a tube

type that has never been made before,
Stackpole engineering is well equipped to
serve you. Years of experience throughout
the entire and highly ramified power tube

field are your assurance of the closest
possible match to your specifications-or
samples which may enable you to set a new,

higher standard for your present anode
specifications.

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Pa.

Continuously Adjustable Carbon Rheostats
(CARBON PILES)

WRITE FOR
THIS NEW
BOOKLET

STACKPOLE
ELECTRICAL BRUSHES and CONTACTS

Stackpole Engineering has developed the Continuously Adjustable
Rheostat formed of piles of carbon
discs to a state of efficiency where it

(All carbon, graphite, metal, and composition types)

is now being used and considered

RARE METAL CONTACTS

for applications heretofore reserved

WELDING RODS, ELECTRODES and PLATES
BRAZING BLOCKS

RHEOSTAT PLATES and DISCS

PACKING, PISTON and SEAL RINGS
CARBON REGULATOR DISCS

for rheostats of other, but less satisfactory types. Write for new
Bulletin, just off press, describing this

development in detail.

SINTERED IRON COMPONENTS

CARBON PIPE, etc.

'EVERYTHING IN CARBON BUT DIAMONDS'
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MERE AUTOMATONS are the girls who tend ma-

chines in Remler factories. They know how to make minor ad-

justments to keep equipment in top running condition; they
learn the operation of several machines and switch from one
to the other to lessen fatigue. The machines are "beauties"
too. In many instances they have been designed by Remler

PLUGS &
CONNECTORS

engineers to perform multiple tasks which save time and speed

Signal Corps Navy Specifications

up deliveries.
For complete sound transmitting systems;
radio, plugs, connectors and special electronic devices manufactured to order, consultREMLER COMPANY, LTD.

2101 Bryant St.

San Francisco, 10, Calif.

Types:

50-A
54
55
56
58
59
60

67
68

12

62
63
64
65

114
119
120
124
125

SINCE 1918

-Onnounciny- & Communication 2fuipment
182

150
159
160
291-A

1136.1

354

No.

212938-1

127
149

PLP

REMLER

N A F

PL

74
76
77
104
08
09

61

-

PLQ

PLS

56
59
60

65
67
74

56
59
60

65
67
74

56
59

64
65

60

61

76
77

61

76
77
104

61

74
76
77
104

62
63

64

104

62
63
64

62
63

OTHER DESIGNS TO ORDER
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ROLLER -SMITH 4.5" PANEL INSTRUMENT

Where panel conditions permit their installation these 4.5" semi -flush Bakelite case
instruments provide maximum readability. Scale length of d -c instruments is 374
inches and for a -c instruments is 3% inches. All instruments except rectifier types
are accurate within 1% of full scale value at any point on the scale. Rectifier types,
approximately 5%.

Incorporating the long life and dependability developed during 41) ears of filly instrument manufacture, R -S 4.5" panel instruments have a diversified field of appli-

cation which includes: Radio Transmitters; Control Panels; Battery Testers and
Chargers; Electronic Tube Testers and Analyzers; Automotive Analyzers: Instrument
Test Units; Sound Movie Equipment; Motion Picture Control Panels: Arc Welding
Equipment; Experimental and Amateur Radio; General Electrical Laboratory Testing;
General Communications, etc.
Any practical range can be supplied on short notice in d -c and a -c (Repulsion iron -vane
and Rectifier type) models, with single or multi -range scales. Correspondence is invited.
OTHER R -S INSTRUMENTS: Panel, switchboard and portable instruments of practically
every standard size, shape, capacity, type and style are included in the R -S line of
electrical instruments. Shown here are (upper) 3.5" Miniature Panel Ammeter conforming
to American War Standard C39. 2-1944 and (lower) "Steel -Six" Portable Ammeter.

and don't forget .

.

. BUY WAR BONDS

ROLLER -SMITH

BETILENEN, PENNA

CAmodlow Noah ROLLER -SMITH MAITLAND, LTD., KIMImeer, Onterle
Sales Representatives

STANDARD AND PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS SWITCHGEAR

In all Principal Cities

AIR AND OIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS ROTARY SWITCHES

ELECTRON ICS - Apil 1945
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PRECIS ON BALANCES

from 25 to 400 spars per day has

INDUSTRIAL
SOUND EQUIPMENT
krom Stile%

been made without any increase in

the number of presses. By facilitating edge -gluing and scarf -jointing of narrow strips and short sections, and the lamination of boards,

electronic heating has permitted
manufacture of spars that are
stronger and less costly than those

cut from a single piece of wood.
At the same time, lumber waste has
been practically eliminated.

In the manufacture of molded
compregwood

propeller

blades,

using RCA equipment to generate
electronic power for preheating
precarved layups of resin -impregnated wood, the temperature
throughout the preform could be
raised to 260 deg F in eight minutes,

at which time transfer to

steam heated dies was effected.
Formerly, two and one-half hours
were required to secure a complete
closure of the dies; now, with elec-

tronic preheating of the preform.
they close in three or four minutes.

The total time during which the
press is tied up has been reduced

from seven hours to three hours.
Besides facilitating improvements in quality and strength and

OW, you can quickly obtain all the benefits of

tgk Pewit,
'Reig4 Zeal/Xi,

An
PAGING

ANNOUNCING
MUSIC

ALARMS

Helpful

BUYING
GUIDE
On Request
Write For it!

modern, high quality Public Address, at low cost.
KNIGHT Sound Systems, long proved by use in
Industry and the Armed Services, can be shipped
promptly from stock on priority rated orders.
With a KNIGHT System, you can relieve busy
switchboards ... quickly reach anyone in plant or
office ... reduce employee fatigue thru music. Increased efficiency and production more than pay
for the sound installation.
Illustrated above is the KNIGHT 60 -Watt Industrial Sound System with highly efficient reflex
type trumpets. Assures clear, powerful voice and

pointed out at a meeting of the
Southern Woodworkers Association

in Atlanta, Ga., electronic power
heating and moisture -proof glues
make possible for the first time the
highspeed production of pieces involving thick sections, formerly impracticable because of the excessive

heat transfer time required with
conventional hot -gluing

methods.

music reproduction. Adequately covers up to
200,000 sq. ft. of floor space, depending upon
the existing noise level.
Complete system as shown, net . . . $278.81
Other systems and accessories available to

Production Testing

meet each requirement.
Write, Wire or Phone Haymarket 6800.

cuit for testing communications

.

Wi0.74,1111104,

ALLIED RADIO
CORPORATION

833 W. Jackson Blvd.

Dept. 24.D-5

Chicago 7, Illinois

SUPPLIERS O ELECTRONIC PARTS AND EQUIPMENT TO INDUSTRIAL AMERICA
Electronic Tubes, Rectifiers, Power Supplies, Intercommunicating Systems, Sound Systems, Photo -Cell Equipment, Batteries, Chargers, Converters, Generators, Supplies for Resistance Welders, Fuses, Test Instruments,
Meters, Broadcast Station Equipment, Relays, Condensers, Capacitors, Resistors, Rheostats, Transformers,
Switches, Coaxial Cable, Wire, Soldering Irons, Microphones, Speakers, Technical Books, etc.
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savings in production time and
costs, C. N. Batsel, of RCA recently

of Swivel Joints
USE OF AN UNBALANCED bridge cir-

systems in Martin electric turrets
has resulted in a saving of 600 percent of the time originally used for
this testing work.
Developed by an engineering
quartette, George Andrews, Leo
Douville, Harold Horner and Herman Roemer, all of Glenn L. Martin

Company, the tester is used for
testing swivel plugs and permits
acceptance

only

of

components

which meet manufacturing specifications. The wiring problem, due to
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

LOW -LOSS -DESPITE HEAT AND HUMIDITY
BM -16981 is a new phenolic,
mica -filled molding material with
extraordinary low -loss character-

istics under hot, humid conditions. BM -16981, indeed, retains

its superior insulation qualities
after long periods of immersiongreatly surpassing in this important respect all other mica -filled
phenolics tested by the Bakelite
Laboratories.
With its extreme resistance to
water absorption, its excellent dielectric properties, and good molding qualities, BM -16981 brings you

the opportunity to improve the

performance of molded parts in
applications subjected to heat and
high humidity.
Specify BAKELITE molding ma-

terial BM -16981 for completely
new measures of service where atmospheric conditions are generally

unfavorable for electrical insulation. Department 7 will be glad
to send you detailed information
upon request.
&NARK

BAKELITE CORPORATION
Unit of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
W33
30 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

aiding Plastics
ELECTRONICS - Apr;I 7945
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ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER
PORTABLE
PROJECTING
FLUSH

RANGES

0- 150 Volts
0- 300 Volts
0- 450 Volts
0- 600 Volts
0- 750 Volts
0-1000 Volts
0-150C Volts
---'' 0-2000 Volts
9-2500 Volts
-3030 Volts
9-350C Volts

_

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Ferranti Electric, Ltd., Toronto, Canada

181

Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, England
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Here is advanced Relay Engineering!
TYPE BN
The Allied 6 -pole, double -throw BN type embodies

many new improvements for heavy duty 6 -pole
permits individual adjustment of
switching
contacts. Molded Bakelite is used throughout the
relay. Contacts are rated at 10 Amperes. As in all
Allied relays, the BN is designed for compactness
and minimum weight. May be furnished normally
open or normally closed or double -throw. Available in AC or DC. Weighs 11 oz. Write for com.

.

.

plete operating characteristics, etc.

Height: 2 9/16"

Length: 3"

Width: 1 23/32"

TYPE CN
The CN relay is the result of advanced engineering technique and succeeds Allied's successful AN

type ... a power relay expressly designed for
breaking heavy current. Contact rating is 50 Am-

peres at 24 Volts DC with silver contacts; with
alloy contacts the contact rating is 75 Amperes at

24 Volts DC. (The latter arrangement with the
alloy contacts is known as the CNS type.) The contact arrangement is single pole, single throw,

.double break, normally open or normally closed.
The new design incorporates molded Bakelite insu-

lation, greater electrical clearance and over-all
improved mechanical structure. Available in AC
or DC. Complete data on request.
Length: 2,/4"
Height: 21/2"

Width: 2"

The two relays described above are typical examples of the many new types of
relays Allied is constantly designing for its customers' widely diversified requirements.

Allied's engineering staff continually works to improve relay designs and to develop new magnetic control devices for present anc future manufacturers whose
products require electrical control. The highly practical accumulated knowledge of
these men is at your command. Send us your control problems!

2 EAST END AVENUE (at 79th StreeI NEW YORK 21, N. Y
'LANTSVILLE CONN
FACTORIES NEW YORK CITY
LOS ANGELES IS. CALIFORNIA
1633 SOU -H HOPE STREET
ALLIED CONTROL CO OF CALIFORNIA, INC
CHICAGO 41. ILLINOIS
4321 NORTH KNOX AVENUE
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC

ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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Panel view of the swivel joint tester
used on communications equipment for
Martin electric turrets. It measures

TODAY...and TOMORROW!

leakage between contacts and resist.
once of contacts

leakage in the tester, was a complicated one.

Today, the world over, many of the machines
and devices of war are shaping the peaceful
pursuits of tomorrow. Out of the holocaust of

battle will emerge new horizons of human
comfort, convenience and safety. The science
of electronics marches on !

The instrument makes both an
insulation test at 100 megohms and

a continuity test at 0.02 ohms. In
the insulation test, an unbalance is
set up when the leakage between
contacts is less than 100 megohms.

Detected by the electronic equipment, this causes a relay to operate,

Today, and every day, Temple engineers
and technicians are toiling on new problems,

developing new products, improving old
ones - dedicated to the task of insuring final
Victory-and inspired, as well, to anticipate
the peacetime demands of tomorrow.

Lights on the front panel of the plug
tester are controlled

by the relays

shown in this rear view of the instrument

Elect conics Division

TEMPLETONE
RADIO MFG. CORP.
New London, Conn.

1St

automatically lighting an indicator
signal. This light has to be released
before tests can continue on other
circuits.
Continuity of the contacts

is

checked by passing approximately
three amperes through each circuit
and measuring the voltage drop as
indicated on a meter. An open circuit unbalances the bridge and
causes the red light to glow. An acceptable circuit is indicated on a
calibrated meter.
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

production

tance and increased
accep
ZIRCONIUM
Greater
DUCTILE
(FOOTE
permits ..
of ZIRMET
+)
(purity 99.95
for Bettering

REDUCTION
PRICE
50%
V to per tube
only
Now costs

inch of .003" or
-eighth
square
of tubes.
but one
usual sizes
in
approximately
getter
Need
in
a continuous
sheet

.005

can be used
Ductile Zirconium
including
in all types of tubes,
rectifiers.
vapor
mercury
welded to tantalum,
Readily spot nickel, etc.
molybdenum,
Corrosion resistant.

-of -use effects
Ease
production costs.

Non

savings

clear
volatile (produces

tubes)

Best temperature:
over.

400°C. or

BLE
IS NOW AVAILAROD

ZIRCONIUM)
WIRE OR
DUCTILE
OF SHEET,
(FOOTE
ZIRMET
QUANTITIES
and quotation.
IN PRODUCTION immediately for details
Write

WHERE

SIZE

is

SCIENCE

This is one of many types of mills used by Foote for
producing from ores and minerals the grindings and
granulations consumed by industry. The all-important

control of particle size through grinding, and the
processes related to grinding such as tabling, calcining,

drying and magnetic separation are reduced to a
science at Foote's three plants.

Foote
MINERAL COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA ASBESTOS EXTON, PENNSYLVANIA
1617 SUMMER STREET, PHILADELPHIA 3, PA.

Home Office:
West Coast Rep,: Griffin Chemical Co., San Francisco, Calif. English Reps.: Ernst B. Westmcn, Ltd., London, Eng.
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46%.
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eClIed

1
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60 Woo"

(0694(1" dod.,04.0. toetooi.

hag
At last

writ.

ro.
. a high capacity Relay engineered for

.A

high altitude performance . . . HERMETICALLY SEALED against MOISTURE, HUMIDITY, EXPLOSIVE VAPORS, DUST,
PRESSURE CHANGE, and CORROSION.

Regardless of how high aircraft ceilings
are bumped . . . this is a relay that can
take the ride.
Laboratory models have been completed and
tested ... CEILING UNLIMITED.
LIGHT and COMPACT - models illustrated
weigh approximately 5 ounces; overall dimensions
approximately: Height, 2"; width, 13/8".
TAMPER PROOF.

CONTACT RATING - 20 to 25 amps inductive
load at 30 volts.
Meets winterization requirements.

Unit has withstood Army test, including
overload; vibration 55 cycles per second with

.06' excursion; acceleration of 10 gravity
units; salt spray tests of 240 hours duration.
Affiliated with Electrical Products Corp.
1140 Venice Blvd

Los Angeles 15. Calif.

**

*
Tbis is the Relay of the future

. . .

also

worth your consideration in many
commercial installations.

190
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Another advance in radio frequency heating equipment is this Westinghouse Radio Frequency Generator
for induction heating.
This 200kw generator is a complete power source,
built with all the performance characteristics of Westinghouse industrial equipment. Timing, for example,
is automatic according to a predetermined load cycle

This 200kw, 450kc -.f generator may be ir ;tailed
adjacent to the work, or at a remote point. Deal -front
construction safeguardi operators. From left to right.
cubicles contain rectifier and control panel, rad-o freuency oscillator and tank circuit.

and power consumption is determined by the work
being done.

Consecutive heats can be repeated automatically
without interruption or duplicated at any future time
with accuracy. Once the generator is adjusted to a
process, operation requires only pushing buttons and
setting dials to calibration data.
The 200kw generator is one of a complete Westinghouse line including 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100kw sizes.

Westinghouse
rt^NTS IN 25 C !IES

OfFIGS FV4R7 H-ERt

For more information, ask for Descriptive Bulletin
85-800, or give your nearest Westinghouse representative your specific problem. Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., P. 0. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-08108

ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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TUBES AT WORK

pointed to lies
mony.

Electronic Detection of Deception

192

Radar Fire Hazard
Waterproofing Radio and Electronic Equipment
Transmission of Color Pictures by Facsimile

212
212
236

in previous testi-

In Russia, one scientist picked up
finger tremors during questioning,
with favorable results. Next came
observation of respiration during
cross-examination, continuous observation of blood pressure, and the
continuous and simultaneous re-

cording of both respiration and
blood pressure with the Keeler poly-

Electronic Detection of Deception

graph now in use by many police
departments. This instrument gives

By DR. JOSEPH F. KUBIS
Associate Professor of Psychology
Fordham Univ., New York City

THE APPLICATION of electronic and

electrical techniques to the broad
field of human emotions, and especially to the detection of deception

in normal and abnormal subjects,
involves fundamental
reactions
whose utilization for lie -detection
purposes can be traced back to the
days of ancient Greece. According

to history, the doctor of a certain
king felt the pulse of a subject during questioning, to detect changes
in blood pressure associated with
emotions accompanying deliberate
lies.

Around 1900, word lists developed by Jung were in vogue for
lie detection, with the subject
speaking the first word that came
into his mind after hearing a word
on the carefully prepared list. Dif-

fering reaction times for words
pertaining to the crime in question,
as compared to neutral words, often

Dr. Kuhl' demonstrating the Pathometer developed at Fordham University by the
late Father Summers. Using only an electronic amplifier feeding an Esterline-Angus
recorder, it measures and records each momentary variation in skin resistance due
to perspiration during questioning

from 75 to 85 percent accuracy, but
Tube I

Resistance

of subject

interpretation of the record pat-

Tube 2

tern requires considerable skill.
Oftentimes the variations traced on

I rneq

Fine
2,000

Recorder

Coarse

20,000

Bridge output

with difficulty.

circuit

120,000

-600V

All lie detectors are based on the
fundamental principle that the tell-

123,000

To regulated power supply

-

+ 600 V

1111111-1
7 to 24 volts

Basic Pathometer circuit, illustrating the electronic principles involved in amplifying

changes in skin resistance. The actual circuit now being used employs more conventional balanced stages for d -c amplification, along with feedback for greater
stability accompanying increased sensitivity. The sensitivity level is changed by
varying the amount of resistance in series with the subject or by changing the
d -c voltage source
192

the paper by the recorder are so
slight that they are interpreted

ing of a lie creates a situation of
and attendant emotional
disturbance within the individual.
Though internal, this disturbance
may be expressed in many ways,
such as blushing, paling, perspirconflict

ing, shaking, fidgeting and the like.
The clever or habitual liar can with
a little practice easily conceal such
observable reactions, but he cannot
repress or control certain involuntary reactions, such as minor variApril 1945 - ELECTRONICS

meets special applications
saves time
If your application requires a specially designed relay
Guardian engineers can be of great help to you. But, as
a result of their wide experience in designing "specials" they
have evolved a standard design so flexible that it is now specified in numerous applications that would ordinarily require a
specially designed unit. Perhaps you can use it in your "special"

application ... with a saving in money and delivery time. This
unusually flexible relay is the SERIES 345. Its chief features are
the large coil winding area, numerous contact combinations, the
non -binding pin type armature hinge pin, its resistance to shock
and vibration, and an ability to operate in extremes of temperature. It is now being used in aircraft, radio, and other exact -

.

.

.

saves tooling

. .

speeds delivery!

.

ing applications to insure dependable performance.

STANDARD SERIES 345-The ample coil winding area of
the SERIES 345 gives you a wide range of windings for various
voltages and currents. Coil winding area is approximately .75
cubic inches. Average power required is 3.56 watts with three
pole, double throw contacts of 121/2 amp. capacity. Coils are
available for either A.C. or D.C. operation.
The maximum switch capacity of the Standard Series 345 is
three pole, double throw. Contacts are rated at 121/2 amperes
at 110 volts, 60 cycles, non -inductive A.C. Moving contacts are

attached to but insulated from the armature by a bakelite
plate. Terminals are solder lugs. Weight is 61/2 ounces.

VARIATIONS OF THE SERIES 345 RELAY
WINDING-Multi-wound coils are available for operation on two or more circuits.
Or coil may be wound to operate on the
discharge of a 3 mfd. condenser.

CONTACTS-Normal switch capacity

is

three pole, double throw; maximum switch
TIME DELAY

capacity may be up to six pole double

throw with 121/2 amp. contacts, or any variation of contact combinations within this range,
including the operation of contacts in sequence.

sionally or where solder lug terminals are
not otherwise practical.
INTERLOCKING: Here the series 340 a -c
relay is coupled with the d -c coil of a
series 405 short telephone type relay in an
overload application. Under normal condiDUST COVER
tions the series 340 contacts are mechanically held in a closed position. Normal
current flows through the series 405 coil and
then through the series 340 contacts to the

increased through the use of coil spring rivets.

circuit for which overload protection is desired. Excessive current, however, energizes the

TIME DELAY-On D.C. coils a time delay of
0.25 seconds on release or 0.06 second on
attract may be achieved through the use of

series 405 coil, releasing the locking arrangement and breaking the series 340 contacts.
Push button control resets to normal but is
ineffective if current is still excessive.

The flexibility of the contact springs may be

copper slugs which require these time intervals
for saturation or de -energizing depending on
whether they are used on the heel or head of
the coil.

INTERLOCKING UNIT

s

Normal
M.A.

Minimum
M.A.

600
300
148

480
245

24

4.8
9.8
18

32
115

25.6
92

112

89
25

Normal
Volts

DUST COVER-For applications where this relay may be

6

subject to injury or in atmosphere where dust may be present
in sufficient quantity to impede operation, the SERIES 345 may
be equipped with a metal dustproof cover.

12

SCREW TERMINALS -Screw type terminals are optional
for applications where terminals must be disconnected occa-

SERIES 345 RELAY DATA
Minimum
Volts

31

111

Minimum operating wattage

Coil

Normal

Resist.

Wattage
3.56
3.56
3.56
3 56
3.56

10

40
162

237
3720

I

1

I

I

23

If you will write us about your relay problems our engineers will be glad to make recommendations
which may save you time and money. Should you desire a quotation, please mention quantity.

GUARDIAN
1625-D W. WALNUT STREET

ELECTRIC

CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LINE DE RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN WAR INDUSTRY
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D LIKE
WILOHMS
3

2

.8 .7

.

ANODIZED
ALUMINUM
FLANGE

CORNING

G

GLASS TO
METAL BOND

xri 4-

Ar

DRAWN
STEEL

CUP

KOVAR
GLASS BEAD

c TERMINALS c

At last

a

truly satisfactory answer to the urgent
need for a tropicalized electrical indicating instrument

Glass -to -Metal Hermetically Sealed
21/2"and VA" Instruments by Marion
Utilizing an entirely different design and construction approach, Marion engineers hove completely licked one of the toughest problems ever assigned to our
industry. By building the mechanism into a protective cup -like frame, and then
sealing the glass cover to the metal rim, unequivocable hermetic sealing has
been achieved with a minimum number of seals.
There are no rubber gaskets, no cement seals.

Can be immersed in boiling brine solution
for weeks without deterioration of seals.

bration; can be supplied silver plated for
extra R.F. shielding.

Silver clad beryllium copper hair springs re-

Windows are of double thickness tempered
glass processed for solder sealing, and are
highly resistant to shock.

Instruments are completely dehydrated and
are filled with dry air at sea level pressure.
A newly designed crowned crystal permits
greater scale length, reduces shadows, and
makes for better visibility.
Magnetic shielding permits interchangeability
on any type of panel without affecting tali-

duce zero shift at all temperatures.

Standard Kovar glass bead type terminals
with solder lugs.
Special phosphate finish on cases meets two hundred hour salt spray test.
Window sealing process developed and per fected in cooperation with engineers of the
Corning Glass Co.
Instruments manufactured in accordance with
AWS Spec. C-39.2 1944 plus hermetic sealing.

TYPE HM 2 DIRECTLY INTERCHANGEABLE WITH AWS TYPE MR 24 AND 25
TYPE HM 3 DIRECTLY INTERCHANGEABLE WITH AWS TYPE MR 34 AND 35
Available in all DC ranges. Write for additional details

MARION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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... operate at 115 volts.

... of faulty operation
look for low line voltage.
.. damage due to high
line voltage.

tor

Isn't that asking a lot of

several million people

PIP

who wouldn't know how

to look for low voltage,
or what to do about it if
they found it?
designed to
is

'this

equipment
at

operate

AC,

115/..
60 04es

ik$

o protection o

volt-

co'

ogoinst
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age fluctuations
RP.t4StaittAiL
AGE I
o component
01.1
built-in os
Rated
been
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equipment.
of this
therefore
port
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performance at oit times, flu
moinCoinedof input NICAloge

Warnings against unstable
voltages are unnecessary on

equipment protected with built-in

gotaless os g rent as
tuotions

Unstable voltage on commercial

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
part of your equipment. There are

tions as great as ±15%. They are

SOLA CONSTANT
VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS specially

self -protecting against short circuit.
No sales manager will overlook the

power lines is so prevalent that many
manufacturers of electrical and electronic equipment have found it necessary to warn their customers of its
existence and its possible effects on

several types of

the operation and efficiency of the

capacities and designs can be custom
built to your specifications.
Once installed in your equipment
they require no pampering or supervision. They are fully automatic, in-

features this guarantee of performance, low maintenance cost and satisfaction to the user.
SOLA engineers with wide experience in the application of the SOLA
CONSTANT VOLTAGE principle are
available for consultation on details

stantly coirrecting voltage fluctua-

of design specifications.

equipment.
There is an easy and inexpensive

solution to this important problem

-specify a

SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER as a component

designed for this purpose - small,
compact units in capacities ranging
from 10VA to several KVA. Other

ConstaSoeekaAormers

added salability of a product that

To Design Engineers:

Complete, new hand -book of
Constant Voltage Transformers
available on request.
Ask for Bulletin DCV-1 02

Transformers for: Constant Voltage Cold Cathode Lighting Mercury Lamps Series Lighting fluorescent Lighting X -Ray Equipment Luminous Tube Signs
Oil Burner Ignition Radio Power Controls Signal Systems Door Bells and Chimes etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2523 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, III.
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ations in breathing, increased reactivity of his heart and almost imperceptible changes in the electrical
character of his body.
One of these involuntary body re-

-11-1

actions, known since 1790, is the
change in the apparent electrical
resistance of the skin of the subject during emotional stress. This
was utilized by the late Dr. W. G.

QUARTZ CRY.,, LA,_

.

'

2

MN CUT Mi

N IWO RAD't (0
COL,"01

%

Summers, a Jesuit scientist and

For more than 10 years
we have been manufacturing crystals. Not only
are we crystal manufacturers, but crystfil specialists as well. Consult. us on your "crystal
problems".

PETERSEN RADIO CO.

These simple metal electrodes, held in
the palms by straps, are the only connection to the subject during a deception test with the Fordham Pathometer

Council Bluffs, Iowa
CRYSTALS EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1934

psychologist and founder of the De-

partment of Psychology at Ford ham University, in the development
of his ink -recording psychogalvanometer, called the Pathometer.

When this instrument is used to
pick up and record the variations in

DELAY MAYS

resistance between two points on
the skin during questioning, a sin-

PROVIDE DELAYS RANGING
FROM 1 TO 120 SECONDS

than 98 percent accuracy in the
has no opportunity to control the
involuntary electrical changes occurring at the surface of his skin.

for ambient temperature

changes from -40 to 110 F.

No diagnosis of guilt or innocence
made with this equipment has yet

2. Contact ratings up to 115V -10a AC.

Hermetically sealed - not affected by altitude, moisture or other climate changes .
3.

.

N._...

.

Explosion -proof.

MPERIII

11 DELAY

4. Octal radio base for easy replacement.
5. Compact, light, rugged, inexpensive.

Circuits available: SPST Normally Open;
SPST Normally Closed.
6.

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM? Send for "Special Problem Sheet" and Descriptive
Bulletin.

AMPERITE

RELAY

I
tit

1

with
porcelain
heater

DELAY
IRRIPERI1R
,, RELAY

I2
YORKNAY.

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. Ltd.
560 King St. W.. Toronto

been contradicted by later evidence,
and already over 300 criminal situations have been diagnosed with the
aid of the Pathometer. Although
applied chiefly to criminal cases

largely in cooperation with police

authorities, it has been more recentljr. used by the armed forces and

6 1 BROADW
CO. NEW

diagnosis of guilt and innocence.
The suspect feels nothing and hence

Other important features include: 1. Compensated

gle recording provides easily interpreted indications having better

with heater wound
directly on blade

also in connection with the diagnosis of mental disorders.
The Fordham technique involves
attaching a german silver electrode
in the palm of each hand with a simple strap or bandage, applying a di-

rect voltage of from li to 22i volts
196
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CONCENTRICITY...
For Uniform Transmission Characteristics
in High Frequency Lines
IN COAXIAL CABLES, more than in any other types, accurate relationship
between the component parts is essential.

Concentricity and uniformity of conductors and dielectric join in Anaconda Coaxials to effectively fulfill the objectives of electrical designers.
Each type is specifically designed to serve best in the intended application. All electrical characteristics are held within close limits to uniform
standards assuring accurate surge impedances.
In addition to manufacturing standard types of coaxial cables, Anaconda
offers research and engineering facilities to meet needs for specialized types.

A

A

ANACONDA COAXIAL CABLE!

Anaconda coaxial cables ar,
made in a variety of types to
Army -Navy specifications.

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 Broadway, New York City 4

Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company

CHICAGO OFFICE: 20 North Wacker Drive 6 Sales Offices in Principal Cities
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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"CONTROL OF THE AIR"
has a new meaning today

Yes, we're talking about a different kind of air colli rat -than that established by
Allied fighters and bombers. For the air today is full of high -frequency impulses,
launched by varied types of radio and electronic equipment and performing
varied functions of communication, detection, ranging and safeguarding. From

compact mobile radio sets to highly intricate radar equipment, Delco Radio

products are helping to bring new "air supremacy" to America's armed
forces. Delco Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana.

KEEP BUYING WAR BONDS

DIVISION OF

RA
198
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TYPE 201A RECTIFIER.

Designed to furnish

filament and plate 'current

to

line amplifiers

such as the Langevin 102 Series. Delivers 275

V. at 75 M.A., 6.3 V, at 8 A. Length 10:i'2".

Width 5,2". Maximum height 6V2" (5%"
above, 1" below mounting chassis). Occupies
one third Langevin Type 3A mounting frame;

ype 201 Series Rectifiers consist of Type 201A, described above, and 201B.

Type 201A is supplied with a single filter stage, whereas Type 2018 has a dual filter

stage. Latter type designed to supply filament and plate power for quiet preamplifiers such as Langevin Type 106 or 111. In addition supplies associated line
amplifiers such as Langevin 102 Series. These units possess excellent regulation

and low ripple content.

Send today for complete engineering information about these and other
Langevin apparatus.

The LangeyoLy. Company
SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK

37 W. 65 St., 23

SAN FRANCISCO
1050 Howard St., 3

LOS ANGELES

1000 N. Seward St., 38

( depending upon the electrical resistance of the subject, which can
range from 6,000 to 120,000 ohms
for various individuals and different times of the day), and using a

two -stage d -c amplifier and Esterline -Angus ink -recording milliammeter to produce a trace of current

versus time. The current is proportional to the resistance between
the pick-up electrodes; both current and resistance vary as much as

Sample record of a guilty person, showing consistently large reactions to

questions pertaining to guilt (G), to
actual possession of stolen object (P)
and to knowledge of person who stole
object (K)

1.0 percent for large emotional reactions, and from 3 to 5 percent for
responses to questions evoking emoarrassment or touching on crime
but not involving personal guilt or
knowledge.

The use of only one index eliminates the problem of analyzing

conflicting indications encountered
with other techniques. Thus, a
blood pressure curve may indicate

truthfulness while the respiration
curve will indicate a lie.

Small, but OH, MIGHTY!
Yes, here is a mighty importan' little unit designed and developed by Cook engineers.
Here is a small relay, one of the ''400" series

spring terminals, and elongated holes to faciiirate wiring, high permeable magnetic materials

of Cook relays (illustration above is actual size)
that will meet the most exacting requirements
of at engineers and manufacturers. Here is a
space -saver that makes no sacrifice of sturdi-

wrapped in serving and bakelite impregrated
against moisture to Air Corps specificatiors
with single or twin contacts and single or
double spring pile-ups.

ness, accessibility, life of service or all 'round
quality in comparison with larger standard type
relays. Like all Cook relays, the "400" is built
at the finest materials. Stainless s'eel bearing
pins for long life and permanent adjustment,
new coil terminal design to prevent coil losses
do to breakage of lead wires, wide spacing of

Production of all types of these relays is still
limited to high priority Government contracts;
however, our home and field engineers will be
pleased to consult with you on your post-war

annealed in controlled atmosphere, coils

requirements, on this as well as all Cock
products.

Nature of Examination

The person examined is comfort-

ably seated in a large arm chair

facing away from the operator, so
that the latter is uninfluenced by
the facial expressions of the suspect. After preliminary balancing
of the person into the electrical circuit, the operator proceeds with the
questioning. This is done in a low
monotone, special care being taken
to eliminate any stress or inflection
upon critical words or phrases.
The questions are prepared beforehand. They are specific to the
case under investigation and are
worded to obtain either a yes or no

answer. A summary of the case
and history of the persons involved

is studied a few days before the
examination as a guide for preparing the questions.
2700 SOUTHPORT AVENUE
2C0

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

Several different sets of questions are prepared, two or three
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

MANY TYPES of insulation, in the presence of

moisture and current, create free acids highly
corrosive to current -carrying copper wire. In

such instances this electrolytic action is a
built-in hazard.

Lumarith C.A. (cellulose acetate base) is
chemically inert in electrical applications. It
does not give rise to corrosion even on fine
copper wire.

Many fabricators use tubing of spiral
wound Lumarith C.A. film to make exception-

ally strong cores. They are offered by vari-

ous manufacturers in round, square and
oval shapes. Other Lumarith C.A. films
are available in plain or in special mat
finish (A78) for easier winding. Slippage
is reduced, visibility increased.
Lumarith C.A. is also supplied in thin foil
for coil linings, coverings and interlayer insulation, and in molding materials for coil
spools, bobbins, housings, bases and plugs.

Send for the Lumarith Electrical Booklet.
Celanese Plastics Corporation, a division of
Celanese Corporation of America, 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

_.eezarz
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YES,

BRIDGEPORT

WILL DO

A BIG
POSTWAR
JOB

search coils and variometers in the

Bridgeport's central location, right
near the population center of Amer-

ity and skill will be brought to bear
on your postwar orders.

and Chokes, I.F. Transformers and

Right now, Bridgeport is turning out
huge quantities necessary to meet the
needs of the armed forces, and with
the quality required by exacting military specifications. That same capac-

ica, gives you the added advantage of
fast, trunk line delivery service to any
point. Write to us TODAY to insure
early postwar delivery of R.F. Coils

Transmitting Coils and Chokes.

BRIDGEPORT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Bridgeport, Illinois

R. F. Coils

202

I. F. Transformers
Transmitting Chokes

R. F. Chokes

Transmitting Coils
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how to tame 36,000 horsepower
Above you see the six giant propellers
for one of Uncle Sam's mighty new wind -

shown at the right. By responding to

tunnels - where NACA research engineers are working out the designs for

makes the necessary adjustments-compensating for any fluctuations in power
supply or changes in load. Thus, through

still faster and higher -flying planes.
Driving these 40 -foot propellers are six
6000 hp motors, each weighing 57 tons.
And in spite of the size of the motors, the
complicated system of exciters, genera-

tors, spinning shafts and whirling propellers-the speed of each motor must be
held to extreme accuracy.

By making a complete study of the
system, ...Westinghouse

engineers were

able to determine the proper regulator
system to do the job. It turned out to be
the small, compact electronic regulator

minute changes in speed, it automatically

the delicate sensitivity of electronic tubes,

it is possible to tame 36,000 hp.
Accurate speed and voltage regulation
is just one of the many practical applications of electronics perfected to meet war-

time demands. You may want to know
more about this or other electronic developments for your industry. Your nearest Westinghouse office is ready to provide full information . . or write to
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. P.O.
Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-91071
.

THE ELECTRONIC REGULATOR

Through the sensitivity of
electronic tubes, this device accurately regulates the speed by
controlling the voltage on the
"running" generator, despite
fluctuations in power supply
or changes in load. It has
wide applications in continuous process industries, wherever accurate control of machine speed

is essential

(uniformity of product.

to

J

Westin house
PLANTS IN 25 OTIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

TUNE IN JOHN CHARLES THOMAS, SUNDAY -2.30 ELLT, NBC,
HEAR TED MALONE, MON. TUES. WED. EVENINGS, BLUE NETWORK.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR INDUSTRY AND HOME
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

ELECTRONIC TUBES

RADIO AND TELEVISION
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U.S. ARMY & NAVY SPECIFICATIONS

dence as to guilt or innocent on two

I

different days, possibly under different emotional conditions, on

I

which the operator is justified in

I

NOW IN USE IN CONFORMANCE WITH

being given od each of two days
comprising the test period. The
goal is to gain corroborative evi-

rendering judgment.
The accuracy of any lie detector
depends to a great extent upon the

nature of the questions used and

the sequence in which they are
given. In general, questions related
to the crime and involving knowl-

edge, guilt or possession are re -

ACCOMPLICE

Sample record of an accomplice to a

crime, showing a large reaction
question IC,

to

"Do you know who took

the money?", but not to P. "Do you
MATERIAL

PROTECTION

APPLICATION

95-T (Phenyl Mercury)
85-1-1 (Phenyl Mercury)
I -1-T (Phenyl Mercury)
I -1-P (Pentachlorphenol)
27A (Phenyl Mercury)
27PA (Pentachlorphenol
27SA (Salicylanilide)

PHENOLICS

have the money?" or G, "Did you take
the money?" The latter two give galvanic reactions of about the same

Spray or dip. Bake at 1000C 1 hr.
Spray or dip. Bake at 1200C 1 hr.
Fungicidal wax conc. Impregnate
Fungicidal wax conc. Impregnate
Air Dry Varnish. Note - Air dry
Air Dry Varnish.
vp oa or rneirs adhesionas
Air Dry Varnish. than baking coatings.

HOOK UP WIRES

25X (Phenyl Mercury)

Brush, spray or dip. Air dry.
iDnrysocliVnatf.8540C for 2 hrs. Dip

TEXTILE COVERED JC-16-T (Phenyl Mercury)

850

C for

r
1h

seconds.Tnis

aDrY25't

h r0.

This product also obtainCORDS & CABLES JC-16-P (Pentachlorphenol) solution.
able in solid wax form using six
JC-16-S (Salicylanilide)
types
of

various

melting

waxes and fungicides.

I -1-T (Phenyl Mercury)
I -1-P (Pentachlorphenol)

WAXES

poinr

A fungicidal wax concentrate for

use with micro -crystalline wax. Incorporate in ratio of 1:10.

Air Dry Lacquers.

27A (Phenyl Mercury)
27PA (Pentachlorphenol)
27SA (Salicylanilide)

Air Dry Varnishes.

I
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peated frequently in various forms
during the questioning period.
They are interspersed with two or
more so-called neutral questions

like "Did you ever carry a revolver?" or "Were you ever arrested?", selected to cause emo-

tional embarrassment larger than
a normal reaction. By making the
neutral questions apply to crime,
though not necessarily to the guilt
of the subject, the investigators segives adequate comparative cri-

teria.
One or two questions alone can-

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Detroit

critical questions

cure an emotional standard that

25A (Phenyl Mercury)
25PA (Pentachlorphenol)
25SA (Salicylanilide)
OVERALL SPRAYS

Chicago

magnitude as the matter-of-fact standard questions interspersed among the

Los Angeles

INSL-X-FIRST IN FUNGICIDAL COATINGS

Philadelphia

not indicate truth or deception;
many questions must be given to
note the trend in the reaction. For
example, in the case of a murder
suspect, a very strong reaction may
be given even by an innocent person the first time that the question
"Did you kill him?" is asked. Each

succeeding time this question is
asked, however, the reaction will
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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CAPACITORS 1
FROM start to finish R/C products are
researched, engineered, designed and produced by men who
"know how" -men whose sole business is the making of better

variable capacitors, and has been for over 23 years.

Accurate, modern methods of production make possible a
precision component, produced to meet the exacting demands of
war communications as well as the specifications of manufacturers
" in wace.
This broad background of experience is one of which R/C
itd

.21 It assures leaders in the Radio and Electronics
nents which, in every respect, match the quality

racwrigics they demand.

ADIO CONDENSER
CO.
CAMDEN, N. J.
RADIO CONDENSER CO., LTD., TORONTO, CANADA
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At the Willow Run Bomber Plant of the Ford Motor
Company, the Brush Surface Analyzer determines the
smoothness of oleo strut pistons.
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THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
3423 PERKINS AVENUE
20t

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
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Schweitzer has solved

it with .00025"
Schweitzer Paper Company, one of the larg-

est producers of condenser papers, sensed
the need of a condenser paper thin enough
for use in the small housings necessary for
war and post-war equipment. Experiment,
based on experience, enabled them to create a paper gauged to .00025"...with a tol-

erance of ± or - .000025". Perhaps tiny
housings are not your problem...but whatever your problem may be, if it has to do

with paper for condensers, coils, transformers, or other insulation purposes...you
can solve it with Schweitzet%

SCHWEITZER PAPER CO.
142 MILLER STREET

NEWARK, N. J.
Plants: Newark, Jersey City, Mt. Ilolly Springs, Pa.

\\\0t%.%

so`al

Research Laboratories: Chrysler Bldg., New York, N. Y.

sttoi..°sIs
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be less and will finally be normal

as the initial startle and fear response drops to the level of the
emotional standard response. How-

ever, if the subject is guilty even
though denying the crime, the

Pathometer trace will show almost
uniformly high response each time
that the pertinent question is
asked.

The lie detector can only prove
whether or not a man believes what
he says. Thus, if a mental case who
believes he is Napoleon is subjected

to the test, the lie detector will invariably indicate truthfulness each
time the question is asked "Are you
Napoleon?". On the other hand, it
we EMI DWI
1

I

1HI%

116018118:1111011k111111110111\111LIIIMMIL
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111111111111111111111111i1M111111111
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Gradually diminishing response (read-

ing from right to left) to the question
"Did you help kill Mrs. C?" shows the
subject's denials of crime to be truthin a confession and the electric chair
for the murderer, and proved the in-

40ment

nocence of a suspect who was deliberately incriminated by the murderer in

HICKOK Instruments have long

been known as the ultimate in
scientific development. Illustrated
here are but 4 of our 36 leaders in
the Radio Service field. Thousands
of Radio Service men have preferred

HICKOK Instruments because of

their unusual accuracy and dependability. HICKOK pioneered
in Dynamic Mutual Conductance

Tube Testing Equipment. In the
field of Signal Generators, Traceometers, Vacuum tube Voltmeters,
Oscillographs, Zero Current Testers,

his confession

is practically impossible to fake a
belief and fool the lie detector. This
is important in insurance compensation cases, where people have succeeded in feigning injuries or even

paralysis before the best doctors,
yet cannot fool the lie detector.
The lie detector should not be
used in approximately 10 percent
of the cases, involving mentally unstable subjects, those in which

drugs have been used, and cases
where fatigue has not been eliminated.
Legal Decisions

There are at least three cases al-

Volt-ohm-milliam - meters and
Industrial Analyzers the name

ready in which the results of the

HICKOK is assurance of excellence.

first time in the history of lie de-

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY
10527 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio
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ful. Pathometer evidence here resulted

RADIO SERVICE

Fordham Pathometer have been admitted in evidence. In 1938, for the

tection, evidence based upon a deception test was introduced in court
and accepted as legal evidence over

the objection of the district attorney (People vs. Kenny (167) Misc.
51, 3 N.Y.S.
(2d) County Ct.
1938). Deception test results were
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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In home radios, in commercial radios, in television
and other electronic equipment, it is essential to place
the various elements in positions which simplify assembly and wiring, and give optimism circuit efficiency.
At the same time, it is essential to have all operational controls centralized at a convenient point.

The pictures of the broadcast transmitter show how
both of these requirements are satisfied by the use of
S. S. White Remote Control Flexible Shafts-which
come in a wide selection of sizes and characteristics.
Engineered and built expressly for remote control,
these shafts, properly applied, operate as easily and
smoothly as a direct connection-and proper application is a simple matter.

256 -PAGE FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK FREE TO ENGINEERS This book completely covers the subect of flexible
shafts and their application, including essential technical data. Your copy will be sent free, if you will write
to us direct on your business letterhead and indicate
your position.

S

HITEINDUSTRIAL

THE S. S. W TE DENTAL MFG. CO.

DIVISION

DEPT. E. 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N.Y.
AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
MOLDED PLASTICS
FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS
MOLDED RESISTORS

due oil rielteniead AJIA4 locotaatied Setevrtioe4
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PERMANENT. MAGNETS MAY DO IT BETTER

(This is the first of four advertisements discussing the maior functions of permanent magnets)

the case of generators, magnetos and velocity or dy-namic microphones.

ELECTRIC CURRENT

from

2.

MECHANICAL ENERGY

through

By acting as a polarizing agent, where reluctance
to the magnetic circuit is varied by mechanical
means; for example-the phonograph pick-up and
inductor type magnetos and generators.

PERMANENT MAGNETS

This characteristic of the permanent magnet permits

its use for the generation of electricity for actual

The ability to create an electric current through the
agency of a permanent magnet suggests to the engi-

power uses, or to produce devices for the control, detection and measurement of many materials.

neer or product designer a wide range of useful applications.
Permanent magnets are able to transform mechanical into electrical energy in two ways -

Backed by 34 years of experience as the largest
exclusive manufacturers of permanent magnets, our
engineers will gladly consult with you on problems
where the use of permanent magnets may do the job
better. Write for free copy of technical booklet: "Permanent Magnets Have Four Major Jobs".

1. By producing a magnetic field through which an

electrical conductor is moved mechanically-as in

THE INDIANA STEEL
* PRODUCTS COMPANY

6 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS

*

Specialists in Permanent Magnets Since 1910
COPYRIGHT 1945, THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
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WHAT WILL YOU NEED TO PRODUCE BETTER
CORNING

POST-WAR PRODUCTS ?

GLASS

crives

Special Electrical Qualities
Thermal Endurance
Hermetic Sealing
Mechanical Strength
Corrosion Resistance
Precision
Permanence
Metallizing
Dimensional Stability
High dielectric strength - high resistivity-low power factor-wide range
of dielectric constants-low losses at
all frequencies.

Permanent hermetic seals against gas,

oil and water readily made between
glass and metal or glass and glass.

Commercial fabrication to the fine
tolerances of precision metal working.
Corning's metallizing processproduces
metal areas of fixed and exact specification, permanently bonded to glass.

S S YOU plan post-war electronic products, give a thought to versatile glass. We
really mean glasses, for Corning has, at its fingertips, 25,000 different glass formulae
from which to select those especially suited to your electronic applications. Let us show
what glass can do for you. We may already have a solution - or Corning Research can
find the answer for you. Address Electronic Sales Dept., E-4 Bulb and Tubing Division.

Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York.

PIP

CORNING
means

Electronic alassware

Research in Wass
..py REv.. . v coR" and I
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I IR.\ !NW' arc reFistered trade-markl and in.licate manufacture by Carnity, Gltu.
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also accepted as evidence before a
referee in a compensation court,
again over the objection of the defense attorney (Industrial Board

Shallcross

of State of New York, case No.
37514096). In New York City, a
magistrate's court similarly accepted such evidence. In all these

BX PROCESSED
(PA EN

APP ED

instances the subjects were tested
by means of the Pathometer.

OR)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

(1) Summers, W. G., Science Can Get the
Confession, Fordham Law Review, Nov.

1939, p. 335-354.
(2) Kubis, J. F., Medicine and Lie -Detec-

tion, The Linacre Quarterly, Ns, No. 2,
p. 28-30, Apr. 1943.
(3) Hoch, P., Kubis, J. F'., and Rouke,
P. L.. Psychogalvanometric Investigations in
Psychoses and other Abnormal Mental

States, Psychosomatic Medicine, VI. No.
p. 237-243, July 1944.
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Radar Fire Hazard
A SERIOUS FIRE HAZARD to life and
property exists when gasoline is

transferred from one container to
another in the vicinity of an oper-

ating radar set. High -frequency
current is induced into the containers and sparks jumping between them can cause an explosion
and fire. The filling of gasoline
heaters in radar sets and the filling

of power plant and vehicle fuel
tanks near radar sets are the chief
sources of this hazard. It is recom-

mended that a radar set be shut

HIGHLY RESISTANT TO
MOISTURE AND FUNGUS
Applicable to Any Akra-Ohm Type
BX Processing for Shallcross Akra-Ohm
Close Tolerance Wire-Woiind Resistors is

the culmination of extensive specialized
engineering research in close conjunction
with the exacting demands of the nation's
armed forces.
ANTI -FUNGUS TEST-Exposed in

actual

outdoor conditions in which the known fungi
were numerous and under an average relative humidity of 95%, no fungus or corrosion
was apparent after 88 days.

SALT SPRAY-Large users have certified
that BX Resistors successfully withstand 200
hours of salt spray containing 20% sodium
chloride.

HUMIDITY- Production samples supplied to
a leading manufacturer's laboratory success-

to 90%
relative humidity at a temperature of 85° F.
Measured while wet, at the end of the test,
fully withstood 90 days exposure

the resistors were still within a few tenths of
one percent of their original value!

TEMPERATURE CYCLING-Five

cycles

of -55°C. to +85° C. have no effect on the
coating or stability of BX Processed Resistors

E-45.

Waterproofing Radio and
Electronic Equipment
By EDWARD C. WARRICK
Engineering Division
The Crosley Corporation

IN PEACE TIME, manufacturers of

equipment were not concerned to
any marked degree with the prob-

lem of protecting their products
from extreme weather conditions
since the people using this equipment took precautions to prevent
harmful exposure to the elements.
However, our armed forces during

Shallcross BX Processed Resistors are iden-

war time do not always have the
time or facilities for properly pro-

tified by the prefix "BX" on the standard
type number. Write for details.

COLLINGDALE, PA.

ENGINEERING DESIGNING MANUFACTURING
212

0

-a fact confirmed by impartial tests in several large industrial laboratories.

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
DEPT.

down when it is necessary to pour
gasoline from one container to another in the vicinity of the set.

tecting their equipment as it is
sometimes operated in the rain, in
fox holes and may even be floated
ashore from landing craft.
Reports from the war fronts indicated numerous occasions where
equipment that normally would operate many hours failed to function
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

INCREDIBLY SMALL...
INCREDIBLY EFFICIENT

...

PO
(Illustrated actual size)

O
ICC?,

CAPACITORS

,c11101----/

The smallest yet-especially notable
for their remarkable electrical qualities
Another MICAMOLD achievement that dovetails perfectly into advanced Radio
and Radar design . . admirably serving your need for a fine small capacitor to
use in TUNED CIRCUITS, such as small IF transformers, tank circuits, etc.
.

Capacity Range
Voltage Rating
Tolerance

Minimum

CI

Temperature Coefficient
Capacitance Drift

5 mf. to 100 mmf.*

:

:
:

:
:
:

300 VOC Working 600 VDC Test

Plus or minus 5% or

1

mmf.-whichever is greater

Over 2000

Plus or minus 100 parts/million**
Plus or minus 0.3%**

*PQ is so small, it can only be marked with a
3 -dot color code indicating capacity in mmfs.
**These figures correspond to characteristic "D"
of specifications JAN - C-5.

Molded in Red XM262 (lowlDss material)

Tropicalized by application of an
anti -fungus wax

Availatie

Af

Once

SAMPLES OR PRODUCTION QUANTITIES

MICAMOLD Radio Corporation
115 Knickerbocker Ave., Brooklyn 6, N. Y.
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HAS THE ANSWER TO YOUR
MICROMICROFARAD PROBLEM

I. C. E.

VC -100 VACUUM
CONDENSOR

You don't have to build equipment to suit
the capacity of any particular condensor.
I. C. E.'s advanced research now makes
available to you reliable vacuum condensors in capacities ranging from 10 to 110
micromicrofarads ... in steps of one micromicrofarad. I. C. E. precision assures accuracy of -one micromicrofarad, plus or minus.

Standard condensors available in sizes
VC -12 ...VC -25 ...VC -50 and VC -100.
Order your requirements today

Send for this Complete Catalog

Research on Your Other Problems

A new catalog, fully illustrated, describes

The I. C. E. research laboratory is ready to
serve you in the development and design-

in detail I. C. E. vacuum condensors as well
as other high precision vacuum equipment.
Write for your free copy today.

ing of tubes and other vacuum units required by electronic equipment you are

now designing. Write Engineering Department today.

ELECTRONIC TUBES

RESEARCH DESIGN PRODUCTION

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA
214
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MEETING THE HIGHEST
INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS
Nationally recognized engineering talent .. . sharpened
by intelligent specialization . . . broadened by the ex-

acting tests of war ... explains, in part, PLASTIC'S
amazing progress in the field of thermoplastic insulation.

Also responsible are latest equipment, careful materials
control, and a personnel whose loyalty and devotion is
"above and beyond the call of duty." You can utilize to
advantage . . in today's planning and tomorrow's production ... this experience and ability. Available for the
asking is the "know how" which can make your product
a BETTER product. You can DEPEND on PLASTIC for
.

design ... development ... delivery.

(

WIRE E. CABLE #
CORPORATION,
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W. LORD. President

/fie A,
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entirely or performed for a very
short time when delivered to our
fighting men. Many of these failures were due to moisture and wa-

BETTER

ter getting inside the cases onto the
working parts during shipment, in
field warehouses or in actual field
service. The engineers of the Signal Corps and manufacturers were
called upon to develop ways and
means of combating this problem.

PERMANENT MAGNETS

An;

(.9,
0

0

((.\,

al

0

One of the problems, moisture

RADIO, SOUND and
COMMUNICATIONS

proofing, can be solved by waterproofing the housing of the unit in
addition to the moistureproof treat-

EQUIPMENT

parts.
To accomplish this all shafts,

ment of some of the component
openings, windows, etc., must be
sealed ; all rivets and spot welded
seams must be waterproofed; covers and their mountings must be
properly designed. Not only must
everything on or through the case
be watertight, but ways and means

IUTOMOTIVE

and AVIATION
EQUIPMENT

had to be found to dissipate the
heat generated inside the case.
Metal Cabinets

4

It had been standard practice to
form a box out of sheet metal, fastening the sides or ends by riveting
or spot welding. The removable

INSTRUMENTS

side or end was held in place by
screws. Louvers were often placed

in the sides and back for ventilation.
To replace a case of this construction and still save as many tools as

possible, a step bracket (see Fig. 1)
However advanced your own product -development work may be . . .
however new or revolutionary the permanent magnets you require
.. Arnold engineers can be of considerable assistance to you in supplying the proper permanent magnets in volume. They're precision -built

around the entire open end of the

entirely in our own plant, under the closest metallurgical, mechan-

DIE CAST
COVER

ical and magnetic control to assure peak efficiency at the lowest cost.

SEALING GASKET
STEP BRACKET

Get your copy of this valuable, upto-the-minute manual on the design,
production and application of modern Alnico permanent magnets. Write us, on your company letter-

SHEET METAL
CASE

NEWI

head, today.
Fig. 1-Detail of end of a metal cabinet

Specialists

in

showing use of a step bracket

the manufacture of

ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS

case to carry a gasket can be added.
The removable cover is made from
a

147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
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die casting having a locating

flange to fit around the outside of
the case and a V -ridge to fit into
the gasket material. External
clamping latches are used in place
of screws. The latches are spot
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

ON ELECTRICAL
CONNECTORS

from mild vibration
to heavy shock ... is present around every electrical connector in service.
If succussion wins, circuit efficiency drops or service stops . . and costly

Sccussion* in some form .

. .

.

maintenance begins.
How, then, can you be sure the connections you make, in your product
or in your plant, will remain unaffected by mechanical abuse? You'll find

the answer here in Burndy's torture chamber where connectors are 'pretested' through a rigorous physical 'workout'.
Hour after hour, they are vibrated at varying frequencies and amplitude. But in addition, very unusual methods are employed to add shock,
stress and twist as well. After which their electrical resistance and strength
are carefully measured to make sure there has been no change ... that they
are worthy of the Burndy name.
These 'physicals' are but part of the thorough test procedure here in the
Burndy laboratories . . . all aimed to assure that your circuits or equipment suffer no connection troubles in service. If you don't have the Burndy

catalog, let us send you a copy. Burndy Engineering Co., Inc., 107L
Bruckner Boulevard, New York 54, N. Y.
Succussion: forcible shaking, violent shock.

I

illeadv.aders for

co KIN E. CTID R S

dy

In Canada: Comedian Line Actorials limited. Toronto 3
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ELECTRONIC
ENTERPRISES, INC.
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25 WARREN 3TFEEI, IEW YORK CITY, N. Y.,
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PUTS THE "FINGER" ON
COMMUNICATIONS!

...but TROPICALIZED Q -Max A-27, H. F.
From the moment your communication
or electrical product arrives on a Pacific
beachhead, its "number is up"-unless,
of course, it has been tropicalized! For
Fungi and Mold, those deadly parasitic
organisms that thrive in a hot, humid,
tropical atmosphere, are insidious per-

Lacquer Offers Sure Protection

delicate part double-barreled protection. It offers the protection of the
fungicide and that offered by the Q -Max

formance enemies that do not respect

Lacquer, long known for its good electrical characteristics and corrosion resistance. And Q -Max not only fungus proofs the coated area, but the untreated
surfaces adjacent to the treated part as

the finest workmanship your factory can

well.

build into any component part.

Send for your copy of "Tropicalized
Q -Max A-27, H.F. Lacquer", a folder

The sure, safe and effective antidote is
Tropicalized Q -Max A-27, H.F. Lacquer

that can easily be applied by brushing

or dipping as a post assembly operation.

which supplies complete details. Specify
this factory -mixed fungicidal lacquer

that's non-toxic and

Coaxial Transmission Line and Fittings

meets Government spec-

Sterling Switches

ifications-look for the

cide - and - lacquer com-

Auto-Dryaire

word "Tropicalized" on

bination offers every

Antenna and Radiating Systems

This dependable fungi-

the Q -Max label.

Tropicalized CI -Max A-27, H.F. Lacquer

PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
41 -MAX CHEMICAL DIVISION: 346 BERGEN AVENUE, JERSEY CITY 5, N. J.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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welded to the exterior of the sheet -

dilii111114

WORLD FAMOUS

OSCILLOSCOPES by Wirt111N1
Use Capacitors by

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER
CORP.

metal case and latch over the diecast cover. The louvers are omitted, and to help dissipate the gener-

ated heat, the entire inside of the
case is painted black. All seams are
brazed or welded their entire

length and the tenons of tapped
studs to be used for mountings are
first dipped in a hard -setting sealing compound and then riveted to
the ase.

Glands in Rotes

shafts subject to movement
are raterproofed by use of packing

glair Is. The design of the gland is
det( mined by the space available
and the type of panel through

which the shaft extends. If the
panei is a die-cast or sand-cast
piece where a counterbore can be
util i

ed, then the construction con -

Fig. 2-Method of sealing a shaft hole
in a east panel

oscilloDumont's famous
used
in
Capacitors
designed, engineered
scopes are especially
for unusual performmanufactured
and
conditions.
difficult operating
under
ance

PAPER, OIL AND ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

INDUSTRIAL
CONDENSER
CORPORATION

1725 W. NORTH AVE., CHICAGO 22, U. S. A.
DISTRICT OFFICES IN

PRINCIPAL CITIES

QUICK DELIVERY FROM DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCKS

sists of a circular rubber washer
backed up with a metal washer.
This type of construction is shown

in Fig. 2. A packing nut is used
to hold the rubber and metal washers in place. As the packing nut is
tightened, it forces the rubber
against the bottom of the counter -

bored hole. Since the diameter of
the counterbore is just slightly
larger than the outside diameter of
the rubber washer, it also causes
the rubber to seal around the shaft.
A suitable lubricant is used on the

shaft to prevent the rubber from
gripping the metal.
For sheet -metal panels, a different type of gland is used. As shown
in Fig. 3, this type of construction
consists of a metal bushing having
a rubber diaphragm vulcanized to
it. The rubber diaphragm is held in
place by screws through the panel
and diaphragm into a back-up metal
disc. These screws are dipped into
a s( sling compound before being
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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The Gardenia is one of the most outstanding examples

of the perfection of Nature's production lines - yet by engineering
standards a failure, for no two Gardenias ever are exactly alike.
AUTOMATIC Mica Trimmers are all exactly alike never varying in a single detail.
You will still find AUTOMATIC Mica Trimmers to be the

best, for, we have lost none of the "know-how" that was our special
pride in pre-war days. With it we have combined much that we have
learned ir. designing and producing military equipment. Specify
AUTOMATIC Mica Trimmers in your Post-war Receivers.

MANUFACTURING
COMPLETE ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES & COMPONENT PARTS
900 PASSAIC AVE. -'14"1""ftwomilimmow
EAST NEWARK, N. J.
222
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Unretouched photograph of the original
Machlett Laboratory

The Machlett "White Room", first in the industry

Machlett Laboratories, Springdale

EVEN

3 YEARS AGO

Machlett TUBES WERE
IN 1902 Dr. W. J. Morton, distinguished scientist, doctor and p
neer in the then-newfield of r

wrote to

gen-

-. Machlett:

"My special tube, as you manufactured it, is truly a success and

don't know how I could obtain
Machlett Laboratories, Norwalk

anything better. Please make me
another one as soon as you possibly can."

Though little was known about X-rays

ML-893-high power
oscillator and amplifier tube for radio and
industrial purposes.

at that time, one thing was clear to
the men using them: the best tubes
available were made by Machlett.
We believe that is still true today.

RAISED

eir manufacture, and by designing
and making new types for new appli-

cations. Thus Machlett became the
largest producer of X-ray tubes in
the world.

Today we also apply our half a
century of experience to the production of other electron tubes, such as

oscillators, amplifiers and rectifiers

for radio and industrial uses. For
information as to available types of
Machlett tubes, write Machlett Loboratories,Inc.,Springdale,Connecticut.

The transition from the original

Machlett Laboratory to the two
modern plants at Springdale and
Norwalk, Connecticut, was a gradual

process. It was made possible by

APPLIES TO RADIO AND INDUSTRIAL USES

constant improvement in the tubes,

ITS

YEARS OF ELECTRON -TUBE EXPERIENCE

by developing new techniques frr
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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SHEET METAL CASE

RUBBER DiAPNIMGM
METAL BUSHING
ROTATING SHAFT
RUDDER WASHER
`SEALING COMPOUND

AROUND THESE
SURFACES.

Fig. 3-Gland construction for sealing
a sheet -metal panel

assembled. Sealing compound is
also placed between the diaphragm

and the panel. The rotating shaft
for this type of installation has an
undercut which carries a rubber
sealing washer which is circular in
cross section. The diameter of the

bushing, being slightly less than
that of the rubber washer when installed on the shaft, causes the rub-

NOW OUR SIGHTS ARE SET

ber to be squeezed between the
shaft and the bushing, creating the

seal. As in the preceding type of
gland, lubricant is used between the
rubber and the bushing.

The third type of packing gland
used requires considerably more
space than the two explained above.

This method has been used for

Ever since the war began-and for some time
previous-B & W engineering has been achieving
in days what would normally have taken months.
Production was quickly doubled and redoubled.
Then it was doubled again.
Somewhere along the line, we began catching
up with the tremendous demand placed upon us
or the coveted Army -Navy "E" burgee would not
now be here.
We're proud of this recognition. We were more
than pleased when the Flag arrived-even though
there was time for no more than a fervent 20 minute salute. There are still Air Inductors, variable capacitors and special electronic assemblies
to be produced-in more intricate designs and in
larger quantities than seemed possible only a few
years ago. There are still stars to be added to our
"E" burgee. There is still a war to be won!

BARKER & WILLIAMSON
AIR INDUCTORS VARIABLE CONDENSERS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLIES
235 FAIRFIELD AVENUE, UPPER DARBY, PA.
Export: UNDETEVES, Inc., 10 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
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years on propeller shafts and water
pumps and is illustrated in .Fig. 4.
It consists of a packing nut having

Fig. 4-Shaft hole can also be sealed
with impregnated cord and a packing
nut

a countersink at the base of the
threads and a packing gland having

a similar countersink. A graphite
impregnated cord, which is wound
around the shaft, is forced into the
small space created by the countersinks. This seals around the shaft
as well as around the inside diam-

eter of the gland. The impregnation of the cord serves as a lubricant and as a water seal.
Pushbuttons and toggle switches
used on some pieces of equipment
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

is the

T
LONGESm Delay
Tie
Standard

HEINEMANN
MAGNETIC

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
566 seconds is the maximum time which the magnetic breaker will
allow to elapse at 25% overload, if the No. 1 time curve is chosen.
There are three standard time curves to choose from in order to match
closely the characteristics of the individual application.
The breaker will hold 100°k of rated load; may trip between 100%
and 125% of rated load; and WILL trip at 125% and above, as shown
on the curve. Breakers are available in any rating between 10 milliamperes and 50 amperes with time delay in single, two, and three pole
as shown.
The same breaker can also be had with instantaneous trip where

current is applied gradually up to rated load. All instantaneous
breakers are set to trip instantly.
Send for Catalog Showing Complete Line and Engineering Data

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKER CO.
Subsidiary of Heinemann Electric Co - Est 1888

97 PLUM STREET
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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TRENTON, N. J.
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World's fastest and
most accurate
communications syste m
SENDING
TELEFAX

- THE INSTANT
COURIER

WC) GRAM

Lees finish

the job!
RECEIVING

Illustration shows Telefax (Finch Facsimile) message as sent by the War
Advertising Council. Facsimile will be used for the instant and accurate
transmission of written, unmistakable orders and reports, and for other
communications where high speed and complete accuracy arc desired.

By means of Finch Facsimile, any message that

can be written, printed or illustrated on paper
can be transmitted as far and as fast as electric
circuits reach by wire or radio.
A sheet 81/2" x 11" can be transmitted in two

minutes, which can contain many hundred
words, plus photographs and drawings!

This is a speed of electric transmission never
before equalled. And the accuracy is absolute.
Furthermore, the definition is finer than newspaper halftones. And the cost is reasonable.
Begin using Finch Facsimile in a limited area
and expand as desired. Include Facsimile in your

postwar planning.

FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC. PASSAIC, N. J.

71114i64114tU4eeV 6V414144042tiV.

Mich facsimile
226
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1. Inner flexible conduit affords maximum physical protection to wiring.

2. Braided wire covering, sometimes in multiple layers,
improves the electrical shielding and provides increased ruggedness.

3. Main conduit manifold is bent to shape from seamless
tubing.

Ocrace14,eadaleaceez"
WITH BREEZE RADIO IGNITION SHIELDING
The Breeze Radio Ignition Shielding which
equips the modern aircraft engine is the product
of extensive laboratory test and research.
Effective shielding calls for a metal case of high
conductivity around possible sources of radio interference, designed to lead off high frequency impulses to the ground and prevent their radiation.
Each installation must be custom engineered to
meet the needs of the problems involved.
Breeze Shielding is designed for ruggedness, resistance to vibration, and maximum isolation of

high frequency interference. Each wire of the
braided cover must be positively soldered at each
connection, inner conduit must be tight to avoid
electrical leakage, and fittings must be precision -

machined for close fit and uniform pressure of
contact faces.

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

New shielding problems presented by the rapid
advance in the science of radio communicatior and
television are constantly being solved by Breeze
engineering. A background of many years ex 3erience in shielding automotive, aircraft, marine and

commercial engines has made Breeze America's
headquarters for Radio Ignition Shielding.

OtItzk)
CORPORATIONS, INC.
Newark, New Jersey
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illy

I

CASE
TAPPED PLATE
MOULDED RUBBER
COVER

SELii-ELONOCK6INNAG

PUSH BUTTON
SWITCH

NUT

BRACKET
OGfiLE SWITCH
SEALING
COMPOUND AROUND
THESE SURFACES

-4.m.

Fig. 5-A molded rubber cover seals
pushbuttons and toggle -switch handles

are covered with a molded rubber

cover as shown in Fig. 5. This
cover is fastened to the panel with
screws and a back up plate. Sealing
compound is placed between the
panel and the cover and also on the
screw threads. The rubber cover

With the

has molded extrusions which fit
over the buttons or switch handle,

4VNI 611P
The new Type 6NAO Self -Locking Palnut

may be used as a one-piece locknut to
securely fasten parts-or as an adjusting
nut to maintain accurate settings anywhere 'on the screw. (See typical use
herewith.)

o/d ow-

Orde"...4.:4111r/..ge.

When the Type 6NAO Palnut is tightened, its arched, slotted jaws grip the
bolt like a chuck
I-11, while spring
tension is exerted upward on the bolt
threads and downward on the part

12-21, securely locking both. A third

grip is exerted around the top of the
look by spring tension at 3-3.

making them readily accessible.
In cases where it is necessary to
run tie rods through the panel, the

tie rods are sealed by using a rub-

ber gasket backed up by a cup
washer. This construction is shown

in Fig. 6. As the fastening nut is
tightened, the cup washer forces
the rubber into the threads of the
tie rod and at the same time forces
it tight against the panel.
Cables and Connectors

When used as a fastening, the full triple
grip is utilized to keep parts tight under
vibration, without need of lockwashers.
When used as an adjusting nut, the third
gripping action (3-3) locks it firmly in

Cable connectors for electrical

leads proved to be somewhat of a
problem. However, the manufacturers of these connectors produced.
a unit having inserts molded into a
Bakelite base which in turn is sealed
in a metal shell by means of a sealing compound. The connector is
mounted to the panel with a gasket
between the two pieces. The screws
used for mounting are screwed into

position.

Type 6NAO Palnuts are single thread
locknuts, made of tempered spring steel.
Light in weight, low in cost, easily,

speedily applied. Send details of your

assembly for samples and suggestions.
Write for new data sheet and copy of

blind tapped holes or dipped into

Palnut Manual No. 2, giving information
on all types of Self -Locking Palnuts.

sealing compound and fastened into
screw plates.

THE PALNUT COMPANY
77 CORDIER ST.

Liquid Leaks in Cable

IRVINGTON 11, N. J.

Adjusting Nut on Relay

The most surprising source of
leaks were electrical cables. These
cables vary in length from several
inches

to several yards and are

made up from two to eight individ-

ual wires. The wires are shielded
and covered by a rubber sleeving,

Self -Locking
228

PALNUTS

but even with this compact arrangement, water was found to
seep the entire length of the cable.
Several methods for sealing these

cables were tried with the

final
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REMOTE

44 6120 CONTROL
1 HER

C

OS.°

CT OR

OR RADIO

14,

vt

of variable sequence operations becomes an "everyday" procedure
with W&T Torsional Relays.
RANGE Of particular interest to the engineer are a few design characteristics:
SENSITIVITY
Less
than
3.0
seconds
from
impression
10 to 20 cycles per second.
of a 5 volt 0.0012 ampere current pulse of constant amplitude and at the resonant
SELECTIVITY - Resonant frequency plus
frequency to which the relay is adjusted.
STABILITY - Excellent over
for
response.
or minus 2.5% under above conditions
CONTACT
CAPACITY - In
a wide range of ambient temperature and pressure.

controlled circuit, 50 milliamperes.

Write for Technical Publication 252

WALLACE & TIERNAN
BELLEVILLE 9
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

PRODUCTS, INC.

NEW JERSEYA-38
22,

MAT'S OUR 8487!
What is it? Sorry, but that's a military secret! However, we can tell you

this much-it's a very important and intricate part for a very important piece of equipment which is most important to the war effort. We're mighty proud of this
particular job because it demonstrates our ability to cope with a situation which
not only demanded precision in the fabrication of the component plastic

parts but hair -line accuracy in assemblying those parts-strictly according to
specifications. * True, all the parts we produce are not quite as

complicated as this one but "extraordinary" or not,
every job receives the same careful consideration right down to the last specific detail.

Sete ud S

.te for your next fabricated parts

and let us prove to you that we can produce them better... faster and more economically!

Branch Offices:

230

recision

DETROIT: 4835 WOODWARD AVE.

FABRICATORS, INC.

CHICAGO: 4311 RAVENSWOOD AVE.

EAST ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Specification Fabricaors of
VULCANIZED FIBRE, CORK. CORPRENE,
PHENOL FIBRE, RUBBER, ASBESTOS

AND OTHER MATERIALS
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problem: more power in a hurry...
CORNELL-DUBILIER HAD THE ANSWER
American Industry had to speed up for war production. That meant more electric power-much
more. But there was no time to build new generat-

ing equipment, nor could we release copper and
other critical materials.
CORNELL-DUBILIER ENGINEERS HAD A SOLUTION

-

C -D Power -Factor Capacitors. They're easy to in-

stall quickly, they save man-hours and critical
materials.

Like all C -D Capacitors, power factor units are
precision products. To make sure of their perfec-

lion, highly trained men, long skilled in testing
capacitors check and recheck repeated! throughout production.
Devotion to detail is a habit with C -D craftsmen.
Their precision methods have made C -D's famed

for dependability since 1910. Look to C -D for
capacitors of better -than -specified quality, perforntance and life. Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N. J. Other Plants:
New Bedford, Brookline, Worcester, Mass. and
Providence, R. I.

volt,

ph
Se.

V'ClUcif

rt-'e capacitor uni:

CORNELLDUBILIE
CAPACITORS
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MOTOR DATA

No. 126

Fig. 6-Simple seal for tie rods

answer being a liquid tar drawn
into one end of the cable by a vac-

uum applied at the opposite end.
Cables sealed in this manner are

2300 FRAME MOTOR
1/5 HP at 3800 RPM
.sto,"*"'Ifs:.9.4c1f.

**'s

kWYVYA,

The basic design of the
2300 Frame Motor
has been used in scores
of individual modifications. Many of these
designs are complete and

"1-.86

A't a it
ilt:VA*6
egeer
35,70,,

6

.h
;

available-others for
0,--000°'°
03 -to 5

new equipment can
readily be developed.

0

w,loc"

scis

ELECTRICAL
Series or shunt wound

High starting torque
Low starting current
High efficiency
Low RF Interference
Unidirectional or reversible
Armature and field windings
varnish impregnated and baked

MECHANICAL

Watts Output, Int.
Torque at 6000 RPM
Torque at 3800 RPM

Base or flange mounting
Laminated field poles
Precision ball bearings
Segment -built commutator
Permanent end play adjustment

Lock Torque
Volts Input
Volts Input
Temperature Rise
Diameter
Length less shaft

Shaft Dia.
Weight

(max.)
(in. oz.)
(in. oz.)
(in. oz.)
(min.)

Shunt

160

50

40
57

-

5

(max.)

110

(int.)

50°C

2W
44"
(max.)

.312"
2.4

(lbs.)

the opposite end is sealed into the
case. By assembling in this manner, water is excluded from the entire length of the cable.
Phone Jacks

The final and most troublesome
part of waterproofing was phone

too successful. A rubber balloon ar-

rangement shown in Fig. 7 fastened and sealed to the inside of

2310

Siert*,

120

been drawn is left in the open while

mitting key. These jacks must be
easily accessible and at the same
time must be waterproof. Spring actuated hinged covers, having a
rubber gasket, were tried but due
to production tolerances were not

Completely enclosed

2318

for a period of twenty-four hours.
Careful examination at the end of
this time disclosed that water had
not traveled from one end of the
cable to the other. In assembling
the cable to the unit, the end of the
cable into which the melted tar had

jacks used for plugging in a microphone, ear phone, speaker or trans-

Low weight factor
Unusual compactness

2300 FRAME MOTORS

tested under three feet of water

the case around the jack body, having a hole for wires to pass through,

proved satisfactory. The wires are
first coated with a rubber cement,

10

14

5
28
50°C

26"
29"
.312"
1.5

1E mom' IIMCC.

1501 W. Congress St., Chicago, U.S.A.
DYNAMOTORS U. C. MOTORS POWER PLANTS CONVERTERS
E. port Ad Aurferno, 89 Brood Sr N.-ve York, U
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S

A

Cobh. Au.'.

N.

r

Fig. 7-A rubber balloon behind the
panel and an auxiliary rubber cover
seals a phone lack
April 1945 -
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BH EXTRA FLEXIBLE FIBERGLAS SLEEVING

MAKE THIS

FEW electrical insulations can double in brass as heat
insulations. Yet so effectively heat resistant is BH Extra
Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving that actual service records
show it refuses to burn even in direct contact with heat

units. The reason-both yarns and impregnation are
non -inflammable!

A special gum base and dye applied by an exclusive BH
process is responsible for many more features. It perma-

nently prevents fraying, stiffening and abrasive wear.

Hold a match under a piece of BH Extra
flexible Fiberglas Sleeving. The flame does
not burn, char or otherwise affect it. And temperatures much higher than usually encoun-

tered electrically are just as readily resisted
by the inorganic Fiberglas,
IN EXTRA FLEXIBLE FIB

jurr,

NON -FRAYING

SLEEVING

NON -STIFFENING

The sleeving is unusually flexible and takes the roughest
handling without fraying. It does not harden and crack
with age-lasts indefinitely without deterioration. It is
also non -crystallizing at low temperatures.
Fiberglas is non-absorbent and unaffected by moisture,
oil or grease-qualities ideally suited to appliance manufacture for instance. And it has high dielectric and tensile
strength.

"Punishment" tests prove that BH Extrz Flexible

Fiberglas Sleeving is the most logical insulation for a host
of tough jobs. Why not see for yourself? It's available in

all standard colors and all sizes from No. 20 to s 8", inclusive. Write for samples today and compare!
BN SPECIAL TREATED FIBERGLAS SLEEPING
UNAFFECTED BY HEAT UP TO 1200°F!
This is a high quality sleeving that will not fray when cut
and withstands heat up to 1200 F. Yet no satur int is used
in the exclusive BH process! Flexible as string, too. Made
in natural color only -all standard sizes. Try it !
MAGNETO TUBING SLOW -BURNING

ALSO SLOW -BURNING IMPREGNATED
FLEXIBLE VARNISHED TUBING SATURATED AND NON -SATURATED SLEEVING

PRODUCTS
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BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. E Conshohocken, Penna.
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PROTECT VITAL COMMUNICATIONS

with

FUNGUS RESISTANT
LACQUERS, VARNISHES

AND COATINGS

Containing mercury bearing and non -mercury bearing fungicides
Reports from overseas indicate a need for more complete knowledge of the necessity

for and methods of tropicalizing communication equipment, to protect it from
excessive moisture and fungus growth.
M& W's research laboratories were among the first to undertake a study of this
problem early in the war. Within a short time, a complete line of coatings for the
tropicalization of communication equipment was made available.
M&W moisture and fungus resistant coatings made to Signal Corps and other
Government Dep't. specifications include:
Lacquers and varnishes for overall treatment of assembled equipment
Special coatings for points such as insulators, terminal blocks, wiring, etc.
Solutions for paper, leather, felt, cloth, cordage and fabrics
Wax bases for mixing with insulating waxes, thus giving them fungus resistant
properties
Fluorescent solutions to aid inspection of such equipment under black light
If you make communication equipment, you may find our literature on this subject
helpful. Write today for our bulletin, "Dulac Fungus Resistant Coatings for Tropicalization of Radio Equipment."

MAAS & WALDSTEIN COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.
PRODUCERS OF LACQUERS, ENAMELS, SYNTHETICS AND SPECIALTY FINISHES FOR ALL PURPOSES
BRANCH OFFICES & WAREHOUSES: 1658 CARROLL AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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1228 W. PICO BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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It's Just A Case
of Making the Right Connection
--WHITAKER CUSTOM-MADE
CABLE ASSEMBLIES
are

supplied ready to install

Above photo, courtesy of Carlos Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. It shows installation of a Whitaker Assembly in a Collins TDO
Transmitter . . . Illustration at right shows
Assembly being made at Whitaker plant.

IF YOUR PRODUCT requires
* WIRING HARNESSES
* BONDING JUMPERS

* CABLE ASSEMBLIES
* CABLE orTERMINALS

- - you'll find WHITAKER a dependable source
can save time and money by having Whitaker
produce the cable assemblies required for your products ... In turning your wiring jobs over to us, you are
making the right connection for quality merchandise
made to exacting specifications, and when
your men install the completed assemblies,
they will find every lead and terminal properly positioned for the right connection . .
You win both ways . . Furthermore, you will
You

.

result of utilizing our specialized facilities. You get
full benefits of our 25 years of experience, our ample
production facilities, skilled manpower, and the economies resulting from our use of modern methods and
special equipment.
In addition to an engineered wiring service, Whitaker also offers a quality line of
standard cable products.

.

Write for latest catalog, and complete
information.

find your production costs reduced as the

WHITAKER
CABLE CORPORATION
General Offices: 1307 Burlington Avenue, Kansas City 16, Missouri
Factories: Kansas City, Mo.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

St. Joseph, Mo.

Philadelphia

Oakland
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then passed through the hole in the
balloon. The flange on the balloon
is then tied tightly around the wires
with a piece of cord and more rubber cement applied. This method

is now being used in production.
Other arrangements which may
prove superior are now in the experimental stages.
We believe there will be many applications of waterproofing to various pieces of special equipment

after the war. The time spent in
research and development and the
production line experience gained

during the war will permit us to
produce products which will give
dependable performance under all
conditions.

Transmission of
Color Pictures by Facsimile
can be sent
and received at any distance in the
COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS

form of three -color separation films

ready for the customary photographic processing in assembling
a colored print, according to a patent covering transmission of color
by facsimile granted recently to
Finch Telecommunications, Inc.
The system is based on standard
facsimile equipment and practice of
the Finch system, with certain
changes in transmitter and reItEVER has man's mind been so taxed as it is today ... and
never have his accomplishments been greater. In supplying the
demands created by a world at war, products that were scarcely

even dreamed of a few years ago are today realities ... and ii
all happens so smoothly, so precisely, so naturally, that we scarcely

realize the wonder of it all. Research in every field of endeavor
has moved us ahead fully half a century in time. So it is with
The Astatic Corporation. While producing important essentials

for wartime use, Astatic engineers have also planned for the
postwar period. Among Astatic's many new and improved products for the detection, recording and pickup of sound will be a
zephyr -light pickup for phonograph and radio phonograph sets as
important to improved phonograph performance as FM will be to
radio. Now, as never before, the human voice and instrumental
artistry of the entertainment world will be reproduced from

modern recordings with tone fidelity and true-to-life realism to
bring a great, new listening audience "closer to the stars."

"YoUli HEAR MORE

from Astatic"

THE
AST
1-111174CANADA.

ceiver.

In transmitting copy or

black and white photographs and
drawings, transmitting and receiving drums are the same size and di-

ameter and are synchronized to
operate at equal speeds. On the ordinary black and white Finch facsimile transmitter, the scanning
head assembly includes an exciting
lamp, lens system, and photocell,
which are given a reciprocating mo-

tion through the operation of a
driving cam at the bottom of the
main driving shaft. During each
cycle of operation, the scanning
head is swung from left to right
through an angle of 42 deg and is
returned to complete its cycle in
one second. The drive is by a
1/15 -hp synchronous motor that op-

erates at 1800 rpm and drives the
scanning mechanism by means of
speed -reducing gears with a step-

CORPORATION
CONNEAUT, OHIO
CANADIAN ASIATIC LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO

ASTATIC Crystal Products manufactured under Brush Development Co. patents.

down of 30:1, which turns the main
drive shaft at a speed of 60 rpm.
Full Color Transmitted
While the patent anticipated
transmitting the primary color sep-

236
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ONE
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WORLD'S
J

0

1

In a bleak and desolate Long Island
marsh stands a small windowless house
- alone and mysterious. But the three

antenna masts surrounding it offer a
clue to its function.
This is Lnited Air Lines' radio communications station, remotely -controlled from
a hangar at La Guardia Field. The pilot's
contact with the ground, it transmits such
vital information as weather conditions,

wind direction, and air traffic instructions.

RADIO
Here dependability is a must ... and this
Federal transmitter - the FIR -5 - is on
the job every minute of the day, every
day of the year. The only direct human
attention it receives is a routine inspection visit . . . about once a month.

The need was for efficient, unfailing
service .

. .

which Federal equipment delivers.
You can count on Federal's radio aids to
aerial navigation.

Federal Nepholle and Radio Corporation
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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what's
Going

Here
The what we can tell you about. The how
is one of those many little secrets about instrument manufacture Simpson has learned through more than 35 years of experience.

This particular operation has to do with the making of pivots, those critical parts
around which the accuracy of any electrical instrument revolves. Only by means of
this and other Simpson -developed processes can we make pivots which in strength
and hardness, and in their perfect contour, measure up to Simpson's standard.
The Simpson plant is full of such refinements and shortcuts-all aimed at the twin
purpose of improving performance and reducing cost. Added to the basic superiority
of the patented Simpson movement they provide the fullest measure of accuracy
and stamina, and dollar value.
Only Simpson's long familiarity with the problems of instrument manufacture could achieve so many noteworthy solutions. Nothing less can promise
so much for the electrical instruments and testing equipment you will use
in the years to come.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
5200-18 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, III.

0

IN
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COILFORMS OF

NYLON

Used in U. S. Navy Sound -Powered Telephone Units

FOUND TOUGHER -LESS EXPENSIVE -MORE HEAT -RESISTANT
For maximum sensitivity and output in Navy sound -powered telephone units, many
turns of wire must be placed as close to an armaADVANTAGESTHE OLD WAY

ture as possible. Though the wall of the nylon

core is only 0.012 inch thick, it maintains, under
test, dimensional and dielectric stability at tem-

peratures ranging from -60° F. to +400° F.

According to the manufacturer, operations have
been reduced from six to three, thus contributing

to cutting the cost of the finished coilform by
three layers of 0.004 inch

injection molded of Du Pont

gummed }craft paper, with

FM -1 nylon molding powder

PAPER COILFORMS

made of

vulcanized fiber flanges,
anchored by fillet of phenolic
cement.

NYLON COILFORMS

by Boonton Molding Co.
Boonton, N. J., for Control
Instrument Co..Bklyn.,N.Y.

FOR PLASTICS, CONSULT DU PONT

50% with the use of nylon. With the old materials

only about 10% yield was obtained; with nylon

the average yield is better than 95c; . With a two cavity die, injection -molded nylon has increased
coilform production per man 800 to 1000%.
AVAILABILITY-The current supply of Du Pont

nylon is available only for war applications and
experimental work. For information write E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Company (Inc.), Plastics
Department, Arlington, New Jersey.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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aration prints of a colored picture
to a remote point, transmissions to

date have been from a full color
print to three color separation positives, assembled into colored prints

by the usual photographic methods after reception.
For color transmission, the
equipment receives minor changes
in transmitter and receiver. A color
disk is interposed between the scan-

ning eye and the picture on the
drum of the transmitter. This color

25,000 OHMS PER VOLT
PUSH BUTTON OPERATED
SPEED TESTER

filter contains triangular gelatine

SUPREME MODEL

sections of the three primary colors

592

so that each in turn is filtered out
and transmitted to be recorded by
exposure of the film on the receiver
drum.
Separations Made by Receiver
The transmitting cylinder on the

YOU GET IN A
DUPLEX SPEAKER
A smooth 40 cycle low bass

response, 15,000 cycles
plus in the high frequency
range is all any engineer or
listener can ask for in high
quality sound reproduction.

Add a 60 degree angle of
horizontal distribution ... a
40 degree angle of vertical

distribution and you have
more than you ask for in
sound reproduction. You

color transmitter revolves at 300
rpm while the color disk revolves
but once in the same time. Thus,
the first color selected for transmission is filtered out and sent. The

receiver, located in a dark room,
has on its drum unexposed films of

the same measurement as the full
color picture on the sending drum.
The receiving drum revolves at
only 100 rpm and has three times
the circumference of the transmitting drum, so that it takes all three
films to record the three principle
colors.

During the time the transmitter

4( 1

CHINESE RADIO
INDUSTRY

SPECIFICATIONS
D.C. MICROAMPERES:

0.70400 mecroarnpereS
D.C. MILLIAMMETER:

0.7-35.140.350 milliamperes
0.1.4.14 am

D.C. VOLTS. 25.000 OHMS PER VOLT:

0-3.57-35.140.350.700.1400 volts

D.C. VOLTS. 1000 OHMS PER VOLT:

0.3.5-7-35-140.350-700-1400 volts
A.C. VOLTS. 1000 OHMS PER VOLT:

04.35440.350400-1400 volts

OUTPUT VOLTMETER:

0-7-35-140-350-700.1400 volts

DE:1,1: LMpEsTuns
OHMMETER:
0.500-5000-50.000-500.000 OHMS
0-5-50 MECOHMS
POWER SUPPLY
Battery 0
tee

DUCTION.

With the above specifications the Supreme
Model 592 Speed Tester meets today's requirements for general laboratory use, assembly line tests and inspection, radio and
other electronic repair and maintenance.

SEND FOR BULLETINS

SUPREME
Army receiving equipment is tested in

a plant of the Central Radio Works
near Kweilin that has. at least until
recently, produced all the radio apparatus used by the Chinese Army and

240

Microampere first scale division.

D.C. AMMETER

methods of sound REPRO-

1210 TAFT IWO., HOLLYWOOD 20. CALIF.

test leads
40 microamperes sensitivity.

.

REVOLUTIONIZES the

LANSING CORPOiPATION

duction

it Dual D.C. Sensitivity -25,000 ohms
per volt and 1000 ohms per volt.
* Matched resistors of 1% accuracy
it Push button operated-no roaming
it Open face-wide scale 41/4" meter.

enjoy them all in the Duplex
speaker. The SPEAKER that

ALTEC

*Design proven by over 5 years pro-

broadcast stations operated by the government

TESTING INSTRUMENTS
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
Greenwood. 40.... U. 5. A.
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NOW Your newly designed appliances
can always have a

cord of the right length!
WITH THE INTERCHANGEABLE

what is the Belden
CONNECT -A- CORD?

Belden AfiverplicaP
There is something new in electrical cords.
The Belden Connect-A-corD makes avzilable
the correct length cord for every installa:ion
in matching colors, too. Furthermore, till.. Con-

CONNECTOR

CONDUCTOR + PLUG

nect-A-corD

1 Provides a cord for every tool cr appliUsers want this new advantage le, a new idea --stilt, as a result of a recent survey, 24' l of the radio user., were
already found to be in favor of the advan-

detachable at the appliance end as
well as the plug end.
2 Is easy to replace ---eliminates dealer cord
ance

tages of the Belden Connect-A-corD.

This new Belden product is no ''postwar
dream.- It is already engineered and only
tittered atter a thorough check which has
shown conclusively that your customers want
the Belden Connect-A-corD on their better
rLane al csvapment.

3

repair service.
Simplifies line assembly operation. Simplifies packing and display.

4 Provides a NF.W SALES FEATURE.
A worth -while sales feature- prom3ted by consistent national advertising. Get information on
the new Corditis-free Connect-A-corD today.
Belden Manufacturing C,or-tpany

4625 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago 44, III.

Belden
19 B. 114f g. Co

\'
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KAAR

50 and 100 WATT
INSTANT
HEATING

MOBILE OR FIXED RADIOTELEPHONES

J
A new series of KAAR radiotelephones, offering improved performance and greater convenience, is now
available to police and fire departments, public utilities,
sheriffs' offices, railroads, the forestry service, and simi-

lar users of ritotelephone communication. Designed
with die needs of these services in mind, this series
provides instant heating tubes, single channel or five
channel operation, and crystal controlled or tunable
receivers. Notice how compact this equipment is, and
how it is immediately accessible for tuning or servicing,
although the cabinet itself may be permanently secured
to a shelf, wall, vehicle, or vessel.

SERIES 46 50 WATT
KAAR RADIOTELEPHONE
A five channel transmitter with power output of 50 watts. All
five channels are independently tuned, and any one may be instantly selected by turning a knob on the front panel. Standard
frequency range is from 1600 to 6000 Kc. Furnished with companion tunable or fixed tuned crystal -controlled receiver as
desired. Power supply (8"x 8"x 17") is a separate unit, interconnected by a 12 -foot cable. Available for operation on 117 volts

r

COMPARE THE ADVANTAGES
... and you will get a KAAR 46!
* INSTANT HEATING TUBES...Stand-by
current is zero- yet there is no waiting for tubes to
warm up before sending a message! Reduces drain
extremely important in mobile or
on batteries
.

.

morine operation.

60 cycle A. C., 12, 32 and 110 volts D. C.

* FIVE CHANNEL TRANSMISSION...

SERIES 96 100 WATT
KAAR RADIOTELEPHONE

* CARRY ONLY 1 SPARE TUBE ... For

Any one of five channels from 1600 to 6000 Kc con
be instantly selected by turning the large knob on
the panel.

simplicity of replacement there is only one type of
tube used in these Kaar transmitters. (For 117volt AC
operation, 5R4GY rectifier tubes are also employed.)

(NOT ILLUSTRATED)
Five channel instant -heating transmitter,with an output of 100

* REMOVABLE PANEL ... By removing six

watts and having a standard frequency range from 1600 to 6000

finger -tight lugs, the front panel of the transmitter
may be lifted away, exposing all tuning controls.
This allows complete tune-up to be mode in a short

Kc. The companion receiver may be of the tunable or fixed

tuned crystal -controlled type as desired. R. F. ammeter and
plate milliammeter are mounted on front panel. This 100 watt
radiotelephone, including transmitter and receiver, is only
191/2:' high, 22" wide, 143x" deep. Furnished with separate
power supply (8" high, 16" wide, and 17" deep). Available for

time without moving the set.

* SIMPLE TO SERVICE...when four screws
are released, transmitter slides out like a letter file
to simplify tube replacement.

operation on 117 volt 60 cycle A.C.,32 or 110 volt D.C. circuits.

* FITS MOST ANYWHERE...Transmitter
may be placed above or below the receiver, or on
either side of it. Transmitter and receiver units are
each 10" high, 13" wide, 13" deep. This equipment
011111111116

is easy to install.

* REASONABLY PRICED...Although Kaar

KAAR ENGINEERING CO.
PALO ALTO CALIFORNIA

instant -heating radiotelephones offer all these
features for convenience and simplicity, they are competitively priced. Your inquiries are cordially invited.

Export Agents FRAZAR & HANSEN, San Francisco
242
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Now in world-wide service,
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withstanding the rigors of
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I I g successfully

"1 climatice extremesfrom minus 40° F. to plus 180° F.

#868 EX
After two years in test ±:868

has a high content of mineral filler.

... after being subjected to 180° F. for 8

EX was made available to

hours showed very good resistance to cold

meet the most damaging conditions known for potting compounds. Its qualities soon be-

flow.

came apparent and today
#868 EX is doing 'Yeoman

or show excessive brittleness. At 0° F. to 20° F.
868 EX showed remarkable flexibility.

... submitted to temperatures of minus 40-50°

F. for several hours, did not fracture readily

. .. has good adhesion, toughness, resistance
to fracture, waterproof and dielectric qualities.

Service' protecting war equipment by resistance to cracking

from low temperatures and
flow from elevated tempera-

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Softening Point (ring and ball)
Specific Gravity (60° F.)

tures while retaining the necessary electrical and waterproof characteristics.

Penetration r 32/200/60
of Basic
77/100/5
Compound 1115/50/5
Flash Point

868 EX is especially suited for

Fire Point
Suggested Pouring
Temperature

sealing transformers, lightning arrestors, communication
equipment and other products
which require potting for pos-

245° F.
2 02-2.03
26
40

55
475° F.

565° F.
400° F.-425° F.

itive protection against moisture despite extreme temperatures, plus or minus.

Upon written request a One Gallon Sample of "7.868 EX will be
sent, gladly, for laboratory tests
MITCHELL -RAND

_if"' 56 y4;44,s
THE ELECTRICAL
INSULATION

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION COMPANY, INC.
51 MURRAY STREET
Fiberglas Varnished Tape and Cloth
Insulating Papers and Twines
Cable Filling and Pothead Compounds
Friction Tape and Splice
Transformer Compounds

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

COrtlandt 7-9264

NEW YORK 7, N.Y.

A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Saturated Sleeving and Varnished Tubing
Asbestos Sleeving and Tape
Varnished Cambric Cloth and Tape
Mica Plate. Tape, Paper, Cloth and Tubing

HEAD9LiARrEits

EST. 1889

Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Tapes, Webbings and Sleevings
Impregnated Varnish Tubing
Insulating Varnishes of all types
Extruded Plastic Tubing
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has sent a complete line from top
to bottom of a picture, the receiving drum revolves only one-third
of a revolution, covering a single
line on one color film. In this way,
the scanner selects and transmits
impulses for the different colors,
the receiving electric eye opening
and closing to expose the films in
the proper places for each of the
primary colors.
Identifying Separations

MOTORS fox

ELECTRONIC

APPLICATIONS

In sending a picture, it is necesgary to transmit an identification
mark indicating the order in which
the colors are being scanned. The
color filter may be started with any

of the three colors and will automatically rotate through the series.
Without identification of this order
of scanning the colors, the person

on the receiving end might, with
certain pictures, meet difficulty in
knowing which color a film represents.

The films formed at the reAiver
are positives. In assembling them

into a picture, the process is the
same as in making the usual full color print of a photograph. Received positives are on thin translucent or transparent gelatine.
After the film is developed, .it is
bleached in the conventional manner and the separations are dyed
to their proper color with an aniline
dye or by toning them with metallic
salt solutions which combine with

the silver retained in the print.
1

12 HP -115 V-60 Cy.- 1 Ph. 1800 RPM

Clockwise, synchronous, ball bearing.

A.C.-

Cut shows one of many types and sizes of Ohio Motors designed for driving Electronic Devices.

RANGE
1/100 to 2 HP.-A.C.
1/100 to 1 HP.-D.C.
1/1000 to I/4 HP.-A.C. Synchronous.

Finally, the monochrome colored
prints are superimposed to form an
integral final picture, laminated on
paper or board back as in the. case
of any colored photographic print.
Use of the system commercially
as a post-war project suggests that
photographs now regularly transmitted over long distances may be
increasingly sent in color. The principle deterrent, however, would ap-

1 to 100 oz. ft. A.C. Torque.
Shell type motors for built-in applications to 4 HP.-D.C. and to 71/2 HP.-A.C.
All usual voltages and cycles.
What is your problem?

pear to be limited use of color reproduction either by letter -press
printing or photo-offset in magazines and other periodicals. The

THE.oHio ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
5908 Maurice Avenue, Cleveland 4, Ohio

method also suggests itself as a
rapid and low-cost method of ordinary color separation by an engraver who might set up transmitter and receiver in the same room
and separate either prints or color
negatives into three separation
negatives from which to make

plates for letter -press printing of
color.
244
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As the science of electronics reaches out in new
horizons, the contributions of research specialists in
insulation become increasingly important.

It is our job to research materials and
develop bodies for insulators with the special

characteristics and performance that enable the
designer's theory to become practice.

In cooperation with manufacturers of e ectronic,
radio and electrical equipment, we have developed
formulas and designs for ALSIMAG Insulators

which are vital parts of communications
and controls of planes, warships, tanks,

guns and other machines of war
Constant research, experimentation and commercial
development keep pace with the insulating

requirements of today's products and provide the
foundation for tomorrow's designs. Whatever you
are planning in the electrical and electronic field,
we believe our experience and specializec knowledge

of insulators can be helpful. Let's work together.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPO?ATION
Chattanooga 5, Tennessee
43RD YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

A LCO hee hew. ecerelpel for the fifth

time eh. Army -Nary E" Aware! for
continued ...nonce in quantity and
quality Of .uentiel we, preelection.

TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

CERAMIC INSULATORS

FOR U! E IN:
Electronic Devices
Electrical Circuits and
Appliances
Gas and Oil Heating
Au/ ',motive Eauiomen
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Transmission Line Parameters for Wave -Guide Behavior
WAVE GUIDES are analyzed on the

basis of transmission -line theory
and the results applied to conditions of guides used as resonators,
and to terminal and input impedance in two companion papers in
Journal of Applied Physics for July
1944. In the first paper, David
Middleton and Ronald King develop
equations for hollow wave guides of
arbitrary cross section. In the second paper, Middleton presents some
applications of this analysis to particular wave guide configurations.
The special value of the expressions for stream and potential dis-

rent, thereby providing a tool for
to the axis must be considered in
practical applications. For example,

two guides can present the same
terminal impedance and yet not be
matched unless the guide shape and
wave mode are comparable.
By obtaining expressions for
wave -guide behavior which are the

los Eue0.518

standing wave ratio, and efficiency
of power transmission.
However in drawing such parallels, the three-dimensional field configuration of the guide with its different modes and possible variety
of boundaries must not be omitted.

That is, although the stream and
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Fig. 1-Wave guide configuration for
which terminal impedance as a function of added length 13 beyond the
dielectric (shaded section) was determined. The operating conditions were:
wavelength, 10 cm; wavelength in

guide, 16.8 cm; radius of guide, 3.65
cm; conductivity of brass, 1.43 X 10'
mhos/m

potential functions of the field along

the guide axis are shown to be
expressable in the same form as
transmission -line voltage and cur-

H1,. mode and containing a dielectric

as shown in Fig. 1. The terminal
resistance and impedance are shown

in Fig. 2.

V

0.8

MEASURING uurRA-HIGH-frequency

electric fields by the induced dipole
and dielectric thermometer methods
is described in the June, 1944
Philosophical Magazine (Taylor &
Francis, Ltd., Red Lion Court, Fleet

0.12

Makinson and H. D. Fraser.
The fields to be measured were of

136 Mc and 510 Mc. At the lower
frequency, both the dielectric thermometer and induced dipole methods gave corresponding results. At
the higher frequency, the dielectric
thermometer appeared useful only
for comparative field strength meas-

angle of 45 degrees to the electric
vector. The instrument was cali0.16

13 meters

0.20

0.24

Fig. 2-Terminal impedance of guide
of Fig. 1 for which the attenuation in
guide is 2.11 X 10' nepers/m; In the

X 10' nepers/m:

counterparts of transmission -line
propagation parameters, the analytic treatment enables wave -guide

problems to be stated in terms of
such quantities as characteristic
impedance,

Two Methods of Measuring
U -H -F Fields

couple exerted by the field on a
small metallic strip lying at an

I.

Nikt-

phase shift in guide Is 37.5 rad/m;
in dielectric is 83.4 rad/m
-1
z=5

the terminal impedance of a cylindrical brass pipe excited in the

urements; the induced dipole was
found to be more accurate.
The induced dipole method depends on the measurement of the

---

to

10

Xskiny

11

Detecior o7
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dielectric is 2.93

k3

rf

One illustration of this approach
given in the second paper is that of

Street, E.C.4, London), by K. R.

ye0.803
-Ee24y74E3

line equations, and hence can readily

of line and terminal parameters,

-=III

106

paper is that they are of the same
hyperbolic form as transmissionready familiar transmission factors

equations.

solving transmission problems, the
variation of the field perpendicular

tributions as derived in the first

be interpreted in terms of the al-

limiting case the transmission -line

propagation constant

and phase shift. These constants

are evaluated from physical param-

eters of the guide and dielectric
material, and the transmission portion of the design carried out along
familiar lines. This is, as the
authors point out, a convenience of
viewpoint and not an exact analogy,

brated at 1.2 Mc and the calibration

was, independent of frequency up
to higher than 500 Mc.
Construction of the induced di-

pole instrument is shown in the
drawing. The copper vane dipole

had the dimensions 2 cm x 6.5 mm
x 0.1 mm. The only limitation on
the upper frequency which this instrument can measure correctly is
that the dimensions of the dipole be

far less than the wavelength. The
glass containing tube was coated
with lacquer to prevent deposition
of moisture which would tend to
screen the dipole from the electric
field.

For conductive strip and electro-

magnetic field, the couple is zero
when the strip lies parallel to or
perpendicular to the field and is at
maximum when it lies at an angle
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

99 DYNAMIC

Themost rugged microphone in the entire
Turner lint. Engineered and built for the
discriminating user who wants utmost effi-

tlency and dependability. Available as
No. 999 with Balanced Line features for
critical applications. Write for complete
specifications and details.

"finer

99 and 999

Built to stand up and deliver under th

difficult acoustic and climatic conditions,
Turner Microphones are "sound" instruments

of rugged dependability. For indoor or outdoor use in arctic cold, desert heat or tropic
humidity, they're precision engineered to give
crisp, clear transmission of any sound, with
all gradations of tone and volume faithfully
reproduced without distortion or blasting.
In every theater of military operations-on
land, on sea, and in the air-in critical P.A.,
recording or broadcast work-wherever accurate transmission of voice, music or any
sound is vital, Turner Microphones set the
standard for unfailing performance.

TURNER- Pioneers
ELECTRONICS - ApTi 1945

There is a Turner Microphone for
every electronic communications application. Get the complete Turner
story from Turner engineers. Write
for Free Illustrated Catalog giving details and specificatiois on all Turner
Microphones for recording, P. A.,

amateur or commercial broadcast
work. Write today.

in the communications field
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GUIDE POSTS
to effective control
or protection
Type C 7220 Precision Snap Switch
12 amps. 30 Volts D C 125 Volts

AC
S

Type C 4351 Thermostat, Used for
Tube Warming, Tube Cooling, High

B 3120 Thermostat and
Heater, Crystal Dew Point Control
Type

Limit Controls, etc.

Type RT Thormostat,
Temperature Control.

Adjustable

Type C 2851 Thermostat For such
use a. Flutigkunq Controls on Outer
Crystal Ovens

Type PM (NAF-1131) Circuit

Typo FR Series. Ambient C
sated Time Delayed Relays

Breaker

pen

KLIXON Snap -Acting CONTROLS
In hundreds of applications . from motor and
transformer overheat protection, electrical circuit
.

.

overload protection, thermal time delays to temperature control for radio equipment . . . Klixon snap acting Controls are operating accurately and dependably year in and year out.

Actuated by the scientiacally calibrated Spencer
thermostatic disc, Klixon Controls "snap" the circuit
open or "snap" it close quickly and surely every time
they operate. Because this Spencer disc eliminates
relays, toggles, and other complicated parts that tend

to wear out, it keep:: on providing accurate p,.?rforrnance no matter how often it operates.
Klixon Controls are small, lightweight, ccnnpact

and are available to meet design and performance
requirements for practically every application. They
are unaffected by shock, vibration, motion or altitude.
If you have a control or protection problem, we suggest you write for complete information, today.

10,
SPENCER THERMOSTAT CO., ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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ARE YOU USING THE TUBING

eed,t

7

SUITED FOR YOUR JOB

6 EST suited means a varnished tubing or sleeving that meets
every service requirement . . at lowest cost!
.

long the leader in electrical insulation . . .
meets every tubing or sleeving need. For IRVINGTON makes all the types

That's the way IRVINGTON .

. .

including non -fraying FIBERGLAS ... high voltage IRV-O-VOLT .. . RADIO
in a complete range of
SPAGHETTI and SATURATED SLEEVINGS .
colors and A. S. T. M. sizes.
.

.

Thus a recommendation from IRVINGTON can be unbiased .. . you get the
tubing best suited to your needs. not only from the standpoint of efficiency,
but economy as well.

In addition, you get that extra increment of electrical surety which
IRVINGTON'S 'know how' and 'manufacturing control' provides. For
literature, or engineering assistance, write to Dept. 106.

IRVINGTON PRODUCTS:
Cotton, Fiberglas, or Rayon Tubings and

Sleevings - Varnished, Lacquered, or
Vinylite Processed
Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleeving

Transformer Lead Tubings

Wire Identification Markers-Varnished
or Plastic

Extruded Plastic ubings
Fibron Plastic Tapes
Varnished Fabrics and Papers
Slot Insulations
Harvel and Irvington Insulating
Varnishes
Cardolite Resins

IRVINGTON
VARNISH & INSULATOR COMPANY
Irvington 11, New Jersey
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Peacetime, )2:,zodoe., ed IN THE WORLD

OF

of 45 degrees. On the basis of this,
the dipole was placed first at 0 de-

grees, then at 90 degrees to the
field. That the correct position had
been found was indicated by switch-

ing the field on and off and noting
that there was no deflection of the
dipole. With the field off, the dipole
strip was then set midway between

these two positions, therefore being at 45 degrees to the field. With
the field on, the torgion head is

SCrew,

..Torsion head

- Quartz fiber
--Glass containing

tube vane
Copper

dipole

Plane

mirror -

Window

(See
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0'1

90°

support-

3

Detail of Mirror
Construction of induced dipole for u -h -f
field strength measurements. The insert

shows the minor details: reflecting surfaces are represented by heavy lines

turned until the dipole again takes
this 45 -degree position. The square
of the field strength is then propor-

tional to the angle of rotation of
the torsion head. The dipole was
calibrated at 1.2 Mc in a field between 20 cm square parallel plates

6.7 cm apart. The field strength
used was in the range of 10 to 30
volts per cm.
Dielectric Type
The dielectric thermometer method depends on the measurement of

the rate of expansion of a liquid
dielectric heated by the field under
examination; this rate is proportional

to the square of the

field

strength. This instrument was used
to compare fields at two fixed frequencies using normal propyl al-

cohol of uncertain purity as the
liquid dielectric.
The dielectric thermometer con-

sisted of a thin glass walled bulb
of 0.73 cm with an attached capilApril 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Whether for Radio's finest programs or amateur
auditions, best recordings are made on

cuidiodiscs

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.

AietfelAt
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Crystal gateways for your voice.

est

Four hundred and eighty telephone
conversations over a coaxial cable

was one of the last peacetime
achievements of communication
research in Bell Telephone Laboratories. In this multi -channel tele-

phone system, each conversation

is transported by its own highfrequency carrier current. At each
end of the line are crystal gateways; each opens in response
to its own particular "carrier" with the message it transports. In telephone terminology, these gateways are filters.
The ultra -selective characteristic of these filters is made
possible by piezo-electric quartz plates, cut in a special

manner from the mother crystal, and mounted in vacuum.
Each set of plates is precisely adjusted so that the filter

responds only to the frequency of its assigned channel,
rejecting all others. In the coaxial terminal equipment,
such crystal gates sort out messages for delivery to their
four hundred and eighty individual destinations.
In recent years, Bell Telephone Laboratories research
has provided the Armed Forces with many types of electrical equipment in which frequency is controlled by quartz
crystals. Notable is the tank radio set which enables a tank

crew to communicate over any one of 80 different transmission frequency channels by simply plugging in the
appropriate crystal. The future holds rich possibilities for
the use of quartz crystals in Bell System telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for our Armed Forces at war and for continued improvements and economies in telephone service.

HOW MUCH YOU
CAN SAVE

SHRKEPROOF
THREAD -CUTTING SCREWS

SEND FOR FREE TEST KITI

Drive these screws yourself.

Watch them actually cut
their own threads easily in
any thickness of metal. See
what a snug, tight fastening
each screw produces. Write

if

for your Test Kit No.22, today!

It's simple! Just figure what tapping costs you per
thousand machine screws used-and don't
forget to add the cost of taps and maintenance. These
costs are what you eliminate with Shakeproof
Type 1 Thread -Cutting Screws. And, what's more,
you save vital assembly time and get tighter, stronger
fastenings, too! Get complete data and prices
on this faster, lower cost assembly method now!

a

r'r7.10(1

CI

r inc.

r41.4

Distributor of Shakeproof Products Manufactured by ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS

2501 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Plants at Chicago and Elgin, Illinois
Los Angeles Office

In Canada: Canadc Illinois Tools, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario

5670 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Cal.
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Detroit Office
2895 E Grand Blvd

Detroit 2. Mich.
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lary tube. The bulb was screened

from draughts by a thin paper
cylinder. The rate of expansion of
the dielectric was found to be constant for the first minute.
Sensitivities of various liquids
were examined. N-propyl alcohol of

unknown purity was found to be
the most sensitive.

Calculations

from the dielectric constant of alcohol verified the observations made
with this dielectric thermometer

within the accuracy of the known
constants. The dielectric thermometer was calibrated against the induced dipole.

Because of the greater portability of the dielectric thermometer,
it was decided that the best procedure would be to calibrate this thermometer against the more sensitive
induced dipole and to use the thermometer for field measurements.

SMALLER SIZE ...
SIMPLER ADAPTATION ...
LONGER

LIFE ...

Photoelectric Fourier
Analysis
FOURIER SYNTHESIS and analysis by

a new photoelectric method is described in the October 1944 Philosophical Magazine (Taylor & Francis,

Ltd., Red Lion Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.4, London) by R. Furth
and R. W. Pringle.
The system makes use of a disk
of photographic film on which the

oE SC RIDr ION

pattern shown in Fig. 1 is repro -

Do you need longer life, open blade switches in smaller sizes

to solve many installation problems? If so, you will be delighted with these. Now you can really design for compactness

with switches that users' tests have shown well above ten
million actuations. They can handle 15 amps. at 115 volts A.C.
Made for normally open or normally closed circuits and

double throw. Also well adapted to mounting in multiples.
Standard pressure range from 3 to 5 oz. Engineered with the
same positive beryllium Rolling
Spring action that built the AcroSnap reputation. (Similar characteristics applicable to vertical
mounting model shown below).
ACRO basic pin actuator switch
code No. HRD7-1A2T approved
under spec. AN -S-39 Dwg.
AN3210-1. Other ACRO Rolling

Spring Switches made to over
1,000 different

specifications.

Write for further details.

THE ACRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
1316 SUPERIOR AVENUE
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CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
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FIG. I -Optical disk contains sine and
cosine terms of th! jundamental and

duced. On the disk, pairs of circles
contain the various harmonics. The

inner ring contains the sine term
of the fundamental, the second ring
contains the corresponding cosine
term. In this way succeeding rings

contain sine and cosine terms for
harmonics up to the ninth. The disk
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

MONG the many types of tubes
produced by North American
Philips for war purposes ii= the 5 -inch cath-

ode ray tube illustrated Lere. The problem

with this type tube was to produce it in
volume with evenly coated screens having
no pinholes or other defects.

The ability to prod ice. in volume,

\

,RELco cathode ray tubes that meet rigid

1.ceifications, is the resilt of experience
gained by an organization with a background of over half a century of research
and development in the electrical field.
Although NORELCO tubes now go to our

armed forces, a list of tibe types

we

are

especially equipped to produce will be sent
on request.
North American Philips will have postwar facilities available fo- the development
and production of tubes llor projection television; also amplifier. transmitting, rectifier
and special purpose tubes.
Write today for interesting booklet on "How
and Why Cathode Ray Tubes Work" and the
brochure describing the background of North
American Philips in the RC ence of electronics.
When in New York, be sure to visit our
Industrial Electronics Shovroom.

OTHER PRODUCTS: Quartz Oscillator Plates; Searchray (Industrial X-ray$ Apparatus, X-ray
Diffraction Apparatus; Medical X.ray Equipment, Tubes and Accessories; Tungsten and
Molybdenum Products; Fine Wire; Diamond Dies.

foreko
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Aroducts by NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Electronic P
Dept. C-4,100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Factories in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Mount Vernon, N. Y. (Metal's Div.); Lewiston, Me. (Elmet Div.)
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A SPRING NOT IN THE HANDBOOKS
Typical of the engineering which has produced AMP
SIMPLIFIED WIRING is the development of the conduct-

ONLY TWO

ing member of the AMP connector block. After careful
study of the job to be done, the goal was set and the
problem analyzed in logical functional design stages.
The result is a device - simple, economical and completely satisfactory - which does the job desired. The
conductor member supplies connect ends for the discon-

PARTS

IDENTICAL ENDS

nect terminals and, by a series of ingenious spring octions

incorporated in its design, is itself held firmly in place in
the block and is a means of sound electrical connection

STAY TOGETHER UNTIL IN-

between adjacent members.

TZNTIONALLY TAKEN APART

.1iNWIrk

''1

-

,,_,---

Terminals are in position
for shortest
possible
overall length.

IBS

Conductor design starts, tak-

111.=

a.

iii.i

ing minimum lateral space
and providing support tabs.

Contact surfaces extended,
block reshaped to hold
members securely and hejp
insulate unit.

oc

The Basic Approach
to Product Improvement!

0
L.)

Solderless wiring has been reduced to its essentials by AMP Simplified Wiring . . . two

identical locking -unlocking ends provide

0

the basis for an entire system of solderless

U

wiring.

0
.

-

,-,
It,,,)

7

To connect adjacent mem
ben tabs are shaped as
spring

members; metal

plugs may be inserted.

W

Visualize for yourself the impact of this innovation in terms of your own production.

>-

I-

1. Connect two wire ends by using AMP
knife -switch splicing terminals.

2. Modify or adapt design of present members of components to Incorporate identi-

ir

.-

_..

AIPIli

.11EN

.ro,

ii
,,"Z..-':',

SPRING "t, .f

Oc

..

Bend in mounting tab emates spring pressure against
mounting screw and on
terminal slot,.

Completed conductor membl

Lu

cal end as integral part of metal stamping - to which splicing terminal may be
attached or detached at will.
3. AMP connector blocks, connector strips,
terminal blocks, terminal strips, and multiple connectors, already in production,
offer new bases upon which to re -design
wiring harnesses and wiring systems for
low cost assembly and maintenance.

co

ac

0

...,

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS INC.
1521-53 NORTH FOURTH STREET HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
S. F BOWSER CO. LTD. 1ST GEORGE ST. TORONTO. ONTARIO

Investigate AMP Simplified Wiring
0
.

.

.

bosicolly sound principle
electrically,
.

.

economically prodvc
tion-wise. Write today
for as many copies of
AMP Bulletin 33 as you
need

AMP connector block assembled. Connections insulated
and locked when cover is in place.
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We call it "LIGHT FANTASTIC"!
. a transformer headed for 65,000 feet
"altitude" ... at 350 degrees temperature!
.

And to top it off, it had to be "lighter than anything on
the market," *they said. What, we asked, was it for? They
couldn't tell us, and we don't know to this day, but we do
know it was badly needed.

we ever did, in the not -mysterious mett-od i-i which we
built all of our tansformers.
*For reasons of military security names cannot be given.
BUY WAR BONDS

"It has to operate not only on a 60 -cycle current at ground
level, but from 400 to 2600 -cycle current, and what's more,
at a simulated altitude of 65,000 feet."

Thermador built this special transformer equipment. It
passed the above mentioned requirements. That wasn't
enough. They gave it another test, in which they changed
the temperature from ambient (the temperature of a fairly
warm room) to 350-in two hours. It passed that test, too.
This is all we know of one of the most mysterious jobs
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

THERMADOR ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO.
5119 SOUTH RIVERSIDE LOS ANG1LES 22, CALIFORNIA
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is rotated between a light source

PORTABLE POWER PROBLEMS
THIS MONTH-FISHER CARBANALYZER

and a photoelectric cell at a speed of
300 rpm. Associated with each ring

is an optical wedge. The output of
the photoelectric cell is fed through
amplifiers to an oscilloscope.
In operation, the optical wedges
are adjusted to give the amplitude

on the oscilloscope screen of the
particular harmonic sine or cosine

terms of the function being synthesized. This adjustment is done

individually for each one of the
rings with all the others blanked
out.

A continuous -control potentiom-

eter driven from the same shaft as

carbon content analyses of steel samples-from molten metal to report-take
only five minutes with the portable, battery -powered Carbanalyzer, produced by the
TIME -SAVING

Fisher Scientific Company. Leading steel firms employing open hearth or electric furnaces
quickly make carbon determinations of each steel batch, achieving close control of quality.

FIG. 2-Synthesis of a saw -tooth wave
using (a) the first four terms in the

Fourier series and (b) using the

first

eight terms

the optical disk provides the timebase for the oscilloscope. Fig. 2
shows a sawtooth wave synthesized
by this method.
This photoelectric method can

also be used for analysis of the
Fourier terms in a given periodic

function. The terms of such a func-

tion are given by the formula
CARBANALYZER,

powered by Burgess Industrial Batteries, operates over a range of .05%
to 1.50% carbon content and is sensitive to a change of ± .005%. The power requirements
of modern control and test instruments are fully met by Burgess Industrial Batteries-the
standard of quality for all commercial uses. The types you require may not be immediately
available today since industrial battery production is greatly reduced by urgent war needs.

Burgess Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois

BURGESS
BATTERIES

a = (2/ 7')f-T
cos (2r n/ T)tf(t)dt
0

(la)

b. = (2/ 7')f-T sin (2r n/T)tf(t)di
0

(lb)

These integrals can be evaluated
+120

+63

-9

FOOD IS A WAR WEAPON-USE IT WISELY!

FIG.

3-The use of a mixer tube to

combine two light impulses from the
Famous for toe WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE of dry batteries

258

phototube

Fourier analyzer accomplishes electrically the required mathematical integration of a product

April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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How Fedelco-Sealing solved
this environment* problem

Radio transformers like this, efficient under ordinary conditions,
had been going bad in airplanes.
The trouble was traced to mois-

ENVIRONMENT may cause trouble

...

ture, condensation being acceler-

ated by changes in altitude and

temperature. Fedelco-Sealing
solved the problem. A metal case
was designed to fit the original

mounting-one requirement;

a ST

INSECTS

You Can Control These "Conditions Beyond Your Control"

leads were ktrought through sealed
terminals in the base, and the

cover was sealed on. Then the
case was exhausted, refilled with
dry air, and sealed permanently,
ending moisture troubles.

TAMPERING

MOISTURE

Fedelco-Sealing protects apparatus from environment*
To insure the long life and unfailing performance y ou build into

ar

your product, insure its Environment -Free operation, with
Fedelco-Sealing. By this process, an electrical or mechanical
device is sealed into an air -tight Lousing, which can be exhausted,

and, if desired, filled with dry air or inert gas, at atmospheric,
lower, or higher pressures.

Ship your product to us and we will Fedelco-Seal it for you.
Or you can Fedelco-Seal your own products, in your plant, with
our methods and our equipment. Get details on this new and
progressive method now-from any of the offices listed below.

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
8700 South State
Street, Chicago 19, Illinois

Phone: VlNcennes 5300

E. B. Mathewson Company, sales agents 612 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois Phone WHItehall 4822
Sales offices: New York 17, N. Y.-Graybar Bldg.
Chicago 11, 111.-612 N. Michigan Ave.
Philadelphia 7, Pa.-Real Estate Trust Bldg.
Kansas City 8, Mo.-2017 Grand Ave.
Atlanta, Ga.
Troy, N. Y.-17 Bank Street
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3.

2.

1.

Can Plastic

Your Plastic Part

What

Molding improve

should be molded

goes into

your product?

of ...What?

Plastic Design?

6.

4,

p

Whit

Where should

Considerations

your Mold

of Plastic

/-and why-in

be made?

Production

/our Custom. Molder

Our new illustrated brochure "A Business-

man's Guide to the Molding of Plastics"
discusses all those topics-and others. For
engineers and purchasing departments,

some technical data is included, along with
a description of the resources and physical

equipment we devote to producing better
plastic moldings. If you are interested in
this brochure, please write our Dept. 7 and
request it on your letterhead. Your copy will
be mailed promptly-with our compliments.

Kum-Ka:eh

For over 28 years Planners and Molders in Plastics

Kurz-Kasch, Inc., 1425 South Broadway, Dayton 1, Ohio Branch Soles Offices: New York Chicago Detroit
Indianapolis Los Angeles Dallas St. Louis Toronto, Canada Export Offices: 89 Broad Street, New York City
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by the circuit of Fig. 3. The plate
current of the circuit is

MEET THIS NEWEST MEMBER OF
THE FREED TRANSFORMER FAMILY

i = i0

Agid- Jigs + CgIg2

(2)

If the two grid voltages are made
functions of time this last term of
Eq. (2) becomes of the form

C(1/ni

I'

gi(t)g2(t)dt

(3)

where g, (t) is made to represent
the term to be analyzed by plotting
it in polar coordinates on a supplementary disk mounted in the transparent center of the disk of Fig. 1,
and g_(t) is obtained from the harmonic sine -cosine disk by blanking
out all but the desired ring.
The technique consists of obtain-

ing a current reading for i of Eq.
(2) with both the harmonic and
the function optical systems active.

The function (g1) system is darkened and a current corresponding
to

ts=io+Bgs

(4)

is obtained. By darkening the harmonic (g2) system, a current corresponding to
it = io + A gi

(5)

is obtained. With both the optical
systems dark io is obtained. From
Eq. (2), (4) and (5) and the value
of io the solution for Cgs,. is

Cgig,= io
(6)
which is the value of the definite
integral of Eq. (3). An analysis of
a square wave carried out in this
method is given in the table.

8
FREQUENCY

rzis new unit developed by Freed is a great forward step in filters for

lregaencY selective re -note control systems. Consisting of five band pass
d_Te-s having their inputs in parallel and five separate outputs, this multic-rannel filter im:ornerates FOUR outstanding features: 1. Unusually broad

mss bated and nigh attenuation at the adjacent channels; 2. Ei.ectrical
that pern.ti, its use under the most adverse service conditions;
3 Fower handling capability which makes possible the use of c rectifier
=d.relc--y cireotly in the output of the filter; 4. Hermetically sealed and

n

a. (exp)

an (tMaar)

Im (exp)

6m (Ow)

1

0

0

0
0

42

2

1

42
0

3

0

0

13

14

4

.0

0

0

5

1

-1

0
0

0
7
2

2

0

6

6

6
7

8.4
0

This table gives a comparison of the
experimental and theoretical harmonic
coefficients of

a square wave and

shows the utility of the method

s

raggedly constructed br long life and durability. Here is another example
Freed pioneering
another reason why engineers say: "LOOK TO
.

.

.

FREED ?OR THE FINEST."
Fcr traisfornre-s. reactors, filters for your postwar products, constr.!: Fried Eng.n.iering Service now. Descriptive fader on request.

FREED TRANSFORMERS
FREED TRANSFORMER COMPANY

74 SPRING STREET, NEW YORK. CITY
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The equipment described for this

synthesis and analysis was an experimental laboratory model. The
authors believe that, with proper
care in construction of the optical
system and the use of specially designed circuits, the accuracy of the
method could be greatly improved.

The ease of operation and versatility of the method both for
demonstration and as an analytical
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Better Metals for Many Uses
Precision -made brass and other Western
copper -base alloys will serve important
functions in a large number of tomorrow's

and New Haven, Conn., delivers as specified . . . in sheet, strip, long coils or
stamped parts.

We may be able to serve you.

new and improved products.
Manufacturers seeking alloy

Now, perhaps-or later. Your inquiry will be welcomed. Western

metals to meet very exacting re-

quirements find that Western,
with mills at East Alton, Ill.,

WESTERN BRASS MILLS

Brass Mills, East Alton, Ill.,
Division of Olin Industries, Inc.

WESTERN BRASS MILLS
MASTERS
BRASS

BRONZE
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OF

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

PRECISION

NICKEL SILVER

COPPER
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UNIVERSAL'S NEW D-20 MICROPHONE
The stage was set for something new and here it is. Universal's new D-20
Microphone ... soon on your radio parts jobbers' shelves to fill
your essential requirements ... uses Universal's "Dynoid" construction ... A dynamic
microphone of conventional characteristics built to fill the utility require-

ments of war time plus advance styling of the many modern things to
come. Orders placed now with your Radio Parts Jobbers will assure early
delivery when priority regulations are relaxed.
<FREE - History of Communications Picture Portfolio. Contains
over a dozen 11" x 14" pictures suitable for office, den or hobby
room. Write factory for your Portfolio today.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING
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STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA
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OTHER

IMC PRODUCTS
Vertex Varnished Cloth and Tapes

-Varslot Combination Slot Insulation-Varnished Silk and Paper
-Fiberglas Electrical InsulationManning Insulating Papers and
Press Boards-Dow Corning Sili-

cones- Pedigree Varnishes Dieflex Varnished Tubings and
Saturated Sleevings of Cotton and

Fiberglas-National Hard Fibre
and Fishpaper -Phenolite Bake-

lite-Adhesive Tapes-Asbestos
Woven Tapes and Sleevings-Cotton Tapes, Webbings, and Sleevings, and other insulating materials.

FLEXIBLE ARNISIIED ruBmG
PRODUCTS INCLUDING FIBERGLAS
Ease of handling in the shop and permanence in the finished assembly
are features of Dieflex varnished tubings and sleevings which designers
and production men appreciate.
Dieflex Products are a decided aid in manufacturing-the smooth inside treated bore is easy to thread-prevents snagging-facilitates telescoping. The roundness and non -flattening qualities - extreme flexibility and
non -fraying qualities, give maximum workability and protection. The

Fiberglas grades give permanence. Its complete varnish impregnation gives
excellent protection against moisture, oils, and chemicals and provides
maximum electrical insulating qualities.
Obtain the finest varnished tubing products by specifying Dieflex.
They meet or surpass V. T. A. and A. S.T. M. standards.

WHEN IN NEED CALL FOR THE IMC ENGINEER

INSULATION MANUFACTURERS CORPORATION
* CHICAGO 6 565 West Washington Blvd.
* CLEVELAND 14 1005 Leader Building

Representatives in

in Avenue
MILWAUKEE: 312 East WI
DETROIT: 11341 Woodward Avenue
MINNEAPOLIS: 316 Fourth Ave., South
PEORIA: 101 Heinz Court

tool are amply illustrated by results
obtained from the experimental
setup.

Magnetic Current
Investigation

Deep is the
magic

To VERIFY EHRENHAFT'S CLAIMS of

having experimentally established

the existence of a pure magnetic
current, D. M. Millest conducted an

investigation of the existence of
magnetic current which was pub-

of SOU N D

lished in the Philosophical Magazine

(Taylor & Francis, Ltd., Red Lion
Court, Fleet St., E. C. 4, London)
for May, 1944.

The equipment shown in the illustration was similar to that used
by Ehrenhaft except that the pole
pieces, Pi and P2 were cleaned and
heavily coated with tin where they
would come in contact with the acid.

The use of a tin coating permitted

erThe magic of sound has been the business of Webster
Electric for many years.

Our engineers have applied their talents to the building of
Webster Electric Pickups of just the right balance, the right
pressure and of just the proper materials to reproduce sound
with the utmost fidelity.

Today this engineering and manufacturing skill of Webster
Electric is being devoted to bringing victory closer.
In the course of these herculean efforts to develop more and
better products for war and to build them in greater quantity,
we have learned important things . have made discoveries
that will make Webster Electric Pickups more than ever capable
of giving you the clear, high quality tone reproduction you have
learned to expect from Webster Electric products.
As you develop fine new products for post-war markets, you
.

.

will want to know more about what Webster Electric has in
store for you. We invite you to keep in touch with our laboratories and our engineers in order that you may be ready with
the finest in tone reproduction.
Let's All Back the Attack
Buy Extra War Bonds

I.

r,o.,1 under
eel
or the
Derelopment
p.m ul

WEBSTERNIELECTRIC
Racine. Wisconsin, U.S.A. Established 1909 Expert Dept.: 13 E. 40th Strut, Now York (16). N. Y.

Cable Address "ARLAB" New York City

"Where Quality is a Responsibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation"
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1-Voltameter with tin-plated
electro-magnetic pole pieces from which
FIG.

gas was expected to be liberated
there is a magnetic current

if

the conduction of electric current
through the magnet and electrolyte
which might take place as a consequence of the looked for disassociation. The use of paraffin by
Kendall to protect the pole pieces
from electrolytic action might have
interfered with this passage of
electric current.
The experimental technique con-

sisted of passing current through
the electromagnet for periods of
approximately 8 hours. A field of
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

FOR

(Aeltel

ELECTRONIC NEED

Although specialists in the design and quantity production of transformers for a quarter century, the demands of the past few years have
brought about many developments. The requirements for military and
essential industry purposes have multiplied many -fold with further
emphasis on exactness and uniformity.

Transformer specialists before the War -great strides have been
made in anticipating and meeting requirements of greatly varied
character that have multiplied many -fold for military and essential
industrial purposes.
Reports from all over the world emphasize the reliability of Jefferson Electric Transformers. Wherever used -on land, sea or in the air-

in the frozen North, or hot, dry or humid tropics, the value of "quality"
is being demonstrated daily.
Now is a good time to study your transformer requirements and let
Jefferson engineers make recommendations that will save your time later.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
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BELLWOOD (SUBURB OF CHICAGO) ILLINOIS
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IT'S SPRING ...
and the Plants are Booming!
NO, THAT'S NOT A TYPOGRAPHICAL
ERROR. We're not speaking of the agri-

cultural variety of plants. We mean WAR
plants-like this one at Eastern-and we mean
booming!
When the Japs dive-bombed us into war, all

America prayed for a quick ending. Yet here
is still another Spring-a fourth peace -shattered
Spring-and the enemy is still fighting back.
It's a tough war and we at Eastern Amplifier

certainty-to bomb with accuracy. But we're
not stopping there! Eastern engineers are available for consultation on any electronic problem.
They are serving NOW!

With the advent of peace, we shall turn our
skill to the creation of better electronic products
for a better America. Meanwhile, on request, let

know it ! Eastern is all-out for Victory, doing its

us send you the next of a series of articles on
important phases of electronics, prepared by
our engineering staff. Ask for Brochure 4-F.

utmost to help end the conflict before another
Spring comes. Eastern -built equipment is helping America's war machines to navigate with

today for our post-war distribution plan. Please
outline your present operations.

Alanufaciurer's Representatives - write

Buy MORE War Bonds

U. S. Reg'n. Applied For

794 East 140th Street
268

New York 54, N. Y.
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BUY MORE WAR BONDS -YOUR INVESTMENT IN AMERICA

CHICAGO

WEBSTER

WEBSTER PRODUCTS
The former Webster Products organization and
facilities will be retained intact and will operate
as the Electronics Division of Webster -Chicago
Corporation. This division is now manufacturing
dynamotors and voltage regulators for the war
program.
For peacetime production, the Electronics Division
will resume manufacture of Webster Record
Changers as well as several new, but related prod-

ucts, already designed and ready for postwar
roduction. Watch for later important technical
and merchandising information over this new
signature.

WEBSTER
Again Postwar, You Will Find

ELECTRONICS

Webster Record Changers in
High Quality Combinations

DIVISION

CHICAGO

3825 ARMITAGE AVENUE, CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

BUY MORE WAR BONDS -YOUR INVESTMENT IN AMERICA
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approximately 3,000 gauss at the
center of the region between the

New - Sensational

CRYSTAL

EDGING

MACHINE
Pre Dimensional

INCREASE PRODUCTION MORE THAN 50%

- YOUR OVERHEAD REMAINS STATIC -

poles was maintained. Liquid in the
voltameter was battery acid diluted

with an equal volume of distilled
water and boiled before use. Current was reversed between successive runs so that during one run
the left-hand pole was a south pole
and in the succeeding run the

right-hand pole was a south pole.
Although gas was liberated, it
was in such small quantities and its

liberation so erratic from run to
run that it. was concluded from
these observations there is still considerable doubt as to the existence

of a magnetrolytic effect, but that
the experiments do not completely
exclude possibilities. Because of

bubbles of gas which appeared in
the horizontal arm of the voltameter, it was believed that air dissolved during the filling of the
voltameter was liberated from the
bulk of the acid, and not exclusively
at the magnetic poles. However, the
negative results of Kendall seem to
be

amply verified by these experi-

ments, and in the absence of any
indications from theoretical considerations as to the most favorable
experimental arrangements, all that
can be concluded from these results

is that it will be necessary to conduct additional experiments similar

to those of Ehrenhaft before the
existence of magnetic current is
definitely established or disproved.

London Letter
By JOHN H. JUPE
London Correspondent

Large Screen Television. Details
of a new television system capable
of being used for cinema work are
given in Swiss Technic for February, 1944. The basic principle involved is the point-to-point distor-

tion of the surface of a liquid by
* WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS AND PRICES *.

VOLKEL BROS.
MACHINE WORKS
1943 West Manchester Los Angeles 44, Calif.
Designers and Manufacturers of

SPECIAL DEVICES Er EQUIPMENT
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means of electrostatic forces.
Light from an arc lamp is passed

through an optical system to the
screen via a special shutter. This
shutter consists of a trough containing a heavy mineral oil such as
apiezonol in a layer about 0.1 mm
thick, being spread evenly over the

surface of the plate (which re-

volves) by a squeegee. Included in
the optical system are two grilles

arranged so that the light rays
passing between the lower grille
are exactly blocked by the upper
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Zvi

--e

test at United.

It

s on mpo

a

dard

strictly observed procedure
whereby life expectancy is controlled in "run -of -production" tubes.
is

a

QST-2- "an Qua test it' applied to every United tube
to assure aoise-free operation.

Who sets the
FOR TRANSMITTING TUBES

or very rough service
es gne
es
have extia, built-in shock resistance proved by the
severe Bump Test each tube must pass.

-

Brilliant United craftsmanship is steadfastly verified and maintained by skillful and vigilant testingtruly representative of daily production. For this

achieved recognition for ieaaership. To engineers
everywhere, the name United is the trusted standard by which other transmitting tubes are judged

reason every United tube must pass through a series

and measured.

of critical examinations that do not permit any de-

-

For every electronic application including radio

fects, no matter how minute they may be, to escape

communication,

unnoticed.

By maintaining Quality Standard Tests of the

and electronic heating, standardize with tubes that
are the Quality Standard. "Tube up" with United.

highest order United engineers and technicians have

Order direct or from your electronic parts jobber.

physiotherapy,

industrial

control

Masterpiece ,1
Skilled Ham?,

rigWri grik
United feature
which enables
tubes to withterrific
stand
shocks.

ELECTRONICS CO
NEWARK, 2

Transmitting Tubes EXCLUSIVELY Since 1934
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eft left-Another example of

B -L

Battery Charger designed to meet
specific needs.

Above-Specially designed B -L
heavy duty transformer-used in
battery charger. Delivers 12 volts,
stepped down from 115 volt power
supply.

AUTOMATIC 'WERT CHANGER
$64.1.1.1, wourvirtaa von.

TiiTifiRroTriliiir
.04

Above-Specially designed B -L
Selenium Rectifier converts AC to
DC in the Battery Charger.

This B -L Battery Charger was designed
to meet special need in Airport Fire Truck
It maintains a 12 volt, 6 cell heavy-duty storage battery,
which is a component part of the fire truck shown at the
right, and furnishes power for mechanical operation of
the booms directing the mass carbon dioxide discharge.
Since the nozzles must be directed to the proper position in extinguishing a fire, reliability of the mechanical
drive, including the battery, is very important.
The battery is kept fully charged at all times by means
of a trickle charge supplied by this B -L Charger. When

equipment over rough terrain. It is provided with a B -L
selenium rectifier comprising two stacks, a heavy-duty
B -L transformer, relays for automatic charge rate con-

trol and adjustable pre-set resistors. The entire equipment is housed in a heavy gauge steel cabinet.
Cardox Airport Fir* Truck- (capacity, 3 tons of liquid CO2 supplemented 4300 gallons of foa m T -extinguishing in 20 seconds simulated

crash fire, involving 400 gallons of gasoline and 150 gallons of oil.

the truck returns after use, the charger provides a 12
ampere rate for rapid recharging and automatically reduces

to the trickle rate when battery charge reaches a predetermined value. The battery is thus fully recharged within

a short period of time and maintained at full charge. The
operation of this charger is fully automatic and it requires
no attention.
The charger is mounted in the body of the truck and
is of rugged construction, capable of withstanding severe
shocks such as those encountered in operating mobile

SELENIUM

Have You a Conversion Problem?
Twenty-five years of B -L specialized skill in AC -DC conversion problems is available to you. We are designers of
Selenium and Copper Sulphide Rectifiers, Battery Chargers,
and DC Power Supplies for practically every requirement.

We invite your inquiries-address Dept. A,

ELECTRICAL
RECTIFIERS

COPPER

SULPHIDE

THE BENWOOD LINZE COMPANY

Locust Street

St. Louis

3, Mo,
1815
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF SELENIUM AND COPPER SULPHIDE RECTIFIERS,
BATTERY CHARGERS, AND D. C. POWER SUPPLIES FOR PRACTICALLY EVERY REQUIREMENT.
272
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PULL EXERTED

BY POWER OR

HAND GUN
PLUG SECTION PULLED
ENTIRELY INTO RIVET
HOLE SIZE
TOLERANCE

RIVET SHANK
EXPANDING AS
PLUG SECTION
IS PULLED

INTO RIVET

STEM TRIMMED

RIVET SHANK
FORMED INTO
TULIP HEAD

.etterweiziedu CHERRY RIVETING ,ao 4/e,- A;tooaroief, .46t eleveda
The high resistance to shear and fatigue

and vibration. No special locking device is

typical of self -plugging Cherry Blind Rivets
is due to positive mechanical expansion of
the rivet shank.
This shank expansion occurs during application when the enlarged plug section of the
stem is pulled irro the rivet (drawings to right
and above). The sides of the rivet are forced
against the material being fastened, filling
any irregularities in the drilled hole. The
installed Cherry Rivet has shear and fatigue

required.
Cherry Blind Rivets have generous tolerances in hole size and material thickness, as
indicated in the drawings. Breaking the stem

STEM
HEAD
STEM

__-- NOTCH
RIVET

HEAD

at the notch above the rivet head, rather
than automatically breaking it at the nominal grip length, allows greater material

RIVET

SHANK
PLUG
SECTION
OF STEM

thickness tolerance. The broken end is then

trimmed flush with flat ground nippers.
Oversize shanks on special order.

PREFORMED
STEM
HEAD

values comparable with those of a solid
rivet-stays firm, even under excessive strain

Please send me your new booklet.
Also enclose the metal demonstration panel which shows actual stages

in installation of Cherry Rivets.
Cherry Rivet Company, 231 Winston St., Los Angeles 13, Calif., Dept. A-120
CHERRY RIVETS. THEIR MANUFACTURE

Name
Street

City
Firm
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Title
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grille when the oil film is undis-

Oil Type EC CAPAC1TRONS

torted.

... Ready to

electron gun charges the surface of
the liquid electrostatically, the beam
being subjected to scanning motion
by deflector coils and given an intensity modulation by another coil
so that there is deformation of the
normal molecular alignment of the
oil in proportion to the strength of

Meet Your

Requirement0

A cathode-ray beam from the

the incoming signal, and a pencil
of light is able to pass over and
around the upper grille on to the

Up to

screen.

10 MFD.

The deformation of the film is
purely local and persists only for a
short time, the charges being dissi-

Capacity

pated by arranging that the oil is
Sturdy Single

Hole Mounting

[

slightly conducting.

Owing to the considerable con-

centration of light in the optical
system and the focussing of the
electron beam, a fair amount of
heat is produced and both the
grilles and oil trough are water
cooled, the latter by a cooling plate.

No performance data has yet
been released concerning this apparatus but it seems to be promising, since the designers have taken
the trouble to produce rather bulky
apparatus (of high mechanical precision), much of which must be operated in a high vacuum.

'
Number

6EC200
6EC300
6EC400
6EC600
6EC800
6EC1000
.10EC100
10EC200
10EC400
10EC600
10EC800
15EC50
15EC100
1SEC200
15EC400

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

Working
Voltage

Catalog

C

D.C.

2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
1.0-

2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
.5
1.0

2.0
4.0

600
600
600
600
600
600
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500
1500

Container

4

5/8

3/4x16thd
3/4xI6thd

23/4'

4%2
43/4

D

1,2

41,2

2
2

4

2,2

2%

112

4%2

Si

%4X16thd

lx14thd
lx14thd
lx14thd

l'16
1'56
se

3/4x16thd
3/4x16thd

3/43

4
4
4.

2

lx14thd

17%

1

21,2
21/2

1114thd

17,16

1

23/4

1'2

3%xl6thd
3/4x16thd

1:14thd

452

1S2

4

2

lxl4thd

412

2,4

lx14thd

1
1

1

174
114

1

All of the Above A.W.S. Army -Navy Submersion
Proof Units Available in Production Quantities lot
Prompt Delivery. Write, Wire or Telephone - Now!

7k CAPACITRONethwfteu,
849 North Kedzie Ave.,

Undersea Amplifier. Details have
just been released of experiments
carried out in 1943 by the British
Post Office on a submerged thermionic repeater for a submarine cable
used for carrier -current telephony
circuits.
Three stages are used in the amplifier, each stage having two spare

tubes which can be brought into
the circuit by impulse switching
from a shore station. Commercial
tubes are used and life tests showed
that they would have a probable life
of 20,000 hours ± 25 percent.
Power for the amplifier is fed from

the shore, via the cable and a
ground plate, 0.63 amp. at 230 direct volts being the supply.

The weight of the equipment is
about 2,000 lb, but much of this is
due to the fact that the cases have
to withstand continuous sea immer-

Chicago 51, Illinois

sion.
The

Telephone VAN Buren 3322

claimed fo be the first ever

OUR NEW HOME - America's Most

Modern Capacitor Manufacturing Plant

first repeater built, and
in-

cluded in a working cable system,
was laid in 'the sea between England and Ireland in June 1943, and

by its use the number of carrier
274
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Unique research, engirx-sing, tool design and
production skills come ine, nct only to build control
devices that fulfil the mot.- ?xacting requirements,

but also to build !pecal pt rpose devices for which

no specifications exist. 0_r list of customers, the
most exacting in goiernm,:n-, aviation and manu-

MODEL J 80 A

facturing, attest to these sk II

AXIAL FLOW BLOWER
Manufacturers of Elect-ical, E ectronic & Mechanical

ar,e4ti.e)eares

EASTERN AIR DEVICES, INC.
585 Dean Street Brooklyn 17, N. Y.
An Affiliate of THE FRED GOAT CO., INC., Est. 1893
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

AIR DELIVERY 'FREE AIR)
173

(NEMA CODE)

65 C.S.M. (NAFM CODE)
60 cycles
115 volts single phase
capacitor run 3100 R.F'.M. 12 watts
input 1 oz. in. starting torque 1 mfd.
condenser required Weight 161/2 oz.
Overall Ilength 3114", Motor diameter
13/4" can: 4 blade propeller type, 4'
diameter.
We invite inquiry!

I
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Elastic "GLOBAR"
Resistors
DID you ever gear of an chistic resistor? Here is one type

-a resistor that springs hack when you release the
potential or load. Conversely when the potential, or load is
applied the resistance decreases. Study these curves, they
may suggest a solution to one of your problems.
"GLOBAR" Negative li csis t anc-e-Y oltage Characteristic
Resistors are currently being used in the following typical
applications:
1 Peak voltage limiters (to limit voltage peaks for protective purposes). For example, they are used in Oil Burner
Ignition Transformers to eliminate the inductive kick due
to the opening of the electric circuit.

2 Stabilizing circuits supplied by Rectifiers to limit the
peak voltage.
3 For the control of voltage circuits in Electronic devices.

4 Protection of Solenoids in direct current circuits.
Resistors of this type must, of necessity, be manufactured
to meet the purchaser's needs. Therefore, the following information should be furnished when considering the use of
such resistors:

(a) Type of apparatus in which resistors are to be used.
(b) Method of mounting andwhether they will be mounted
in series or in parallel.
(c) Normal and peak voltage as well as the resistance and
inductance of the circuit.
(d) Ohmic resistance of the resistor and allowable plus
or minus tolerance.
(e) Maximum voltage applied continuously or intermittently.
(f) Steady or intermittent load.
(g) Duration of load and elapse of time between its applicat ion.

Feel free to write us about your resistor problems. You
incur no obligation in doing so.
Working samples for engineering tests are available. The
Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, New York.

"GeAtheir C&tempic Redist044
CARBORUNDUM
("CARBORUNI)UM- and "TiLOBAR- are registered trade !narks of and indicate manufacture by The l'.arborondoin Company)
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Ptedeategf
A NEW 75 MEGACYCLE MARKER RECEIVER
Improved Indication at Low Battery Voltage-A new minimum in unwanted
lamp operation-% A.T.R. Size Case-Reduced Weight

Does your marker receiver give good indications when
battery voltage drops to eleven (or twenty-two) volts?
Does unwanted lamp operation confuse the pilot during
instrument approaches? These difficulties have been

eliminated in the design of the new Bendix Radio
MN -53 marker receiver; and, in addition, valuable
weight and mounting space have been saved.
This receiver is available in a number of different types.

This same unit may be used with either twelve or

twenty-four volt systems. A centralized radio power
supply may be used, or an individual dyni.rnotor may

en

BENDIX

STANDARD
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

be plugged right into the unit. In addition there is a
model that is both mechanically and electrically interchangeable with existing airline marker equipment.
Another feature of this new marker receiver is variable
coupling of the intermediate frequency transformers.
IF adjustment is thus greatly simplified and the desired
band pass characteristic can be easily obtained.
For further information on this latest product of Creative Engineering, write direct to the Sales Department,
Bendix Radio.

BLNIDIA I, 4 IRAQI .APP 3, FIENO14 AVIATION CORPORA Tirn

1 X RADIO DIVISION

AVIATION CORPORATION,

FOR

THE

BALTIMORE

AVIATION

4,

MARYLAND

INDUSTRY
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circuits in the cable was increased
from 24 to 48. Unfortunately, however, a filter capacitor broke down
after 5 months service and the repeater had to be raised, but the replacement equipment is still working satisfactorily.
"Compandor" Gripes IEE Speaker.
A speaker at an I.E.E. meeting has

drawn attention to the fact that
there is no such instrument as a
"compandor." His claim being, that

with part of the apparatus, in say,

England and the other part

in

America, we cannot speak of it as a

46

181

single item. The suggestion was

at)

6

tts $

* 4k)
st

11,

go,

qi

i6

ew

Applications

that we should adopt the term
"companding" to indicate the use
of volume compressors at the send-

ing end and of expanders at the
receiving end.

A new Electronic Voltmeter. The
research laboratories of the G.E.
Co. in England have recently developed a new electron -optical instrument for measuring peak voltages in the range 2-20 kv, a.c. or
d.c. with an accuracy of 3 percent.
It is based on a triode theorem
in which the angle of the beam in a
focussed electron system is defined

for Direct Current...
What's on your mind? Ii it has to do with D.C. power. Green
Engineers will come up with the answer.
And Green will not only engineer and design your equipment to
meet your requirements, but also build it.
Green engineering covers the range from 6 volts to 10.000 volts.
from milliamperes to kiloamperes. using selenium metal plate rectifiers or tube rectifiers-as required.

Engineering and building rectifies is Green'3 only butsincna. We
have nothing to sell but our interpretation of your individual needz:.

by the ratio of two voltages; the
anode voltage and the modulator
grid voltage. When both terms in
this ratio are multiplied by the
same factor, the beam angle remains constant, the modulator bias
voltage being directly proportional
to the voltage to be measured,

when the latter is applied to the
anode. Thus, a high voltage is

measured in terms of a low one and
the instrument constitutes an electronic potentiometer.

This principle can be applied to
high -voltage tubes so that they act

as their own voltmeters and the
range can be extended as desired.
The tube developed has a capaci-

Illu. tration

how_ a re-

nnet, control unit for 43 v.

2500 amp. installation.

"Rectifier Engineering is cur Business"

tance of 9 cm and in certain cases
can be used in circuits of 1 Mc or
higher, because even at the lowest
anode voltage, the transit time is
only 1/100 cycle and the instrument

is free from the inevitable lag of
a spark -gap voltmeter.

The instrument measures peak
SELENIUM ARGON MERCURY VAPOR GRID CONTROL HIGH VACUUM XENON

IOW GREEN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
41.1d0
A.i.t PPPPP OP *IC tttttt .110111PmENT
GM* EXCHANGE MV IMS 130 MEE nutty NNW YORK 6, N.Y.

comm. 0 imeseneRs

voltages only and gives no information concerning wave form. It
should, however, prove very helpful in measuring rapidly fluctuat-

ing voltages of widely differing
wave forms and where the values

obtained with a spark gap voltmeter are known to be unreliable.
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VERNON C. MacN'ABB

CO-OPERATION

P. 0. Box 5904, Indianapolis 5, Ind.
Phone: Broadway 6770
Representing: The F. W. Sickles Co.

IS IN THE CARDS
Here is Help in
Your Electronic Problems

L.

1603 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, III.

Phone: Victory 5040
Representing: The F. W. Sickles Co

Each of the representatives listed above is a
key man in the Sickles Field Engineering and
ready at all times to
Co-ordinating Service
.

.

P. MACK

.

aid you in any matter related to radio and
electronic parts and components. Chances are
they've got on -the -spot information you require, for they're all men with long experience
in their field. But if your problem is out of the
ordinary they'll quickly take it to headquarters,
where Sickles' highly skilled production organ-

NORMAN H. LAWTON
1775 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Phone: Circle 6-0867
Representing: The F. W. Sickiies Co.

ization and technical staff will work out the
right answer.
Jot down the addrest nearest to you for
prompt, efficient co-operation whenever you

HARRY GERBER

need it.
F.

94 Portland St., Boston 14, Mass.

Phone: Lafayette 3484
Representing: The F. W. Sickles Co

CHICOPEE, MASS.

W. SICKLES CO.

GERALD B. MILLER

filiC116116ES
an'

5/1eCiaZ4W

R0,44.0

/0,7-0-dar

8208 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Phone: Hempstead 5388
Representing: The F. W. Sickles Co.

a#.4ven.ove04v

AD. AURIEMA (Export)
89 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y., U. S. A.
Phone: Bowling Green 9-7751
Representing: The F. W. Sickles Co.
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

technical refresher courses and examination assistance; an expanded
social calendar; and more elaborate
publication activities.

Association officers; television for industry; network
finances; FCC report; train radio, science committees;
meetings; news of Washington, companies, and people Nationalized Measurements
and Control

A NEW NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, to

Railway Radio Demonstrated at Baltimore Chapter IRE

be called the Instrument Society
of America, is being planned by
members of the Society for Measurement and Control in Chicago.
The objective is to consolidate re-

ciency. This problem was solved

RELIABLE RAILROAD communication

can be expected for a distance of

by a capacitance -loaded, vertical,
end -fed rod. The discussion was
concluded by an actual demonstra-

five miles with a 5 -watt a -m transmitter and suitable receiver, accord-

ing to J. W. Hammond of Bendix
Radio Division, Bendix Aviation

lated organizations in Washington,
Pittsburgh, New York, and Boston
into a national organization whose
membership would be open to individual members not now affiliated
with existing local groups.

tion of communication from the
meeting hall to a mobile truck.
Permission was obtained by the
Baltimore Section during the winter meeting in New York to supple-

Corp., who presented a paper on the

subject during a recent meeting of
the Baltimore Section of IRE.
Reviewing field experiences en- ment its income with paid advercountered on railroads throughout tising and use the proceeds to imthe country, he described tests of plement a new program of activity.
end -to -end communication made
Preliminary plans being forthrough all imaginable types of mulated in the Section propose the
terrain and in all weather condi- eventual establishment of a techtions. As he pointed out, differing nical reference library; a complete
services such as end -to -end, yard - experimental laboratory outfitted
to -train,

terminal -to -train

Wireless Operators' 20th
Anniversary
SEVERAL AWARDS for achievements
within the electronics field were

presented during the twentieth annual dinner -cruise of the VWOA
(Veteran Wireless Operators As-

with suitable test equipment, power
supplies, and other requirements; a
Section radio station devoted to ex-

and

train -to -train require different circuits but in the interest of a unified
system the objective has been to do
all tasks with the same equipment.

Limitations of range at vhf did

sociation), held in New York re-

perimental research and develop-

cently.

ment; annual Section awards in

°pelted by messages of salute
from General Dwight D. Eisen-

recognition of outstanding accomplishments of members in that
area; unlimited freedom in choice

not prove as severe as had been expected, although the road requirements that the antenna be both low of speakers and subjects; an emand narrow did limit radiation effi- ployment and placement service;

hower and Admiral Ernest J. King,
the meeting included as guests

many of those prominent in the
field besides the individuals in the

RMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS 1944-45
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UHF HARMONIC
FREQUENCY GENERATOR
PROVIDES output voltages in 10 or 40 megacycles with
CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED accuracy.

SELECTS 10 or 40 megacycle series and IDENTIFIES any one
of these harmonics by means of a Frequency Identifier* which

consists of a filter providing high attenuation of all voltages
except that of frequency to be identified.
USED FOR calibration of receivers, wavemeters, or (with Beat
Detector supplied separately) for calibration of oscillators and
signal generators.

EC

. . .

UHF PRECISION FREQUENCY METER
Accuracy 0.1%
Completely portable
Battery or AC -Operated
Models available from 100 to 1500 megacycles
with 2 to 1 frequency coverage on each model.
Available only on high priority.
RECOMMENDED FOR:

Production testing
Measurement of oscillator drift
Independent alignment of transmitters and
receivers

Precise measurements of frequencies

IN MANUFACTURE
AND PERFORMANCE!

The LAVOIE trademark is your guarantee of exacting manufacture and
precision performance. From the outset we have specialized in the development and production of UHF equipment, working to standards of absolute
precision in design, manufacture and operation. The UHF HARMONIC FREQUENCY
the
GENERATOR and PRECISION FREQUENCY METER, shown here, are indicative of
glad
to
send
you
scope of our work and specialized background. We shall be
additional information on these instruments or discuss any specific requirements you may have in the UHF field for the present or post-war uses.
* Specify frequency of
Identifier wanted.

avoieZaioraivified,
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

MORGANVILLE, N. J.

Specialists in The Development of UHF Equipment
and in The Manufacture of UHF Antennas
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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Assembled during the recent 20th -anniversary dinner -cruise of VWOA are
E. K. Jett, FCC; Col. T. H. Mitchell,
RCA Communications; Capt. E. M. Web-

ster, USCG; Gen. H. M. McClelland.
AAF; George W. Bailey, NDRC; W. I.
McGonigle, president VWOA; Gen.
Frank E. Stoner; Adm. J. F. Farley,
USCG; F. C. de Wolf, Dept. of State;
Gen. H. C. Ingles; Capt. A. H. Adams,
USN; and A. J. Costigan, Radiomarine
Corp. of America

accompanying illustration.

To the Television Broadcasters
Association in significance of pioneering research and progressive
development, the Marconi Memorial

Service Award was presented. For
his transmitter -installation services

to OWI (Office of War Information) R. Morris Pierce was given

Now-- 'World's Smallest Transformers"

Can be Produced to Meet Your
Ow Exacting Design Requiremelts

writing of the book "Radio's One
Hundred Men of Science".
Other Marconi Memorial Medals

One of these new Permoflux midget transfoimer
hypes may be the coriplete answer to your space
3r weight problem. Available unshielded, shie ded
or hermetically sealed, they provide excepti3nal

went to T. R. McElroy, McElroy

operating eficiency and uniform frequency response.

Co.; Gen. H. H. Arnold, U. S. Army
Air Corps. Additional awards were
made to outstanding heroes of the

The same Permoflux engineers who developed
these transfomers, using new materials and m 3 nufactuins me'hods, are ready to assist in designing

a unit for you. Write for technical catalog listing
traryformers, speakers, headphones and other
Permoflux acoustical products.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

MARK

PEN

FLUX

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION

4900 WEST GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
PIONEER MA ItiFACT JF ERS Of PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC -RANSDUCERS
282

the Marconi Medal of Service.
The Marconi Medal of Achievement went to Dr. Allen B. DuMont
for the pioneering of his organization in the field of communications.
To Orrin E. Dunlap Jr., Radio
Corp. of America, went the Marconi
Memorial Medal of History for his

Mfg. Corp.; E. A. Nicholas, Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp.;

Ludwig Arnson, Radio Receptor

Armed Forces and the Maritime
Service.

Industrial Television
A SINGLE OPERATOR

in a control

room may be able to control a full
battery of lathes, punch presses, or
other machines through television,
in the opinion of L. M. Clement,
vice-president in charge of research and engineering at The
Crosley Corp., who addressed a
midwestern club recently.
In the system he visualizes, floor men
and

would be dispatched to

load

unload machines at the direction of the dispatcher in the
television control room. Other useful abilities in the television cam April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Thalid resins for

The Family of Mon-

santo Plastics-- A
guide for product

V"

impression molding.
Fabrication informa-

50°'\

tion

designers

here's help

Resinox -A Monst.

*500-

santo plastic

Thalid for impression
molding. Application
information

b

for busy plastics

"intelligence

C.

santo plastic

officers"

Monsanto Plastics

A data book for

0
To he as helpful as possible during
this time of swift technical developments in plastics, Monsanto has instituted a new Bulletin Information
Service, to which you are welcome.
This service is Monsanto's solu-

Thalid-Glass cloth

Lustron- A Mon-

150°'5

laminates. Physical

0,13

Thalid for impression
molding. Data sheet

properties

1,50

molders and fabricators

,\

\

Monsanto potting

4.'

Resimene 803-A
Black. Melamine

_13,0°-

compound

molding material

tion to the growing problem of keep-

ing the technical minded plastics
man completely informed so that he
can make the best possible use of the
new materials being developed and
the new qualities being added to the
familiar, established materials.
These bulletins are issued as soon
as new developments are authenticated in the laboratory and the field
... without waiting for fancy print-

ing or arbitrary publication dates.

Resimene 801-K -

rl

OCr
ist/.

Specifications. Mold-

Cerex data sheet

40)
1-

Cerex- Applications

_13,0°'

ing laminating resin

Resimene 803-A
General

S

nJ

OCr

'15

If you have need in your business

for these plastics "communiques
we will be glAd to place your name
on our Bulletin Information Service
mailing list. Meanwhile, scan the list
of current Monsanto bulletins and

b

Styramic HT
1polydichlorostyrene)

0;\

Resimene molding

se

compounds and resins

CY

i'-'5°

publications: if there are any here
that interest you, order them with
the convenient coupon below. All

are free, of course. Address:
MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY,

Nast icy Division,Springfield 2, Mass.

MONSANTO

PLASTICS
Stt110116

S ttttt NINI,ND

&\

MONSANTO CHEMIC .L COMPANV , Plastics Division
Springfield 2, Massachusetts
Please send the foIluwing bulletins:
' X400 -I
X100 -I
A
j X500 -I
i X200-2
B
X500-4
I X200-3
C

D' :

-j X500-5

1

i

11,

_

j X500-6
i

X800.1

111X800-2

0 X800-5
D X800-6

X300 -I

NUM'
Corn puny

City
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Divinylbenzene

"P4-o
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SPARE PARTS BOXES
... in every needed size!
... for every needed use!

No. 1025-14
30" x 15" x 12"
;Partitions not included)

No. 1025-6
18" x 9" x 9"

24 STOCK SIZES

Electrical

42 B.9 (Int) for shipboard use,
grey finish. Immediate Delivery.
and Mechanical. Navy
FOR PRICE LIST - WRITE
length W'dth

As per specification

Height

STEEL

Number

EQUIPMENT

349 Broadway, New

OMNY

NewA
York 13, New York FactorCy B,00klynP,

York

COLE STEEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
will again be available after the war
284
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DYNAMIC AIR AXIAL FLOW BLOWERS

DELIVER MORE AIR

...WITH FRACTIONS OF SPACE, WEIGHT

AND POWER INPUT REQUIRED

FOR

OLD FASHIONED BLOWERS
No longer is heavy, bulky blower equipment required for efficient air delivery
against high pressures. Dynamic Air Axial
Flow Blowers, representing over 12 years of
development, now bring you the advantages

of direct air flow with amazing savings.
Much smaller, lighter and more economical
in both first cost and operation, they bring
great new possibilities for air engineering
against static pressures as high as 9" W.G.
The two small models shown above indicate
the new high performance standards you can
expect from axial flow - and in all fields,
from electronics to heavy industry. They are
Consult us about your blower problem.

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

made in 60 to 400 cycles AC and 24 to 115
volts universal DC -AC.
Other equally efficient models are available
up to 42" diameter. All are designed to rigid

air delivery and weight specifications.

Adaptations can be made to the most pre-

cise requirements of weight and space
limitations.

NV AI A Ulf re -14A ID

V I 111-W11%..W1411%

ENGINEERIN7
LOS ANGELES

S.A.He/
285

era as applied to industry might
involve placing it in a furnace,

about asking your boss
to make the switch from

tracing papers to Arkwright Tracing Cloths!

in a cold room, under water, or in
many other places where no human
operator could go.
Going from industrial to broadcast television, he quoted the following figures which suggest that
the

possible

maximum

viewing

audience is of the order of 40,000
to 50,000 people. The equipment
is distributed as follows
:

New York
Philadelphia

stamous Bevel% ern
3
1

Schenectady

i

Chicago
Los Angeles

2
2

5000
1200
450
300
250

On the subject of viewing, Mr.
Clement said experience has shown
that the proper distance is between
4 and 8 times the height of the
picture. Thus, for a 7 -in. picture,

the viewing distance is 2i to 5 ft,
for an 18 -in. picture, 6 to 12 ft,
and for a normal motion picture

screen of 15 ft in height, 60 to

can see they're better

120 ft. Thus, he said, the 7 -in.

for draftsmen. Better in

every way - even

picture produced by a table -type tel-

in

evision set should be satisfactory

cost, in the long run!

for a small family group, while
an 18 -in. picture is about as large
as is required for an ordinary living room.

Load Building in Reverse

WHY NOT EMPLOY
the next two minutes
most profitably by writ-

ing for free samples?
We'll send them gladly.
Write, Arkwright Finish-

ing Company, Provi-

BECAUSE OF THE SERIOUS shortage

of electricity and fuel, a new type
radio receiver is being put on sale
in liberated Holland. Older models
now in Dutch homes range from 10
to 20 watts in power consumption.

The new model will only require
two watts.

dence, Rhode Island.

Finalists in Science
FORTY

SCIENCE - TALENTED
high
school seniors have been chosen as

Sold by leading drawing
materiel dealers everywhere

finalists in the fourth annual Science Talent Search which culminates in the awarding of $11,000 in
Westinghouse scholarships.
Of the forty, sixteen showed

definite and wide interest in electronic subjects. One has built eleven

/

lAtti/laP
TRACING /CLOTHS

AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 20 YEARS
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radio receivers, another, an electronic rectifier for electrolyzing

metallic sodium, and a third, his
own oscillograph

for measuring

speed of bullets. Other activities

include light -beam sound transmis-

sion, a 5 -octave electronic organ,
brain -wave study, investigation of
shock treatment as used in depresApril 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Not everybody
manufacturers possess the versatile
production facilities of The Standard

Let us have the necessary data and our

Products Company.
Standard is prepared to develop and plan
for industry, parts of molded rubber, steel
stampings, plastics, in almost any shape or

The Standard Products Company is the
world's largest manufacturer of glass run

FEW

form.

The services of The Standard Products
Company Research Laboratory and Engineering Departments are at your dispos4

engineers will submit designs and proposal.

window channel and contour weather strip.

Production and replacement channel for
passenger cars, truck cabs, busses, motor
boats, airplane cabins and streamlined
trains is now available for delivery.
Your inquiries are solicited.

THE STANDARD PRODUCTS COMPANY
Main Offices and Research Laboratory
505 Boulevard Bldg.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

Woodward Ave. at E. Grand Blvd.

Detroit 2, Michigan
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FROM PEANUT TUBES TO

Giant Turbines
Versatile GENERAL PLATE
LAMINATED METALS
Can Improve Performance,

Overlay, precious
metals, one side

or both sides, any
thickness.

Cut Costs
Whether you're working on products for immediate use or planning and designing your contemplated post-war products, General Plate
Laminated Metals . . . sheet, wire or tube . , .
can definitely fit into your product picture.
These versatile permanently bonded laminations
of precious metals to base metals or base to base
metals increase performance and cut costs in such

products as electrical equipment, aircraft, radio,
electronic devices, ships, tanks and chemical

apparatus. A few of their advantages are that
they provide better electrical performance, maximum resistance to corrosion, long life and ease of
fabrication . . . yet they cost but a fraction of the
cost of solid precious metals.
288

Base metal, steel,
copper, nickel, etc.

General Plate Laminated Metals are available
inlaid or wholly covered in raw stock or fabricated
parts. Our engineers will gladly consult with you
on your problems. Write for their services.

General Plate Division
of Metals & Controls Corporation
50 Church St., New York, N. Y., 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago,111.1 2635 Page

Drive, Altadena, California; Grant Bldg., Rm. 603, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
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CONTIIMOUSIYVARIABLi
CD11,

AMERICAN TYPE FOWEDERS''''

........

Control Remotely-ELECTRICALLY
ATF precision remote controls are
handling some of the war's most exacting remote control jobs. And
they are finding wide application in planning for the exacting industrial jobs of tomorrow . . . for the accurate adjustment or setting of
communications equipment, machine tools, valves, fuel supplies,
power controls, and other machinery, from remote or obscured points.
If your post-war planning involves a problem of precise positioning, the solution may rest with one of these proved ATF electrical
control units. Their hair -line precision, extreme simplicity, and their

ability to withstand temperature extremes and mechanical abuse
will give your product a decided edge in post-war selling.
Complete literature available. The services of ATF engineers are
freely offered to assist in applying these units to your products.

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
REMOTE CONTROL DIVISION
11
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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sive psychology, development

RESISTANCE PLUS
From the tropics to the
arctics-on land, sea and
in the air, HARDWICK,

of

vector modulation, and construction of carrier current equipment.
As a result of interviews and examinations, two of the group will
be given $2400 scholarships, eight
will be given $400 scholarships, and

others will get shares of the re-

maining $3,000 at the discret ion of

the judges.

HINDLE resistors and rheo-

Radios Nazi Germany

stats are serving with

THE LAST STRONGHOLD of Axis resistance in Europe has been be-

distinction.

sieged from ten different countries
and territories by powerful 50,000-

watt shortwave transmitters,

ac-

cording to RCA Victor Division of
the Radio Corp. of America, suppliers of 23 such transmitters and a
larger number of smaller powered
units.

West Coast Elections
THE Los ANGELES COUNCIL of the

West Coast Electronic Manufacturers Association recently held elections resulting in chairmanship by

Howard Thomas of Packard Bell
Co. Vice -Chairman is L. W. Howard, Peerless Electrical Products

Co., while James L. Fouch, Jr..
'Universal Microphone Co., becomes

treasurer.

Prosperous Networks.
As REVEALED IN a recent release by
FCC, major network time sales

TYPE

E-300
300 WATTS

reached an all-time high of $126,330,491 for 1944. These preliminary figures indicate that total major
network time sales have more than

MARIAM MOW IC

Van

WASHINGTON MEETING

%el
HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC.
RHEOSTATS and RESISTORS
DIVISION OF

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1886

Newark 5, N. J., U. S. A.

Members and guests at a Washington
IRE section meeting examine a display
board showing construction of the GE
lighthouse tube, subject of the evening's
discussion. They are: J. W. Greer.

Navy Dept.; F. W. Albertson, vice-

chairman of the section; T. B. Tacocks.
GE; E. F. Peterson. GE, who presented
the paper; H. A. Burroughs, chairman

of the section; and H. H. Lyon. chief
engineer, WOL. Washington
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HOLD THAT TIGER!
Afew curt words whispered into the mouthpiece of a
-handy-talkie" directs a deadly hail of mortar shells upon a stalking Tiger
tank. Insurance against failure in crucial moments is the precision wire
that serves as the arteries of American communication equipment at the
fighting fronts.

*

*****

FINE STEEL A D ALLOY WIRE
Spencer Wire Company

1\0................
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

1N LST BROOKFIELD FLAN -

WEST BROOKFIELD

MASS.
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IN THE PEACETIME COMPETITION
With the coming of peace and a return to the American
way of producing goods at a profit in highly competitive
consumer markets you'll have to be certain that every step
from initial blueprint and tool design, through the machin-

ing, stamping and assembly line, up to packaging and
delivery is planned and executed with utmost efficiency
and with the minimum of cost.

In the production of war munitions Oiljak has maintained
an enviable record of production of intricate parts and on
time deliveries, in accordance with strict Government in-

spection-and has actually reduced the estimated and
approved cost, thus saving the Government considerable
sums, by skillful planning and supervision of the work.
These same skills in metal manufacturing, improving designs and reducing costs are available to manufacturers
as they convert to peacetime merchandise: It may transmit
your penny savings into dollar profits to confer with us on
any metal manufacturing problem.
MACHINING

STAMPING

WELDING

PLATING

FINISHING

ASSEMBLING

MET AL MANUFACTURERS
THE

L

292

OILJAK MANUFACTURING Co

INC.

MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY

THE JOB COMPLETE FROM BLUEPRINT TO FINISHED PRODUCT
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

REL IN PHILADELPHIA
FM STATION WFIL-FM
Frequency: 45.3 megacycles

Input to final amplifier: 11.3 KW
Antenna Output: 10 KW
Total hours operation to date: Over 4,500
Type of Transmitter: REL No. 520 DL
WFIL-FM has been functioning successfully
since November 10, 1941. High above the city
of Philadelphia, this station's huge tower is

a monument to REL's pioneering in staticless,
high-fidelity Frequency Modulation, utilizing
the Armstrong Direct Crystal Controlled Phase
Shift System of Modulation.

Sales Representatives
PACIFIC COAST
MIDWEST
MICHIGAN
N. B. Neeley
REL Equunnent Sales, Inc.
M. N. Duffy & Co., Inc.
5334 Hollywood Blvd.
612 N. Michigan Blvd.
2040 Grand River Ave., W.
Hollywood, Cal
Chicago, Ill.
Detroit, Mich.
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS, OF FM TRANSMITTERS EMPLOYING ARMSTRONG PHASE -SHIFT MODULATION

RADIO ENGINEERING LABS., INC.

1/g,
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doubled in the five-year period since

74it ANDREW SOLUTION

to afrt

1939.

They are up 21.2 percent

over the 1943 total, the previous alltime high.
At the end of the year there were
a total of 730 stations affiliated with

the four major networks. During
the year Mutual brought its total to

ANTENNA PROBLEM

244 by adding 33; Blue added 20
to total 194; Columbia affiliated nine

to 143; and NBC picked up seven,
making a total of 149.

4

FM Broadcasting Summary

Faced with a difficult antenna problem,
E. H. Andresen, Chief Engineer of Chi-

STATISTICS RELEASED by Frequency

cago's Board of Education Station WBEZ, called
on ANDREW engineers for a solution. The problem was that of coupling a 70 -ohm unbalanced

Modulation

Broadcasters,

Inc.

(FMBI) show that there are a total of 46 stations operating under
a commercial status as of the end
of 1944, including four new stations which were added to the list

coaxial transmission line to the much smaller
balanced impedance of the antenna. Uncertainty of the exact value of the antenna impedance made the problem difficult, and called

during the year.
Currently, applications for

f -m

for some kind of an adjustable coupling device.

construction permits on file with

ANDREW solved the problem by constructing a

FCC are quoted at 353 and approximately 100,000,000 persons reside

quarter wave impedance transforming section
with a concentric "bazooka" for the balance conversion. Adjustments were made by varying the
average dielectric constant in resonant section.

L

within the primary service area of
stations existing and planned.
Broken down according to power

there are four existing stations at
1 kw, ten at 3, thirteen at 10, and

This problem is but one of many that the experienced staff of ANDREW engineers are called
upon to solve. As qualified experts in the field
of FM, radio and television antenna equipment

eleven at 50. Other stations are not
operating at full power because of
wartime restrictions of equipment

ANDREW engineers have solved many problems

at $3,014.

for military and broadcast engineers.
FOR THE SOLUTION OF YOUR ANTENNA PROBLEMS
. FOR .THE DESIGNING, ENGINEERING, AND BUILDING OF ANTENNA EQUIPMENT . . . CONSULT ANDREW
.

.

0

u

0o, 0

00 0

0

and labor. Per station, an average
monthly-cast'of operation is listed

Resistance Welder Officers
DURING ArAEGENT MEETING, the Re-

sistance

Welder Manufacturers'
Association elecyd Charles Eisler
of Eisler Engineering Co. to succeed Floyd E: Taylor, Swift Electric Welder Co., as president. Covice -presidents are David Sciaky

of Sciaky Bros. and H. V. Beronius
of Welding Machines Mfg. Co.

The Allocation Proposals
Curve shows standing waves
determined by probing electrostatic field in "piccolo" (section
of transmission line with holes
drilled in outer conductor). Wavy
curve represents initial conditions before adjustment; straight
line shows the final result after
adjustment of matching unit.

THE SEARCH FOR SPACE in the radio

spectrum is like a dog race, in the

opinion of James L. Fly, former
FCC chairman. Speaking before
the Television Press Club in New
York recently on the allocation pro-

posals, he advocated that the deTwin -barreled dehydrat-

363 East 75th Street, Chicago 19, Illinois

294

ing unit especially designed
for WBEZ by ANDREW engineers. Design permits leaving one cartridge in service
while the other cartridge is
being recharged.

mand for space be kept out in front
of the engineers on the assumption

that they might,

like

the grey-

hounds, lose interest in the race if
they caught the rabbit.
Commenting on the factors which
April 1945 - ELECTRON ICS

DOW CORNING

asiumirovi
BO VV CrniN1NG, first in silicones,

is fully equipped with new plant and facilities for
the production and distribution of an expandin4 line of silicone products
American industry has been quick to utilize the new Dow Corning Silicones-to see the
potentialities inherent in their higher order of heat stability, chemical inertness, water
resistance, and dielectric properties. Dow Corning is now supplying, directly or through
selected distributors, the following silicone products:

[11

I

odorless, inert
Silicone Liquids . . . notable
Water -white,

FLUIDS

for their low rate of viscosity
change over a wide temperature range, lo* vapor pressure, water repellency,
and good dielectric properties.

Fr

an
Ignition Sealing Compound .
easily applied silicone waterproofing
having excellent dielectric
4 compound
properties, corona resistance, and the
consistency of petroleum jelly. It neither hardens
nor melts at temperatures ranging from - 40' F.
.

Insulating Varnish . . recommended because of its extreme
.

993 heat stability for impregnat-

ing, coaling and bonding, and
waterproofing inorganic insulating materials
such as asbestos, mica, and Fiberglas cloth,

tape; arl-d sleeving. Other special purpose
silicone resins and compounds are available.

.

STOPCOCK GREASE
A chemically resistant Silicone
Grease for lubricating stopcocks
and other ground glass joints.

to 400° F.

Special Low Temperature Compound
. . . an oxidation resistant lubricant
and sealing compound developed for
use at temperatures as low as - 70' F.

A lubricating Silicone Grease for

PLUG COCK GREASE
A Silicone Grease that affords easy
operation of lubricated plug valves
over wide temperature ranges in most difficult services.

31 special applications in the temperature range of - 70° F. to 190° F.

A lubricating Silicone Grease for
41 special applications where operating temperatures range from 0° F.
to 400° F.

DOW CORNING CORPORATION
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO BOX
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SAFEGUARD the Quality
of your

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
with

PR LLI TE
TRADE

MARK

PALLADIUM PLATING SOLUTION
C-'0"//Pr'P -1'7R

.7/

N'

p:04,4,7orrl4 -

7 Z?'"

..

No matter what metals you are using, PALLITE will safeguard the
quality of your Electronic
Instruments. If you are using Silver, a film of Palladium .000001" from
our PALLITE bath will
prevent tarnishing and maintain the 0 value without imparting measurable
characteristics to
the silver.
Palladium, by means of a PALLITE bath, can be plated
on solder, tungsten, tantalum, etc., and
if required, gold, copper, etc. can be plated over PALLITE Palladium
Plate.

Palladium is easy to use and economical; it has tremendous throwing
power and can be

deposited without difficulty in the most remote corners. Palladium is highly
resistant to corrosion
at elevated and at low temperatures.
PALLITE may be the answer to your plating difficulties; bring
your problems to us and we will

tell you how PALLITE is now being used successfully in the electronic
field.
PALLITE

is made only by

PRECIMET LABORATORIES
Division of GEORGE C. LAMBROS
Research and Development in Precious Metals

64 Fulton Street
296

New York 7, N. Y.
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APPROVE
Ibiderrrik-kr

faeorttai
tutdde4

PLASTI

FLEttiic
- meets a long felt need for

a Cord of High

Dielectric

POSN "Tru-Rip": Lamps, CI

Strength that is practically
Ageless. It has High Abrasive and Impact Resistance.

°'/ S": Light Duty; Vacuum Cleaners.. Fans, foo

Other favorable features
are:

ders, To

P.: -14 Medium

Resistance

to

Oil,

Flame,

Alcohol, Water, Alkali and
most Common Solvents!
SSN Heavy Duty;

Portable Tools, Bus Heaters, etc

Ask Your Nearesi Graybor Electric.
Company Office for
Prices and Samples

C ---T

GraY

leo rxecialc
REG U.S

OAF OFF.

The WHITNEY BLAKE Company
New Haven. Connecticut, U.S.A.
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went into the Commission's decisions, he said that there had been a
tendency to evaluate more highly
those services having to do with
safety, particularly safety of life,
as contrasted with factors having
to do with convenience or luxury.

There was also a higher rating
given to those democratic services
that benefited the greatest number
of people.

Speiking about the future, he
advised the would-be prognosticator to look- at the living room and

try to imagine different units of
furniture to represent a -m radio,
f -m radio, television, and facsimile.

He thought the conclusion was inescapable that there would eventually be a single service.

BX
SERIES

Radio Club Officers
AT A RECENT MEETING of its direc-

tors, the Radio Club of America announced the reelection for 1945 of
F. A. Klingenschmitt, president;

The urgent demand, in peacetime days, by the aircraft
and radio industries for a compact, efficient D.C. motor was
the challenge that led Pioneer to develop the Pincor BX
series. Today Pincor BX motors flow from our plant in a
steady stream to the produCers of aircraft and radio equip-

0. J. Morelock, vice-president; Joseph Stantley, treasurer; M. B.
Sleeper, corresponding secretary.
Mr. Morelock is also serving as
chairman of the Papers Committee.

ment for the armed services.

Resistance Welding
Training Course

-

Pincor BX motors, in their classification, meet the varied
requirements of aircraft and radio manufacturets that demand

light weight, compact motors for efficient and dependable
application. Pincor BX motors are direct drive, ball bearing,
high speed units wound for continuous or intermittent duty.
Shunt, series or split series windings are for operation on
12 to 24 volt battery systems currently used and may be
easily modified to meet your product den-gine
Depend on these rugged Pincor quality -proven motors
in the BX series. Send your problem to Pioneer engineers
and let them put their years of experience- to work for you.
Consultation with these men will not obligate you in the least.
DYNAMOTORS CONVERTERS
GENERATORS

PilywOR
&due&

POWER PLANTS GEN-E-MOTORS

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR
CORPORATION

5841.49 DICKENS AVENUE

BUY MORE BONDS!

CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

Export Office, 25 Warren Street, New York 7, U.S.A.
Cable Address: Simontrice, N. Y.

DIFFERENCES

welding

electronic

control

resistance

to

welding are the subjects covered
in a new seven -part training course

released to industry. The material

was put together originally for
Westinghouse workers but made
available to others at reproduction
costs.

Subjects covered by the course
are as follows :

Part One-Basic Definitions of
Welding Technology; Forge Welding; Gas Welding; Thermit Welding; Electric Arc Welding; Resistance Welding.

---

Part Two-Types of Resistance
Welding Work; Spot; Projection;
Seam; Butt; Flash; Duty Cycle.

Part Three-The Ignitron and
the Thyratron: Fundamentals of
Electronic Tubes; Ignitron; Thyratron.

Part Four-How the Flow of Resistance Welding Current is Started
and Stopped.

Part Five-How the Amount of
Resistance

298

BETWEEN

processes and the application of

Welding

Current

is
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ELCO meets the challenge

of the Jungle with

fil3N1313$101)*
PRECISION (=re RESISTORS!
ELCO e ineers not only,. met ,,the new requirements of the
Sig al Corps, but= exceeded them by several hundred
percent. Further evidence of the way ELCO tackles a job.

U. S.

ELCO "FUNGUSIZED RESISTORS are so treated to combat
the destruction powers of parasitic organisms. They are made
to stand up in stifling jungle heat and humidity.

IF YOUR RESISTOR SPECIFICATIONS CALL
FOR ANTI -FUNGUS TREATMENT-CALL ELCO

PROMPT DELIVERIES as usual!
SPECIFICATIONS:
"A-1"- 15/32 long x 1/2" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No 21 tinned
copper wire leads. I to 300.000 ohm
value -1/2%, standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound -1/2 watt. 30° C. tem-

perature rise in tree air -100° C. maximum operating temperature -200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked varnish finish.

"A -A" Same as A-1. with leads reversed.
"B-1"-- 15/16 long x 1/2" dia.-Mountable with
642 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned

wire leads
to 500.000 ohm
value -1/2% standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound -1 watt. 30° C. temperature rise in free air -100° C. maximum operating temperature -300 D. C
maximum operating voltage. Baked varnish finish.
copper

1

"B11"- Same as B -I. with leads reversed.

114 West 18th Street, New York, N. Y.
300

"T"- 1-1/32 long x 7/16- dia.-Inductively
wound -1/4 x .015 strap terminals -35 to
35,000 ohms -2 watts. 100° C. maximum
operating temperature-normal accuracy
1°/,. Baked varnish finish.

"M"- 1.13/32 long x 1/4" dia.- -Mountable with
6-32 screw-- 1/4 x .015 thick strap terminals

-non inductive wound --1 meg ohm max
imum resistance -600 volts maximum operating voltage -100° C. maximum operating temperature -1.5 watts -1% normal
accuracy Baked varnish finish.

15/32 long x 1/4" dia.-Mountable with
flat or filester head screw. No. 21
tinned copper wire leads.
to 500.000
ohm value.
standard accuracynon inductive pie wound .8 watts. 30°
temperature rise in tree air. 100° C. maximum operating temperature. 200 D. C
maximum operating voltage. Baked var.
nish finish.
6-32

1

Telephone - Watkins 9-4774-5
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Assembling the filament stem
of a 50 kilowatt vacuum tube
at the Federal Telephone and

Radio Corporation plant at
Clifton,Neulersey. Ten fire,
seven jet Litton burners.

What you may expect from LITTON
JET MIX BURNERS. Litton engineered Jet Mix Burners, proved

by 13 years of practical industrial performance, have stepped up

production in a number of urgent war industry operations
spectacularly so in vital vacuum tube output.
Compact in size, Litton burners are designed to achieve almost
complete carburetion thus eliminating the intense light so injurious

to eyes, while permitting low volume operation with complete
absence of pop outs - explosions due to rapid change of fire size.
Other features of Litton burners include low cost, use of oxygen gas or oxygen -hydrogen at low and non -critical pressures, uniform

size of high temperature flame. They articulate at both head and
base, are quickly replaceable, and maintain oxidizing conditions

permitting work close to burner tips. Models available are:
single jet, two to twelve fire assemblies; large size, seven jet, six

or ten fire assemblies; Annealing Burner for bench mounting or
with handle. Also hand torches with single or seven jet burners.
Complete catalog listings may be had on request.

ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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Controlled: Phase -Shift Heat Con. . .

trol.

for this latest

Part Six-Electronic Timing
Controls in Resistance Welding:

BULLETIN

Basic Principles of Electronic Timing; Synchronous -Precision Weld
Timeio; Nonsynchronous Timer ;

No. 40

Sequence -Weld Timer.

Part Seven - Energy - Storage
Control ; Capacitor -Discharge Type ;
Magnetic Type.
.q,,
%sir 0
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Material costs for a class of 20
are $50, including the lesson and
quiz booklets, supplementary litera-

ture, slide films and records, and
instructor's manual. Slide films are
for operation on 35 -mm equipment.

FCC Activity Report
ACCORDING

k.

TO

in-

COMPILATIONS

cluded in the tenth annual report
the Federal Communications
Commission covering the period up
of

to June 30, 1944, the number of
standard broadcast stations has
jumped from 912 to 924 by the addition of sixteen new licensees and

the dropping of four. 320 emergency radio stations were author-

DESCRIBES

ized, running the total in this class
from 3558 to 3863 including dele-

DIRECT READING
PYROMETER FOR

tions.

CRYSTAL

Under the heading of miscellaneous radio services, the following
figures are shown:

CHECKING
IN
SUB -ZERO RANGES

1942

Motion Pict ale

Manufacturers of radio equipment used by our armed forces
are urged to send for this spe-

Mobile Pre,,

Rein y Pre.oi.,1

cial new bulletin. It contains
not only photographs and some of the more important features of the

Model 40, but complete technical data regarding its construction
and operation for checking temperature changes in radio crystals.
Already this instrument has proven indispensable to numerous
manufacturers-and has been subjected to exhaustive tests by them
as well as Elematic engineers. It is accurate to within 1
. has
features and advantages not to he found in other pyrometers . . . is
adaptable to all types crystal holders . . . and available in six scale
.

ranges. Sold with an unconditional guarantee, the instrument is vital

in any laboratory where closer control of production is essential.
ELEMATIC EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
6046 S. Wentworth Ave.
Chicago 21, Ill.

'rota Station"

Class of
Station
Geological
Provisional

302
22
15

1948
325
38

1944
858
87
8

3

10
3

7

5

5

349

379

481

3

Geological stations are used by
oil companies and other organizations for the determination of the
character of underground strata of
the earth. Low -power portable and
mobile geological stations are used
for communication by personnel of
field parties prospecting for oil and

for transmitting signals and impulses to the seismic recording instruments from geophones at the
various pickups at distances up to
fifteen miles from the centrally
located recording truck.
Provisional stations are restricted in use for communications

relating to safety or practical neJI

tItkAMMIk\RS

cessity relative to projects of benefit to the public. Licenses are issued
on a temporary basis only and for
a limited period of time not to exceed one year, subject to renewal if

the need continues. The increase
302
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Call on General for Engineered Accuracy

in Control of Vibration and Shock Load

THE GENERAL SILENTBLOC
is Different from all Other Rubber Mountings
IF you're wrestling with tough problems

of vibration and shock load in war

PRECISION -MOLDED

materiel or new models, call on General.

RUBBER GOODS

tion engineered exactly to your needs

General engineers can give you a solu-

because -

1. General, through experience and

a.
Our Wabash plant is equipped
to fill your requirements in ex-

research, knows rubber, natural and
synthetic.

2. Only General makes the patented
Silentbloc, the rubber -and -metal
mounting of precision control.

Silentbloc Mountings can be engi-

parts, precision -molded to specification. General engineers offer

neered to give any specified performance
because of their exclusive constructionrubber elongated and confined between
concentric metal members. The radial
compressive force forms an indestructible

technical advice on choice of

rubber -to -metal adheswn.

truded rubber, gloss -run channel

and almost any kind of rubber

By varying the type, modulus and

rubber and design.
41.111111111114-

ISM&

elongation of the rubber and the size and

design of metal parts, General engineers

can produce Silentbloc Mountings with
performance and endurance characteristics to meet any problem of vibration
and shock load.

Silentbloc Mountings are in use in
many fields-automotive, industrial, marine, electrical, aeronautic and household.
They can be made any size, to carry loads
of ounces to tons. To find how they may

improve your products, write for free
Silentbloc booklet. The General Tire &
Rubber Co., Dept. 190, Wabash, Ind.

rci
GENERAL
-J

SILENTBLOC
MOUNTINGS ...BEARINGS
COUPLINGS

THE GENERAL
TIRE & RUBBER
Mechanical Goods Dirision, Wabash, Indiana
ELECTRONICS - April 1995
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ONE CONE
OF YOUR ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT
Is all you need to make Bruning Black and White Prints
Have all the prints you want-exactly where you
want them! No need for a separate "department" when

you make Bruning Black and White Prints! Simple,
compact Bruning BW equipment-like this 75-159B
BW Printer-Developer-easily fits into your engineering department or drafting room-needs no plumbing.
This machine gives you big -volume production with
one operator. BW Prints, too, are made faster than blue

prints-there's no washing and prints are delivered
ready for use. No matter how many-or how few-prints
you use per day, there is Bruning BW equipment to fit
your needs. Mail the coupon for complete information.

CHARLES BRUNING COMPANY, INC.,

4712-16 Montrose Avenue, Chicago 41, Illinois

Please send me your free booldet giving up-to-

CHARLES BRUNING

COMPANY, INC.

Since 1897

date information on Bruning Black and White
Prints. I understand there is no obligation.

NEW YORK

Name

Birmingham
Kansas City

Boston

Milwaukee

Detroit
Newark

St. Louis

San Francisco

Seattle

Address

City
304

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
Houston

Pittsburgh

State
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There are just two drawbacks to his method:
(1) the range :s limited.; (2) it'r. rot Jone after
a certain age.

To get your voice heard wb2n pr.: want it
and where you want it, Harvey -Wells manufactures compktely dependable ccarnunications
equipment.

For peacetime communication; .a -.he marine
industry - in aviation - in public .5a&ty services
- Harvey -Wells will continue to transmit the
human voice efficiently and reliably.

the company that wants your
husinessl Our CASE BOOK tells the
story of Harvey -Wells and its place in
Biel tronics. Send or it today. Your
name on your letterhead is sufficient.

Know

/4/14/ -WELLS
ELECTRONICS
SETTING THE FACE FOR PROGRESS

IN

CCMMUNICATIONS

HARVEY -WELLS ELECTRONICS. INC. SOUTHBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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shown is attributed largely to use
by guards at war material production plants.
Relay press stations are used for
short distance communication on

very high frequencies from the
scene of important news events to
the nearest point where wire line
facilities are available, while mobile press stations operate on high
frequencies and provide radiotelegraph communication between
maritime mobile stations and land
stations.

Motion picture stations are used
for communication with parties on
location in isolated areas where no
other communication facilities are
available.

Other U. S. figures include:
Tn ta I stns

Service
AVIATION

June 30, 1044

Aeronautical
Aeronautical Fixed
Aero. & Aero. Fixed
Aircraft
Airport Control
Flying School

365
105
0
2631
28
12

Flight Test

Chace Alloy No. 772 provides a unique
combination of properties useful to electrical equipment, control and instrument

SHIP

manufacturers.

EMERGENCY

Its electrical resistivity is about 60% higher
than most resistance alloys in common use
... 1050 ohms per circular mil foot.

27

Marker Beacon

3
0

Instrument Landing

3171
6301

Municipal Police
State Police
Zone Police
Interzone Police
Forestry
Special Emergency
Marine Fire

1906
452
88
31

925
451
10

Its thermal conductivity is less than 50 %

3863

that of steel ... only about 2 % that of copper.

Its temperature coefficient of expansion is
twice as great as ordinary steel . . . much
higher than that of any other strong alloy.

Neither its resistivity value nor its expansion rate is affected by thermal treatment
. . . or by cooling to -100° F.
Chace Alloy No. 772 is non-magnetic.
This new engineering material is especially
adapted to low temperature resistor appli-

cations, rheostats, auxilary heater for circuit breakers, and other electrically heated
expansion elements . . . Available now in
sheets, strips, and rods.
"Bulletin No. A-942", giving detailed information
regarding Chace Manganese Alloy No. 772, sent

*

on request.

*
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W.M.

ACE co.

Not Much Propaganda
A SURVEY RECENTLY run off for Syl-

vania Electric Products Inc. shows

that less than 2 percent of the
American public can be reached

regularly by axis propaganda, even
if all short-wave receivers were capable of receiving enemy programs.

Set owners in different parts of
the country and in different income

groups were interviewed so that
radio listening habits could be de-

termined as a guide to design of
postwar receivers.

It was discovered that about 52
out of every 100 sets in use may be

tuned to short waves although 37
percent of them are never used for
that purpose.

Electronic Train Control
FOR THE EXPEDITING of freight traf-

Thermostatic Bimeta s and Special Alloys

fic and as a factor in safety, railroad radio has proved of value, in

1630 BEARD AVE DETROIT 9, MICH.

the opinion of E. A. Dahl, speaking
April 1945 -
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Production and
Engineering ... a combination that clicks!
Techrad's engineering takes nothing for granted and each product
represents an advanced technique in production accuracy. Techrad engineers insist on

the perfect component-if they can't find it they build it. To them, there is no substitute
for quality! Techrad is your assurance of trouble -free service
under the most adverse conditions. Every detail is planned
for easy operation. Over a decade of continuous experience

behind each Techrad product: transmitters, direction
finders, receivers, marine equipment, interpolating
counter dials, Techrad dial lock, Techrad knob.

All Techrad services and products are guaranteed.
When you consult our engineers on your
problems you will receive prompt and thoughtful
attention. Write now for complete information.

technical radio company
275 NINTH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA

EXPORT AGENTS: FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

Over a decade of continuous experience
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PERFORMANCE
in a tiny package

It had to be small, this new

MULTIPLE CHANNEL BAND PASS FILTER,
because it's destined to do a special military job.

FOSTER

designed and is building it, meet-

ing the high performance standard required, kept

it light in weight, and sealed it in a case that
measures only 234 x 23/4x 31/4"I

Terminals are sealed in VITROSEAL, a basic advance in transformer manufacture, exclusive with
Foster. VITROSEAL terminals are fused uniformly, simultaneously, into the metal, in multiple. The
job is neat, fast, economical. The seal is sure and extremely resistant to vibration and thermal shock.
In the past 12 months Foster Engineers have solved more than 1000 individual transformer problems,

designing and building entirely new units or "upping" the performance of units already in use.
If you manufacture electrical and electronic equipment, it may well be worth your while to address
your special transformer inquiries to Foster.
REPRESENTATIVES
BOB REID

810 WEST 57TH STREET

BAUMAN & BLUZAT

2753 WEST NORTH AVENUE

SPECIALISTS IN

INDIANAPOLIS 5, IND.
CHICAGO 47, ILL.

TELEPHONE: BROADWAY 2725
TELEPHONE: HUMBOLT 6809-10-11-12

BUILDING TRANSFORMERS SINCE 1938

A. P. FOSTER
TRANSFORMER ENGINEERS

8.

COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS

719 WYOMING AVENUE, LOCKLAND 15, OHIO (SUBURB OF CINCINNATI)
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Seven Reasons Why
"NATIONAL"GRAPHITE

Mercury arc
rectifier
anode and
shield

IS USED IN IGNITRONS AND
OTHER ELECTRONIC TUBES

In ignitron rectifiers . . . and in many types of
industrial and radio tubes . . "National" electronic graphite is used for anodes and other
.

tube components because of:
1. Purity higher than any other anode material.
2. Greater energy dissipation, permitting higher tube ratings.
3. Higher permissible operating temperatures
than with other anode materials, allowing
wider range of applications.
4. Low expansion characteristics and absence of
distortion and warping.
5. Close dimensions.

6. Ease of machining, providing more latitude
of design and construction.
7. Light in weight.
In addition, the reduction of heat lessens the
tendency of other tube parts to warp, while the

structural strength of "National" electronic
graphite gives added assurance against breakage
from vibration and shock.

Representatives of National Carbon Company will gladly consult with you in the design
and on the advantages of "National" electronic
graphite for components of any type of tube..
Inquire at our nearest Division Office.

Carbon Company, Inc.
The registered trade -mark -National" distinguishes products of National

COMPANY, INC.
NATIONAL CARBON Carbon
Corporation
Unit of Union Carbide and

New York 17, N. Y.

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street,
Pittsburgh, San Francisco
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York,

DOES IT!
KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE INFANTRY ...THE DOUGHBOY
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at a recent meeting of the Collins

00000
a

Radio

Technical

Association

( CRTA) in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
The session was a joint meeting of

CRTA and the Iowa Section of

ON

0.00002 TO 10,000 VOLTS

AIEE.

The talk by Mr. Dahl was preceded by a history of train -control
systems presented by A. E. Ganzert,
electrical engineer for the Rock
Island Railroad.
According to Mr. Dahl, radio
will

supplement telephone, telegraph, and teletype communication

but will not supersede these techniques. The experiments which he

MODEL 300

has finished

running for Rock

ELECTRONIC

VOLTMETER
MODEL 220
DECADE

AMPLIFIER

Engineers in attendance at the CRTAAIEE meeting on railroad radio Inspect
some equipment. They are: F. M. Davis.

director of research and development;
T. A. Hunter. director of oscillator development; and L. M. Craft operations
manager-all of Collins Radio Co.; A.
E.

Ganzert. electrical

engineer; and

E. A. Dahl. electronic engineer-Rock
Island Railroad.

Island include carrier current on
175 kc and radio on frequencies
ranging from 40 to 2700 Mc. He

This enormous range of voltages-five hundred
million to one-is accurately covered by our
Model 300 Electronic Voltmeter and some of the
accessories shown above. Frequency range 10 to
150,000 cycles. Accuracy 2% over most of the

pointed out that extremely high frequencies are especially convenient
for direct communications since an-

tenna lengths vary inversely with
frequency and physical space is at
a premium.

range. AC operation. Five decade ranges with

logarithmic scale make readings especially easy.
Uniform decibel scale also provided. May also
be used as a highly stable, amplifier, 70. DB
gain, flat to 150,000 cycles.

LIBIIIIITORIES, INC.
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.
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Gun Location by Sound
Ranging
NEW EQUIPMENT

has been

an-

nounced by the Signal Corps for
use in sound ranging and location
of enemy guns. The new equipment is less than half the size and
weight of that used by the Army at
the beginning of the war and
photographic recording is being re-

placed by a dry recorder which

eliminates the need for photographic chemicals.
In the system, a microphone
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

CONDUCTOR AND NON-CONDUCTOR

IN ONE PIECE

COMPANY

205 West 19th Street
New York 11, N. Y.

Metaplost Process Patented and Licensed

METAL PL ATING ON PLASTICS
31 I
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40,

t

One of These Products

May Kick Back
Due To Wire -Failure
0

go

0
FLEXIBILITY

BEND RADII

POSSIBLE OVERLOADS

BUSHING DIAMETERS
OPER ATING VOLTAGE

But Not If It Is

0
0
0

CONDUIT DIAMETERS

WIRE DIAMETERS

INSULATION RESISTANCE

OVAL 0
UNDERWRITERS APPR___

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

RESISTANCE TO CORROSIVE
FUMES

0

OPERATING
RESISTANCE TO HEAT

0

CURRENT CARRYING
CAPACITY

0

TO OIL
TEMPERATURES0 RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE TO COLD
0, RESISTANCE TO GREASE
RESISTANCE TO FLAME
MOISTURE 0
RESISTANCE TO ABRASION 0) RESISTANCE TO

Wire -Planned in The
Design Stages

RESISTANCE TO VIBRATION

0

0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURES 0

Rockbestos Firewall Radio Hookup Wire
Sizes No. 22 to 4 .4 TVG in 1000 volt rating, and No.
in .3000 coll.

NOW IS THE TIME TO INVESTIGATE ROCKBESTOS
PERMANENTLY INSULATED WIRES, CABLES & CORDS

Why risk wire -failure in your present products or post-

war projects when it .can he avoided by proper wire planning? Just check your design and operating characteristics against the chart shown above, and then select
wires which will not only meet these requirements, but
provide ample safety margins as well.
Among the 125 standard permanently insulated Rockbestos constructions, there are very probably wires.

cables and cords particularly suited to the conditions
under which your product is designed to operate. Otherwise, Rockbestos Research will be glad to go to work on

.

nn.1

la Ti;

The first lightweight, small diameter, flame -resistant
hookup wire, designed in 1937 and widely used since in
airborne and ground communication systems, electronic
devices, instruments and apparatus. Operating tempera hires range from lire. to minus 50°C. Also with tinned

copper shielding braid and in twisted pair or tripled
construction.

=1.11110.01111
Rockbestos Type CA Lead Wire

has high -dielectric strength and moisture resistance for
use where heat and humidity are encountered. No. 29 to
8 AWG solid or stranded copper, monel or nickel conductors insulated with synthetic tape and various thicknesses of felted asbestos finished in black, white or colors
for coding purposes. Also with All -Asbestos insulation
only, for high temperature applications where moisture
resistance is not required.

a special construction for you. For recommendations

or engineering advice, write to the nearest district
office or:

Rockbestos Multi -Conductor
Firewall Instrument Cable

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS CORPORATION

This unusually small diameter, light

421 Nicoll Street, New Hoven 4, Conn.

weight, high -dielectric No. 26 AWG three
conductor cable was designed for an electronic
device in which three No. 41 AWG single conduc-

ROCKBESTOS RESEARCH
Solves Difficult Wiring Problems

Rockbestos Firewall Radio hookup Wire). Also in four

FOR VICTORY . . . BUY WAR BONDS
NEW YORK BUFFALO CLEVELAND CHICAGO PITTSBURGH
312

tor aircraft circuit wires previously used had proved
too bulky. It is made to a nominal diameter of .115"
(smaller than a No. 14 AWG single conductor 1000 volt

ST. I OUIS

and five -conductor construction.
.1 fell of the 12.5 different wires and cables developed for
severe operating conditions by liorkbestos.
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE PORTLAND, ORE.
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IT ALWAYS DID WORK

but it took the war to make
industry realize it!
Sub -contracting is not a war -baby. The automotive industry has long relied upon it. Others,

too, but most manufacturers confined their
outside purchases to standard components like
electric motors, relays, hardware, and so on.
Came the war . . . had it not been for the universal adoption of sub -contracting (even highly

specialized parts and assemblies) there's no
telling how far back along the road to Victory
we'd be.

Sub -Contracting new to most war plants
Sub -contracting is one of the toughest assign-

ments in all industry. It calls for a different
kind of teamwork . . . ingenuity . . . timing with
the other fellow's operation. And most of these
American plants found themselves in the subcontracting business without the sub -contracting thinking.
Here at Lewyt, we have a real appreciation for
their problem. When the prime contractors for

whom we work discuss the shortcomings of
Why has industry hesitated?
Prime contractors have had conflicting experiences with sub -contracting. Some have hesi-

tated as a result of hearing complaints from
others about rejects, falling down on deliveries,
lack of integration with production schedules,

failure of parts to fit. The why is really very
simple.

not the fault of the
sub -contracting system. Over night, concerns

It's a part of the war .

. .

were asked to convert from some non-essential
peacetime product to making parts for someone
else. They had never worked for someone else.

some sub -contractors, we try to point out that
the integration which they have come to expect
from us is a result of long experience in subcontracting. After all, that's been our business
for the past fifty odd years.
Write on your business stationery for 48 page

book "Let Lewyt Do It" -the story of the
Lewyt organization in pictures. Lewyt Corporation, 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
*

*

*

A contract manufacturer-expertly staffed to produce complete electronic and mechanical assemblies, component parts and sub -assemblies, to the
most exacting requirements.

CONTINUE * BUYING * WAR * BONDS
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Here a
radio to

British Army operator uses
effect liaison between the

listening post and the recording center
where sensitized paper records the
picked up by the
sound -ranging microphone array

gunfire -impulses

array is spread through the area

behind the front lines with wire
connections to a central station.

Microphones pick up signals from

enemy gunfire or our own shell
bursts and the differences in time
of arrival provide data for geometric calculations on the position of
the detonation.

No. 2 of a Series

Private British Television
IT IS REPORTED that television, dis-

continued in Great Britain at the
start of the war, is being tried out

MODERN

again on a closed-circuit basis.

Owners of receivers are not yet
permitted to see what the new de-

COIL WINDINGS

velopments are.

Science After the War

on bobbins

FOUR ADVISORY COMMITTEES have

been set up under OSRD (Office of
Scientific Research and Development) to search out answers for

Three bobbins are being wound in

four questions recently asked by
President Roosevelt in a letter to

sequence, which results in a minimum unit coil cost and maximum

Dr. Vannevar Bush, director of the
Office.

Question

production.

May we help you with

known to the world as soon as possible the contributions which have
been made during our war effort to

your war production
problems?

scientific knowledge?"

COTO-COIL CO., INC.
COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917
65 PAVILION AVE.

1 was "What can be

done, consistent with military security, and with the prior approval
of the military authorities, to make

PROVIDENCE 5, R.

I.

The committee to deal with this
question is chairmanned by Dr. Irvin Stewart, executive secretary of
OSRD. Its members include: Dr.
Karl T. Compton, MIT; Dr. J. B.
Conant, Harvard; Dr. M. A. Tuve,
Carnegie Institution; Dr. J. P.
Baxter, OSRD & Williams College:
and C. L. Wilson, OSRD.

The second question relates to
314
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MAGNAVOX IS ALSO
HEADQUARTERS FOR
SOLENOIDS

THIS

is the youngest of the Magnavox family, but

like the other members is on top of the heap.
Did you know: That every solenoid used by any

branch of the armed forces-firing all automatic
weapons from .30 calibre machine guns to 105

ACTUAL SIZE

m. m. cannon-was developed by Magnavox?

tity production, but that situation will change. If you

That Magnavox has been providing every type of
solenoid-fifty different models?

have any solenoid problems, we suggest that you
consult our technical department. Their skills are at
your service, plus the outstanding facilities of our

That the production of solenoids by Magnavox
during the war has been greater than that of all

completely modern six -acre plant.

other manufacturers combined?

\

The Magnavox Company, Special Devices

Division, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

At present we can only consider inquiries for quan-

Ma 3 navox

has served the

c.

radio industry 33 years

tt'

-or -

SPEAKERS CAPACITORS SOLENOIDS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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Plastic Throat Parts for a BIG VOICE!
A voice strong enough to carry across miles of sea
and land . . . and to be heard above the sounds of
battle . . . urgent, time -saving words of command

and direction. This was the voice needed by the
Navy to co-ordinate operations between landing
craft, ships and shore. For the special equipment
required to amplify the human voice for this need
we molded the plastic horn throat, receiver, insert
and spacer parts shown on this page.
The job called for precise molding and incorpo-

ration of inserts. Tolerances had to be held
close to avoid affecting sound and tone quali-

ties. Quick delivery was essential. How we

met these requirements is indicated by this quota-

tion from a letter sent to us by Western Electric
Company, makers of the amplifying system:

"Your company was called upon to furnish all
of the required plastic parts. We feel that without
your help the program could not have been a success, and we would like to express our appreciation
of your fine work and excellent cooperation."
We have collected inrormation on our plastics

engineering, molding and assembly services in a
most convenient form. If you are interested
in obtaining product improvement thru plastics, write for free Folder File E 4.

R. U .S. PAT. OF F

*Advantages of these plastic molded parts include resistance to shock,
vibration and corrosion. Exceptionally close tolerances are held.

PLASTIC MANUFACTURERS
INCORPORATED
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
MOLD MAKING INJECTION & TRANSFER MOLDING COMPLETE ASSEMBLY
Representatives: DETROIT 2-805-06 New Center Bldg. LOS ANGELES 35-1440 So. Robertson Blvd.
CANADA-A. & M. Accessories Ltd., 19 Melinda Street, Toronto; 1405 Bishop Street, Montreal; 920 Second

Avenue. Seattle

316
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OUND EQUIPMENT - preeisionized - mechanically and electronically - for finer perforenan

Scene /mu Warner The.,

"RHAPSODY IN BLUE"

Quality
Fairchild
Portable Recorder

Transcription
... that keeps the original music and speech alive!
not quality variation . should
Your station announcer .
tell your listening audience whether your broadcast is a 'live'
or 'recorded' program.
.

.

.

'Live' and 'recorded' quality should be practically indistinguishable!

Fairchild -built recording channels put the fundamental
tone and all overtones up to 8,000 cycles on the record at full
strength. The bass takes on the character of the individual
instruments instead of the all -too -prevalent overall 'boom,
boom' which leaves the listener wondering whether the recorded sound is string bass, brass horns, bassoon or drums.

At the other end of the sound spectrum, and throughout
all intermediate ranges. Fairchild recorded sound comes
back over good playback systems with absolute naturalness.
No doubt remains in the listener's mind that he's hearing the
live' qualities of the orchestra, band, or the even-more-diflicult-to-record individual performances of the piano or pipe
organ.

Fairchild Portable Recorder descriptive and priority data
are available. Address Neu' York Office: 475 - 10th Avenue.
New York 18; Plant: 86-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1.
N. Y.

SOUND
EQUIPM

CAMERA
AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
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organizing a program for continu-

ing the war of science against
disease and will be investigated by
a committee of medical people.
Question three is concerned with
steps which should be taken by the
government to aid research activities by public and private organizations.

The chairman of the committee looking into this is Dr.
Isaah Bowman, president, Johns
Hopkins University, and the secretary, Prof. W. Rupert Maclaurin,
MIT.

Other members include: Dr. I. I.
Rabi, Columbia University; Dr. J.
T. Tate, University of Minnesota;
Charles E. MacQuigg, Ohio State
University; Dr. Walter C. Coffey,
University of Minnesota; Rev. J.
Hugh O'Donnell, University of

C. M. H. Stainless Steel BELLOWS
Are Standard Production Items
C. M. H. Stainless Steel BELLOWS

are standard production products;
hence, shipping delays are minimized. All the advantages of Stainless Steel have been utilized in the
art and craftsmanship of C. M. H.
BELLOWS. They are the solution
to

both difficult and urgent re-

quirements.
C. M. H. Stainless Steel BELLOWS

are corrosion resistant and operate
efficiently at either high or low tem-

peratures. They have the qualities

required for handling high pressures-which may be further increased by multiple ply construction, where needed. Ferrous fittings

attached by circular seam welding, give uni-metal assembly and

Notre

Dame; Dr.

Clarence

A.

Dykstra, University of California;

and Dr. Oliver E. Buckley, Bell
Telephone Laboratories.
Under category four, an effective

program will be formed for disassure non -corrosion of the assembled parts.

covering and developing scientific
talent in American youth. Chairman of the committee looking into

C. M. H. engineers and produc-

this problem is Dr. Henry Allen
Moe, of the John Simon Guggen-

tion will help you solve your imme-

diate bellows problems-where
they are to be required for valve
stem housing on vacuum equipment, thermostats, pressure con-

heim Memorial Foundation.

Other members are Dr. J. B.

Conant, Dr. R. E. Doherty, Carne-

gie Institute of Technology; Dr.

trols, valves, recording instruments,

Henry A. Barton, American Institute of Physics; Dr. Watson Davis,
Science Service; Henry Chauncey,

hydraulic mechanisms, rotating

Harvard ; and T. R. McConnell, Uni-

shaft seals, or other purposes. Write
for complete information today.

Security Board

versity of Minnesota.

Meanwhile, to serve the hiatus
Ask for Chicago Metal Hose Engineering
Take -off Form SSB2 on which to submit
your bellows requirements. It will save

you time-assure more accurate, expeditious handling.

between the expiration of the pres-

ent OSRD and the establishment
by Congress of a new independent

agency to develop war weapons,
Secretary of War Stimson, Secre-

tary of the Navy Forrestal, and
Dr. Frank B. Jewett, president of
the National Academy of Science%

Flexible Metal Hose for Every Industrial Use

announced the establishment of a
Research Board for National Security.
Membership in the executive
committee will include:

'

Ank I I
CHICAGO METAL HOSE
mho
111

Gen. W. A. Borden, War Department Special Staff, and Rear AdCORPORATION

MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

Plants: Maywood and Elgin, Ill.
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Karl T.

Compton, MIT, as chairman; Brig.

miral J. A. Furer, Navy Department.

Among the civilian board members are : Dr. Oliver E. Buckley,
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS.

3 EXAMPLES OF -hp- ENGINEERING
TO SOLVE SPECIAL PROBLEMS

This instrument automatically varies the output frequency
from 1000 cps to 3000 cps and back to 1000 cps once each
second. It's another example of a special oscillator on which
information

has

not been restricted during the war.

This special unit was developed to supply a readily adjusted
frequency between 24 and 26 kc, and is now in use testing
secret devices for the war effort. To give an accurate incremental variation of the frequency, a separate control was provided.

The Hewlett-Packard organization has had wide

experience in the development of special equipment for laboratory and production work where
specific and exacting problems are encountered.

The answer quite often requires only an adapta-

tion of a standard -hp- instrument, but in some
cases new instruments are developed for the par-

ticular problem. Today all of the standard -hpinstruments are confined to war work. However,
To facilitate rapid production tests for a prominent western
radio manufacturer, this special oscillator was designed and
constructed. Seven fixed audio frequencies are instantly obtained by means of a single control knob. Small incremental
variations of frequency are controlled by another knob.

-hp- engineering facilities are at your service to
assist in solving your individual problem. A letter

will bring further information without obligation.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
BOX 1014A
1014
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STATION A

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Canadian Office: 560 King Street West, Toronto 2, Canada
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Hard to Get?
SORENSEN & COMPANY CAN PROVIDE AIRCRAFT WEIGHT

400-2400 Cycle Variable Auto Transformers
400 cycle Electronic A. C. Voltage Regulators, 500 wafts,
not affected by frequency shift. Input voltage variation 90-140
volts, output 115 volts = 3/4 of I %, weight 121/2 lbs.

60 cycle Electronic Voltage Regulators, 1200 to 1750
wafts, input 50 to 70 cycles, 90-140 volts; output 115 volts constant to 3/4 of I %, weight 60 lbs.
These A. C. Voltage Regulators are not to be confused with the
resonant type regulators on the market as they are not affected

by wave form, or frequency shift and they do not distort the
output wave.

Audio Components, Power Transformers and Chokesall frequencies.

Frosterite construction or hermetically sealed.

Constant Intensity Light Sources, capable of modulationfor use in printing of photographic film, microscope photometry
and spectral analysis.

Where Hi "9" is necessary, we build toroidal, dust
core coils for choke and transformers.

A normal delivery schedule can be provided
on any of these items. Your inquiry invited.

SORENSEN & COMPANY
AIRBORNE ELECTRONICS

320
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NAF-243264-6

AVIO METER

"Crystal Controlled"

Frequency Standard

Bell Telephone Laboratories; Prof.

Lee A. DuBridge, University of
Rochester; Zay Jeffries, General
Electric Co.; Prof. C. C. Lauritsen, California Institute of Technology; Prof. E. 0. Lawrence, Uni-

versity of California; and

I. I.

Rabi, Columbia University. Among
military members is included Maj.

Gen. Harry C. Ingles, chief signal
officer.

RMA Trade Directory
RECENTLY

PUBLISHED

by

Radio

Manufacturers Association is a
booklet combining the membership

list with a trade directory including product listings of normal
production.
Contents of the book include
lists of officers and executives,
boards of directors, and past

presidents of the Association. Detailed information on personnel is
shown for standing committees,
special committees, divisional executive committees, sections of divisions, and the engineering department.

Other data includes a roster of
the

Look at These Features!
Stable output up to 40 megacycles

Output circuit is tunable

Cod operation, even if continuous

Radio Technical Planning
Board, WPB and OPA industry advisory committees. In the membership section, member companies are listed by personnel,
products, and trade names and
cross-indexed according to their
membership in the set, tube, transmitter, parts, amplifier, and sound
equipment divisions.
Associate
members are likewise listed.

Famous JK dual T8MD Crystal

Metal cabinet, grey crackle finish

Servicing Legislation

N

ACCORDING TO INFORMATION received

by RMA, a bill has been introduced

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY'S
Complete Price Only $59.50\
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

in the Oregon State Legislature to
require the licensing of radio repairmen. A similar bill was previously introduced in the California
governing body.

Television Engineering
Committee

The JAMES KNIGHTS Co.
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS

TELEVISION BROADCASTERS Associa-

tion forms an engineering committee chairmanned by F. J. Bing ley, Philco Radio & Television Corp.

CRYSTALS FOR THE CRITICAL
322

Others members of the committee

are: W. J. Purcell, General Electric Co., Schenectady; Dr. Thomas
T. Goldsmith Jr., Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories Inc.; David B. Smith,
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

WHEN STEEL SINGS OFF KEY
0
4°11°.
Ai * 6
,ts a

At Waugh we have developed magnetic testing equipment which measures the voice of steel.
It has been applied to many special purposes: non-destructive producLion line testing of shell cases and armor plate: correlation of magnetic
readings with hardness and change in grain structure; sorting steel of
various grades. It has spotted trouble where all other
instruments have failed.
This instrument is the Waugh Induliux, Type
F. If steel presents unsolved problems. write
for details.

,*

cfri.-20t
es

W:ite for Rental
List and Service
Manual on busi-

letterhead.

Above: WAUGH INDUFLUX, TYPE F

Pacific Coast Branch: 180 East California St., Pasadena 5, California

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK :.7, N. Y.

"Designed for Application"
THE 90505 SECONDARY FREQUENCY STANDARD
A Precision Frequency Standard for both Laboratory and production uses. Designed around

the GE G-18 and G -18A crystal, having a
frequency temperature coefficient of less than
cycle Mc C°. The crystal is sealed in Helium
in a standard metal tube envelope. Adjustable
1

output provided at intervals of 10, 25, 100,
and 1000 KC with magnitude useful to 50. MC.
Harmonic amplifier with tuned plate circuit and
panel range switch. 800 cycle modulator, with
panel control switch. Panel plate supply control
switch. In.addition to Oscillators, Multi-vibrators,
Modulators, and Amplifiers, a built-in Detector

JAMES MILLEN
MAIN OFFICE

with 'phone jack and gain control on the panel
is incorporated. Easily adjusted to WWV. Selfcontained AC power supply with VR 150-30
voltage regulator. Used in quantity by Signal
Corps. Navy, FCC, British and all large government prime contractors such as GE, RCA,
Western Electric, Sperry, Westinghouse, etc.
Cabinet size 9" x 95/8" x 101/2", weight 20 lbs.
Compact, dependable, stable, trouble -free.
Price complete with GE crystal and tubes $1 35
net, f.o.b., Malden for 115 V. 60 cycle model.
Available for the duration, of course, only with
proper priority.

MFG. CO., INC.
AND FACTORY

MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
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SEARCH THE SCRAP PILE,
FRANKLY, SMITNERS, YOUR DIRECTORS DON'T NEED TO
ALBION CAN SNIP ALL THE COILS YOU NEED!

SUPER -QUALITY COILS AT REASONABLE PRICES

More and more every day, the industry is turning to Albion

for fast, quality and quantity production of coils, chokes,
and transformers. That's because here you benefit from
the unbeatable combination of management "know how,"
skilled workmanship, streamlined facilities, and central
location. Your requirements will be given prompt and
thoughtful attention.

ION
AL
COIL COMPANY
ALBION, ILLINOIS

R. F. AND TRANSMITTING COILS AND CHOKES;
I.

F. TRANSFORMERS
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Philco Radio & Television Corp.;

Theses no suktitute fir
ACCURACY

0. B. Hanson, NBC; Robert Shelby,

NBC (alternate) ; E. A. Hayes,
Hughes Productions, Los Angeles;
George Lewis, Federal Telephone

and Radio Corp.; Harry Lubcke,
Don

Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood; and H. L. Blatterman,

Earle C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles.

B.R.C. instruments are designed and manufactured to give accurate and precise direct reading measurements with simplicity of operation.

Morale Radio
DEVELOPMENT is complete on a new

Signal Corps radio receiver to be
used for morale and recreational
purposes by troops overseas. Known

as R-100/URR, the unit provides
reception for medium and shortwave

broadcasts

and

operates

from self-contained batteries or
from a -c or d -c power sources.
MEETINGS TO COME

APRIL 4; INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGI-

NEERS, New York Section; Wartime Developments in Electronics,
by Dr. W. L. Everitt, national president; Engineering Societies Build-

ing, 33 W. 39th St., New York,
N. Y.; J. T. Cimorelli. secretary,
Radio Corp. of America, Harrison,
N. J.

QMETER TYPE 160-A
A Standard for "Q" Measurements with a reputation for accurate and dependable service. Has a
Frequency Range of 50 kc to 75 mc which may be
extended with external oscillator down to 1 kc.

APRIL 11; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, New York

Section, Electron Ballistics in
High -Frequency
Fields ; Mines
Building, Columbia University,
New York, N. Y.; Prof. C. W. van

der Merwe, symposium chairman,
Dept.

of

Physics,

Washington

Square College, New York University, New York, N. Y.

Q METER

APRIL 12-14. ELECTROCHEMICAL SO-

CIETY, Silh General Meeting, Hotel
Ci

TYPE 170-A

This instrument retains the same general operating
principles and characteristics of the 160-A Q Meter
but with such structural modifications and design
refinements as are required for accurate perform-

ance at higher frequencies. Has a continuously
variable frequency range of 30 mr.: -o 200 mc.

idge, Atlantic City, N. J. Colin
G. Fink, secretary, Columbia University, New York 27, N. Y. Subject to postponement or cancellation.
APRIL 12-14. OPTICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICA, Cleveland, Ohio. Arthur

C. Hardy, secretary, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge
39, Mass. . . . Cancelled.
APRIL 16-20. NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,

BOONTO

ADIO

12,4

BOONTON, N. J.
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

THE "0" METER
GENERATOR . .. BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR

Spring Meeting, Palmer House,
Chicago, Ill. . . . Cancelled.
APRIL 20-21; ASSOCIATED POLICE
COMMUNICATION

OX -CHECKER ... FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL
AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS

OFFICERS,

New

York Chapter; Annual Meeting,
Schenectady, N. Y.; Francis A.
(Continued on page 330)
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RECTIFIERS FOR EVERY D -C APPLICATION

Only GI

Offers

Au
COPP ER -OXIDE
Rugged in construction,
provides virtually unlimited

Wherever low -voltage power is needed
whether for instruments, relays, solenoids,
motors, battery charging, plating, or any
other d -c application, G.E. can supply the

life when operated within
rated capacities.

exact size and type rectifier to do the job.
G.E. and only G.E. designs and builds the

three types of low -voltage rectifiers most

commonly used; copper-oxide, selenium and
Tungar. Each rectifier differs in characteristics, basic materials and construction.
The conditions under which a rectifier is

to operate and the results that are to be

obtained determine which type will do the
most economical, most efficient and most
satisfactory job.

G -E engineers will gladly analyze your
rectifier needs and offer their recommendations. Whether they recommend copper oxide, selenium or Tungar you can be sure
their selection is impartial for G.E. offers all
three. For more information write to Section

SELENIUM
for continuous
operation where space is
a factor and weight must
be held to a minimum.
Excellent

A457-119, Appliance and Merchandise Dept.,
General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
BUY WAR BONDS AND KEEP THEM
Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The G -E All Girl
Orchestra" Sunday 10 P.M. EWT, NBC. "The World Today"
news every weekday 6:45 P.M. EWT, CBS. "The G -E

House Party" Monday through Friday 4:00 P.M. EWT, CBS.

GENERAL

TUNGAR
Efficient and economica

for low -voltage applications where life and price

are determining factors.

ELECTRIC
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How many of these
FIBERGLAS* ELECTRICAL INSULATION MATERIALS

can you use to Advantage?

There is a Fiberglas Electrical Insulation Material
available to meet virtually every insulation need.

Fiberglas-glass in fiber form-provides a thin,
strong, flexible, inorganic fabric base for insulat-

ing impregnants. This combination has unex-

celled advantages and characteristics for electrical
insulation.
Fiberglas Insulated Wire and Cable

...

Most wire manufac-

Fiberglas Mica Combinations

...

The combination of thin

glass cloths with mica for ground
insulation is not dependent upon
impregnating varnish for its
electrical, characteristics; the
mica splittings provide dielectric

strength while Fiberglas gives
it strong inorganic backing.
Fiberglas Laminates

..

turers are currently manufacturing Fiberglas insulated
wire of many different types for

Most manufacturers of electrical
laminates make one or more
types of Fiberglas base materials. The finished materials are
used in motors and generators as

a wide range of applicationsmagnet wire, single and double

slot sticks, armature or stator

covered, lead wire, radio hook-up
wire, aircraft ignition cable,

end laminations, brush holders,
space blocks, etc. The low power

neon sign cable, and wires for

factor obtainable has resulted in
increasingly wide use in radio and electronic applications.

special purposes are all in large
volume production.

... It tells what type to use, where and
how. Send for your copy today, and ask for the name of
the Fiberglas Electrical Insulation
Materials supplier located nearest
Write for booklet

Fiberglas Varnished Cloth and Tape...

Made by many manufacturers
who impregnate various types
of Fiberglas Cloth with several
kinds of varnishes. These products are available in 36" widths
or cut to any desired tape width.

to you ... Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation, 1860 Nicholas Bldg.,
Toledo 1, Ohio. In Canada, Fiberglas
Canada Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario.

Each Distributor of Fiberglas -base Insulation Materials has his
own source of supply;
none of these processed insulations is made by
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.

FIBERGLAS
T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION MATERIALS
BE SURE TO SEE THE FIBERGLAS ELECTRICAL INSULATION MATERIALS EXHIBIT 4
THE NEXT SHOWINGS ARE: Hotel Statler, Buffalo, February 27 -March 1; Biltmore, Dayton, March 7-9;
Netherlands Plaza, Cincinnati, March 13-15; Hotel Henry Grady, Atlanta, March 20-21;
Hotel Tutwiler, Birmingham, March 27-28.
:328
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CONTROLS FOR

WORLD MARKETS

Ward Leonard Controls have an enviable record of performance
in war equipment. On the sea, under the sea, on the ground, and in
the air - subjected to widely varying climatic conditions in all parts
of the world!

fiE

(ha. , LA
e

416.4.44,
kea;.ght,
i
Y du,), terine

Obviously manufacturers who are planning world-wide postwar
markets can be certain that the Ward Leonard controls they incorporate in their products will give continuous trouble -free service.
Write for our catalogs describing the types of controls you need.

WARD LEONARD
RELAYS RESISTORS RHEOSTATS
Electric control

devices since 1892.

ogle

ut size,° s

rs 1:ruttif;ogi
'sse4fiel,'"Pe;Zt,'

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY
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32 SOUTH ST. MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.
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Comco Production Planning Means

QUALITY RADIO AND
ELECTRONIC EQUI PMENT

(Continued from page 326)

Burns, secretary, 240 Centre St.,
New York 13, N. Y.
APRIL 25-26. AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, North

Eastern District Meeting, Buffalo,
N. Y. . . . Cancelled.
APRIL 26-27. INSTITUTE OF THE
AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES, National

Light Aircraft Meeting, Detroit,

For the Best in Dependable Performance

fZi
04

Mich.

. .

.

Cancelled.

APRIL -MAY; NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS, Annual Con-

Production Planning at

ference.

COMCO is the point where

MAY 2; INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGI-

research and development

tions, by E. K. Jett, FCC Commissioner ;
Engineering
Societies

are synchronized with
precision manufacture and
scientific assembly. The result: a product of fine quality and superior operating
characteristics, customized
to meet the most exacting
requirements.

.

.

.

Cancelled.

NEERS, New York Section; AllocaBuilding, 33 W. 39th St., New York,

N. Y.; J. T. Cimorelli, secretary,

Radio Corp. of America, Harrison,
N. J.
MAY -; SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS,

1945

Spring Meeting, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. M. Murray, president, P.O. Box
168 Central Square Station, Cam-

bridge 39, Mass. Subject to postponement or cancellation.

I

_

MAY 11-12; ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF

1111*,.410

IV?

AMERICA, New York, N. Y.; Wallace Waterfall, secretary, 350 Fifth
Ave., New York 1, N. Y. Subject to
postponement or cancellation.
MAY 14-18; SOCIETY OF MOTION

-41k,

COMCO TRANSMITTER Model 127AA
15 watts output. Frequency range 200 to 550

PICTURE ENGINEERS, 57th

kc. Cabinet size: Width 23"; Depth 18"; Height
48". Other COMCO Transmitters available for
operation on VHFand medium high frequencies.

Semi -

Annual Technical Conference; Hollywood -Roosevelt Ho t e I, Hollywood, Calif.; W. C. Kunzmann, con-

vention vice president, P.O. Box
6087, Cleveland 1, Ohio. Subject to
postponement or cancellation.
MAY 28; AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL, Meeting

on Process Control; Roosevelt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.; L. M. Susany,
secretary, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, 4400 Forbes St., Pittsburgh 13, Pa.

COMCO RECEIVER Model 82F
Fixed tuned, single frequency, crystal controlled,
superheterodyne, radio telephone receiver. Fre-

quency range 2. to 8 Mc. Standard 3Y2" rack
panel mounting. Eight tubes. Other COMCO
Receivers available for operation on VHF and

JUNE 25-29; AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, SUM-

low frequencies.

mer Technical Meeting; Detroit,
Mich.; H. H. Henline, secretary, 33

WRITEI Just a note on your company

letterhead outlining your exact requirements. We'll give you the benefit of our specialised experience.

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO

We can supply a wide variety of
customized equipment on priority
NOW. We are acceptin; non -priority
orders for post-war delsvery.

& ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

CORAL GABLES 34, FLORIDA
330

West 39 St., New York 18, N. Y.
. .

. Cancelled.

WASHINGTON NEWS
RESISTORS. During 1944, the fixedand
variable -resistor industry
shipped 600,496,000 units valued at
$48,000,682, as compared to 1943
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

How to make a beam of light scream 'FIRE!"
Fire protection by means of Luxtron*
photocells employs a steady source of

light. When blocked by smoke or

deflected by smoke particles, it
decreases or increases the flow of
current from the cell and activates
the entire protection system. . . . By
using Luxtron photocells, light can
be converted to electric energy, suffi-

cient to operate meters and meter

relays without costly bulky amplifiers,
and with assurance of long life under
strenuous conditions.

Another Bradley Development

Photocells today are doing everything from calmly watching batches

of textiles for perfect color match
... to sitting undismayed on roaring
machinery, stopping it when trouble
is in sight. To learn if photocells can
help you, write Bradley Laboratories.

This is one of a unique group of "Coprox"
(copper oxide) rectifiers developed and
manufactured by Bradley with the same

understanding of electrical circuits that
goes into Luxtron photocells. Write for

illustrated "Coprox" bulletin.

CT. M. REG. U. 3. PAT. OFF.

PHOTOCELLS-MASTERS OF LIGHT

MASTER OF PHOTOCELLS

BRADLEY LABORATORIES, INC., 82 MEADOW STREET, NEW HAVEN 10, CONNECTICUT
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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ORGANIZING THE
EFFORTS IN
VITAL WAR MATERIAL
PRODUCTION OF
SPEED THE

FOR ITS UNTIRING

INDUSTRY TO
NAVY
UNITED sTATrs
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Awarded to the J. P. Seeburg Corpora-

tion for outstanding production of war

materials in each of its four plants

Ceehura
EINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1902
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This line of FAST Capacitors have containers
made of brass with a heavy tin dip. The terminals are made with bushings of NEOPRENE
and BAKELITE and are coated with "fungus resistant" insulating varnish. They have excellent stability over a wide range of temperatures
and frequencies -will pass recognized thermal
and salt water immersion tests.
Inquiries are particularly invited from organizations planning to build, that better equipment
for the new day ahead. Please feel free to call
us on any capacitor problems.
"When You Think of Capacitors . . . Think FAST"

(Standard Capacity Tolerance on the above units is ± 20%. Closer
or wider tolerances may be obtained if required.)

Standard or Special Units to Meet Every Need
FAST Capacitors are produced in many types and
sizes in standard or special designs. We can supply
paper capacitors -oil or wax impregnated -rectangular or tubular -in sizes from the smallest to the largest.
ELECTRONICS -

April

1945

Capacitor Specialists for a Quarter -Century
3101 North Crawford Avenue, Chicago 41
Canadian Representatives: Miaow, Engineering Works Reed.
2101 Bennett Avenue, Montreal, Ion Power Factor Correction
J. R. Langstaff*, Ltd., 11 King Street, W., Toronto I, for Special Applications
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TELEX in Railroad Radio!

shipments of 398,361,000 units
worth $35,066,000, according to

WPB. Average cost per resistor
ranged from 10.3¢ in August, 1943,

to 7.1¢ in January, 1945, a reduction of 31 percent.

According to information given
the Industry Advisory Committee
at a recent meeting, new designs of
electronic equipment are expected

to bring about a greater demand
for precision wire -wound resistors.
Because resistor manufacturers are
not allowed to order raw materials

except to fill recorded orders, the
existing situation where their back-

log has dropped may cause an increase in the length of delivery
time.
RADIO

FREQUENCY

CABLES.

Ap-

proved by the War and Navy Department for use of procurement
services of the Army and Navy is
covering coaxial and
twin conductor cables for radio frequency. Types included are flexible
and semi -flexible, coaxial, twin conductor, and dual -coaxial shielded
cable for radio frequencies and employing solid and semi -solid dielecJAN -C-17

Suggested uses for
TELEX

TWINSET
Switchboard

Airport radio receivers
Radio stations
Sound research laboratories
Dictating Equipment
Medical stethoscopic use
I. C. system for trains

Civic Depts. (find water main
or conduits)

Churches

Auditoriums

CIVILIAN USE IN PLANES
Pilot

Passenger radio selection

Monitor radio

communications. With the realization of
this advancement in the interest of safety
and operation, the new TELEX TWIN SET can fulfill another assignment where
accurate reception and dependability are
of prime importance.
Cleverly designed to wear under the

chin instead of over the head, the new
TELEX TWINSET is one of the newest

engineering developments in electroaccoustics. Gone will be the ear pressure
and head fatigue suffered with most head
sets, for the TELEX TWINSET weighs
just 13, ounces and only requires space

PUBLIC HEARING
Theatres

Telegraph

With the coming of frequency modulation,
radio promises to take its place in railroad

of 5 x 6 inches.

Why not learn how it can help simplify

a project on your schedule? Write for
more information about the new TELEX
TWINSET receiver.

TELEX

PRODUCTS COMPANY
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVISION
MINNEAPOLIS 1, MINNESOTA

trics of low -loss polymeric resin,
thermosetting compounds, or vulcanized synthetic rubber.

Designated by Army Number
71-4920 and Navy Number 16C8,
the specification lists applicable
specifications, types, material and
workmanship, general and detail requirements, methods of sampling,

inspection and test, and packing
and marking for shipment. Detail
requirements are covered by over
forty individual cable specifications.
ELECTRON

TUBE NEEDS.

Require-

ments for 1945 being about 25 percent higher than the 12,000,000 ra-'
dio tubes a month needed in 1944,
WPB has created a radio -tube task
committee to advise on methods for
increasing production. Consisting

of members from both AFL and
CIO organizations, it will discuss
difficulties present in the various
tube plants.

The committee suggested that
much of the production difficulties
come from labor turnover brought
about by low wage rates. At the
time the receiving -tube scheduling advisory Committee
same

feels that completion of certain facilities will make it possible for in 334
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EASY ON THE POCKETBOOK!

EASY ON MEN!
Hand driving screws into garnish molding is slow, hard
work. But as long as he used slotted screws, this world-

A change to Phillips Recessed Head Screws ruled out
driver skids . . permitted use of power methods. Also
.

famous manufacturer of automobile bodies didn't dare risk
power driving. Driver skids came too high - and too often!

eliminated one operation involving countersunk washers.
All of which added up to substantial cost -savings!

EASY ON ENO/NEER/NW

EASY ON THE EYES!

Easy on assemblymen .

.

. easy on the pocketbook .

.

Phillips Screws are kind to design staffs, too. With
Phillips, engineers can build product strength and rigidity
up to specifications slotted screws just can't approach!

Besides being strength -builders, Phillips Screws are also
great little sales -builders. They help dress up any product
. . . do away with unsightly burrs that snag clothing and
make an otherwise sweet piece of merchandise look sour!

-,-"the engineered recess!
In the Phillips Recess, mechanical principles are so correctly applied
that every angle, plane, and dimension contributes fully to screw -driving
efficiency.

... It's the exact pitch of the angles that eliminates driver skids.
. It's the engineered design of the 16 planes that makes it easy to apply
full turning power - without reaming.
... It's the "just -right" depth of recess that enables Phillips Screw Heads
to take heaviest driving pressures.
With such precise engineering, is it any wonder that Phillips Screws
speed driving as much as 50' - cut costs correspondingly?
To give workers a chance to do their best, give them faster, easier driving Phillips Recessed Head Screws. Plan Phillips Screws into your
product now.

PHILLIPS

WOOD SCREWS f.,1ACHINE SCREWS

SCREWS
SELF -TAPPING SCREWS ST:..),E BO..TS

Made in all sizes, types and head style
American Screw CO.. Providence, R. I.

Atlantic Strew Works, Hartford. Conn.
The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Central Screw Ca.. Chicago, Ill.
Chandler Products Corp., Cleveland, Ohio
Continental Screw CO., New Bedford. Mass.
The Corbin Screw Corp., New Britain. Conn.
General Screw Mfg. Co., Chicago. III.

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

The H. M. Harper Co.. Chicago, Ill.
International Strew Cn., Detroit, Mich.
The Lamson & Se,sions Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
Manufacturers Screw Pr .ducts, Chicago. Ill.
Milford Rivet and Machine Co., M Ilford. Conn.
The National Screw 8. Mtg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio
New England Screw Co.. Keene, N. H.
Parker- Kalon Coro.. New York. N. Y.
Pawtucket Screw Co., Pawtucket. R. I.

Pheoll Manufacturing Co.. Chicago,
Reading Screw Co.. Norristown, Pa.
Ru.,11Burcl=all B. Ward Bolt & Nut Ca., Port Chester, N.Y.

Srovlll Manufacturing Co.. Waterville. Conn.
Shakepr,nf Inc.. Chicago. Ill.
The Southington Hardware Mfg. Co., Southington. Cons.
The Steel Company of Canada ltd.. Hamilton, Canada
Wolverine Bolt Co., Detroit, Mids.

3"

ELECTRONC PARTS
............................................................

g/if,ylle

Whether you need a single Electronic

Part in a hurry to finish that Laboratory test .. . or a complete stock for
your assembly line.

GET THEM
g:

.;

Call, wire or write HARRISON
Serving the Industry Since 1925

THERE'S A

DRAKE

SOLDERING IRON
FOR EVERY TYPE OF
ELECTRONIC WORK
From that mighty mite

--amm11111111111mm
the Drake No. 400 to the highspeed production "honey"

01111111111111111immiiii

the Drake No. 600.10 there is

a

high quality Drake Soldering

Iron "just right" for the job.

Drake Heat Controls and the
Drake "Magic Cup" Stand are
LONG /SLANDERS

tti Out

4,77,1,6,,osipe, .... :., ...

important soldering aids.

Jamaica Branch

SEE

.. .......................................

YOUR RADIO

_HARRISON RADIO CORPORATION
12 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY 7
Telephone - WOrth 2-6276 Cable Harrisorad
JAMAICA BRANCH -172-31 Hillside Ave.-REpublic 9-4102

fl
S/1141?7* /DM:

Though we're all absorbed
vital war work, let's give some

thought to the future. Do a smart

thing now - get thoroughly
acquainted with

Insuline's vast line

PARTS JOBBER

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

WIRE, RIBBON and
Other Metal Products
* Smaller than Commercial Sizes;
closer than Commercial Tolerances

of Radio -Electronic

Products and the

Insuline Manufacturing Facilities ...
These 2 books tell
the story. Write for
them now.

48-

Ogueacigese Cot
InS Li/in
lirt,?

of

r
"rOducts.
C

An organization devoted to the research, development and produclion of wire and ribbon and similar

is

products of Platinum and other
Precious Metals, as well as Rare

vast
Radio'

and Base Metals ... This metallurgical plant is completely equipped
with alloying, melting and working
facilities for precision production.

C

beCr-

IA/ C

Equipment and staff permit specialization in smaller than commercial

What are your requirements ? Send
data for immediate assistance.

11SULInE

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INSULINE BUILDING
336

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

sizes and closer than commercial
tolerances for the most exacting
technical requirements.

SIGMUND COHN & CO.
44 Gold Street New York

7, N. Y.
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You can rely on this
Blower Motor
to operate dependably in
marine, aircraft, electronic,
and similar applications .
In planning your post-war product, it is well to
remember the design and operating advantages
of this Oster blower motor. Although it has been
especially designed for use in the marine, aircraft,
and electronic fields, it may have qualities that fit

your particular product. Check these features:
Housing: Die cast, zinc field housing and aluminum end brackets. Totally enclosed.
Finish: Black baked enamel.

Weight: 5 lbs.
Bearings: Single shielded ball bearings lubricated with a grease suitable for any specific
application. Bearing housings fitted with steel
inserts.

Windings and Insulation: Field coils and armature wound with a select grade of insulated copper wire and impregnated with a high quality
heat and moisture resisting insulating varnish.
Mounting: Available with either base mounting
or machined pads.

PIRFORAANC: WITH #3 1.-11 TURBO TYPI BLOWER
F -9A-3

F -9-4S

115 A.C. 60 CYC.

27 D.C.

Tv 3e.

,...,- it..

Amps. Input
N.P.M.

2.7

7

6000

6000

Clockwise Drive End Clockwise Drive End

Rotation

Starling Torque in
% of N. L. Torque

300 - 400

200

I.--- 3'.

3 HOLES ON

-

tors with full

assurance that

they will live up

to the world-

special shaft extensions, mounting arrangements, finishes, leads, etc.
Let us help you fit this and
other Oster Motors to your re-

wide reputation

R-32 Y AP

1

You can recommend Oster Mo-

Brushes: Metal graphite or electro. graphite
brushes of ample size to assure unusually long
brush life. Phosphor bronze of beryllium copper brush springs.
Temperature Rise: 55°C. maximum frame temperature rise at rated output.
Modification: Motors can be furnished with

2.250" L C FOR MOUNTING FAN

1 %-

tN:4

HOUSING

ak,011.1111141.,

of pre-war Oster

appliances,

Oster -powered.

quirements.

Su, WAR BONDS

AP #000.4,

I'

II
I

i0
%.

SW

!

'' m.
!S"

120"

,!OW
.111141111111O

John Oster Manufacturing Co.
DEPARTMENT L-24

RACINE, WISCONSIN

10-31 TAP
4 MOLES
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creased military requirements to
be filled.

Shipments of forty critical types
of receiving tubes are being frozen
at the factories to allow specific authorization and direction by WPB.
Forty-one other types were declared obsolete for the duration.
RECEIVER

RADIO SPEAKERS

AL

afillikation4

Recently expanded procuctIon facilities
comb ned with complete e-gineerin "knowhow" enable Consolidated Radio P-oducts

Co. to st.pply the finest radio speakers
available Speakers can be :u.mished in the
following ranges:

DESIGNATIONS.

Several

stipulations have recently been issued by FTC (Federal Trade Commission) under which radio companies have agreed to cease and de-

sist from representing that any

radio receiving set contains a designated number of tubes when any

of the tubes do not perform recognized and customary functions in
the detection, amplification, and reception of radio signals. Other stipulations have been issued relative
to the cessation of price manipulation.

Dyrarric Sp aakers from 2 inches to 111 inches

Permarent Magnet Speakers iron- 2 tstros to "

MUNITIONS

Headsets

production figures for communication and electronic equipment from
January to November, plus scheduled figures from December show
the trend charted in the accompany -

.

_

PRODUCTION.

Actual

COMMUNICATION AND
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
6000

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

4000

,;:pat and atediam

2000

TRANSFORMERS
Conso idated Radio is also a nationally

Juls-Der.

1940

1941

1942 1943 _1944

known manufacturer of small and medium
Solenoid and Sea c t Coils.

ing illustration. Total for 1944
equals $4,293 million. Schedule for
January 1945 is $397 million.

Enginee-irg service is available to design

LEAD -SHEATH

t-ansfornem including Pulse Trans -formers,,

transformers and speakers for special appli-

cations. cy. io your specifications.

WIRE. Limitations
have been imposed by WPB on the
amount of lead that may be used as
a protective sheath in the manufac-

ture of insulated copper wire and
cable. Because of the present lead
shortage, no producer may use lead
as a protection for wire 'or cable
unless it is for fire alarm and traffic control, telephone and telegraph,
railway signal, shipboard cable, or

a rating of more than 2,000 volts.
Quantitatively, the directive limits
the manufacturer to the use during
338
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radio

voice of
the
and
part in radio

since the
abroad, are of
in
an importanthere anc

BLANN-Iktin
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Towers haved

importance
Blaw-Knaxof 'Marconi. manufacture. 13Iaw-Knoic.'s
disclosed.
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early days
cannot now
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other industries.
deelopment it means tomsmany converung rawor
131aw-Knox
for
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means,
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means to radio,
mechanical
modern
processing,
with
131aw-Knox
chemical
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Vhat are concerned
industrial
by
products ramification of full scale production.
If you
usable
plant to
piping,
materialsrecovery
to
. . or any
from pilot
pre:_abricate
carry
on
with
broad
line of
solvent
can
way.s:
arpd a
disin
other
131aw-Knox
Let us
can serve for the steel toto name :. few.convenience.
Pilaw:Knox equipment equipment,
you-at yourof the voice ofareradio.
used
constructionproblems with
essentid part 1000' hih)
your
is an

used
*Ili, 'rower Towers (some over navigation,
as for undiscomuaications,
Blaw-Knox
wprk . as well
bradcasting,
police
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cuss

facsimile, purposes.
closed electronic

A p ArE-AAK ER
A

FOR

1114W-KNOX

INGENUITY
ANmEDLK4"TIATIvE

WitalOW,R*411a&Iiiag:11ftCOMAPA

PITTSBURGH ROLLS DIVISION,

LEWIS FOUNDRY & MA CHINE 3 VISION,

Rolls for Steel and Non -Ferrous Rolling Mills

Roth and Rolling MEI Mach.ner,
POWER PIPING DIVISION, Prefabricated Piping Systems
COLUMBUS DIVISION, Ordnance Materiel

UNION STEEL CASTINGS DIVISION,

Steel and Alloy Castings
NATIONAL ALLOY STEEL DIVISION,

Heat and Corrosion -Resistant Alloy Castings

SPECIAL ORDNANCE DIVISION,

Bofors Anti -Aircraft Gun Mounts and Mechanisms
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION,

FARMERS

BANK BLDG_,
ir2077
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Chemical & Process Plants &

Equipment, Construction Equipment, Steel Plant
Equipment, Radio & Transmission Towers . . .
General Industrial Products

MARTINS FERRY DIVISION,

Bofors Anti -Aircraft Gun MOIMIS
BLAW-KNOX SPRINKLER DIVISION,

Automatic Sprinklers and Deluge Systems

A FEW VICTORY PRODUCTS
ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN MOUNTS
ROCKETS
POWDER PLANTS

GUN SLIDES

PIPING FOR NAVAL VESSELS
SYNTHETIC RUBBER PLANTS
LANDING BARGES
CHEMICAL PLANTS
CAST ARMOR FOR TANKS & NAVAL CONSTRUCTION

16" PROJECTILES

THERMOSWITCHES
. . . put tires in trim for extra mileage

Electronics
and

Radar Engineers
Experienced in the
field of communications
and radar
Top Flight Salary

Good Post -War Future
Vulcanizing is playing a vital part in the conservation of precious rubber ... and in controlling the

Write

temperature of tire vulcanizers, THERMOSWITCHES

give unparalleled performance.

HUDSON AMERICAN CORP.

Write for catalogue and complete information ...
INCORPOR ATED

to

ASHLAND MASS.

25 West 43rd Street
New York 18, New York
meaanoommosoonamomosmommomastamonsommoveasarsamewarmanom .....

6A-0 RARE GASES
AND MIXTURES

RADIART

VIBRATORS

VIBRATOR

and

5300

RADIART

VIPOWER UNITS

Corp,
o. s

A

H12

The Choice of Many Prominent Manu-

Our large, experienced staff of electronic
engineers will be glad to cooperate with you,

too, in selecting or developing RADIART
VIBRATORS and/or VIPOWER UNITS for

340

DIA?'4

your needs.

Radiart Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. St.

of laboratory and production
purity are definite factors con-

Equipment.

°PA

purity, and Airco Rare Gas Mixtures, blended accurately, meet
the most exacting requirements
applications.Their uniformity and

facturers for use in their Important
Electronic and Communications War

O'

STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY

Airco Rare Gases of highest

INPUT 6 VOLTS

)bt,adiart

OF TESTED PURITY

CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

tributing to increased tube operating efficiency...and longer life.
Airco Rare Gases are supplied
in lead glass or PYREX contain-

ers from which they ore eaiily
removed with no change in quality. Your nearby Airco Office can
supply your needs quickly.

AIR REDUCTION
60 EAST 42nd STREET NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
Offices in Principal Cities
ARGON NEON HELIUM KRYPTON XENON
STANDARD AND SPECIAL MIXTURES
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Why ANKOSEAL

solves cable problems

VOMMUNICATION -WITHOUT -

WIRES -the keynote of the
nation's ability to wage modern

war-has brought in its train a
great paradox: A need for more
and different cables. And the same

needs will extend into the postwar world.

In the solution of the current
problems that this need has raised,

we at Ansonia, in all modesty,
have played no small part. Anko-

seal polyvinyl and polyethylene

cables have been designed to
meet the particular needs of
our Army and Navy - needs
which, of course, must remain
secret, but which involve using
engineering techniques in the solu-

tion of the problems they present.

To other government agencies
requiring "fussy" cable jobs,
Ansonia offers the "Yankee ingenuity" which has enabled this
organization to meet these requirements - accurately and on
time. And to business men now
and in the post-war world,
Ansonia, through its Ankoseal
thermoplastic cables, offers
the same ability to meet simi-

Ankoseal, a thermoplastic insulation, can help solve many electrical engineering problems,
now and in the future. Po/yr.;ny/
Ankoseal possesses notable
flame -retarding and oil resisting
characteristics; is highly resistant to acids, alkalies, sunlight,
moisture,

and most solvents.

Polyethylene Ankoseal

is out-

standing for its low dielectric
loss in high -frequency transmission. Both have many uses, par-

ticularly in the radio and audio
fields. Ankoseal cables are the
result of extensive laboratory research at Ansonia-the same

laboratories apply engineering

technique in the solution of
cable problems of all types.

lar problems to their satisfaction.

ELECTRICAL COMPANY
THE ANSONIA
Specializing in "Ankoseal" a Thermoplastic Insulation
ANSONIA CONNECTICUT
A Wholly -Owned Subsidiary of

NOMA ELECTRIC CORPORATION
YORK, N. Y.
GENERAL OFFICES NEW

name in decorative
-In peacetime makers of the famous Noma Lights-the greatestand
other radio, radar
lighting. Now, manufacturers of fixed mica dielectric capacitors
and electronic equipment.
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March of only 9 percent of the
amount of lead used during the calendar year 1944 in manufacturing
these products. After April 1 he
may use during any calendar quar-

In Need of a Source of
Test Power in Range

ter 25 percent of the lead used in

Of 50 to 6,000 Cycles?

1944.
SIGNAL

CORPS

REORGANIZATION.

Five new divisions have been es-

Developed for
60aiscuou4

tablished under the Engineering
and Technical Service of the Signal Corps. They are: communication equipment development division under Col. Herbert G. Messer
electronic equipment development
;

division, under Lt. Col. Carl S.

Kleinau; development management
division, under Maj. Willard A.

Muir; equipment coordination division, under Lt. Col. Joseph A. Ma-

honey and maintenance division,
under Maj. George M. Cooper.
FREQUENCY -STANDARD

EXTENSION.

An extension of service by the National Bureau of Standards results
in transmission from station WWV
of a 15 Mc signal at night as well as
in the daytime. Otherwise unchanged, the services include standard radio frequencies, standard

FREQUENCY RANGE:

50 to 6,000 Cycles

POWER OUTPUT:

250 Watts Continuous Duty

FREQUENCY CONTROL

Single dial, direct reading

time intervals accurately synchro-

linear scale in 4 ranges -

nized with basic time signals, stand-

50 -180, 170-600, 500-

ard audio frequencies, and standard musical pitch -440 cps. Frequencies used are: 2.5, 5, 10 and

in

4 bonds

1800; 1700-6000 cycles.

Frequency stability of the
CML 1420 is better than 2%
after initial warm-up. Maximum

15 Mc which are now all continuous
night and day except the first which

is scheduled from 7 pm to 9 am
EWT or 2300 to 1300 GMT.

distortion at full output into
resistive load is 10%. Regulation no-load

to full load within 4%. Nominal regulated
voltage output 80-120-135-215-255

or 270 volts. Power input 115 volts 60 cycles

BUSINESS NEWS
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELE-

GRAPH Co. has announced its abil-

ity and eagerness to supply program

transmission

channels

to

meet the present and future requirements of f -m broadcasters.

RESISTANCE WELDER MANUFACTUR-

1200 watts single phase.
DESCRIPTIVE 8UitETIN SENT ON REQUEST

COMMUNICATION
MEASUREMENTS
LABORATORY
120 GREENWICH ST., NEW YORK 6, N.Y.
341

ERS ASSOCIATION launches a pro-

gram of cooperative education activity on the subject of resistance
welding. Objective will be to encourage advances in design, welding technique; and fabricating procedure.

FISHER PIERCE CO. is a new con-

cern established at 62 Ceylon St.,
Boston 21, Mass, to produce timers
and related electronic equipment.
ASSOCIATED

ELECTRONICS

CORP.,

consulting engineers, have moved
Apr / 1945 - ELECTRON'CS

IS FOR "TROPICAL1ZED"
. . . .

which means that STANDARD Sprague

Koolohms now have the same EXTRA HUMIDITY

PROTECTION formerly obtainable only on

special order.

All Sprague Koolohm Resistors are now supplied with glazed ceramic shells and a new type of end seal as
standard construction.
These features provide maximum protection against the most

severe tropical humidity and corrosive conditions. Extensive
tests in the laboratories of the armed forces and prime contractors have proven the ability of the "KT" construction to
"take it" under the most brutal air thermal shock, humidity,
and corrosive conditions.
Type "KT" Koolohms correspond to characteristic "J" of

WOUND WITH

CERAMIC
INSULATED
WIRE

resistor specification JAN -R-26.

DOUBLY
PROTECTED

by glazed

CERAMIC

SHELL'S

NEW TYPE END

and

SEALS

All previous catalog designations remain the same except
for the addition of the letter "T" to the old type numbers to
designate the new standard construction.
Thus "T" is for "Tropicalized"-and all Sprague Koolohms
have it. One type of Koolohm, the standard type, does the
job-under any climatic condition, anywhere in the world.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., Resistor Division, North Adams, Mass.
(Formerly Sprar,uc 57ecialfles Co.)

KOOLOHM RESISTORS
ELECTRONICS

April 1945
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AGASTAT
ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC RELAY
COMPACT:
0 IN HIGH
IN

'NEW GUIDE
TO PRECISION -MADE

PLASTICS
By Sillcocks-Miller

DEEP

IN WIDE

WEIGHT:
POUNDS

FREE BOOKLET

-

ELIZABETH AGA

PRESENTS 4 - POINT
NEW JERSEY

AMERICAN GAS ACCUMULATOR COMPANY

SERVICE

TO HELP

DESIGN

ENGINEERS

How the facilities and experience of Silicocks-Miller spe-

cialists can help you solve
your problems in precision fabricated plastics is told in a
new illustrated booklet now
available.
Designers and manufacturers

.2a.editit
/.

ND LOTS OF IT

in need of plastic ports and
products made to extremely
close tolerances will find the
Sillcocks-Miller

Company

a

most dependable source for
design and development service and for highest quality
production.

Whether you are now using
plastics or want to learn why
it will pay you to convert to
plastics, you should have a
copy of this helpful booklet.
Write for it today -- without

Transformers

for Combat

In Active Service
Over the Entire Globe

obligation.

SILICOCKS -MILLER CO.
Off,, e fatlory

DINION COIL COMPANY
CALEDONIA, N. Y.
344

10 W. PARKER

?L

MAPLEWOOD, N

Moir ; .Erlrett. SOUTH ORANGE, N. 1.

It Costs You Less to Pay a Little
More for Sillcocks-MillerQuelity
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

more efficient

...in miniature
It took a practiced eye and a steady
hand to use the old mariner's tele-

have been possible with larger tubes. In numerous
other instances Tung -Sol miniatures are doing a

scope. In contrast. the compact

better job than large tubes, in similar circuits.

modern binoculars may be used by

TUNG-SOL is not only a dependable source of

anyone, with results far beyond those obtainable
with the old instrument. Development that gains
efficiency while reducing size is an indication of

supply for electronic tubes of all types. but provide
an engineering laboratory service as well to aid set
manufacturers in planning circuits and selecting

modern trend. This trend is seen in miniature elec.

tubes for more efficient operation. All consultations
are held in strictest confidence.

tronic tubes.
In the new allocation of frequencies, Tung -Sol foresees great possibilities in high frequency application of miniature tubes ... tubes that have proved
their efficiency in military service. Advances have
been made, using miniature tubes. that would not

TUNG- SOI, LAMP WORKS

TUNG-SOL
?Atka/ 411 leafed

ELECTRONIC TUBES

INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

Headlight Lamps and Current Intermittors
Also Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps. All -Glass Sealed Beam
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to new and larger quarters at 132
Nassau. St., New York 7, N. Y. A

new department is added for the
compilation and editing of technical manuals.
MAJESTIC RECORDS INC. is

a newly

formed major subsidiary of the

Majestic Radio and Television
Corp., Chicago, Ill. Executive of-

fices and recording studios of the
new company will be at 29 West
57th St., Manhattan, while the production plant and general offices
will be in Newark, N. J. President
of the new record corporation is

W1101014t-PROTECTIVE FINISHES
Insurok T-640 out -performs ordinary laminates!
So far as we know-there is no laminated phenolic plastic that has the
low moisture absorption of Laminated

INSUROK, Grade T-640! Scientific
laboratory tests show it! On-the-job
performance proves it! For in humid,

tropical climates this Richardson
Precision Plastic is daily showing
its unique ability to out -last ordinary
materials with or without protective
finishes-in spite of devastating, everpresent fungus growths.
In addition, INSUROK T-640 has

uniform dielectric and mechanical
characteristics, and can be fabricated.

With so many outstanding features,

it's no wonder INSUROK T-640
shows up with increasing regularity

TESTS ON T-640-SANDED & UNSANDED

Mad* at Richardson Laboratories
Dec. 6, 1944
STOCK

T-640 SANDED

Thickness

.126

Volatile

0.34%

0.29%

Moisture Abs.

0.56%

0.38%

.0002

.0002

Expansion

.0322

television production in 72 hours
from the time parts are available.

Loss Factor

BELMONT RADIO CORP., Chicago, Ill.,

and Raytheon Mfg. Co., Newton,

.0333

Dielectric Constant 4.61

4.89

.149

Mass., are negotiating a merger.

.162

Arc Test (Sec.) 130-128-129-126-123

129-60.117-12-64

.0342

Loss Factor

in

.0347

Dielectric Constant 4.77

.116

WEBSTER-CHICAGO CORP., Chicago,

today in specifications for radar, com-

Insulation

munications transmitters, receivers

Resistance 122,000-98,000-122,000 98,000-162,000-122,000
Average
114,000
127,000

moisture absorption must be cut to a

Insulation resistance was determined using
taper pins. Sanded and unsanded samples
were obtained from same factory sheet.

and many other products where
minimum. Get the full story now!
Write Richardson Plasticians today.

anticipation of a greatly ex-

panded postwar radio tube market.

5.06

.163

HYTRON CORP., Salem, Mass. pro-

poses to double its working capital

TESTS AT 90% HUMIDITY 104° F.
Power Factor

ESPEY MFG. CO. announces that its

plant is ready for conversion to

TESTS AT ROOM CONDITIONS
Power Factor

tration with Eugene A. Tracey,
president of Majestic Radio and
Eli Oberstein, executive vice-president of the New York operation.

NOT SANDED

.097

James J. Walker, former mayor of
New York City, shown in the illus-

Ill., has purchased Webster Products, also of Chicago. Facilities and

personnel will be retained intact
and will operate as the electronics
division of the parent company.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG.

Co. changes the name of its radio

LL

division to industrial electronics di-

rr R&NN
F
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vision, while its former radio receiver division becomes the home

%e RICHARDSON COMPANY
6,52 G

NEW BRUNSWICK

N

J

BUILDING DETROIT

,O,F1DELJ

INDIANAYOL i5

1

INO

ocn,

radio division.
INICIFFNATI

A1I1CNIGN
EW YORK OFFICE 75 WEST STREET NEW YORK
CLEVELAND OFIG10E 326, PLymOurN BLNDG CLEVELAND
0.10

0,1.1
N

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION of Bendix

Aviation Corp. uses a specially
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

"Tops" for Top Mounting...

MALLORY "FP" CAPACITORS
WHEREVER you need dry electrolytics,
Mallory "FP" Capacitors are your best
choice. Top chassis mounting for ease and
speed of assembly is merely one advantage.
Check the list of "FP" features below against
your own design and manufacturing problems.

Mallory research and engineering, coupled
with precision manufacturing, have built
exceptionally long life into "FP" Capacitors.
They save chassis space, too, since they are

Mallory "FP" Capacitors are manufactured
uniformly to precision standards. They are
ideal when you want to maintain high precision in volume production.
Check this list of "FP" advantages, and send

for the Mallory catalog-containing specifications on "FP's" and many other precision
electronic parts. Get your free copy of the
catalog from your nearest Mallory Distributor, or write us today.

the smallest capacitors available for any
given electrical rating.

Check List of "FP" Features

Mallory "FP's" have been specified for the
. . . radio and
television receivers and transmitters, the
newest electron microscope, and test and

best electronic equipment

l'op chassis mounting for ease in assembly and servicing.
"Twisted ear" mounting eliminates other hardware.
Internal cartridge design provides minimum coupling.
Identical type mounting for all rated capacities.
Ratings from .000 intl. at 10 volts to 80 mfd. at 450 volts.
Avoids engineering problems on special capacitors.

laboratory apparatus of the highest quality.
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

lk A P.R. MALLORY 8 CO,Inc.

MALLORY
Electrolytic,

Film and Paper

CAPACITORS
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FROM THE HOUSE OF
. .

SACKS

HUNK bFSun ILLUSTMTED NEWWW.

. and other radio and electronic components:
JK-26
America's largest producer

of JK-26 jacks. All models
built to strict Signal Corps
specifications.

This picture from Leslie's Weekly depicts

an 1861 Express ran being loaded n;:i
rear materials. This vehicle was conrid-

Pt -53

eyed a mammoth advance in efficien,1.

IIIIIIIkitL

Syserlegce Avt Sae
Amalgamated Radio, pioneers

in the field, maintain experi-

IINI.,

mental and development labora-

READY

tories for post-war radio and
television equipment. Our components are completely engi-

P1-54

neered in a self-contained
factory equipped with tools of

ADDITIONAL
JA -55

LACKS
JA -48

f

F1.1163

Pi -731

FOR

AiMEDIATE DELIVERY
'1.-291A

our own design. Years of specialized experience assure high
quality products at low cost.
Inquiries are invited.

P1-204

AMALGAMATED RADIO TELEVISION CORP.
47E 3ROADWAY

NEW YORE 13. N. Y.

chati.a., /ea&
Throughout American history
when a real need arose, ri man

or an organization has been
ready to cope with it. Express"
shipping is an organized service
originated 106 years ago t( r meet

the demands of those times.

Stokes MICROVAC Pumps
HEART OF HIGH VACUUM SYSTEMS

Since then, through peace and

war, Express has promptly
adopted every scientific advance so as to be ready for the

nation's changing shipping
requirements.

VACUUM
Itartge

1KIotos'
SIGOR
etie

GREATER
VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY
LOW

This wartime transportation
experience and new handling
techniques will aid in the na-

POWER REQUIREMENT

tion's postwar commercial ship-

FIVE SIZES:
from 15 to 225 cu. ft. per min.
F.

Today the major pact of the
unprecedented volume of Express, both by rail and air, is
connected with the war effort.

ping needs.

J. STOKES MACHINE CO.

6046 Tabor Road

Phila. 20, Pa.

BUY MORE

WAR BONDS

High Vacuum

4ta;-Ja
PUMPS GAUGES EQUIPMENT
348

NATION-WIDE

RAIL AIR SERVICE
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NOW- WIRE SPEAKS!

ERASE COIL

RELOADING AND
PLAVBACK HEAD

vd.RE TRANEES 3 To (:, FEET PER secorio EDP.
stECOREMAG AHDPLAVE.ALA..
REWIND. Ig ET. PEP. SECOND

A thin, swift wire shimmers
across the poles of
a magnet. Magically, it is sound -impressed
with music snatched from the air
the voices of
children - the words of a business conference.

In .reod

1M

In on instant -it is playing bock
every note,
tone and inflection.
Clear
Prompt as on echo - lasting True. Faithful.
as the metal of
the wire itself
What is it? Lear

Wire Recording.

cording - brought to practical

Lear laboratories.

olTku machines will record instruc-

tions, take dictation, listen in on important
meetings. And at home your radio will catch
and hold hours of entertainment
from favorite
programs.
You can record,
reproduce or erase at will
- you can re -use any reel
any time.
Interesting? The possibilities
ore endless. Of
course you'll Want

to know more!

So send the
coupon - or write Lear, Incorporated

Modern re-

usefulness in

No longer
the scratch
and hiss of
record. No longer
needle -on dictoting-machine the mess and fuss of
shaving
cylinders.
on fallible
No longer reliance
memory or scribbled
precise statements
notes for the
ot meetings
Or the actual
or conventions,
words of individual
conversations.

the fascinating
- for
booklet that
plores Lear Wire Recording explains and ex- and its meaning
to you.

LEAR
AD I 0
MICHIGAN
09511, Illinois

See what Lear dealers are going to have to offer.

Fine radios plus the Lear Wire Recorder-the
newest contribution to complete home enter-

Want more information on Wire Recording?

tainment.

This advertisement sets the stage. It tells the
millions of people waiting for new radios that a
new thrill will come with Lear Home Radios.
They'll be anticipating the Lear Wire Recorder.
If you would like to be able to offer these radios
to your customers, write for information on the
Lear Franchise.

LEAR, Incorporated
Home Radio Sales Division, 230 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois.
Gentlemen:
Please send me your bee booklet on Wire Recording offered in Lear national
magazine advertising.

Firm None
Individual
Address
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equipped Lockheed Lodestar for

daily tests of performance and airworthiness of its products. Time

required for test has been cut by
more than 50 percent.
HALLICRAFTERS CO., Chicago,

Ill.,

removes its foreign division to new

quarters at 1791 Howard St. as a
step in greatly enlarged export activities after the war.
HARCO STEEL CONSTRUCTION

CO.,

Elizabeth 4, N. J., has available
motion picture films demonstrating
the high speed erection of radio and

other structural masts and towers.
AEROVOX

SPERTI HERMETIC
Here's why

A

"MUST"

SEALS are

IN THE TROPICAlllATION

Of ELECTRONIC

MILITARY

SEAL OUT DUST,
1, EFFECTIVELY

EQUIPMENT

fumes,
sand, salt spray,

atmosphere.

thermal

Have wide
resistance.
PATH WILL
insulation leakage
to
2. GLASS
and
high
acceptability
maximum
operating range
insures
PROCESS
3. SPECIAL
and easy to attach.

fungus, injurious

NOT CARBONIZE.

factor in
solder. Simple
been an important of vital
Seals have
and usefulness Outline
Sperti Hermetic
the life expectancy
kinds.
Write, today.Hermetic
increasing
of many
how Sperti
military equipment
Let us show you
solve them.
your problems.
Seals can help you

THE HELP

YOU'VE BEEN
LOOKING
FOR!
Now available.
Skilled assembly
for soldering

service
terminals
Send drawings
into cover
quick quotation. and specifica plates.
tions fo
For full
phone, wire
information,r
or write.

CORP.,

New

Bedford,

Mass., changes hands and a new
management takes over. No other
company in the capacitor or electrical industry is involved, stock having been purchased for the private
investment of W. Myron Owen and
associates.
COLUMBIA MACHINE WORKS, Brooklyn, N. Y., principally active in

Naval electronics, is acquired by
Maguire Industries-former Auto -

Ordnance Corp., New York, N. Y.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY announces

new evening graduate courses in
powder metallurgy in the graduate
division of its College of Engineering.
BROWN INSTRUMENT CO., Philadel-

phia, Pa., adds to the curriculum
of its school of instrumentation
free courses in electronic strip
chart and humidity control instruments.
COLLINS RADIO CO., Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, has acquired its own test airplane and is planning the construction of suitable hangar and laboratory facilities for research and development on airborne commanication and navigation equipment.
ARMOUR

RESEARCH

FOUNDATION

adds five new names to the roster
of

wire -recorder licensees.

New

participants include E. H. Scott
Radio Laboratories, Chicago, Ill.;
J. P. Seeburg Corp., Chicago, Ill.;
Lewyt Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Radiotechnic Laboratory, Evanston,
Ill. ;

and Boosey & Hawkes Ltd.,

London, England.
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE of Brook-

MANUFACTURING
350

lyn has organized a separate division for polymer chemistry under

the direction of Dr. Herman F.
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PLASTIC PARTS
. . . . PRODUCED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

PRINTING
DIE CUTTING
CEMENTING
Wide experience by all known
processes in the application of
printing, engraving, silk screen

ing, die cutting and cementing
of all thermoplastics.

FORMING
Specialists in deep drawing radio

dial windows, embossing, swag-

ing and bending in Acetate,
Vinylite and Acrylics.

MACHINING
Precision threading, screw ma-

chine, milling, drilling, turning
of Polystyrene, Acrylics, Phenolics, Nylon, Tenite; sheets, tubes
and rods; through spindle capac-

ity up to 21/2" rod.

ASSEMBLY
Our engineers can assist you in
problems of design and assembly

of your plastic units.

p R I NTLOID f
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93 Mercer Street
New York 12, N. Y.
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Concentric Transmission Line

Saw etevue Pldeecce

Se4ce 1934
If Ten years of experience in building concentric transmission line
and associated impedance matching equipment assures you highest
quality and workmanship.

RAPIDITY...

Doolittle lines ate made in seven standard sizes. Each line uses

when delivery

seamless copper tubing for the
outer and inner conductor, except

is paramount

spaced and fastened securely for
maintaining proper electrical and

Carefully designed fittings and
accessories for any requirements
are also available.
Special sizes are made to order.
For engineering information concerning installation and use, feel

mechanical characteristics.

free to consult our engineering staff.

Types C -I and C-6 which use solid

inner conductors. The insulating
heads are made of low loss cera-

mic-impervious to moisture-

QUICK DELIVERY
On All Standard
Sizes Upon
Suitable Priority

WRITE
FOR

CATALOG

AND
PRICES

Are you faced with
a production prob-

lem that requires
quick delivery on a

special part? Our
engineering service

and our machines

RADIO, INC.
Builders of Precision Communications Equipment
7421 SOUTH LOOMIS BLVD., CHICAGO 36, ILLINOIS

are both geared for
high-speed production. Ask us to help
you-no obligation.
Also, in most cases,

you'll find cold forging to be more
economical.

aotitaDX fTSTI
for more than a year DX Crystals

have been automatically deep -

etched by a new process. Both
the method and machines were

perfected by DX Engineers so
that all DX Xtals can have the.

This Decimal Equivalents
wall chart is accurate to
four places and signalled

in three colors. Yours at

no cost or obligation. Just

send us your name, title
and address.

See our Catalog in Sweet's
File for Product Designers

nth degree of stability and endurance necessary to wartime

JOHN HASSALL
INC-

operation.
Think about DX Products for your

new receivers and transmitters.

Specialists in Cold -Forging
Since 1850

150 Clay Street
Brooklyn 22, N.Y.
,,SPECIAL NAILS RIVETS SCREWS.,
3e

DX CRYSTAL CO.
GENERAL OFFICES: 1200 N. CLAREMONT AVE.,
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CHITA50 22,

ILL.,

U.

S.

A.
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RAYTHEON VOLTAGE STABILIZERS

Provide Stabilized Voltage -L1/2% WITHIN 2 CYCLES
All precision as well as other types of electrical equip-

ment requires steady, uniform voltage for accurate
operation. Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers meet this
need by providing accurately controlled voltage to

± W70 of 1%.

, r-

10

INPUT
VS.

IM

e re

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE
(Type VR 2)

Entirely automatic in operation, the Raytheon Voltage

drama

1

EI

10

LoAvetrA11

NO LOAD LINE VOLTA

SID

INCR

NO LOAD LINE VOLTAGE DECREASED
®®®yni

go

Stabilizer requires no maintenance, no adjustments.

1

',ROM

FROM II W

I --FHMM AM
INPUT VOLTAGE

Simply incorporate it into new products or equipment

already in use and it will take care of itself providing
uniformly stabilized voltage.

f

I.

adRaytheon Voltage Stabilizers provide these
vantages: Stabilize voltage at any load within their

ratings ... Hold constant varying AC input,voltage to
IA of 1% - within 2 cycles ... Control wide AC

OUTPUT
VS.

INPUT
VOLTAGE

_2.
1.

II

If

I

IESIsTANCE LOAD no WATTS
AMFS '0/, TOWER FAC
REACTIVE LOAD 160 VOLT
107 POWER
REACTIVE LOAD 110 WATTS

FACTOR ...or,

_.

1.

I21

'

------t

(Type VR4)
A. C. INPUT VOLTAGE

input variation - 95 to 130 volts. Write for Bulletin
DL48-537. It gives the complete story.
Tune in the Raytheon radio program:

newspaper
"MEET YOUR NAVY," every Saturday night on the Blue Network. Consult your local

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Electrical Eauipment Division

190 WILLOW STREET, WALTHAM, MASS.
Devoted to research and manufacture of complete

for time and station

The coveted Army -Navy "P," for
Excellence in the manufacture of
war equipment and tubes, flies

over all four Raytheon Plants
where over 16,000 men and wom

en are producing for

-VICTORY._.

voltage stabilizers.
electronic equipment; receiving, transmitting and hearing aid tubes; transformers; and
353
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Marks. The division's research program involves modern techniques
including x-rays and radio -active
isotopes.
WINCHARGER

CORP.,

Sioux City,

Iowa, has acquired the Benjamin

patent No. 1,841,593 for automatic
phonograph record changers.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG.

CO. has conducted a round-robin

meeting presenting electronics to
company engineers in plants at
Baltimore, Bloomfield, and East
Pittsburgh.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA is spon-

soring a no -fee electronic training

course for members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers.

Headed by James

L.

Brown of General Electric Co. as

instructor, the course is held at
Los Angeles, Calif. Another class
operated by the Union is designed
to prepare members for FCC license
examinations.
RCA VICTOR CO. OF CANADA, LTD.

supplied ten radio transmitters to
the Chungking government for use

by the AVG Flying Tigers. This
equipment is credited with having

SIGNAL AND
COMMUNICATION

carried the burden of American
airforce ground communications on

that Asiatic battlefront from 1941
until now.
YORK RESEARCH CORP., New York,

N. Y., forms a new electronics laboratory at 63 Park Row, New York.

Facilities are headed by J. Knox
Tillotson.

The extensive R -B -M line includes a wide variety of relays,

furnished in complete voltage ranges and contact capacities
ordinarily encountered in the signal, electronic, and commu-

PERSONNEL
RALPH A. HACKBUSCH, vice presi-

dent, Stromberg-Carlson Co., To-

nication fields. For further information write Dept. A-4 ...

R -B -M MANUFACTURING COMPANY
'Division of
ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA

ronto, is elected vice president of
the newly organized Canadian Radio Technical Planning Board.
E. F. PIILIBSEN has been appointed
chief engineer and production manager of Sorensen & Company, Stam-

ford, Conn., manufacturer of airborne and other types of electronic
ELECTRICAL

RELAYS, SOLI I0£, IVITCR ES

FOR INDUSTRIAL, COPAIMIJPICA-10h AID
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AND

CONTROLS

:LECTROPIC USE

equipment. He was at one time a
member of Montgomery Ward's
engineering staff, has recently reApril 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Engineering rubber mountings for military purposes continues to be a full-time
job for United States Rubber Company
specialists in that field.
In the race to develop new and more accurate weapons, eliminating disturbing vi-

bration becomes increasingly complex.
Electronic instruments in planes, tanks and
surface craft, as an example, must be insulated far more perfectly than ever before.

U. S. Rubber scientists, working closely
with military experts and manufacturers
of war materiel, are helping to win this

fight against vibration and shock. Such
effort-rightfully given priority until victory is assured - means that service to
manufacturers of non-military goods has
had to be sharply curtailed.
But the knowledge being gained in the
adaptability of rubber compounds and the
precision -engineering of rubber mountings is invaluable.

We are eager to cooperate with you on
problems of vibration -insulation. But if
we must postpone the date, we are sure
you will understand.

SERVING THROUGH SCIENCE
WITH ENGINEERED RUBBER MOUNTINGS
Listen to "Science Looks Forward"- new series of talks by the
great scientists of America on the Philharmonic -Symphony
program. CBS network, Sunday afternoons, 3:00 to 4:30 F.W.T.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
1230 SIXTH AVENUE
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ROCKEFELLER CENTER

NEW YORK 20, N.Y.

In Canada: DOMINION RUBBER CO., LTD.
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One OF THE PRODUCTS 09el4ff MAKES

iofine RESISTANCE WIRE
not plain steel, copper, or magnet wirebut special resistance wire as fine as .0008

in. dia., drawn by special Jelliff methods
to insure uniformity and top quality

ALLOYS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALLOY "A"-Nickel-chromium; nonmagnetic; spec. resistance 650 ohms/
CMF.

ALLOY "C"-High resistance to oxidation and corrosion; for electronics and
industrial equipment.
Carefully -controlled annealing is part of the
manufacture of all JeJIM resistance wire

ALLOY "D"-Nominally 30% nickel,
15% chromium, balance iron. Specific
resistance 600 ohms/CMF.

OTHER

ageffill

PRODUCTS

WIRE MESH CLOTH, Woven in a wide variety of
styles, sizes, metals and alloys.
DIPPING BASKETS: Sturdy, heavy-duty construction to
meet all dipping -basket requirements. Engineering
service on proper selection of metals and alloys.
FABRICATED PARTS Strainers, filters and other parts

ALLOY "45"-Copper-nickel for winding
precision resistors. Constant resistance
over wide range of temperatures.

KANTHAL-Unavailable for duration; we
will be pleased to supply data for your
post-war requirements.

fabricated from wire mesh. Complete operations

from drawing and weaving to fabricating and
assembly done in a Jelliff plant.

Write for our "Wire Data Book"

5he C 0. Atte 74.
123 Pequot Road

Corp.

Southport, Conn

* The ingenious Clarostat
Series 60 Hi -Voltage Coupler

provides either 3,000 or 10,000 volts breakdown insulation between the control

proper and its shaft and
mounting.

This coupler is

available with Clarostat Midget Controls
Series

37

(composi-

tion -element) and

Series 43 (wire wound).

Also with

in high -voltage cir-

cuits such as televi-

sion equipment,
cathode-ray oscillographs, and many
electronic applica-

the large Series 58

tions.

Likewise with Clctrostat multiple controls.

as readily as usual

wire -wound controls.

Especially desir-

able for controls used

Neat. Unit mounts

And SAFE
where high voltages
are involved.
control.

*Write for DATA

. . .

CUROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. 2851 `N. 66 St, Broddy., N.Y.
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NATIONAL RECEIVERS ARE THE EARS OF THE

Three
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IN

SERVICE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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turned from the Aleutians, where
he worked for the Alaskan Communication Service on a Civil Service basis.

H. A:WINNE, vice president, becomes manager of engineering of
the apparatus department of General Electric
N. Y.

Co.,

Schenectady,

WILSON A. CHARBONNEAUX leaves

Burlington Instrument Co., where
he was chief engineer and general
manager, to take the post of man-

ager and chief engineer at Automatic Control Engineers, Burlington, Iowa.
DR. E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON, con-

sulting engineer, General Electric
Co., is presented with the Cedergren Gold Medal of the American
Society of Swedish Engineers, New

York, N. Y. The award, made by

Five -step decade

Wide -range calibration
control permits choice of
full-scale ranges from
50% to 200,E of normal.

multiplier gives fitllscale ranges .01 to 100 mmfd.

This direct -reading instrument gives convenient means for checking

the Swedish consul, Martin Kasten-

vacuum tube inter -electrode capacitance and for other low

gren, was characterized as a tribute not only to a scientist but to a

capacitance measurements. Its stability suits it to continuous production testing as well as to intermittent laboratory service. The
experience record of users shows that measurements can be
reproduced over long periods; accuracy of 5% absolute is guaran-

teed. Data on the operation of this versatile instrument, with
application notes, are given in Engineering Bulletin T-445,

free on request.

creator of good will and closer con-

tacts between two democratic nations.
GEORGE W. BAILEY is elected execu-

tive secretary of IRE. Presently
chief of the scientific personnel office of OSRD, he will continue in
that activity for the duration. He
is also president of ARRL and of

of which

this is an example, are
for use in radio, radar,

Special instruments,
at TECHNICAL
and productiott.
developed
research, testing,
designs to
and electroniconic
carry your embryonic electrical,
We are equipped nd basis of mechanical,
souto
completion on a
and radio engineering.
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I ARU.

BENNETT S. ELLEFSON becomes asin

sistant to the vice president

charge of engineering at Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., Bayside,
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IMPROVE YOUR POST
°TRADEIMIARKSMANS
MEYERCORD
DECALS

Score a 8011S -EYE in Low,cost,

LASTING IDENTIFICATION
Your postwar product deserves a fine trademark...a lasting form of
identification that continuously tells "who made it" for the life of the
product. Meyercord Decals, combat -tested on world battle fronts,
provide the ideal trademark or nameplate. They're durable, washable,
and resistant to acid, vibration and temperature extremes. TI-ey can
be produced in any size, colors or design and applied at fast production line speeds. No rivets, bolts or screws required. Easy -to -use
methods of adhesion permit fast, lasting application to any known
commercial surface. Investigate the better "Trademarksmanship" of
is at your
11,1eyercord Decals. Free designing and technical service
inquiries
to
Depart
me
it 9-i.
disposal. Write for literature. Address all

Vecv Wen &add a ecl Riefi 'Nose

CO.
THE INEVEIRC0111110
Decalcomania
World's Largest

5323 WEST LAKE STREET
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Manufacturers

CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS
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WHAT

IS

THE STA-WARM METHOD?

1. It is co-operative engineering service to determine the correct heating,
melting, conveying or dispensing equipment needed to handle the kind of

compound you specify in the volume and manner your job requires.
2. It is a high standard of design for the heating tank, kettle or pot which
the engineering survey shows is needed, It includes efficient design that
assures the essential element of low heat concentration to avoid possibility
of carbonizing or burning the compound regardless of the size or shape of
the heater or materiel to be employed.
3. It

is the dependable, uniform construction of the heater which must
pass rigid laboratory tests before approval and shipment.

This is the Ste -Warm method.
By this method you are assured of heat-

ing equipment that is tailored to fit your
job, rather than tailoring your job to the
equipment. What more basically sound
method could you ask for in choosing
compound or soft metal heating and
melting equipment?

wv melting tank

When you think of heated compounds,
think of Ste -Warm equipment for heating
them. Inquire today for bulletin 038W

CNV

dispensing
heater

STA-WARM
ELECTRIC CO.
1000 N. CHESTNUT ST.
RAVENNA, OHIO

HINGED UNIVERSAL
LINK JOINT- Type H
for the simplification of
REMOTE CONTROLS
The type "H" hinged Universal Link

Joint with solid shafting has three distinct advantages for remote controls.
(1) Simplicity of installation (the Uni-

versal Link Joint hinges from 0 to
90' ). (2) A minimum of backlash.
(3) Output shaft turns in exact angular rotation with the input shaft.

This method is particularly recommended for panel operation of dial

( IT
HINGES

and rheostat controls, switches, variable condensers, variable transformers, coils, remote operating rods and
other mechanical adjustments.

Molding plastics for War still
demands most of our time and equip-

ment . . . it's VICTORY'S* bit toward complete Victory . . . but it's
also paving the way for better -molded
products for you in the days of Peace.

Wartime lessons in precision
molding have sharpened the wits of
our engineering staff. Solving tough
problems has broadened our knowledge of handling a great variety of

thermo-plastics. Our workers are
better craftsmen because they have
learned the importance of extreme
accuracy.

Whatever

--V-

plastic product
you're planning

to use, consult
with our engineers at once.

Automatic

Inloction Molding
Small and forge ports

;011-0Z. SHOTS

On certain contracts we may be

able to begin

molding right
now.
Member:Society of the

Plastics Industry

Tenite,

Motes, Plastacelle,
Crystallite, Leah,
Ethyl Cellulose,
POlySlitIA, Liston,
Sheen, Cellulose Acetate
and others ... all molded
to your exacting
specifications.

Write for Bulletin 45B for com-

plete data and specifications.

PIEZOELECTRIC
CORPORATION

110 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
360

We'll be ready to do a better
molding lob for you ... when
we've finished supplying the
needs of many prime contractors to the Armed Forces.

VICTOR?
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
1724 W Aired. Flocw, Chicago

12, III.

E STABLISME0 1930
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A HEAVY WIRING HARNESS
by a Wire Manufacturer

helps solve your manpower problem
Use Lenz Laced Wiring Harnesses, constructed of approved types of color
coded insulation to speed up your assembly operations, and release manpower
for other work on the assembly line.
The Lenz organization, manufacturers of radio and instrument hookup,

has the experienced personnel that can produce these harnesses with
meticulous care and regard for precision, to meet your exact specifications.
Quotations will be gladly furnished on receipt of sketch and specifications.

IN BUSINESS

s NcE 1904

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
1751 North Western Avenue Chicago 47, Illinois
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when they offer thee a heifer,

L. I. He has been connected with
the company since 1937.
VIRGIL M. GRAHAM of the RMA En-

run with a halter

gineering Department is alternate
representative of the association
on the governing council of ASA.

L. C. F. HORLE, manager of the
RMA Data Bureau, has been designated to represent the association on the governing council of
ASA.

HOWARD J. BECK is made chief en-

gineer in the broadcasting division
of Farnsworth Television & Radio

Corp., including radio station WGL.

and, these days, if and when any-

Mr. Beck was formerly chief inspector at the company's Fort

one offers you Macallen Mica, grab it

Wayne, Ind., plant.
RAY C. Ews, formerly director of
the WPB radio and radar division

.

.

quick Because Macallen Mica has main-

tained highest standards of dependabil-

has been lent by General Motors
Corp. to Johns Hopkins applied
physics laboratory, Silver Spring,

ity for more than 50 years, it is natural

Md.

that it should be so generally specified
for the machines and instruments of war.

When you think of MICA think of MACALLEN

acal enCompany
6 MACALLEN STREE

AWARDS

Workers of the following concerns in the electronic field have
been awarded Army -Navy E bur gees for excellence in production:
Andrea Radio Corp.
Long Island City, N. Y.
Bendix Aviation Corp.,
Pacific Div.
North Hollywood, Calif.
Freed Radio Corp.
New York, N. Y.
Harvey -Wells Electronics Inc.
Southbridge, Mass.
Muter Co.
Chicago, Ili.

Pacific Sound Equipment Co.
Hollywood, Calif.
Regal Electronics Corp.

New York, N. Y.
BOSTON 27
ECANO: 1005 Leader Bldg,

Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

United States Instrument
Corp.

East Orange, N. J.
362
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A NEW VARIAC FOR 400 TO 2600 CYCLES
DESIGNED for an increasing number of applications
requiring the control of power at frequencies higher
than 60 cycles, this new VARIAC meets the need

for a unit for frequencies between 400 and 2600
cycles. It is a companion to the widely used Type
200-C having substantially the same power rating
. . .

860 va : with a load current of 5 amperes, rated,

and a maximum current of 7.5 amperes near zero
and line voltages.
NEW 60 -AU
4O0 -20 ---60 SAME POWER RATING

203 -CU

A number of new mechanical features are incorporated in the Type 60-A VARIAC. Included are:

New unit brush construction requiring
tools for brush replacement and
designed to prevent contact between
no

brush holder and winding when the brush
wears away.

Positive rotor contact with NO pigtail
Combination screw and solder terminals
Fully insulated hollow steel shaft
Improved bearings, suitable for motor
drive.

As seen in the photograph, the Type 60-A VARIAC
is considerably smaller than its 60 -cycle counterpart.
The Type 60 -AU is priced at $13.00 and the 60 -AM
at $15.00.

UNtrl BRUSH-REPLACED IN
A FEW SECONDS

Because all VARIAC production is scheduled months
in advance on high priority war orders for 60 -cycle
models, these new VARIACS are now available only
in sample quantities.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 920

POSITIVE ROTOR CONTACT
WITH NO PIGTAILS

VARIAC
TYPE 60 -AU

TYPE

60 -AM

Cambridge 39, Mass.

`)

MADE ONLY BY

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
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NEW TOR lk
C H ICAGO

LOS ANGELES
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NEW PRODUCTS
Month after month, manufacturers develop new materials, new components,
new assemblies, new measuring equipment; issue new technical bulletins, and
new catalogs

errors. Frequency range of this instrument is rated 75 kc to 30 Mc in
6 push-botton selected ranges. Output voltage is continuously variable
from 0.1 microvolt to 2.2 volts. Out-

put impedance is 5 ohms at 0.2
volts, rising to 15 ohms at 2.2 volts.
Tenative specifications of Model

80 standard signal generator are:
Carrier frequency range 2 to 400
Mc;

individually calibrated dial
with 6 overlapping bands ; an automatic range indicator which eliminates errors in the selection of correct frequency scale; output is continuously variable from 0.0 to
100,000 microvolts; Output impedance is fixed at 50 ohms ; amplitude
modulation is provided from 400 or

Measuring Devices
DATA IS NOW available on several
types of measuring instruments
manufactured by Measurements
Corporation of Boonton, N. J.
The first instrument is Model 5M
moisture detector which is equipped

1,000 cycles or for external audio

with a Model 4E electrode, and

modulation;

which measures the moisture content of wood and wooden products
from 8 to 24 percent of dry weight.

jack is provided for connecting an
external pulse generator directly to
the oscillator plate circuit. Pulses
of 1 microsecond can be obtained
at higher carrier frequencies.

Model 58 uhf meter

are : 15 to 150 Mc in five bands (dial
is directly calibrated in megacycles) ; 1 to 100,000 microvolts
measured across a 70 -ohm line; 1 to
100 microvolts on a semi -logarith-

a

video modulation

mic output scale; balanced resistance attenuator with ratios of 10,
100, and 1000 ahead of all tubes;
accurate gain standardization from
internal shot -noise diode; a special
calibration dial which eliminates
need for charts; a tuned r -f amplifier eliminates image response (all
5M4E moisture detector

The meter is an electronic ohmmeter which operates on the resistance principle.

To measure the

moisture content, the four -pin electrode is hammered into the object.
An indicator lamp flashes when the

dial is turned to moisture content
of wood. Power for operation is
supplied by self-contained A and B

batteries. An adjustment knob is
used to compensate for change of
battery voltage. Selection of wet
stock from dry stock is quickly

circuits are accurately tracked) ;
provision for direct operation of a
5-milliamp recorder; push-button
switching throughout for rapid operation ; and a built-in regulated
dual power supply for operation

from either 115-v ac or 6-v dc.
Three standard signal generators
include Model 65-B Laboratory

Standard, Model 80 and Model 84
u -h -f instrument. Model 65-B utilizes a transmission line output system for eliminating lead resonance

Model 84 uhf generator

Tentative specifications of Model
84 u -h -f standard signal generator
are: Carrier frequency range, 3001000 Mc. Modulation-for am,
choice of 400, 1000 or 2500 cycle in-

ternal' and external up to 30 kc.
Percent modulation is directly indicated up to 30 percent; pulse repeti-

tion rate is continuously variable,

from 50 to 100,000 cps in three
ranges; pulse width is continuously

variable and calibrated from 1 to
50 microseconds; pulse delay (with
respect to synchronizing output) is
continuously variable and calibrated from 0 to 50 microseconds.

accomplished.

Model 58 u -h -f radio noise and
field strength meter may be used in

Portable Electric Megaphone

the fields of television, frequency
modulation, diathermy interfer-

APPROVED BY THE Merchant Marine

ence, ignition noise measurements,
facsimile on any u -h -f carrier
within the range of the instrument

Model

Inspection and U. S. Coast Guard,

in amplitude modulation or facsimile. Specifications of the meter
364

Model 80 standard signal generator

100 Type M megaphone

makes communications over a great
distance possible by the use of electronic amplification. The megaphone consists of two units: a comApril 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Still Another I] d[M Achievement
Completely Enclosed

ARMY -NAVY
Rheostat -Potentiometer
DESIGNED TO CONFORM TO SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 235 - 25 WATTS, Ranges

from 2 t,

5000 OHMS

These two new DeJur rheostat -potentiometers are completely enclosed in permanently sealed, corrosion -proof metal cases. Terminals are brought through a
sealed terminal board. Thus, no dust can penetrate, no varying degrees of heat,
cold or humidity can affect their high operating efficiency. Rigid requirements,

including the salt spray corrosion test, are met.

Supporting these advantages is the excellence of DeJur precision construction.
You can subject these instruments to great shock or vibration . .. take them up
miles into the air . . , and their close tolerances remain unaffected. Write for
odditional details, or consult with a DeJur engineer. Special features built to
order-length of shaft (round, slotted or flatted) can be provided to individual
specifications.
BUY

AND
HOLD

CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICE,

IN CANADA

ELECTRONICS - April MS

NORTHERN BLVD.

AT 45th

STREET,

ATLAS RADIO CORP. LTD., 560 KING

LONG ISLAND CITY
ST.

1,

N. Y.

MORE

WAR

BONDS

WEST TORONTO, CANADA
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ADECO
NOZZLE TESTER
Keeps Diesel Engines
Running Efficiently

The G -E Capacitometer is a compactly designed unit for precision measurements of small capacitance and inductance. It will

be found to be an extremely valuable asset in college and industrial laboratories where maximum utility is essential. This
instrument measures directly at radio frequency and measurements are very easily and simply performed with the aid of a
self-contained oscilloscope. For information write: Electronics

Department, General Electric, Schenectady 5, New York.
Electronic Measuring Instruments

TESTS

FUEL INJECTORS

AND HYDRAULIC

DEVICES

At Pressures
Up To
10,000 p.s.i.

keep diesel engines operating
at peak efficiency, this portable,
To

precision -built Adeco Nozzle Tester is indispensable.

Light in weight yet built for heavyduty service, it enables any me-

chanic to make quick, accurate
An Invitation

to All Electrical Designers

tests on injector opening pressure,
Tray pattern, etc., and detect

to

TRY SILVER GRAPHALLOY

stuck needle valves and leakage
around valve seats. Tests both

FOR BRUSHES

FOR CONTACTS

?,arge and small injectors, on bench

High current density, low contact drop, low
electrical noise, and self -lubrication are

Low contact resistance and non -welding
when breaking surge currents ore inherent

or engine, at pressures up to 10,000 p.s.i. Prevents costly delays
and possible damage to engine.

characteristics

of

this

silver -impregnated

properties of this unique combination of

molded graphite that may be the answer
conductive silver and self-lubricating
to your electrical brush problems
graphite.
SAMPLES of Silver Graphalloy will be gladly furnished for test on your applications.
Silver Graphalloy is usually silver plated to permit easy soldering to leaf
springs or holders. Why not WRITE NOW for your test samples?
0'1'1

Spe

GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORPORATION <Ohl artIALLONr
1055 NEPPERHAN AVE

Ideal for testing hydraulic devices.
Write for bulletin on this
practical, low-cost unit.
-

411th

YONKERS, NEW YORK

AIRCRAFT
& DIESEL
EQUIPMENT
CORP.
4411 NO. RAVENSWOOD
CHICAGO

AVE.

40, ILLINOIS

SLIP -RING AND COMMUTATOR BRUSHES AND CONTACTS
366
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TYPICAL USES
OF ROGERS-BORDS

BM -9725 disk

for molding

3G443 back
for binder

109°
BAYRU cut

for midsole

KAYGREY jewel

box pieces

ROYALGREYinsulator

for transformer

3G316 as

waste basket

HE'S USING BM -9725*
-ANOTHER ROGERS-BORD

XM-15000E cap
for canteen

PROBABLY every time you use the telephone you use tinother ROGERS-BORD,
for most telephone handsets use this mate-

rial - identified as BAKELITE molding
plastic BM-9725-for the mouthpiece or for
strengthening the main molded structure.
ROGERS makes numerous other multipurpose BORDS by the ROGERS PROCESS
of wet -laminating cellulose fibers in various
formulations. Molding BORDS are handled
on conventional molding presses. All others

can be formed, drawn. shaped and punched

with a single stroke of a punch press ready for use without curing, or they may
be subsequently treated or painted.
The resultant products will support a

man's weight and are naturally economical.
The Fabricating Division of ROGERS is
equipped to handle all punch press, drawing and stamping work, including die making. ROGERS does no plastic molding.

You probably already use a ROGERSBORD -every time you lift a telephone. You

may profit by making your next call one
for more data on ROGERS-BORDS, Write
for the ROGERS-BORD SAMPLE BOX,

r
"'BAKELITE" BM -9725
This ROGERS PROCESS blend of phenolic

resin and cellulose fibers, made exclusively for the BAKELITE Corporation.
comes in sheet, blanked or diced forms,
It is a medium high impact thermoset-

ting plastic ... another ROGERS-BORD.

containing numerous fabricated parts
and samples of materials.
ROGERS CORPORATION
Formerly

The Rogers Paper Manufacturing Co.

107 Mill St.

Manchester, Conn.

MANUFACTURERS AND FABR ICATORS OF SPECIAL FIBROUS AND PLASTIC MATERIALS
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-meld -meld

DON'T LET
YOUR ELECTRONIC
NEEDS BE
A PUZZLE

cogno_coAsT

/RO
E
44,..

OVERNIGHT
DELIVERIES

hinat ion

microphone and loudspeaker equipped with a pistol
grip, squeeze -to -talk, switch and a

We'll Pay Half the Cost!
Emergency Service
scores again! Now,

VII we'll deliver overnight

by air express anywhere in the
U.S.A.! Just ask for AIR EX-

PRESS Shipment when you
order items of unusual urgency. We'll pay half the express charges on any emergency shipment weighing not
over three pounds!

High speed, coast -to -coast overnight
deliveries are giving Industry everywhere an entirely new conception of
emergency service on Radio and
Electronic Supplies.
Industries,

strap permitting the unit to be
suspended from the neck or shoul-

der of the user; and a battery -

powered amplifier which is also

equipped with a carrying strap.
Both units are connected by a 6 -ft.
heavy-duty electric cord. The am-

plifier weighs 8 lb and 2 oz and
measures 74 x 71 x 41 in. The mega-

phone weighs 6 lb and 12 oz and
measures 131 x 10/ in. Units are
splashproof and shockproof.
Hose -McCann Products Co., 177
Pacific St., Brooklyn 2, N. Y.

driving hard on vital research or
production, save time and trouble;

Sherron Electronic
Instruments

maintain tight schedules by relying

on W -J.

SOME TYPES OF equipment manufac-

Write today for ta-

tured by Sherron Electronics Company (1201 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 6, N. Y.) may be described as

ble of air express
rates and the new
W J Radio and

follows :

Electronic Equipment Book that
lists many products never cata-

Model SE1 is a cathode ray null
detector designed for all a -c bridge

loged before!

measurements and for use in production applications. The unit is

FILL IN AND MAIL

both a high impedance detector and
an undistorted, filtered and shielded

COUPON. TODAY!

. BELL
THE ANSWER!
it

Whether it be electronic controls

or assemblies-either as part of
your product, or as part of your
production equipment - BELL
may have the answer! Wide experience in designing and building electronic equipment - from
early developments right through
to the latest war -vital typesqualifies BELL to serve you.

Write, there is no obligation.
Among our present products are
Electronic Sound Devices Intercommunicating Systems
Industrial
Voice -Paging and Broadcasting Equip-

/radio and

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.
311

S. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 12
PHONE: CANAL 2525

GENTLEMEN: Please send me a free copy
of ,our Reference Book & Buyer's Guide.

ment Permanent and Portable Amplifying Systems
Recording and
Disc -Playing Units
Electronic Controls
Operating Se-

quence Recorders
Other Special Electronic Devices.

/sast;;_
sysyL$s

NAME

BELL SOUND SYSTEMS, INC

COMPANY
CITY

368

1189 Essex Ave.
IONE

STATE_

Export

Ott

3900 Euclid

Columbus 3. Obio
Ave.. Cleveland

3, Ohe
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What gives a plane its
IN THESE

days when airplanes

instinct

. . .

its sense of direction

span continents and oceans nonstop, navigational and commumcation3 devices are of critical importance.

which spells safety and schedule

For these are the instruments

which Bendix Aviation Corporation
has played in supplying man-made

which give an airplane its horning

maintenance.
We at the Wheeler Insulated Wire

Company take pride in the part
homing instincts to thousands of
modern airplanes.

For Wheeler insulated wire goes
into both the Bendix aircraft radio
compass . . . and the Bendix longrange radio telephone equipment.

Windings for precision -made
equipments such as these are part
of Wheeler's everyday job. We've
been making high quality coils and
transformers for 35 years ... not for

a very large list of customers, but
for a very fine one.
When wartime demands permit,
we hope to introduce our products
to many new customers. If you are

going to manufacture anything
which could use the products we
make-Wheeler is a good name to
remember.

Bendix Type MN -26 Radio Compass

The Wheeler Insulated Wire Co., Inc.
BRIDGEPORT 4, CONN.

Manufacturers of Magnet Wire... Litz Wire... Coil Windings
Transformers...Ballasts for Fluorescent Lighting

Bendix Type RIA-16 Communication Unit

ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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"ALNICO

rr

PERMANENT MAGNETS
Specializing in the production of highest quality
Alnico Magnets in all grades including new triple
strength No. 5.

HERE IS THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

Production material checked to assure highest
uniform quality of product.

PERMOPIVOTS

Castings made to customers special order on the
basis of sketches or blueprints furnished.

AND ORDINARY PIVOTS
Information and suggestions furnished on request.
Only PERMOPIVOTS are tipped
. a special
with Permometal
alloy of precious metals produced
by Permo Incorporated.

GENERAL MAGNETIC
C

WEAR RESISTANT

.

.

The Permometal tip gives
precision instruments longer
life and greater accuracy
under actual operating con-

0

R

P

MANUFACTURERS

OF

0

HIGH

R

A

T

COERCIVE

2126 E. Fort Street

I

0

MAGNETIC

N
ALLOYS

Detroit 7, Michigan

ditions.

NON-CORROSIVE...Permopivots cannot rust or corrode.

NON-ABRASIVE ...The
tip eliminates
abrading particles of wear.
satin -smooth

NON-MAGNETIC

.

.

.

K-monel shank material

SMALL STAMPINGS
SPECIAL TERMINALS

available.

The two unretouched photos reproduced below show why Permopivots keep precision instruments accurate longer.

SOLDERING LUGS
PRECISION WASHERS

up to 5/8n 0. D.

Manufactured to Your Specifications
Large Tool Room Facilities plus 20 Years Experience insure
Permopivof after fest
'1111.1kinia' Mei"

PERMO INCORPORATED
MANUFACTURING METALLURGISTS

6427 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
CHICAGO 26. ILLINOIS
T. M. Req. U. S. Pat. Off.
WRITE TODAY FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
NO OBLIGATION
370

HIGH GRADE STAMPINGS
QUICK DELIVERIES
on Medium and Large Quantities

Let Us Quote on Your Requirements

DIEBEL DIE & MFG. CO.
3658 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 13, III.

Phone WELlington 4202
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

FOR YOUR NEWLY DESIGNED Transmitting and
Electronic Heating Equipment Use

alifingd
AmRADIO
VACUUM ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

6 to 250 mmfds.
HIGH VACUUM
20 to 60 amps.

CAPACITORS
20Kv to 32Kv

ADVANTAGES:
1. Relatively small physical size.

2. Electrical characteristics independent of atmospheric pressure
and humidity.
3. No dielectric losses.
4. No ceramic or internal insulator.
5. Ferrule type mounting.

6. Zero power factor at most frequencies.

7. Low distributed capacity.
8. High current carrying capacity

at
high voltage.
9. Unlimited life expectancy.
10. Universal adaptability.
11. Rugged mechanical construction.
12. Comparatively light weight.
13. No cold emmission.

JENNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1098 EAST WILLIAM STREET, SAN JOSE 12, CALIFORNIA

Photograph shows final tests of Jennings High Vacuum Capacitors

ELEC7RONICS - April 1945
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source of 1000 cps. Comparison of
frequencies is obtained by the use
of Lissajous figures. Gain is 80 db

at an input voltage of 100 microvolts. Bridge detector impedance is
1 megohm. The instrument is self
protected against overload or damage. Automatic gain control eliminates the necessity of resetting
while adjusting the bridge balance.

As an auxiliary to a -c bridge
measurements a standard null detector is available. This unit gives

Chicago

EDITOR
Wanted
ELECTRONICS is looking for
a field editor.

Working out of our district office in Chicago, following an ori-

an appreciable deflection with an
input of 0.01 volt. An input of
32 volts will not cause the meter to
swing off scale. These detectors are
equipped with a 1000 -cycle source

of sufficient level to operate any
standard bridge, and a filter circuit
to insure that only the desired frequency is activating the indicating
meter. Arrangements are provided
to disconnect both the internal tone
source and filter circuit.
Model SE -10 precision tolerance

bridge is accurate to 0.1 percent.
Transmitting Condensers

should have, or be able to readily
develop, equal facility in dealing
with equipment design and pro-

duction engineers, and with the

ditional asset.

The unit has an electronic visual
gauge which can be used as an inspection tool to safeguard against

MASSACHUSETTS

in

which they are used, both communications and industrial. He

safety devices other than electronic will be considered an ad-

Available in all normal capacities in single

MALDEN

tron tubes and the circuits

building transmitters.
Knowledge of sensitive measurement, control, inspection and

volts. Sturdy construction, thick, round edged, polished aluminum plates with 11/4"
radius. Constuat impedance, heavy current,
multiple finger rotor contactor of new design.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

The man we want must be an
engineer fully familiar with elec-

broadcast station as in a plant

the 16000 series with peak
voltage ratings of 3000, 6000, and 9000
is

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.

original writing, and general reporting about meetings and other
pertinent activities in the area.

chine shop as in an experimental
laboratory, as much at ease in a

A new member of the "Designed for Application" series of transmitting variable air

and double sections.

them when necessary, doing some

ultimate users of such equipment. He should, for example.
feel as much at home in a ma-

16000 Series

capacitors

entation period in New York, it
will be his job to represent the
magazine editorially in the middle -west. This will primarily involve encouraging technicians to
prepare articles for us, helping

faulty components; or it may be
used as an automatic filter to grade
components for their individual
tolerance. The unit checks a -c resistance and impedance, capacitance
and inductance. Tests are made
automatically. Instead of meter
readings, rejects are indicated visually and audibly.
Model SE -20 is a production test

set which will automatically test
720 vacuum tubes per hour. The

If you think you are the kind
of a man we need, and we appear to have the kind of a job
you want, write, stating qualifications and expectations, to

KEITH HENNEY, Editor

electronics
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
330 West 42nd Street
New York 18, New York

unit has complete adjustable con April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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This DILECTO Gr. "L"

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND can supply you with fabricated plastic,

part was punched from
sheet, drilled and counter bored. It is an electrical in-

vulcanized fibre, or mica parts EXACTLY to your blueprints . . .
whether your requirements be a few pieces or a million pieces. C -D

sulating part for an Army
Tank. It must stand up under
severe mechanical abuse.

,NON-metallics are especially adaptable to 'Close tolerance fabricating;
where close tolerances are needed.
Before designing NON -metallic parts to close tolerances, consult
our design engineers. Their experience in helping design thousands of
fabricated parts will save you money and time, by helping you avoid

KD-45

Mica
C-0 PRODUCIS
MICABOND-Built-Up
Insulation.
The Plastics
DILECTO-dL
CELORON--A

E1ectrical
Forms
and Special
Phenolic.
Staadard

Phenolic.
Molded
Plastic
Pure Resin 13 .11f

DILECIENE--A.

tolsabainedirlISutabneasaradaSallpecatrts;
scq

Formed
abricated,Speci#Wions.

Suitel to

Especially

cation of plastics and vulcanized fibre,"

should be on the desk of every one of
your design engineers and draftsmen.

We'll be glad to send you as many
as you need.
DISTRICT OFFICES

Molded to

EquipChemical
and Fittings.
HAVEG--Plastic
rnent,Pipe,Valves
The NON-MetaIlics FIBRE

Insulation.

Literaittre,,1
lescriptiveGE gives CompreBulletin Data on all .C-13
Catahensive
Individual
Vulcanised
Products.also Availabr.
DIAMOND
sin impregnated
logs are
VULCOID-Re Fibre.
Vulcanized
I

(471Wnenicri =

specifications which are beyond the
possibilities of NON-metallics.
Booklet FP-"The design and fabri-

CHICAGO 11
CLEVELAND 14
SPARTANBURG, S. C. SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

NEW YORK 17

4`"S

WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVES

MARWOOD LTD., SAN FRANCISCO 3

4' IN CANADA:
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE CO. OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO 8

niamteynd FIBRE COMPANY

Established 1895.. Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 1911- N EW
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Get This New Booklet on

eilleaweete

FLOCK
An interesting and colorful booklet on their product has been pre-

pared for your information and

convenience by the makers of 'Gel-

lusuede Cotton and Rayon Flock.
B ief, clear explanations give all
the facts you'll want to know about
this versatile coating material; what

it is made of; how it is applied; how it can be used. In the pages
of this booklet you 'may find the answer to one of your manufacturing problems. You will be
interested, too, n the colorful and unique application of Cellusuede on the
booklet cover. Write for

Model 201

The Time -Tested, Reliable

VIBROTEST
Insulation Resistance
Tester
Since 1938 VIBROTESTS have proven

your copy.

the soundness of this modern method
of testing insulation resistance. Superbly engineered, ruggedly built, this
pioneer instrument in CRANKLESS
INSULATION TESTING offers the ut-

most in usefulness and value.

VIBROTEST
Is Thoroughly Modern
No hand cranking, no leveling, no
shocks to the operators. Wide range
0-200 megohms covering values usually

encountered in general testing are instantly available from a self-contained
power source providing a constant potential of 500 Volts D.C.
Available in this one compact instrument are a convenient Ohmmeter scale
as well as A.C. and D.C. voltage ranges

up to and including 600 volts full
scale. Other models with 1,000 volts
D.C. Potential also available.

Many Other VIBROTESTS
are designed for specific uses involving
unusual ranges or operating conditions.
WRITE for full information at your
earliest opportunity.
For many years, Carter Dynamotors have been a familiar part of the
specifications of leading Communication Equipment Manufacturers,
Police Departments. Government Agencies, etc. May we suggest you
submit your Dynamotor requirements too, and see for yourself the
reason for this recognized preference.
The latest catalog of Carter Dynamotors, Converters, Permanent Magnet Generators
and Dynatoctsrs, and special rotary equipment will be sent upon request.

Engineering Service Representatives in
All Principal Cities

ASSOCIATED
BE

1606 Milwaukee Ave.

374

Ceder, a well known name In radio for over twenty years.

Cable: Genemofor

C H,
r,rrt,urtafea

223 So. Green St.
Chicago 7, Ill.
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Portrait of a man who
no ,longer cares about
the cigarette shortage,
the meat shortage ... or
as shortage!

It's just a question of time when all
shortages will be replaced by plenty
-thanks to this boy and to millions
like him.
Give them a helping hand.
Buy Bonds - Donate Blood.

We, the management and employees

alike, at Kenyon, are building better

transformers than we ever built
before - and building them faster
for the armed forces.

840 BARRY

Inc.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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trols and uses a "go -no-go" indicating light test system which means

that if any tube falls below a desired range, or does not meet speci-

fication as set on the instrument,
the test set will stop automatically,
and will not continue with tests until the rejected tube is removed
from the test socket.

Ground Resistance Tester
DESIGNATED AS Model 255 Vibro-

ground, this tester is for use in extremes of wet and dry conditions.
It has four ranges (0-3, 0-30, 0-300
and 0-3000 ohms), a self-contained
power supply, is direct reading and

requires no calculations and
cranking operation. The unit

no
is

Medal 255

vuornt: MOM

We're referring to Cardwell Flexible and Rigid Insulated Couplings for ISOLATING "hot" radio frequency controls. There's a whole family of them in addition
to the custom-built ones shown here.

Cardwell "ISOLATIONISTS" are an ubiquitous lot.

You will find them in every

battle zone where America's finest communication equipment is utilized for Victory.

Are you, too, making full use of these high QUALITY components? If not, talk
your insulated control problems over with Cardwell. Inquiries answered promptly.

STANDARD OF COMPARISON
CARDWELL h CONDENSERS
THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
81 PROSPECT STREET

BROOKLYN

1,

N. Y.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO SAVE A LIFE ... DONATE A PINT OF BLOOD TO THE RED CROSS
376

lightweight and portable, and comes

in a one-piece welded metal case

which is water -tight and which ex-

cludes strays from all sources. A
triple range Vibroground, Model
251, for average ground conditions
is also available.
Associated Research Inc., 231 S.
Green St., Chicago 7, Ill.

Resistors
PRE-WAR

CONSTRUCTION of shafts
in this manufacturer's resistors

(designated as Radiohm of the split

knurl midget types) is again being
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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A FAMOUS PAIR

Remote Pick -Up

Amplifiers
This famous pair . . . truly "a Jack of all trades" . . .
for they have been "Aces" in doing an outstanding job of
remote broadcasting from Maine to Pango Pango--from
mountains-from Sandlot
ball games to World Series-from Presidents to Prime
Ministers. For more than a decade Gates Remote Amplifiers

THE GATES 3 CHANNEL PORTABLE REMOTE AMPLIFIER FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT OR BATTERIES.

have served broadcasters for every need and purpose. From
year to year they have been modernized, but in efficient
performance they still remain the same in name, type
number and service.

THE GATES REMOTE CONDITIONER FOR
SINGLE MICROPHONE REMOTE PICK UPS.
A.C. OPERATED.

Here's what one broadcaster writes about his Gates
DYNAMOTE: "-My Gates Dynamote is so much
superior to my studio speech system quality, that
have discarded my studio equipment until new
equipment can be obtained."
Another wrote: "-I am using my Gates Dynamote
as standard for overall frequency response for the
entire transmitting plant."

This, plus the fact that Gates Remote Conditioners are used
in nearly every U. S. broadcast station for single mike pickups, is proof that this famous pair have been engineered
for efficiency and economy. This is why Gates Remote
Amplifiers are now in use in every theatre of war, bringing to
America's loud speakers the war events from the place where
history's biggest news is taking place!

Wartime restrictions do not allow
the sale of new broadcasting equipment
without priority. therefore, this equipment is presented merely to acquaint
developments.
you with Gates' current
Ask About Our Priority Plan for Prompt Delivery
When

Gates

Equipment

RADIO COMPANY, Quincy,

Is

Again

Available

Illinois, U. S. A.

ANTENNA TUNING AND PHASER UNITS,
MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS, SPEECH EQUIPMENT,
ACCESSORIES.
BROADCAST
STATION
AND
TRANSMITTER
AMPLIFIERS, REMOTE EQUIPMENT,
377
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Make Plans Now...
for the coming
.

.

.

PLASTIC ERA

During the critical stress of battle, men and equipment
prove themselves. Materiel that has performed dependably under highly abnormal War conditions has stamina
to spare in normal peacetime operation. Atlas Sound
Loud Speakers have come through their War tests with
flying colors. War -tested Atlas Sound manufacturing
facilities and personnel will soon again be ready to go
to work for you on new designs or minor conversions.
Contact them for details.

Complete Catalogue on Request

Consult

.

.

.

ROGAN
1449 39th Street

Brooklyn, New York

TWO BOOKS EVERY ENGINEER NEEDS

THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE
AT WORK by John F. Rider

Here

at Rogan,

requirements.

Whether
The cathode-ray tube is the most universally used device
for research, engineering and maintenance in the radio and
electrical fields.
In using this device to its fullest capabilities, it is necessary
to understand its theory and functioning. This book presents

a complete explanation of the various types and what role
each element within the device plays. Different types of
cuthode-roy oscillogrophs are discussed.
More than half the book is devoted to the practical applications illustrated with unretouched photographs of actual
oscillogrophs.
338 PAGES

.

.

.

450 ILLUSTRATIONS

.

.

.

$4.00

seasoned

engineers are ready and willing to assist you in determining your post-war Plastic

your

peacetime

products arc to include electronic

equipment,

appliances,

stoves

electrical
or what

have you, the Rogan Organization

will

gladly provide

cost-free advice on all phases
of plastic production.

A -C CALCULATION CHARTS
This book is a tremendous time saver for engineers and
others who work on electrical communication and electrical
Porter problems. Faster than a slide rule. It covers all alternating current calculations in series circuits, parallel circuits,
series -parallel and mesh circuits, at frequencies from 10

cycles to 1000 megacycles. 146 Charts -7" x 11"-Two
colors - $7.50.

Send us
Your Specifications Today!

ROGAN BROTHERS
Compression Molders and Branders

JOHN F. RIDER Publisher, Inc.
404 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

Export Division:
Rorke lot. Corp
13 E 40th Street

New York City
Cable ARIAS

of Plastics

2003 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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'N presenting this new and unique instrument, SECO offers a.
portable source of variable a -c voltage for the laboratory, assembly
line, or maintenance shop. There is no bother or delay in collecting
and setting -up separate instruments. Included in the light -weight
and compact VOLTBOX are all the essentials and more. Besides a
POWERSTAT variable transformer to obtain the required voltage
and a 1% voltmeter to accurately set the output - other features in-

corporated are an "on -off" switch, dial light, output receptacles,
binding posts, and an input cord and plug.
By connecting the VOLTBOX shown above to a convenient 115 volt
outlet, an output variable from 0-135 volts is available. Its current
rating is 7.5 amperes. Other types are manufactured for 230 volt

operation.
We invite your inquiries.

Send for Bulletins 149 LE and 163

LE

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
403 LAUREL STREET. BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

664 Veep qemite Sooger

earl WAR BONDS...

utilized. Extruded brass rods (3 in.
long) are used instead of threaded
steel. The brass rod can be cut to
the desired length, and the fins can
be slotted to the exact depth of the
original control without removal of
the tip. Radiohms affected by this

pre-war construction process are

CRL part numbers NK-136 to NK144 inclusive, and NK-172 to NK174 inclusive.
Centralab Div., Globe Union Inc.,

900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee
Wis.

1.

Cable and Wire Clips
PLASTIC CABLE clips

(illustrated)
are now on a production basis and
are available in a variety of sizes
for use as fasteners for wires and
cables. A feature of these clips is
the rolled edges of their design and
the abrasion -free

nature of the

plastic surface which prevents in-

It's squarely up to us at home to finance the
weapons of war as well as to build them. This

is America's challenge. Here at ADC, we are

exerting our energies to produce the finest
communication components- and invest in as
many War Bonds as possible. Believing that
most Americans share our thoughts, we ask

you to join us in this pledge -"Let us all
continue purchasing War Bonds to the limit
and bring our boys home sooner to a peaceful
and economically sound country".

sulated materials from wearing off.
Clips are non -corrosive, non-conductive, light in weight, strong and
resistant to acids, alkalies and oils.
They are fabricated with LT Ethocel, a thermoplastic developed by
Dow to provide toughness, shock
resistance at low temperatures, and
low dimensional change over a wide
range of atmospheric conditions.
Commercial Plastics Co., fabricates these clips. Write Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.

Small Dynamotors
A SERIES OF SMALL dynamotors are

designated as Multi -Output MicroMagmotors which will be available

in quantities after the war. These
motors have a permanent magnet
field and furnish outputs totaling
up to 100 w. This wattage can be
divided over two or even three dif380
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the SECOND U. S.- made "Megger" Instrument
. . .

THE MIDGET "MEGGER" INSULATION TESTER
but 3 pounds. it is always ready to use for testing
insulation resistance of a wide variety of electrical
equipment. It is indispensable for maintenance and

Following the production, in June 1943, of the
first U. S. -made "Megger" testers, we now announce
a second "Megger" instrument being built in our
Philadelphia factory-the Midget "Megger" insula-

trouble shooting, even where higher range "Megger"
testers can be used . . . reads up to 50 megohms and
delivers 500 volts d -c from a hand -cranked generator,
naking it independent of batteries or external power
supply. Lower ratings are also available.
Manufacturing facilities are complete and our expanding production makes availability of these new
instruments far better than we have previously been
able to offer. We invite your orders for them.

tion Tester.

This new U. S. model is identical in design and

similar in every way to the Midget "Megger" Insulation
Testers we have been supplying for the past ten years.

except that the molded plastic housing is mottled
brown instead of red.

The Midget "Megger" Tester has achieved wide

popularity because of its size and low cost. Weighing

JAMES G. BIDDLE
1211-13 ARCH STREET

I

CO

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

U. S. -made
Midget "Megger" Tester, write for Bulletin 1785-E.

For complete description of th- new

By special arrangement with tke original makers of

the "Megger" Testing Sets, our new instrument
carries the II. S. Registered Trade Mark "MEGGER."

381
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METAL
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IN SMALL LOTS

/

e

Die cut metal stampings in limited quantities
can be produced to your
special requirements at 15% to 20% of the cost of permanent
type tools.
No matter how small your quantity requirements or how intricate
your
work, we can show you a definite saving. During our twenty-three
years
of specialized experience in this service, there has been
no other method
of producing metal stampings in small lots that
can equal the process
originated by Dayton Rogers.

Our new, illustrated booklet #176-17 will give you full particulars.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.

2835 12th Avenue So.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

You can't see it in the
above illustration, but the
entire

410

inside

fft1Sy

and hard service. Extensive
tests, in the laboratory and

crimping

in

can

pli-

PRECISION

75 Winding

even

service, have proven

that. And, because of its

pure electrolytic copper, it
makes a connection of the
highest conductivity.

use

ordinary side cutting pliers!

You'll

like the way the

UNI-CRIMP installs, and
the way it performs. Write

ND

WIRE

is

- With hand
ers or indenting tools. You

VVIREOUS

When this

crimped onfo
the wire, it's there to stay!
This UNICRIMP Terminal
will stand a lot of vibration

Install

and
vg's"RESISIORS
ENAMEL

nut.

a

terminal

to

Backed by

inside of the UNI-

CRIMP barrel is
ted,
somewhat like the threads

today for Bulletin UC-2,
giving specifications.

Machines

H. B. SHERMAN MFC. CO.
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

experience
20 y ears of Winding

Also

&

JACKS

SWITCHKEN'S
TELEPHONE

Telepdhone
and

Communication
Assemblies

PROMPI

gligiuttafrt

DELIVERY

Solderless and Solder

PRESTO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of
Signalling Devices UNION CITY, N. J.

Type Terminals and Lugs
.

.

. Wire and Cable

Connectors
Sleeves . .

.

.

.

. Splicing
Fuse Clips
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CETTRUNI
CE- 304

In the Cetron CE -304 tube shown here,
Continental Electric Company engineers
have reached a new high in concentrating super -efficiency in the smallest possible space.
CE -304 is a mercury vapor filled tube

with a peak current rating of 125 am-

peres and an average current rating of
12.5 amperes DC. This high current thyratron-type tube is designed to be par-

ticularly useful in welding control and
motor control applications.
CE -304 uses industrial type 4 -pin base;

is sturdily constructed. Potented filament

ETR0
CE -3j

design gives exceptionally high output
with minimum of cathode power.
CE -304 is built to give long life in all
sorts of industrial and otl-er applications

where dependability is an important
consideration.
Write for Bulletin No. 119
CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO.
GENEVA, ILL.

Chicago: 903 Merchandise Mart .

.

.

New York: 265 W. 14th
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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Don't Risk Solder Failure
Because of WRONG FLUX
ferent voltages, also, one of the
outputs can be ac. A typical unit
(perhaps for mobile transmitter receiver) would be one with a 350v, 50-milliamp output, a 250-v, 25-

milliamp output, and a 6.3-v ac
(100 cps), 2 -amp output. The 6.3 volt a -c and the 250 -volt d -c outputs

can be used continuously while the
250-v output is for intermittent.

duty. Units are compact and light
in weight.
Carter Motor Co., 1608 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Variable Inductor and Filters
UNITED
Photo courtsty Bell Aircraft Corporation

BE SURE WITH KESTER

Chemically and physically correct flux is imperative for tight, permanent
solder -bonding. Oxides on metals must be dissolved and
the solder must
alloy with the metals in a way to prevent re -oxidation.
Different solder -bonds demand different fluxes. One flux will not do for
all, if soldered connections are to resist shocks, vibrations,
bending, twisting,
contraction and expansion without failure.
Delicate electrical connections, for example, demand a flux that is a poor
conductor, that is non -corrosive, and that has no
tendency to collect moisture, dust or other foreign matter. Seams of various
design each require
different flux. So do spot soldering operations.
And there are correct fluxesa
for all of the myriad materials used in industry.
KESTER MAKES THEM ALL!

Kester Fluxes protect you against solder failures due to improper flux.
They represent 46 years of practical

experience with solder and fluxes, and
extensive laboratory research. Kester
has pioneered many important flux
improvements. The complete line includes the right flux for any solder job.
You can be sure with Kester Fluxes-sure of tight, permanent solder bonding . . . Kester engineers are at your service.

* BUY WAR BONDS *

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY

urvvi,

kkOVeCitlik

4204 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois

Eastern Plant: Newark, N. J.

Canadian Plant: Brantford. Ont.

KESTER

TRANSFORMER

Co.,

150

Varick St., New York 13, N. Y., announces two new products. The first
of these is a variable inductor

(Series V1 -C) which is a tunable
device for peaked amplifiers, filters,
etc. This sealed unit measures
x 1.1a x 1i7g in. It is available in

inductance values from 10 milli henries to 10 henries.
High pass (HP -1) and low pass
(LP -1)

interstage filters are the

other products available. The units

are designed with a nominal impedance of 10,000 ohms. The filters
utilize a dual alloy magnetic shield
which reduces inductive pickup to

150 millihenries per gauss. Either
type can be supplied for any cutoff
frequency from 200 to 10,000
cycles. Dimensions, in hermetically -sealed cases, are 112 x 2i x 2i
in.

Parallel -Plate Capacitors
WATER-COOLED,

h -f

parallel -plate

capacitors, designated Class HFP,
are for use in electronic -heater

resonant circuits and other elec-

tronic -oscillator applications. The

STANDARD FOR INDUSTRY
314

capacitors are filled with a new,
synthetic dielectric liquid. When

connected in parallel with an in April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

°DO NOT Sini/INDER TIME

.. Benjamin Franklin

At Connecticut Telephone and Electric

Division, production is unhurried, as it must
be to maintain accuracy and quality in precision electrical and electronic manufacturing. We substitute time -saving methods for

hustle and bustle. This has enabled us to
keep abreast of the ever-increasing need
for military communicating equipment of
uniform dependability.

After the war, you will very likely use

electrical equipment, electronic devices, or
communicating systems made at Connecticut

Telephone and Electric Division ... Or you
may be one of the many manufacturers
who will use our engineering and manufacturing facilities in connection with your own
products ... In either case, our time -saving

methods will be your gain, measured by
the important standards of uniform high
precision, and speed of filling your orders.

Fres-tly painted telephone

chassis run the gantlet of

automatically controlled
infrc-red dryers, which cut
drying time to half an hour.
This system, designed by our

own engineers, is one of
many examples of time -sav-

ing installation throughout
the Connecticut Telephone

& Electric Division plant.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTR1ES,INC. MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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EISLER EQUIPMENT
..complete and diversified for every phase
of electronic' manufacture!

What a host of

potentialities in

electronic develop-

ment is contained
in this new VX-41
electrometer tube.

(A) No. 600-KC3P, 50 KVA
Press Type Spot Welder, 3
Spots, Air Operated, 18"

IS) No. 57.81. New Eisler 8
head

type

Tipless Sealing

and

sizes

Machine. Adoptable for ell

Throat -0 high production

types

unit.

The CHAS. EISLER line of specialized
electronic tools, machines and devices is
complete and diversified. Included are
innumerable types of welders - spot,
seam, butt, rocker, arm, pneumatic and
special types. Also included are hundreds

of

bulbs.

EISLER Special Transformers and Reactors Thigh or low voltage; air
coaled, oil immersed or
encased.
(C)

of devices for vacuum tube manufacture
slicers, stem and
sealing machines as well as on all-inclusive line of transformers for every industrial and general need.

- glass tube cutters,

"kraal

'X EISLER serves 99% of American vacuum tube producers today. Write for completely illustrated catalog
now-you Incur no obligation.

644,76-17-

r.
ENGINEERING COMPANY

'

751 SO.

13th STREET NEWARK 3, NEW JERSEY

4e
Dili

The VX-41 is one of a series
of tubes especially designed
for stable D.C. instrument
operation. Check the following characteristics to know

how this tube can serve you.

VX-41 Electrometer Tetrode
If
19
Ip

I OMA

5 x 10 1.5 AMP

MAX. 250 µa.

P-92

'.0

Egg

-3V

Gm (as electrometer) 20 ponhos

Ef
R9
Rp

poi

1.25 V

1 x 10 16 ohms
50000 ohms
8.0

92. Ep 4.5 V

We solicit inquiries on special D.C.
instrument tube requirements.

Pyroferric
precision powdered metal
instrument
cores have kept
to specification:
develo
apace the vital
pment. They
ar e manufactured
PERMEABILITY

HIGH
RESISTANCE
Consult Pyroferric

desired

LOW

MFD.

FREQUENCY

on your Powder
Metallurgy

BY

HIGH
MEDIU M
L

OW

THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.

requirements

5806 HOUGH AVENUE
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

rbmgmlnallijiME.4;t0;..;
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t PRODUCTS

IN FIFTEEN short years Essex Extra -Test Magnet
Wire has reached an enviable "first -choice" position in the field.

A natural advancement-for it has always been a
rigid Essex policy never to be content with just
good wife. Every spool that leaves the plant must
carry extra -good wire-- the best that can be made- -

whether it is size 50 or 0; round, square or rectangular; bare, covered or enameled.

Essex Magnet Wire is drawn to size under most careful supervision, and subjected to continuous physical
and electrical tests for purity, temper, elongation, conductivity, and gauge. Insulation tests are equally frequent and severe. And in every case, results must exceed
standard requirements. Many are far in excess of most
rigid specifications.

That's why Essex Magnet Wire has been so literally
labeled, "Extra -Test".

Such superiority is the direct result of extensive
development work and severe laboratory tests.

ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

Made from commercially pure electrolytic copper,

FORT WAYNE 6, INDIANA

ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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ductance coil, the capacitors constitute the resonant circuit which
determines the frequency of the oscillator. In such applications, the
capacitors are operated at relatively

high voltages, and may be required

to carry heavy currents continuously at frequencies of 50 kc to several megacycles. Features of the

units are: low losses at high frequencies; uniformly high dilectric

strength; high current rating per
unit volume; and convenient mount-

ing and connection facilities. Capacitors are available in standard
ratings ranging from 2000 v, 0.025
microfarad to 9000 v, 0.0056 micro farad. Bulletin GEA-4365 illus-

trates and describes the capacitors
in detail.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

ACCURACY CAN NOT BE COMPROMISED WITH IN THESE WAR
DAYS OF LIGHTNING SPEEDS AND

Wire Markers
WORLD WIDE

COMMUNICATIONS,

TURBO WIRE MARKERS are available

in all colors, as well as in clear,

ALL TUNED INTO OUR PRESENT

transparent polyvinyl extruded
tubes, made by a production process which permits any desired location of the imprinting, circumferentially or longitudinally, in any diameter or length. Markers are easily installed. They are designed to
replace metal and paper tags. In-

TEMPO BY PRECISION GEARS.

flammability and crimping are elim-

inated. The markers are extruded
from polyvinyl chloride resin, are

46,

414
.111.016.11101.11.11.1

Quaker City Gear Works

INCORPORATED

1910-32 North Front Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
388
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SCOVILL charted.

a new "course" for
radio compass

terminals

and made them faster

and better for less

Scovill Electro-nents* may give you the same competitive advantages
Electric terminals for radio compasses

were needed faster than screw machines could turn them out of rod
stock. Asked to suggest a speedier
method, Scovill recommended stamp-

ing them out of sheet metal. Given
the job, Scovill produced many more

terminals per day at a much lower
cost ... and paid an extra dividend in
the form of better electrical proper.
ties. That was because the sheet brass

used had a higher copper content and
higher conductivity than the brass rod
necessary in the former method.

*Electronents =Electronic Components

With the same kind of ingenuity
applied to your small electronic components or complete assemblies, the
chances are that Scovill can save you
time and money. Investigate the designing service, manufacturing ability
in all metals, and wide range of metalworking facilities that have won for

Please send me a free copy of "Masters of Metal" booklet describing your facilities. I am interested in the ELECTRONENTs
applications checked.
Li Panels
0 Dials
0 Batteries
Escutcheons 0 Sockets
0 Record Changers
O Stampings (misc.)
0 Jac is
0 Clips
O Tubes
n Lugs
El Condensers
Other applications

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

Scovill the title of "Masters of Metal".
Fill in coupon below and mail today.

cod

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WATERBURY, CONN.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Electronic Division
22 Mill Street, Waterbury 91, Connecticut
Name

Compar y

Address

389

This New Jig Speeds
Radio Assembly
1) Holds chassis in any position to step up soldering and all other assembly
operations. 2 models (friction or positive indexing 360° around axis).
2) Adjustable to any size within base limits of the jig. Comes in 5 standard

sizes (4", 6". 9", 12" or 15" swing), or will make jigs to your specifications.

3) Sturdy, rigid construction.
4) Can be loaded and unloaded in two seconds.
5) Prices start at $11.50.
Information about our Dummy Tubes. Pin Straighteners, Precision
Gages, Test and Adapter Plugs and other Tools Is yours upon request.

ROBERT L. STEDMAN

MACHINE WORKS

SPECIALISTS IN MASS PRODUCTION TOOLS
OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND

NEW YORK

From the product designer through to final
assembly and use in
the field, the Eby Spring
Binding Post line offers

top service based on
dependability.
The spring binding post

offers unique advan-

tages that can't he
duplicated:

1. No screw cap to
tighten or come
loose with vibration.
2. Constant, even pres-

sure on the wire at
all times in all positions.

3. Easy one -hand feed-

ing of wire into the
post.

AS THIN AS .005"
IN COILED -STRIP FORM
THIS NEW DEVELOPMENT is now available for production
applications from Burgess rolling mill facilities. It can be supplied in widths from 3/4" to 5" and from .010" to as thin as .005".

COMPLETE INFORMATION - technical specifications, cost
figures, sample strip, and the answer to your problem-is
available free in new folio.

4. Corrosion - resistant,
long -life springs.

5. Complete range of
sizes, stem lengths,
and accessories for
every application.
Replace with Eby Spring

Binding Posts - Write
today.

Sample on request. Write Dept. M-7

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
INCORPORATED
111W.CHEL TEN AYE.

111111111
90

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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TOP
FREQUENCY STANDARD
(60 cycle) for use with
external power supply
CENTER

CHRONOGRAPH
Records time intervals
with resolution to .001 second
BOTTOM

FREQUENCY STANDARD
(120 cycles) with
self-contained power supply

These tuning forks which include
new engineering principles, provide frequencies from 120 to 1,000
cycles directly with an unquali-

signed to test, measure or control
other precision equipment by mechanical, electrical accoustical or
optical means.

fied guarantee of accuracy to

The dependability of these frequency standards is being demonstrated for myriad purposes

1

part in 100,000 over a wide tem-

perature range. (Better than 1
second in 24 hours). Closer tolerances are obtainable on special order.
These tuning fork assemblies are
available only in single or multi -

in all climates and under all
working conditions.

If you have need for low fre-

frequency instruments of our

quency standards of exceptional
accuracy, your inquiries are in-

own manufacture which are de-

vited.

Inc.
American Time Products,
New York, N. Y.
580 Fifth Ave.
Dfst.

of Western Electric &

Watch

mas et

Atcn-rate Recorders

391
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moisture absorbent and have good
insulating properties. They can be
used to identify circuits and leads
of electrically energized equipment
and controls.
William Brand & Co., 276 Fourth
Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

H -F Vacuum Tube,

Power Tube
EXHIBITED AT THE Winter Technical Meeting of the IRE was a high frequency vacuum tube for use in
short-wave equipment being built
for government services by Federal

Telephone & Radio Corp., 391 Broad

St., Newark, N. 3. The tube was
developed especially for high -power,
high -frequency broadcasting. It

has an output of 200 kw, requires a
steady flow of 2,400 gallons of
water per hour, and weighs 350 lbs.

Another Federal exhibit was a
new, compact power tube, the first
of a series being developed especially for general industrial use in
h -f heating equipment. The tube is

designed to withstand the shocks
and vibrations which may be encountered in manufacturing plant
operations. It is supplied with 6 -in.
flexible copper leads which are per-

manently secured to the tube terminals to eliminate glass damage

Springs cost little but mean much. A single spring is
often the determining factor in the functioning of a critical
mechanism. The failure of one small, inexpensive spring
may cause the breakdown of a complex machine, with
attendant loss of time, money, production-even life or limb itself.
Reliable specializes in the design and production of springs t3 high
precision standards-springs exactly adapted in every detail to the
work they must perform. We make all types of springs of round or
square wire, or of strip, and of any desired material-also wire forms
and light stampings. We are large volume producers, yet our organization is built so that it is easy for you to bring your individual problem
directly to competent executives, and receive real attention.
Consult Reliable on your requirements. Catalog 44 sent on request.

in attaching and adjusting terminal
clamps.

It has a power input of

3,500 watts.

Sealed Headers, Mountings
ALL TYPES OF

sealed headers and

sealed

mountings for electrical
components are available in any desired number of hermetically sealed connections. Terminals are
of a glass -bead type. Units are
shock -proof and heat -resistant and
provide a chemically -bonded seal
between the shell and glass, as well

as between the glass and Kovar

THE RELIABLE SPRING & WIRE FORMS CO.
3167 Fulton Rd., Cleveland 9, Ohio

YOU CAN RELY ON

Representatives in Principal Cities

TINiffifilth

eliahle
ROUND AND FLAT
WIRE SPRINGS

CLIPS

HOOKS

BENDS

LIGHT STAMPINGS

392
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EXPLOSION -PROOF!

AN IMPROVED NEW
TELECHRON MOTOR
SMALL-COMPACT ACCURATE. Here's a
new EXPLOSION -PROOF

synchronous timing motor

that operates with safety
under the most hazardous
conditions!

Tills

new Telechron EXPLOSION -

PROOF motor is already perform-

ing smoothly and safely in war
plants under conditions highly
conducive to explosion . . . in
the production of chemicals, syn-

thetic rubber, high octane gasoline and ammunition. In

exhaustive tests, with internal and
external firing, it has never failed.

It has been developed by Tele-

chron primarily for timing of
automatic switching and controls

in industrial processes where
atmospheres contain ethyl vapor,

gasoline, petroleum, naphtha,
alcohols, acetone, or natural gas.
Its safety factors offer profitable
protection to paint, varnish, and
lacquer plants, or to any industry

For more information concerning the new EXPLOSION PROOF Telechron motor, and how you can use it for greater
safety in your plant installations .. or details on our many
other synchronous self-starting motors for instrumentation
Motor Advisory Service, Dept. C. Our 25
. . . write to

or mining operation where there
is danger of explosion.
The new Telechron EXPLOSION -

PROOF motor is approved by the
Underwriters' Laboratories under
their label service for use in Class
1, Groups C and D hazardous locations. Various shaft speeds, voltages, frequencies, and designs for
many industrial applications.

REG. II_ S. PAT. OFF.

WARREN TELECHRON COMPANY, ASHLAND, MASS.

MAKERS OF TELECHRON ELECTRIC CLOCKS

AND SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC MOTORS

years' experience is at your service.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945
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IR6
MS( ,iENERVOR

Wait,1044,,

_American

siPA SIM

Beaut
ELECTRIC
SOLDERING
IRONS
MODEL 79-B

are

SPECIFICATIONS:

the hard usage of in-

FREQUENCY: continuously variable 60 to 100,000 cycles.
PULSE WIDTH: continuously variable 0.5 to 40 microseconds.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: Approximately 150 volts positive.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 6Y6G cathode follower with 1000 ohm load.
R. F. MODULATOR: Built-in carrier modulator applies pulse modulation to any
r.f. carrier below 100 mc.
MISCELLANEOUS: Displaced sync output, individually calibrated frequency and

dustrial service.

constructed on the unit

system with each vital
part, such as heating
element, easily remov-

Immediate Delivery

able and

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
BOONTON NEW JERSEY

rig

Have

plug type tips and are

pulse width dials, 117 volt, 40-60 cycles operation, size 14"x10"x10-,
wt. 31 lbs.
Price, $295.00 F.O.B. BOONTON

sturdily built for

In

5

replaceable.

sizes,

from 50

watts to 550 watts.

TEMPERATURE

A ra

REGULATING

Fungus -Proofed

STAND

Waxes

This is a thermostatically con-

trolled device for the reg
elation of the temperature

As a vital service to the Armed

of on electric soldering iron.

Forces we now offer Fungus Resistant Materials. These recently devel-

When placed on and con.
netted to this stand, iron
may be maintained of working temperature or through

oped products are the answer to
Communications

requirements

adjustment on bottom of
stand at low or warm

when the impregnation or

coating of radio parts
and equipment are

temperatures.

concerned.,

ZOPHAR waxes and compounds
meet every specification of both the

Army and Navy for waterproofing

and insulating all electrical and
radio components. They also have

wide application in packaging of
every description.

ZOPHAR MILLS
112 -130 -26th STREET
BROOKLYN, N.Y.

ESTABLISHED 1846

Far further information or
descriptive literature, write
CI

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL

HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A.
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Single Boil Assembly

ON MODEL MCL LEVER SWITCHES

SPEEDS CHASSIS -TO -PANEL ASSEMBLY ON ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

This exclusive* General Control Company feature
means savings in time and labor during original
assembly and at any time that maintenance, rewiring, etc.
is required. Consider the convenience of this feature

when build-ups must be assembled to a frame that is
buried among other units on the back of the control

compromise.

The "Midget" Modell MCM also has the single bolt
assembly feature. This unusual lever switch weights
only 31 ounces with 12 contact springs.

can be wired where it is most convenient-the control

All General Control Company lever switches have
unlimited contact possibilities; all parts are non -corrosive; all have easy, positive roller action, regardless of

lever can be mounted anywhere on the panel where it is

number or arrangement of contacts on each side of

most convenient for the operator-there is no need to

switch.

panel.

During assembly of equipment, the Model MCL

11=1 -U

The "Midget"

PATENT No. 2,351,236

MODEL MCM

has it too!!

GENERAL
CONTROL
COMPANY
1202 Soldiers Held Road
ELECTRONICS - Apeil 1945

BOSTON 34, MASS.
395

another

onetnit

corrosion -resisting electrodes. The

glass is annealed for strain elimination and as a protection against
thermal or mechanical shock. High
and low voltage -terminal types are
available for inclusion in a header
assembly. Headers can be fabri-

cated to suit individual specifications. Illustrated are headers for
can -type units.

Electronic Testing Laboratories.
Inc., 44 Summer Ave., Newark 4,
N. J.

Reference Recorder
A NEW REFERENCE recorder, Model

AV -2, records on cellophane tape
up to eight hours continuously and
without supervision. Compared to

Here's important news for users of rectifier

the manufacturer's Model AV it is
smaller and has an improved indexing control.
Other products available postwar

type instruments. Conant has done it again!
This new instrument rectifier application
makes possible for the first time complete
freedom from temperature errors. AC values
are read on the same linear scale as DC values.

from this manufacturer, include a

You'll be amazed at the vastly improved
frequency response achieved by this new

Grid Cap and 'Tube Cap
Shield

development. This remarkable
assembly can be furnished in any of three
Conant series ( 500, 16o or i6o-C).
Available to original purchasers of
Conant Instrument Rectifiers license free.

Write today for details.

tOndhecnient Rectlie44

home recorder and a rack model for
radio broadcast station use, as well

as models which will be available
for 230 -volt, 50 -cycle, a -c operation.

Fonda Corp., 245 East 23rd St.,
New York 10, N. Y.

TWO NEW PRODUCTS are available

from Alden Products Co., 117 N.
Main St., Brockton 64, Mass.
The first of these is a suppressor
grid cap (Type 92NTL) which was
developed especially to. eliminate
parasitic oscillation. A knurled section, in the top of the grid cap connector, unscrews. A resistor of predetermined value is supplied in the

cavity under this cap and in series

6500 0 STREET, LINCOLN 5, NEBRASKA, U. S. A.
20 Vesey St., New York 7, New York
85 E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohio
600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5,111.

2017 Grand Ave., Kansas City 8, Mo.
1212 Camp St., Dallas 2, Texas
378 Boulevard N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
1215 Harmon Pl., Minneapolis 3, Minn. 4018 Greer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

396

1526 Ivy St., Denver, Colo.
4214 Country Club Dr.,Long Eleach7,Cal

Export Div., 89 Broad St., N. Y. 4, N.Y.
50 Yarmouth Rd., Toronto, Canada
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You Are Goi ng to Want

BROW NING
SIG NAL

SYST EMS
YOUR OWN USE of the

I
Browning Laboratories, Inc.
750 Main Street
Winchester, Mass.

Browning Signal System may
be quite different from the job
it has performed so successful-

Gentlemen:

ly since before Pearl Harbor:
detection of intruders.
If you will read the illustrated Folder
which describes this unique ap-

I already have your folder. Here are the new uses to which I might put Browning Signal
Systems, together with notes on what I would like to see built Into them:

I

plication of a balanced electronic
circuit, you will be stimulated to
visualizing other uses to which you

can put it.

I

THE BROWNING SIGNAL SYSTEM

I
I

I
I
I
I
* it if in fill un*Int in On 11(111l1 rimy el 1114" t.
1111111111.11. it .1 tttt 11.11 ill till It 1011101n

I
NAME

While we are spending every manhour available on war production,

COMPANY

we have jotted down in our lab
notebooks certain interesting improvements we want to make in the
Signal System. We'd like to add to
those notes whatever thoughts you
have on the subject. Your own application may call For entirely
different design plans, and we want
to be able to offer exactly what you

ADDRESS

fifes II= NM NM IM tee 1=1 fifial II= =II VIM all

WNII

Browning Laboratories, Inc.
750 Main Street
Winchester, Mass.

will want in the Browning Signal
System. Get the booklet today, or,

Gentlemen:

if you already have it, tell us row

I want to learn more about your Signal System as it exists today. Please send
your folder to:

what you want in this System.

NAME

BROWNING

ADDRESS _

LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED

;WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
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evoio'es
New

Feature

an'

.,,,hottee

bounce

Twenty-five years' experience in
solving all types of Relay Problems
. . . Complete facilities for Designing, Engineering, Manufacturing .

Microphone

Hummer

Specialists in producing Relays

of exceptional power and sensitivity for Aircraft, intercommunications Systems, Electronic Devices. Exclusive Kurman features provide

greater dependability, longer life, more precise performance
Send data for quotations. Write for new descriptive Bulletins.

.

.

.

KURmon ELECOT.RIC
C

E-IMULTmet
HERMETICALLY -SEALED

HEADERS
* VACUUM TIGHT SEAL

KNOW
SHOULD

of buying
advantages
.the
Manufacturer,
front
SNIDER.
such as
as
Delivery
Prompt

Price
Control
Production
Standards
of high
Maintenance
SNIDER
Setter

permissible
will be first.

When

KOVAR METAL ELECTRODES

* PYREX GLASS BEAD
* MANY STANDARD TYPES
* ANY TYPE TO SPECIFICATIONS
* SOLDER OR WELD EASILY
A complete and diversified line of E -I 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 electrode hermetically sealed Multiple Headers are now available
as standard stock items. All are supplied at mass production
prices-no special tool or die costs involved. Individual sealed
terminals are also Included in a wide variety of standardized
types. All special shapes or forms can be supplied to exact
specifications at slightly higher cost.

ANTENNAE
by

All include Pyrex glass bead-immune to thermal or electrical
shock. Pyrex annealed to eliminate strain. Kovar electrode and
shell solders and welds easily and forms absolute vacuum
tight chemical bond with glass-lead becomes integral part
of housing. Multiple Headers can be fabricated in any form to
specification-write today.

E1

ELECTRICAL

- INDUSTRIES INC.
42 SUMMER AVENUE, NEWARK 4, N. I.

INC

398

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS

FROM ,START TO FINISH
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NO! I SAID
3500 GAUSS

With red points as scarce as they are, this

mistake is understandable but, when a
design engineer says he wants a field of
3500 GAUSS, the chances are good that he

has something else in mind possibly a

permanent magnet.
And if it is a permanent magnet, it's an
odds-on bet that he'll be tough about such
details as size, shape, weight, allowances
for grinding and other factors he considers
essential.
Neatest way out of any such situation is to

humor him-"Yes" him-tell him to stay
right where he is while you get in touch
with Cinaudagraph, where they speak his
language.
4 -CC - 2

Typical of the many varieties of Permanent Magnets designed and made
by Cinaudagraph.

CINAUDAGRAPH
CORPORATION
2 Selleck Street

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

Stamford, Connecticut
399

FOR INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

with the attached lead. The cap
also clamps to the lead wire providing strain relief. This particular cap is made for Ar-in. diameter
tube top cap, but others are available with top or side lead for most
similar applications where a series

resistor is required in the lead of
the connector.
The second product is the TCIM

patented tube cap shield which is

now available to industry. It pro-

vides, in addition to electrostatic
shielding, a molded insulating lin-

ing which prevents the tube top

ELECTRONIC

DISCRIMINATOR WITH
"SIGMA" PLUG-IN RELAYS

cap from grounding to the shell. It
also provides a smooth rolled edge
for the lead wire entrance to eliminate chafing caused by vibration.

Aircraft Radio Direction
Finder
THESE NEW RADIO direction finders

The relay, like all components, must
have maximum freedom from pos-

sibility of failure - and also, because it may nevertheless be subject

for aircraft have a receiver
lighter and smaller than the older
models. The new compass is a 4band instrument (instead of three
bands used in the older model SCR269) which operates on regular air-

to accidental damage, it must be
easy to replace.

SIGMA RELAYS ARE FAMOUS FOR:-

Highest contact pressure per input
milliwatt.

Plug-in mounting.
Dust -proof or hermetically
sealed enclosure.

Maintenance of precise ad j ustment.

TYPE 4R

Sigma Instruments, INC.
C...e/i241,th/ae RELAYS
62 CEYLON ST., BOSTON 21, MASS.
400
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"CLIENT WILL BUY
BUSINESS"
If some of your War activities cannot be continued profitably in

Peacetime, then perhaps a client of ours* can help you.
Our client wishes to buy a going business or a complete departmmt of a permanent organization.
This is to help them in the rapid expansion of a growing concern
whose success is due to Electrical and Electronic Engineering talent,
backed by proven merchandising ability.
Anything that can be made and sold to any branch of Electrical
Communications will interest them; this includes Radio, Telephone,
Telegraph, Television, Radar, Wire Photo, Sound on Film, Wire or
Disc. An accessory widely used in these fields would be ideal.
Also, any items that would carry their technical ability into Industrial markets or into Air, Ground or Marine Transportation would
be attractive.
They are particularly interested in products with protected positions
either by virtue of patents, special "know-how" or limited markets;
however, they would be glad to consider situations relating to mass
markets.
They prefer products whose quality demands Engineering and
Manufacturing skill thereby justifying above average sales prices and
careful selling attention.
1f you will be forced to stop work on any of your projects after
V -day, either because they are out of line with your Peacetime activities or because they have insufficient sales volume to be of interest,
then our client would like to meet you.
They would like to study your situation with reference to their
ability to take over one of your projects, either now or later, and
continue it on a mutually' profitable basis.
All answers will be held confidential. Please reply to:

rr404,1e91 Wife Pg1 t e.

MERCHANDISINGADVERTISING
BOSTON 16, MASS.
7 3 9 BOYLSTON ST.

* ll"e are authorized to punish the name of our
client if requested on Tour business letterhead.

Ir
ELECTRONICS -- April 1945
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GRAYHILL INTRODUCES NEW SNAPIT SWITCH

-A SMALL MOMENTARY PUSH-BUTTON, SINGLEPOLE, SINGLE -THROW, SNAP -ACTION SWITCH
AVAILABLE NORMALLY OPEN OR NORMALLY CLOSED.
N" DIAMETER. FURNISHED WITH EITHER HARDENED

STEEL

ACTUATING PIN OR BAKELITE PUSH-BUTTON. OPERATOR
FEELS SNAP ACTION AND HEARS A DISTINCT "CLICK"

WHEN SWITCH OPERATES.

5 North Pulaski Road, Chicago 24, Illinois

INSTRUMENTS

Please Cambial ai
TEMPERATURES

Portable & Switchboard
Ammeters-Voltmeters
The scales of Norton Instruments are

hand drawn and hand calibrated
to meet your special requirements,

&Alia . .

thus assuring accuracy at every

DOME

reading point.
DIAMOND

Furnished for both switchboard and portable use. Magnetically shielded. Hardened, specially ground pivots, supported
by sapphire Jewels.

Norton has served the electrical industry

THERMO-REGULATORS
AND THERMOSTATS

H -B Thermostats and Thermo -

regulators (adjustable thermostats) are used extensively in
both laboratory and production

for fifty years. Wherever accurate measurement of electrical units is called for, there
is a Norton Instrument to meet the Requirements.

equipment. Ranges of application are from

Send for our new catalog

with these instruments to an accuracy of
a fraction of a degree. Many shapes and

NORTON Electrical Instrument Co.
59 HILLIARD ST., MANCHESTER, CONNECTICUT

minus 30 to -I -350°F. (minus 35 to+180°C.)

and both straight and angle types are
available. Temperatures can be maintained

sizes now available for shipment, and
single units or quantity lots can be furnished. Write for H -B Blue Book 4.
H -B INSTRUMENT COMPANY
2524 No. Broad Street, Philadelphia 32, anne.

402
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The name BEST has been associated with
the finest in coils, transformers and loud
speakers since the days of radio's infancy.

Illustrated are but a few of the many items
manufactured by BEST which required skill,

precision and efficiency. Because of the
experience gained throughout the years,
BEST has been able to meet the ever grow-

ing demands of this industry for greater
quality, durability and quantity production.

Our Engineering Department and modern

production facilities are available for the
designing and mass production of quality

electronic and sound reproducing equip-

ment which will meet your most rigid
requirements.

BEST

MANUFACTURING CO.

eIRchootic «11f1 forum/
1200 GROVE STREET
ELECTRONICS -- April 1945

INC.

/AV iadneriey 6vregenteir/
IRVINGTON

11,

N.

1.
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RESISTORS
by HANOVIA

GRADE 1

CLASS 1

HERMETICALLY SEALED

Wire Wound
FERRULE TERMINAL TYPE

Power Resistors

craft supply of 28 -volt dc. Alternating -current voltages for the indicators and the loop drive motor
are produced by a small vibrator.
Reception continues if the a -c volt-

ages fail since the loop can be
turned manually. The fourth band
is. the 100-200 ke band which has

been added to take radio navigational aid from the many European
and Asiatic stations.
Fairchild Camera & Instrument
Corp., 475 Tenth Ave., New York
18, N. Y.

One and One -Half Inch

Panel Instruments
Two

MANUFACTURERS

announce

panel instruments of the one and
one -half -inch type.
General Electric instruments
utilize the internal -pivot design and

are available in two forms to meet
the various requirements for war
equipment. A waterproof design is
for use where the equipment may
be accidentally submerged in water,

exposed to rain, or used in

ex-

tremely humid atmosphere. The
conventional moisture -resisting design is for use in aircraft or other

service where the instrument will
be protected from the elements.

Roller -Smith instruments are designed to withstand extreme conditions of temperature, humidity, vi-

Six Styles Available

Sturdily Built For Dependable Service

Accuracy is rated

Inquiries Invited

HANOVIA Chemical & Mfg. Co.
Dept. E-13
404

bration and shock in aircraft service. The manufacturer states immersion tests show the units will
withstand hydroitatic pressures up
to 14.7 psi without case leakage.

Newark 5. N. I.

at 2 percent.

They are available in all practical
ranges above 50 millovolts as d -c
voltmeters, and in all practical
ranges above 500 microamps as d -c
ammeters. Lower ranges can be
supplied for other applications.
April 1945 -. ELECTRONICS

PRO. COURTESY LOC3.1..,.0 A.RCRAFT CORIORATION

HERE IS TWO -FOLD

MANUFACTURING ECONOMY
Whistler precision perforating dies get you into production
quicker-make your own set-up in a matter of minutes as against
weeks. Rearrange the same units-add or delete sizes or shapes
-and get going on the next job. Original die cost is amortized"
over any number of jobs. Effect pre -production and production
time savings that can only be measured by the size and importance of each job.
Whistler Adjustable Perforating Dies are shipped from stock or

Complete assembl

(,t

Whistler Adjustatth.
Perforating Punch and
Die Unit.

within a few days, in sizes from 1/3:2" to 1."-round, square, oval

and rectangle-for perforating mild metals to 1/4" thickness.
Notching dies and special shapes made to
order and can be used in combination with
stock units. Whistler Adjustable Dies work
on practically any type press. Close centers
permit more perforations per press operation. Absolute precision on short or long
runs. All parts are interchangeable. Write
us today and ask for the Whistler Catalog.

S. B.WHISTLER & SONS, Inc.
752-756 MILITARY ROAD, BUFFALO, 17, N. Y.

WHISTLER TA-11-AuBN
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PERFORATING DIES
405

MINIATURE TUBE SET ASSEMBLY .
CUT TUBE FAILURES WITH THE

*STAR

ONE -HALE
ACTUAL
SIZE

DOUBLE-CHECK SYSTEM

A heavy Copper Bus -Bar for panel board
and terminal assemblies is illustrated, ac-

Many electrical and other

parts can be duplicated

curately duplicated in two planes with
angles formed both flat and edgewise, across

the material horizontally and vertically.

without dies, saving Man

DI-ACRO Bender \ 2 has a forming
radius up to 6' and capacity of 3i° cold

als and helping to meet rush

Hours and Critical Materi-

delivery schedules. DI-

rolled solid steel bar or equivalent.

Send for Catalog

ACRO Precision Machines

*'DIE -LESS*

"DIE -LESS

DUPLICATING

DUPLICATING"
showing

all models of DI-

:iw°"4"Ktti

ARCO Benders, Shears and
Brakes, and many examples
of parts formed by

- Shears, Brakes, Benders
- form angle, channel, rod,
tube, wire, moulding, strip
stock; bi-metals, dielectrics,

sensitized materials, fiber
slot insulation, frequency

"DIE -LESS DUPLICATING"

Assure high set production by viewing your
Assembly
Departments with STAR MINIA
TURE SOCKET WIRING PLUGS to align
socket

contacts during wiring, and STAR
provide an easy, perfect fit when tube Is
inserted. A simple "double -cheek" that Insures
smoother assembly Row and fewer tube failures.
Fills a requirement for your Assembly Depart.
mem and meets the specifications of WPB
Sub -Committee on Miniature Tubes.

MINIATURE TUBE PIN STRAIGHTENERS*

to

For Complete Information

reeds, etc.

and prices-write

RADIO ACCESSORY DIVISION

PRECISION MACHINES

321 lIghth Ave. So.,

MESS

Mloneopolls 15, Minn.

STAR

EXPANSION PRODUCTS

CO.

147 Cedar Street, New York 6, N. Y.

FOR

ELECTRONIC USE

QRA

SILVER
WIRE - SHEET - TUBING
SILVER BRAZING ALLOYS & FLUXES

"'pears we're in for a spell of rain"
Farms in outlying districts will be able
to get detailed and long-range weather

maps postwar by virtue of the new
radio facsimile.

But such devices, dependent on precision parts, will only be made available to the public on a large scale with
precision manufacture on a mass -production, lots -cost basis.

Precision techniques that keep costs

down and volume production up has

been the basis of the Ericsson operation
for the last 30 years-with the precision
of war only increasing our knowledge.

If you have a postwar precision prob-

lem, you might find it interesting to
discuss with us.
(Below) Some of the many
thousands of our precision
parts that help "Keep 'em

flying and fighting."

PLATINUM
WIRE - RIBBON - FOIL
SEAMLESS TUBING
YOUR

INQUIRIES ARE

IN-

VITED FOR ALL APPLICA-

TIONS OF PRECIOUS METALS
TO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS.

J110

/111211112,
WHEDIVI,

PRECIOUS

SINCE

METALS

1675

Lot's All Back Thu Attack-Boy EXTRA Was Binds

ERICSSON stk...
...:414
---\

SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS

406

.

CO.. INC

......

,-

THE

AMERICAN PLATINUM
WORKS
R

AVE AT 01 IVER ST

NEWARY 5, N
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.

RAD

E

X

AGO\--

//1\\''

an future peace -time
production, Radex will
uphold its war -won reputation by the scope
and caliber of its ser-

"specials" are
11 other in Catalog
tabalnesdaordt
tustrated
which includes
1N1 sti
of
weights per
ectutvs.
for t
pieces.dec.
etc. Write
fractions,

vice to the radio and
electrical industries.

ThevilOGRESSDIE
ST., TORRINGTON,

CONN.

50 NORWOOD

Radex Corporation
53 W.lockson Blvd., Chi cage 4,111.

MFG. CO.

I

(3)
FACTORY

SUPERINTENDENTS
Organization methods
experience

Small assembly work
$7000-$8500

Also Openings for

3
GENERAL
FOREMEN
$5000-$6000
Write
Hudson American Corporation

25 West 43rd Street
New York 18, New York

MENDELSOHN

SPEEDGUN COMPANY

iikeNICS DIVISION )

4 5 f-461 BLOOMFIELD AVE.PIOOMFIFLD,N.J.
407'
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Electronic Timers
ELECTRONIC TIMERS, designated as

Series 5000, measure 3i x 31 x 31

in. and are intended for built-in
applications where no individual
housing is necessary. The four

standard types available include
Models 5010, 6020, 5030 and 5040.
Model 5020 requires a warm-up

period of 3 sec before the unit is
ready to operate. The other three
models require 30 sec. The units
are rated for loads up to 2 amp at
115-v ac. Mounting is achieved by
an insulating strip located on the

rear of the timers.

Fisher -Pierce Co., 62 Ceylon St.,
Boston 21, Mass.

Thyratron Tube
RCA -3D22 IS A SENSITIVE, four -

Reduced production costs is the key to
the lower -prices,

increased -sales -vol-

ume, more -jobs combination needed
for post-war prosperity. Walker -Turner
Flexible Shafting offers a proven way

to bring about this reduction-in products involving remote control or the
transmission of light power loads!
By substituting Walker -Turner Flexible
Shafting for complicated gear systems
in these applications, design is substantially simplified. The product is lighter.
more compact. Less material is required. Costly machining is eliminated.
Shipping and storage costs go down.

Write today and let us put our years
of flexible shafting experience to work
for you!

electrode thyratron for use in relay
and grid -controlled rectifier applications, particularly those involving motor -control service. It is conservatively rated to handle an average output current of 0.75 amp in
continuous operation. The tube
utilizes a sturdy arid compact
single -ended construction which
eliminates bulb terminals with their
attendant flexible leads. Because of
its xenon -gas filling, the tube has
a control characteristic which is es-

sentially independent of ambient
temperature throughout the range
from -75 to +90 deg. C. It also
has small preconduction or gas leakage currents, low control grid
to anode capacitance, and low control -grid current.
RCA Victor Div., Radio Corp. of
America, Harrison, N. J.

Thermostatic -Delay Relay
PORCELAIN HEATERS are utilized in

this new thermostatic metal -type
delay relay which has higher ratings than the unit described in
August 1943 ELECTRONTeg. Delays

WALKER - TURNER CO., INC.
Plainfield,

New Jersey

from 1 to 120 seconds can be obtained. Contact ratings are 10 -amp,

FLEXIBLE SHAFTING

FOR REMOTE CONTROL AND POWER TRANSMISSION
4:8
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FOR ANY JOB

ELECTRICITY

Detained

*ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS

supply reliable, economical electric service
for electronics applications as well as for scores
of general uses.
Driven by Onan-built. 4 -cycle gasoline engines,
these power units are of single -unit, compact design and sturdy construction. Suitable for mobile,
stationary or e:nergency servics.
Model shown

lifers

-ANYWHERE

is

series, 2
W2C
60 -cycle,
3 -KW,

from
and
I /5

"Models range from 350 to
35,000 watts. A.C. types frcm

volt; powered by we -

ter -cooled,

2 -cylinder
engine.

115 to 660 volts;

180

50. 60,

cycles, single or three-phase:

400, 500. and 800 cycle, single
phase; also special frequencies.
range

D.C. types

from

6

to

4000 volts.

Dual voltage types available.
Write for engineering

assistance or detai'ed
literature".

3262 Royalston Ave.
Minneapolis 5. Minn.

D. W. ONAN di SONS
LABORATORY

A

IS ESSENTIAL FOR .

tit,

etr,

. .

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

NON -CORROSION

P1111101.1411

PHYSICAL STRENGTH

PRINT
PLASTIC inks and

Our laboratories maintain constant
check on all runs of paper for electrical
purposes - from pulp to final treat-

ment. We will be glad to make an
intelligent appraisal of your usage
conditions and recommend the most
efficient paper.
SEND FOR FREE BOOK "ELECTICAL PAPERS"

Wrife

'HOPI'

PAT. OFF.

CENTRAL PAPER COMPANY

INCORPORATE

D

in our

special
developed
methods
plant
of printed
or both
LAMINA.TION
on one
sealing
sheets
permanently
sides,
surfaces.
on
the printed
FABRICATION
SVIEET
most complicated
the
even
jobs.

REG. U. S.

by
special

IN G

CHEMICAL PURITY

Book&lt
Tom -row"
Today

for Free

Plastics

PRESS
ENE 11OPP
,NCORPORATED
York 1. N.
460 `N-

34h St., New

MICKL

2441LAKESHORE DRIVE,

409
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ELECTRONIC
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
-..=,
NORTHERN LABS developed these compact
Temperature control cabinets for control of its
low temperature and Humidify test chambers.
Our customers forced us to sell them separately
for other difficult temperature control problemshigh and low-even for modernizing test chambers of other manufacture. Now we can offer
them to anyone with a HUMIDITY, ROOM HIGH TEMPERATURE FURNACE OR OVEN-

s

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BATH or any

other temperature control problem.
MODEL NL-9 will control simultaneously two
temperatures.
It incorporates two potentiometer -thermocouple indicator controllers, line
voltage regulator system and a terminal board
for your connections. Will control on temperature changes of .1°C.
MODEL NL-I0 is identical with NL-9 but is
equipped with a multi -pen electronic recorder to
keep a visual record of the performance of your

10,000 PARTS inimediately
available on priorities.

SAME -DAY SERVICE
Trained expeditors fill your
order the day we receive it.

SINCE 1922 we have been
known as reliable and
responsible jobbers, wholesalers
and manufacturers, of radio
and electronic equipment.

equipment.

MODEL NL-I I will operate for an indefinite
period on a time variable program cycle.
Several other models are available to perform
almost any temperature control.
Write for Bulletin stating your probable application
-"geerr
or better still have our field engineer call on you.
See our advertisement on Low Temperature Test Cells-page 442
PRESSURE

---

NORTHERN LABORATORIES LTD.

a

a

0

3-01 27th Ave., Long Island City, New York
I DI TY

PERMANENT MAGNETS
io Ore

lac
ion
Vevii
YOT1

100

AYE

BOSI011,

N1 I.
%EWA,

,DEP1.1-4,wEw
MASS.

All Shapes-All Sizes-for All

Purposes

COBALT-CHROME-TUNGSTEN
Stamped, formed and cost

Alnico

Castunde

SinteredLicense/

Also: Laminations for Radio Transformers

TOOLS-DIES-STAMPINGS
Heat Treating of Metals and Alloys

WORLD'S LARGEST

RADIO SUPPLY HOUSE

Originators and
Peacetime Marketers
of the celebrated

THOMAS & SKINNER STEEL PRODUCTS
COMPANY
1116 EAST 23RD STREET

INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA

Indicate and identify circuit operations on radio
transmitters and electronic devices. Lock-on caps,
available in five different colors, cannot shake

loose. Caps and bases of sturdily constructed
molded plastic. Easy to mount. With or without

Jakille Rao

"dim-out" feature. For further details write

Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady 5, N.Y.

Write today for our bargain
flyers and special bulletins.
410
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Save SPACE, WEIGHT

and WORRY
Now made in sizes so small you can hardly see them, yet perfect in
every detail, these "Unbrako" self-locking set screws are invaluable
in the field of radio, electronics and fine instruments.

Knurling of Socket
Screws originated

The knurled cup point of the "Unbrako" Hollow Set Screw digs in
it is
and holds tight. Vibration positively will not loosen it, yetagain.

with "Unbrako"
years ago.

easily ramoved with a wrench, and may be used over and over

Sizes from #0 to I" diameter.

All commercial lengths.

Where the Knurled Cup Point "Unbrako" cannot be used, use our

knurled Thread "Unbrako"-also a Self -Locker regardless of the point.

Send for the "Unbrako" Catalog of Socket Screw Products.

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
BOX 596

JENKINTOWN. PENNA.
BOSTON

DETROIT

BRANCHES
CHICAGO
INDIANAPOLIS

SAN FRANCISCO

ST LOUIS

Sliver

OVER 40 YEARS IN BUSINESS

Stolniess

goy

to shoit

Rotor

HYDROGEN
NITROGEN.OXYGEN
COMPLETE

GAS PRODUCTON
PLANTS INSTALLED
FOR LOWEST COST
OPERATION

.

.

log
ioiviperper

hob

ond keeps

wiper

fect oclustment.

con be

DELIVERED ANYWHERE

Write

AMERICAN GAS & CHEMICAL CO.

ond

db.

c-

toss

e

er step

HIGHEST QUALITIES ANY QUANTITY

upon

request.

for Of Bulletin

No. 631.

SP&R-1

HARRISON, NEW JERSEY Contracted Complete Service on All Gases

Plea:414a

as

ony pr o

iornIshed

ftcpo1 Imp

ACETYLENE

at

pre-

ents onouthor'aed °Ills lo

FORMING MIXTURES
CARBON DIOXIDE

.

cols.

and

contacts

0404
&.

Design
Building, requiring precision
Model
parts
and phenolics
Making, We supply
of all plasticsfor quotation.
60
Engineering. forming
and
blueprints WV 10 1001k
Send
turning
MS
in quantity.
1541 WESI

pc

coPduct

v.

06E10

111%. CO:

'4

eLABORATORIES®

7 LINCOLN STREET
JERSEY CITY 7, N. J.
CALL ON JORGENSEN FOR SPECIAL MACHINING OR QUANTITY PRODUCTION
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Ideal for Radio Work!

,ete.ss

ITSELF,

KWIKHEAT SOLDERING IRON

115 -volt, ac. The relay is compenfor ambient temperature
changes from 40 to 110 deg F and
sated

is available as a SPST normally

open, or SPST normally closed deHermetic sealing provides

vice.

protection against altitude, moisReg,

ip

ture or other climatic changes. The
unit is explosion proof, and its octal

o

radio base permits easy replacements.
Amperite Co., 561 Broadway,
New York 12, N. Y.

COMPLETE U.L.

APPROVAL

COOL, PROTECTING
HANDLE

Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter
MODERN DESIGN

SPECIFICATIONS OF a vacuum -tube
voltmeter, designated as Model

WELL BALANCED

VM-27, which may be used in the
laboratory, or for engineering design or production testing, are as
follows. The voltage range is from
0.1 to 100 volts ac or dc, and the

LIGHT WEIGHT

THERMOSTATIC

HEAT CONTROL

QUICK HEATING
ELEMENT

* Weighs only 14 ozs.

*225 Wafts-Powerful!

6 INTERCHANGEABLE
TIPS

* Heats in only 90 Seconds

are available

frequency range is 20 cycles to over
100 Mc. The unit has five ranges: 1, 3, 10, 30 and 100 -volts, full scale.

The peak response is calibrated to
read the rms value of a sine

wave, or 0.707 of the peak of a
complex wave. Accuracy is rated
better than 2 percent on all ranges.

The unit is factory adjusted, and
3

4

operates from 105 to 125 volts, 60

5

cycles.
power.

Only the Kwikheat has .

Built-in Thermostatic
Heat Control Check the exclusive advantages that put the Kwikheat

Soldering Iron
in a class by itself . . . it's HOT, ready to use only 90
seconds after plugging in. Saves time. Thd built-in
thermostat keeps the Kwikheat Iron at correct temperature for most efficient work-can't overheat-saves re tinning time. Powerful, 225 watts, yet it's light (14 oz.)
-well-balanced. Cool-safe-protected handle. Six interchangeable tip designs enable one iron to do most jobs.
You cannot afford to overlook the Kwikheat Soldering
Iron. \X'rite today for complete information- $11 list.

It consumes 30 watts of

Alfred W. Barber Laboratories,
34-04 Francis Lewis Blvd., Flushing, N. Y.

Isolating Transformer
THE PRODUCT illustrated is an isolating transformer (designated as
Catalog No. 7242) for use in the

laboratory, and for testing and
portable applications. The unit is
wound for three-phase but may be

employed on single-phase circuits.

It is a compact component, rated
250 va, 115 volts, 1:1 ratio. Frequency range is 60 to 400 cycles.
Units are rugged and drip -proof,

VANATTA

THERMOSTATIC
SOLDERING IRON
A Di. ,Ion of
found Equipment Corp. ot Calif 3903 San Fernando Rd Glendale 4,Calit
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MOLDED

TERMINAL
STRIPS

J.

M.

t

',1,/./""
5

t fr

JO- /-1

11.

FAST
WORK ON
YOUR WAR
ORDERS

- ,1"

\*.

COMPLETELY

If your needs are urgent,
take advantage of our ex-

ASSEMBLED
WITH HARDWARE

ceptionally large and com-

plete stock of radio -electronic supplies and parts.
Most orders can be filled
immediately from stock,
and shipped the same day
received.
And to help you order just

what you need, we have

the big Dalis catalog
which is yours for the ask-

ing. Write on your business letterhead for your

in lengths from I to 20 terminals.
2 Types: NAS 17 and NAS 18. Prompt deliveries.

Available

domkal ampaity
7-11 ELKINS ST., SO. BOSTON 27, MASS.
36 YEARS OF PLASTIC MOLDING EXPERIENCE

SHORT CUT TO

copy.

Try Dalis-just wire,
'phone or write .

.

.

NUT DRIVING
xcELITE

NUT DRIVERS
Xcelites are

just the nut drivers for your "close

Quarters" electrical work! Hollow shaft (insulated,
it desired) fits easily over long bolts. Finely -machined
socket grips two nuts at once! Genuine Xcelite
handle is fire and shock resistant. Available on

satisfactory priorities, delivery necessarily delayed
by wartime conditions. Ask your dealer or write
Dept. C now!

A Handy Set in Holder
Saves time, too! Seven Xcelite nut drivers, each with

different colored handle to flash you the size at a
complete in sturdy metal holder. Nut
glance . .
sizes 3/16"-,8". Enjoy these short-cuts by ordering now!
.

PARK METALWARE CO., INC.
Wholesale Distributors
RADIO -ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 8 PARTS

New York

Orchard Park

Back the Attack

Buy More War Bonds

17 Union Square

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Phones: ALgonquin 4-8112-3-4-5-6-7
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Specialists
... in Assembly and sub -assembly
of Precision Electronic Products

Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipment

Consult us with your Production
Assembling Problems
/!1:._roe_alttrer 6rIA a75 II

RADE
IL
CORPORATION
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6323-27 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA
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APPROVED

ENAMELED
MAGNET WIRE
to

Much of the success of
this Hudson Wire product is due
a new coating method that gives a

smooth, permanently -adherent enameling.

Mercury -process tests
guarantee perfect uniformity; great tensile strength assures per-

fect laying even at high winding speeds. Especially adaptable for
reduction in coil dimensions without sacrificing electrical values.
Our engineering and design facilities are at your
disposal-details and quotations on request.

414

.

Scientific uses for LINDE rare gases include -

1. The study of electrical discharges.
2. Work with rectifying and stroboscopic
devices.

4. Work with inert atmospheres, where heat
conduction must be increased or decreased.

Many standard mixtures are available.

1./J,
CO N N Er_ TIC

. Easily removed from bulb
without contamination
.

3. Metallurgical research.

H DSON WIRE COMPANY

a

. Spectroscopically Pure

Special mixtures for experimental purposes
can be supplied upon request.
T

The word "Linde" is a trade -mark of
1HE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
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TRANSFORMERS
601 TRANSPORTATION APPLICATIONS

DUPLICATING and PROFILING

AUTO ENGRA VER
Accurate Engraving
with Unskilled Operators
Unskilled operators will profile or accurately
reproduce in smooth lines any design, number, letter, emblem, signature; on iron, brass,
copper, aluminum, soft steels and all plastics.

Here are some of its other uses ...

Drills

a

series

of holes, or

Iprofiles small

parts.

Cuts an even channel for wiring on panels.
Increases accuracy and production.

Works from original drawing or templates.
Etches glass and similar items.
Will not cause distortion.
For complete information on this and other
models and prices write Dept. K

AUTO ENGRAVER CO.

Wherever specialized transformers arc
required for transportation applications, you will find a high -quality
transformer designed and engineered
by Electronic Engineering Co., a modern mass production organization . . .
For communications equipment in airplanes and trucks, for blind -flying controls and landing apparatus in planes,
for signaling and safety equipment in
trains, rely on Electronic Engineering

Co. for the solution to your problem.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO.
735 West Ohio Street Chicago 10, Illinois
Associated Company

Holubow and Rehfeldt Consulting Engineers
Transformer Engineers for Specialized Applications

1776 BROADWAY, NEW 11?FIC 19

WORKS

MANAGER
With engineering back-

Must have organization and adminis-

ground.

trative experience for
overall supervision of
complete plant.

geyou want
CRYSTALS
CABLES
HARNESSES
ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLIES

CABINETS

Salary $12,000

Telephone Peru, Indiana

Good Post -War Future.

151
forvoof tie ladle end Electrons( Industries with precision engineered prodvas.

Write

Hudson American Corp.
25 West 43rd Street
New York 18, New York

WM.T.WALLACE MFG. [O.
General Offices: PERU, 'mann
(able Assembly Division: ROCHESTER, IDDIAAA

$$$$ n

nonn lllll 111.0.1HH OOO
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SPECIAL
PRECISION

FRACTIONAL

NEON

HORSE -POWER

PILOT LIGHTS

MOTORS

EMBODY THESE IMPORTANT FEATURES:
Penetrating orange -red glow
consumption .

Long life
Low current
Resistance to vibration and shock
. Operate
.

.

AND

.

direct on high voltage circuits

Emit practically no heat These advantages of Neon Glow Lamps ore enhanced by
.

-SIGNAL- Pilot Light Assemblies. We manufacture o complete

GENERATORS

line, featuring types fitted with Full -View Plastic Heads. Spe
ciolists in supplying completely assembled units, housing G.E.
or Westinghouse Lamps. Send specifications for prompt estimates and suggestions
Write for Catalog.

PGNAL INDI ATO
894 BROADWAY.... NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Telephone: ALgonquin 4-4770

Our Electronic Equipment
For YOUR Post -War Use
We present a few items of equipment which our Post -War
Plan proposes to release to you. These items are now being
built for the U. S. Navy and other Armed Forces.
1. The original Portable Electric Megaphone*, now
highly developed, for use by the Merchant Marine,
yachts, airplanes, drydocks, shipyards, stadiums and
outdoor arenas, construction companies, and Police
and Fire Departments.
2. Our exclusive Divers Communication Equipment for

use by marine salvage companies and manufacturers
of diving suits.

3. Interior Communication Equipment and docking sets
for all types of marine use.

"ELINCO" A.C. DRAG -CUP
INDUCTION GENERATORS
Both base and frame -mounted models,

die-cast aluminum -alloy housing, black
enamel finish. Torque required for rotation approximately 25 grains at 1" rad.
Type 68: applied voltage (to one of the

two stator phase terminals) 115 v.a.c.,
generated voltage (at other terminal)
with resistive load 100,000 ohms varies
from 0A5 v. max. with drag cup
stationary, to 1.20 v. min. at 1,000 RPM,
and

to increase at uniform rate up to

6,000 RPM.

Other equipment will be announced when released by the
Armed Forces.

GUIDED
RADIO
P OR A TIP N

C
O
R
161 Sixth Avenue

New York 13, N. Y.

OTHER MODELS
The business of our company is the
design and production of special fractional h.p. motors and generators to
meet the requirements of individual
customers. We will be pleased to

assist in the solution of your problems.

Patent No. 2,301,459

After the War any infringement of this patent will be prosecuted.

Electric Indicator Company
104 Parker Ave., Glenbrook, Conn.

416
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measure 81 x 51 x 4 in., and weigh
161 lb.

New York Transformer Co., 26
Waverly Place, New York 3, N. Y.

High Voltage Tester
MODEL NL5-H5 unit (illustrated)
is a lightweight, compact high

voltage supply for testing corona
effects, leakage and breakdown of
all

types of dielectrics and as-

semblies. The unit can be supplied
with an auxiliary capacitor network
for momentary high current breakdown tests. Normal current range
is 0 to 21 milliamp. The auxiliary
capacitor network is designated as
Model NL5-H5-IU and is furnished

0 UAL! TY

in a separate steel box with a large
standoff insulator for high voltage
terminals. Ranges of the tester are

CONTROL

from 0 to 5 kv, 0 to 10 kv and
10-0-10 kv (10 kv each side of

The Bushing Tests

ground or 20 kv between output
terminals). The increment of voltage from zero to maximum rating

is indicated by a calibrated voltmeter. A milliammeter indicates
commencement of leakage and also
gives quantitative indication. A

safety feature is the use of a
micro -switch to operate the high
voltage relay when the cover is
lifted. Voltage is controlled by a
variable transformer. Accessories
include three 6 -ft test leads with

banana jacks and alligator clips.
The unit can be used for either
laboratory or production testing.
Northern Laboratories Ltd., 3-01
27th Ave., Long Island City 2, N. Y.

Midget Transformer
TIIESE TRANSFORMERS measure 3

x

Kl x is in. and are small enough to

be incorporated directly into the
cases of earphones or hand-held
microphones. They utilize a new
design and new materials, and are
ELECTRONICS -April 194S

The maintenance of uniformity and accuracy in component parts is a
recognized prerequisite of quality in a finished transformer, as in any

precision product. For this reason, important parts of Chicago Transformers are closely inspected and tested for structural and dimensional
accuracy before they reach production.
Ceramic bushings, a vital part of Hermetically -Sealed Chicago Transformers, are subjected to exhaustive tests and inspections. Dimensional
accuracy to close tolerances is insured by micrometer and gauge inspection, while internal flaws and structural imperfections are detected by the
use of light directed through bushing walls and by air -pressure exerted
upon each bushing under water. As a final check the bushings are subjected
to a high -voltage breakdown test to determine their insulating properties.
By this type of close control of quality in essential parts, production is

facilitated and high standards of quality in the finished transformer are
maintained. The result-better service to Chicago Transformer customers.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION
3501

WEST ADDISON STREET
CHICAGO, 18
417

You Can Get Them
70edrozet Z)eeetty

1 second citation for
doing a good war job!
RADIO RECEIVERS

AUDIO OSCILLATORS

TELEVISION

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

SIGNAL GENERATORS
PHONOGRAPHS... Licensed by RCA Hazeltine Armstrong F. M.

VIII

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

33 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

GLASS BASE
INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING BLANKS
The tributes paid to "Black Seal"

BRyant 9.2300

a SUPERIOR

There is

BRUSH GRADE for Every Need
* There can't be, because new

discs by many leading engineers

needs are arising every day, and

guished service on the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the dif-

research must fill them. The Super-

have been earned by distin-

ference in quality of reproduction, and the longer play -back
life will prove the superiority of

"Black Seal" construction. Choice

of two weights-thin, flexible,

ior Research Department places
its 25 -year experience at your disposal.
SUPERIOR CARBON PRODUCTS, INC.
9117 Georg* A

CLEVELAND 5, OHIO

interchangeable with aluminum,

or medium weight - both with

four holes.
An AA -2X rating is automatically

available to broadcasting sta-

tions, recording studios and

schools. Enclosure of your priority rating will facilitate delivery
Old Aluminum Blanks Recorded with
"Black Seal" Formula on Short Notice

Pre/erred
as a source of pre-

cision - made
WASHERS and

STAMPINGS
CUP WASHERS manufactured to
RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

391 BROADWAY NEW YORK 13. N. V.
EXPORT DEPT. ROYAL NATIONAL

COaleAar. INC.

OP MOAB ST11111.11. L
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for Binding Screws

your specifications.

WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO.
1691 W. Lafayette St.

Detroit 16, Michigan
April 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Iti-FREE!

CONCORD
BUYING -GUIDE
and REVISED LISTINGS

designed to operate with a uniform

frequency response within ±2 db
from 100 to 8000 cycles. Units can
be made with windings to provide
impedances as high as 200,000

Radio

ohms, and when used as a choke
coil, with inductive reactance as
high as 1 megohm. Units may be
potted, shielded or hermetically
sealed.
Permoflux Corp., 4900 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

Wire -wound Resistors

Parts

rA,

HUNDREDS
OF PARTS LIKE THESE

Just published! Concord's great, new
68 -page Buying -Guide and latest 1945

Revised Listings of standard lines of

-Many Available

AN ADDITION TO this manufactur-

Condensers, Transformers, Resistors,
Tubes, Test Equipment, Repair and Replacement Parts, Tools, and hundreds

Without Priority

er's line of components are Type

of other essential items. Page after page
of top-quality radio and electronic parts,
and a special 16 -page Bargain Section

GRW wire -wound resistors which
meet Army -Navy specification JAN R -26. Seven standard sizes are
available (GRW-10 to GRW-16

which correspond to Army -Navy
types RW-10F to RW-16F). Re-

sistance values covered by these
seven types are from 0.1 ohm to
46,000 ohms, with power ratings
from 15 to 140 volts. The units are
completely sealed and have pyrex -

offering hundreds of hard -to -get parts
at important savings. Mail the coupon
now for your FREE copy. Use it to get

volts D.C., with heavy
double make contacts.

117 volts, 60 cycles.
Secondary 6.3 volts t .5
ISO
amps., 150 volts
M. A., 50 volts @ 65 M. A.

21/2". A14516.

21/2". A5959.

relays on autos with pushbutton starters. 8.5 to 14

I,

x The x

Specially priced,

1

1

17

what you need-and get it fast-from

MIDGET POWER
TRANSFORMER

AUTO-LITE RELAY

Solenoid relay similar to

Concord.
Quick Shipment from CONCORD
CHICAGO or ATLANTA
Concord carries vast stocks. Concord

Pri.

Size 31/2"x 3" x

Your cosi,

ships to you at once from the nearest

98c

shipping warehouse, CHICAGO or
ATLANTA. Concord invites you to
consult our technical experts on special

requirements. Concord can expedite

glass enclosure tubes which are

any "essential" order and speed action.
Concord now serves the United States

specially heat -treated to achieve

optimum stress distribution and to
provide increased resistance to
thermal shock and mechanical damage. Connections are welded rather
than soldered.
International Resistance Co., 401
N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.

Government, Institutions, Industry6" PM SPEAKER

TAPPED RESISTOR

Ideal for AC -DC radios,

Vitreous resistor, 90 watts,
6.4 ohms resistance tapped
in20stepsof .32
ohms ea.58197.

P. A., and Intercom replacements.
587000.

Your cost,

11.70

Your cost, each,

and can serve YOU, whether you want

one part or a hundred. Telephone, wire,
or write your needs. And rush this coupon for the new 68 -page Buying -Guide.
It's FREE.

89c

CONCORD RADIO CORP.
rdayettekirtoectpatedLm

H -F Paper -Dielectric
Capacitors
A NEW LINE of high -frequency
paper -dielectric capacitors (avails

able in ratings of 5000 to 20,000 volt dc, 0.01 microfarad) are available primarily for grid and plate clocking service in electronic oscillator circuits of h -f induction -heat-

HOOK-UP WIRE
# 20 solid rubber covered.

Red or yellow. 100 -ft.
coils. Specify
color. Your cost,
each

49c

901 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. G.45

Chicago 7, Illinois

Please RUSH FREE copy of
CONCORD'S new 68 -page

Buying-Culde end Revised /P

ing equipment. They can also be
used to advantage in other h -f oscil-

priced .

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

Iladregorw7itiaeot FREE BOOK!
Concord Radio Corp.

KURMAN RELAY
Type 223C34.S.P.D.T.contads. 2.5 v. D.C. 8 MA, 300
ehm coil. 584020.

lator circuits. By the use of three

ATLANTA 3, GA.
265 Peachtree Street

CHICAGO 7, ILL.
901 W. Jackson Blvd.

Specially
.

.

.

$2.50

Listings, lust off the press.

AUDIO REACTOR
current. Con 2" x 2" x

with 4t

4

Name

Sealed..15 Ily at 0. D.C.

Address

mtg. inserts.

585010.

City

Your cost, $2.95

State

1.
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FOR POST-WAR REQUIREMENTS

40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

paper -dielectric capacitors instead
of four mica capacitors, costs may
be reduced plus lower losses and
lower voltage drop across the capacitor. The capacitors are hermetically sealed in rectangular
metallic cases, and are sup-

plied with removable footed -type
brackets, which provide for four-

point mounting in any position.
The 20,000 -volt rating is available

two designs-one in a plain
case, and the other with cooling fins
in

craw,

precision and
makes it with a high degree of
. , . and
experience in
cooperation born of our concentratedand scdules
he
meeting wartime's rigid requirements . . Willor serv,
items
stock to completed
From r
facility for planned production.

to permit a higher current -carrying capacity.
Bulletin GEA-4388 tells about
these capacitors and is available
from General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

ice embraces every

We lgisiteIse:need a.cd Elueletigel
METAL STAMPINGS
MACHINE WORK
LAMINATIONS

TOOLS AND DIES

PANEL BOARDS
PLASTIC PARTS
MECHANICAL AND ELEC.
TRICAL INSTRUMENTS

WILIOR

Ceramic Insulation
MYCALEX K SERIES is a new ceramic

for use as a dielectric in capacitors.

It can be supplied with dielectric
constant values ranging from 8 to
(c,",1,-

15, at 1 Mc. Mycalex K-10 has been
approved by Army -Navy (Jan. 1-12)

as Class H material. K Series is
available in thicknesses of * to 1
in., in 14 x 18 -in. 'sheets; in thicknesses down to 512 in. in smaller
sheets; and from 14 to 18 in. rods,

measuring I to 1 in. in diameter.
The material can be readily molded
and machined.

BACK THE ATTACK - - BUY MORE WAR BONDS
420

Mycalex Corp. of America, 60
Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N. J.
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TECHNICAL
NOTES
Excerpts from New Home
Study Lessons Being Prepared under the Direction

of the CREI Director of
Engineering Texts

Engineers!
Send for This Free
Article on the
The Standard for Accuracy and Performance

Delta -Wye

For' instruments, indicators, relays, switches-there are

Transformation

no finer springs than Manross hairsprings. Get the benefits
of sound exper .ence in design and modern research in
materials.

Send for Brochure of
Specifications and Design

HAIR
SPRINGS

month

Each

CREI

presents

a

specially prepared, practical technical article in its popular magazine,

CREI NEWS. The final article on
Circuit Equivalents appears in the
April issue and discusses the Delta -

Wye Transformation with illustrative examples-a Bridged -Tee Vari-

able Attenuation Pad and an I.F.

Trap circuit employed in a television

(1"

SONS

P. SPRING CORPORATION

CON N EC-IC UT

receiver.

We believe that the readers of

Electronics will find this article of
practical interest and possibly of
assistance in their daily work.

The CREI NEWS is issued free of
charge. Merely write a card or letter
and request your copy of the April

issue. Your name will be added to
the mailing list and you will receive

each forthcoming issue together with
the interesting series of articles that

are planned for the future. We will
also be glad to send all past articles
on "Circuit Equivalents," if available. Write today-You will incur
no obligation in doing so, and you
will undoubtedly apt'reciate its contents.

D.C.to
A.C. CONVERTERS
The Janette Rotary Converter is a simple, practical method for
obtaining Alternating Current when only D.C.power is available.
.1 to 3.2 K. V. A.
Janette was one of the first manufacturers to build converters especially for use
with A.C. electronic tube devices. Since
their inception these machines have established a world wide record for reliable, efficient, quiet, trouble free operation, under the most adverse conditions.

The subject of "Circuit Equiva-

is but one of many that
added to CREI lessons by A.
Preisman, Director of, Engineering Texts, under the personal
lents"

are being constantly revised and
supervision of CREI President,

E. H. Rietzke. CREI home study
courses are of college calibre for
the

professional

engineer

and

technician who recognizes CREI
training as a proved program for
personal advancement in the field
of

Radio -Electronics.

Complete

TWO TYPES are available; one for

details of the home study courses
sent on request. . . .
Write for 36 -page booklet.

If 'jou want a really dependable

CAPITOL RADIO
Engineering Institute

commercial applications, the other for
marine service. Special filters for suppressing conducted and radiated noise
voltage interference can be supplied.

converter, guaranteed for one year,
we suggest you TRY A JANETTE!

May We Send Literature?

Janette Manufacturing eornpatuf
5561.). 1Tkntrcre,

ellicaxIcy 6, ILL.

E. H. RIETZKE, President
Home Study Courses in Practical Radio -

Electronics Engineering for Professional
Self -Improvement

Dept. E-4, 3224 - 16th St.. N.W.
WASHINGTON 10, D. C.
Contractors to the U. S. Navy - U. S.

Coast Guard-Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
- Producers of Well -trained Technical
Radiomen for Industry.
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Loudspeaker
RANGING IN SIZES from 2 to 15 in.
is

a complete new line of loud-

speakers which will handle capacities from 1 to 20 w and which are
designed to give an acoustical output in 2-db steps. A magnet alloy

is used to provide magnetic efficiency and to save weight. The
speakers are dust proof. Metal
parts are rust -proof finished. Permoflux Corp., 4900 W. Grand Ave.,
Chicago 39, Ill.

Lightweight Blower
A NEW LIGHTWEIGHT 'blower for

heat dispersion is Model No. 21
which has been added to this manufacturer's line. The unit weighs 31
oz and delivers 50 gfm at 8000 rpm.

It is not affected by climatic or
temperature changes, and is available with shaft bores of either
0.1895 in. or :I in.

L. R. Manufacturing Co., Torrington, Conn.

Portable Test Meter
MODEL 695, Type 11, a compact,

portable instrument, which is essentially a rectifier -type voltmeter,
provides readings in decibels (from

-4 to +35 in all ranges), as well
It tells the whole story of "SCOTCH" Electrical Tapes and their application, by
word and picture. It even carries samples of all the tapes listed.
"SCOTCH" Electrical Tapes are made in a wide range of tested properties,
with backings and adhesives scientifically adjusted to varying requirements.
High dielectric strength, resistance to corrosion and firm adhesion are unfailing

qualities of "SCOTCH" Electrical Tapes. Made to exact standards, every lot
of "SCOTCH" Electrical Tape must conform completely with the most rigid requirements blefore being released for use.

Send For your copy of the new "SCOTCH" Electrical Tapes book today.
You'll find it complete and very helpful. The coupon below is for your convenience.

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
St. Paul 6, Minn.

as in volts (from 2 to 200, in 7 a -c
ranges). The meter can be used for
power -level measurements in all

types of sound equipment and in
radio receivers. Constant impedance is 20,000 ohms. When connected across any sound line, the
ranges can be shifted continuously

without varying the line impedance. A self-contained condenser
provides blocking for any d -c component.

The instrument is cali-

E-445

Please send us a copy of your new book on "SCOTCH" Electrical Tapes.
Firm

City

Prat

Zeno-State
.-sContr.
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0011.110.

To ENGINEERS Looking

for Bigger Opportunities
Belmont, a leading radio manufacturer, has immediate and important open-

Again, when the war is
won, we will be on call
.

To DESIGN, DEVELOP

.

and MANUFACTURE

ings for Senior and Project Electrical Engineers. Also Mechanical Engineers
and Designers with Electrical experience. Excellent post-war possibilities.

qualifications. If you qualify,

As one of these men, your immediate job will be to work on
high -priority radar and elec-

you will become associated with
a manufacturer who now is engaged 100 in war work, who

tronic developments for the

tie

Industrial Electronic Equipment

armed forces. We promise you
that the work will be interesting. It will present a constant
challenge to ingenuity and abil-

Airport Radio Control Equipment

ity. And it will bring you in

.

Radio Receivers and Tronsmitters

Marine Radio Telephone Equipment
rt

You

1-nrr. r,att action

produced millions of the na-

tion's fine radios in peacetime,

and who will he a still more
important factor in the radio
industry of the future. Contact

Mr. Wm. L. Dunn at Belmont Radio Corporation's

contact with some of the country's foremost engineers.

Chicago plant immediately by
wire or telephone, collect.

Write immediately giving
full details as to experience and

I VI II) It IMO MF(11.

OM I

CORPORATION

ISLIP, L. I., NEW YORK

5921 W. Dickens Ave.

Behnfint Raato_ Chicago 39, Illinois
RADAR * TELEVISION

FM * ELECTRONICS

KIRKLAND Pioneer
INDICATING LAMPS

D/E DOME TYPE LENS -CAP WITH
HEAVY WALLED, DEEPLY CUPPED
GLASS LENS. SO OUTSTANDING

THAT A COMPLETE LINE OF PILOT LIGHTS HAS BEEN EQUIPPE) WITH

For Use With the Most Readily Obtainable Lamp Bulbs
Type No. 590 D/E Unit for nee with

the Sti candelabra screw base amp on
voltage up to 120 volt..

When

CHUMS
The No. 590 D/E Unit, List Prise, (Iele
lamp) $1.25.

Specifications: Mounting hole, I' diameter; overall depth behind the front
of

the panel

area

1 far.

2"; length of threaded

Underwriters' Approved.

Write for Catalogue

CHASSIS

PARRS
RACKS

skill of a high degree becomes habitual, and shows up

in the smallest detail - that's
Craftsmanship!

Having specialized for many years, Par -

Metal has this habit of Craftsmanship-

expressed throughout the entire line,
which ranges from small chassis to
housings for huge transmitters.

To get a picture of what Par -Metal

can do now (and the post-war

possibilities) write for a
copy of Catalogue
No. 41-A.

THE H. R. KIRKLAND CO.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
ELECTRONICS - April 1945

PAR-NETAIL

PRODUCTS CORPORATION
32.6 -,-49th STREET ... LONG ISLAND CITY, N Y
423

brated for 500 -ohm lines with zero
level of 6 milliwatts or 1.732 volts.

A New Impregnating Service

With each instrument a chart is

WHICH PROTECTS

provided which gives interpolation

HARVEY
is going 'round

values on lines other than 500 ohms.
Test leads are supplied. Dimen-

STEATITE CERAMIC

ARTS AGAINST

sions are approximately 5i x 3i x
3i in.

MOISTURE ABSORPTION

Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp., 617 Frelinghuysen Ave.,

AND FUNGUS

Newark 5, N. J.

ATTACK

Purchasing Agents are saying:
If we need tubes, meters,

capacitors, resistors,
test equipment, or any

other radio and electronic components, what

do we do? We call
HARVEY-he has 'ern!

Wartime Agencies are saying:
If HARVEY can't fur-

nish us with the parts
we need, he finds them

for us - or gives us

something that will fill
the bill.

Training Schools are saying:
. .

. and besides, we get

extra service from his
staff. They know the

ins and outs of this
priority business, and
know how to cut through

red tape.

Literature
FM Program Transmission. This
is the title of a 12 -page brochure
released by American Tel & Tel
(195 Broadway, New York, N. Y.)
answer to the question of

in

whether the Bell System can provide program transmission channels which will meet the present
and future needs of fm broadcasters. The booklet points out that the
Bell System already is furnishing
studio -transmitter links to the majority of fm stations now in operation. These links transmit a frequency band of 15,000 cycles as
specified by FCC. The booklet also
states that present broad band carrier telephone facilities can readily

be adapted for 15,000 -cycle program circuits by adding special
terminal equipment. Another statement points out the fact that

Laboratories are saying:

whether wire or radio links are

HARVEY delivers! No
time lost on the orders

Bell System will use them, citing as
evidence of this the A.T. & T.'s projected microwave radio -relay sys-

we send to him. That
place has good, efficient
service.
WHAT THE FIELD IS SAYING IS SO!

used to transmit fm programs, the

tem between New York and Boston. This trial installation was
under development before the war,
and is intended to test broad -band
transmission by radio of various

WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE

types of communications, including

HARVEY FOR CRITICAL

long distance telephone messages
and television, as well as broadcast
programs. Directed radio beams
will operate simultaneously in both

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC
PARTS AND EQUIPMENT!
Taliepheac LOagacre 3.1800

1r VII T T

RADIO COMPANY

directions and be relayed at stations situated about 30 miles apart.

424

DOW -CORNING FLUID No. 200
This new method for waterproofing
ceramic surfaces results in increased electrical resistance and

improved performance of equipment under conditions of high humidity and condensation. Application of Dow -Corning Fluid No.
200 to ceramic bodies coats them
with an extremely thin film of silicone. It will adhere effectively
even when immersed for days in

sea water and does not collect
dust or corrode metals; nor will it
react with organic materials. It has

a power factor of the order of

.005% and is effective up to
150°C. It also acts as a neutral
flux for soldering, and is not re-

moved by contact with organic solvents. For further applications and

engineering data write or phone.

Daily
PICK - UP AND DELIVERY

in METROPOLITAN AREA

Test Instruments. Such instruments as Model 785 industrial circuit tester, Models 665, 663 and 697
volt-ohm-milliammeters, Model 689
ohmmeter, Model 796 insulation

tester, Model 564 volt -ohmmeter,
103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

by the_use of...

Model 772 analyzer, Model 633 a -c

PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING CORP.
666 VAN HOUTEN AVE.
CLIFTON, N..1
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Ile

IMPROVED

KELNOR
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

PATENTS
APP. FOR

/7

spec,

design

for most
efficient
soldering
in the

STANDARD RELAY

WILL
DO THE JOB-THAT'S THE ONE TO BUY!

I,

ELECTRO

RADIO AND
INSTRUMENT
manufacturing and
repairing fields

A

Potter & Brumfield Standard Relays will give accurate and
precise operation, their rugged construction and wide range
of simplified designs fit most standard applications.
Standard Re-lays reduce overall cost, simplify installation,
insure maximum performance. They are made of the finest
built to specimaterials, assembled by skilled hands, and are
fications established by long experience in actual use. They
are tough, dependable and ECONOMICAL. Standard Relays
carry more built in dollar value than specially designed relays
and, being standard production items, deliveries are prompt.
Ask for catalog giving specifications and full
range of coil voltages on all types of relays.

Easily solders bard to reach connections.

Cuts down fatigue, increases accuracy.
ORDER FROM YOUR 10DBFR, OR

DIRECT.

GENERAL OFFICES. CENTRAL TOWER, SAN FRANCISCO 3

PRINCETON, IND.

105 North 10th St.
KELNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY

"When Ordering Please Mention Electronics"

Wanted

CRYSTAL MANUFACTURERS!

ENGINEERS

Here is a NEW Holder,
approved by the Signal Corps.

Radio

*Electrical
Electronic
*Mechanical
*Factory Planning
Materials Handling
Manufacturing Planning

Featuring new materials and designs, the new

243

every test to which they have been subjected

by the Signal Corps. and crystal manufacturers.

Nemco Holders are designed to prevent
deterioration of the crystal by repelling
water vapor under tropical conditions.
Because we specialize in the manufacture

Work in connection with the manufacture of a wide variety of new and advanced types of communications equipment and special electronic products.

of Crystal Holders exclusively, we can
give you the quality and service to help
speed your production.
Write for samples and prices; also request quotations on your requirements

Apply (or write!, giving
full qualifications, to:
R.L.D

Nemco Crystal Holders have easily passed

for imprinting holders with metallic ink.

EMPLOYMENT 3EPT,

Western Electric Co.,
New NEMCO N5X in No. 6105

NATIONAL ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING CORP.

all types of FT -243 Holders.

22-78 STEINWAY ST., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY, N.J.
*Also: C.A.L.
Locust St., Haverhill, Mass.
Applicants must comply with WMC regulations

ELECTRONICS - April 194S

and 592 may be obtained in
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Consider your Pilot Light problem solved! The extensive Dialco
1..
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I

I

I

I

I 11111111
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application - Aircraft, Marine,
111111

Electrical, Electronic, Radio, and

z

m

solutions
every Pmb e

covers every conceivable

Industrial. We are geared to
supply COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES,

housing required G.E. or Westinghouse Lamps. Special empha
sis on NEON applications. Send
data for estimates, suggestions,
and samples.

0

Write for
CATALOG

m
CO

0

0111110
I-

vs

DIAL LIGHT
900 BROADWAY

Instruments" which are for use in
industry, laboratories and schools.
Weston

Electrical
Instrument
Corp., Newark 5, N. J.

Technical Monographs. These
monographs are a series of booklets available from the Technical

Service Dept., of Jensen Radic
Mfg. Co., 6601 S. Laramie Ave.,
Chicago 38, Ill., and are available
at 25 cents each. Monograph No. 1
on loudspeaker -response measurements was announced in Novem-

.14V

1.011°.r40.01:01"1.,4414'

0

539 current transformers are described and illustrated in Circular
R -24-C, an 8 -page booklet entitled
"Multi -Range, Multi -Purpose Test

provide

line

z
0

C)

P101 ti°11S
rapid

w

-

please

clamp -ammeter, Models 461 and

note:-

z

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Telephone: ALgonquin 4-5180-1-2-3

HEXACON ioleOalf odvt jinf

Douglas Aircraft

ber 1944

ELECTRONICS.

Monograph

No. 2 is titled "Impedance Match-

ing and Power Distribution

in

Loud Speaker Systems." Monograph No. 3 is titled "Frequency
Range and Power Considerations
in Music Reproduction." No. 4 is
called "The Effective Reproduction of Speech."

General Catalog. Nineteen types
of measuring instruments are described and illustrated in Catalog
No. 45 which also gives a brief

summary of the background of
Ferris Instrument Co., Boonton,

N. J.

Control Instruments. General information as well as circuits and
ratings are contained in Bulletin
No. 149 which tells about Powerstat variable transformers which
are used to obtain continuously
variable output voltages from a -c
power lines. Bulletin No. 116 describes other types of Powerstats.
Superior

Electric

Co.,

Bristol,

Conn.

TYPE 350 - for more dependable,

Electrical Connecting Devices. A

faster soldering

trates and describes a complete
line of multi -contact plugs and

Where precision soldering must be accomplished on a production basis,
HEXAGON Irons satisfy critical requirements. ALL HEXACON irons
have replaceable elements and scale -resistant cores. Heating element
is housed in damage -proof barrel to prevent mechanical injury.
Literature describing the all-inclusive HEXACON line of screw tip, plug

tip and Hatchet type irons-from 40 to 700 watts, and with tip diameters ranging from 1.4" to 13/4"-will be sent on request.

HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANY
130 WEST CLAY AVENUE, ROSELLE PARK, NEW JERSEY

HIGH QUALITY. LONG LASTING SOLDERING IRONS

El'

new 32 -page catalog, No. 14, illussockets,

terminal strips, fuse
mounts, barrier strips, etc., available from Howard B. Jones Co..
2460 W. George St., Chicago 18, 111.

Resistor Guide. Technical engineering data giving types, descriptions and specifications on eighteen different resistors is contained
in a 4 -page folder available from
Madison
Electrical
Products
Corp., Madison, N. J.
Electrical Contacts.
Standard

forms and sizes and typical
426
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HERMETICALLY SEALED

TRANSFORMERS
We are completely
equipped to build and
test these transformers

to meet the 5 -cycle test.
We invite inquiries.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Detroit 7, Mich.

2977 Franklin

We Invite

The Dongan Line
Since Nineteen -Nine

Inquiries

You can always depend ou

Winco Rotary Electrical Equip-=.
merit to do its job in a way that will
help build and maintain jour
record for outstanding service and

dependability. Our engineers are
at your service. Consult them

when you need-

* Built-in and Shell Type
Motors

* Adjustable Speed Motors
* Synchronous Motors

* Rotary Electrical Equipment for Aviation

One of the many precision radio
parts illustrated in the NEW Bud Catalog
Circuit

Catalog
Number

Design

* Dynamotors and Inverters

Contact
Arrangements

1324

Open Circuit

1325

Closed Circuit

* Motor Generator S,:ts

* Railroad Car li:;h1ing

Q

3 Contact Open
Circuit
Brake Contact
on Tip and Ring
Springs
Separate Make
Contact Springs

1329

q`

Brake Contact
on Tip Spring.
Separate Make
Contact Spring

1330

ll

1326

Generators

1327

1328

'NC° *or Rof
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
WINOIANGER CORPORATION

ELECTRON'CS -

NONA CITAION*

April 1945

Brake - Make
Contacts on
Tip Spring

BUD RADIO, INC.
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

These Jacks, although small in size,
are among the finest available. The
careful design and high quality ma-

terials used in these components
assure dependable service indefinitely.

Circuit opening contacts are made of
pure silver. The laminated bakelite
insulation prevents breakdown be-

tween springs at ordinary voltages.
Supplied
washers.

with

panel

insulating

Made in the following types, shown
at left.
BUD RADIO, INC.
DEPT. C, Cleveland 3, Ohio

Send

at no

cost

one copy of your

catalog to:
Name
Address
City

State

MEM MM. 011110 1-

-J
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semblies are contained in a 4 -page
folder, designated as Catalog
C-11, which tells about solder -

IN RES-CO

backed contacts manufactured by
Gibson Electric Co., 8350 Frankstown Ave., Pittsburgh 21, Pa.

offer unusual

"Know -How"

Booklet.

"Lear

RESISTORS
post-war

40

Know -How" is the title of a new

booklet which gives a complete
story

of this manufacturer's
equipment in its present and potential uses. Lear, Inc., Piqua,

"For the want
of a shoe"
For the want of

a

Ohio.

°Z0S-

Component Circular. A 2 -color,
4 -page circular describes relays,
switches, condensers, coils and

other products made by Comar

WRENCH a nut

Electric Co., 2701 Belmont Ave.,
Chicago 18, Ill.

was loose . . . . .
A handy WALDEN

Components Catalog. Catalog No.
100 contains complete information

WORCESTER WRENCH

would have tightened that nut ...
Special Aircraft vVRENCHES to

your order.

11/4kftel45

-0/
Type P-2 and P-4, Illus-

on many of the radio and electronic components available from
Cambridge Thermionic Co., 445
Concord

Ave.,

Cambridge

38,

Mass. Products described include
terminal lugs, x-ray oriented crystals, u -h -f i-f transformers and
pressure and hand -swaging tools.

Wire Catalog. Firewall aircraft

wire for aircraft control, power,
instrument and lighting circuits
is described in a 24 -page catalog
(Bulletin No. 53-A). Rockbestos
Products Corp., New Haven 4,
Conn.

trated, emphasize the lowcost factor Inherent in all
custom -designed, high -ac-

curacy IN-RES-CO resistors.

Type P-2 has a maximum
resistance of 500,000
ohms,

standard tolerance

1/2
watt rating
and measures 9/16" long

of

by 9/16" In diameter. Type

P-4, also non -inductive, has

a maximum resistance of
megohm, measures 1" long
1

by 9/ 16" in diameter, and
has 1 watt rating.
Especially suited for precision apparatus and equipment

applications, these
types are representative of
the all -Inclusive IN-RES-CO
wirewound resistor line.

Here, engineering ingenu-

ity-plus exclusive manu-

facturing techniques - can
mean substantially lowered
costs in post-war plannings.

Radio Parts and Hardware. Some
500 items consisting of chemicals
and hardware for use in radio are
described in a 20 -page catalog.
Walter L. Schott Co., 9306 Santa
Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Coupling Transformer, Plugs and
.Jacks. Bulletin No. 31 contains
data on a rhombic antenna coupling transformer, and on coaxial
plugs and jacks. Andrew Co., 363
East 75th St., Chicago 19, Ill.

Background Brochure. The title
of this brochure is "Case Book"
which portrays the personnel and
1'. Cattl g No.
141 vowing ..1% len.
of Automobile, Aitcralt
lr,c1

I

WAI E N
t

F

.nd RA, Tools

SH2EWSBhzY STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
428

factory operations involved in the

A note on your company
letterhead will bring your
copy of the new IN-RES-CO

catalog; no obligation.
TYPES

P-4

fat

P-2

RUMS Nt,r

INSTRUMENT
RESISTORS CO.

manufacture of Harvey -Wells com-

munications equipment. Illustrations and brief descriptions of
various types of instruments available are also given. Harvey -Wells,
Inc., Southbridge, Mass.

25 AMITY STREET
LITTLE FALLS, N. J.
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CUT HOLES
FAST

in radio chassis

No tedious drilling... no reaming ..
no filing! Saves hours of work. Cuts

clean, accurate holes for sockets, plugs,
other receptacles. Tool has three parts:
punt -heats through chassis,die supports
metal and prevents distortion,cap screw
is turned with wrench to cut hole. Sizes
for holes W to 31/2'. For complete information write Greenlee Tool Company,
192 L Columbia Ave., Rockford, Illinois.
WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER E.119

47:

r,

InDUSTRY

fur fluRRinc and
LIGHT

and Finis

DInG
t

1 BS

F ore d om Machines are employed in many thousands of

111111NFLmse

manufacturing plants for grinding, finishing, polishing, deburring, milling, cleaning, etc.,
replacing old-fashioned, time killing hand methods.

4 Quickly -Interchangeable headpiece types-pendl

size and larger-some with flexible wrist-see arrow.

Foredoms are used in 3 key departments,-

GREENLEE

production-tool room ---maintenance. Among
the leading industrial plants employing Foredoms are Ford, General

STEATITE
CERAMIC

Motors, Chrysler,

Nash-Relvinator, Jack & Heintz, Sperry Gyroscope, Bendix, Westinghouse, etc.

Models from $17.50 to $48.75. Catalog No.
45 shows complete line and many uses,-may
point the way to solving some of today's production and maintenance problems. Write
for your copy.

T For maintenance and trier-

gen:y needs --touching up
set-ups without disasserrebly,

removing high soots on gears,
of
marking
Identification
equipresnt, etc.

********* **
Another Foredom
Time -Saver

In die and tool depart.

.- men's. for grinding, finish.
dies.
and

ing

GRINDING KIT

touching

up

molds. him etc.

Model Ill
Properties and Characteristics of Our
LAVITE SI.5 Steatite Ceramic Body

Compressive Strength
Tensile Strength
Flexural Strength
Modulus of Rapture
Dielectric Strength
Dielectric Constant
Loss

Factor

96.000 lbs. per square inch
7 200 lbs. per square inch
10.500 lbs. per square inch
per square inch
20.000 lbs.235
volts per mil
6 42
2 90
446

Frequency of
1 megacycle

Power Factor
2 664.0
Bulk Specific Gravity
Density (from above gravity). -0.096 lbs per cubic inch
70
Hardness (Mohr scale)
2 350'F.
Softening Temperature
8 13s10.--,
Linear Coefficient of Expansion
0 009.'0
Moisture Absorption (ASTM 11-116-42-A)

Makers of electrical and radio apparatus destined

One of Foredom's complete line of
versatile

utility grinding kits pre-

ferred by so many plants for emer-

gency and maintenance needs. You
too will find it pays to spot them

liberally about your plant. Pencil size handpiece facilities-getting to
tight corners for touching -up production set-ups.

Complete with ac-

cessories $23.50.

3

for de -lumina. grinding.
and
flolegIng,

polishing

other light production JobsParticui arly valuable on Irreg.
ularly-s laced parts.

Order front your regular Dealer or direct

for war service are finding in LAVITE the pre-

cise qualities called for in their specifications
high compressive and dielectric strength,
.
.
.
low moisture absorption and resistance to rot,
fumes, acids, and high heat. The exceedingly low
loss factor of LAVITE plus its excellent workability makes it ideal for all high frequency
applications.
We will gladly supply samples for testing.

D. M. STEWART MFG. COMPANY
Main Office & Works, Chattanooga, Tenn.
New York

Needham. Mast.

Chicago

ELECTRONICS - April 1945

Los Angeles

Foredom Electric Compact.
27 Park P1.. New York 7
Please send

us your nee

`atnIng 'to. 45 shoeing the
different uses of Foredou.
Flexible Shaft Machines.

FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINES
SOLVE MANY PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

T'ATOOM ELEGIRIC LO. 77 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY

Name

Address

City

State
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BLUE PRINT

SERVICE
ON URGENTLY REQUIRED

RADIO PARTS TUBES
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

NEW BOOKS
Vibrator Analysis
MYKLESTAD, Research Associate, GuggeriGeini Aeronautical Lab-

Performance

New York, 300 pages, price $3.50.

Engineered

By N. 0.

oratory, Caltj oil o Institute of Technology, McGral, Hill Book Co., Inc.,
RARELY DOES the dean of an engi-

neering science take time out from

his research to publish a text expressly written for the uninitiated.
However, Mykelstad has presented
the fundamentals and analytical
methods for studying vibration

TO THE

Application

with especial care to define terms

so that the beginner will not be misled or confused.
Undamped and damped vibra-

tions, free and forced vibrations,

PHONE

BArclay
1840

TELETYPE

T R AIRED

`..h`,"'"
<!,::,;

TECHNICAL
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and vibrations of several degrees of
freedom both translational and rotational are discussed. The final

chapter culminates in an analysis
of flutter of propeller blades. Each
section
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amples and solutions.
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contains problems

answers as well as illustrative ex-

the electrical engineer the

mathematics of these mechanical
vibrations will readily be recog-

nized as that of transient circuit
analysis, except for the different
symbols and their physical significance.-F. R.
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Hermetically sealed, output transformer. Terminals constructed of
Pyrex glass with Kovar electrodes
and metal collars. Designed and
constructed to pass 5 cycle im
mersion test.

in

1930) of one of the few authoritative glossaries of electronic terms

in print defines with British terminology the technical terms used
in speech testing and acoustics; in
transmission practice; in vacuum tube design and use; in cathode-ray
tube applications; for electrical
characteristics of transmission circuits and equipment; in telegraphy,
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television, and radio direction -find-

ing; and for fire alarms.
According to H. M. Turner, past president of IRE, who reviewed the
standard in Industrial Standardiz-
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matter is. covered as in the standard on corresponding American
terms. He notes a few departures,
however, particularly in the inclusion in the British standard of such
unfamiliar terms as psophometric

industries and engineering literature, as gathered by the author
during many years of experience
both in industry arid as a lecturer.
Its clear and simple language will
make this dictionary useful not
only for engineers and students of
engineering, but also for foremen
and specialized workmen of the
various shops and industries. Electronic engineers concerned with
production problems will find here
in convenient form the definitions
of many unfamiliar terms.

What are Cosmic Rays?

weight, high -impact plastic housings.
Turbo -type wheels. Clockwise or counterclockwise rotation.

PIERRE AUGER, Boole

Superieure

Norinale, Paris. University of Chicago
Press, Chicago 37, Ill., 1945, 150 pages,
$2.

THE AUTHOR HAS written primarily
for an educated scientifically -in-

clined public who want to be familiar with current developments

in science without having to acquire a knowledge of physics and
mathematics. The subject is not
one in which the average layman
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I

find

interest, however, for

three reasons: first, cosmic rays
have not yet been put to practical

motor): 31,4 or.

I'

I

1.1
I

TORRINGTON. CONNECTICUT

use; second, no effect on humanity
has yet been discovered; and third,
they are still a scientific curiosity

of unknown origin and value, at
least as far as the book discloses.
On the other hand, however, the
fact that scientists have during the
past 40 odd years gone to the ends
of the earth, miles above the earth,
into deep mines in the earth, and
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far down in the oceans to check
the intensity and variations in cosmic rays, deserves the attention at
least of thinking men.
The translator, Maurice

NOW

a really high-powered

M.

Shapiro, points out that this is the
only volume in English that gives
a broad and up-to-date discussion
of all the major cosmic -ray phenomena.
Arthur H. Compton,
winner of the Nobel Prize in
physics in 1927, recommends it

RADIO
ENGINEERING
LIBRARY

with the statement that "For the

How Dan,

the draftsman,
calmed his
"pencil nerves" !
Dan's "pencil nerves" were

the sad result of uncertainty. No uniformity in his
drawing pencils-the draftsman's nightmare!

The story of the discovery of
cosmic rays is told first and various detecting devices described and
illustrated. These devices provided

means of indicating ionization of
gases, which is produced by cosmic
rays. The studies are then traced
through "the heroic epoch" during
which "investigators plunged with

here

professor of physics. One result of
this study is that "today the variations of latitude of cosmic -ray
ionization are well known, and they
provide a conclusive argument in
favor of the corpuscular and electrically charged nature of the
primary cosmic radiation." Also

the twin of another HR.
Eldorado has grit -free, non -

crumbling, non -feathering
leads that stand up under

pressure and produce

the extra -terrestrial origin of the
cosmic particles has been proved.
However, question No. 1, "what is

the origin of the rays?" remains
unanswered. The fifth and final

dense, sharp lines. How
about trying it?"

chapter summarizes existing data.

He did. And Typhonite

to give the book a popular flavor by
means of chapter subjects and sub-

Eldorado cured his "pencil
nerves", improved his work
and opened his eyes. "Say,"
he said, "this pencil's great!
Pass the good word along."

So-try Eldorado yourself!

DIXON'S
TYPHONITE

ELDORADO

Pencil Sales Dept. 59-J4, Joseph Dixon

Crucible Co., Jersey City 3, N. J.

Library comprises
selection of books

culled

from leading
McGraw - Hill publications in the radio
Cold.

especially selected by radio specialists of
McGraw-Hill publications
to sive most complete, dependable coy.
erase of facts needed by all whose Colds

Orgee grounded on radio fundamentals

the well known
stratosphere balloon flights, such

said, "take an Eldorado!

graded one NB is always

a

included

as that by Piccard, the Belgian

all 17 degrees. So accurately

Note:
The

fervor into an exploration of the
new terrain", gradually making
order out of chaos. The studies

"Take it easy, Dan," we
Here's a pencil a man can
rely upon. It's uniform in
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audience for which it is intended,
the book is distinctly the best that
has yet appeared."

The author has made an effort
headings such as: The physicist is
defied, enter Jules Verne, a cosmic
rainstorm, cosmic block -busters, a
phantom particle, and epitaph of a
mesotron. If these headings lead

the reader to expect as easy and

available at a special price and terms
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subjects-give specialized treatments of all
fields of practical design and application. They
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You want these books for the help they give in
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5 volumes, 3559 pages, 2558 illustrations
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Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING, 2nd
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COMMUNICATION
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FOR
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pleasant reading as Paul de Kruif's
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articles on medical research and
progress, he is sure to be disappointed. It will take more persistent effort to stay with it, and con-
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centration to learn from it.-M.G.V.
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NOTE: 'Iihe price of "Theory and Application of Electron Tubes", Second Edition, by
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1944 issue of ELECTRONICS, and not $4.50 as
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There is no

This department is oper-
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where our readers may

substitute for

discuss problems of the
electronics industry or

WIRES

comment upon articles
which ELECTRONICS
has published

Who Invented the
Electron Microscope?

in metal parts
fabrication

MADE BY
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Dear Sirs:
L. A. AUSTRIAN, in his letter
on page 380 of your December
1944 issue, has evidently mistaken
the Ultra Microscope, invented in
1902 by 11. Siedentopf and R.
Zsigmondy', for the Electron MicroMR.

.-Plefe.//4

scope which was invented nearly
thirty years later and was then industrially developed in Germany
and in this country.
The Ultra Microscope makes use

of visible light, illuminating submicroscopic particles transversely
to the direction of vision and thus
forming

an

image

ceectotroting upon

cornish
WIRE COMPANY, lac
15 Perk New. New York Dly New York

consisting

merely of irregular points, with-
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trian with respect to the Electron
olompdoo

is

representative of the ac
curacy and tolerance speci
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by OLYMPIC. Critical elec.tron;c
applications
are
ordinary production here. -

Moss production methods demand high
dimensional accuracy today, particularly where replacement parts must be
readily interchangeable. The experience and manufacturing techniques of
OLYMPIC assure strict adherence to
dimensional limits in sheet metal work-

ing and fabrication.
OLYMPIC metal fabrication facilities
ore available for the accurate and
precise fulfillment of your needs.
Stamping, forming, tooling, turning,

drawing, grinding, soldering, welding
or brazing, etc.-all are accomplished
to your exact specifications. Any finish
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Inc the duration

out any definition.
The other reference of Mr. Aus"This instrument panel

FOR

Microscope contains inter -German
polemical material all of a later date

than the priorities of the U.
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me, which are of May 30, 1931.
Hence I referred' to this scientist

Finance and Overall Management.
521 Fifth Avenue
Now York 17, N. Y.

as the true inventor of the Electron
Microscope. In his basic patents
this modern instrument is de-

scribed for the first time with all
the fundamental and necessary details. Usually we call the originator of such patents the inventor
of the new device.
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Dear Mr. Henney:
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VOCATIONAL AND

Just press the handles and the lob
is done. Cuts wire too. Strips 800
to 1000 wires per hour. Available
for all size solid or stranded wires
-No. 8 to No. 30. List Price $6.00.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012-14 McGEE ST.
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

SOMETHING NEW!
sleeveless type

Write Dept. E for Full Particulars
evr

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.

FINE RIBBONS

Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.

OF

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH

F&0
TRANSMITTING TUBES

Making quality and accuracy in our fabrication of Tungsten and Molybdenum Ribbons the
chief requisite to effective collaboration with
the Engineering needs of the Electronic In
dustry
A development of

O

15 BeekmanH

St.

CO.m

CROSSYork

7, N. Y

TUNGSTEN LEADS
PRODUCED FROM CONTINUOUS SPOOLS
OF WIRE, EITHER STRANDED OR SOLID,
ASSURING OVERALL UNIFORMITY. EACH
TINY WIRE OF THE STRANDED CABLE IS
POSITIVELY FUSED TO THE TUNGSTEN.

write for details & samples
GLENDALE VACUUM PRODUCTS CO.

8816 -77th Ave.

Brooklyn 27, N.Y.

Inquiries Invited-Let us explain how
Savings are erected and the ir & 0
greater guarantee.

FREELAND & OLSCHNER PRODUCTS Inc.

611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Raymond 4756

High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively
(1/4 To 100 KW)

SUSIffeff

Have you soldering problems?
Do you use or make hermetic seals?
Does your electro-tin plate
oxidize and refuse to solder?
If

so,

let me help you.

There is a

new development in the art of hot
MINIATURE BALL BEARINGS
for precision instrornerns, electronic devices
RADIAl SERIES (set left 1.11- le

i, IP °utak Mises

PIVOT SERIES 2 to 10 em, eutsidi

&mete

e,, complete smirk:aria, pricea-wrile lot meal, 43.1...
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has undreamed of possibilities.

send your
problem and samples, if possible, to
DON FOSTER
For further information

MIN IATUREPitccithoi BEARINGS

KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE. U.S

A new development that
requires no acid, no alkalin, no corrosive flux. A new development that
tinning.

A.

30 BURNS AVENUE, WYOMING 15, OHIO

.7

la.frgtafcl

S17.7al

.34"
j;;IaniOns,...;InnewsinnOne,M,

WO11010#1
ANINIPSOr

Contains detailed descriptions of
models we're now making.
We manufacture Volt -Ohm Milliammeters,

Insulation Testers, Signal Generators and
Tracers, Industrial Analyzers, Voltage Testers, etc.
SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO.,

Dept.

227 Fulton St., New York 7, N. Y.
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for low fidelity reproduction was a
real problem to me in manufactur-

ing and trying to

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

(at fancy
prices) high fidelity reproducers.
sell

The answer to it was very simple.

The prospective customer was
asked to sit and listen to a specially
doctored amplifier in which the frequencies between about 2,000 and
5,000 were boosted somewhere be-

tween ten and twenty

db.

The

sound was pretty bad, and it was
often difficult to make the victim
sit through a whole twelve inch
record.

But after he had submitted to
this torture he was asked to listen
to a well-balanced high fidelity reproduction of the same record. This

he found extremely pleasing until
suddenly in the middle of it we

turned the tone control full

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

SALARIED POSITIONS - This advertising
service of 35 years recognized standing
negotiates for high salaried supervisory technical and executive positions. Procedure will
be individualized to your personal requirements and will not conflict with Manpower
Commission's. Retaining fee protected by refund provision. Identity covered and present
position protected. Send for details. R. W.
Bixby, Inc., 278 Delward Bldg., Buffalo 2, N. Y.

POSITIONS WANTED

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER wishes permanent

position. Familiar with design, application
and maintenance of electronic electrical and

mechanical equipment. Employed several years
in manufacturing plants, including chemical
plant, processing Amino Acids. PW-817, Electronics, 620 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11. Ill.

EXPERIENCED VACUUM tubes and incandescent lamps glass man. PW-818, Electronics, 620 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.
'111111 llllllllll 1111111111111111111111111111111 lllllll 1 lllllll 111111111111111 lllllllllllllll 1111 llllll

WEST COAST

on,

cutting out everything above about

Position desired with aggressive firm,
$6000 minimum. Eight years engineer-

3500 cycles in the manner of the
best commercial consoles. His dis-

ing and sales experience with large

gust at this effect was as great as
his horror of the distortion in the

electronic equipment manufacturer, in
broadcast transmitting equipment, radar,
and industrial heating. Welcome plenty
of responsibility.

other direction.

By this roundabout process we
at least sold our reproducers, and

SA -797,

to the best of my knowledge all our
hove

customers have remained sold on

identical shape and size. Only a
ceramic expert con tell them apart yet
the No. 209SB regularly sells for more
than twice as much as the No. 209.

a fair test of listener preference
but it was the only simple and

These

two

sockets

Johnson

Our customers know that there ore
hidden values in the No. 209SB. It has
best quality, low loss, steatite insulation and beryllium copper contacts.
While the No. 209 is correct for certain
applications it does not have these expensive special materials.

Not all of our customers for the
No. 209SB go into these details. They
merely buy the socket for the hidden
values which are built into every Johnson product, since they take Johnson's
recommendations with confidence.

There are Johnson sockets for every
tube type, in addition to the above old
standbys.

Type

2 13/16"

17/8"

UX BASE

Mounting centers ___2 5/16"
Ask for Catalog 968D.

used by Radio, Electronic and other
manufacturers as part of their assem-

Inspection Board of
United Kingdom and Canada
Ottawa, Ont., Canada

blies our efforts can secure substantial
and permanent business for you. Write
for details.
RA -782, Electronics

620 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

On the House
Dear Mr. Henney:
WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE

Meters

to insert a

correction notice into an early issue
of ELECTRONICS in regard to the

BOUGHT AND SOLD

Stock of over 3000 new 2 and 3

following typographical error in
my article, Relays in Industrial

inch panel meters

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON AA5

JOHNSON
a 6amaa3 name in 12actio
E. E. Johnson Co. Waseca, Minn.

PRIORITY

On the 4th and 3rd lines from
the bottom in the left column of

Also 4000

in stock.

This should read:

= G,,, r/(r

R,)

Of course, this error would not
fool an expert, but I feel, that its
correction would be in line with the
high standard of ELECTRONICS.
ULRICH R. FURST
Chicago,

used meters of all sizes

Maritime Switchboard

page 137 it reads:
G,,' =
(r, -I- RI)
Gm'
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facturer. If you make products of merit

SUTHERLAND MACKLEM

Tube Circuits, Jan. 1945.

Data for both types:
Diameter
Height

Established Sales and Application En.
gineering organization in Chicago desires to represent an additional manu-

"wash -tub" conditioning to which
commercially available radios had
subjected him.

Each socket

formance test.

SALES IN CHICAGO

quick way of removing the long

would be a logical choice in its proper
place. Although the difference is not
visible to the untrained eye, it would be
very obvious in a carefully gauged per-

Electronics

330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

336 Canal St.

N. Y. 13, N. Y.

NMI

SELLERS

BUYERS TRADERS

Ai'

4°
for year IRON & STEEL
Years'
Ronan PRODUCTS, lice Experience!
13422-A S. Brainard Ave., Chicago 33, Illinois
"ANYTHING Containing IRON or STEEL"
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(T) SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
WANTED

V. H. F. or U. H. F.
ENGINEER
For design and development of
Army -Navy Electronic Equip-

ment. The position offers an
excellent opportunity with a
well -established and expanding company in Connecticut,

employing over 100 personnel.

The company's big postwar

program in the industrial electronics, audio and aircraft communication fields assures a
continued opportunity to engineering personnel for advancement.

P-810, Electronics
330 W. 92nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

TRANSFORMER
DESIGN ENGINEER
For one of the leading transformer manufacturers.
Located in N.Y. Metropolitan area. If you are an
E.E. graduate & Interested in becoming associated
with a company which has real Post -War possibilities write us in complete detail about yourself.
P-819, Electronics

A Present and
Future For An
ELECTRICAL -MECHANICAL

Senior

Electronic Engineers

ENGINEER

Preferably graduates of com-

Leading Philadelphia area producer of electronic components

courses are required for de-

seeks the services of an experienced engineer. The man we're
looking for should be familiar with

the design and development of
small parts. Accuracy is of utmost

importance and a knowledge of
modern mass production methods
will prove helpful.
For the right man a real future is
assured. Please give full information as to qualifications and salary
requirements in your first letter.
Address replies fo
1'-816, Electronics

330 W. 42nd St., New York I8, N. Y.

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

munication engineering
signing receiving -type electronic equipment covering all

frequency ranges, and other
specialized

electronic

ap-

paratus. Design experience
necessary, and knowledge
of production is desirable.
Excellent post-war opportunities. Salary open. RequireProof of
ments urgent.
citizenship and certificate of
availability are necessary.
Write giving detailed qualifications, and if satisfactory,
interview will be arranged at
our expense.

11.....

HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING?

for
VOLTMETERS
AMMETERS

FREQUENCY

METERS
MILLIAMMETER METERSM1CROAMMETERS

RHEOSTATS, RELAYS, ETC.
If you have, do not fail to send for
a copy of our latest

Submarine Signal Co

WANTED
TRANSFORMER &
SMALL ELECTRIC
MOTOR MEN

Dept. 420

175 State St.

Boston, Mass.

AVAILABILITY LIST!

ELECTRO-TECH
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

329 Canal St., New York 13, N. Y.
lllllll I llllllllll 11/11101/111111111 llllllllllllll 1111111111110 llllllll I llllllllll
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BEST QUALITY, USED
ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY
Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of
electron tubes, radio tubes, incandescent lamps,
noon tubes, photo electric cells, X-ray tubes, etc.
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO., INC.

New York, N. Y.

65-67 East 8th St.

Universal Midget Tools
DANDY SIXTEEN PIECE SET
Midget Pliers, Diagonal Cutters, Four Midget End
Wrenches,

Needle -nose

Pliers,

Punches & Chisel, Round File,

Screwholder. Six

Midget Crescent

$14.85. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Remit Today. Catalogue Free With Order.
DEALERS TOOL SUPPLY

Wrench.

ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS

DRAFTSMEN
TECHNICIANS
For war time and post-war design

and development of intricate, specialized, hermetically sealed transformers,

and special purpose fractional h.p.
motors.
Write giving details about age, experience, past salaries to

SPERRY
GYROSCOPE COMPANY, INC.

Research Laboratories
Stewart Ave. & Clinton Rd.
Garden City, New York

1527 Grand E, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

WANTED

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Immediate shipment to industrial users laboratories. Twelve plate half -wave assembled units rated single phase 220 volt,
75 milliamperes continuous duty at 35`'C
ambient temperature. PRICE $2.80 EACH
PREPAID.

Four units make a full wave 220 volt single phase bridge circuit rectifier rated 150
milliamperes -Six units a full wave 220
volt

three phase bridge circuit rectifier

rated 225 milliamperes.

DISCOUNT ON

QUANTITIES.

SENIOR

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
Large mid -west manufacturer, now exclusively on war radio and radar work,

has immediate openings for post-war
radio and television development for
three senior radio project engineers,
two mechanical engineers and one engineer on specifications and standards.
Confidential inquiries respected. Write

J. E. ROBIN, INC.
330 W. 42 St.

New York 18, N. Y.

MINIIIINIMMON111111111011001

RADIO
ENGINEERS
progressive,
Medium-sized,
Midwest manufacturer has

openings for one senior and
two junior engineers. Desire

men for work on military
projects now who will be
adaptable later to postwar engineering. Prefer men with
experience in radio receiver or
television laboratory, a n d
with college education in com-

munication engineering.
Our staff knows of this advertisement.

P-798, Electronics
520 No. Michigan Ave. Chicago ii,

III.

P-813, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11. 111.

MY1111111.11/1.1111111111010111

(Additional Employment Advertising on Pages 340, 407, 415, 423, 425, 433, 440 & 441)
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Wanted

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

FIELD SERVICE
ENGINEERS

We are offering permanent positions to a few Electronic Engineers or

FOR DOMESTIC AND

Physicists. This is an unusual opportunity for men who possess adequate

FOREIGN SERVICE

educational background, originality and initiative to join a well established and growing organization engaged in research and development
relating to motion picture equipment, television, and marine instruments.
Write full particulars relative to education and experience, so that we

Must Possess Good

can arrange an interview for you.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
92 Gold Street

Knowledge of Radio
Essential workers need release

HAZELTINE
CORPORATION
58-25 Little Neck Parkway
Little Neck, Long Island

New York 7. N. Y.
P11191/10.1

Me010111111.1101101.1114
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WANTED

WANTED

WANTED

PRODUCT ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

ELECTRONIC AND AUDIO

A progressive manufacturer of electrical products needs five product engineers to do trouble shooting, shrink-

POWER TUBES

age analysis, materials engineering,
etc.

Applicants for these positions should
have a degree in either electrical engineering or physics and at least five
years' engineering experience of an
important nature, requiring the use of
independent judgment and thoroughgoing analysis of electrical engineering problems.

Early interviews will be arranged for
qualified applicants furnishing full details regarding age, education, experience and salary requirements.
P-800, Electronics
830 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

New York City laboratory

of

ENGINEER
national

electronic manufacturing concern has a
position for a mechanical engineer who
has general tool knowledge and working
knowledge of impact on cantilever structures to supervise the mechanical design
of power tubes.

For key position in a small but na-

The engineer for this position should have
experience with scientific apparatus design or small machine drafting experience.
Any experience in the manufacture of
power tubes will be particularly valuable.
This opening will demand the best in
initiative and ability and should prove to
be an excellent stepping -stone in the
career of an ambitious engineer.

cations: E. E. degree with practical experience in design of radios, amplifiers,
and electro-acoustic equipment.

Please reply giving age, education, experience, and salary desired to
P-802. Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

tionally known concern with unusual
post-war possibilities. Liberal salary
and chance for advancement. Qualifi-

P-812, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

for confidential interview, stating quali-

fications, experience, any patents. or
personal background.

lllllllllll 1111111 lllllll 1111111111111 lllllllllllll 1111/111111111111111111111111 lllllllllll 11111 llllllllll

WANTED
ENGINEERS WANTED
by Large Radio Manufacturer
for Its Midwest Plant

1. R. F. and I. F. Coil design engineer
with knowledge of powdered iron cores for
tuning. An important position involving coordination and supervision of other engineers. Man must be engineering graduate or
have equivalent experience In permeability
tuning systems.
2. Vibrator Power Supply engineer, thoroughly familiar with all types of vibrators,
synchronous and non -synchronous, and associated transformer and filter circuits. Engineering graduate or equivalent experience.
Write details on education and background
to Dept. 6E, Box 429, Grand Central Station,
New York 17, N. Y.

THE WAR RESEARCH LABORATORY

of the

POWER TUBES

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
Gainesville, Florida
offers opportunities combining favor-

able living conditions, educational advantages and participation in development work of high priority for the
armed forces to radio engineers, radio
service men, radio technicians, mechanical engineers, radio physicists, mechanics, tool makers, draftsman and
photographers.

I
11114MMINONInememommet
WANTED

WANTED

An Eastern manufacturer has an attractive opportunity for a graduate physicist
or electrical engineer with several years
of practical experience in vacuum tube
design. It is necessary that applicants
have sufficient production experience to
develop designs which will improve quality and reduce cost through lowered
shrinkage.
Furnish full details regarding experience,
education, age, and salary requirements.
P-799, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

and

DRAFTSMAN

production.

DINION COIL CO., INC.

CaWont°, N.

Y.

llll 1,,,,,,, 11111/1111.111111 llllll 111111111 lllllll 11111 llllll 111111111 lllllllllll 1l,,,,,,, 1,,,,,,,,,,,:
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desired to warrant an early interview.
P-803. Electronics
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18 N.

RADIO ENGINEERS WANTED

this advertisement. Send complete background,
salary earned etc. We pay very highest salaries to
good producers.

Engineer with good general radio knowledge and good knowledge of fundamentals of electricity for work as designing
engineer on power and audio transformers.
Draftsman with good mechanical sense
and as much radio knowledge as possible
for work on transformer development and
Aft: Lincoln Walsh

Nationally known manufacturer of electronic devices has an opening for a junior
electrical engineer with power transmission or general radio circuit experience.
The work will be to supervise and design
circuits for power tube tests and applications.
The work is not of a routine nature and
offers a real opportunity for a young,
capable and resourceful engineer. Location New York City.
Please send sufficient information relative
to age, education, experience, and salary

Top radio design engineer wanted. Also juniors.
War Work -receivers etc. Post war -home radios,
radio phonon. television, electronic specialties, Ste.
Prosperous growing medium sized N. Y. radio mfr.
Splendid opportunity. Our engineers know about

ENGINEER

VACUUM TUBE DESIGNER

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

P-774, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

lomat nisernm

1-11

11,1111.11.1111111111,

1111.1.1111.111

JUNIOR RADIO ENGINEERS
Prefer: drafting, mechanical experience;

six years or more practical design experience. Splendid opportunity with growing
N. Y. radio manufacturer.
P-792, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York I8, N. Y.
llllllll . lllll llllllllll llllllllll 111111111111/111 lllll 11111 llllll 11111 lllllll 111
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SENIOR
RADIO
ENGINEERS
Project

development engi-
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ENGINEERS!

War-Winners Today, Post -War Builders Tomorrow!
Leaders in NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION'S staff of engineers,
scientists and technicians have brought us far out in front in the electronics

neering positions open with
excellent postwar future assured. Salaries open. Confidential inquiries respected.
International Detrola Cor-

industry. We have a research laboratory and two manufacturing plants in
Newark, N. J., and a manufacturing plant near Philadelphia, Pa. We invite
you to consider your opportunities with us for professional advancement,
stimulating, friendly associations, and a future with promise.

poration.

NATIONAL UNION NEEDS:

P-734, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

SENIOR TUBE ENGINEERS: These men MUST have actual experience with
with
radio tube manufacture. The pay and opportunities are commensurate
your ability.

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERS: Engineers interested in developing electronic
tube applications, who may represent us among radio manufacturers upon
occasion.

QUALITY CONTROL MEN AND WOMEN: Here you need an interest in

WANTED

Radio or Electronic

ENGINEER
For design and development of

the practical application of statistical and/or engineering procedures to many
factory processes.
TEST EQUIPMENT ENGINEERS : Men experienced with meters or electronic

test equipment to work either as TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN ENGINEERS or as MEASUREMENT LABORATORY ENGINEERS.
JUNIOR ENGINEERS-MEN AND WOMEN: Do you have a college degree

in Physics, Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Mathematics or Chemistry? This company offers an opportunity for
young, ambitious graduates to assume responsibilities and to exercise initiative.

Army -Navy Electronic Equipment.

The position offers an excellent
opportunity

with

a

well -estab-

lished and expanding company
in Connecticut, employing over

100 personnel. The company's
big postwar program in the industrial electronics, audio and aircraft

FOREMEN AND ASSISTANT FOREMEN : Men experenced in radio or
radio tube manufacture to supervise exhaust, stem or grid operations.
TECHNICIANS, CIRCUIT MEN: Have you been a radio ham, or have you
built or repaired radios? Have you studied radio in the Services? We need
men who can read circuit diagrams and do wiring and construction.

communication fields assures a
continued opportunity to engineer-

WOMEN !

P-794, Electronics
310 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

We have a number of fine young women engineers with us now. We
need more. If you have a degree in Electrical Engineering, Chemical
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physics, Chemistry or Mathematics and are seeking career opportunities, investigate.

ing personnel for advancement.

If you have thorough traning in your field, as evidenced by job experience in radio
or allied industries, or by a college degree-if you have ambition, initiative and
resourcefulness-if you have the ability to inspire your co-workers, then . . .

JOB
with post-war future

Telephone or Write

DR. L. GRANT HECTOR

available for junior chemical and electrical engineer

Director of Engineering

with company now doing important war work.
Give salary requirements and
education or experience.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION
Plane St. at Raymond Blvd.

P-811, Electronics
930 West 92nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

WMC RULES OBSERVED
lllllll

TED

RESEARCWHANEUGINEERS

Prominent radio and electronics manufacturer located in
Midwest has immediate open-

ings for three research men

preferably with engineering
background, on post-war prob-

lems in electrical and elec-

tronic fields. Confidential inquiries respected.
820

P-315, Electronics
CtLswo

ELECTRONICS - April 945

Newark 2, New Jersey
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Permanent Employment

WANTED

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

ASSISTANT
CHIEF ENGINEER

Well -established

Eastern

Massachusetts

concern desires graduate electronic

engineers with flair for research and eye
to future. Permanent position concerned
at present with important development
work for government with increased opportunities after the war. Unusual openings for men with capacity and initiative.
Must be U. S. Citizens.
P-870, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

radio -electronics manufacturer, engaged exclusively on electronic
Mid -west

war projects at present, requires ex-

perienced engineer to assume complete
supervision of post-war development of

household and auto radio receivers.
Television receiver experience desirable

but not essential. All inquiries confidential. Write
P-814, Electronic.
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

111111111.H.
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70° C in 20 minutes

UNIFORM
and
ACCURATE

From room
to
-7 0 ° C is

*

temperature

NORTHER N'S
I atest achievement. . . . We
have built many

test

Steatite

chambers

which reach even

lower tempera-

tures but this problem required flight similitude
program control to simulate an airplane ascent
and descent ... we did it. PROGRAM -CYCLE CONTROLLED TEST CHAMBERS make life
testing under HUMIDITY LOW TEMPERATURE

Whether carefully molded on

manually operated presses, or
produced on high pressure hydraulic

and VACUUM conditions

a
simple matter.
LET US SOLVE YOUR TEST PROBLEM.

See

extrusion

presses, the

Steatite pieces made by STAR
are of uniform and accurate dimensions at all times. Write us
for further characteristics of

our advertisement on Control Cabinets-page 410

STAR Steatite.
PRES'3UP,E

THE STAR
PORCELAIN CO.

NORTHERN LABORATORIES LTD.
3-01 27th Ave.. Long Island City, New York

ELECTRONICS DEPT.

TRENTON, N. J.

FRANK MASSA
ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT
DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCTION DESIGN

PATENT ADVISOR

Magnetostriction and Piezoelectric Transducers
Dynamic and Magnetic Vibrating Systems
Loud Speakers, Microphones, Headphones
Sound Powered Telephones
Under Water Sound
Hearing Aids
Supersonics
Electro-Acoustic and Electro-Mechanical Instruments
Accoustical Laboratory Design and Techniques
3393 DELLWOOD ROAD

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS 18. OHIO

Tested in War...
Ready for Peace

METAL AND

PRODUCTS
PREMAX
ovns,*

PLASTIC

NIAGARA

FALLS.prn. N

SPECIALTIES

STAMPINGS
SCREW
MACHINE
PARTS

INSTRUMENT HOUSINGS

PANELS CHASSIS

iiteugaidawted to yoga Rercetemvad
and dependable service

Experienced fabrication
parts. Send
for all types of radio and electronic
for
quotation.
us your drawings and specifications

The story of Premax in action

Photos

Diagrams
Commercial, Military,
Amateur ... Just off the press.
.

.

. .

.

. . .

.

r?' t't? I CI X 8'0 LILIC iS
STAMFORD METAL SPECIALTY CO., 428 BROADWAY, N. Y. 13
7/tetat" 7e/es4 el EPosei Vcdeir.qtreeme
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Division Chisholm -Ryder, Co., Inc.
4502

Highland Ave., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
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Wire insulation of Geon is ough I

PROVIDES "ABUS,E,. INSURANCE" FOR SERVICE"

tests by a leading testing laboratory show

FORMAL
that insulation made of GEON for SN wire can
stand, twice the pressures that ordinary insulation can
take in the Olsen compression machine. Informal tests
of this insulating material for portable cable indicate
an even better crush test record.
Translated into performance these test results mean
that insulation of GEON will stand abuse and rough

treatment that would quickly ruin ordinary insulating materials. The picture shows one such serviceportable cable for a maintenance tool used in a large
factory where the insulation takes a terrific] beating.
Many other of GEON'S important properties are

useful in this service, too. Excellent electrical properties, of course. And resistance to oil, abrasion, chemicals, air, heat, flame, water and many other normally
destructive factors. In other types of service, the use
of GEON will permit thinner coatings of insulation
-more conductors per conduit. Its slick surface means
easy installation. GEON can be brilliantly colored in

the entire NEMA range for quick, positive identification.

Urgently needed for military uses, all the GEONS
are subject to allocation by the War Production Board.
Limited quantities are available for experiment, and

our development staff and laboratory facilities will
help you work out special problems or applications.

For more complete information write Department
FF-4, Chemical Division, The B. F. Goodrich Company, 324 Rose Building, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

CHEMICAL DIVISION
The B. F. Goodrich Company
ROSE BUILDING CLEVELAND 1S, OHIO
446
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Rack model, r.
bridging :ype.
multiplier range: -20

VU to +20 VU. Power
supply,

VOLUME LEVEL INDICATORS

V,

ICC-130

60

cycle AF., with voltage
regu;ntcr for normal
variations. Reference
into

lever
ohms.

600

DAVEN Volume Leve' Indicators are des geed to indicate audio levels in broad coifing, sound recording and allied
f e ds. Extremely sensitive, they cre stur-

dily constructed and correctly damped
for precise monitoring. The long, specialized experience of DAVEN in the design
and development of test equipment
makes these Indicators the
preference of major sound

PE 911

faille model, bridg-

-argineers both here and
abroad.

type
Iter

Meter multi-

-urge: +4 VU to

+42 VU or +4 VU to

TYPE 915

+26 VU,

terminating, -6 VU -o
+32 VU; bridging,
VU to +42 VU; or fgt.'.

TYPE 9'0
Rock model, same as

mingling,

-6 VU

Type Ill.

o

+16 VU; bridging, +4
VU to +26 YU_ 2 s
steps. Refereece

level

I mw into 600 °Inn.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT IMF EDANCE: Bridging, 7500 ohms; terminating,
600 ohms, excepting Type 185-1581 ohms, bridging.

FREQUENCY RANGE: Less than 0.2 db up to 10,003
c.o.s. -ype 920, less then 0.2 db, 30 up to 15,000 c.p.x.

METEF SCALE: -20 to +3 VU and 0 to 100%. Type

A scale hcs VU reading on upper scale; Type B scale
has percertcge reading on upper scale.
INDICATING METER: Copper-Oxice

type, adjusted for deliberate pointer
action.
METER ADJUSTMENT CONTROL: Miri-

ature step type; ±0.5 do range, in CI
db steps.

MOUNTING: Rack models 19" long fir
standa-d relay rack; portable mod: Is
in walnut cabinet, approx. 11"x6"x61/4".

TYPE 185

Power Level Indicator,
portals e or ,c1:k models, k ridging type.
Meter multiplier range:

-10 cb to -46 db.
Refire ice

2

VU

Reference level:
in -o 4.30 °ANIS.

Rack model, terming ing and bridging typ-.
Meter multiplier range.:

lee.: 6 mw

THE

DAvEN
/

9

1

COMPANY

CENTRAL A.ENUE

NEWARK

4, NEW JERSEY

irto 51.0 ohms,
HELP SPEED TOTAL VICTORY, BLY AND HOLD MORE WAR BONDS

steps.
1mw

fR

#firkiloil-hildDiratrox
Moderately priced; rugged, single -en led construction; operates in any

position; designed for relay and grid -controlled -rectifier applications

411

particularly those involving electronic ;peed -control of small D -C motors

%-Ampere Average Continuous Current. The 3D22 is a

sensitive, four -electrode thyratron conservatively rated

to handle an average output of 0.75 ampere in continuous operation and a peak current of 6 amperes.
Single -ended, Sturdy, Compact Construction.

Surdily and
compactly constructed for industrial service, the 3D22
is single -ended and requires no flexible leads for connections.

Control -Characteristic Stable Over Wide Temperature
Range. Because Xenon gas is used, the control -character-

istic is essentially independent of ambient temperature.
Low Precondudion Current and Low Control -grid Current.

The low preconduction current and the low control -grid

current permit the use of a high -value grid resi-tur to
give increased sensitivity with a high -impedance circuit.

TECHNICAL DATA
ELECTRICAL

Heater for Unipotential Cathode:

Voltage (A.C. or D.C.) *
6.3+10% Volts
Current
.
.2.6 ..... Amperes
Tube Voltage Drbp (Approx.)
.1)
Volts
Grid. No. 1 Control Ratio (Approx.) t 150

Maximum Ratings, Absolute Values

PHYSICAL

Mounting Position
Any
Maximum Overall Length
4%"
Maximum Diameter
2,Y8"
Base
Medium Metal Shell Giant 7 -pin, Bayonet
*Heater voltage must be applied at least 30
seconds before start of tube conduction.
t For conditions with 0.1-megohm grid resistor and grid No. 2 volts = O.
:Averaged over any JO -second interval.

WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL DATA
RCA, Commercial Engineering Section

Department 62-29E, Harrison, N. J.

Please send bulletin on RCA -3D22 Thyratron, giving additional information for equipment -design purposes.
Name
Company
Address
City

RELAY AND GRID -CONTROLLED RECTIFIER SERVICE

State

THE FOUNTAIN -HEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

Peak Forward Anode Voltage
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage

Peak Cathode Current
Average Cathode Current#
Ambient Temperature Range

650 max
1300 max
6 max
0 75 max.

-75 to +90

. Volts
Volts
Amperes
Ampere
°C

I

